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Missionary – Branch Alaska 

 
Here are some awards the Branch gave out for positions held. 
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       Bob Fisk with his missionaries 

Sis. Byus, Sis. Hatch And our Penny Wellington. 

 

 

 

 

Dear Bro. & Sis Yoder            Dear Bro. & Sis. Yoder and Family,

 Love Sister Byus                                    Sister Vera hatch  
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 Our Branch sponsored a newspaper for the Alaska mission; I will copy in full the one issue 
I have.  
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 This next series of papers are in date order and give a good idea how things 

progressed over a period of time.  They include Priesthood meetings that I was Branch 

Clerk for, letters to different people and meeting for MIA and other things. 
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It looks like we baptized the following: Morris; Fisk; Flint; Remmon: Angus; Tonkin: 

Chapman: Bob Tonkin; Glen Tonkin; Allen Tonkin; Linda Moss; Rual Diaz; and Ford 

Boy.  That is 13 to this point.  

 

 

Sis Kjar and another sister I don’t know. 
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Sister Kjar & unknown sister plus Jim Flint                 Sister Kjar, Bob Fisk and Jim Flint 
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KUSTABORDER FAMILY 
 

 When we learned of our mother’s brother’s death and that my mother’s family 

was located in the mountains of Pa. Lillian and I made a trip to see them.  We met a 

number of them and got to know them.  Once again, my life got busy and I lost tract of 

them.  I will try to make contact with them again.  A few of the stories that Aunt Martha 

told us was that Mom’s step mother was mean to her and made the kids sleep on the 

porch, sometimes in bad weather.  They said she was a witch and used witch craft to get 

Moms Dad to marry her.  They said way back there was an Indian in the family.  I have 

pictures of this visit but can only find two at present. 

 

Sam and Maude Kustaborder (My Mom).  

 

Aunt Martha, her Daughter and Granddaughter. 
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ALASKA 1963- 

This was our first home on Annette 

  

 

This was an exciting time for us to be going to the great northern land.  When we 

arrived at Annette Island, we found a house to rent in the Indian village on the 

waters edge.  Metlakatla was home for the Metlakatla Indians and was located on 

the far end of Annette Island.  The main income was from the fishing fleet and they 

had their own cannery where many of them worked.   

This was the view from our front porch.  We visited these on one of the 

Islands, they say they use to bury 

their dead standing under them.   
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The fishing fleet 

 

The tough kids on the block, Sumi, Frank Jr, 

Sheila, and John.  
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I remember we had an old station wagon and it had a hole in the floor in the back 

seat, and the kids use to like to drop rocks as we drove along.   

 

 

 

 

The kids loved to play by the water and did a lot of crabbing  

    in front of our house with their Dad. .  

 

Left John, Sheila, Dad and Frank; Right Sumi, Sheila and Dad.  

Sleeping pills 
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Snow in front of our house  Christmas 

comes to the Yoder’s 

 

 

We spent a lot of time out of doors.  

Dad & Sumi in back and Sheila & John in front.           Sheila and John rock climbing.  
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We moved into Quonset housing 

 

Sumi and Frank in front of school John taking his babies 

for a stroll 

 

     

 

                              Dad and Mom, L-R Frank Jr., John, Sheila, Sumi.  
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Finally we moved into the new Coast Guard Housing. We felt we had died and gone to 

heaven.  

 

               FAA  Housing                     Our new kitchen 

 

         

 

     Sheila and our newest Son James.  

 

Mom reminded me that she had James in Ketchikan and had to fly home alone with the 

new baby.  Dad and all the kids were at the Airport waiting for her. They were excited.  
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I had now been in the Coast Guard over 10 years and was committed to finish 20.  

 

 I spent about 3 months in this school.in Elizabeth City N.C.  
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18 June 1965 when I was in school in Elizabeth City.  Thankful for a good wife. 
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We had 5 children by now but the money was good and we were able to save 

enough money to buy a new car when we left Alaska. We enjoyed our stay.  As far as the 

base was concern, I have a few memories. I had gone to the school in Elizabeth City and 

got back on my sections duty night. Chief Wood said I could have off and let the other 

Electronic person handle the duty and for me to go home to my family.  That night the 

weather turned bad and a ship got in trouble.  My duty section sent out a UF2G, after a 

while they lost contact with them.  The next few days we had our planes searching for our 

plane. They finally found it on the next island over.  It had crashed into the side of the 

mountain.  The largest part of a body they found was part of an arm.  These were men 

that I knew and worked with and it was a tough thing to take.  I very well could have 

been on that plane. The crew included 2 officers as pilots and 3 crewmen.  One, Olson 

was to get out of there service with 20 years the next week.  It was tough on those 

families.  I often wonder if I had would I have keep them out of the side of the mountain.  

We always worked the radar and I was fairly good at that.  We also found out that the 

Altimeter was not working.  As they checked the logs of all the aircraft we found that 

none were working and that would have told them that they were too close to the ground.  

Chief Wood told me to get them fixed and not to go home til they were working. I took 

the book and started thru the set from the beginning til the end.  Was able to get them all 

up and working.  Some one had been working on them and made the same mistake on all 

of them and cause them to be not working.  

 

 We had an earthquake on Good Friday.  It was bad and caused a lot of damage in 

Alaska.  We were directed to fly to the district and pick up officers to take to the scene. 

We arrived in Anchorage in the evening.  As we flew over the shorelines we saw boats 

washed onto the land and houses out to sea the base had no power and they issued us one 

blanket to sleep with in the barracks. The next morning we were all down to the plane 

ready to go early. It was one of the coldest night I have spent.  Our base was not affected 

by the quake. 

 

 I also remember being sent for survival training to Anchorage.  We had to live off 

the land for 3-4 days.  It went quite well and we did not suffer too much.  
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 Our 1964-65-66 taxes are summarized here:  

Year  Income  Tithes 

 

1964  5353.70  1166.70 

1965  6965.50  1434.81 

1966  5790.93  824.34 

 

 

 This is the roster of the crew in Alaska.  
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 This is our gang; I think this is at Welcome House. The patio I helped Pop Yoder 

do when I was about 17 years old. Kathy and Frank in back with L-R Sumi, Frank Jr, 

John, Sheila and James.  

 

 A story I wish to tell is concerning Genealogy. I was laying in bed in the house in 

Metlakatla and a voice said “Frank we are waiting. Of course the church does encourage 

you to do genealogy but I felt that I could not since I had no idea how to find my family. 

So when I received a letter from my sister Lillian stating that we had an Uncle die. I was 

quite surprised.   I did not even know that we had Uncle since we had been orphaned 

since 9 yrs old.  I got the information and called the funeral home and ask if there was 

any family.  He said there was but he was on the outs with them and left everything he 

had, including a house to a bartender friend.  I got his address and sent him a letter stating 

whom I was and that I was not interested in his money or home only records since I did 

not have anything on our family.  He packed up a box from the house and sent it to me.  

One of the letters in the box was from my mother to her mother stating that they might 

move to Chicago in the near future since my dad had some relatives there. 

 

 When I came home from the school in Elizabeth City I had a one-hour layover in 

Chicago and went to the phone book and copied all the Toys that I could before I had to 

leave.  When I got back to my home on Annette, I wrote letters to all those I had copied 

and told them who I was and wanted to locate my father’s family.  Nothing happen for 6 

months then I received a letter From Leo Chow stating he was my Uncle and would be 

coming to this country in a short time. Once they arrived in Calif. I planed a trip to visit 

them.  He said we had a lot of family in Calif. And also in Hong Kong, in China, Burma 

and New Zealand.  When I got to his home, the family came in to meet me and I took 

genealogy sheet and filled them out. They ask when I would visit my aunts and uncles in 

Hong Kong.  I stated I was a lowly enlisted man and could not afford to make the trip. 

 

 When I got back to the base we had a plane to be overhauled.  We usually sent 

them to Elizabeth City, which was the Coast Guard Overhaul base, but for some reason 

they decided to send this one to Japan.  I don’t think they ever did before nor after. 

 

 I decided if I could get a ride to Japan then I could afford to fly to Hong Kong.  I 

took 10 days leave and we left for Anchorage.  I was the only one that knew how to work 

the radar but trained the co-pilot that first day.  When we arrived in Anchorage I found 

out that an air force plane was leaving within the hour for Japan and that would put me 

there the next day.  I told them I had to go and they said they could work the radar ok.  
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 I hopped on the Air Force plane and arrived the next day in Japan.  It was a good 

thing that I did the Coast Guard Plane had all kinds of trouble and did not get to Japan for 

over 10 days and that would have used up my leave and I would have not gotten to Hong 

Kong.  

 

 I called my aunt and told her I would be coming ahead of schedule.  When I 

landed in Hong Kong, she was waiting for me with a member of the family called Chung 

Chack.  He could speak English and was assigned to me for the whole time I was there. 

He was an older teenager.  Once again the family gathered to see this long lost part of the 

family. I got as much information that I could.  One of my uncles took me to visit a 

fellow that had a little shop, he open a drawer and pulled out some sheet with 23 

generations on one side of the family and 10 on the other.   

 

 I went from not having any family to having them all over the world.  I really felt 

blessed. I did a lot of work on our family at that time but then I got pulled away with 

earning a living and church jobs and have not done anything for 30 years.  I feel bad and 

when I finish this history I will start again.  I just hope the trail is not too cold. 

 

Mom & Dad, Sumi, Frank Jr. Sheila, John and James                      Mom loved to have a 

    Picture taken 

 

 

 

 

        Our family again          

                                                                                      Sumi in the back with hair 

                                                                                                              Covered 
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 Since I have so much material on the things that we did in Alaska, I will break it 

down into the following sections: Missionary work--Kustaborder side of the family—

San Francisco trip Toy side of the family---Hong Kong trip Toy and Wong side of 

the family.  
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ASTORIA, OREGON 1966-1967 
 

 

 

 We reported in to the base and I was made shop chief.  One of the problems they 

had was all of there APN 22 were down.  Since my experience at Annette I was able to 

get them all working quickly.  I also was sent to school for the HH52 helicopters and 

below is the certificate  
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This is the class members of the course.  Not a whole lot and we had to wear Civ’s. I 

don’t remember any of them and don’t think we served together anytime. 

 

 

 

 We received this patch to wear on our flight jackets but I never put it on.  

I remember one day I was in the shop and checking my taxes over. One of the fellows 

came up and looked over my shoulder.  He saw how much I paid for church and he could 

not believe it.  He went to the library to look up Mormons and the person at the desk said 

they did not have anything but her daughter was one and would get something for him. 

He joined the church. His name was Larry Elam.  Years later I found out about this from 

him.  Just because he saw my tithing.  
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 Speaking of Church, here is a picture of our chapel 

Our Branch President was Romer Owen Oja.  We were a branch in the 

Northwestern States Mission. I was called to be Elders group leader.  All of the Branches 

were members of one quorum for the District.  We did a lot of things.  I remember that 

one of the projects we did was to record all the gravestones in our area. A large 

undertaking.  We also had 100 % home teaching.  Our group had all the home teaching.  I 

do not think there was a High Priest in the whole District.  We had missionary work 

going and food storage.  

One night I was at the base on duty and the District President and his counselor 

came to see me.  They wanted me to consider being called to the District Presidency.  I 

said I would serve wherever I was called but I was worried about all the programs we had 

going that they would not continue.  The thought it over and decided not to call me.  

However soon after I was transferred to Tenn. For schooling.  I remember the Elders 

Quorum President was in our Group and he use to take what we were doing to the other 

groups. (President Peasnell). Following is a note with our tithing receipt that Pres. Oja 

sent when we were in Tn.   
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Our tithing for that year.   
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Our Address was 1275-12th Hilltop Homes, Astoria, Oregon 

 

Follows a rent receipt for one half of a month.  

 

 

James on the side of our home.  

 

James with swimming lessons. 
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Sumi, Frank Jr. and James. 

 

 

 

 

We had a park close by the kids use to play in. 
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Sumi, Sheila and Frank Jr. 

 

 

 

 

John, Frank Jr. and Sumi 

 

 

 

Dad, Sumi, Frank Jr, Sheila, John 
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John, Sumi, James, Frank Jr, and Sheila               John getting all the food. 

 

Mom states this was the most fun campout we had. 

 

 

 

 

   All the boys, John, Frank Jr. James 

We had fun in Oregon, but we had other places to be and 

we left for Tenn. and School.  I sure take a lot of courses and 

schools. 
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MILLINGTON TENN.  1967-1968 

 
 We were sent to Tenn. for schooling. Our address was 8013 Catalina, Millington 

Tenn. 38053.  Our Bishop was Donald Carlson. Following is a copy of the Tax return for 

that period of time. 
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 During this time I must have been Elders Quorum leadership, since I have 

minutes of different meetings on that subject.  I also have a copy of the ward rooster from 

that period of time. I will not include it here but it is my records at home. We also got 

involved in selling a cleaning solution named Swipe.  We sold quite a few of them for 

extra money. I will include the following: School graduation after one year; Elders  

Quorum records; and family activities and pictures. 

 

 

 

 

 

This was a hard course but I was able to finish it. The “A” school I had finished with the 

Air Force Base at Kessler.   
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 I do not remember much of our time in Tenn. Since we were only there for a year.  

We went to the zoo since I have some pictures of that and we also had a new baby there.  

Mom tells me that when she was in the Hospital with Michael, Dr. Martin Luther King 

was killed in Town.  Also when she came home from the hospital.  We had a tornado 

come to our area and it jumped over our house, but did a lot of damage in our area. We 

were blessed as we seem to be a lot in our life.  

 

      Sumi, Frank Jr, Sheila, John, & James 

 

 

 

       One of the wilder animals, James 
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Sheila with the new baby Michael 

 

                        Frank Jr, James, and John 

 No change in forty years.  
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I started to get involved in the Presidential Race since I felt a good Mormon would do 

well. Here is some of the material. 
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Elizabeth City North Carolina 

1968-1973 

 

 

This next period in my life was to the longest time spent in one place, approximately 30 

years.  This would just about equal the time I had lived to that point.  North Carolina was good 

to us and we learned a lot and our children mostly grew up there. We had some very good times 

and some bad ones, but all in all this life have been good.  

 

 We came into town and lived in a motel for a few weeks as I reported into the base.  We 

went to church and Jack Armstrong befriended us.  He took us to Fred Markham, local realtors 

and told him we were one of the good Mormons and to treat us well. He showed us a few 

houses, and we finally found one on Hunnicutt St that fit our needs. I think the price was 

$12,500.00 and we could afford that payment. It was a good size house in a fair part of town.  

Mostly retired folks in our area. 

 

 My income for the year 1969 was: 

 Coast Guard  7222.60 

 Swipe   1174.51 

 Enterprise  4100.00(Furnisher etc.) 

 Total           12497.11 

 

 This period of my life was noted for a number of things, one of which was the working 

extra to take care of my growing family.  We did the furnisher mostly to get new furnisher for 

us.  We set up a business with lic. And letter heads etc. and then got our furnisher from High 

Point, which at that time was one of the furnisher capitals of the world.  We sold to a few of the 

members at a discounted price.  I organized the Swipe sales and we sold a number of cases of 

that. As we go on with my history you will see that we had to do extra to support a growing 

family. 

 

 Our taxes show 6 children and we paid 535.35 in taxes. Paid 1238.78 in tithes and 

interest on home 492.67.  

 

 

 

 

 

 The Waldorfs were church friends and we went to see them at their Roanoke Indian 

Village. Doug was always like my self an enterprising sort of fellow. Following is a handout 

from that.  
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 Here Doug, his wife and Daughter are shown.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

The following are papers that I found in the file when I retired in 1974, I will include some of 

them here for file purposes.  They show that I was always in a school each year.  
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The Bakery 

 

 About 7 of us Coasties were sitting at work at the base one-day and we discussed what 

business we could go into. We finally came up with a Bakery since they did not have one in 

town.  I knew a baker in Portsmouth Va. So I got hold of him to see if he was interested. He 
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worked for Giant Foods and had a lot of experience.  He Made the Kennedy Carrier Cake for 

Pres. Kennedy and showed us pictures with him and the President.  He came down to look the 

town over and thought it would be a great idea.  I went back to the 7 at the base and said we 

would need about 100.00 apiece to get started.  That left only 2 of us that were willing to put up 

the money.  I talked to Bob Young the baker and he had a friend that wanted to go into the 

project so the four of us started the bakery. (George Hammon Huffman, Robert Young, 

Frederick E. Felt and Frank Yoder.) We located an old building on Fearing St. that use to be a 

Bakery.  They still had some equipment so we leased the building for 200/mo. And bought the 

equipment 

They did not have ovens so we had to buy them from in VA.  We elected officers and I was 

President, with George as Vice President and boy Young as 2nd Vice president, Janet Felt was 

elected as Sec. And Fred and Secretary and Treasurer. 

 

        Ovens we bought 
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These papers show the age of some of our equipment. Dating back to the war.  
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We soon found out that we needed more money to get started so we decided to sell stock.  

That fell on my shoulders and I made up a presentation and started to sell.  Below are a list of 

the stockholders and the amount they bought.  
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We sold a few more shares at $10/share to total $14,250.00.  

 We were finally ready to open, the opening day we had a long line up the block to main 

St. Here is the invitation we sent out.  
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 We did a booming business since we were the only show in town, but soon things did not 

look so well.  We were getting behind on bill even with the great business.  We soon learned 

that Bob Young was a great baker but did not know anything about cost accounting and 

management.  We had a meeting and figured we had gone 10,000.00 in the hole.  They decided 

I was to manage the bakery with Fred and Janet keeping a close watch on expenses and money.  

We found out that Bob had been sending a truck to Norfolk every day for the next day’s 

supplies, also he sold doughnut for .05 and it was costing .10 to make with overhead etc. So we 

upped our prices and had only one trip to Norfolk per week allowed.  This we did for a few 

years but Bob still was not able to show a profit.  We bought him out and I took over the 

operation.  We still did not make a profit but we did not lose money either.  By that time we had 

moved in next to Acme TV on Ehrinhaugh st., which was the main business street in town, but 

we had higher overhead.  The big advantage of the bakery was my kids had a chance to learn to 

work in a business.  This stood them in good stead the rest of their lives.  
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Michael was born 31 Mar 1968 

This shows James and part of Sheila.  

 

 

 The story of the pool is interesting.  My brother Ray worked for Sylvan Pools in Pa.  He 

was able to get us a pool at cost and we set it up in the back yard.  We had a lot of fun with it 

and spend a lot of time with the kids swimming.  One day a few years after we had the pool we 

were in the house and heard a large sound.  We went out to find that the side had given away 

and water had poured out and had so much force it pushed large pieces of logs through our 

chain link fence and water went all the way down to riverside.  We were thankful no one was in 

the pool at the time. That ended our back yard pool.   
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Dad and the kids at Nags Head Beach.  

Left to right: Dad, Michael, James, Frank, Sheila, Sumi, John 

 

 

Wright Brothers Park 

                       Left to right: Sumi, John, James, Sheila and Frank 
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James 1970 summer 

 

Summer 1970 

Left to right: James, John, Mom, Sumi, Dad, Sheila, Frank 
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     Michael Yoder 1970                                     Michael Yoder 1970 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   L-R: James, Michael and a friend                    Dad in his Chief uniform 

Mom made Michael’s jacket out of 

Dad’s old uniform jacket of the right! 
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Sumi and Sheila posing for Miss America                Sumi and Sheila 

 

 

 

 

James with our big sunflower plants.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1970 
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Sumi, Sheila, Michael, John, Frank- 

James, Michael 

  

 

 

 

Doris, Nao, Mom Steinhauer and                   Sheila, Doris, Frank, Nao, Lolly  

Assorted Children. 

 

This was held at Albert house with his, ours and Nao’s kids. 
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This is the year I made Chief.  Following is certificates. 
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1971 
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 Kathryn Yoder 14 June 1971  Sheila, Frank Jr. and Kathryn 

 

 

 

One of the many cats we had over the years   James, Michael, John and Sheila 
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        Kathy and friend      Michael 1972 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   We took trip to azalea Gardens in Norfolk Va. 
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 During this period I was instructor in the “AT” School.  I taught driver training and in 

charge of the Lab’s.  When I went to Instructor school at the Navy in VA. I came out second in 

the class.  They instructor told me that I had come within one tenth of the top man due to the 

fact he was the officer in charge of the school or else I would have been first.  They had a lot of 

presentations to the class.  I was at home with that due to the church training.  I was advanced to 

Chief during this tour of duty.  In 1972 I was transferred to the Air Station to be their Career 

Counselor.  I had heard that the man that had the job was being transferred and I talked to the 

caption of the air station that was a church member, he thought I would do well.  

 

  One of the committees I was appointed to was AR&SC prior to transfer to the Airbase. 
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This course I took so I could teach it to men on the base.  
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We visited the Hill Cumorah Pageant in New York With our Family. 
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They gave me this as I left the Base at AR&SC.  
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 Back in 1968 I had taken the test for a Ham license.  It expired in 1972.  I had never used 

it so I did not renew it.  The only reason that I got it was that I knew code from radioman and 

could pass the test easily.  

 

 At one time in the 50’s I had thought about being a radio operator on a ship since I 

qualified for that with my Coast Guard training, but when I found out that I got sea Sick, that 

ended my career on the Sea.  
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1972 

Air Station Elizabeth City 

Career Counselor program 

 

 I enjoyed the Job, since it was helping the men in different areas.  The command was 

very helpful.  I would talk to the young men and they would tell me that they would like to stay 

in the Coast Guard but their wifes did not.  I started to talk to the wifes.  Also there were quite a 

lot of marriage problems and I would counsel both the men and their wifes.  Soon that got to be 

a full time job so I arranged for the chaplain service in VA. To send us one of there men to do 

that.  I organized the Wifes into an enlisted club, run after the order of Relief Society.  They met 

in the big conference room of the Capt. Of the Base.  We started a nursery and did a number of 

other things.  The Man in charge of the whole area was coming and the Capt. wanted him to 

meet the wife club president and myself.  She invited him to a meeting with the wives and he 

accepted.  The Capt. was afraid what might happen but it turned out fine and all were please. I 

still smile as I think of the Capt. sweating out that meeting with the young wives. 

 

 Most of these wives were short skirt attractive young women.  They looked at me as a 

father figure, I told them to smile and pay attention the Capt. of the base.  I told them that sugar 

would get them much more then Vinegar.  They wanted to have and do a lot of things.  That 
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tack got them everything they went after.  We met once a week and discussed their needs with 

them. I represented the command.   

 

 One of the problems was housing for the young men and their families as they arrived at 

the base.  They had to rent hotel rooms to get time to find housing for their families. This is 

what my family had to do when we arrived at the base.   I found out that some trailers were 

available in Pa. From the floods they had. The government ordered them to house the people 

that were displaced by the floods. By the time they had arrived all the people had been 

relocated.  We flew up to look at them, The Executive Officer and myself.  We then recommend 

we purchase 4-6, which meant we pay for the shipping since they were government excess 

property.  The Capt. Of the base, Capt. Bracken said he did not want trailers on his base. So my 

Capt. Peterson of the air station went over his head to the District commander who he had been 

an aid to and he approved them.  We got them set up and it helped people moving in to have a 

place to go until they obtained housing.  I went back years later and they still were there. One of 

those fights that I felt good about doing.   

 

 Another area I was concerned with was buying bonds, I felt the government wasted a lot 

of money and did not want to do it.  I was the only one on the base not to do it.  The Executive 

Officer called me in and we talked.  He gave me some good advice. He said pick the fights that 

are worth fighting and leave the others go.  It would cost me $4.50 per quarter. So I got the 

bond. 

 

  

 

 

 

1973 

 

I was concerned with the Career Counselor Program and sent a letter to the Commandant. 

(He is over the whole Coast Guard). Enclosed is a copy of that letter.  
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 This is the year we took the kids with us to Washington D.C. and some of the pictures 

following are on that trip.  

 

James, Frank, Sumi, Kathy, Sheila, Mike & John                         Kathy 

 

 

 

Arlington Cemetery                                                   Washington Temple 
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The front of our house.                                Mom’s Sisters and Mother 

             Doris, Mom Steinhauer, and Nao 

                

 

Dad on Horse on trip we took                     Mom will not admit it but this is her 
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During this year two young ladies came to stay with us as our daughters. They only stayed 

about a year.  Left is Birdie Knighten, and right is Claudia Songster. We are still Mom and Dad 

to them.  

 

 

 

Claudia, John, Birdy, Dad, Sheila, Kathy, Mom                   Dad and Kathy 

In front Mike and James.  
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Dad and Mom with Dr. Lions at their place        James and Michael  

Mom Steinhauer and Mom Yoder                                                Doris and Don Compton 
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During this time I was called to be a Seventy in the Church.  I was one of the 7 presidents of 

Seventy for the Stake. 

         Front        Back 
This is a list of the area I was responsible for: 

Unit                WML               AWML            Bishop 

E.C. Zone       Pres. Yoder    Lin Ritter        H. Evans 

                                                 Gordan Wyatt 

Creswell          Charles Little                           Cercey 

Manteo                                                             Spencer    

Moyock     Tommy Mason     Taylor 

Franklin      E. Jones      Taylor 

Portsmouth       Pres. Zicafoose               Hooper 

 

Hampton Zone Pres. Andrus 
Newport News   Ball 

Denbe                Pres. Dooley 

Gloucester         Mike Dirle 

 

Norfolk Zone    Pres. Goodrich 
Va. Beach 1       Pres. Goodrich 

Chespeake         Pres. Lineberry 

Norfolk 1          William Hogland 

Norfolk 2           John Rhinehart 

Va. Beach 2       Skip Lezette 
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 We decided to try a booth at the 6 county J.C. Fair.  The following is the material from that. 
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 We had the game plan and assignments given out.  At talks in Sac. Meeting we assigned 

everyone to bring 2 people out to the booth.  We got the big tent from the National Guard and 
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had two air conditioner put under it so that would make it cool.  It was the only place at the fair 

grounds that had air condition.  We had the 6 elders from the mission come down to play for us 

and had members assigned to man the booth.  We played the film Ancient America Speaks. We 

sold about 30 Book of Mormons, 90 people saw the film and many talked with the missionaries 

outside the tent. We had a good relationship with the J.C. organization.   

 

 The evaluations after were mostly positive.  Some were concern that it was not the right 

atmosphere for the gospel to be preached but we touched some people that we would not have 

been able to talk to normally.   

 

 One of the nice things, a man had a communication booth next to ours and as it got hot he 

would come over and sit in our tent and watch the film.  He saw it a number of times since it 

was quite hot.  A year later he called me up and ask if we still had that film, his son and wife 

were visiting and he wanted to show it to them.  I took it over and the watched it.  They did not 

get interested but the Man and his wife joined the church.  His baptism alone would justify the 

work on the project.  

 

 Enclosed is the evaluation letter that the J.C. Fair chairman sent to us upon request. 
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During this time we had four sister missionaries in our ward.  We worked hard to keep 

them active.  They soon had 2 more sisters assigned to our ward and were a district, and I think 

the only one in the church at the time all sisters.  They made this plaque for me.  They knew my 

favorite song was Love at home and that is what is said.  It also said:”1972 to President Yoder 

for helping to bring the gospel to so many.” 

It is one of the things that I treasure due to the love they showed to me. The follow is the back 

of the plaque with there names.  
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 I have a lot of missionary records showing the different sets of missionaries and the 

people they were teaching.  Too much to include but on the back of one I had a summery which 

I will quote: 

85 families being taught 

15 not interested 

70 working with now 

 

5 new members this last month 

8 this coming month 

62 book of Mormons to be checked out 

43 Bom in the motel 

20 Bom personalized 

5 not interested. 

Consider requesting two more elders.  

This is around the period of 11/28/73 
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      This is to prove I graduated from College. 
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This was in my files showing the different people we keep track of at that time.  A lot are from 

school, so this might belong back in the fifties.  
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ELIZABETH CITY  

1974-1976 

 

This will be one of the busiest years that I would have.  I will have retired from the Coast Guard ending 20 

years of service and experiences.  I will run the Bakery full time and try to expand that.  I will be very active in 

the church with my missionary work trying to expand the church into surrounding areas. My family would be 

growing starting into the teens, which by itself is a very challenging time.  

 

 

 

Coast Guard 
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 Some of the things that I have in file: Top is Commendation Medal for my work as a Career Counselor, 

the ribbons are good conduct and I think being in service during the Korean War. The wings are worn when you 

qualify as aircrew men. The anchors are my chief’s items, the dog tags I wore the 20 years in the service. The 

eagle is my 2nd class rank. The nametag I wore on my chief uniform.  
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Most retirements end with a beer bust and liberty for the crew.  My retirement was the only time they had root 

beer and liberty. (No Beer). 
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Different plaques I received. 
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When Capt Petterson first came on board he asks for a lunch with the chiefs, there were about 20 of us and I 

was at the other end of the table from him.  He stood and introduced himself to us then made a few remarks and 

then asks if chief Yoder would give grace on the food.  That came as a surprise but I offered the prayer, after he 

talked to me and said he knew I was a Mormon and would be prepared to pray. We never know the good we can 

do.  
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BAKERY 
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We had a daily saying in the paper for advertisement.  

 

 

MISSIONARY WORK 

1974 
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 I was set apart as a 70, I was active but not really involved as I should have been.  The brethren of the 

70’s put up with me and I finely caught the spirit.  We started to do a lot of missionary work.  We first started 

with Elizabeth city and then caught the vision of a stake for our area and planned our expansion according.  We 

build up to a force of 40 missionaries. Eight of them being full time.  We would assign our local brethren to take 

full time missionaries to the outline areas to build them up.  As I look at the map, our ward covered a large area, 

from Va. Border far south.  You could travel south for about three hours to get to the edge of the sound our 

border, this included the following counties; Currituck, Camden, Pasquotank, Perquiman, Chowan, Gates, 

hertford, Dare, Tyrrell, Hyde, Washington, Martin.   

 

 We planned an open house, it was a big thing.  I was working with the mission President McPhie; Our 

General Authority was Elder Pinger.  He has worked close with me as Mission President prior to being called as 

a general Authority.  I remember going with Bishop Evens to the Stake Presidency and covering the plan with 

them.  Told them we had invited the Mission President, The Mayor, The Sheriff, the chief of police, the man 

running for Governor, (George Wood) and we wanted to invite the President of the United States. I remember 

the 1st Counselor to the stake president did not think we should do it, I pushed hard for doing it and he said Bro. 

Yoder, you’re close to apostasy.  I stated President you don’t understand me, I fight hard for what I think is 

right but if you say no, I stop. He said no. 

 

 When I talked to Elder Pinger later and told him what had happen, he said, don’t those brethren catch 

the vision? Everyone was afraid since it was so big, we had the branches in to help, the Creswell branch dressed 

in the 1796 period and everyone did well.  We had radio, TV coverage and paper.  We ended up baptizing the 

reporter from the paper due to the open house. (Cody Low) 

 

 We also talked to the Mayor and got him to declare Family Unity Week.  I think it was the first time that 

was done in the county. We put a full page add in the local newspaper for that purpose. Elder Pinigar then took 

that to church HQ and they started to do it in the rest of the country.  

 

 When it was done, everyone was happy that it had turned out so well. Following is some of the Material 

from the open house.  
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Pres. McPhie and wife                                         Pres. McPhie and George Wood, his wife    

                                                                            Elder Rex Pinger and his wife far right.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Left to right. Bro. Spencer, Wayne Cersey, unknown, Bp McPherson, unknown, OC. Abbott, unknown, Pres. 

Less, Pres. McPhie, Josh Tunnel, Bp Evens, Bp Medlin, Bp Frankie Huggins, Front row, Sister Hampton (I 

think), George Wood and Mayor Bell. Not sure who is playing Organ.  
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Corolla 

 

 We received a call from Norris W. Austin; he was the Post Master in Corolla N.C. He owned a church 

and wanted to know if we would come over and put on services for him and the people there. The following 

people were there.  

 

Name   wife  children  work 

Norris W. Austin Peggy(Friend    Post Master 

Tom Ponton  Ellen  Rober   Fisherman 

Tom Ponton  Antha  Andy   Retired, in poor health 

Eugen Bichner  Mary  Nantte   builder on corolla 

Bob Meade  Grace  Steve   Mgr Brinks  

Kenyon Wilson Gwydlyn    Lawer in E.C.  

David Jones       Comm. Fisherman 

William West  Peggy  Scott&Marcella lib. Of congress 

Jean Austin  Shirley  Patsy&Jenny  CG Lamplighter 

Griggs O’Neal Lousie      Deputy Sheriff 

John W., Austin      retired 

 

This is a summery that someone wrote but not in my handwriting: 

“Mr. Norris Austin Post master-owns church.  He says there are 35 families total of 105 souls that he could get 

about 30 to come out-Originally the church was a non-denominational. Later the Baptist held services there.  

They have dropped it now it is (can’t read next two wards)-Norris father John Austin runs the store, this is the 

one I referred to as Captain Billy-maybe they said Captain Johnnie, but it does not matter now that we have it 

straight.  Norris has been going all the way to Virginia Beach to the Rock Church.  He is very much in favor of 

us holding meeting there, they have an old pump organ needs repairs and an old piano, that needs tuning but 

another wise ok, it would be wise to have some one to play and direct music. He knows we are LDS and favors 
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us. He has attended meetings at Elizabeth City, and feels that we have something to offer that other churches 

don’t. Norris Austin will furnish us transportation across Currictuck Sound. Pay Phone just outside of the store 

and post office is 1-919-453-9985, home 453-2473. “ 

 

 

The following is a copy of the talk that I gave at the first meeting.  
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Shortly after this I got a call from Norris and he said that he had a caller that did not identify himself, he said he 

would burn down the church if we had the Mormons back to preach, and if they still came he would burn down 

his fathers house.  He did not know what to do.  I told him that we did not want to cause him or his father any 

problems so we would not come any more.  I am wondering what ever happen to him 30 years later. 

 

 

 

 

REFERRAL PROGRAM 
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We used the “Junior Missionary” Concept a little different.  We set up a week at a time the young men could go 

and live and serve with the full time missionaries out of our area.  This seems to have had a good effect on 

them. Below is the program that we first received, as I review it now, I think it would be good to put into effect.  
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Virginian-Pilot, Monday, November 25, 1974(This is the Va. Paper, great coverage) 
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We requested the borders of the mission and this is what they sent us.  
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FAMILY  
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1974 

 

                       Kathy                                                                       Sheila 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       John, Frank, Kathy and Sumi                                                 Oldest Daughter Sumi                                                    
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James, Sheila, Kathy and Michael                                                   Kathy and friend 

 

 

 

 

 

I was interested in planes; I finally took the lessons and got one. This is not it. The one on the right is a card I 

received for a birthday.  
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                                      From my wife and children when I retired from Coast Guard. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Different papers that I made notes on: I will summarize here: 

 

Calendar 

 

1. Retire from Coast Guard (5-74) 

2. Complete years’ supply (5-74) 

3. Pay off house 1974 and stay out of debt 

4. Establishing a Stake (1974-1975) 

5. Develop Sumi and Frank 74-75-76 

6. Trip out west (1975) investigate area to retire in. 

7. Build up bakery (1975-1975) 

8. Sell Bakery, Home, and furnisher-yr supply 
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9. Prepare us spiritually for the Lord. And the responsibilities he has for us.  

 

 

 

Prophesies as I see them: 

 

a. Approx. 26 years til the Lord comes 

b. Build up Church and missionary work to the gentiles 

c. Persecution 

d. Missionary work to the Jews 

e. Call to gather in the west 

f. War with Russia in America 

g. Complete breakdown of Government and Mob rule 

h. Destruction 

i. Return to Jackson County Mo. 

j. Return of Christ. 

 

 

26 yr til Millennium 

War’s famine etc, to accrue in that time 

 

Family move out west 

1. Tour Utah to locate new home: 

a. Requirements for home 

i. Water 

ii. Farm Truck Patch size 

iii. Security all yr round 

iv. Close to ward 

v. Down payment 

b. Requirements for Job: 

i. Work I qualify for 

1. Salesman 

2. Bakery 

3. Little electronics 

4. Desert 

5. Furnisher 

6. Shackle 

7. Real Estate (check to see if my Lic. Good in Utah. 

ii. Work I enjoy 

1. Working on organization 

2. Real Estate 

3. Salesman 

c. Requirement for family: 

i. Time to teach them 

1. Family night 

2. Breakfast 

3. Evenings 

ii. Wife: 

1. Time to assist with children 

2. Time to assist with home 

3. Time to let her develop her artistic talent 
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d. Requirements for self 

i. Obtain the spirituality to be close to God 

ii. Have a job I can enjoy and not be too tired at end of day to read, spend time with 

family and do church work. 

iii. Put enough away for retirement and old age. 

 

If Bakery: Cost and Requirements: 

a. Oven (3 Minimum)   4,500. 

b. Mixer 180 Qt 2 Minimum  2000 

                Small   1000 

c. Fryer    1500 

d. Rolling machine   3000 

12 Freezer 4 minimum 

f. Loaf Pan’s 100   1000 

g. Flat pans 50     

h. Case, pan 20 large, 15 small  500 

i. Racks (1 large rolling, 4 small)  400 

j. Proof box      50 

k. Storage box finish product    50 

l. Lift      250 

m. Pallets 15 small    

n. Register 1     200 

o. Adding machine 1    150 

p. Tables make up 5 large   250 

q. Truck panel    2000 

r. Cleaning material     50 

s. Bags and boxes  

t. Cases 3 minimum 

   Total  20000 

1975 

Coast Guard 

 
It was nice to receive an award after I had retired.  The Men at the Air Station had received The Coast 

Guard meritorious Unit Commendation from the Commandant and in the award letter they talk about the Career 

Counseling program. That would normally be unusual for them to mention that.  That is the reason they sent it 

to me after I had left.  
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 This is the ribbon that the sent to me.  
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1975  

Church 
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Ahoskie 

 
 We were intent in building groups, then branches and then wards. This is part of the history of the 

Ahoskie group.  
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I included this letter to show that even though we in Elizabeth City were excited about the progress and 

the local Ahoskie members were excited this good Elder did not catch the spirit of what we were about.  It is an 

example of anytime that you take people out of their comfort zone they tend to fight against the work. And I 

surely take people out of their comfort zone!  
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We placed BOM in the County Libraries:  
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This received Aug 25, 1975 
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He is one of the first Elders we sent into the area and spent a lot of time building the members up.   
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Received Dec. 1975 
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Received in Dec. 1975 with a Christmas card.  The Stake decided that The Franklin Branch needed more 

strength and took the Ahoskie people to do that.  They also started a new Virginia Ward and took our Moyock 

people to strengthen that.  We were sad but what ever is best for the building of the kingdom.  Now in 2002, we 

took a trip to N.C. and found out that they are starting the Ahoskie group up again and also the Moyock group.  

The Lord is in control.  
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Young Men that went on the Youth Mission from the Stake. We had 4 out of the seven.  
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Family 

1975 

 

 

     

          We took the family to the Pageant in New York. We stopped by Home in Pa. to see the families. 
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Sumi was undergoing counseling in Va. And she told us of this teen that needed a place to go.  We agreed to 

have her, so Claudia came to live with us for about a year. She still calls us Mom and Dad. 

At the same time Bro. Knighton had lost his wife and he was leaving the area for a long time. He asked us and 

other church members to take his kids.  So we had another Daughter come to us for a while Aberta .  

I received a Christmas card from Mom with the following sheets, one for each month: 
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Merry Christmas 

12 months in a year  

each month holds a 

special promise for you 

Love Kathy 

 

January 

Good for “one Back Rub” 

 

February 

Good for “Your choice dinner” 

 

March 

Good for One “Special Night” 

 

April 

Good For “one walk alone” 

 

May 

Good for “one night at the beach” 

 

June 

Good for one “your choice dessert” 

 

July 

Good for “one car wash & clean up job” 

 

August 

Good for “one back rub” 

 

September 

Good for “your choice dinner” 

 

October 

Good for “one back rub” 

 

November 

Good for “one chinese dinner” 

 

December 

Good for one “Special Night” 

 

You Granddaughters and daughters beyond, take note how to keep your man.  

 

1976 

Church 
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I was invited to a Solemn Assembly with Pres. Kimball. Good to see Pres. Pinegar again 
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1976 

Family 
1/11/76 I gave a talk to the Ahoskie group. I had talked to a new sister that had just moved in the area 

and had a husband that was not a member.  She radiated the gospel, so when I spoke to the group I asked them 

to get someone to have the full time elders teach. Then I challenged this new sister to have someone by next 

week. I follow-up with saying if she a new sister in the area could do that how about you that have lived here 8-

20 years matching her.  

 She returned home and worried about that and finally went to her next store neighbor and invited them 

to our next Sunday meeting.  They accepted and went on to be baptized.  
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I just like this picture, Mormon in the last big battle before all Nephites killed except Moroni.  
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6/8/76  Due to the many spiritual experiences I am having and thru the encouragement of the brethren I 

have decided to keep a record each day.  I will put in those things that happen the day before.  It is hoped that 

my children will learn and catch some of the beautiful feeling I have received due to having the gospel.  At 

present I am the Sr. Seventy’s President in the Norfolk Stake and Ward Mission Leader for Elizabeth City.  I 

feel the Lord wants me to work in building a Stake in Elizabeth city. We have 3 dependent Branch’s, Moyock, 

Creswell and Manteo.  We hope to set up one in Ahoskie and we have 6 seventies, 10 full time missionaries 

which include a sister district of 6 missionaries. 6 Stake Missionaries and 10 Ward missionaries.  (Only E.C. has 

been allowed to call WM since it was our idea and stake wants to see how it works out.) 

 At present I correlate with each set of full time missionaries each Mon. with their DL and on Sun. at 

3:30pm with Stake and WM & Seventies.  We lead the Stake in Baptisms at present and should be pulling quite 

a bit ahead before the end of the month at present 18 from January.  

 This past year my knowledge has groaned quite a bit and we have brought conf.  Tapes which I play as 

often as possible.  Also I am reading thought the inspired version of the Bible and enjoying that.  

 My wife is due to have our 8th child next mo. And the rest of my kids are doing well in the church.  That 

should catch you up to present.  I run the Bakery and hold the Custodian Job for income.  My retirement from 

the CG also helps support my family and church jobs. 

6/8/76  Today went to the hosp. To bless an investigator.  He had for his religion Mormon on the file 

index which we enjoyed seeing.  I told him I had talked to Sis. Dorothy and she said he wanted to joy the 

Church.  I challenged him for the 16th and he said he would.  His name is William O. Conner.  Who own the 

Travelers Motel?  

Also got a call from Pres. McPhie our Mission President and he told me of some missionaries leaving and a 

couple coming.  We were glad to get a couple. Also Pres. Pinegar and I talked about his trip here July 8-9-10. 

We worked out details of schedule (he is from  1st Counsel Of Seventy from Church H.Q. and was our Mission 

President prior to Pres. McPhie) He is the one that when I requested more missionaries stated he would give me 

as many as I wanted if I could keep them busy. I think he is the one that took the ward missionary concept that 

we had started to H.Q. and then the church allowed it to be. Up to that point it was not allowed. (Not in the 

handbook according to our Stake President Hick, but we will let Pres. Yoder continue to see how it will work 

out. After a few months with us doing so much baptisms he allowed the rest of the stake to do it.)  

 

 

 

 

          Dad and David (30 June 1976)                                        Mom in front of house 
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                     Frank Jr.                                                    Dad and John on Pasquotank River. 

 

 

Kathy, James and Michael at church                                               Kathy 

 

8/9/76  Had a good interview with Wiley Anisley on his job as a WM.  He needs to be build up 

spiritually so I invited him to go to Norfolk tonight with me.  I should be able to get to know him much better. 

Lin Ritter my AWM also is going.  He is a good man. 

 Wiley came to the house and we went to the hosp. to see Bill O. Conner but he was asleep so I left my 

card with his neighbor in the bed next to him then went to pick-up lin.  

 Our meeting was good, we meet with the 7 Presidents and WML’s of the Stake.  Much business was 

covered.  Pres. Goodrich is leaving and gave us a few words.  Sure hate to lose him.  Also I met with Skip L. 

after and talking of his personal problem. He came all the way back from Richmond to attend this meeting and 

will be going back tomorrow to get his house ready to sell  When he sells his house that should put him in the 

clear money wise.  

 Talked to Stake Pres Lee about a number of areas, Pres. Pinegar’s coming and schedule, need for 70”s. 

etc. left 11:30pm. Had a good talk with Wiley on the way home, know him much better.  He just needs some 

guidance and buildup.  
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 Bought a new lawnmower for $300.00, It should last a long time even with my kids mowing.  But I 

could have used that extra money elsewhere.  We have a total debt of $4,160.82 which I wish to get rid of by 

the end of the year. (Debt includes Hillside 1,000.00, house 1,389.80 and NY life insurance for loan $771.00 

 

 

 

Michael, Larry Broyles,Gerald Trotman And Karen Ratcleff  Kathy 

 

 

  

6-10-76 Today is the first day my kids are out of school. I am putting them to work. They work hard and 

we get a lot done. Glenn Pullitt is painting the outside of the church and Allen parsons is doing the inside.  I am 

paying Glen so he can make money to pat his hills.  Hope my money holds out.  

 Went with Kathy to course on childbirth at the hosp. No comment.  Got call from donut man 12:30pm 

saying his wife had given him a fit and said he had to go home. Told him I could not do donuts, he would have 

to.  He stated at 2am.  What a mess, talked to his wife next day and she said he’s not telling everything.  I think 

it’s both of them.  

  

 

 

                                                

                        James and David                                                    John and David 
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6/11/76 Kids helped set up fish fry, then put Sumi on cleaning the Church, Sheila running the bakery and 

Frank and John working the fish fry.  James and Mike and Kathy helping mom at home.  I am thankful for my 

kids since my back has been hurting and they have done most of the work.  

 Been able to go to hear Elder M. D. Hanks (Asst. to the 12 ) speak in Newport news.  Had all full time 

missionary go with Lin and Barb Ritter, Nancy Coffman , Gloria Huggins, Betty Allen, Gae Williams, Janie  

Grill, Pat and Johnnie Allen.  It was spiritual blessing and feast.  Our missionaries from E.C. sang (full time 10 

of them) and Elder Hanks was great. The most important thing is that authority should be maintained by 

Priesthood, but by long suffering etc.  Made sure all of my WM and SM met Elder Hanks after during 

refreshments.   

On the way home we listen to tape by Pres. Brown and then had each missionary give scripture and testimony.  

I then ask each to do me a favor: Elder Durham to bear his beautiful testimony once each day the following 

week.  Elder Higgs to visit member and new one each day, Sister Coffman to explain the scripture (unless ye 

are born of the water and spirit ye cannot enter into the Kingdom of Heaven) to a new person each day next 

week.  Sis. Anderson to see a member of the Branch or Ward Leadership and thank them for help in the 

missionary work. Sis. Dordory to have Sis. Anderson teach her a new principle each day.   

 I did not get a chance to bear my testimony since we arrived home prior to my turn but to you I will give 

it.  My first thoughts of a scripture was “Father are you their”, then I had pass through my mind, A man that has 

a quiver full of arrows is blessed and I thought of my children and what a blessing they are to me.  In addition I 

thought of the full time missionaries and how they are like my children.  Then the thought came to me “the 

saddest tale that ever been told is that which might have been.  How many things we leave undone that most of 

us wish we had done.  All in all a very spiritual night. I thank my Father for the joy of having experienced it.  

 

Frank Jr. holding Mom for picture                                                   Mom and Friend 

 

 

6/12/76 Anita Evans had her baby today.  They called me to the hospital when it looked like she might be 

in trouble.  They had to cut her open to have it.  But it all worked out with a 9lb 4oz.  She and he doing fine.  I 

am very thankful.  

  

 Also stopped to see Bill O. Conner and he wants to be baptized.  I told him I would arrange a meeting 

for interview with Bishop.  The Mission Pres. gave us special permission for Bishop Even’s to interview.  The 

sisters called latter on that day and said he told them it’s time he lived for someone else instead of Bill O. 

Conner. (That’s a good spirit).  

 Jenkins had a Shakley meeting in our home.  We had don Steward signed up with Pat and Betty buying 

product.  I am not sue if I want to get into the program fully again since it requires a lot of my time.  Luther told 

us we need to set priority in our life and decide which things we wanted.  He feels we would do well in Shakely. 
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Mom fishing at the beach for her fish tank                                         Mom and Dad 

 

6/13/76 Met in Correlation with Lin, 7pm then PEC. Had Jenks attend priesthood with us.  Also met with 

Ross Bond on arranging home teaching.  Sat. in Pet’s class and discussed questions a lot of members had on 

missionary approaches.  Had Jenks home for Father Day meal and week early.  Kathy got dates mixed up.  Had 

sweet and sour pork, fried rich, chop suey, all of which was very good. My wife sure knows how to cook. Then 

took off for a 3:25 pm meeting with ZL and the Zone meeting. (Portsmouth-Franklin- Manteo-Creswell-

Moyock and E.C.  3:30 pm showed the film the lost manuscript, had to leave early to council Don and Betty 

Swarthout.  They coming along fine, Don has quite his drinking and setting in on lessons of his kids.  One of his 

young son’s asked when he was going to be baptized, he sputter a bit and his son said “well 5 down and one to 

go”.  

 John Stevens also had an interview and ask us to administer to him.  We did, he said the devil was 

getting to too much.  Elder Olsen was spokesman and he haltingly said Satan depart.  Sort of like I guess I got 

the authority so you had better listen.   Then went home and worked out the kids schedule for work and had 

some pillow talk with my good wife. Very spiritual Sabbath.  

6/14/76 Mon. Kids called the Bakery and no answer.  So I came down 7:30pm and no one here.  

Doughnut man just left without letting us know.  That was not nice.  Sumi and John helped me do doughnuts 

and get things going then when we had finished that operation I did cakes.  Quite a long day’s work.  I am 

thankful for my kids to help. I held correlation with all missionaries (10) during the time I did doughnuts.  They 

are doing a great job.  Tried to sleep that evening but having a hard time doing so.  

 

Kathy and Bunny, the Bunny is cute                                      the front of our house 
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Pasquotank river in summer     River in winter, frozen 

                       

6/15/76 Tues. Did doughnuts 2am to 8am with Sumi.  She is a great help, James also helped.  Then did 

one cake and worked on money and bills, both Bakery and personal.  New couple (Ray) missionary came in and 

got settled.  Also bill O. Conner will be baptized if doc. Will let him on the 16th so will John Stevens and Harold 

(3) and Betty Sworthouts 4 kids.  That’s great.  We will be losing Sis. Jobocson and Dorthey in transfer this Fri. 

Hate to see them go.  Love the great job those sisters are doing.  The Lord is good to us.  

 John got his hand caught in roller on doughnut mach. And I had to take to the hospital. But not to 

serious. He as blessed indeed since it could have broken is whole hand.  Having a hard time sleeping.  

 

6/16/6  Wed. Sumi, Mike and I did doughnuts.  Sumi handled most of it by herself. They were not as 

good as could be but for her first time not bad, Mike worked well.  

 This night we had 8 baptisms (converts) make a total of 26 for the year from Jan.  We are pleased with 

that number this mo.  John Stevens and Sworthout 4 children I blessed or confirmed.  I shall say also the Harold 

family of 5 with 3 of bapt. Age. Had 65 people in attendance.  Sis. Dorcory and Jacobson will be leaving Fri.  

with the Ray’s taking over Sis. Dorory area of Moyock and town.  Bill O. Conner was there but could not get 

baptized due to still healing from operation, can in about two weeks.  

 

 

 

 

 

      David entertaining us     Family below, guess which one is Mom 
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We repaired the roof, then hired out 2 other jobs               Yoder family at the beach plus 

 

 

6/17/76 Thur. Same crew on doughnuts.  We started about 2:30pm. Sumi was a big help and I was able to 

do a batch of cakes.  Ricky Ansley is now working along with the rest of my kids.  Ricky could not find a job so 

I told him he could work like my kids and I would pay him the same that will at least give him gas money. 

(20.00/week=4days) 

 Had dinner at church, ham and cabbage, they cooked corn bread in bakery.  Also a wedding that night.  

Mom and Kids cleaned chapel while I did cakes and a few other things at bakery.  Air condition in RS room 

broken also riding lawnmower broke.  Always something.  I am trying to get set for the trip to Richmond Sat. 

also my older kids will be going Fri. and Sat. to Beach with YM-YW.  That will hurt, trying to get everything 

covered. 

 

6/18/76 Fri. Same crew on doughnuts.  Finished and went to ck. church.  The R.S. air condition was out 

so I worked on that.  The main power relay had a bad section and I worked to make it operate.  Finished about 

12 noon.  Went home to get a bit to eat showered and went to bed for 2.5 hours then up and down to church to 

clean and do cakes.  Finished that at 7pm called Sumi and told her I could use her help even though she was off 

and going out on a date.  It was a hard decision but she said she would.  That made me feel good.  I then called 

Mom and she and Mike, James and Kathy were coming down to help so I called Sumi back and said I would try 

to get along without her.  She said thanks and she love me but was worried how tired I was.  I said Mom was 

going to help and just knowing she would help made me feel rested.  We started doughnuts at 7:30pm and 

finished 12:33pm got to get about 1pm. 

 

6/19/76 Sat. got up at 5am, left 5:30am with Lin Ritter and Pop Waldorf for church meeting in  

Richmond.  Got there late.  Had a good day of instruction from what I see our ward is one of the best in the 

region.  Pres. MacPhie and I spend quite a bit of time together, we have a god relationship.  Arrived home at the 

same time kids got back from day stay at beach, (John, Sheila and Fran).  Spent the rest of the night doing 

money for the bakery and kids.  

6/20/76 Sun. Had correlation with Lin Ritter 7am, then met with PEC at 7:30am, then priesthood 8:30am, 

then ss 10:30.  Special Father’s day program which was nice.  I gave outline in priesthood SS, on the  

On the open house, hope that get some action. Had a good Sunday dinner and each kid gave me something? 

Kathy a bag of cookies which she threaten not to give unless I shared with her, Michael a bag of black licorice,  
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James my own glass and a dollar bill, John some candy, Sheila some nuts, Sheila and Frank a Jar of nuts apiece 

and Sumi a piece of pottery she made.  Mom got me a shirt.  I love my family  

 Had a 3:30pm meeting covered the open house and got to show the new wash. Temple filmstrip.  They 

liked that.  5pm sac. Meeting. The 70’s took care of the sac. I assigned Bro. Trotman to speak for our group and 

he did a good job.  I paid his quorum dues after for 3 years which was good.  I felt a surge of love for him then 

since I knew it was a hard thing for him to do.  He does not have a whole lot. 

 

6/21/76 Mon. Frank, James and I did doughnuts. Then at 8am missionaries started to come for 

correlation.  Sister wheeler told of buddy mom how they meet and were saying how hot it was. She ask the 

sisters if they were cool. They said no, we can’t even get our windows open.  They are painted shut.  She called 

her Husb. We will have to do something.  They got an old window fan and went over to Sisters, put it in and got 

the windows open for them. They then ask if the sisters could come next time to give them those lessons about 

the church.  Considering that she was anti Mormon a year ago and thought we were all terrible, it is quite a 

change.  Also I remember when the sister first arrived and I took them around.  I said lets go into the lion’s den 

since I knew how they felt and had never been to their home.  We went and visit with them. Talked to the 

flower lady (Mrs. James Babcock and am working with her.  Got 2.5 hours of sleep then met with Art but could 

not show him the film, the lost manuscript, so he helped me load a mower and we agreed to meet wed. prior to 

him leaving.  Took Mom to repair shop, picked up mine which had a guard put on and lower blade, then rushed 

home for supper, read some of Arts work and had a good family night.  Then read til 10pm and wen t to bed to 

get up at 2pm.  Sumi told us Walt and she talked to Elders for 2.5 hours that is coming along well.  

 

 

6/22/76 Tues. Sumi, Mike and Dad on doughnut operation.  10am man from Durkee Walter Carey came 

in to show us how to make Danish and puff pastries.  Kathy Betty Allen, Doris Wynn and myself learned.  I 

finally had to go home at 1pm to rest and the rest keep going.  Stuff taste great.  Met with Gae Williams at 6:30 

to go home teaching, then at 8pm with ward counsel on open house.  Called outlying area’s at 9:30 to 10:30pm 

and then fished reading Arts manuscript by 11pm said my prayers and went to bed 

 

 

Young Mom Yoder 1976                                                         We had to bail her out 



1976 

June 

6/8/76  Due to the many spiritual experiences I am having and thru the encouragement of the brethren I have 

decided to keep a record each day.  I will put in those things that happen the day before.  It is hoped that my 

children will learn and catch some of the beautiful feeling I have received due to having the gospel.  At present 

I am the Sr. Seventy’s President in the Norfolk Stake and Ward Mission Leader for Elizabeth City.  I feel the 

Lord wants me to work in building a Stake in Elizabeth city. We have 3 dependent Branch’s, Moyock, Creswell 

and Manteo.  We hope to set up one in Ahoskie and we have 6 seventies, 10 full time missionaries which 

include a sister district of 6 missionaries. 6 Stake Missionaries and 10 Ward missionaries.  (Only E.C. has been 

allowed to call WM since it was our idea and stake wants to see how it works out.)  At present I correlate with 

each set of full time missionaries each Mon. with their DL and on Sun. at 3:30pm with Stake and WM & 

Seventies.  We lead the Stake in Baptisms at present and should be pulling quite a bit ahead before the end of 

the month at present 18 from January.   This past year my knowledge has groaned quite a bit and we have 

brought conf.  Tapes which I play as often as possible.  Also I am reading thought the inspired version of the 

Bible and enjoying that.   My wife is due to have our 8th child next mo. And the rest of my kids are doing well 

in the church.  That should catch you up to present.  I run the Bakery and hold the Custodian Job for income.  

My retirement from the CG also helps support my family and church jobs.  

6/8/76  Today went to the hosp. To bless an investigator.  He had for his religion Mormon on the file index 

which we enjoyed seeing.  I told him I had talked to Sis. Dorothy and she said he wanted to joy the Church.  I 

challenged him for the 16th and he said he would.  His name is William O. Conner.  Who own the Travelers 

Motel?  Also got a call from Pres. McPhie our Mission President and he told me of some missionaries leaving 

and a couple coming.  We were glad to get a couple. Also Pres. Pinegar and I talked about his trip here July 8-

9-10. We worked out details of schedule (he is from  1st Counsel Of Seventy from Church H.Q. and was our 

Mission President prior to Pres. McPhie) He is the one that when I requested more missionaries stated he 

would give me as many as I wanted if I could keep them busy. I think he is the one that took the ward 

missionary concept that we had started to H.Q. and then the church allowed it to be. Up to that point it was 

not allowed. (Not in the handbook according to our Stake President Hick, but we will let Pres. Yoder continue 

to see how it will work out. After a few months with us doing so much baptisms he allowed the rest of the 

stake to do it.)   



     Mom in front of the house.             Dad and John on Pasquotank River 

6/23/76 Wed. Same crew, started at 3:30am, hope to get done on time.  Finished on time. Sumi did 

some frying. I met with Patsy Allen on radio coverage and also met with Art Simons, explained my feeling on 

his work which put him a little on the defense, challenged him to try for a spiritual conversion and answer to 

his prayers. He thanked me for taking the time.  Got lawnmower back from repair, john started to mow, glen 

working on the post for the fence.  After placing them and digging holes we were informed they had to go 

back 5 feet from walk, so we stopped our work.  Decorated cakes and talked to Doris.  She said the more she 

reads the m w&w the less she agrees with any Crain (who has tried to shoot down Mormons),  

Went to Pres. Meeting in Norf. With good info, open house ok and sure feel good with those Brethren.  Talked 

about Sheila and Sumi on way home with wife, love her very much.  

6/24/76 Thur. Same doughnut crew, started at 3:30am again. I had Sumi cut dough and that slowed us 

up quite a bit, but that’s, the only way she will learn.  Completed doughnut operation and cakes, went home 

to shower and change and went to see Jacky cooper.  Invited out to our open house and explained everything 

to him.  Also ask about George Wood who is running for Gov. Jacky is one of his organizers.  Suggested he 

contact  

Sen. Wood and see if he would like to take 10 min. at our meeting.  Will let me know Monday morning.  He 

said he liked our family program in the church.  Next called on Mayor Bell and invited him to attend and say a 

few words, he thought that was great and will be there.  Next stopped at Wachovia Bank and say Lindy 

Cockman and invited him out to open house.  He thought that would be great and I also talked to him about 

George Wood. Then went home and went to bed.  Up at 3pm and down doing cakes again til 6pm then spent 

the few hours at home prior to going to bed at 9pm.  Installed dimmer switch in lamp! For Mom. Felt good 

about people invited to open house and thing are moving along on it.  

 6/25/76 Fri. Frank and Sumi helped with the doughnuts.  I did end of mo. Reports for payroll and end of 

quarter also.  It took 2.5 hrs. to complete.  They did ok.  Church dinner being held today. I will have to set up 

for. Did cakes, Sumi took care of Church with Mom. Went home to sleep. Got up in the afternoon and did 

some running, rested again then Mike, James and I went down to do doughnuts 7:30pm. (So I could have Sat. 

to clean church).  Mom came in about 10:30pm and iced cakes for me. In the morning (I forgot), Bill O. Conner 

stopped in and asked me if he could have wire of his own vine, I said yes since that was grape juice.  He told 

me he had informed his family which are catholic and they say he is old enough to make up his own mind, but 

his friends who are Baptist really go wild.  I defended the church, his testimony is growing.  I committed him to 

the 7 July and he accepted.  Then informed the 

missionaries who are teaching him.  

Kathy and Bunny, the Bunny is cute 

6/26/76 Sat. Betty came in and helped me get 

things out at 6am.  Finished caked by 9am spent the 

rest of the day til. 4pm on church.  Had a lot to do, was 

quite tired, came home got a shower and sleep for ½ 

hour.  Then got up ate and went to visit O.C. Abbott.  

Ask him to look out for George Wood if he comes and 

he said he would.  Also he would see him tonight and 

ask if he would make it.  He was very pleasant.  The 

open house is coming along better.  I worked on it 



tonight, trying to figure what problems we would have and assign people to take care of them.  The bakery 

sales were down this week, the lowest of the year.  I think our road plus the heat has hurt us bad.  Also we had 

wet doughnuts a couple of times this week.  

6/27/76 Sun. Gave report on open house and brought up problems that need to be covered.  Called Bro. 

Munden to teach investigators class, he said he didn’t think he could do it.  He will pray about it and let me 

know.  Had 3:30pm missionary meeting, gave out assignments to call members and report back next Sun. had 

Sac. Meeting and I gave a report on status of open house, after had ward counsel and checked progress of 

outlying units. Went home very tired but feeling things were going along better.  

6/28/76 Frank and I did Doughnuts, John went to church to clean up.  Held correlation with each set of 

missionaries which took to 12:30pm.  Covered each investigators and open house.  We have good 

missionaries.  Went home for a few hours’ sleep then back to bakery to work on bills etc. then took family out 

to C.G. beach for supper and family night.  Kids had a good time.  Little Kathy hung on me and insisted I play 

with her in the water.  She sure is loveable.  Came home and called H.C. Schieffer to confirm process of Pes. 

Pinegars program, called frank Weeks to meet at 9am tomorrow and discuss radio and newspaper coverage 

plus city council and \George Wood.  I have given some thought to getting involved but will investigate first.  

Called bishop McPherson and he wants me to sit in him when he interviews Gae Williams as Asst. WML and 

Group Leader.  We will do that Sunday. He is excited about the open house and needs more invitations.  He 

feels his health is slowed him down a lot and wish he could do more. (I love that man like a father). He said 

when everyone else thought we could not do it, he backed me all the way and I thanked him for that.  

6/29/76 Sumi and Frank doing doughnuts. John cleanup and I money and quarterly reports.  Then cakes 

and went over and helped John on chapel.  Then dropped him home and picked up Frank and we started the 

mowing and trimming on outside.  Glen came at 8 & started to paint the fences. I did personal bills while Sumi 

and Frank went home with Mom at 9:30. Franks Weeks came and we discussed George Wood, counselor job 

and Mayor Job. Then we talked on the open house and he will contact the daily advance for me also will check 

into TV coverage on local station.  We might be able to use it quite a lot.  Had to get 2 window fans for Sumi 

and John.  Had a lot of other running around so I did not get home til 1pm.  Got a shower and sleep til 3pm 

then got up and Kathy thinks she is getting ready to go to hosp.  This will be early if that is so. Then in the late 

afternoon she thinks her water broke.  I am standing by.  Got a call from Jacky Cooper and George Wood will 

be able to talk so we are blessed there.  Elder Ray got the news release done which we changed a little bit.  

Elder Walton sent us a bumper sticker in America which was good. I called Pres’s: Pinegar, McPhie and Lee to 

inform them of outside speakers.  They were pleased to hear that.  Had Danny Hurdle paint sign for open 

house.  He will get it done.  

6/30/76 Same crew. Cleaned part of church and then helped Glen put in one of the cement post.  

Mowed lawn at 7:30 one of our customers came and said my wife had called to say she would be ready to go 

to the hosp. in 2 hours.  I finished the lawn and then dropped my keys down the back window of the car, so 

spent a mess of time getting that out.  Called new sis. In Richmond confirm their arr. Fri. 2:45pm and then let 

Betty handle other business that had to be done and went home.  Kathy said I should sleep and she would go 

to DR. since she had not done anything yet, so I tried to sleep but had 5 phone calls, so did not get any. She 

came back and at 1:30pm I took her out.  Had a 7lb 5oz. baby boy at 4:05pm, named David after the David in 

the latter days.  Kathy doing fine.  Everyone happy except little Kathy and she wanted a girl.  I think we will be 

able to get her over that.  Had a youth fireside in our house that night.  17 attended.  Frank conducted and I 



took some time to explain a few things. Had 4 investigators in 

attendance.  They had a good time and we showed AMS. film.  

Been a long day and I am very tired and very thankful for Kathy 

and David.  

      Dad & Baby David 

 

July 

7/1/1976 Thur. Same crew. I finished monthly reports, we 

dropped this month quite a bit due to bad sales.  Worked on lawn trimming still a lot to go.  Held baptism with 

Bill O. Connor at 10am, very spiritual, mostly full time missionaries, myself and Charles Hurdle.  Charlie put his 

arm around me and said I’m going to learn to love you yet.  To which I replied, that is a big order, you about 

have to be my wife to love me.  He laughed. John Steven’s came and I went into counseling him right away,  

James and Mike worked on the grass all this time and I went out to see how they were doing.  They had 

worked hard but were having trouble with some grass.  I helped them with that and said they needed a drink.  

They said they just got a drink of water and I said a soda.  They both were happy about that and took the 

quarter I gave them and headed for the bakery. About 12:30pm finished with John and picked up my boys and 

went home.  Sleep for 1 hr. then got up and went to CG base for non-Availability form for Kathy.  Picked up 

Sheila and her newspapers and dropped them off at home.  Then to bakery, then out to see Kathy. Back home 

to check how they were doing then back to bakery to ice cakes. Back home to eat and take Sheila and John to 

see Mom.  Returned home and went to bed, quite tired.  

7/2/1976 Fri. Sumi and Frank doughnuts, I money and cakes. I have a lot of them. After finishing Fri. I 

started Sat. and what a number I went from 3am to 8:30pm and was beat. Got to bed about 9:30 and up next 

morning 2:30am for doughnuts.  Rough day, each kid helped me an extra 2 or 3 hrs. work.  That sure helped.  

7/3/1976 Sat. Did doughnuts with Mike and James. Then decorated cakes til 10am and went to get Mom 

from the Hosp. and brought her home. Went to sleep and the kids really enjoyed the new baby.  Everyone had 

a chance to hold him but me.  I will get plenty of chance latter.  Worked on chapel and got haircut.  Talked to 

Bonny about the church.  She stated after the 17 July she would be 18 and will then join the church.  Her 

mother is the one that has not wanted her to join.  Glad I talked to her.  Called all units in the zone to remind 

them to announce the open house and to check progress. Finally got to hold my baby tonight.  I am very tired, 

I pushed to hard these last few days.  Gave Doris Wynn a .10/hr. raise.  She is doing a good job.  We sold a lot 

of cakes and got about double what we usually get on a Sat.  

7/4/1976 Sun. Met with Lin and John Stevens. Planned out the day and PEC and open house.  &:30am 

PEC, covered in detail open house and last minute items.  Attended priesthood and sg.  Had reading part 

mostly quoting the Lord.  During the end of the program they got me to see a women who needed assistance.  

They are going to Fla.  I interviewed her and met with the Bishop.  He said we could not do much as a church 

but he would as a person and gave her some money since they had 3 small children.  I took David to the hosp. 

for test and then met with missionaries 6 pm for correlation.  That lasted til 9:30pm.  The new set of sisters 

seem good.  Went home and to bed at 11:30pm.  Long day but building the kingdom is worthwhile.  

7/5/1976 Mon. Closed bakery.  Had Frank, Sheila, Sumi, Walt, and John to help do church outside.  

Started at 5:30pm and finished 12pm.  We had a lot to do and still some left undone.  Had family night and did 

some work on open house.  



7/6/1976 Tues. Up at 3 with Sumi, Frank and John.  

Sumi and Frank did doughnuts.  John and I Striped 

bathroom of old wax then I mowed the grass and edged.  

Visited with TV man and set that up.  Sleep in the 

afternoon then iced cakes and worked over in chapel 

with missionaries for a time.  Went in and did doughnuts 

at 6:30pm then did paperwork in bakery and home to 

bed 10:30pm.  

  Kathy, James and Michael at EC Chapel 

7/7/1976 Wed. Came to the bakery at 6pm.  I filled 

up my diary and went across to church and worked on 

outside.  It rained and I got soaked then worked inside 

the rest of the time.  Frank, Sumi and John worked with 

me.  Got a lot done.  Met with Bryne O. Leary at COA 2pm to get checked out on TV system.  Got call from 

Mayor Bell and he confirmed his part and said he might get a plaque or key to the city for Pres. Pinegar.  Went 

home and took little Kathy to see her friend Sarah and invited her to open house.  Also took James to see Joe 

Jenkins and invited them.  Mrs. was very nice.  We then got home and eat and came down to do doughnuts 

and me two wedding cakes. Also health inspector had been here and had quite a long list of things to do.  They 

are a pain.  Got a call from Jim Armstrong who was counselor to both Pres Pinegar and McPhie.  He would like 

to attend open house.  We extended him a good invite then headed home around 12pm.  

7/8/1976 Thur. Came in at 6am and some make up.  Decorated cakes.  Worked at church rest of day.  

Striped floor.  Frank, Pet and mark helped for a little while.  Went to Norf. Met Pres Pinegar at airport with 

Pres. Lee and Bro. Shiefer (great man) Went to chapel had a small lunch and then into our meeting. 9 EC ward 

missionary people came, a good crowd and very spiritual meeting. Made arrangements for all to come to EC at 

noon Sat. and headed home a very tired one. Things that went thru my mind, a year ago this was all an idea, 

now we were seeing that idea come into being.  Sumi and Frank were doing doughnuts and had about 1 hour 

to go so I thanked them and went to bed.   

7/9/1976 Fri. Spent my day getting lawn and chapel ready.  Went to Norfolk for stake fireside with pres. 

Pinegar.  The ZL in charge, they did well and keep everyone in order.  

7/10/1976 Sat. Open house day!!!! I think we are ready, working at church painting etc.  Bill O. Conner 

came and took me to breakfast. We had a good talk, he is leaving in 5 days.  Lunch with VIPs then on to press 

conference, tours and meetings. Dinner after and fireside 8pm.  All went well and I feel the Lord blessed us in 

every way.  About 300 attended with Sen. Wood speaking and Mayor Bell giving key to city to Pres Pinegar.  

VIP comments, best ever seen.  Good press coverage including TV coverage.  

7/11/1976 Sun.  7am correlation WML’s, evaluated open house. PEC same. 3:30 Missionary meeting 

evaluated open house.  

7/12/1976 Mon. Did doughnuts with Frank and Sumi. Collated with missionaries all morning.  Good family 

night. (Little Kathy had flannel board story of the ARK and then Cake and cool aid) 

7/13/1976 Tues. Helped Sumi and Frank doughnuts. Did cakes, money and bills. Then Frank and I cleaned 

church.  Put in loan at bank for 2,500.00 for bakery for sign, floor and buffer.  Payment 111.00 per month. 

Took TV coverage of APWY and will edit.  Spend some time counseling with Gail and encouraging her.  



7/14/1976 Wed. Same doughnut crew, I did cakes and Frank and I did church and lawn and edging.  Looks 

good, rested and prepared for night meetings.  6:30 Pres. Lee.  &:30 70 &WML’s.  Sis. Grill and Gae Williams 

came with me.  We to set him apart tonight. Had a good PPI with pres. Lee. He has caught then spirit of the 

work and wants to buildup 70”s, SM, and leaders.  Wants to send each stake leader on a 30 day mission.  I 

took his ideas to 70 meeting and they are excited.      Kathy 

7/15/1976 Thur. Did doughnuts and a lot of cakes.  Then went 

to COA to work on editing TV tapes.  Had a visit from Betty Allen 

and Betty Sworthout.  The former has problem with her husband, 

is leaving her and she knows he wants her to leave the church etc.  

I counseled her to do right but to obey the commandments.  I also 

said he leaving might be a good thing since he will miss the things 

of family and marriage life and maybe appreciate her a little more.  

Only got a few hours of sleep.  

7/16/1976 Fri. Doughnuts and cakes, had a lot of them.  Made 

me late to COA (more editing) Sleep 2 hrs.  afternoon then 

decorated cakes.  Late afternoon and evening trouble with TV film, 

don’t have proper editing equipment, it messes up film.  Called 

Bryan in Norf. Church PR to see if he can help me, to call back Mon.  

Sumi started doughnuts 7PM and I came in 9:30 pm, she did well 

and we finished 10:30 and watched movie til 1:30pm. Had not done that for a long time.  

7/17/1976 Sat. Did make up and decorated cakes.  Then cleaned church, got home around 11:30, reviewed 

two new films, the Wash. Temple and Christ Church through the ages.  Sleep for about 1 hr. then headed to 

Norf. With the Bishop.  We had a good talk and cover a number of items that needed covering. Had good 

leadership meeting then during supper met with 70’s leaders to work on new programs then a good 

leadership meeting and home.  Hilbert hit a 14 year old boy on the way home. I found that out the next day.  

That can be very devastating.  Did money, bakery did well then to bed 1:30pm.  

7/18/1976 Sun. Correlation meeting 7 with Gae, Pec 7:30, Priesthood 8:30 SS 10.  Had Joe Kuchin teach 

class.  He enjoyed it.  Then took family to Moyock where I spoke.  Covered the eternal principle and how short 

this life was.  Told them to be deeply engaged and a few stories about that.  Then back to zone meeting in EC 

with Moyock and Portsmouth and my people.  Then off to speak at Youth Fireside.  Frank Jr. had organized 

and conducted it.  They showed the Wash. Temple film and the I spoke on the eternal life, second time to 

them but I felt it’s important they catch the vision.  Then told them a few stories.  Bear my testimony and left.  

Sheila said afterwards the kids said it was the most spiritual fireside they had.  I am thankful for my 3 

teenagers to have such a good group to work with.  A good day and gave Heavenly Father thanks for guidance 

and assistance thru three talks that day.  

7/19/1976 Mon. Frank and I doughnuts with John church and cleanup bakery.  Betty came in early did choc 

and cakes.  Frank ask to listen to tapes while frying, of course I set it up.  Glad he is coming along so well.  He 

can make a great missionary.  Finished paperwork and called Pres. McPhi to correlate training program, called 

church public communication to take care of some films we had ordered. Called pres. Pinegar to encourage 

him to send personalized copies of BOM for VIP locally.  Called hillside on school grant and they are sending a 

ck for 150.00 that will surely help. Took all but Frank and Sumi to see the lost colony.  They all enjoyed that.  

We got back late and Sumi had done doughnuts, which helped a lot.  Walt had helped her.  A very good day 

today.  



7/20/1976 Tues. I came in and did the makeup.  Got a call on the bakery loan.  He wanted more info which 

I gave him.  Finally finished info.  And got loan also found out to borrow 10,000 the monthly payment would 

be about 140.00 for ten years. If I wanted to buy out stockholders, I need to thank on that.  Spent time home 

with my kids and wife.  Also got call from Bryan Dixon and he has set up for us to use equipment for editing at 

NOB Norfolk, that’s good. Got a call from the doughnut man and he wants to come back.  He will let me know 

30 July after his divorce on the 29th.  I think he is stringing me along line.  Also called my brother Ray and 

checked on his situation.  He might come down in Sept. but He is not sure what he wants to do.  

7/21/1976 Wed. Sumi, Frank and I on doughnuts. John cleaning chapel then Frank, John and I on outside 

trim work.  Talked to bishop on open house, planned out and cleared date.  Took to Lucy Yost to type. Showed 

temple film to Waldorf’s, they enjoyed that.  Got TV tapes to send to Bryan Dixon tomorrow.  Spent some time 

putting down ideas for training program for SM and 70’s.  Also ideas on 30 day mission for stake leaderships. 

(Great plans). A good day with much accomplished.  

7/22/1976 Thur. Same doughnut crew.  John cleaning baker, ZL from stake arrived, we had good dinner by 

sisters. (SM) Then went into session on 30 day mission for stake leaders and training of SM and 70’s. Spent all 

afternoon.  Evening had meeting with Lin to catch him up and then had baptism for Bonny Jennens and Kim 

Ratcliff.  

7/23/1976 Fri. Sumi and Dad doughnuts.  Frank and Sheila leaving for youth conference.  I helped drive 

them to stake house. Got back and sleep for a few hours then decorated wedding cakes til Sumi came in at 

7pm and we did doughnuts.  In bed about 1am.  

7/24/1976 Sat. Decorated cakes and did money. 7:30am. Rested 1 hour in morning, spend a good part of 

day contacting people to see the idea to rise welfare funds to get rid of our back debt.  We owe about 

6,000.00 and I saw Jonny and Patsy Allen, Betty Allen, Gloria Huggins, Wyatt’s, Lin Ritter, Pop Waldorf and Ed 

Huggins.  I want them to contact friends and challenge HP to match what we raise.  Spent some time home 

with kids and then took Kathy out to movie.  Saw Walt Disney film, very good one. Follow me boys.  Dropped 

Kathy off and did money a bakery and got my church stuff ready for Sun.  

7/25/1976 Sun. Correlation with Gae and Barbara 7am, 7:30 Bishopric and priesthood, 8:30 Sunday school.  

I met with a number of people to explain the raising of funds for welfare.  Good response.  Also in ward 

counsel that night I covered open house in sept. (Actually the Bishop covered that) We had a good fireside in 

scout hut (they did will without me) and a good day but a long one.  I came home very tired.  

 

  James with David      John and David 



7/26/1976 Mon. Frank and I doughnuts, John church, correlation with the missionaries in morning.  Took 

John to get sail boat and he and Sheila went sailing.  James and Mike went bowling and I stayed with them. 

Then back to John and swim out to him. (I overdid it) and sailed for 1 hr.  Then family night and to bed. 

7/27/1976 Tues. Frank, Sumi and I doughnuts and cakes.  John church. I went to NOB Norfolk to edit the TV 

film with Bryan Dixon.  Spent 5 hrs. editing the film.  It looks good but I still have to put audio in some parts.  

Got back home and sleep til 8pm. Then did dish’s for mom since she was down. Helping Doris at bakery and 

finally got to bed at 12 and up at 3am.  

7/28/1976 Wed. All on doughnuts, then John and I left for trimming church.  Took James and Mike sailing 

and they enjoyed themselves, they also did a lot of jumping in the water.  Then dropped them off and took 

Kathy sailing.  She like that but soon wanted to go home since we had very little wind so hard time getting 

back to shore. Then went home and rested then to bakery. Man was selling furnisher there. I called mom and 

we bought a dining room set (for the hutch she had been wanting so long and a living room set for 1,432.00 a 

retail value of 3,500 to 4,000.00. I had to use both of my master cards accounts to do it.  Helped Kathy put 

everything in order, it looks good.  Got to bed 8:30pm which was good. I was tired.  

7/29/1976 Thur. Same doughnut crew. Finished and Frank and John helped clean church by 8amdoing bills 

and getting money ready for bank. 9am deposited and got cashier’s check for 1,432.0... To cover furnisher.  

Also pick up lawn mower (Ours, John had hit a fence and it needed repair). Home to rest for an hour then took 

ham to church for dinner and meeting with ZL from Stake.  We discussed the training program and the 30 day 

mission program, and the open house program.  Nailed down these fairly good then covered the friendshiping 

program in detail and tied it to the open house in Nov. 21-27.  The missionary program of the stake is starting 

to come into focus (for the next 6 Months).   Then spent a few hours checking on those who are asked to give 

to the welfare.  Very poor results, with a number giving far less then I had figured.  It’s sort of discouraging but 

we shall push on and do the best we can. Spent time talking to Kathy prior to going to bed, Also called SLC and 

got info on microfilm reader cost and what we can do now.  A good productive day.  

7/30/1976 Fri. Sumi, John and I crew.  I decorated cakes and clean chapel.  Checked on welfare funds and 

did doughnuts night for sat.  

7/31/1976 Sat. Did make up at 10, went with Frank to get car which he caused battery to run down by 

using window shield wipers at drive in (17 south).  Then got church straight and heading home to get some 

sleep, took kids swimming and then took John out home teaching.  Set up two meeting with families with 

missionaries.  John really enjoyed last meeting 

where the man and I discussed points in the bible.  

John wants to go to our next meeting.  

                                        Our house on Hunnicutt St. 

August  

8/1/1976 Sun. correlation 7am, Gae and I then 

PEC where I covered fund raising and status.  Told 

PEC I am sort of disappointed with feedback.  Had 

some neg. from Elders Q. Pres. But tried to show him 

the principle of sacrifice and spiritual growth gained 

from it.  (It turns out later he had just bought a new 



house and could not give anything thus neg.) Bishop gave a good strong talk on the funds and I talked to Gae 

and Tom Huggins and both committed to back with me the necessary amount to raise 3,500.00, had zone 

meeting with AP down from mission HQ.  We covered all our programs.  I am getting a lot of flak on the 

welfare fun ds, mostly from people who do not want to give that are supposedly our good members.  I feel sad 

about that.  Until they learn to sacrifice all they have if necessary, including their life, they can’t qualify for the 

celestial kingdom.  They don’t understand that. The bishop told me he appreciated me for what I was trying to 

do. 

8/2/1976 Mon. John, Frank and I on doughnuts.  I did cakes, 8 for the case.  Then from 8-10:30 held 

correlation with missionaries.  Then went to base to get sail boat and canoe for family night. Sleep for 2 hours 

and then went and got Anita Evans and Baby to spend family 

night with us.  John and I went to try sailing since storm 

warnings were up.  It was good so we went back and got rest 

of family.  I took James and Mike out then brought them back 

and got Sheila and Kathy.  The 4 boys went out in the canoe. 

They went swimming which upset me since the air was cool. I 

did not want them to get colds or not have me near them 

when they swim.  So I sent them in, we ate and I took Anita 

out in the sailboat which was really loaded with water and 

low in the water and we both got quite wet. Then headed 

home and got to bed by 9:30pm.  

 Frank Jr. holding Mom for picture 

8/3/1976 Tues. Full Crew, David was awake with Mom when we left. He sounds like he caught a little 

cold, we hope not to serious. Johnny wants to do church in day time since he is so tired at night.  Picked up 

riding lawn mower. Went to COA to work with Bryon O’ Leary on TV tapes.  Came home and rested, then to 

bakery to do bills. Went to Weathers Candy, he wants to sell out, got tour and sales pitch, then home and took 

Mike, Kathy and James out in canoe.  Back home and after dinner Mom and I went in sail boat and we enjoyed 

that.  Sales good at bakery, mainly due to cooler weather. P.S. I read daily from the bible, a chapter or so and 

also read Book CB radios while waiting for Frank to get up at 2am in the morning.  

8/4/1976 Wed. Same Crew, mower broke again.  Dis supplies and bank statement.  Have 9 days until sign 

arrives.  Got to come up with funds for that.  Took Kathy James and Mike sailing and they enjoyed that.  Older 

kids went canoeing at base and sailing.  Spent the night home since a missionary meeting canceled out on us.  

Enjoyed just loafing for an evening.  

8/5/1976 Thur. Frank and Sumi doughnuts, me bills and cakes.  Spent time counselling two of my stake 

missionaries on the importance of sacrifice and duties as members.  Picked up mower and finished grass.  

Spent the rest of the night at home.  

8/6/1976 Fri. Sumi and I doughnuts then I finished cakes.  Helped move fish fry stuff to mall and called 

investigator on black problem.  He wants to join except for that.  I had just started reading church and Negro 

so I feel the Lord has prepared me.  Helped truck fish fry stuff down to mall, then home to sleep for a few 

hours.  The back to fish fry.  They did not need me so on to the bakery.  We have a lot of cakes.  Took up to 7 

and just quit, had to rest then come back to do doughnuts at 8:30 and Sumi was well along on them.   She 

finished them and I did more cakes.  We probably got 100.00 worth for tomorrow.  10.00 short in register!  



Finished money and went home.  New elder got in tonight, also 2 new sisters coming in.  That makes 10 

missionaries the work goes on.  

8/7/1976 Sat. came down 6 and did makeup then some cakes. Went home and rested then took Kathy, 

James and Mike out canoeing and swimming.  We went in the middle of the river and they had a ball.  Brought 

them home and got dressed and went to bakery. Larry Carpenter came in and talked for quite a while.  I was 

quit frank with him, asking him why he had not got involved here.  He said he had a problem and held six jobs 

in the last branch.  I admonished him to get involved in the lords work. Ask if he would go home teaching or 

missionary work. He said probably.  I am to call him next week. Then went to church to meet with Brad Willis.  

He is not able to accept the church and Negro.  I took him with me to see two families and talked as we went.  

Then I went very deep with him on Christ and his universal Godhood and Savior of many worlds. On Existence 

in heaven and the fact not all had stayed at eh same level etc. That’s why necessary for Cain’s seed to send 

some spirts that were not quite as Valant to earth.  I am not sure how he accepted it.  Time will tell. Then 

home and got call from Bro. Cole who stated he had just been assigned missionary work as H.C out bakery.  

We did not have a good doughnut day but cakes carried us over two hundred mark.  All in all a good spiritual 

day.  

8/8/1976 Sun. Correlation with Lin and Gae.  Covered programs the on to PEC, gave report.  Then 

Priesthood, good lesson, has me thinking a lot during that time.  Pres. Cole was there and met right after 

priesthood and thru most of SS.  Caught him up and arranged for material I was to cover that night to bishop  

Also he had a number of programs he would like to see enacted where were good.  Then home to rest and 

eat. Had Rick Kohler over for sweet and sour port dinner and then let him use my truck to get around til sac. At 

sac. Family sat in back to make it easy for me to sit with them but Dr. Hsu came so I sat with him.  Kathy left 

and I could see she way crying.  I went out to see what was wrong and she and I sat on steps talking.  She said 

how lowly it felt with me not sitting with her then she realized how alone the savior must have felt those last 

few days and she could not help but cry.  I am lucky to have a wife like that.  Bishop Even, Pres. Hutching, ZL 

and myself left for Norfolk.  All Bishops and elders quorum Pres. In attendance and they were called to serve a 

30 day mission.  I was asked to cover the organization end of the program.  It was well received, we got home 

late.  I heard the youth fireside went well.  To bed at 11 for 3 hr. sleep.  Thanks Father for such good 

experiences. 

8/9/1976 Mon. John, Frank and I doughnuts, then John to church to clean and I on cakes and diary.  

Correlation to start at 8am with sisters.  Hurricane due in our 

area at 10am.  So we had 600 people in armory and 500 in 

boys club.  Held correlation the sent missionaries to armory to 

offer help.  They had the help serve food, and the sisters had 

the kids singing and showed film, Man’s search, Temple, and 

ancient America.  We had Elder Ray cover for church news.  



Got Paul Harvey film in which is good.  Had ZL for family night, very spiritual, testimony from both of them.  

We all enjoyed that.  All in all a very spiritual day, also sold extra 259.00.  

8/10/1976 Tues. same crew plus Sumi. Got insurance check for 1,200.00 which went to pay off 700.00 loan 

from master charges on furnisher and 500 to church for welfare. That catch’s us up well and I still have to get 

enough for the kid’s clothes for school, mom says approx... 400.00 total of which I have given her 75.00.  Then 

we want to put away for a new roof which we need bad.  Also still want to pay off our house and loan to 

insurance co. for car.  But they are not pressing items.  I on 

cakes.  Kathy’s ck up today (6week). Hope to spend some time 

with her tonight.  Sumi and I did doughnuts 8-11pm.  The little 

kids got a camper from the base and are sleeping in the yard.  

They are really enjoying that.  Our sales were good, 186,00.  

      Mom and friend 

8/11/1976 Wed. Sumi make up, Frank glazing and then 

edging and John trim and mowing while I do wedding cakes and 

others.  Starting 6am, have a long day ahead of me.  Lawn 

mower broke down and the Bishop and I decided best get a 

new one.  I went to McPhersons and then to his home and talked to him for a long time.  He is feeling bad and 

it was good I could take the time to talk to him.  He is worried about his business and he has a lot of labor 

problems.  Spend a lot of time interviewing for counter job and doughnut operation.  Think I have the right 

people for those jobs. Then took Frank, James, Mom and David to Norfolk with me.  The older boys went to 

Mt. Trash more where they had a ball.  Mom did genealogy and I had a series of meetings. 6pm HC Bryne 

Dixon on upcoming programs, 6:30pm Pres Lee PPI. 7 Dixon again, 7:30 WML and 70 pres.  We have a lot of 

programs we will be following through with which should be outstanding.  Did not get back til 11:30 and Sumi 

had finished doughnuts by then.  I feel good about the day.  Thankful I have been able to live it and experience 

the many feelings.  

8/12/1976 Thur. Frank make up, John lawn and I did money, bills, orders and cakes. Took camper back to 

base and picked up boat and motor. Then took kids to river, they swim and we explored part of the river.  

Then went out with the sisters to teach the Needham’s, gave the 2 series of scriptures.  They had a friend with 

them buddy, all enjoyed it and I set them up for the sisters to teach and I will come back later on.  Frank went 

out to the temple with the elders.  Put louse to work and hired Debbie Todd and Vernon Brooks.  

8/13/1976 Fri. Sumi and Frank on doughnuts, me bills and cake then church.  Picked up Lawn Mower from 

the McPhersons.  Went home to rest, was very tired. Frank went to Mt. Trashmoore on his own.  Took a bus 

their and back.  Quite a under taking and his first venture out alone.  He did ok.  Worked on the bakery on 

wedding cakes etc.  Took kids to show and then spent rest of night with Mom.  Sumi did doughnuts.  

8/14/1976 Sat. Sumi did makeup and I took my time to come in.  Called ZL and laid out plans for our area in 

missionary assignments.  They concurred then explained to Bishop and he agreed, then called Pres. McPhie 

and he agreed.  He will send a transfer order for Rays to Creswell 31 Aug. That should start us off on our next 

phase of missionary work in E.C.  Took the kids out in the boat and they swim and had a good time.  We then 

explored for a couple of hours the home.  Spent the rest of the night home and had a call from Betty and she 

is leaving her husb. And kids, that is a bad situation, will counsel the best I can.  

8/15/1976 Sun. Correlation with Gae.  At PEC gave them outline of missionary program (Sending 4 

missionaries to South Mills and Sunbury with Henry presiding.  70 to oversee fireside weekly and missionary 



work in area). Sending 4 more missionaries to Herford with Lin as supv. to do the same.  Transferring the Rays 

to Creswell and putting ZL in Manteo and Moyock.  We will now start to build towards branches in these 

areas.  Also covered the 30 day mission program and friendship program.  Met with A. Trotman and gave him 

his call, also talked to Bro. Hughes and Danny.  They expressed their support.  Had Kohler home for dinner, he 

is leaving this week.  Betty Allen and buddy to church.  Set up meeting with bishop and Pres. Hutchins for 

buddy. (He got a blessing and counsel).  Doris Wynn there both meetings and Betty Sworthhouse also.  It is 

good they have the church with the problems they have. Dr. Hsu came also we invited him home but he 

declined.  I think he felt like he would be imposing.  Had Zone meeting after sac. With all the full time 

missionaries in attendance and Franklin New WML, Pres Z. and my people.  Covered new missionary game 

plan and talked at length to Bro. Little on Creswell and also there successful rummage sale. (300.00). Talked to 

Bro. Slater (Franklin WML) for a long time and give him instructions on his new calling.  A good Sabbath.  The 

work is moving along.  

8/16/1976 Mon. Frank and I doughnuts with John Church.  New man Vernon on training to take                 

over doughnuts.  Then 8-11:30pm correlation with missionaries.  They doing better, challenged Sis. Wheeler to 

commit 5 of her families to Bapt. This week.  She leaves on the 27th.  Explained new assignments to Rays and 

they accepted that well.  The have a number ready for baptism as of Sept.  Got boat checked out again til Fri. 

so kids could fish. They went with us to Mt. Trashmore in Va. For family home evening.  They all had a good 

time, Sheila crashed on the skate board and got skinned up; She got a hole in knee of new pants.  She felt bad. 

Mom was very happy and joking everyone.  Got to bed by 9:30pm.  

8/17/1976 Tues. Full Crew, Vernon slow, I talked to him.  Had a chance to organize a little better my church 

work.  Went home and rested early morning (8:30am). Back to bakery with Dr. Hsu to experiment on egg rolls, 

fried ones ok but not baked ones.  Our new sign came also and we had trouble with that.  They did not send 

enough to unload plus crate bottom support broken so as we tried to take off it was damaged on the bottom 

frame.  Called Estes and they would not send anyone to help. So I refused to take it, they insisted they only 

had to drop it off and had already got my checks.  I informed them I was stopping payment on the checks 

which I did.  Will call head of company today.  Took kids fishing, James only one who caught fish.  Took Mom 

for boat ride which was real nice.  Got to bed late, will be glad when I shift back to day shift.  

8/18/1976 Wed. Full crew and I did bills, church work, cakes and diary.  Have to mow lawn today.  Dropped 

John, James and Mike off at river with CG boat. James only one to catch fish.  Ordered church supplies, spent 

time on listing films and tapes and filmstrips.  Contacted Pepsi on sign and will meet thur. 7:45 to see what it 

will take.  Made lunch appointment with Larry Carpenter for Fri.  Hope to encourage him to get active.  Took 

Little Kathy and Frank to get Mom’s birthday gift.  Watched part of Repub. convention but had to go to bed 

prior to it being decided.  Was not feeling good.  I think 

mainly due to lack of sleep.  

  David entertaining us on the piano 

8/19/1976 Thur.  Sumi, Frank and Vernon doughnuts 

while I did money, diary, tapes and cakes.  Went home 

and rested in morning 2 hours and 2 hours in the 

afternoon.  Called by Weatherly and went down and 

observed his peanut Brittle making.  Interesting how 

they do it but I think it would take a lot to put it back on 

its feet.  That one day operation covered approx. 200.00 

profit.  I don’t think that included his sec. or himself.  



Spent the rest of the night home.  Felt bet I have for quite a while.  I needed the added rest. Our doughnut 

man is really slow, but hope he picks up speed.  Pres. McPhie called to check his speaking time Sat. we had a 

good talk.  

8/20/1976 Fri. John cleanup bakery and church, Sumi doughnut with me payroll, money, diary, supplies 

and cakes.  Boat back to base 7.00 for 7 days.  I had lunch with Larry Carpenter.  We talked for 2 hours.  He has 

problems but also has a strong testimony. Explained some principles to him on a number of items, tried to 

point out the eternal values and the short span of earth life.  Also the importance of earth life.  Asked him 

what cause him to go inactive?  Then ask him how a person activates one. Then ask why we should spend time 

trying to activate one.  After that challenged him to accept job.  He ask if I would help him and I said yes.  I will 

be recommending to the Bishop for him as a WM.  I have in mind for him to replace me. Betty did not know 

what course to take as far as taking family to see Dr. at metal health.  I felt they many times do not counsel 

well, heard a tape by Boyde K. Packard and he agreed with me.  Also Doris had two sessions but she doesn’t 

feel they are doing her any good, she said I should open up marriage counsel service. She has got more help 

from Frank then they can give.  The Littles called and said they were excited about the idea of wife’s called to 

30 day mission and were looking forward to it. Sister Wheeler hurt her foot.  I listed the five families I wanted 

her to challenge to baptism and she is going to follow up.  Took Kathy to see the movie Midway which was 

good.  Did not get enough sleep, hope to catch up tomorrow.      (l also trained for 3 hours Debbie Hooker.  I 

am not sure how she is going to work out).  

8/21/1976 Sat. Sumi and Vernon on doughnuts. I on cakes, bills, diary bookstore and supplies. Home to 

rest then up to eat.  Took Pop Waldorf 2 ZL and Gae to stake house for meetings.  Met with Bo. Dixon on 

programs, WML and H.C and Pres McPhie3-4:30.  4:30-5:30 Stake President training. 5:30 to 6:30 quorum 

meeting and 7:30 to 9:30 leadership priesthood.  Set apart Va. Beach 1 WML as directed by pres. Rowe.  

Counseled Skip and called Allan Tuttle and set up meeting for wed. Then headed home.  Dropped everyone off 

and then to bakery to do money and diary.  Then home to a good looking bed.  

8/22/1976 Sun. Attended PEC meetings, Welfare money now at $2,765.00 which is great.  Sis Grill gave 

more, also a number of her families gave more than we had thought they would.  Talked to Willy on a few 

things, he needs lot of supervision on is ideas.  Had ward counsel and we outlined the missionary work for the 

future and present.  The Branch’s seem to accept it well and called Sis’s Cercey and Little on 30 day missions, 

they will do well.  

 

   We repaired the roof then 

   Hired out for 2 other jobs 

8/23/1976 Mon. Vern and I on doughnuts, He is 

really slow but has hope of learning it. Betty came in 

to help and I am glad she did. (At 6am). Home and eat 

then after correlation all morn with missionaries.  

They are doing well. Then rested and back to bakery 

doing bills and church work.  The ZL came by and we 

talked for 1 hr. on area.  Then home for family night 

and to bed.  Mike, James and Mom had family night 

and the treat was cheese of sorts with crackers dips 

etc. real good.  



8/24/1976 Tues. Vern and I again, he is still slow.  I will have to do something soon.  Had picture taken with 

sisters for correlation for open house. All set for newpaper and Mayor picture this afternoon.  Mowed church 

lawn. Edger broke, took to BB&H for repair.  Went home to change.  Had Frank go with Frankie Huggins and 

myself. The reporter got sick but had a good talk with Mayor, home to rest then spent time at home with 

family and watching TV, Heavens forbid.  

8/25/1976 Wed. Vern put too much water in and messed our time up bad, I had to roll out to get done in 

time.  Betty coming in and help makeup and cakes.  I had to go out to Pat Hilbert and counsel her.  Got home 

and had lunch and long talk with wife.  I have to spend more time with her and kids.  Must get repair work 

done at home also.  Rested few hours then off to Norfolk for 70 meetings.  I have two interview prior to that, 

one with Bro. Tuttle and other with skip.  Home late without much sleep. 

8/26/1976 Thur. Vern still slow but I keep trying.  Found out from sister he plans to go back to college.  I 

talked to them both and told them I was quite disappointed that all he wanted was a couple of weeks work.  

He should not have taken the job, what a waste of training and my time. Got picture taken at 2pm with Mayor 

Bell and Pres Pinegars BOM sent to him.  Arranged for trucks for corn picking project Fri. & Sat. also went to 

see others on church Business.  

8/27/1976 Fri. Frank said he would come down and help fry, that was awful nice of him.  I did not even ask 

him. I did roll out while he cleaned Georges, then he fried while I cleaned.  He then helped me finish swabbing 

the floor.  Betty came in and did makeup and cakes.  I am very thankful for her.  She said if I need help she 

would do what I needed as long as I needed it.  I also interviewed a black fellow.  He was living with his 

girlfriend. The Lord might not want that kind of spirit in his bakery.  Got kids together and we went to the 

fields to pick corn.  Spent most of the morning with about 20 kids and 5 adults but very little corn.  So we gave 

that up and got the gang an ice cream on the way back.  The Rays and Frankie Huggins and Gae Williams along 

with John Stevens were with us.  Kids had a good time but boy did I end up with a headache.  Not enough 

sleep. Little Kathy had her hand in the door and it got hurt, but not too bad.  Otherwise everything went well.  

We must come up with some better projects for raising funds for the church.  Betty said that Debbie Hooker 

wanted to have me council her.  She was having some sort of problem.  I dread getting involved but that is one 

of the talents the Lord has given me so I had lest try to help.  New Elder came in and had to companion, so I 

went.  His meeting fell through so I took him home teaching, saw the Hall girl for a few minutes and then Betty 

sworthout.  Had a good discussion on Heb 5: 4,5,6. A few other questions then home to bed.  After pickup 

Anita who had trouble with Mom.  She staying at our place a couple of days.  

8/28/1976 Sat. Did doughnuts alone, Hosp. man and I talked gospel.  He is black.  I am to meet him 2pm 

afternoon.  Talked to Blanche, her husb. Is minister in Holiness Church.  We had a good discussion.  Suggested 

to Anita she needed to get a place by herself and get a job and car.  That is best for her now.  Since her Mom is 

giving her such a hard time.  I think I can put her to work at the church and she can have her baby with her at 

the same time.  Anita spent the weekend with us.  Talked to Blanch more and did money and bills.  Our Sales 

last week were poor.  Older kids went to dance with two Jones girls who are investigators.  They are about 

ready to join.  Took Mom out to Dinner at whistler Pines (candle light, very nice). Then we went to see Walt 

Disney movie hampts or something like that which was funny.  Closed out money and made deposits.  

8/29/1976 Sun. Anita and Kathy up most of the night with babies, they couldn’t tell which one was crying.  

Made all my meetings and the stayed with Anita to see Bishop.  I will go with her to talk to her mom tonight.  

Talked to Dr. Hsu for a while in church.  I need to spend more time with him.  Met the new Missionary and 

Oscar Betts was called on 30 day mission.  Set up meeting with Pres. Hutching and Delmar Hilbert.  Did all that 

and had a 2.5 hr. talk with Anita and Mom.  Did not convince her that Anita should be on her own.  



8/30/1976 Mon. Vernon and I doughnuts.  He is just too slow, I am doing most of the operation.  Had 

correlation with missionaries.  Betty did my cakes.  She is keeping an eye on my business and seeing to 

whatever I need.  Talked to Sister Bennett and told her I had requested her as DL and why.  She almost cried 

and said when she got the letter she felt that Pres. McPhie did not know what he was doing and cried the 

whole day.  Mowed grass and mowed (hand). Had a good family night by Sumi.  Anita called and said her mom 

wants her to stay and go to school so she will do that.  

8/31/1976 Tues. Vern and I doughnuts.  His sis. Came in and we talked.  It turns out Vern is planning on 

going to COA and he came in and said he doesn’t feel he can do the job and go to COA. I was upset since I had 

asked for full time help and it looks like he was just interested in a couple of weeks work.  I seem to pick the 

wrong blacks to have work for me.  I fired him then did paper work and closed end of month.  Had a meeting 

scheduled with Pat Hilbert but she canceled. 

September 

9/1/1976 Wed. Did doughnuts myself, had Larry Basnight come in and say he wanted a job.  Committed 

him to learn about the Church and set up a meeting with sisters for Thursday and he to start work that day.  

Got a letter telling me to attend a solemn assembly?  That will be an experience.  Had trouble trying to get my 

sign in and am still working on getting my cement broken up.  

9/2/1976 Thur. Larry learned fast, sisters taught and he did well. Got hole for sign made.  Hank Knighton 

called and said he needed work so I used him at church to trim etc.  John also helped me. Went to see Shirley 

Lane and challenged them to help build a church in Herford.  They will pray and let me know Sun.  Also talked 

to Pres. Pinegar and gave him report on our stake progress, 30 day mission, training WM and family week.  He 

really felt good about all that and will send us two cases of pamphlets for Doug Waldorf and open house.  He 

is planning to come with family next summer June –July last and first week.  We will try to have good program 

for him. Called Pres. McPhie and told him about Pres. Pinegar and Bro. Cahoon for fireside along with 

whatever else had to cover.  He and Pres. McPhie will be going to pssm. Sept 17th so we are to meet and 

discuss need for couples in our area and sisters.  Love those two Brethren. 

9/3/1976 Fri. Larry doing well both in doughnuts and church.  Worked on chapel with Hank.  We striped 

floors and in the bathrooms, did them by hand, what a job.  Took most of the day.  Also had one wedding 

cake.  Good Sales.  

9/4/1976 Sat. Larry did most of the operations himself I did most of the makeup but he is doing very well.  

I waxed and buffed the hall and kitchen at church, then set off insect bomb to try to get some bugs in kitchen.  

Did two wedding cakes, spent time preparing for Sunday meetings.  Good sales.  

9/5/1976 Sun. Got up at 3:30am to do church work.  Held regular meetings, taught class, had 4 

investigators.  Met with 30 missionaries after fast meeting.  Arranged for next week’s schedule. Then took 

sisters home to eat. (2) Then back 3:30pm zone meeting and finished 5:45pm.  Covering all phases of 

missionary program.  Off to Lanes to see if they accepted the call to do missionary work.  She had and he is still 

praying but will support her and fireside.  The Lord has answered our prayer since I feel she is the key to that 

area.  Back to hear O.C. Abbott speak at our fireside, then on to bed.  The sisters Huggins and Allen did a good 

job.  It is great to have people who can do the work.  

9/6/1976 Mon. up at 5am, redoing room in bakery and going over local people assignments.  Missionaries 

arrived 8am including 4 WM and SM and covered in detail open house, and other assignments. Then met with 



ZL and others, took all morning with correlation.  Sis Bennett ask to speak alone with me and said she was 

having problems because she cut her hair and could not adjust.  I tried to reassure her.  She is so humble a 

sister and I am glad I requested her for DL in the sister’s district.  Family did church.  I sleep and then went 

down for meeting with Gae. Compiled a list to submit to Bishop for WM also counseled him on a number of 

items. (PPI) Spent the rest of the evening at home.  Had family night and Mom had made a house with flannel 

to give the assignments, which took a lot of work.  The elders came, Craft and Hobbs and each told about 

himself and bear his testimony.  I think these help my children’s spirituality and preparing for a mission.  John 

and Frank came home from camp tonight.  I sure miss them.  Little Kathy went to bed with me and told me a 

story to put me to sleep. (She Did.) 

9/7/1976 Tues. Larry doing well, I doing cakes, diary and church work.  Found out Larry was too slow and 

doughnuts fell.  I had to do ½ dough.  Met with Joe Kuchen and gave him all the things to take to his Pres. 

Meeting.  Worked on cakes til late then home, eat then rested a few hours.  Counseled Terry Williams and he 

has decided to go on a mission then went and got him a haircut.  I gave him the book 1st 2000 years since he 

was going to wash. State that night.  I felt good about it.  Also he asked his dad and me to give him a blessing 

which we did.  Vicky parsons came to see me quite upset.  I counseled her and she felt better but it took 2.5 

hour.  I taught her a number of principles.  

9/8/1976 Wed. Larry still to slow and I had to do doughnuts again then cakes.  Joe came down in the 

dumps, too much negative in his meetings.  I counseled and got him up again.  The Lord has trained me well.  

Mr. weatherly came and I gave him some sugar.  He loves to talk.  Rested 2 hours and headed to Norfolk. Eat 

at Yings then met with Tom Maynard for PPI, Skip L. PPI and 70 Pres. And WML.  A lot accomplished, pickup 

film, Profile of a Prophet and got home about 11pm, not much time to rest, but I have served today.  

9/9/1976 Thur. Larry and I doughnuts, then cleanup and I then mowed church and Kathy came down to 

Vac.  I cleaned floors in bathroom.  Then home to rest a few hours.  Back to bakery, did cakes, since we were 

almost out then then on to church.  Did 2nd bathroom floor. Straight ammonia which really is rough, but that’s 

the best way to get wax off floor.  Kids came (James, John and Sumi) and assigned each of them out.  Sheila 

and Mike came later.  Sumi finished vac. Inside, James and rest id trim work outside, we worked for 3 hours on 

the outside then came home.  Showered and rested.  Frank has decided not to get a car so to increase his 

mission fund by 30% of his pay up from 25%.  Held David and Kathy for a while, love my kids, they sure make a 

man feel happy.  

Mom Yoder in 1976 We had to bail her out. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



9/10/1976 Fri. Larry and I doughnuts, I cakes with Betty also on cakes.  My sign should be going up today.  I 

hope I can hook up the elect. I would like to see it on.  Must finish inside of church and pine bark on beds.  

Must work on talk for conference also.  Kids helped at church it rained but stopped at end and we put pine 

bark on.  That took about 1 hour, spent the rest of night at home with kids.  

9/11/1976 Sat. Larry was late to start and so was I, but got it done in time.  That put me behind on cakes 

but got them done then rested then to church to finish it up.  Worked til 9pm on floor and other things.  Most 

of displays set and ready to go.  Love my Family. 

9/12/1976 Sun. Started 5am, got things straighten out for meetings.  Bishopric met at 7 and then we 

started our schedule.  Found out Elders had not taken care of drink so had to assist Joe on that?  Made us both 

late for PEC at 7:3-am.  Gave PEC and stake leaders report then had combined priesthood.  All Melchizedek 

together with the stake presidency speaking, then on to 1st session of conference.  I spoke on the eternal 

values and our decisions today.  At 11:35 we finished and started to eat, then e cleared trash away and got set 

for tours.  Open house was underway.  It all went off well and we got on to the second part of conf.  At 4pm 

finished with youth meeting and finally left around 7:30pm. Long day but very rewarding.  Many of leaders 

from stake enjoyed displays and films.  All had good comments and we felt effort well worth it.  We will 

evaluate program Monday at correlation.  Bishop enjoyed it since he was able to sit back and see everyone do 

their job.  Membership was terrific.  The missionary force did an outstanding job, the nursey was great and all 

in all the Lord was pleased I am sure. 

9/13/1976 Mon. Doughnuts, they were hard, might be too much water.  Worked all day on church after 

correlation with missionaries til 12:30pm.  Family night and to bed.  Woke up with calls to get Pres. McPhie a 

place to stay, cleared with McPhersons.   

9/14/1976 Tues. Larry and I doughnuts, still hard.   Michael. Larry Broyles, Gerald Trotman, Karen Ratcleff 

Had run out of gas, and had to get for both cars.  Still got 

order out in time.  Then set for zone conf.  Met with Pres. 

McPhie 1st then listen to part of conf. then home for a 

few hours.  Back til 8:30pm then had final meeting with 

Pres. McPhie. (I was really beat when finally got to bed at 

10pm). He is a great man and will be a general authority, I 

am sure, we got a lot accomplished and learned a 

number of things.  

9/15/1976 Wed. got in late but Larry doing ok.  Only 

shells over proofed on us.  Finished on time.  Had 

meeting with Betty on family week.  Then had Bishop 

come and presented to him and got his go ahead, then home for a little while.  Then back to meet with Elders 

Craft and Hobbs on 30 day mission.  ZL’S sat in also had bishop discuss and committed him to dates.  Then 

mowed in the rain for a couple of hours. Then home and baby sat David. Had a call from Louise and she has 

trouble at home and has to quite.  I spent time at bakery thinking out which way to proceed.  Finally went to 

Knighton’s to interview Nancy and gave her the job.  Also discussed John and Alberta and counseled her about 

that.  Then home to hold my kids and David prior to going to bed.  Rained all night and lost power to house for 

45 minutes.  Reset clocks when I got up.  

9/16/1976 Thur. Larry had doughnuts raising too fast and had not put on the fryer.  I don’t know if he will 

be able to hack it.  We keep trying with him.  Elder marks birthday and I got him a cake.  I finished decorating 



the worked on payroll, must go work on church also, did hall and kitchen, put books out and let spray off in 

ktn. Kids cleaned last night the rest.  Trying to hook up sign but no power to it.  Have dental appointment this 

morning and will home teach tonight.  Say don Sworthout and committed him to lessons.  Good day but I am 

tired.  

9/17/1976 Fri. Doughnuts, Larry and I.  He is not improving.  Betty came in so I could go home and get 

ready to go to solemn assembly at the Wash. Temple.  It took 6 hours to get there and I was able to sit up 

front to pass sac. But beautiful view of all the general authorities. My note of meeting is enclosed.  5.5 hours 

home, changed clothes and went to bakery to make doughnuts.  Betty came in at 3:30 to do cakes and Doris at 

4 to help since she knew I would be tired.  They are real thoughtful of me.  Went to Church to do work then 

home. 

9/18/1976 Sat. back from VA. Directly to bakery on doughnuts 2:30am.  Betty came in at 3:15 and worked 

on cakes, Doris in at 4am to help with doughnuts.  Larry just too slow.  I left at 7am to church and checked to 

see what had to be done then home. Covered assembly with Kathy then to bed.  Sleep soundly til 11 when 

Betty called snowed under. Took kids and went down to help her with setting up scout hut and cleanup.  Then 

off to Norfolk 12:45pm to attend meetings home did money and to bed much accomplished little sleep but full 

life.   

9/19/1976 Sun. up at 4:30am, read paper then eat, then down to church.  Did an hour work on straighten 

up then started to prepare for meetings of the day.  Held all thru to fireside which Betty organized.  Only ½ of 

the families showed up to kick off family home evening.  Marion Yoder called there is problem with Ray and 

she needed help and counsel.  Talked an hour to her.  

9/20/1976 Mon. I did doughnuts, Larry sick.  Held correlation which was good, the missionary work is 

moving on well.  South mills had their 1st 2 investigators attend their last fireside.  They were excited.  Tried to 

head home about 2pm to get rest but got a call from one of the sisters that sis Bennett was down town in the 

bank sick. Si I went and took them home.  Also sis. Worthington is sick with red spots on her body.  Finally got 

in a few house sleep then worked out bakery records for a while.  Had family home evening then to bed.  

Marian called again and I talked two hour to her trying to help her. Not much sleep.  

9/21/1976 Tues. Larry still sick, I did doughnuts, 

then home to spend some time with Kathy, then sleep 

for 1 hour.  Up with call from bakery, then mowed lawn 

and misc.  Back to home trying to get to bed early but 

got call at 9:30 from Marian again on problem.  Talked 

an hour. Also visited that day with minister in town: 

With sisters, no progress.  Also worked on family unity 

week program by visiting mayor, Chief Police Shaffer to 

invite to church 25 Oct.  Family night at ward.  

9/22/1976 Wed. I on doughnuts again, Vern 

Drayton in, I counselled him for a while and called him 

to handle family week program.  Worked on taxes for 

bakery most of day and went to Norfolk for 70 pres. 

Meeting.  Kathy went with me and did genealogy.     Kathy 

9/23/1976 Thur. I did doughnuts, very tired, home to rest in morning.  Betty came in to help at 6am. Then 

1pm we worked on progress of missionary programs.  She as my sec. Then worked on finance for the Bishop.  



Completed that and on to cleaning the church.  Kids and men already working so I only had to do floor.  Then 

home to bed.  In the morn. Also talked to Ray and Marion.  Hope that helped.  

9/24/1976 Fri. On doughnuts, Betty in at 6am on cakes.  Larry in at 8pm, I let him go.  Vern in checking on 

assignment and the hired for doughnut operation at 3.00/hr. 3-8am daily.  Checked with Bishop then on to 

bed.  To bakery and worked on talk all afternoon for sun.  Had interview with Doris, she is coming along fine, 

and also interviewed with Lanes.  They are doing well, we planned out the first fireside for Hertfort.  They are 

excited about it.  Sumi Vac. Church today which helped. I spent some time with Mom and then to bed.  Very 

Tired. 

9/25/1976 Sat. I on doughnuts, Betty came in at 7:45, she did not think she had any cakes but we needed 

about 5 plus then she iced and decorated and that keep her going for a while.  I must type my talk up and 

clean church up today.  I want to spend some time with kids, especially Mike, I feel he needs extra love right 

now.  Did all the above. Played risk with Mike and John 2.5 hrs. to finish.  Did money and spent rest of night 

loafing. 

9/26/1976 Sun. Wiley came to 7pm meeting which was a surprise.  Had 3 more WM called.  I talked that 

sac. Had two talks.  Got a lot of good comments on both. Ward counsel meting afterwards then home to bed.  

9/27/1976 Mon. I on doughnuts, then correlation all morning, we got fair going.  Cleaned church with Sumi 

and John, had a good family nigh by Sheila and we all laughed about the games.  Talked to Marion for quite a 

while.  

9/28/1976 Tues. Vern and I doughnuts.  He 1 hour late.  But got them done faster.  Set u R.S. tables, 

mowed and trim and mowed lawn.  Went H.T. with Kathy, and stopped in on A. burgess.  His son had just died 

at 5pm of a heart attack.  So we helped get the church end taken care of.  Seems like the spirit directed 

everything right.  Home to bed after attending John Court of Honor.  He got a lot of merit badges.  Marion 

called Kathy and talked for an hour. After I went to bed.  

9/29/1976 Wed. Vern did not come in which put me behind.  Must hire someone from about 4am-8 to 

help me.  Met with sis. Pledger and Betty Allen to set up file system.  Also met with ZL and DL.  Talked to Pres. 

McPhie on some missionary problems and counselling which we were doing.  He encouraged me to keep close 

tab on situation which I will do. Book work for bakery and finances.  

9/30/1976 Thur. did doughnuts. Called and talk to Ray and Maron.  Had fireside at Lane, very good and 

inspirational.  We now start to build in Herford.  Bro. Lane conducted even though he is not a member. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



October 

10/1/1976 Fri. Worked on bakery and church, did not go to 

R.S. social but Kathy went.   I stayed home and played risk with 

Mike, Kathy and James.  

10/2/1976 Sat. Worked bakery and church.  Priesthood that 

night 9pm and it was hard to keep awake since I was tired.  

10/3/1976 Sun. Had all meetings, Wiley came which 

surprised me.  Gave him the youth mission program.  He was 

excited about that.  Got two hours of general conf. on TV.  Had 

Zone meeting that afternoon.  Marion called that night.  

10/4/1976 Mon. Vern and I did doughnuts and then I worked 

on the church.  Had Correlation all morning, the work is coming 

along great. We finally are moving forward. Sister Pledger and 

Sister Allen assisted as well as Henry, Gae and Vern were in attendance.    Frank Jr. 

 Sheila had a good family night, lots of fun.  

10/5/1976 Tues. Vern did most of the doughnuts and I helped a little. I worked on Church and paper work 

for bakery, and church meetings. Spent time with Wife, since she is down due to her tremendous job, she has 

just been called to be a den mother.  Quite a challenge.  

10/6/1976 Wed. Vern doughnuts, I paper work for church.  Talked to Pres. McPhie and also to Ray and 

Marian, and to the ZL’s.  Helped Kathy get ready to go with me at night to Norfolk.  She genealogy and me 70 

Pres.’s and WML meetings.  

10/7/1976 Thur. Got in about 5:30am, did money and supplies and some church work, then home to give 

my kids their morning lesson on the New Testament.  We all learned a lot on Acts 1, 2.  Worked on church 

work most of the morning and had interview with Charlie Hurdle, he will be working as a WM and is looking 

forward to it.  Got call from Sis. Hurdle, a couple of RBC men have been talking to Sis. Lane and she believe 

them, so I went to the fireside with Sis. Bennett and Betty Allen tried to explain but she would not listen.  Gave 

her a blessing and we will have to keep close watch on situation.  

10/8/1976 Fri. Did doughnuts, then ran back to talk to kids, then back to bakery to finish work.  Home and 

talked to wife, then to bed. Up and baby sat David. Then to bakery to work on church organization.  Cleaned 

some at church, helped take care of David when James had his party.  He said it was the best party he ever 

had, he is some son.  Took younger kids to church for movie put on by Elders Quorum.  Very small turn out but 

the kids enjoyed it.  To bed and sleep a whole night til 6:30 am. 1st time in a year. 

10/9/1976 Sat. Up, to bakery, Vern way behind, had a lot of problems.  I helped so he could catch up then 

over to church to work.  Finished and went home, played risk with the boys.  Frank took truck to pick up boys 

for dance.  He got stuck in a pea field over by church St. Ext.  We had to get Bro.  Hurdles tow bar to get him 

out and he missed the dance.  Quite a mess.   

10/10/1976 Sun. Had meetings, Charles came Vern and Gae 7am then held class in bakery for WM training.  

Interviewed Anita, and a few others including Danny Hurdle.  After Sac. Meeting met with Sisters Hurd and 

Bennett and we discussed a man they met and how to answer him.  Then home to family and on to bed.  



10/11/1976 Mon. Bad night for sleeping since I have two women coming in from the beach to learn how to 

run a bakery.  I was awake at least hourly worrying about it. Vern late.  Jacky smith, Louis Hatchell training, 

they did well but were tired.  Had correlation with missionary work and it is going well.  Much anti Mormon 

stuff from the RBC (The Church of Christ). Did church with Kids, then counseled Joey Evens. Then family night 

and another family party for James birthday then to bed.  

10/12/1976 Tues. Two girls and I on doughnuts, they doing well.  Hope to do Cin. buns this morning and 

cakes.  Kathy going to Norfolk and I will baby sit David.  Completed all the above.  Also got my lesson done on 

Acts. 6:7-8 for the kids tomorrow and researched out Sis. Lane objections.  Called and talked to her.  Helped 

missionaries and went to Norfolk to custodian meeting, then home to bed about 11pm. 

10/13/1976 Wed. up at 3:15am and girls came in.  I overseeing them and started Cin. Buns and raisin 

breads.  Spent time with Elders (ZL), 2 hours correlation let Charlie H. use my car to take elders around, then 

spent rest of time home study for kids.  

10/14/1976 Thur. I did doughnuts and clean up.  Showed girls how to make French bread and taught gospel.  

Might have made some headway.  Cleaned church with kids and went to baptism then to bed.  

10/15/1976 Fri. Up payroll, supplies, Vern n doughnuts.  Trained ladies on wedding cakes and others.  

Showed payroll, taxes, and supplies and gave supple sheet to them. Then mowed lawn and worked at church, 

replaced broken fences and then took Kathy out to dinner, enjoy that.  Then took kids and Kathy to movies.  

Got back after 11pm.  

10/16/1976 Sat. Vern way behind, called his wife in and I took over his frying and rolling out.  Betty also 

helping him.  I did bookwork and some missionary work then went to Norfolk for meeting starting at 7Pm.  

10/17/1976 Sun. To stake conference, then after met with Manteo and covered their family week 

presentation. Good spirit and Paul spencer is taking hold well.  Then home, set up sac. Table then had sac. 

Meeting after which got things set up for fireside, Elder Marks.  Then headed home to rest.  After Stake conf. 

many were called as new “70”s and two new Presidents.  

10/18/1976 Mon. 2am up and did doughnuts, then held correlation all morning.  We have a lot going on, 

then to bed for 2 hours and up and clean the church, then family night.  Interviewed skip and wife also talked 

to Brad Willis and he wants to view young people’s program in action.  I will take him to see them.  Also hired 

a new girl to assist in morning when I go home to my kids.  

10/19/1976 Tues. I doughnuts, baby sat with David while Kathy went to Jury duty.  Finally got some sleep 

late afternoon. Visited Mel Meekin’s place, he is really trying to get support for his arts center. Seem nice, he 

will be attending APYW this night with Brad Willis to give him an idea on youth program.  We did above, going 

into every class and he really enjoyed that.  Then we talked for a long time at Bakery and church office on 

different areas of the gospel.  He wants to set in our morning study class when we start it. 

10/20/1976 Wed. Vern on doughnuts and I on money and preparing for 70 meeting in morning then to 

Portsmouth for kids eyes schedule. We visited the Norfolk Noodle factory and got a lot of stuff for our Chinese 

diner, then visited Chinese import co. which was only a tourist shop type thing.  Then we dropped Frank off at 

Mt. Rushmore to skate board in the rain.  Sheila, John and I went to hardies for lunch then home.  About 

6:30pm Mom and I left for Norfolk again, I for 70 meeting and her for genealogy lib.  Had a good 70 meeting 

and got home and then to bed around midnight.  A long day with lots of traveling.  I am just Thankful the Lord 

has made it possible for us to do.  



10/21/1976 Thur. Vern did doughnuts and I helped fry since he was behind. Then worked at church and did 

some teaching with John.  

10/22/1976 Fri. I did doughnuts.  We had a number of problems on rides for missionaries, but got it all 

straighten out, did finances.  They needed rides to super Sat. and also scouts needed a car.  We let them have 

ours and we borrowed Higgins, and Drayton’s said they would take kids to supper Sat.  Pres Spencer came 

down and got some equipment and bought 30.00 worth of books.  (We ran LDS Book Store in the bakery) I 

then got info for compressor from stake.  Then home to rest for 1 hour, then on to stake dinner with Kathy.  

Had a good dinner then home to bed.  

10/23/1976 Sat. Helped fry doughnuts, Vern was quite far behind.  Then cleaned church and spend rest of 

day working bakery and helping missionaries. Took 3 small kids to movie (Peter pan) then money and bed.  

10/24/1976 Sun. Regular meetings, a new couple coming into Manteo at end of Month.  The family and I 

practiced family Home evening to be given at ward Monday night.  Dr. Hsu was in class I taught Sunday and 

really for the first time realized we believe God has a body.  He came to Sac. Meeting and enjoyed the sister 

talks.  I ask him to help us with dinner and he said he would. (On the 19 Nov.) 

10/25/1976 Mon. I doughnuts, then correlation.  Sister Bennett still has some problems and I counselled 45 

minutes with her.  Family program ready to go.  Cleaned church and baby sat then went to family home 

evening at church.  Mr. William of City council along with Sharron Sawyer and Chief Owens spoke on the 

family. Then our family gave a Home Evening demo.  Which Kathy gave the prayer and everyone did well.  

10/26/1976 Tues. I doughnuts, then prepared to go to Washington Temple for two days. Talked to ZLs on 

problems in area quite a long time.  Had no time to rest, off to temple and arrived Washington 10pm or so.  

10/27/1976 Wed. Got up at 4:30am to get to temple and got there and found out did not start til 7am.  We 

did not check our paper good.  So we searched for a motel closer.  Then got in 3 sessions in the morning and 

then visited the visitor’s center and back to motel for ½ hour nap, and showered then back to temple for 2 

sessions at night.  After to Chinese diner and I toured the kitchen and ask a lot of questions.  

10/28/1976 Thur. 3 morning sessions, eat in cafeteria then home ward bound.  Kids did well and Mom and I 

happy to see everything going good, but David caught a cold.  I did money, bakery, and saw Mom Waldorf.  

Pop went into the hospital but seems ok. 

10/29/1976 Fri. I doughnuts, met with ZL and also met new couple and indoctrinated for a couple of hours, 

then Cakes and clean Chapel.  

10/30/1976 Sat. Helped with doughnuts and cleaned church.  Had car run hot but got it fixed. (New 

thermostat) Did paper work and close end of mo. out. Also did Chinese cooking which turned out ok.  

10/31/1976 Sun. Reg. meetings, I taught SS class.  Talked on TV program by church, for 10 minutes in Sac. 

Meeting.  Youth had fireside in our home.  

November 

11/1/1976 Mon. I doughnuts, committed Teresa to hear the sisters.  Correlated with them all morning.  

Cleaned church with Sumi and John.  Then family night.  I took Mom Waldorf out to see Pop in hospital after 

family night.  



11/2/1976 Tues. I doughnuts, then held class 6-7am, Bill Medlin, Frankie Huggins, Brad Willis and late Josh 

Tunnel.  Good meeting and they want to hold it at least twice a week.  Starting next week, Tues. and Thur.  

Kathy hurt her back and I rubbed her down.  We voted also for Ford and Republicans.  

11/3/1976 Wed. I doughnuts, then trip to Yings restaurant to observe operations.  Then to noodle factory 

and bought 40.00 of stuff include a wok.  Then to PPI with Pres lee then meeting 70’s.  

11/4/1976 Thur. Vern doughnuts, he over proofed and had to do another batch. I and John off to 

Williamston to check on candy business.  Took all day, interesting trip but tiring.  Into bed early heater off in 

home.  

11/5/1976 Fri. I doughnuts, took sisters to bus depot.  Had to pick up sisters in Norfolk tonight.  Talked 

with ZL and other elders most of the day on E.C. problems.  Also Betty.  

11/6/1976 Sat. I doughnuts, Betty came in at 2:45am and worked all night with me.  I did church then 

home to help Kathy with Chinese dinner.  We tried everything that we plan for the church dinner.  Still have 

some problems to work out.  Having hard time sleeping, seems like David always keeps me up when he is 

supposed to be sleeping.  That night Elders needed a split so I took Elder Craft H.T. and we committed Ken 

hele to meet at bakery to learn lessons.  He was good.  Then home to spend a little time with my family and 

Kathy especially.  

11/7/1976 Sun. Regular meetings.  Correlation sisters, 3pm Zone Meeting, 4pm very good Zone meeting.  

Chuck came from Creswell and we planned out all programs for whole area.  Betty is feeling much better.  I 

interviewed most of the WM and assigned them companionships.  They are a real strength to the missionary 

work. We have more reports of the Church of Christ (RBC) men going to our members and fighting against the 

Lord. 

11/8/1976 Mon. I doughnuts, Betty in at 2:30am on cakes.  Teresa in at 6am. Zone conf. today had meeting 

with Pres. McPhie and he felt we needed to allow the ZL more room to operate, that possibly I was doing too 

much.  We are restructuring our missionary organization.  I hope and pray that it will not affect our work and 

progress.  Had a good family night program. 

11/9/1976 Tues. I doughnuts, met with 6am study group.  Had 2 RBC men come towards the end, invited 

them back Thursday.  Met with ZL and laid out new program for missionary work, Follow thru. Called Ron 

Clack Church communications for permission to video tape and ck .on supplies, No supplies available on 2 

lesson home evening he will check on video tape.  Counseled Betty, she was crying for the last two days... I 

think I am helping her.  She feels better now.  Went to Norfolk to noodle factory and go more supplies for 

chine dinner.  ZL went with me, then on to meet with Pres. Lee and pres. McPhie and all ZLs.  Long but 

informative meeting.  Then home to bed.  

11/10/1976 Wed. Doughnuts with 4 hours sleep, worked at church and paper work at baker.  Met with Ken 

Hele and elder Craft, gave Ken 1st lesson. 3 concepts and we spent rest of time on that and eternal nature of 

us.  Made Fried Rice then to bed.  

11/11/1976 Thur. I doughnuts, Teresa is too slow and I will have to replace her. Held scripture study 6-7am 

with 6 present.  Had a good discussion.  Then helped Kathy at home, then to bed.  Paperwork in the afternoon.  

Set up candy in shop and ordered 256.00 worth.  To sell for church funds.  Met Cody Lowe and wife and gave 

after death scriptures series.  She believes Joseph Smith is a prophet and the Book of Mormon is true.  He still 

not sure.  Then home to play James a game and then to bed with Little Kathy.  I felt Mom take her out later in 

the night. 



11/12/1976 Fri. I doughnuts, let Teresa know I was going to replace her, she is just too slow. Frank came 

down to Georges at 2:30 with me since he had just got back from the game in Norfolk at 1;30. I gave him my 

car to use.  Betty in.  I have to help Mom get things going then to bed.  Up and down on church work records, 

then candy business, then buff floor at church.  Home and made egg rolls.  Then to fireside at Trotman’s, our 

family sang love at home and I spoke on the scriptures.  We had a meal afterwards with good feeling.  That 

group is coming along fine.  

11/13/1976 Sat. Vern doughnuts, I worked on records and scriptures.  Jeanie helped her dad, had to talk to 

Vern about his daughters neg. attitude.  Went to Norfolk for 70 outing riding horses, bonfire and hayride.  

Kathy and I had a good time.  

11/14/1976 Sun. Reg. meetings, I met with Lowes, good progress, I met with Danial’s, Black had a good 

meeting, also counseled Wiley and Charlie Hurdle.  

11/15/1976 Mon. I doughnuts, correlation with ZL, took to 1pm.  Did not get a chance to sleep.  Going to 

scope to see folk dancers tonight, long night ahead of me.  It was fine, Kids had a good time and Walt went 

too.  

11/16/1976 TUES. I doughnuts, started late with only 3 hours sleep.  Fryer would not turn on so had to call 

man in to fix.  But still able to finish by 6am.  Had scripture class, Josh thanked me for taking my time to hold 

them?  Home to bed.  Meeting with Ken Hele canceled.  I paper work bakery then visited home.  Visited Bro 

Tillette in hosp. then to church to present candy to leaders and members.  They accepted it.  Talked with our 

black investigator for a while and he is doing well.  Stayed up to get kids from APYW.  

11/17/1976 Wed. I doughnuts, then interviewed a young man for job but he was a lot of hot air.  Had 

meeting with sisters one hour then baby sat so Mom could go shopping.  Then off to my 70 meeting in 

Norfolk.  We covered a lot of material, home by 11pm.  

11/18/1976 Thur. Vern doughnuts, Kathy and I prepare for Chinese dinner.  

11/19/1976 Fri.  I doughnuts, rest of day prepared for Chinese dinner.  It was good we made about 700.00. 

Donated 600.00 to church welfare and cost 100.00. Kids enjoyed it.  

11/20/1976 Sat. doughnuts, money and cleaned church.  Off to stake meeting, all good.  70 program for 

general priesthood was outstanding.  My boys enjoyed it.  Counselled Skip and tasked to his Bishop and spoke 

to Bro Cole on situation.  

11/21/1976 Sun. I and Frank spoke at sac. Right after SS.  Due to TV program from church at 6pm.  TV 

program very good and then spend time with boys at a game of risk.  Got to bed later then I had planned due 

to that.  

11/22/1976 Mon. doughnuts and kids lesson.  Studied for Men’s Tues lesson and did some church work.  

Also cleaned chapel for a while.  Plan to go to movies with whole family tonight for family night.  Everyone 

enjoyed it.  

11/23/1976 Tues. doughnuts, started ACTS with introduction material.  Paper work, went to dinner with 

Mom.  Sheila and class put on in R.S. room very nice those young girls are becoming ladies.  

11/24/1976 Wed. doughnuts, paper work, car est. (Moms accident) Haircut, gas, church heat system, took 

Halsted’s to stake house for temple interview.  No one could take them up.  



11/25/1976 Thur. Thanksgiving and I am up at 4:30am. Read paper then to bakery to do bookwork and dec. 

cakes for Fri. That I will not have time for Fri.  Also hope to clean church and trees are coming in this morning.  

Spent all morning off loading and getting lights fixed and doing a wedding cake. We invited the driver of trees 

home to shower and eat thanksgiving dinner.  He enjoyed himself, a young fellow, married with 1 child.  Gave 

him a personalized copy of the Book of Mormon and sent a referral card on him. 

11/26/1976 Fri. Doughnuts, church, towed Drayton’s car home to work on. Cakes, Met with an investigator 

and with his attitude I can see how Christ was crucify and Joseph Smith Killed.  He would not listen at all and I 

really feel he is mentally unbalanced.  Poor wife and kids.  I shall instruct the sister not to go back.  Met with 

Lowes and they are still progressing.  Then to Mikes and Moms Cub Scout meeting, it was good. 

11/27/1976 Sat. Doughnuts, back hurts a lot.  Spend most of the day trying to rest my back.  

11/28/1976 Sun. Back still hurts, attended morning meeting but went home during SS to rest.  It helped. 

John spoke in Sac. Meeting and gave a good coverage on genealogy.  I attended ward counsel then to bed.  

11/29/1976 Mon. Mom came down to help since my back was still hurting.  Betty came in and did the 

makeup.  Rested a good part of the day then had family night.  My older kids came down from 7-9:30 to do 

doughnuts.  They had a good time.  

11/30/1976 Tues. did bookwork and held scripture study. We went into Acts 1-5 Chapters, very good. 

Continued bookwork then home to baby sit for Kathy as he went to R.S. Did more end of the month tax work 

then to APYW to check on Candy situation?  Then home to bed.  

December 

12/1/1976 Wed. Doughnuts, back aches but not as painful as past 2 days. I took my time on operation and 

rested often.  Paperwork, finished for Nov. sales.  Have been dropping.  Went to Norfolk for 70 meeting, not 

much sleep and not too spiritually uplifting to anyone.  Also meet with Elders in morning for correlation.  

12/2/1976 Thur. doughnuts, scripture study 6-7pm. To home with kids 7:7:30am read stories out of ensign.  

I cried most of the way through.  Sleep in morning then worked at bakery and church work (Inventory Tapes.) 

Then did floor at church and asst. with heating problem in kitchen, Ckt. Breaker screw loose and shorting out 

the breaker.  Bro. Joe Even and Jerry ride to work. Then met with Lowes and committed to baptism on the 

16th.  They seem good home to bed.  

12/3/1976 Fri. doughnuts, helped sisters with tables for pot pie diner, then to bed.  Up and helped with 

trash etc.  Then some bakery work.  Then took my boys out and sold candy.  14.00 In about 1 hour.  The 

peanut roll’s was good.  Cold, spent evening with Kids.  

12/4/1976 Sat. Doughnuts, Frank helped me.  We then sold candy, only my kids showed up.  Sold 76.00 

worth so we are close to paying off our bill.  Frank, Kathy and Sheila in Xmas parade.  Then I worked at church 

cleaning up for Sunday til about 9PM.  The AP came to see me and I talked a couple of hours to them.  Got a 

lot of stuff straighten out.  

12/5/1976 Sun. Priesthood but went home SS since back bothered me and a cold.  Very Tired.  In 

afternoon played kids risk, got beat then to my 4pm zone meeting.  Home and to bed early.  

12/6/1976 Mon. A new girl in at 6am.  She seem to be doing alright.  We plan to go to Coleman’s nursery 

tonight and we will have to work hard to get everything done.  Frank stayed home to have teeth checked and 



he did church, folded new papers then Sumi did scout hut and John did messed up floor at bakery.  Then off to 

Coleman’s and we had a good time.  

12/7/1976 Tues. Debra on her own packing, Betty on cakes and us on scriptures.  Did not have a chance to 

get home to kids, that’s bad.  Had to fire Nancy for not being able to give more notice when she could not 

come into work.  Also missing at least once a week.  Hired Sharon Jones whom we baptized not too long ago.  

12/8/1976 Wed.  Doughnuts, correlation and then baby sat most of the morning and afternoon due to 

David’s ear ache. Saw women about sandwich business, seems possible to be something I might do.  Spend 

some time with Sharon in night shift.  I need to train her more.  

12/9/1976 Thur. Doughnuts, studied with Men and Kids.  Payroll and supplies, met with Lowes and 

prepared them for baptism.  Interview attended baptism 2 people which gave us over 50 for this year and still 

have the rest of the month to go.  

12/10/1976 Fri. Doughnuts, money, paper work, cleaned church.  Took kids out and sold 70.00 worth of 

candy in 1 ½ hour. They did well and enough to pay bill.  Rest is profit for welfare program.   

12/11/1976 Sat. Frank and I doughnuts.  Bookwork, then on to Norfolk for church meetings. Started at 3 on 

to 9pm.  Very inspirational.  

12/12/1976 Sun. Reg. meetings, Elders put on a good class for our missionaries and learned the lessons.  

Sheila spoke in Sac. And had a good talk.  

12/13/1976 Mon. Doughnuts, back hurts.  Church, Board for John and tree records.  John worked selling 

trees.  Rest of family had family night and decorating tree.  

12/14/1976 Tues. Vern Doughnuts, I looked at sandwich business and decided to do it.  Got a call from Pres. 

McPhie, he has decided to do the work our way, its better.  

12/15/1976 Wed. I doughnuts, Betty and Doris to sandwich business 4:45 pm to check their operation.  I to 

follow at 5:15am to observe Mrs. Brays business.  Doris and Betty learned quickly.  Worked at bakery, got 

supplies for sandwich business then went to Norfolk to 70 meeting.  

12/16/1976 Thur. Late start, I doughnuts then scripture stud, work at church, then bakery money.  Home 

taught with wife, we enjoyed it.  Covered ATCS and Paul to most of our families.  Kids sold candy.  

12/17/1976 Fri.  Doughnuts, helped at church and did running around to put sandwich business on line. 

Went to bed early.  

12/18/1976 Sat. Frank helped with doughnuts, church, and sandwich business.  Church was a mess due to 

church party.  Sold candy, kids tired of it.  

12/19/1976 Sun. Reg. meetings, I to Norfolk for PPI with Pres. Rowe. 

12/20/1976 Mon. doughnuts, sandwich business, church. 

12/21/1976 Tues. doughnuts, found out another health inspector to check on sandwich business.  He 

required we build a lot of stuff so I told him we would not go into it.  Quite disappointed since we had a lot of 

supplies on hand ready to go.  Also Pres Lee called to see Kathy and me tonight so we are going up wondering 

what he has for us. One of my worst fears came to pass.  I was called to be Bishop.  I feel overwhelmed and 

humbled.  It means many changes to me.  It is one job I have always feared because of the time, dedication 



and sacrifice necessary to do the job.  My prayers are for the ward members and myself we both will need all 

the help we can get.  

12/22/1976 Wed. doughnuts, iced cakes, some church.  Spent a lot of time meditating on posn.  I hope to 

recommend in ward organization also in ready everything.  I can on posns.  Spoke at Bapt. For Lowes, they will 

make a fine addition to church.  That’s 53 for this year.  

12/23/1976 Thur. John, Sheila and Dad doughnuts, I studied Bishop Information and praying for help.  Did 

cakes in the afternoon. 

12/24/1976 Fri. John, Frank, Sheila and dad doughnuts.  Mom and Dad Cakes.  Tax work and study Bishop 

Material, then church.  Called Pres Lee with my recommendations on ward organization.  

12/25/1976 Sat. Christmas, spent Morning and early afternoon with family.  Visited Dr. Hsu (But not home) 

left a note and he called later on in evening. (Very lonely man) Studied welfare at church for a while.  Met with 

Mel Meekin’s, he also a lonely guy trying to find himself.  Spent a good 1 ½ hour with him, then home with 

family and Wife.  

12/26/1976 Sun. Tithes for kids and us for end of year made up.  Reg. meetings, gave missionary class lesson 

on ACT’s, they enjoyed that.  Study on welfare program.  Sat with family in Sac. Not too many time left to do 

that. 

12/27/1976 Mon. Frank, John and I on doughnuts. Me records, finance and church.  Took curtains down to 

be dry cleaned. Put Ricky Mendon to work to save for mission.  He is planning to go this summer but has 

nothing saved up.  Talked to Pres. Lee on Ward business.  Had Family night on prophets, Stake pres. And 

Bishops and councilors jobs.  

12/28/1976 Tues. Frank, John and dad doughnuts, cleaned academy with some of the brethren.  That’s 

funds for the welfare.  Studied handbook, bought a new suit, took family to see Noah Art movie.  Frank was 

gone to Mt. Trash moor all day so he missed it.  

12/29/1976 Wed. Frank, John and Dad doughnuts.  Cleaned at academy then again and that should finish it 

for us. (8 men showed up and we finished in 1 hour.) Tax work, Bishop Work, then visited Mel at center for a 

spell.  Took kids candy selling and sold 36.00 in a little over 1 hour.  Met with missionaries and Bro Slatter from 

franklin then home to bed. 

12/30/1976 Thur. Frank, John and Dad doughnuts. Finances, church pickup drapes, spent time counseling 

Doris, spent time with kids at art center.  Took Kathy out to dinner and then spent evening at Bass’s. 

12/31/1976 Fri. Vern doughnuts, me records, finance, church.  I took 3-10 shift for Sharon, Betty called and 

Doris sounds bad so she went out to spend a good part of the night with her.  Mom took older kids to Norfolk 

for stake dance.  

 

 



1977 

January 

1/1/1977 Sat. New Year’s day, I spent most of it working on records for taxes. Study Bishop Duties it also 

took a lot of time  

1/2/1977 Sun. Reg. meetings, study Bishops handbook.  

1/3/1977 Mon. donutes, study and draw up church outline as needed for programs in ward.  Taxes to 

accountant.  Family Home Evening the to church.  

1/4/1977 Tues. Doughnuts, scripture study, talked to Debra on her problems.  Tad came in and I 

counseled him for a while.  Have to come up with a solution for his Mom.  Ricky is painting at church and doing 

a fair job.  Studied Bishops stuff a little.  

1/5/1977 Wed. doughnuts, worked at church, cleaned Bishops closet out and finances.  Took ZL’s and 

Drayton’s to stake house.  Drayton 40 minutes late which which was bad for Pres. Lee though all his interviews 

were behind.  Vern called and accepted elders Q. Pres. Looking forward call.  

1/6/1977 Thur. Doughnuts, Betty in early, husb. Drunk and tore house up.  Scriptures.  

1/7/1977 Fri. Doughnuts, church, study, misc. and took wife to movies and enjoyed a night together.  

1/8/1977 Sat. Doughnuts, Cakes and cleanup.  Made 2nd batch doughnuts in afternoon due selling 

everything out.  Worked hard at bakery most of day.  Money at night, had a terrific day.  

1/9/1977 Sun. This is the day I was sustained as Bishop.  Quite a day.  Everything was changed and one of 

the largest crowds turned out from all branches.  I had to be ordained tice since Pres. Lee forgot to make me a 

H.P. the first time. (The Lord was having second thoughts.) My family was real happy. I was interviewed and 

called to be Bishop.  I was set apart on the 9th January of 1977.  They also made me a High Priest.  When I was 

interviewed, I mentioned to Pres. Lee that there were many more qualified men in the ward, but he said, they 

might be but the Lord has called you.  So that ended that discussion.  Pres. Lee set me apart as Bishop then he 

remembered he had to set me apart as a High Priest. So for a few moments I was the only Bishop that held the 

office of seventy instead of High Priest. 



  Following are the papers on this occasion: 

 



 

1/10/1977 Mon. doughnuts, Bishop Office, records most of day and family night in evening. 

1/11/1977 Tues. Doughnuts, order big one for Georgie scattering at base.  Sleep 1 hour then church bishop 

office files and interviews from10:30am to 10:30pm.  Bro Hilbert set up my interviews and doing a fine job.  

Things slowly coming into place.  

1/12/1977 Wed. Doughnuts, Georgie’s, Bishopric meeting, bakery finances, income tax personnel, 

interview Lin, Char. Evens, and John Yoder for teacher then Bishop for SM.  As I view the RS and PRI. 



Organizations and see that we have in depth leadership, I feel it is wise to give the counselors a chance to be 

president and use the ones now president to strengthen our weak organizations. (SS) food for thought.  

1/13/1977 Thur.  Doughnuts, supplies, scripture study. 

1/17/1977 Tues. I have been snowed under with Bishop Work and people, no time to keep up with diary.  

Hope to pick up now.  Have had some spiritual experiences.  I Bapt. Cody Lowe city editor of newspaper; and 

had him in mind for PR with staff to do work, but praying and put him in as teachers advisor.  Have felt 

impressed for sis Lowe on the nonexistent employment welfare program. 

1/18/1977 Wed. Tired on doughnuts, Bishopric 7-8am.  Covered talk coverage sac. And priesthood.  

Interviewed Gae for custodian and outlined duties.  Saw Smiths and explained they should clean their own 

home up.  Spent rest of day at Perry’s tire, trying to get car fixed.  Spent 30.o0 to find I had bad tire. 

(Alignment, balance and rotated.)   

1/19/1977 Thur. doughnuts, David sick, not allowing his Mom and me much sleep.  Tax work and bakery 

finances.  Interviewed all evening til 10:30pm, 3 hours sleep.  Good interviews, the people want someone to 

car.  

1/20/1977 Fri. doughnuts, Frank, Sheila and Mike helped.  School out. Have interview with Pat Hilbert and 

Betty Allen morning. A lot of our people are in hosp. spent time on church organization.  I am getting a lot of 

phone calls at home at night.  

1/21/1977 Sat. Frank, John, James and I doughnuts.  Finances bakery have Allen to interview at 1pm and a 

lot of Bishop Work to do. 

1/22/1977 Sun. first full church day as Bishop.  Welfare went well as did PEC. Youth committee very 

impressive, the youth plan everything.  Frank Jr. conducted and Sheila represented her class.  They did fine 

and I was proud of them.  All advisors and adults except Danny were in attendance.  He had to see the death 

of his grandfather.  Had a number of meetings after Sac. But everything went well.  Manteo up for ward 

correlation and everything went well. Good to talk to them.  

1/23/1977 Mon. doughnuts, John and Sheila helped.  Hosp. Visit, Bishopric met to covered many items.  

Raey’s up from Creswell and recommend SS in Swan Qtr. Area.  I concur and have arranged to take them to 

see Pres. Lee tomorrow.  Help Gae on responsibilities in church.  Heater (boiler, not operating properly.  Must 

get repaired tomorrow.) 

1/24/1977 Tues. Doughnuts early.  So to study for scripture group.  Took 1 l/2 hour to prepare and then 

did not finish. Heat out in church, called on that.  Interview Jenny Knighten, Vern Drayton, and James Brett 

who just moved into Edenton.  Raeys and I and Bro. Brett to see Stake Pres.  Explained Swan Qtr. situation and 

recommended a dependent SS under Eliz City with Elder Raey as Pres.  Stake Presidency discussed and 

concurred.  Pres. Lee called Pres. McPhie and cleared it.  We will start as soon as possible.  A lot accomplished 

for the Lord but not much sleep. 4 hours.  

1/25/1977 Wed. Doughnuts Bishopric, had heat at church worked on all day.  They finished 10pm. (good 

man) Had interview with Pres. Cersey from Creswell, three ½ hours but he needed it to give him direction.   

Check on Bro. Seagraves and Brett, interesting findings.  Spent time with my wife.  The Lord has blessed me 

with insight into some of our ward problems, now to have the wisdom to work on them. 

1/26/1977 Thur. doughnuts, study scripture group.  Church bishop work interview Gae, Hughes boy, Jenny 

Knighton, Debra, Billy Futrell.  Then did doughnuts til midnight so I could sleep in tomorrow. 



1/27/1977 Fri. Much work and much Bishop work.  Cuts scout meeting with Mom and Mike and rest for 

den meeting.  

1/28/1977 Sat. lots of doughnuts and 30 doz. Extra.  Frank helped.  Visited sis. Lona and carol in Norfolk, 

counseled Betty, Doris Debra, lot of unhappiness in the world.  

1/29/1977 Sun. Reg. meetings, lots of interviews but everything going well.  

1/30/1977 Mon. Interviews during the day.  Sumi put a good family night on, about each of our talents. 

She is coming along fine. 

1/31/1977 Tues. Interview all afternoon and night. Got finished at 10:30pm.  Only 3 ½ hours’ sleep.  A good 

interview with Franks Weeks and Jeff Hilbert.  

 

February 
2/1/1977 Tues. interviews all afternoon and night. Got finished at 10:30pm, only 3.5 hours sleep.  A good 

interview with Frank Weeks and Jeff Hilbert.  

2/2/1977 Wed. Two interviews in afternoon canceled out.  Finished Visit teaching and home teaching 

charts.  Finish RS organization chart and almost finished SS.  APYW still incomplete but coming along.  Giving a 

ward farm a lot of thought.  Feel we must have one but not sure how to go about getting it.  Frank H. is not 

keen on the idea but everyone else is.  I know the Lords want us to have one though.  Kathy sick and helped 

her at home in the evening.  

2/3/1977 Thur. Good interview Mark to try to get active, Frank Weeks accepted call and many other good 

experiences. 

2/4/1977 Fri. Debbi quite, another girl working.  Peggy interviewed. Need to meet with Alvin and then 

follow up with Peggy. Family got a piano and James excited.  

2/5/1977 Sat. Frank and I doughnuts.  Betty doing well, just moved into another place and left husb.  

Betty Sworthout doing well also.  Doris still fighting and unsure of self.  

2/6/1977 Sun. all meetings, called E. White to teach in APYW, it was had to pull her away from primary 

but our young people must have the best if we are going to hold them. Reorganized the teacher’s quorum. 

Had a number of interview.  Members really coming along fine.  I feel good about most of our programs.  

Attended youth fireside which was very spiritual.  Geri Weeks really knows what those young people need.  

Danny Hurdle did well also.  Frank Jr. went to Va. Beach to pick up a date from VA each ward.  We worried 

quite a bit about the car and his driving but it worked out ok.  All meeting during week canceled still due fuel 

situation but I think next week we will open 1 night a week.  The Lord has blessed me with patience and 

wisdom on many of my under takings as Bishop. I pray he will continue.  

2/7/1977 Mon. Bishopric meeting 6:30-7:30m, change meeting courts, APYW organization, SS 

organization Building ext., Pews bought Good Bishopric meeting. Also covered members needed visit for 

membership, Set up Stokley and had a real good family night by Mike, Everyone had a ball.  



2/8/1977 Tues. scripture series 6-7m, interview Deb Stokley 8am, Vern, Harold Jr, Frank Weeks Danny 

Hurdle, Sister Snowden Bo. Hilbert and Ross Bond.  Interviewed and worked with.  I worked on memberships 

also.  

2/9/1977 Wed. bishopric, worked on records, interviewed Betty, Buddy on phone and a number of others 

including Creswell which is progressing along well.  Delmar and Ross on Roster and should be finished on 

correlation by night.  

2/10/1977 Thur. Interviewed and worked on building ext. 

2/11/1977 Fri. Betty in the hospital, 3 months early, water broke.  Took most of my day with her family 

and rest. Had to do cakes also.  

2/12/1977 Sat. Finance, Don Seward came down and we laid out building ext. for church. Prepared for Sun. 

meetings.  

2/13/1977 Sun. Reg. meetings, all day back to back meetings, called many to positions, go a lot done.  

2/14/1977 Mon. Long Bishopric on farm mostly.  Gave instructions on eternal plan for their understanding, 

good family night.  

2/15/1977 Tues. Visited Betty Allen in hospital, met with Tad, Charlotte Evens, Josh Tunnel and a number 

of men to send out with Bishop’s court letters. Bro. Steward called and he has the master plan’s drawn up and 

should be ready as soon as we feed him with more info.  I will make a trip up Thur. with the material.  

2/16/1977 Wed. Many meeting (PPI) The general feeling of the ward is very good. Josh is most humble and 

learning well.  Chuck Little came last night and is excited about how they are doing.  Gave him a lot of 

assignments.  

2/17/1977 Thur. To NASA for to pick up plans for extension of church from Don Steward. Good Visit and 

educational.  Had Priesthood interviews with leaders.  

2/18/1977 Fri. More interviews, have trouble with back.  Not enough sleep. 

2/19/1977 Sat. Back Hurting Bad, to stake leadership meeting from 2 to 9:30pm. 

2/20/1977 Sun. Reg. meetings, plus PPI with Stake Pres.  Everything progressing well, lots to do.  Kathy 

drove me due to back.  

2/21/1977 Mon. Vern did doughnuts, Bishopric meeting with Russell Hall on welfare farm. Spent rest of 

morning and afternoon in bed.  Then out to Sworthouts for family night.  We burned off a field and planed 

planting a garden.  We were all tired by time we got home.  

2/22/1977 Tues. Did doughnuts, did it easy.  Betty came home and had RS sit with her and elders put in 

intercom.  Then she went into labor and had baby, 3lb 1 oz. everything ok.  Meet with men that visit for bishop 

court.  Fired Sharon Jones.  

2/23/1977 Wed. Betty upset due to little Buddy I comforted on phone and met with Geri and covered YW, 

met with Ira Spencer and covered Manteo for 2.5 hours.  Met with Bro Little and covered Creswell 2.5 Hours, 

tire but getting handle on branch’s. 

2/24/1977 Thur. met with Sis. Jo Ann P. and discussed call and Sis Hutching and her call.  Both had a lot of 

personal things.  Hey wanted to discuss on health etc.  Then visited Buddy Allen who is all broke up due to his 



family situation. Also called and talked to Betty Allen.  She should be getting out of Hosp. tomorrow.  Tired 

tonight need more sleep, but so much to do.  

2/25/1977 Fri. Visited Betty and Patsy at Hosp.  Patsy had twines, trying to get everything done for Sat. 

Worked at church on records.  

2/26/1977 Sat. Most day at Super Sat. enjoyed it.  

2/27/1977 Sun. Reg. meetings, youth did well in counsel and also had Mel Meeking sit in to see operating 

of ward.  He was impress.  

2/28/1977 Mon. Doug in the afternoon good meeting.  Paper work rest of day.  Family night.  Had to hold 

meeting with Larry C. after since only time available to do job.  

 

March 

3/1/1977 Tues. Records and taxes at bakery.  A number of counsel sessions this afternoon and night.  Sis. 

Burgress, Tax, Danny and Bishop court.  Long day, all interviews and court held.  The court was a depressing 

feeling.  

3/2/1977 Wed. A whole lot of interviews, also had 4 baptisms, two converts.  Bob Bass attended.  His 

daughters and I talked to him for a while.  Vern concern due to not excommunicating more but I explained the 

process and responsibility and he partly understood. 

3/3/1977 Thur. Met Stevens and called to position, long day. 

3/4/1977 Fri. could not go to temple. Lost recommend Gae forgot and did not get up on time, Josh sick so 

it looks like it was not meant for us to go.  Worked on house all day.  

3/5/1977 Sat. Worked on house all day and spent about 3 hours fishing nets with Buddy.  Very tired.  I 

think I caught David’s Flu.  

3/6/1977 Sun. Reg. meeting.  Good interviews with Nelson Duncan and Ricky Ainsley. (Choice young 

men.) Interview with Boyer.  Ainsley long and difficult but think taught much.  Had fireside with Pres. Lee 

speaking very well, then he interviewed Bro. Betts and Bro Carpenter.  Finally got home at 11: quite tired. 

3/7/1977 Mon. Interview Betty S. had family home evening and interviewed Char A Little.  Worked in 

Bishops office, saw Tads Guidance  

3/8/1977 Tues. Many interviews. The MIA and BEEHIVE Pres.’s.  Those two young ladies are good and 

concerned about their girls.  Bro. Hutchins is good and it will be great when he is back in the area for a good, 

around Aug.  

3/9/1977 Wed. Did a lot of interviews, people coming along fine.  Also went to deliver some letter from 

court and that was draining.  I feel convinced that a lot of our people do not understand the gospel at all, what 

to do, I am not sure yet.  But prior to any more courts I have to see that they know to the best of my ability. 

Also worked on house and covered part of roof by garage have to paint repaired part tomorrow.  



3/10/1977 Thur. Many interviews, Creswell came down and they are doing fine.  Sis. Pritchard talked also 

and I counselled.  Pres. Drayton doing well, Buddy working well, we need to keep an eye on him.  David still 

sick and will have to go to Dr. Fri.  Mom help him all night.  

3/11/1977 Fri. Interviewed Laurels Advisor and YW President. Nell White, Vern, Thomas Huggins RBC 

student, Betty A., A. Prichard , Harold Jr. and attended daddy daughter date.  

3/12/1977 Sat. Worked at Bettys on patch then home and into ward social, kids enjoyed film and snake.  

3/13/1977 Sun. Reg. Meetings, a lot of counseling.  Bro. Dills of H.C. checked our plans and wants to help.  

3/14/1977 Mon. Fished with Buddy 3.5 hours, then church work in afternoon, then Bettys patch to 7:30 at 

night.  Quite tired. 

3/15/1977 Tues. Many meetings for counseling.  A number of Priest for mission (2 Weeks) in summer.  We 

have some good young people.  Finished 10 at night and really tired.  

3/16/1977 Wed. Had a lot of interviews very spiritual one with Frank Weeks.  A trying one with Elaine but 

educational in learning my job as Bishop,  Struggled with her situation all night and now feel the spirit has 

directed me to do what must be done.  Kathy have some problems, I love her.  

3/17/1977 Thur. Worked in patch in am, put in peas and cabbage.  Interviewed afternoon and eve. Going 

to put roof on house myself.  Should be interesting Buddy to help me. 

3/18/1977 Fri. Stuff for roof coming and I should start today or Sat.  Worked on taking old stuff off garage, 

5 layers on there and quite a job, all the kids helped. Also repaired front door and finished door I was painting.  

Fixed Sheila’s bike. 

3/19/1977 Sat. Worked on house, tore part of roof off and put paper down.  Really tired when finished.  

3/20/1977 Sun. Had reg. meetings and lots of interviewing.  Finance teams of 16 were sent out to instruct 

ward members as to their financial obligations.  That’s 32 priesthood holders.  Had a spiritual meeting with 

one sister I called her on a mission. She said she would think about it.  I, of course had a personal interview 

(temple) and everything was in order.  I then worked all night and thought and prayed about this sister and 

the spirit directed me to say to her that she had not been honest with her bishop, to read Act5:1-10 and then 

read the Miracle of Forgiveness.  Then I was instructed to have her take her shoes off and I showed her the 

hall and made believe that all those she grew up with and know, were standing there.  I then said she would 

be ready to go on a mission when she could run down the hall and back with all those people watching.  Now 

as to what she has held back I have no idea but the running I know that is to make sure she is humble enough 

since many times young elders will be put in charge of her and she has a tendency to not think too much of 

that.  She accepted all that and we are to meet again in 2 weeks.  

 Stopped by to see Cody Howe and family, Baby died and we had to comfort them.  I think God for the 

mantel of Bishop to be able to do these things and hold up. I had a number of deaths when I was Bishop, Pop 

Waldorf, Jules Halstead, and a baby Tracy Low, this is the talk at the funeral that I gave.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

3/21/1977 Mon. Fished with Buddy, only got 16.00.  Then worked on roof.  Only finished one side of 

garage.  It’s going slow.  Had family Night.  Chuck Little called and they have obtained the 5 A. from Colony 

Farm’s.  That will be a challenge.  

3/22/1977 Tues. finished other side of garage.  Interviewed a number of saints in evening got home at 

10pm quite tired.  

3/23/1977 Wed. worked on Trim of house, sanding and chipping and putting.  Had a number of interview.  

They were good.  Then home to bed and called at 11 from Mom Waldorf, Pop had fallen and she was upset. I 

got there and he had died and was laying on the floor of bedroom. Neighbor named Graze was there and I 

counseled Mom and the called Frankie Huggins who called the Medlins and Bishop Evans.  I also called Doug 

but he was in Norfolk so let Richard know and told him to contact his dad ASAP.  We then went to hospital and 

I told mom that he might be dead but she still took it hard when the Dr. came out to the car and told her he 

was dead. She told how as a 10 year old girl in church a boy pulled her hair and made her cry and how Pop 

then 14 years came over and pulled him out and hit him.  Telling him not to bother her again.  That started a 

lifetime of love.  We will miss Pop.  God bless Him. 

3/24/1977 Thur. Doughnuts early since I could not get back to sleep thinking of pop.  Got arrangement 

worked out on funeral.  Helped Doug and Bill Snowden dress pop in temple robes.  Doug took charge and 

made sure all was in order.  Then after we finished and then took the casket out, he grabbed hold of me and 

hugged me, thanking me for helping.  He broke down during this.  I was glad to have been able to help.  

Worked on house a little painting and scraping then to church for interviews.  Mike did not come up from 

beach.  I called and it looks like he has left home again.  That saddens me.  Had another interview with another 

brother who is upset with me for not allowing him to baptize his girl.  He is not paying tithing and I tried to 

impress the importance of living the commandments, but he feels he has the right to do so.  Challenged him to 

go home and truly get an answer from the Lord about this problem. Then talked to Deb. Waldorf for a while 

on Pops situation then to John Stevens for quite a while on personal problems he is trying hard.  (Mighty 

tired.) 

3/25/1977 Fri. Worked on roof, counseled and then went out to members on finances.  Then had 

counseling session after return from that.  Did fair on money.  



3/26/1977 Sat. Pop’s funeral. Then off to Stake meeting for the rest of the day.  

3/27/1977 Sun. Stake conference then Bishop Youth meeting and Sac. Then ward correlation meeting plus 

2 interviews of people with problems.  After that got home late again. 

3/28/1977 Mon. Bishopric 4-8.  Finances enterprise, bakery and personal.  Interview 1-3.  First one Ed 

Edmond and what a mess that is.  He needs quite a lot of help.  Second one on Mike he did not show up and 

his Mom called quite upset. I called the girl he is living with and she is a self-centered person, not really 

concerned with Mike.  I sort of bawled her out after I was sure she would not come to see me.  Sad Case.  

Worked rest of day on church stuff, interviewed jack Armstrong who walked in.  Had a birthday party for Mike 

for family night.  He is a good kid.  Got to bed early since no sleep during day and very tired.  David up a lot 

with ear ache. Poor David. 

3/29/1977 Tues. Doughnuts, church and lot of unscheduled interviews.  Pres. Rowe called on Doug’s land 

and I checked with Ira and Fred Markham for info also checks on Mike.  Sat Thru road show practice, that will 

be good.  Got to bed late and get a call from V. Brown, she concerned with her mother and daughter that was 

at 1 am, went to work at 2: am not much sleep. 

3/30/1977 Wed. Doughnuts, Bishopric, called Doug and talked awhile on land. Got call from a couple of 

people and had Wiley Ainsley stop by to visit me about his boy.  Sad tale finally off to Norfolk plane to SLC.  6 

Hr. or so arrived and took temple tour then heard choir and youth choir, beautiful.  

3/31/1977 Thur. Up at 4:30am, prepared for day.  To temple 7am then to office building and saw many 

departments all day.  Trip to welfare SQ. quite impressive, had meal then back to see Pres. Pinegar.  Then saw 

the prophet out front and had a chance to shake his hand and talk to him.  Great!!!!!  

I had more time now and want to review Thur.  The temple session was acted out which I had not seen since 

Hawaii 18 years ago.  Each room had paining on the, the workmanship; and design in painting and carving was 

outstanding.  Each place in the temple would fascinate me anew.  The curtains many places appear life rays of 

sun and hanging from the ceiling in the celestial room were hands of grapes.  It took 2.5 hours to go thru a 

session but well worth it.  As I visited the Church office building, I was really pleased as to how everyone was 

so helpful.  I met a number of people in charge of departments that seem to want to help a go getup Bishop. 

Bro. Ruff, in charge of welfare drove me to temple SQ. and saw to it I got a personal tour and the ride back to 

office building.  The church processed 13 head of cattle and about that many pigs that day.  Produce from all 

over the country come in and people with bishop’s order can shop. No one can buy with money anything. The 

brand name they say cannot be bought.  They have a milk processing plant with facilities to make cheese and 

butter.  It is quite impressive. The church building committee gave me some material which was helpful.  Also 

discussed solar use and seemed not tried but needed to go into.  Pres. Pinegar was quite busy but I spend 

some time with him and he gave me his copy of the new small branch program coming out.  I read that and it 

will help me a lot.  I have to get his copy back to him prior to leaving.   

 Then of course my meeting Pres. Kimball.  I had finished meeting with Pres. Pinegar after 5:30 so most 

all had gone as I came out of church office building.  I saw a new RS statues had been placed and then I saw a 

small group of people near one.  I recognized pres. Kimball and the RS presidency, they were there taking 

pictures.  The girl taking the pictures stated, Pres. Kimball just let everyone tell him where to stand and what 

to do that he was very gracious.  They must have taken 10 minutes’ worth of pictures after which he came 

towards the little group I was with and shook hands.  I told him I was Bishop Yoder and he ask where from, I 

Elizabeth City N.C. said then someone else talked to him.  I left feeling Pres. Lee would be in the motel by now 



and I was going to have him shake the hand of the hand that shook the hand of the prophet. (But he was not.)  

Called family and told them about it though.  The Lord sure has blessed me.  

April 

4/1/1977 Fri. up 4:30am read M of Forgiveness and filled above in.  Then did Deseret books order, have a 

heavy day ahead of me.  Met with other Bor. In welfare dept. in charge of our area.  He was glad to have 

someone concerned and took a lot of time to guide me along basically he suggest we buy a farm to operate.  

He also said he would come down and meet us in our area.  So I have to get with Pres Lee and set up a time 

and date.  Then met with a Bro. in the PBO office and discussed excommunication at length.  Reinforced my 

thought on that.  Then off to Deseret book co.  Met Gary Swapp and set up dealership, ordered books etc.  

Left there and took cab to distribution center to pick up material ordered the day before.  Cost 8.50 quite 

expensive.  Then back to motel to rest. Then to temple for a session, after which went to Deseret book co. and 

bought 3 pictures.  23.00 For kid’s rooms.  Then on to grandmothers for z. ckinnie (Beef and melted cheese).  

Then back to motel and called wife and talked for 15 minutes.  Pres. Lee came in about 9:30pm.  

4/2/1977 Sat. Up 4am reading the breakfast.  On to the welfare session.  Bishop Cole was there and sat 

with me.  Covered many items that our ward has to work on.  Then we went into the 10am session of 

conference.  Just prior to 10 they closed the doors due to being full.  As I viewed the faces of the many people 

lined up that were not able to get in and their disappointment, I thought I know how the 5 foolish virgins must 

have felt.  This session was very inspiring, also I had bought an inflatable cushion which helped inspiring me 

since the hard seats did not bother me.  They gave church statics which was 3.7 million.  Went back to room to 

rest a few hours, then went to the Salt Palace to view Priesthood that evening.  Snow and cold most of the 

day.  That eve. Had long talk with Pres. Lee and got some things off my mind.  Goad for the refining of the 

gospel.   

4/3/1977 Sun. Up at 5am reading.  Then off to hear the spoken word broadcast live, then conference.  A 

few observations.  The Choir started to come out with 2 sisters one leading a blind sister such love then up 

front in box for dignitaries stood a small man from one of the South American countries. He was looking at the 

crowd and watching the choir come in and seeing the general authorities take their seats, and tear were 

streaming down his face.  How touching to see how much it meant to him.  The brethren spoke and inspired.  

One thought that struck with me was counsel on marriage, don’t marry to see how much happiness you can 

get, but how much you can give.  The story of the boy who as a child came to say goodnight to his father, and 

was brushed aside.  Then in the door of his darken bedroom vowed not to come to his father again, but let 

him come to the boy. The boy, now a man, had wrote a letter for help being in drugs and other problems etc.  

Another story of Bro. Jacobson while a boy in SS was teased by other boys because of patches and old clothes 

he wore.  He had ran out of class and at on the gutter watching the water go by.  The SS Supt. sat with him and 

they talked a long time, then they went back into SS. (The Good Samaritan.) 

All in all much spiritual uplift.  I was very glad to have had the chance to come.  Pres. Les has left and I will try 

to finish the M., of Forgiveness tonight.  

4/4/1977 Mon. Fly home, had a good time with family and FHE on my trip. Kids missed me as I them, 

same with my dear wife.  

4/5/1977 Tues. Finances, self, baker, church. Meetings. Lots of interviews, wen to see Cody Lowes and 

got a ticket for going too fast. 



4/6/1977 Wed. Bishopric, sleep, meetings.  Wife and I out to Yings and movie for 20th wedding 

anniversary... Glad to have been blessed with such a good wife.  Sheila got a special card for us and Sumi 

embroidered a pillow case for mom.  Glad we have such good kids.  

4/7/1977 Thur. counseled most of the afternoon and night.  Visited Sister Jackson and Frankie Huggins in 

Hospital.  Attended baptism and welcome them in.  

4/8/1977 Fri.  Worked on windows at home, spent time with Kathy then decorated cakes after which 

took all family to Highs for ice cream.  

4/9/1977 Sat. Worked at home all day, putting roof on dormers.  Buddy Allen helped.  Also James, Mike 

and little Kathy.  James really did a lot and stayed just about the whole time.  Did a good day at bakery 346.00 

mostly due to Easter.  

4/10/1977 Sun. reg. meeting.  A finance meeting which does not look like things are going to well.  

4/11/1977 Mon. Worked on roof most of the day 

4/12/1977 Tues. roof.  A number of interviews, some very trying ones.  

4/13/1977  Wed. roof, interview’s one very spiritual.  

4/14/1977 Thur. Worked on roof all day. 

4/15/1977 Fri. Worked on roof all day. 

4/16/1977 Sat. Leadership in Norfolk, had interview and waited for 2 hours but missed connection, finally 

got him in Norfolk and counselled there.  

4/17/1977 Sun. The missionary sisters gave me a gift with my favorite song on it.  Thanking me for help 

when I was 70 President; Met with Pres. Lee, took Henry Trotman with me and he reported on south mills.  I 

then recommended we start a dependent SS there.  Pres. Lee liked the idea and will present it to the H.C. Held 

a number of interviews during the day.  South Mills is on their way to being a branch... 33 members now and 

we have been holding firesides for 8 months.  

4/18/1977 Mon. Worked on roof all day.  Billy called and stated he had talked with res. Lee and saw I was 

right and will support me as Bishop.  H has gone thru a test and came out winning. Very thankful for the.  

4/19/1977 Tues. Worked on Roof 

4/20/1977 Wed. Worked on Roof, very tiring. 

4/21/1977 Thur. worked on Roof. 

4/22/1977 Fri. Worked on Roof. 

4/23/1977 Sat. roof, finally got all but cap and tar on.  Went to stake house for road show with family.  

Took Mel Meeking with us and he had a good time.  Our kids did best but lost to another ward.  We were 

proud of them.  

4/24/1977 Sun. Traveled to Manteo then back for 2:30 meeting with HC then Bishops Youth meeting and 

after that ward counsel. Finally got something to eat at 9:30pm.  Long day and very tiring.  

4/25/1977 Mon. Finished Tar and painting and capping on roof.  It sure looks nice, hope it does not leak.  

Had a family night of a baseball game, lots of fun.  



4/26/1977 Tues. Painted front part of house, had a lot of interviews. Kathy not feeling too well (low) Got 

word on salesman for pews.  Bad sales in Bakery. 

4/27/1977 Wed. All morning weeding garden at Betty’s with Kathy.  Had 14 interviews late afternoon and 

night.  Getting a lot of feedback on court held on one sister.  Thru talk for some good members it causing 

trouble in the Ward. RS Pres. Feels we need to do something.  Saw Cody Lowe and wife and they very 

receptive.  We shall start sending our people back in.  

4/28/1977 Thur. sleep most of morning, finances, interviews, crab pot making, baptism, interview Lonny 

Seagraves and family.  Hired as custodian will be working with them for a spell.  

4/29/1977 Fri. Mom came in with me and cleaned and decorated cakes.  Frank went to Prom and everyone 

said he looked great.  I had interview and did not see him.  Sumi decided to go at the last minute.  I took James 

to Norfolk for a father and son (11 yr. old) priesthood dinner and program, got home late.  

4/30/1977 Sat. Mom decorated and came in with me.  Spent day puttering around house. (Took nails out 

of board, fixed truck to run, cleaned garage and made trash run along with mowing front lawn. 

MAY  

5/1/1977 Sun. Reg. meetings, tried roving mike for fat meeting and it worked well.  Had long counsel with 

Lonnie and wife and hired as custodian.  He will be a valuable asset to our main ward.  Played risk with the 

boys and enjoyed that.  Got some needed rest.  

5/2/1977 Mon. Bro. Newbern came to Bishopric meeting 7am.  We discussed, farm, covered staffing 

stake organization, rather they split in June. Pres Lee wants at least one E.C. on each Stake organization. I baby 

sat all day while Mom took Sheila, John and Frank up to Norfolk for glasses. Then took kids out on selling 

candy.  69.00 still have about 50 boxes to go. 

5/3/1977 Tues. Bakery, finances, own finances, painted, interviews and APYW.  Helped Vern do his car, it 

would not start. 

5/4/1977 Wed. Hurt back in morning toying to help Josh load mower in truck.  Rest of day trying to 

recuperate.  

5/5/1977 Thur. Vern doughnuts, others crap pots in am, tried to rest most of day.  Interviews late at 

night. 

5/6/1977 Fri. Cakes and sell candy, finished it.  Then cakes again late afternoon and evening. Back still 

hurts, counseled til late. 

5/7/1977 Sat. Frank helping doughnuts, baked most of day with John helping Doris off this week so had to 

do her job.  Seagraves stayed with us Sat. and Sun.  

5/8/1977 Sun. Reg. Meetings. I gave eternal progression in Priesthood.  Saw Cody Lowe and interviewed a 

number of people. 

5/9/1977 Mon. painted most of day up; to 8:30pm at night.  House is taking a lot of time.  Mom and Kids 

to Bettys to weed.  

5/10/1977 Tues. Back hurts but worked all day. 



5/11/1977 Wed. Spend all day on my back.  Had interviews at night then back to home.  Had Vern do 

Doughnuts.  

5/12/1977 Thur. Finances, cakes.  Welfare Meeting in Stake brethren I met in S.L.C. presented program. 

5/13/1976 Fri. took off to beach about 3pm with Josh, Lonnie and wives.  Had a good time trying to catch 

fish, then to Spencer’s to eat. After that got a phone call from Frankie Huggins, Cody Lowe Baby had died, 

Quite a shock.  

5/14/1977 Sat. Doughnuts, Rested then visited Cody and Wife and assisted with arrangements.  

5/15/1977 Sun. reg Meetings, visited and spoke at Creswell.  Conducted and spoke at funeral for Cody’s 

baby.  Took off to Stake for PPI with Pres. Lee.  Did not get back til late.  Had a number of interview, then to 

bed.  Have been sick last few day and cold really getting to me.  

5/16/1977 Mon. Vern doughnuts, I rested most of the day.  Some finances and kids came in to help me 

9pm to do doughnuts.  

5/17/1977 Tues. Fly to Lenoir to Cody’s graveside service.  Josh and I, the Branch Pres. Pate and about 5 of 

the member from their came.  After everyone left we dedicated the grave> I feel we have done the right thing, 

Spent rest of afternoon and night in bed, cold knocking me down. 

5/18/1977 Wed. Debbie Waldorf and I doughnuts.  I still feel sick. Spent day babysitting most of kid’s home 

sick. Mom, Frank and John to BYU Education week.  All day back at 11:10pm 

5/19/1977 Thur. Sales poor.  Feeling a little better.  Couldn’t sleep, interviews 5 people and visited 

hospital, worked on court action. 

5/20/1977 Fri. Sales still poor will have to take some action soon.  Worked on house during day, visited 

Dick Tillett at night with Kathy.  Crab pots in morning 6-9am.  

5/21/1977 Sat. Worked kids and myself on house.  Got a lot done.  Then to meeting in Norfolk afternoon 

and night.  Had 3 elders ordained.  Billy Arledge, Ricky Munden, and Greg Abbott. 

5/22/1977 Sun. Reg. Meeting, a number of interviews with young people.  I am really concern with the 

trouble some of them are in.  I have started talking to some of our leaders about upping our efforts to help our 

young people.  Baptism from Swan Quarter that night, 3 little girls.  They are doing a great work down there. 

5/23/1977 Mon. worked on house and bill, and crab pots.  Had meeting with Diane Luther, went well.  

Good family night.  

5/24/1977 Tues. Crab Pots.  French bread (First in 6 months.) Interviewed R.S., Elders Q. Pres. And a 

number of others.  One trying one with one of the McPherson Girls.  I perceive a truth.  She is feeling exactly 

like her parents.  Sac. Attendance is not important too many no’s in the church, and what right does church 

have to tell everyone what to do.  Also she does not intend to talk to the bishop and tell him anything covering 

interviews.  I feel the heavy load of Bishop much. I had another interview with one of our young marr. Girls 

that is separate and committing adultery.  I had to tell her that I would be holding a court if she did not 

change.  Up to that point it was more of a joke, another of our young people has stolen money, and another is 

P.G., how devastating.  My prayers are for the wisdom and help I need to do the job, but my how heavy the 

Load.  



5/25/1977 Wed. Had more interviews, much strength pulled from me on interviews. (Sis. Burgess and Alvin 

McPherson) my wife very kind and supportive, thankful I am for a good wife.  Children always glad to see dad, 

that’s uplifting also. 

5/26/1977 Thur. House, Baptism and I spoke on children. 

5/27/1977 Fri. Talked to Pres. Lee a long time, attended Pack meeting short time and had special meeting 

with my counselors.  (Caught them up on status of sis. Luther and a few others that I have keep to myself since 

I felt it would get the down. 

5/28/1977 Sat. Crab pots, worked at bakery and home.  

5/29/1977 Sun. PEC, then Pres lee and I to Creswell to release Pres Cersey and call Pres. Little.  I feel good 

about the new leadership, then Pres. Lee met with Sis. Diane Luther and Russel and wife and Oscar and wife.  

Bishop Youth counsel and ward counsel.  Also held one temple recommend interview.  A log day.  

5/30/1977 Mon. Doris sick and I took her shift, and the family night. 

5/31/1977 Tues. I decorated.  Painted outside front of house and spent time with wife, and had a full 

evening of interviews.  John K Whitehurst was a good one he has found that the church is true and is working 

his way back into it.  His wife will have to be worked with.  A very challenging one with Carol and Van. 

JUNE 

6/1/1977 Wed. Bishopric painted back of house.  Interviewed Thomas Huggins, did crab pots and worked 

on church, own and bakery records.  Also working on stockholders meeting which we should call.  Bed early. 

6/2/1977 Thur. Cleanup Frank home with me to work.  Painted and took off side of garage.  Putting 

composite board up since shingle not hold up due to ball playing in that area.  Interviews held. 

6/3/1977 Fri. Cakes, crab pots worked on side of garage, interviewed Sis James and called Sis. Whitehurst 

as den mother.  She accepted which is great.  Kathy and I to Creswell for RS social and I talked to Bob Bass and 

called him to be counselor to Branch Pres.  He feels not ready yet but would pray about it and think it over.  

Good sales.  

6/4/1977 Sat. James going for 2 weeks to mountains with Dr. Williams family.  I gave blessing to.  We will 

miss him, crab pot, worked on house and dec. cakes.  Also took night, mighty tired.  

6/5/1977 Sun. Took Delmar Hilbert and Gab (his son), my two oldest Frank and John to Swan Quarter for 

visit.  Took 2 hours to get there and had a very spiritual time.  Bid Raeys goodbye and gave a litter of thanks 

from the Bishop.  Released him as SS Pres. And put in Richard Cowan the new missionary couple.  Blessed 

three children and set Pres. Cowen apart as Pres.  Counseled Graham spencer to be at our ward council 

meeting. Spent the rest of the evening with family.  

6/6/1977 Mon. bishopric, records bakery, worked on house all morn. And part of afternoon.  Family night 

and worked out summer schedule.  

6/7/1977 Tues. Bakery, corp. stockholders meeting planned for, finances and worked on house.  

Interviews at church, tired. 

6/8/1977 Wed. cakes, bishopric, had Sheila, John and Mom help; on house all day.  Interviews night.  



6/9/1977 Thur. doughnuts, house all dam, took doughnuts out door to door on trial basis.  38.00 1 hour, 

not bad. Mom Waldorf to hosp.  We administered to her.  Pete Ratcliff girl baptized. 

6/10/1977 Fri. Doughnuts, supply house, wife out to eat.  Visited Sis. Waldorf in hosp. 

6/11/1977 Sat. House, finances, stake meetings, visited with Elder Hinckley of the 12 on split of stake.  

Many interviews and much good feeling in meetings.  

6/12/1977 Sun. Conf. split stake, many of our people called to stake.  Giving us as chance to put new ones 

in for training.  Lost my 1st. C. Frankie which hurt and was a personal loss.  

 

6/13/1977 Mon. Bishopric meeting held, worked on yard and garage, Frank Jr. attended zone conf. and 

really enjoyed that.  Mom Steinhauer, Doris and Nao came and we visited quite a long time.  

              Sumi and Grandmom Steinhauer    Doris, Grandmom Steinhauer, Nao 

 

6/14/1977 Tues. Cakes, finances, church business.  Out to Betty’s garden with kids.  Did whole garden well, 

the collected bricks from Camden school and brought home to Mom.  Cleaned about ½ of the 50, then went to 

bakery with Frank and John to clean.  Massive cleanup job.  On to church for interviews with young people.  

Finally home at 10 and talked to Sumi til 10:30 and then to bed.  

6/15/1977 Wed. 3am, Sheila, Dad, John and Frank down to bakery.  Bishopric meeting, remolding and 

cleaning the bakery, then interviews all night. 

 

6/16/1977 Thur. spent most of day working at bakery painting boys rest room and paneling. Also did a lot 

of cleaning, kids helped.  Interviewed at night. 

6/17/1977 Fri. Worked all day up to 7:30pm at night in bakery, painted it out and did elect. Wiring, got 

Frank of to summer mission.  

6/18/1977 Sat. Richmond meeting with region.  Very spiritual and enjoyable company.  EC had a least 14 

people here.  Did money when I got home.  



6/19/1977 Sun. Reg. meetings.  I spoke in priesthood on children dying prior to 8 years old. (The highest 

degree of celestial kingdom.) Interviewed a number of people. 

6/20/1977 Mon. Bishopric, cleaning at bakery and put tile down all day til 7:30pm.  Very tired.  Had a good 

family night then get call from Mom Woldorf and asking me to come over.  I talked to her on her funeral and 

trip she was taking and a number of other items.  Masiem her daughter was there and we talked. 

6/21/1977 Tues. cleaned bakery took family to beach, had a good time. Then had interviews at night.  

6/22/1977 Wed. cleaned bakery bishopric fixed and repaired at bakery, spent evening home with kids, 

played risk and fixed TV. 

6/23/1977 Thur. bakery repaired lights and ballast.  Ran out of doughnuts so we did early. 

6/24/1977 Fri. Finances, crab pots, dec. cakes. Truck out did well.  Took kids to movies. 

6/25/1977 Sat. cleaned, records church getting ready for social.  Had a good social (HP) 

6/26/1977 Sun. Reg. Meetings, Frank Weeks now asst. ex. Sec. and making our bishopric meetings.  Youth 

meeting held, Frankie released and Billy Futrill sustained as my counselor.  Lot of interview and business to 

take care of. Off thru the night to Creswell for oral eval. H.T.  

6/27/1977 Mon. bishopric, got a lot covered.  Found out Doris was in hosp. and also Bro. Halstead, visited, 

really tired, not much rest. 

6/28/1977 Tues. Mom, Kathy and James helped with doughnuts Sheila and John on shifts, me baking and 

Mom decorating… I spoke to VTS to have a message on eternal progression out to people.  Baked cakes, 

cupcakes, and mixed cookies.  

6/29/1977 Wed. Bishopric, Bro. Halstead died today.  Had interviews. 

6/30/1977 Thur. Did doughnuts early and saw kids off =at 5:30 to temple.  17 of them. Got Mar. Cert for 

Annetta and Claude’s called Halsted’s family to come in this afternoon. 2 new families dropped in at church. 

“Great” Also practiced Annetta Wedding.  

  Kathy         David & Kathy 

JULY 



7/1/1977 Fri. Lots of work, had interview with Russell Hull, very good.  Got info from Pres Lee on finances 

Very Good.  Had wedding for Anita Evans, feel bad about it, wish he did not do it.  

 

7/2/1977 Sat. Held funeral for Jules Halstead, everything went fine.  Finances and records most of the 

day. 

7/3/1977 Sun. Reg. Meetings, called Mom Waldorf and she was glad to hear from me.  Been sick but 

started to feel better.  Spoke at fireside young adult on love.  Called Halsted’s to ck on Ruth and visit Mon. Got 

new family in which looks so good. Have talked to Pres. Lee about a job for him. Also found out about finance 

information which was great.  

7/4/1977 Mon. Prepared for stockholders meeting, Help Bishopric meeting visited Halsted’s, took kids to 

fireworks.  

7/5/1977 Tues. book records closed out for me and personal finances.  Went to Snowdens and pulled fish 

out of nets for whole morning. They had about 3000 lbs. and had been too much to use. (Crockers which are 

not worth much right now.  Took David to sickbay he has tonsils inflamed that took 3 hours.  Then to church 

for interviews ret of night. 

7/6/1977 Wed. Doughnuts bishopric Betty Allen and Doris Wynn-finished at 10am then to Sis. Halsted’s 

not home, visited Keating for quite a while.  Got a mess of corn then back home and talked to Sis. Keating at 

Acme TV.  Then on the truck.  Then interviewed Allen Parsons. Then BOD meeting the stockholders meeting. 

Then home with family. 

7/7/1977 Thur. doughnuts, supplies, farm, played baseball with kids til close to noon.  Repairs in bakery 

and other work.  Then to stake leadership til midnight. 

7/8/1977 Fri. Kids to youth conference crab pots bakery.  Had evening out with wife.  Went to Sal’s 

restaurant and home. 

7/9/1977 Sat. Bad sales Friday, doughnuts, finances and spent most of day with kids.  Did prepare for sun. 

Meetings and close out bakery.  Had been very bad week, bakery money wise.  Alberta Knighton and John 

Wyatt are going to get married and I will perform their wedding that’s good.  

7/10/1977 Sun. Reg. Meetings, High counselor Bro. Moats visited. (Good man) Also had many interviews 

called a number of people to positions and had a number of temple interviews (5) some personal problems 

interviews etc. Had a very good Sac. Meeting with subjects planned out by my counselors.  Then had a good 

convert Bro. Milo Baughman speak at a fireside.  He is a converted Presbyterian Minister and now a chief 

designer for a large furnisher co.  Very good and spiritual.  Also he is Ex. Sec. for a branch in VA He ask about 

our organization and was impressed with many things we did.  He ask us to send him many materials that we 

had and ask if I would consider coming down to give a session on organization to the Ex. Sec. in the stake.,  I 

recommend he check with his Stake people, I felt they surely had many qualified to do a better job then I.  

7/11/1977 Mon. Diary, bakery, rented canoe and sail boat form base and took kids out.  It was rough and 

the sale boat tuned over twice with John and me in it.  I lost my glasses and a hot.  Come back in and played 

with kids Mike and James, Risk then for family nigh back out again.  By now very calm and we had a good time.  

7/12/1977 Tues. Worked on doughnut machine, trying to jerry rig it to be able to use.  Big and small roller 

for doughnuts interchangeable, Took kids boating and then had a lot of interviews that night.  All of them very 



good.  Lin for 70’s and he is proceeding well.  Elders Q. presidency and their work is coming along.  Bro. 

Snowden and he is working towards overcoming his problems.  Wil Ainsley to rent the cake house Danny 

Hurdle on APYW and south mill fireside.  He is striving to do a good job.  Mary Ella McPherson on her status.  

How she longs to be married.  A real fine sister, felt impressed to counsel her to stay and help her parents for 

a while, also she would be blessed with good association from the base if our young adults and young special 

interest was going well.  She planes to go to temple next June if she is not married by then.  Interviewed 

Christina Hilbert for Baptism, Charlie Hurdle for temple recommend.  Pres Lee called concerning Pres Drayton 

and Bro. Sturgis.  I could not get to sleep thing about that and final decided what had to be done.  Might tired. 

7/13/1977 Wed. bakery had a bad day Tues. 87.37. Wed was slow also.  Worked at bakery on doughnut 

machine.  Then took family to Pres. Pratt dinner which was very nice, not quite as many people as had hoped 

for.  

7/14/1977 Thur. Worked on Mint sticks and fudge, too hot to do much more.  

7/15/1977 Fri. Cakes most of afternoon and visited Patsy Allen at night with wife. 

7/16/1977 Sat. paper and finance work, planned next week, prepared for sun meetings. Could not sleep so 

up and working 12 on Sunday morning.  

7/17/1977 Sun. Reg. Meetings.  Had a hard time getting everything in within the time frame.  Had a 

number of interviews which were generally good. Had one problem, sister Morgan had complained to both my 

counselors and Pete, as I was walking by and she was complaining again and I ask about what she was 

discussing.  She said chapel was dirty and didn’t that fellow who cleaned it do anything.  I told her he had 

much to do and was improving as he want along but I would take care of it.  She got in a huff stating “you 

mean it’s none of my business I said she had done her duty by letting me know and I was responsible for him 

and his work. (I doubt if she will come again for a while.)  She can cut others and is blunt but can’t take that 

kind of talk herself she needs to learn she can’t walk all over everyone’s feelings.  Seems as bishop, I have 

another bullet to bit!  One of the sisters called and said they had an investigator that had been given the 

lessons but could not accept J.S. or the BOM, would I talk to her.  So I saw her that night and gave her a few 

scriptures on the God Head then my after death what scriptures series, then the eternal progression story and 

then my talk on the Cody Lowe funeral for their child.  We knelt for closing prayer and went home.  About 

10:30 that night I got a call from her and she is so excited, stated that she had talked to the sisters and told 

them she got home and had such a sure feeling that she has decided to be baptized…  I told her that was 

great.  The H.G. testified to her in our meeting. (Made my day.) 

7/18/1977 Mon. got a call from the women who called last night.  She was upset.  He husband is not happy 

with her decision to join and she don’t know what to do.  I told her to go easy and let him have some time to 

adjust to her decision.  She also stated that last night was the first time in a long time she had sleep without 

using dromins due to feeling inter piece within herself, now she had decided to join.  I spent morning in 

cleaning fryer, what a job, had good spiritual family H.E. each told of a spiritual experience they had.  I have a 

good family. Sumi has been away from home a couple of weeks now and seems to be getting along ok.  We 

miss her.  

7/19/1977 Tues. Worked in bakery making fruit cocktail cake and on book store.  Eve worked at church on 

records.  

7/20/1977 Wed. Spent a lot of the morning and evening on ward roaster, have most of my people 

involved.  Also got most of our letter out to school kids and service people.  Had interview with Linda Talkinton 



on her progress towards baptism and took family to beach for day.  Sister Jeannie Drayton took off from home 

and has not shown up yet.  Getting a little worried about now.  

7/21/1977 Thur. worked on roster and then got call from Bro. Dale Yoder, he and family were coming 

down today.  We run around and got things in order, will be taking them to the beach tomorrow.  

7/22/1977 Fri. took Dale and family to beach.  Walked up jockey’s ridge, eat lunch then saw Doug’s 

presentation, then went swimming, the eat a Spencer’s and then to the lost colony...  About 200.00 was cost 

but that’s the first time they have visited and I think they enjoyed themselves.  Also counseled Mike Spencer 

while down there.  Got home late and having a hard time getting going sat. morning on doughnuts etc.  

7/23/1977 Sat. Betty A. came in to help.  She is might good.  Got Dale and family off after 12 noon then got 

ready for wedding.  That went off alright then worked to 12:30am doing rosters.  

7/24/1977 Sun. pres. Pratt Presiding, which keep he and I busy all day on interviews and meetings.  A good 

and long days work for the Lord.  But very tiring.  

7/25/1977 Mon. Draytons waiting at 4am for us at the bakery.  Problem with Jeannie. I counselled.  Ten 

doughnuts and money, worked on church stuff afternoon and had family night.  Played kick the can and had a 

good time.  

7/26/1977 Tues. Money, doughnuts, mint sticks, brownies etc. Records, counselled Drayton’s kid and 

parents, records rest of day, counselling all along.  Also went to a special dinner held by Sheila’s group of girls 

in the park.  They had a good time and I had to leave earl for church business. The records are a mess.  

7/27/1977 Wed. worked on church records all day.  Bakery did better. 

7/28/1977 Thur. Worked on records, went to Norfolk to get supplies. Car burned up. Hose broke in water 

system, had to have it towed home and had Frank drive down to get Dad and the boys to pick up supplies.  Did 

more records that night at church. Visited Sumi for a while in her new apartment.  We will be sending close to 

70 member’s records out.  That in assessment is worth about 400/member or 28,000 dollars.  That’s a good 

two weeks work.  

7/29/1977 Fri. Worked on records at church all morning.  Josh helped 1 hour and then Lin 2 hours.  Had to 

go to Norfolk to get some yeast.  Hose Broke and car motor ran hot.  Ruined it, had to get estimate which 

looks like it will cost about 1,000.00 to fix.  Kruger’s lend me a car to use.  Went out to Sis. Grills for a surprise 

birthday party for Doris Wynn.  She enjoyed that, then Kathy and I to Cody Lowes for the evening.  We played 

risk.  Sis Lowe won.  They had a good time and we plan to do it next week.  I hope we can get them active 

again.  

7/30/1977 Sat. had extra order of 19 doz. Doughnuts, that’s good.  Sales Fri. were poor, hope to do better 

this day.  Spent all day on roster. 



7/31/1977 Sun. Many interviews and meetings.  Good Sac. On missionary work with all our 2 week 

missionaries speaking.  Both branch Pres. Came in for interview.  I feel the work is going well 

Michael, Mom, David, Kathy     David rolling out the barrels 

 

August 

8-1-1977 Mon.  Finances, both bakery and own.  Roster all morning and some of the afternoon. Then 

selling doughnuts with kids.  Then family night to base to swim, but too much storm so home and a long game 

of risk.  

8/2/1977 Tues.  Records slowly coming along taking a whole lot.  Many interviews, charted a post. I feel 

things are starting to fall in place.  

8/3/1977 Wed. Records, interviewed a ministers wife, don’t think it did much good.  Other interviews 

throughout the day, worked on records as time permitted.  Josh and I visited home of M. Gaskins, not home, 

but neighbor stated she did not want anything to do with the church.  We should have taken her off many 

years ago.  She is doing us a lot of harm now.  Worked with Wife on records for book store.  She will be 

running that as time goes on.  The books are doing ok, but the bakery has poor sales. 

8/4/1977 Thur. Records, bakery finances, more church records.  They are starting to fall into place now.  

Priesthood meeting in Norfolk.  We had a good representation.  

8/5/1977 Fri. Frank got donate floor from Norfolk.  I worked in bakery, did cakes and had interviews. 

One case of a runaway girl, who I talked to her and her mother and got her back home.  Cody Lowe was not 

home so Kathy and I had an evening together.  Frank will be missionary tomorrow since one of the full time 

missionizes needs a campion.  It makes you feel good.    

8/6/1977 Sat.  Decorated cakes most of the morning, stayed home most of the afternoon. Some church 

work late afternoon, Married Birdie and John Wyatt evening, the church finances nit until 11:30pm. 

8/7/1977 Sun. church early, finished up finances.  Held reg. meetings.  A lot of things went wrong 

today, mostly due to not being well organized.  Talked to counselor later in the afternoon about it.  Had a 

whole lot of people to interview for jobs and only got about ½ done.  My interested interview with Iris 



Morgan, she sure does need love and concern.  I spoke at a youth fireside the back to church to ty to get some 

of the paper work done. Home to bed about 7:30pm... Quite tired and back hurts a lot.  Must be from not 

enough rest and too much sitting.  I know I am not taking good enough care of my body, but so much to do 

and so little time.  I pray for strength to accomplish it all.  

8/8/1977 Mon. Helped Kids with doughnuts, did bakery finance, Bishops meeting, did running for Mom 

on cub scouts, Kids boating for family night.  Had stockholder call and wants to check books, and sell stock. I 

wish I could buy out all the stockholders. 

8/9/1977 Tues. Did mint sticks church work computer printout tithing, some records and interviews.  

Also some bakery paper work.  

8/10/1977 Wed.  Church work interview at college.  Mom on Boat. (Fun time) Sell doughnuts with kids. I 

will be going back to college.  

8/11/1977 Thur.  Church Closets, records and supplies.  Roster, interviews (4), calls (2). Took kids for boat 

ride. Had a good day, bad money wise at bakery. 

8/12/1977 Fri.  Cleaned floor, some cakes, some church, doughnut route with James, took wife out to 

see star wars. 

8/13/1977 Sat. Doughnuts, Kathy helped and so did James and Little Kathy. Peeled apples, long job, 

cleaned bakery.  Did apples with Mom for most of the day.  Had kids help too, that’s quite a job. 

8/14/1977 Sun. Meetings, Pres. Pratt was down and interviews a number of our people. We had quite a 

few called and released in Sac. Meeting about 30. I had a PPI with Pres. Lee and discussed a number of things. 

James rode up and back with me to keep me company. I appreciate that, he is my most spiritual son. Got 

home late, then eat and then to bed.  

8/15/1977 Mon.  Cin. Buns, Bishopric, ordered trees.  Doug will be in business for himself this year.  Told 

me he was ordering 6000 trees to scare me out.  When I talked to Esch in Mich. He told me he I only ordering 

1,000.  Mr. Esch said he would not see to Doug if I did not want him to. I told him to go ahead since I would 

not want to be the one to mess Doug up.  Covered all this in family night.  Mom had a cub camp and was gone 

most of the dah.  We sure missed her.  

8/16/1977 Tues.  Worked on Xmas tree business, church, college.  Took Younger children to see star wars.  

Got home around midnight.  

8/17/1977 Wed.  Doughnuts, Bishopric, picked up car, bill for over 1,300.00 which is going to be hard.  

Church work and helped Mom with apples. 

8/18/1977 Thur.  Not feeling well, bakery, truck inspected, loan signed and obtained for 1,500.00 (to 

cover car repair) spent time with kids played risk but had headache most of day. Also the day before.  

8/19/1977 Fri. Large doughnut orders, wedding cake, church then took Mom to beach for birthday and 

stayed overnight.  It’s good to get away every now and then.  It was cooler, we got settled and window 

shopped then went to visit Delmar at clinics then to eat and watched late movie on TV.  

8/20/1977 Sat. sleep late then to beach for an hour, then back to cleanup and pack.  Stopped at bakery 

on beach, they looked tired, talked for quite a while then home to kids, bakery and church.  Had to get a new 

muffler on new car and old one has starter trouble.  Seems to never end.  Spent most of late afternoon and 

Even. At church preparing for Sun. 



8/21/1977 Sun.  Reg. Meetings, feel real good about assignments of subjects to Sac. Speakers.  Also had 

two firesides, which both were good.  

8/22/1977 Mon.  Fixed wire to sign, bishopric meeting, board in office to follow organizations. Sold 

doughnuts with kids, had family night, Sumi and friend came over.  She had lesson and just wanted a report 

from each member as to what they had been doing. 

8/23/1977 Tues. wiring for Xmas proj. Church chart origination.  I met with Pres. Sturgis and covered men 

for Elders Q. leadership, he is moving slowly.  Interviews but mostly chart.  

8/24/1977 Wed. Bishopric, wiring Xmas, interviews, some tough ones.  Chart in church, selling doughnuts 

with kids, Baptism. 

8/25/1977 Thur.  Supplies, bakery, church, took family to beach.  Chart at church in evening. 

8/26/1977 Fri.  Church, crab pots, interviews, basic layout for meeting for Sunday.  

8/27/1977 Sat.  Cakes, money, church preparing for sun meetings. Ward party at Charles Creek Park, a 

good turn out and good time.  Picked up missionary at bus station.  Spent evening with wife at home.  

8/28/1977 Sun. Reg. Meetings, bishop youth counsel, ward counsel, meeting with the branches and had 

a number of interviews.  Long day.  

8/29/1977 Mon. doughnuts by myself.  Clean bakery, bishopric, and family night. 

8/30/1977 Tues. doughnuts, money, church and bakery finances.  

8/31/1977 Wed.  Doughnuts, study algebra bakery person finance.  Study algebra for test at COA. (Clean 

up bakery).  

September 

9/1/1977 Thur.  Doughnuts, Bakery, church, leadership meeting in Norfolk. 

9/2/1977 Fri.  Doughnuts, church for Sun. meetings, home, then took Wife out to eat. 

9/3/1977 Sat.  Cleanup bakery, finances church work, counseling jimmy Criag & wife. 

9/4/1977 Sun.  Meetings, church work and interviews.  

9/5/1977 Mon.  Day off, church work, interview, and counseling Jimmy and wife and girl, also took kids 

to movies and then family night. 

9/6/1977 Tues.  Doughnuts not good, bad yeast, counseling and interviews. 

9/7/1977 Wed.  Doughnuts, bishopric, started COA, took test (placement), did not do so well in math 

and that should have been a strong point.  Spent 4 hours at church in late afternoon and evening. Counseling, 

calling and planning.  Still much to do.  

9/8/1977 Thur.  Doughnuts, supplies, mopped bakery floor, school, first day in2 class’s.  Lots of home 

work, reading mostly.  Interviewed and worked on charts at church, did not finish school assignments til 

10:30pm.  



9/9/1977 Fri. Doughnuts, finances, journal have busy weekend ahead for us.  Mom to Edenton walked 

and sat by beach. 

9/10/1977 Sat.  Cleaned bakery, doughnuts, studied all day. 

9/11/1977 Sun. Reg. meetings, some studying, PPI with Pres. Lee.  Very good, also was able to get 

1,090.00 for pews back from stake.  

9/12/1977 Mon.  Doughnuts, school bakery, church, insurance.  Worked on organization.  Family night by 

Mom, very good. 

9/13/1977 Tues.  Doughnuts, back bothering me quite a bit, college, study in afternoon and late evening.  

Had a few interviews and dis some work at bishop’s office.  

9/14/1977 Wed. Doughnuts, back still bothering me, not much studying, had night class in PSY, (Hard) 

and spent time at church and calling some people. 

9/15/1977 Thur.  Doughnuts, clean and mopped floor bakery, payroll, supplies, school, study in afternoon 

then to church in Norfolk til 11:30pm, then doughnuts.  Mom came down and helped, I am very tired.  

9/16/1977 Fri.  Finished doughnuts, school, and wife out to see laser lights. Quite interesting, having 

financial troubles, which affect us quite drastically.  Might have to close down business.  

9/17/1977 Sat.  Doughnuts, cut wood 8 brethren, 4 loads sold all four.  Studied and sleep, very tired.  

9/18/1977 Sun.  Reg. meetings, up at 3am to study, so far behind on homework.  Very inspiring Sac. 

Meeting.  Sheila gave a very good talk.  Greg spoke and will be leaving for mission Thur. to Switzerland.  I 

spoke a few minutes on the importance of putting good into the lives of our youth.  Felt good to get home to 

my family.  Love them very much.  

9/19/1977 Mon.  Doughnuts bishopric, school, got a book report done.  Family night by Frank, Boys, 

Sheila and I cleaned bakery.  I studied business afternoon and evening. 

9/20/1977 Tues.  Doughnuts school, I have got behind on Home Work and can’t catch up since so much 

else to do. Interviewed Carpenters, they are doing ok. 

9/21/1977 Wed.  Doughnuts bishopric.  Had a lot to go wrong on doughnuts, Frank Broke tip of jelly filler.  

Still unable to catch up with homework (very frustrating.) 

9/22/1977 Thur. Doughnuts, studied, baptism 6 people 3 converts.  

9/23/1977 Fri.  Doughnuts, Mom cin. Rolls supplies, money, COA, Babysat David, he’s a mess, but Mom 

got a good hour sleep, took Mom on route to South Mills, which took longer than usually.  Then home to study 

a little then to bed. (We ran truck routes to sell doughnuts in the different towns) 

9/24/1977 Sat. Doughnuts, interview at 7am, sleep, home work, bakery and more homework.  

9/25/1977 Sun Reg. meetings 

9/26/1977 Mon. Doughnuts, Bishopric COA headache family night, study, cakes long hard day.  

9/27/1977 Tues. Doughnuts, feel better, have test in accounting today.  Did not do so well in test.  Study 

for Psy .test.  

9/28/1977 Wed.  Doughnuts, bishopric, COA, headache not enough sleep. Test at night in Psy.  



9/29/1977 Thur. Doughnuts, Study school, got 93 in accounting, hardly believed it.  Still don’t feel 

comfortable. Bed early.  

9/30/1977 Fri. Doughnuts, had 35 doz. extra (IXL)  Mom helped me, have business test, did well only 

took about 7 minutes.  Took John fishing on father and son outing to pier.  Had a good time.  Did cakes and 

baking prior to going.  

9/31/1977 Sat. Doughnuts, finance, bakery, cakes, stud, counseling and priesthood meeting.  

October 

10/1/1977 Sat. Doughnuts, finances, bakery, cakes, study, counseling and priesthood meeting.  

10/2/1977 Sun.  Reg. meetings, saw sis. Jones and set up help for her.  Also did some studying, 

interviewed James my son for the priesthood and graduation from Primary.  He did fine and he is my most 

spiritual boy. 

10/3/1977 Mon. Doughnuts bishopric teaching Mel and many interviews.  

Part of a talk I gave to one of the wards 

“You fathers and mothers, let your youth know you love them. Tell them and when great moments 

come in their life be available to share with them.   

 Last year this time I was quite sick, I was sick for 5 months, three of which I was confined to bed.  I had 

lost my voice and was very weak.  Since I could not talk, I had a little bell I would ring and then someone would 

come to see what I wanted. To further fill you in, I have 9 children of which 8 are home.  Ranging all ages.  My 

daughter Sheila had turned 16 and we have an understanding in our home, no dating til that age.  Well a 

young man finally called my daughter and ask her out to a group activity.  She is was her first date, can you 

appreciate what that would do to her brothers and sister.  They were just as excited as she.  As the time drew 

near I could hear from my closed bedroom kids running up stair and down. I could sense the excitement 

growing and finally a car pulls up in front of the house. 2,6,9 year olds running to tell Sheila.  Our young man 

comes in and all of the kids know him from church and they excitedly talk to him and so on. All this I could hear 

from my dimly lit bedroom behind closed doors.  I got to thinking, my daughter on her first date and I should 

talk to her, give her counsel, and pray with her so she feels that encouragement to do what’s right.  I called out 

in a whisper and no one could hear me, then I got my little bell and started to ring it.  But no one came.  The 

excitement was too great, they did not hear.  

 I heard everyone say goodbye and the door closed.  I felt very sad, a tear came to my eye.  About 15 

minutes later my wife came in to check on me and I told her how I felt.  I had missed a once in a lifetime 

experience, how lonely and helpless I felt.   

 So my brothers and sisters, when you know of events in your family’s life, make sure you take the time 

to have a once in a life time experience.  

 

10/4/1977 Tues. Doughnuts, COA, interviews all day and night. 

10/5/1977 Wed.  Doughnuts, bishopric, COA, Frank to hosp. Norf. Another sister, not a member who 

wants me to talk to her husb. In Psy. Ward Norfolk, COA night. 



10/6/1977 Thur. Doughnuts, COA, Norfolk Priesthood, rough day. 

10/7/1977 Fri.  Worked all day and school.  Mom and I on truck. 

10/8/1977 Sat.  Study and worked. 

10/9/1977 Sun.  Missed morn. Conf. Norfolk, studied and rested have cold.  Reg. meetings at night. 

10/10/1977 Mon. Doughnuts, school got accounting test back 93%, good, took John out and he sold 20 

doz. Doughnuts and made 10.00, which made him happy.  He sold at project and came after completing ¾ of it 

stated only sold 2 and we needed to pray for help. He did and then was able to finish selling them.  

10/11/1977 Tues.  Doughnuts, money, COA, interviews, taught Mel, spent time with Mom.  Tired did not 

get enough sleep.  

10/12/1977 Wed.  Doughnuts, bishopric COA, Sister Burnett died, Ross and I went to Edenton then to 

Creswell and saw Sister Patrick.  

10/13/1977 Thur.  Doughnuts payroll, supplies, COA, taught Mel, he is doing fine. Baby Sat David.  

10/14/1977 Fri. Doughnuts, baked cin. Buns pie etc. COA. Wife and I bowling.  

10/15/1977 Sat. Doughnuts, study, meeting Norfolk super sat.  

10/16/1977 Sun. Reg. meetings, Bishop Hamilton down and enjoy him. 

10/17/1977 Mon.  Doughnuts, COA, Interviews, sis. Burgess, Bro. Bynum.  Taught with Sisters Uncle Mel.  

He is coming along fine.  Had a fire in the oil heater at home and one at the bakery heater.  Mike had a good 

family night tonight.  

10/18/1977 Tues.  Had to replace Frank with John since Frank was not getting up and doing the make up 

on time. Doughnuts, COA, interviewed Virgil, Mel, Charlies then to stake for Bishops counsel, discussed 

finances and priorities. Decided to look at Ext. for E.C.   

10/19/1977 Wed.  Doughnuts, COA, study lesson on Psy. Had a very spiritual meeting with Mel.  You could 

really feel the spirit, I challenged him to baptism. 

10/20/1977 Thur.  Doughnuts, COA, baked sticky buns and bread, talked to wife.  

10/21/1977 Fri.  Doughnuts, big order for truck and shop, COA, pies, truck route.  Some church work, 

long talk with Kathy.  Helped Sis. Waldorf take ceiling down over her bed.  

10/22/1977 Sat.  Doughnuts, cleanup 

10/23/1977 Sun.  Long day, much problems which all worked out but took a lot out of me.  

10/24/1977 Mon.  Doughnuts, COA, study, family night, visited Kathy’s and Mike school.  All of us, they 

enjoyed it. 

10/25/1977 Tues.  Doughnuts, COA, bakery money, counseling, study. 

10/26/1977 Wed.  Doughnuts, COA, meeting, test Psy. 

10/27/1977 Thur.  Doughnuts, COA, counseling. 

10/28/1977 Fri. Doughnuts, COA, finances, cub pack meeting, counseling.  



10/29/1977 Sat.  Doughnuts, Study on business for test, ward party, lots of fun.  

10/30/1977 Sun.  Ward conf. up at 2:30am to get talk ready and prepare.  Good conf. and good 

attendance.  

10/31/1977 Mon. Doughnuts, bishopric, COA, Norfolk on idea of Jennetts to B&C.  I think I can merge the 

two to asst. both of them.  Took trip to Mr. Wyatt B&C very interested.  I to call him back next week to get 

suggestions as to how to approach Jennetts. 

November 

11/1/1977 Tues. Doughnuts, cakes, COA, finances and interviews. Studied rest of day.  

11/2/1977 Wed.  Bishopric, saw Mr. Frances and ask for counsel on if I should quit school or continue 

school at night. Psy. Got test back 90%, long day. 

11/3/1977 Thur. doughnuts, COA, study, and then priesthood meeting in Norfolk. 

11/4/1977 Fri.  Doughnuts, COA, study, truck route, breakdown and did not finish selling all my 

doughnuts.  

11/5/1977 Sat.  Doughnuts, statement, finances, church, finance, study accounting.  

11/6/1977 Sun.  Reg. meetings, interviewed most of our leaders, did not finish til 9:30pm at night. 

11/7/1977 Mon.  Doughnuts, COA, study, family night, had al 6 missionaries over for Chinese dinner.  It 

was real good. 

11/8/1977 Tues.  Doughnuts, COA, interviews, APYW, good sales. 

11/9/1977 Wed.  Doughnuts, finances, bishopric, COA and night COA.  

11/10/1977 Thur.  Doughnuts, money, supply, payroll, COA, stake bishops counsel.  

11/11/1977 Fri.  Doughnuts, only 2.5 hours sleep. Long meeting last night.  Missed school due to lack of 

sleep, also set up meeting on welfare with Pres. Lee and Bishop smoot, plus all of our leaders, very good but 

late. 

11/12/1977 Sat.  Doughnuts, money, cakes, study, dinner at church. 

11/13/1977 Sun. Reg. Meetings. 

11/14/1977 Mon. Doughnuts, COA, bishopric, study for Bus. Exam, finally home evening and the elders 

visited.  

11/15/1977 Tues.  Doughnuts, finances, paid off car repair loan 1,578.00, glad that’s out of the way, 

interviews, COA.  

11/16/1977 Wed. Doughnuts, COA test for business, did alright, missed a few, studied for accounting and 

went to class Psy.  

11/17/1977 Thur.  Doughnuts, finished with reg. class’s jut test now.  Study most of day.  To stake for 

welfare meeting.  

11/18/1977 Fri.  Doughnuts, test literature study, HP social, had a good time. 



11/19/1977 Sat. Doughnuts, sales of equipment visited. 

11/20/1977 to 11/25/1977 

   Completed finals, and set up Xmas tree deal with B&C.  Will put some in their Hampton 

store.  Also did a lot of pies and cakes for thanksgiving.  Had Mel Baptized last Tues., which was great and 

blessed Sis. Betts in the hospital for her operation.  She’s worried and I must try to see her today. 

11/26/1977 Sat.  Very tired, doughnuts, breads, sold 1st trees today over 50.00 dollars’ worth so far.  

During this time I was carrying a full loan at college.  I had to quite due to not able to handle being Bishop, 

running a business, caring for my family and going to school.  

 

 

 

 

 



 



 

 



 

 This letter was included in a Christmas card we received.  

 

 

I stopped my recording daily since I was so tied up and did not take the time.  Wish I had and will pick it up 

again after I am released from Bishop when I had more time. One thing I have learned by copying this material 

in 2015, I have forgot most of what had happen to me during these years.  That is the reason we should keep 

journals.  We will forget what has happened. I have a better love for my children and wife after reading the 

past……. 







 

A note from my girlfriend 

 

 

 

I was released as Bishop, I believe due to being sick for so long (Three months in bed).  I think it is covered in 
my Journal. I learned a lesson; the body will not go forever when the mind directs it. These are a few of the 
letters I have from the release. First from my Stake President, Pres. Lee and his wife. 





 

 

 

 



Then one from my family. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1978 

Feb. 5th 1978 I performed the wedding of my oldest daughter Sumi to Charles Higgins. The following are some 

pictures of the wedding held in our home on Hunnicutt St.  

Charlie & Sumi        Dad, Mom, Sumi, Charlie 

Barney & Betty Higgins, Charlie & Sumi   Frank Jr, Sheila, Dad, Sumi, Charlie & Marshall  

Barney & Betty Higgins, Charlie & Sumi   Frank Jr, Sheila, Dad, Sumi, Charlie & Marshall 



  Sumi & Charlie       Sumi & Frank Jr. 

 

 

 

 

     Mom made and decorated the cake      a friend, Sumi and Theresa Higgins 



1979 

1979 Journal Elizabeth City North Carolina 
 There is quite a space since I last wrote, almost the whole time I was Bishop.  It was a hard time.  I was 
going to college full time, making the Doughnuts and running few businesses. Being Bishop is a 40-hour job 
also. I think we were custodians to the church also since Sumi was out west in a home and that was very 
expensive. We had to do the extra job to keep our heads above water.  I was sick in bed for 3 months due to 
trying to do too much. The following Journal picks up after I was released from Bishop.  

March 

3/19/79 Mon.  Many beautiful things have come and gone without my recording them... Thus they 

are lost and forgotten.  I have been released as Bishop and am serving on the High counsel, advisor to 

missionary program in the stake.  Family is doing well, I have 6 businesses I am involved in: 1-Bakery, 2-

Coastal Carolina communications, 3-Consummer association, 4-Ral Estate, 5-Sign business, 6-Books and toys.   

Frank Jr. is getting ready to go on a mission which makes us all happy and excited.  The George family have 

joined the church and Ron and I are in a couple of business together.  

3/20/1979 Tues. We are pushing quite hard on the Consumer Asso.  I visited Ty Newell (David Ports); 

Mary Pritchard, Farmers, Sonic, Moore’s Upholstery; Frank Weeks, only sign one up. One (Sonic) said no, rest 

are going to think it over. I went to buy a carnation for my wife from Mary but she insisted I have it free. Mary 

was tired and told me she had to pay a nurse 60/day to care for her husb.  She had been caring for him at 

night to cut cost but did not feel she could put him in rest home, it would break his heart and hers too.  I told 

her after this life we live forever and so this 70 years or so we could endure and be able to say we did the 

right things, a short time to be able to live with ourselves for eternity.  I have a meeting with the mission and 

stake Pres. Tonight, Pray that works out.  

3/21/1979 Wed. Meeting with the Stake Pres. Mission Pres, Sr. 70 Pres. And ZL went very well.  The 

preparation paid off.  A good spirit existed.  My wife went up with man and I enjoyed her company... We did 

not get home til after midnight.  On the 21st I made a lot of calls and then visited a number of business on the 

Consumer Assoc. business.  Ron sold one sign at the beach with another to be rented and delivered 

tomorrow morn.  Josephine night girl in the bakery could not come in so I had to take her shift.  Frank Jr. 

helped me put on another sign which took quite a while.  But we are now ready to leave. In the morning.  Ron 

wants us to open another business (A pizza Dlvr. on the beach make them there too.) I feel we are just too 

tied up now and can’t extend that far. He is going to check into rent, cost etc.  Our sign business is on good 

footing right now and of the sixteen we will have only 5 left to rent. The consumer Asso. Is going slow and I 

feel the potential is good and when it is finally working, say in 1 years’ time, it will be doing well? It will take a 

lot of work to get it there. Finally Mark cried in the night. (He got stuck under his blanket.) I went and got him, 

put him on my chest and patted him back to sleep.  The put him back into his bed.  

3/22/1979 Thur.  Delivered sign to Grandy, Mediated between R.G. Baptist Church and Climate masters.  

Feel good about that, the church now feels they might be wrong.  Saw Moore’s signs, Culpeper Hardware, 

Men Shop, Commanders Muffler, Colonial Drugs, talked to Wendy’s Hamburger people on buying Georgie’s, 

also talked to Fred Markham about Roy Kids lot for the Chamber then went to priesthood in Norfolk.  

3/23/1979 Fri. Presented C.A. to telephone co., and also a complaint.  They will let us know.  Bill 

Meeking was there.  Closed Culpeper Hardware and trying to close David House (men’s shop) Took Kathy out 



to the golden C. steak house, good dinner but had a bad headache most of the day.  Whole family including 

Jeff Barns (Sheila’s friend) watched the Wiz of Oz, it was good.  

3/24/1979 Sat. Did dlvr. For stores, then cakes.  Fixed bathroom fixtures at home. Along with Marks 

crib.  Spent some time on records for business, talked to Josh about his business and how things were going.  

Made filling for Monday and spent the rest of the day home with family. Had to take Jeff out to the hospital, 

he cut his thumb on a glass shelf at the bakery.  

3/25/1979 Sun. Up at 6am to do some church work. Picked up mom Waldorf for Sunday school.  Prior 

to that had a good priesthood class with Bro. Adrian Hughes teaching.  Met with pres. Hilton Sr. Pres. Of the 

70’s for the whole Sunday school time.  We covered the stake missionary program.  I gave him many ideas 

and suggestions.  Sleep in the afternoon, went to Sac. Meeting in evening. Then we came home and had time 

together as a family.., told a number of stories after we played 1 game.  A good Sabbath.  

3/26/1979 Mon.  Josephine was sick so I had to do all the cake operation and take care of the front.  In 

the afternoon I saw a few business and did the billing on the sign co.  For family night we went to the Ferebee 

farm to show family where we plan to have the ward social (pic Picking).  

3/27/1979 Tues.  Frank did not go in til 5:45 to do doughnuts.  I helped him and also did cakes and icing.  

Mom decorated for me.  Matt came in after being gone for 3 weeks.  Spend the rest of the day with Matt, he 

had been traveling around to find out how to sell the consumer Association.  He now wants to start a 

newspaper!  He convinced both Ron and I that it might be a good thing. Spent the rest of the night home with 

the family.  Received a call for all members to fast for Mike Sturgis wed. Thru. Thursday.  

3/28/1979 Wed.  Had Mel Meekings clean doughnut machine, mixer and other areas.  David Duty came 

down from Norfolk and I explained our concept of the Consumer Association but stated, we did not have the 

money now to sustain him.  He would have to get a job, then I arranged an interview with Tim Thornton of 

Thornton Furnisher, took him down and got application.  Ron came after that and I let them get acquainted. 

After David left, Ron and I spent a long time evaluating Matt’s suggestion on the newspaper.  We decided 

against it for the time being.  Also thought the phone was unnecessary at present. At 7:30pm that evening I 

and Ron met with the committee of consumer affairs from the Jr. Women’s club (4) and explained our 

program.  They will discuss it and decide what they can do, possible man the office for a period of time and 

also enlist more consumer members.  

3/29/1979 Thur.  Decided against newspaper, Matt will be unhappy but I don’t trust him. John fixed most 

of the bikes and I completed a number when I got home. Frank went to a Camden dance and Sheila to a 

dinner and Pres. Meeting at Sis. Weeks.  Kids are all growing and doing well, I sure am thankful for them.  We 

got another sign out making only 3 left of 15. 1 is sked next week to the beach for 6 months. I need to spend 

more selling time with Consumer Asso. And spend more time with Real Estate business.   

3/30/1979 Fri. spent a good part of the day on records and reports for the bakery. Our sales have 

dropped with the good weather, and soon I will have to put a truck on the road. Took truck to get fixed and it 

cost 85.00 then clutch cable broke, and I still have problems, but we must get it in shape to do the work.  We 

fixed the bikes and got everyone using them to do whatever trips they need to do. That should help our 

expenses for gas which is getting higher all the time. We took Ron and son to the road show in the stake that 

was good. James was the mad Hatter and Sheila was the Queen, Jeff Barns the King and John the Asst. stage 

manager.  Elizabeth city came in with a tie for first, it was a three way tie.  

 



Mom & David 

 

 



3/31/1979 Sat.  Did cakes, dlvr to stores for Sturgus since they were still in Washington, with Mike and 

helped James with makeup. Joe Kutchins called for a 6th volley ball player at 8:15 to start at 8:30. I got 

changed and went, Frank Jr. also played.  I enjoyed that, told Joe he would have to promise to carry me off 

after the game, he said he would.  Think I meant because I was so old, but I assure him it would be on his 

shoulders being me being such a good player.  That got a laugh, then we won 7 out of 7. Then took James for 

fast offering collections then home to change for Conference on TV.  We got it on Channel7 (ShowTime) cable 

TV.  Were the only ones in the stake to get it?  Matt came in and I met with him.  He had decided against 

giving the consumer 50.00 to shop 25 stores and was willing to do it our ways.  This changed my mind and we 

discussed a number of things.  He wants 50% of all things he sells. (Memberships)  and all money from 

subscriptions on paper.  Ron came in and was discussing things for a while and decided to think on it and let 

him know by Monday.  I then went to Mel and evaluated, how much trouble it was to put out a paper.  We 

called up a couple of papers for price and found the daily advance the best price.  Kathy does not think we 

should proceed due to not trusting Matt.  I know he would have to be watched all the time.  Now I must think 

and pray to determine our best course.  Went to Priesthood at 9pm direct from SL on radio hookup into the 

chapel.   

Got home late and laid awake talked to Kathy til 2 am and the up at 5:30am to go to Norfolk VB2. 

 APRIL 

4/1/79  Sun. Up at 5am, dressed and sown to the bakery to take are of a lot of loose ends.  Leaving 

time for Norfolk at 8am.  Arrived at Stake Center in time for priesthood meeting of VB2.  Met with Pres. 

Harvey, Elders Quorum Pes. and covered a lot of material then met with Sr. 70 Pres. Hylton with a review of 

his areas then Pres. Snyder VB 2 70 Pres.  And finally with Bishop Dills to review what I had covered with his 

priesthood leaders.  I felt much good was accomplished.  Home to catch the end of conf. from SL. And take 

care of mark and David for Kathy, then to sleep for a couple of hours, after I and John Home taught the 

Pritchard family.  Spoke at missionary fireside at 7:30pm at Sister and Brother Whites.  Had 7 investigators.  

The film was messed up and it took quite a while to straighten out. All in all a very spiritually up building day.  

I thank my Heavenly Father I was able to serve and use my priesthood. 

4/2/1979 Mon.  Got to bakery early and helped Frank fry off due to an extra 38 doz. Doughnut order.  

Then made Boxes and pack orders for town and delivered them.  Pickup up sign and got Ron to help me 

deliver to church and get another one on the trailer.  That leaves us one in the bakery.  They are going well.  

Decided against Matt and he and his wife came down.  Bough 1 desk and chairs from him. He is on his own 

now.  Decorated cakes and cleaned in bakery. Then two missionary sisters came and I gave one a blessing.  

Met with Danny (a brick layer) for a price on stand for signs.  Got a couple of hours sleep, then spent some 

time at home.  Had family night which we discussed our financial situation.  Rode bikes with wife for a little 

while and watched TV, Jesus of Nazareth  

4/3/1979 Tues.  Delivered doughnuts, finances, helped James with makeup, put sign out at mall with 

Ron.  Sent Letter to E.C. wad on visit for month of May.  Took Kathy out for breakfast at McDonalds.  Got 3 

tires replaced at john McPhersons Amoco Station, went with Ron to Beach to deliver a sign for 6 months to 

the first flight Inn.  Talked to a number of business on the way.  Ron brought our lunch from Georgie.  

Returned home and handled a complaint on the phone co.  Then spent time with my kids and went to bed 

early, very tired.  



4/4/1979 Wed.  Dlvr, helped James, dis finances.  Worked on food storage sales, worked on regional 

meeting.  Handled a consumer complaint.  Took care of the shop 8-12 morning shift.  Spent the rest of the da 

home babysitting and loafing.  Had PI with Sheila, she is doing ok.  

4/5/1979 Thur.  Baked cakes, worked on consumer Association for a while.  Two more complaints came 

in.  Worked on sign business a couple of hours.  Dug garden at home, had trouble with tiler, would not work.  

Went to south Mills on the truck.  Sold out about 60.00. Spent a lot of time with Kathy and Mike’s home 

work.  During the night David was quite sick.  

4/6/1979 Fri.  Made icing at bakery, Mel’s gone so had morning shift.  Rented a tiller and dug up the 

garden.  Spent the rest of the day at home.  David was right by my side all the time rather in the garden or in 

the house.  He is special, but has a bad cough right now.  

4/7/1979 Sat. Did money, cakes and picked up sign from church. Then took kids to Norfolk. While in 

Norfolk I was able to organize the Regional meeting, plan the next leadership meeting with the 70 presidents 

and lay a basic outline for the meeting with the mission President. Upon coming back to E.C. Josh got hold of 

me for an hour and we talked. The rest of the time I spent at home watched the big fisherman on TV with the 

family. 

4/8/1979 Sun. Had a very spiritual priesthood class by Bro. Hughes.  Today we had fast meeting right 

after Sunday school due to conf. last Sun. a very spiritual fast day.  Had the 4 missionary’s sister’s home for 

dinner.  That was special.  After we eat, sister Long asked about an experience she had.  As she lay in the 

hospital 3 days after her operation, she in the middle of the night saw many people around her.  Also she had 

a glowing light directly around her being.  She was not afraid but felt safe.  She ask what it meant.  I stated I 

felt the same of the 1/3 of lost cast down were there and the priesthood or the Holy Ghost was the light that 

protected her.  I said it possibly was her loved ones from the other side there with her, but I felt the 1st is 

what it was.  Since those who pass on are not usually allowed to come back unless they have a special reason.  

Then sister Whissel ask about a blessing her Stake President gave to her prior to her mission.  He stated that 

she would have the presents of her husband, at times of trial with her.  I stated that death is not that decisive 

as long as we remember our loved ones they are always with us because they are within our being.  I gave an 

example of my wife going to primary and I here alone.  I know what she wants how she feels, etc.  It is only a 

short physical separation but in my mind and being she is very much alive and a part of me.  However if a 

man of God, holding the priesthood laided his hands on your head and said your husb. Would be with you 

then he will!   

Sleep a few hours in the afternoon and then got up and read to the kids left at home. (The teens went to a 

fireside), the first chapter of the Wind Walker.  Its real good, then helped clean up and put David, Mark and 

Kathy to bed leaving Mike to watch things and took my wife to visit Bishop McPherson. We had a good visit.  

He is feeling quite old and we tried to raise his spirit. Prior to leaving I told him we loved him. Had a chance to 

read 3 chapters of the book those golden plates which is good.  Spent some time talking to Kathy on a 

number of things.  Love my wife much.  

 

 

 

 



4/9/1979 Mon. delivered doughnuts, did paper work, talked to Ron while we discussed the united 

order.  How we were doing some of that now with our businesses. I took shop in the morning, did 

finances and put together my regional presentation and the meeting with the Mission president.  

Dropped them off to the printer.  Called a couple of C.A. prospects and took care of about 3 

complaints.  Then took a truck to Herford sold about 40.0 worth.  Had family night, we played 

exaltation and watched Charlie Brown, then I had to go to the hospital to administer to Mr. Ciscel 

Rousunm an investigator.  Then home to bed.  I have picked up a cold from Mark or Davis which slows 

me down some.  

4/10/1979 Tues. Still have a bad cold, did dlvr. And money then home to rest in the afternoon. Had long 

talk with Mel on his finances and had him set up meeting with Bishop.  I also set one up with Bishop 

for 6am tomorrow to talk of Mel’s situation.  Met with Sis. Abbott on accountable of her sisters 

system.  Gave her my thoughts on it.  She is R.S. President.  Met with Ron George on business.  

Decided not to go out due to not enough doughnuts. Went to scout committee meeting.  I am finance 

chm. Spent some time with Kathy.  Told a story today.  It goes like this: A man had 12 children and on 

one night he had a phone call for his son Tom, he called up to the kids which were in bad and said, get 

your brother Tom to answer the phone.  After a while a little upset he called again that he did not 

want a riot up there just have Tom answer the phone.  Shortly a small voice called down, Daddy Tom 

got married, and he doesn’t live here anymore.  That is the way I feel sometimes. 

4/11/1979 Wed.  Cold is moving down into my throat.  Met with Bishop Medlin on Mel, explained how I 

felt. Then did finance, worked out bills for the route, Went home and got John to do roof, tar and 

leaks. John and I went to get a sign at the CG base. Then I took Frank to drop off the motor cycle for 

repair. Then my wife to drop off her car.  Found out later that her car required 500.00 repair which 

meant it was not worth it. Took truck out in town, then met with Bill Lilly, (Capital come bill.) Might 

use him to sell coastal Carolina.  Then went out with Elder Pond, went to two of his places and visited 

and gave tracking discussions at Mrs. Lanes.  

Our house after we got rolled but it shows our bakery truck we sold doughnuts out of. 

 



4/12/1979 Thur. Still sick, baked cakes, money, icing.  Had 50 kids in from one of the schools. Mel 

handled tour and did a good job. Handled a couple of consumer complaints, got call cycle ready, 100.00 bill. 

Also called on Moms care, 500.00 repair bill, it’s not worth it, Will have to get new one.  Went to high council 

meeting, got a lot done there then came home early due to Adrian sick.  He is very bad. Some kind of 

infection in his face.  Also Russell had not known what I was going to speak about even though I had been 

doing a lot of reading and research.  We invited a family (Mother and two teenagers), home for dinner.  Jeff 

also came and Sumi and Charles, then Curtis also came to see me and we invited him also.  That’s a heavy 

load on my good wife. (17 people) Curtis said he had been praying and wanted to talk to me.  I took him 

outside and taught about the savior and who he was. (Rom.) Quoted scriptures to him being heir of God.  He 

said he really liked to talk to me since I always instructed him right.  I suggested he meet with the elders and 

get the basics.  He did not reply. That evening I read to Kathy and did two chapters of the Wind Walker. Then 

I fell asleep.  Then I finished the book.  Kathy came in to tell me Lori White was here so I went out and talked 

to her and her cousin for about 1 hour. She stated she was going to Roanoke Bible School to get away from 

her home. She felt she was strong enough and had already been discussing Mormonism with a few of the 

students.  Her cousin was in the same boat, her parents did not want her dating a fellow in the navy because 

he had Porta Rican blood in him.  I tried to strengthen Lori with counsel and told her Sister White lived right 

near the college and she should try to get to know her and spend time with her.  Then she ask for a blessing 

and I taught her cousin about the M. Priesthood. (Heb7:3-6) and then gave her a blessing.  

  4/16/1979 Mon.  Still feeling sick, did work at the bakery and went out on our truck route in town til 

2pm.  Rested and then had family night and then a night watching TV with family we had left the older boys 

on a campout.  

        4/17/1979 Tues.  Up at 3am to do doughnuts, take little Kathy with me and she loved it.  I enjoyed having 

her with me.  Had a call from a Mrs. Hamilton whom apparently needed a lot of help.  I will try to meet with 

her and see what I can do.  My truck is still not good and I am having clutch put in today.  I must get it done in 

enough time to take a route out, since I made too many doughnuts.  Truck ran good with new clutch put in 

and ran the South Mills Route and sold 54.00 which was good. 

4/18/1979 Wed.  Feeling a little better, met with Mrs. Hamilton, she has a lot of troubles but is unwilling 

to do anything about them. I told her when she wanted to work on them to let me know.  I did not 

have many doughnuts but took a truck out in town, did not do well.  

4/19/1979 Thur.  Delivered sign to the Tripping Club.  Checked out a couple of others, did cakes, had a 

bad day with the shop as far as sales goes.  Took truck to Herford and sold 49.00 which was good for in the 

week. Took John along to show how to run the route.  Also showed him how to ride the motor cycle.  Ron 

took my car to the beach to pick up a broken sign.  Ballast burned out.  Wife is finishing Sheila’s dress for the 

Prom.  I feel good about my kids.  They all seem to be growing well.  

4/20/1979 Fri.  Will make icing and then take a route out to town today.  Worked on broken sign, 

changed the ballast to another type that required rewiring the sign.  Took David with me and eh enjoyed that. 

Took Kathy with me on the truck and she enjoyed that.  Took wife out to eat that evening.  

4/21/1979 Sat.  Frank got a late start and I helped fry.  We did 4 racks and at the end of the day we had 

30 doz. Left over.  So I will have to cut back.  I took route to South Mills sold 70.00 and to Herford and sold 

70.00 then to town but ran out of light, sold about 30.00.  Took David and Kathy on South Mills run and they 

enjoyed that.  Hosp. check came in and I was able to clear rent check and pay truck clutch repair, plus loan 

payment.  So next week’s money goes to PU and finishing out the month.  It’s a good thing I have my truck 



route or we would be having trouble make it in the bakery.  Mark appears sick, eyes puffed up.  He sure is a 

good baby.  

4/22/1979 Sun.  Went to church meeting and had some good discussions in Priesthood meeting. One on 

the progression of God, Bro. Hughes felt God knew all and had no further progression.  I think that he knows 

all as far as our earth and present knowledge is concern but that we do not have the ability at present to 

comprehend the whole of eternity. That each spirit child is different and he would be learning as we go along 

our way.  Of course we both realize that he grows as his children grow and peoples earths and become Gods 

etc.  Another question was the difference of being spirit sons and daughters and becoming his sons and 

daughters by obeying his commandments etc.  I feel that sons and daughters means different thing.  Also 

discussed the church of the first born vs the church of JC of LDS.  Much to get one own thing going.  Spent the 

late afternoon and evening with my kids.  Set up our educations days’ sked.  

4/23/1979 Mon.  Helped James, did finances, took front all morning.  Did a lot of consumer work and 

met in the afternoon with sales people on consumer membership, signed 4 up. Took truck route out and did 

53.00. Took John with me and he is unhappy, does not want to do truck, but I need him in that spot since I 

got a ticket and might loss my lic.  He is having a hard time right now knowing who he is.  Stayed home with 

Mark and John while rest of family went to ward family night.  Kids put on road show.  I was just too tired to 

go. 

4/24/1979 Tues.  I baked cakes today, did two runs of rounds and some cupcakes, supplies, and C.A. 

work.  Took the whole morning shift then truck out in late afternoon.  Then watched movie the crocked sky 

which was good. 

4/25/1979 Wed.  Worked on payroll, then on sign business all morning. Then did some running and then 

took truck out in the afternoon. 60.35 From Herford which was good.  Had a long talk with wife which keep us 

up til 11pm.  Love her so much.  

4/26/1979 Thur.   Worked on sign business, prepared stats sheet and did billing. Then took sign to 

Coinjock, b Camden trailer came off hitch and careened across the highway into the dich.  Sign badly 

damaged and also a little to trailer but I am thankful it did not it an oncoming car.  We took trailer to Harold 

Jr. and had chain guard welded on for safety then took our only remaining sign to Coinjock.  Had H.C. meeting 

which put us home by 11 which was good.  Kathy and I enjoyed talking for about 40 minutes prior to going to 

sleep.  

4/27/1979 Fri. Did some cakes, helped James on makeup, did finances, worked on repairing sign that 

got in accident.  Took James, Kathy and 3 girls from church up to education week.  Really enjoyed that. One of 

the items that stuck with me was the fact our kids wanted to come, they even choose to be born under the 

covenant, that was their own decision not ours.  

4/28/1979 Sat. Had a long talk with Frank, asked him three questions, how was his relationship with 

God, with his parents whom would give their lives for him), and himself.  It was a good interview. Took two 

routes out and brought in 173.00.  Trained new driver.  Spent time with Kathy since she baby sat Sis. Whites 4 

kids so she could go to education week.  

4/29/1979 Sun.  Had good priesthood class.  Went to regular Sunday meetings and had missionaries 

over to eat.  Sleep in the afternoon then visited Sis. Waldorf with Kathy.  She got sick in church and I brought 

her home. Then visited Mel.  Little Kathy took me out and showed me a birds nest in the magnolia tree, three 

eggs have hatched she said.  I think it’s a robin.  The rest of the evening I spent interviewing my kids.  They 



have been doing very well.  I asked the three questions, how was the relationship to Heavenly Father and 

Christ, to their parents and the rest of the family and to their self.  I was happy with all these answers.  They 

all feel that they are loved and that their parents are there best friends after Heavenly Father and Christ.  

John had 1 hour since he has a lot of problems that he does not understand.  I tried to explain things to him.  

My good wife also had an interview which was good.  

4/30/1979 Mon. Took Mike out to eat at McDonalds.  He enjoyed that.  Mixed icing, took inventory, 

cleaned decorating material up, repaired sign, set up consumer sales people, worked on records.  Met at 1:30 

with sales people, (Turned them over to Ron.). Moved part of my office, (I am renting my R.S office.) 

Went out on truck, George Lewis is doing ok so I left him finish route.  Had long talk with Ron and told him 

how to hold interviews with his family.  I am trying to strengthen him.  Also one of the men who came into 

see about the consumer job swear a bit and so as we talked I told him I had been in the service for 20 years 

and had to put up with that kind of stuff but now I run my own business’s and did not. He would be 

representing myself in the field and I did not want people thinking that’s the way I was.  He said he 

understood and he did not always swear, then as we got ready to leave.  He shook my hand and said that he 

thanks me for telling him.  (We might be able to work something out on the sign business.) Had an interview 

with Jeff, suggested he consider studying algebra the times he would have with Sheila, and plan for a date 

once a week.  He is failing now.  Had F.H.E, we gave material we received at Education week.  Jeff was with 

us.  I put Mark to sleep on my chest. 

 

Mark, Kathy, David 

 

 

 

Of course that is David hanging around 



MAY  

5/1/1979 Tues.  Up at 3am, worried about Frank getting out, he left 10 to 4.  I then wrote in my journal, 

which I have done every day since 3-10-79.  I feel good about that.  Read from a believing people.  Decorated 

a number of cakes, did some moving. (I rented my office out) closed out the month financially for the bakery. 

Kathy and I went to Norfolk for a meeting at 9pm with the missionary leadership of the stake and mission.  

Got back at 12 midnight Kathy got sick on the way back.  

5/2/1979 Wed. Money and records, went to court for traffic ticket but found it was a day to early, 

Worked on office putting things away, made icing and fried off doughnuts for Frank.  Helped Mike with 

spelling and baby sat for Mom to go to scout meeting, and did some work in the office.  

5/3/1979 Thur. fried for Frank, helped James, went to court, and got 10.00 fine.  Met with Ron and a 

number of people on sign business and C.A.  Took afternoon shift, rode kids around on motor cycle, watched 

movie IKE on TV.  

5/10/1979 Thur. Spent a lot of time catching up on everything, had about 20 interviews for CA. did a 

number of coupons.  Typing in information.  Ron wants to drop the CA which would cost about 800.00, but I 

would like to try a little longer.  Had meetings in Norfolk and held a HC court for re-admitting a good brother. 

Did not get home til 1pm.  Very tired.  

5/11/1979 Fri. Worked all day, then took truck out late afternoon, then went to bakery with Kathy and 

iced cakes til late.  Mother’s day cakes due Sat. 5/4/1979 Fri. Baked cakes, finances, consumer work, 

bank statements, took kids ride on motor cycle. Baby sat for Mom who went to cub meeting. 5/5/1979 Sat. 

 Truck man did not do well, we ended up with a lot of doughnuts to throw away.  Signed up 3 more for 

sales of C.A., took Kathy, Mark and Mike to the beach to put up two signs for fast fair. Baby sat while Kathy 

took cub scouts out.  

5/6/1979 Sun. found someone had left the back door open and we were robbed of 33.00 out of the 

register.  Went to the stake and had interviews with Pres.’s Harvey and Hylton and Kent Chin.  Then Home 

and home taught with mom, saw the Pritchard’s and Sumi, then helped to clean up house and read to Kathy.  

Had to get medicine for David, he develop an ear ache which was painful.  Spend the night with him in bed 

and had Mom sleep in his bed so she could get a good sleep.  We plan to go to the temple tomorrow. 

5/7/1979 Mon.  Handled CA calls did finances in bakery, had a number of interviews then moved two 

signs and left for Washington Temple.  Arrived outside of Washington and got motel. 

5/8/1979 Tues.  Drove into Washington and went to the temple.  Did three sessions in the morning 

then went and found a motel and came back for 2 more sessions in the later afternoon.  

5/9/1979 Wed.  Did three more sessions in the morning and started home.  We arrived home had a lot 

of problems with home, bakery, sign business.  Seems everything went wrong.  

5/12/1979 Sat. Ran South Mills and town routes, changed two signs around, tired most of the time, 

need to catch up on my rest. 

5/13/1979 Sun. Attended church, reg. meetings, met with our Pig Picking Group.  Spend a lot of the day 

with family.  Enjoyed that, talked a long time with my wife. 



about the united order and the clans of china and how we should do something like that as family with the 

kid’s money.  

Frank & Allison on Prom Day 

5/14/1979 Mon.  Baked cakes, did sign and CA 

business, counseled Ron on spiritual things.  Made Mike a 

time table and ran off.  Had family night and discussed in 

depth the finances of family and united order.  Then 

watched Snoopy.  

5/15/1979 Tues.  Decorated, worked on church files, 

and planned out in detail leadership training.  Had mobile 

phone worked on and repaired two signs.  Helped Mike and 

Kathy with homework.  

5/16-17/1979 Wed. Thur. worked at bakery, church and sign business.  Got coupon book out.  Took Frank 

Jr. up to Norfolk to be interviewed for Elder and Temple.  I was able to set him apart as an elder. A great 

feeling.  How thankful I am he has come so far so well.  He is now preparing for his mission on the 28 of June.  

5/18/1979 Fri.  Cakes, then took a missionary to Newport News due to an accident they had and I did 

not think they should have Elder Ray travel on bus.  (He had 6 stitches in his head.) When I got back from that 

Ron and I took a sign to the gulls Nest at the beach and set it up.  The rain came down the whole time.  That 

evening the new sisters came and we talked to them for quite a while.  Then Bro. Jenkins also came and told 

us about Shakley, we might get into that again.   

5/19/1979 Sat. Frank got up late, so the whole operation was late.  I decorated and made icing.  Then 

worked on finances and bills and records for all business.  Picked up a sign and counseled Bro. Earl Lee.  Met 

with missionary sisters.  Took a box spring out to Woodville apartment for them.  

5/20/1979 Sun. Visited ward leadership meeting as H.C. Counseled Robert Hutching for 70 Pres. Gave 

him training in his calling.  Counselled the Ed. While family, caught the bishop up and then home taught with 

Frank on his route. Visited Bishop McPherson and encouraged him.  Counseled Wife.  



5/21/1979 Mon.  Frank was late.  Made cakes and decorated, made choc. And worked on signs, did 

status on signs, did supplies and spent time with family night and covered Joshua which was very interesting 

to them. Then my wife and I had a good counsel session.  

5/22/1979 Tues. Frank late again, had to shift him to day shift and I will do doughnuts.  I bought our old 

car back from Kirk Lewis.  Had a retread put on and one balanced.  I have to have hitch welded on and one 

more balanced.  Truck needed clutch welded, lawn mower took new blade and attachment.  And my car had 

to have a new tire on it.  Quite an expensive day.  I went with Ron and repaired signs.  Then Helped Mike with 

his homework.  

5/23/1979 Wed. Up at 3am doing doughnuts, done by 6am and did cakes til 7am then home and eat, 

rested til noon. Dr. Shu came to see me he wants me to go into business with him but I think it would not 

work out.  He has his own ideas and that I don’t agree with, Ron came and told me he has to borrow 4,500.00 

to keep above water, from his uncle.  He talked about getting a car too for the sign business.  I think I will try 

to hold him off til we pay off the loans.  It will be hard because he is hungry. Spent time on records and 

finances and getting some of Franks Mission stuff done.  Then helped mike and Kathy with homework.  

5/24/1979 Thur.  Doughnuts, cakes, payroll.  Talked a long time to Mom, rested a little, spent afternoon 

with Roy Kids property and then with Ron on sign business.  To Norfolk for PEC.  

5/25/1979 Fri.  Doughnuts, cakes then home to rest in morning.  Then did cakes in afternoon for Fri. 

orders that came in and sat.  Did Doughnuts Fri night 7-10:30pm for Sat. with Frank, did money and then 

home for 1 hour rest. 

5/26/1979 Sat. left 12:30am for temple, arrived 5:50am.  Got Franks garments and then did his 

endowments.  Went thru two sessions with him and my Wife.  Had an enjoyable time there.  Left for home 

and had trouble getting gas. But Kathy gave a prayer and we were able to get some.  Took care of finances 

and records when I got home.  Got to bed at 11pmm very tired.  

5/27/1979 Sun. Up late to priesthood and rest of church meetings.  Went home teaching with Frank.  

Taught Martha Gaskins for a long period of time.  Had lunch, rested, then took family out to look over the 

kerbee farm.  Then planned out assignments and went over to visit Georges to finish it.  

5/28/1979 Mon. Doughnuts, Baked cakes, icing.  Checked truck and tighten bolt and checked car, have 

to replace tire. Ron and I to beach with sign.  Sold one, replaced another (first flight Inn) and brought a 

broken one home. Had family night started about 9pm read part of Jasher to them. 

5/29/1977 Tues.  Doughnuts, decorated cakes, records, finances, repair sign (replaced Ballast) met with 

Bro Lee, Ron, girl to rent toddlers shop.  Did records and finances til 8pm at night.  Helped Kathy and Mike 

with homework.  

5/30/1979 Wed.  Doughnuts, cakes, repair sign (paint and mount) went and picked up 2 pigs from Russel 

to deliver to Slatter home for Pig Picking.  Took 4.5 hour sleep then went to bakery and did paper work.  

Helped Kathy and Mike with homework (Took David with me to get pigs and he enjoyed that). 

5/31/1979 Thur. Doughnuts, cakes, sleep, paper work, did cabbage for Cole slaw for pig picking with 

Ron, John, sis Thornton, Robert Forbes.  Counselled Ron on spiritual things.  Received tapes the PHY…. Of a 

winner.  

 



JUNE 

6/1/1979 Fri. Doughnuts, cakes, took station wagon to get fixed.  Sleep, did French bread for pig 

picking, paperwork, baked 100 loaves of bread, 40 for pig picking, Jean Meads needed a big cake that fit  a 

4x8 board like his pool.  Mom did hat but it ran us out of cakes and I had to bake that night.  Really tired, then 

had to do doughnuts at 3am, brought John in to help.  

6/2/1979 Sat.   Pig picking started slow and we changed locations to the Meads place which caused a 

lot of problems.  But it got better as the day went on, final analyzed it as good.  I think we made clear around 

300.00 and most had a good time.  Kathy and I went over to talk and thank him later on that night.  He talked 

for a long time.  I am very tired. 

6/3/1979 Sun.  Still tired, not traveling this Sun.  Will be in my ward.  Made 300.00 on pig picking.  Had 

a good fast and testimony meeting, and In priesthood had a good discussion on the difference between the 

HG and the light of Christ and the Priesthood.  It goes to show how little we really know.  HT with Frank 

worked out calendar and work sked with kids.  

 

6/4/1979 Mon.  Frank Jr. Back on Doughnuts so he could get off during the day.  I took morning shift, 

made icing, decorated cakes and caught up on a lot of items.  But still have a long way to go.  Did consumer 



complaint, wrote 4 thank you letters for pig picking, did renal accounts and statement, listen to tapes on 

success worked on room rental worked on sigh business.  (Made up monthly bills called some delinquent 

accounts, made money graft, set goals on income for sign business made up to date status) 

6/5/1979 Tues.  Cakes, worked on business, got region, read and spent time at home with family.  

Started the book reflections of Mormonism.  

6/6/1979 Wed.  Frank got late start and upset everything. Did cakes and baked most of morning.  

Talked to Allen Copeland for a long time on getting final details on my selling for him.  Took wife to the 

movies, saw Star Crash, and then home to bed.  

6/7/1979 Thur.  Did cakes for whole weekend had a lot.  Sales at bakery very good.  Took wife out for a 

few minutes, decorated late 10:30pm 

6/8/1979 Fri.  Worked hard on shift in morning, washed truck and took on route in afternoon.  Got 3 

real estate calls.  Most took care of.  Baby sat while Kathy iced cakes, all kids passed and it is last day of 

school.  Mike passed and I was worried about him.  

6/9/1979 Sat.  Cakes, took truck out in town and sold out by 10:30am.  Then did a lot of catch up 

work.  Went to Priesthood leadership with Ron 3:45 and Wives came up for 7pm meeting.  

6/10/1979 Sun.  Went up to conference at Norfolk.  Had a good conference taught scripture series to 

Kids and helped little Kathy with Baptism preparation and James with his talk for next week in church.  

Showed two films that I had to preview, to the family and then read for quite a while.  

6/11/1979 Mon. I cakes, real estate man wants to find a location for Chinese restaurant.  Paper work, 

sign business, truck.  Family night had special lesson for baptism since Kathy will be 8 soon.  

6/12/1979 Tues.  I doughnuts, Frank was at beach with seminary, make up, finances then sleep and read, 

went with Ron to get scouts started in cleanup of J.C fairground then check materials for signs.  Took truck 

out and sold 53.00 worth then Baby Sat while Mom got her hair cut.  

6/13/1979 Wed.  Cakes, icing, decorating.  Wes did not come in til later.  Stated he did not find a place to 

stay.  He will be in 6am tomorrow.  Repaired Cove sign and painted Colonial sign.  Did truck run sold all but 3 

doughnuts.  Did money had a good day 276.00 with John’s route money.  Home.  Mom was getting ready to 

take the 3 smaller kids to get their picture taken and commented how terrible she looked, David said no you 

boliful (beautiful).  You’re my mommy.  That made her feel mighty good and brought a smile to Little Kathy 

and me.  I went to sleep at 9 pm very tired and sleep til 4:30 the next morning, that great. 

6/14/1979 Thur. Journal, read regional meeting outline, read reflections, to bakery, cakes decorated, 

then made cakes, took all morning training Wes.  Sleep 2 hours in afternoon.  Took Mom to base to pick up 

kids then to Norfolk for HC meeting and did not get out til late, finally to bed at 1am. 

6/15/1979 Fri.  Up at 5:30am helped Sheila decorate and oversee Wes on makeup.  Home and ate then 

sleep for a couple of hours.  Up to bakery packed trucks and started selling 12:30 to 7pm.  86.00 sales, home 

showered and took Mom with me to get something to eat then home to bed.  

6/16/1979 Sat.  Up and dressed for church.  John went with me and we went to Portsmouth for the 

regional meetings.  I gave the 2 hour missionary session.  I fell it went good, then home and out on the truck.  

Finances and records. Someone broke into my office, I had John put on another lock.  Then spent the rest of 

the night at home.  



6/17/1979 Sun. Read reflections, and priesthood lesson, went and looked at Mel’s house.  He offered 

our group 100.00 to clean up his yard and whatever else we could do.  Took John over to evaluate with me.  

Then we went to priesthood, Sunday school and Sac.  Met with our welfare group (2000 Strong) and asked for 

their support on Mel’s, they agreed and we planned it for Mon night. (A family night project), Also presented 

the idea of bringing in movies and renting a theater.  They all liked that idea.  Spent the rest of time with 

family.  Did try to home teach with Frank but the family was gone.  Took about 2 hours to tell kids about my 

life and they enjoyed that.  Also went to a fare well fireside for Thomas Huggins.  We gave him a small BOM 

and hymn book.   

6/18/1979 Mon. Oversee bakery, got paint and equipt. To do Mel’s lawn.  Visited Ed. Hilts at 4 took my 

kid over to work on Mel’s house. Edged, trimmed, cut bushes and trees out, scraped and painted. At 6:30 Ron 

brought the white kids from Nixton and his and Robert.  We worked long til after dark then to our house for 

treats.  Also Darrel and girlfriend showed up. At 6am, Jeff and I and sometime after that Frank are to finish it 

up.  Still have to trim on back part of right side gutters etc.   

6/19/1979 Tues.  Worked on Mel’s house.  Very tired and rested in the morning. Truck route in 

afternoon. From 4-9, made 104.00, seems like we are missing money in shop.  I will have to do something. 

6/20/1979 Wed. Mom and I trimmed front of church. 6-9, then I did more doughnuts in afternoon and 

then went out on truck.  Wes. Did not show up.  I sold 118.00 on truck.  Got finished at 8:45pm very little left 

in shop.  Very tired, Mom and I went out to circle to eat.  

6/21/1979 Thur.  Trimmed at church, wash truck, made Choc and icing, worked on sign.  Let Bro lee use 

my wagon to get to Norfolk and he ran out of gas on riverside. Set up work parties Fri. and Sat. to work on 

church for kids going to youth conf. to earn money.  To Norfolk for HC meeting.  Gas is getting to be a 

problem.  Spur station only has one pump with gas.  The truckers are on strike and if it keeps up will shut 

down the country.  

6/22/1979 Fri. Trimmed church, Jacky Knighton, Jeff Howard Freddy George, Sheila and Jeff and Mom 

and I only worked 1 ½ hours and it started to rain.  Taken to hut and got the use of my mobile phone, took 

truck out in the afternoon to Herford. 

6/23/1979 Sat.  Trim church, did makeup and work at bakery til 1:15pm.  Truck out 4-9pm then money 

and then home.  Ho day.  

6/24/1979 Sun. Priesthood, John said he was not going to church which upset me and I told him he had 

better or else.  Had a good lesson in priesthood then Jeff barns ask me to assist Bishop Medlin in ordaining 

him Priest, then they asked me to pass in Sunday school.  During ss I went to the bakery to get a talk together 

for Frank’s farewell Sac. Meeting but I just did not feel right so I went home and ask John to forgive me for 

getting upset.  Told him he was old enough to know what he should be doing, then went back to ss class and 

sat with my wife. Our family minus John had the Sac program.  First sister Ruth Markham spoke, she was 

Franks Favorite teacher, then Kathy got up but only got partway through and started to cry so I got up and 

finished her talk, Then Mike, James Sheila followed by Mom and Dad and a visiting ZL then Bishop Medlin.  A 

very emotional meeting with not a dry eye in the chapel.  Bobby Perry and family was there for the first time 

and he was touched.  Had big ham dinner for family then played risk til 7 for a fireside for Frank at the chapel, 

then home to bed.  David was up most of the night with hurting legs.  



Frank Jr. farewell for his mission 

Darryl Futerger, Frank, Bonney     Jeff Barnes and David 

 

 

 

 

   Frank Jr. and Mark     Bishop McPherson & David 

6/25/1979 Mon.  John and I did doughnuts and then dropped car to get brake fluid and also dropped 

motor cycle off to get repaired.  Went shopping with Mom for Frank’s luggage.  



6/26/1979 Tues.  Doughnuts, cakes baked, paper work truck. Then Frank to Norfolk to be set apart as a 

missionary.  Pres. Lee allowed me to assist him.  It was a great feeling.  Frank has afforded me at least three 

good spiritual experiences; Ordaining him to Elder, going through the temple for his first time and assisting 

setting him apart for a full time mission.. I also enjoyed HT with him these last two months. 

6/27/1979 Wed.  Doughnuts, took Frank to the airport to go to SLC.  We were happy to see him go, since 

we have been planning and looking forward to it for 19 years, but we still miss him and shed a tear on saying 

goodbye.  Realizing he will be gone for 2 year.  Everyone in the family felt sad to see him go.  Sis. Duty and her 

daughter came to see him off but arrived too late to see him.  We all waited til the plane took off.  Got back 

and took Jeff on truck.  

6/28/1979 Thur. Doughnuts, bills, sign repair, truck, took Jeff out with me. HC came to EC and we met til 

10:30pm 

6/29/1979 Fri.  Helped John fry the last 5 screens, he did most of it himself. Did very well.  Did makeup, 

office work, then truck, then edged church lawn til 10: pm, very tired.  

6/30/1979 Sat.  Helped fry doughnuts, they did not raise, we had to use a new yeast and it did not 

work. I was very tired, replaced some lights in signs then got gas then home to rest.  In afternoon worked on 

finances, closing out of month, then went to church to edge til 8pm. It’s still not completed but looks much 

better.  

Frank at the MTC 

JULY 

7/1/1979 Sun.  Went to Creswell to start my new assignment as their advisor.  Had many good feelings 

about those people and the future of the Branch. Arrived home and ate then sleep til 7, go ready to speak at 

youth fireside.  It followed with a testimony meeting then home to bed.  



7/2/1979 Mon.  Bad doughnuts, had to go to Norfolk and got yeast.  Then came back and did doughnuts 

again. Then out on the truck.  Did 80.00 and some then home for family night.  Bought a lot of corn from a 

fellow I came across in Hertfort and brought that home.  Did not get to bed until midnight, must get there 

earlier. Kids were up a lot during the night, David and Mark, I think Mark has an ear ache.  

Sheila is winning the sac race     Frankie Huggins and in front of 

Mark 

7/3/1979 Tues.  Bad doughnuts again, I had to remake again. Also baked cakes and made icing and 

filling.  Then went out on the truck run til 8pm. Had Jeff with me and sent him out at 8pm to the projects, he 

did very well.  Mark was crying a lot during the night.  

7/4/1979 Wed.  Got up at 3am to go down and find out the problems with Johns doughnuts. He had 

some problem with proofing but still they were bad. Must be rollout. I had to make again that day then out 

on the truck. Then went in at 10pm with John to observe his doughnuts again. He did them early since he had 

to go to youth conference the next day. Finished at 2:30am. 

7/5/1979 Thur. came back at 6am and found we had been robbed of all our money, about 300.00.  Must 

have had a key. Finished makeup and then called police.  They took info and fingerprints.  I called and had 

locks changed and also safe combination so to put money in from now on.  Home to bed til 1:30 then back to 

bakery to work on lots of little things, then my cycle broke down and had to get truck to pick it up and deliver. 

To Hall’s to fix.  Then home to eat and back to bakery til 10pm, getting stuff done.  Mon came with me and 

iced and decorated cakes.  

7/6/1979 Fri.  Up at 2pm, Kathy went in with me, did doughnuts and decorated.  Still poor doughnut, 

decided it was too much old dough.  Had James through it all out.  Home rested then back to work on truck. 

Then back to relief James who had to work from 8am to 8pm due to Sue not able to come in and we had no 

relief.  I worked on bills til 9 then went and got James from scouts.  

7/7/1979 Sat.  Doughnuts, they are good.  I threw out all old dough and started fresh.  Then home to 

rest.  Rented shop, me and checked girl out at 2-2:30.  The on to the route at 4 til 7:30pm, back to money 

then home.  Took family out to see drive in movie.  Did not get home til 1am.  Took Raymond and Keith 

George with us.  Sheila stayed home with David and John also since he just got back from youth conference.  



7/8/1979 Sun.  Went to Moyock to speak and rode the motor cycle.  And it only took 1 gal.   

Sat. in priesthood then talked to Pres. Mason prior to Sunday school, then went into sac. Meeting.  I felt the 

spirit directing me to give the eternal progress presentation which I did.  Even had the spirit tell me which 

sister needed it.  (Afterwards she came up and said thank you for doing that for me.  Then I spoke of 

experiences with my kids and the lessons I have gained from them.  The spirit touched the people.  Came 

home for dinner and then had a family night which I related my above spiritual experience and some other 

important principles.  Then Sheila and Jeff and I did one of my series, who we are.  Then on to bed, a very 

spiritual and uplifting day.  

7/9/1979 Mon. Up at 2am, in with John on doughnuts, then picked up sign at fast fare and dlvr. To 

Neco.  Home to rest then met with Ron and man from Great Escape and Mike Pritchard to decide on sign 

Mike build.  He likes it and will let us know by 3 tomorrow.  Also showed it to Reese Helms at Boys club and 

called Motor Bearing to see it and he will check it out in the morning.  Spent some time calling up accounts at 

Albemarle Elect.  They will give me 50% on lights which is good, with prices as they are. I must get as much 

wholesale as I can.  That’s important, using one of our consumer discounts for Mighty Mint to buy chicken.  

Since Wife had spent a good 3 hours with the Dr. and then had a meeting to go to tonight.  

7/10/1979 Tues.  Doughnuts still not right.  I will have to take over most of the operation.  John is slow 

due to being so tired.  Money and bills then home to rest.  Back and worked on consumer business, sign 

business, collected on some sign bills, paid off all sign bills and close to getting final payment on our loan.  

Home and spent time with Kids since Jeff took truck to South Mills.  He did well.  

7/11/1979 Wed.  John and I doughnuts, but I rolled out and fried, done with ever thing y 6:10am. I laid 

out my meeting with Ron, did money and took truck home to wash. Eat whole wheat pancakes, very well, 

then to bed after loving up baby Mark.  He is fun to fool with.  Had meeting with Ron and worked out our 

business relationship.  Jeff and I took truck out to Hertford then home.  

7/12/1979 Thur.  Same doughnut operation, they are good now. Fulford Mundon died last night will 

have funeral Fri. a 2pm.  Did bills and finances.  Home to rest, back to a lot of misc. stuff and ready for HC 

meeting tonight.  Hallett, Adrian and myself went to HC. Don’t know what happen to Russell.  Got home at 

10:30 to bed by 11pm. 

7/13/1979 Fri.  Up at 2am, very tired, doughnuts, finances, home to rest, woke with a headache.  No 

good sleep.  Must attend Fulford Funeral today.  Then go out to South Mills on the ruck.  Sales low due to 

90deg. Weather.  Back to do money, then took Mom to the Stake House.   

7/14/1979 Sat. Doughnuts, I let Joh roll out and fry.  Did choc icing, rested the out on truck. Got back 

around 8pm and took mom to pick up car and watch.  TV with kids.  



7/15/1979 Sun. Priesthood, Oliver Lee McPherson was home and had a good discussion.  Talked about 

Fully family and what we needed to do.  Then I talked to a number of people and passed sac. In SS.  Then 

spent some time in bakery planning my family night and viewing some film stripes, then attended Sac, 

Afterwards, home to eat then HT til 5:30 with Freddy George.  I have new families and partner, then Family 

night film worthy music.  Took wife to pick up cycle at church, left due to rain. Then to bed early.  Yaaaaaa.  

Mark getting a ride from David 

7/16/1979 Mon.  Doughnuts, money, home to rest.  

Worked on paper work and went to bed early 9am.  

7/17/1979 Tues.  Doughnuts, icing, bills the home to 

rest.  Then mowed grass in front of bakery.  Broke mower 

and had to get it repaired. Cleaned shelves and stuff in 

bakery.  Then home played Kathy game then read to them, 

then down to do money then to bed.  

7/18/1979 Wed.  Doughnuts, cleaning.  Each kid had a 

job to do.  Took Jeff on route then went to visit Frank’s 

girlfriend’s parents and had a good visit.  The went to see 

Bishop McPherson, had a good visit the got to bed late 11 

pm, very tired.  

7/19/1979 Thur. Doughnuts, cleanup.  Had 60 kids and daily advance newspaper in which worked out 

ok.  Then worked on lawn mower, then home to rest.  Went to Norfolk (HC).  Was much tied and had to talk 

with Pres Lee, with Bishop Evans and Adrian Hughes on the Manteo Chapel and problems we have there.  We 

are going to progress and try to get that moving along.  After that Pres Lee and I had a talk about some 

important things.  

7/20/1979 Fri.  Doughnuts after 2 hours sleep, then helped Ron move a sign then home to bed, only 

sleep for three hours then up and going.  Did paper work at bakery and took truck out.  After went and 

loaded a 20 foot boat Charles Brother wants to give away.  

7/21/1979 Sat.  Doughnuts, took some of James shift.  Then took most of kids and got the boat.  We 

had to borrow a trailer from Camden Causeway a Mr. Owens, to move it.  Quite a job.  Then went out on 

truck, in early and went out on a date with Sheila, Jeff and Kathy.  Went to the steak house to eat, it cost Jeff 

17.00.  Then we went riding thru. the graveyard by the ice plant, then home.  I took Kathy to the store to get 

some dream whip for tomorrow’s dinner on the cycle and she like to ride it. 

Dad and one of the boys. 



 

7/22/1979 Sun.  Reg. Meetings, finished home teaching.  

Had elders over (4), talked to zone leaders for a long time, 

talked to Pres. Kutchin on the missionary work.  Then got a 

call from Bishop and met with him and other HC from EC on 

Manteo property.  

7/23/1979 Mon.  Doughnuts, cakes, icing, met with Ron 

George on sign co. Met with Fred Markham on Doug’s 

property, worked on my air condition and had Comfort Spec. 

come in and asst.  Went to ward family nigh for pot luck 

dinner and square dancing.  Had a good time. 

7/24/1979 Tues.  Doughnuts, RS to give talk and lesson on 

china, then sent Jeff out on truck.  Took family to Norfolk to 

see Sat. Night Warriors.  Very good, cost over 40.00 and did not get home til late. 

7/25/1979 Wed.  Doughnuts, only 2 hour sleep, finances, man came into town with a truck load of 

furniture from High Point.  We arranged to get a percent of the sales and then called people to come and see.  

John had a long talk with Mom and I on buying drums, then to bed around 8:15pm.  

7/26/1979 Thur.  Doughnuts, took truck out for about 1/ hour to try selling in the morning.  Sold about 2 

doz. I think a morning truck route to business would work (about twice a week.) Did work on the boat for 

about 2 hours then laid down. Very Tired.  Went to HC in Norfolk. Had a HC court then cleared names after 

that got to bed at 12:30am net morning. 

7/27/1979 Fri.  Doughnuts, finances, sleep in morning 3 hours, finances, bills and bank statement etc. 

got copy of coming law on signs in E.C. not too good for us.  Tuck route.  John worked on boat.  We might 

have it cleaned in the bottom now and ready to scrape.  After that we will seal, replace bad wood and paint.  

7/28/1979 Sat.  Doughnuts, worked on boat a little, sleep, truck route to Herford, home with kids, to 

bed 11:30pm. (After finished doughnuts in the morning had a visit by a young 28 yr. old man who knew Lori 

white.  He had talked with me about a year ago about the church.  He came and asked me about the 

priesthood.  I gave him an explanation about that citing Heb; 5 plus.  Right in the middle the spirit told me to 

preach repentance.  Also to tell him not to try to justify his actions by what he was doing.  I did so and 

finished with what the spirit had directed me to say that for what cause I knew not why. Then went on with 

the priesthood and eternal life presentation.  Then he said “I knew I can trust you then he told me the girl he 

was dating had a miscarriage and she now wanted to move in with him.”  I counseled and advised him to set 

his life in order.  (I am thankful God uses me in his work.) 



7/29/1979 Sun.  Got up at 6am and studied priesthood lesson and then went to church to give Bishop 

Material for Creswell and him. Then to Bakery to think for a while. On to priesthood, we had all met for 

lesson on home teaching by Adrian Hughes.  Then I interviews Ed. White for a call to asst. ward mission 

leader.  Then to Sunday school.  After met with Sis. E. White for welfare groups part in garage sale then sac. 

Meeting, then Robert Perry family baptized, then home to eat and rest. (I helped confirm Bro and Sis. Perry at 

their request.) Mom and Teens went to fireside in Norfolk so I played “Sorry with Kathy, David and Mike.  

Then put them to bed.  Had some problems putting Mark to sleep but final got him down about 9:20pm.  

7/30/1979 Mon.  Doughnuts, end of the month 

records, sign business, train new girl Norma, family 

night.  

7/31/1979 Tues.  Doing doughnuts by myself having 

John work on boat, Money then sleep.  Then trained 

Norma on cleanup screens and glaze Machine. Then 

showed Hilbert’s house.  Home to bed very tired. Leg’s 

aching quite a bit.  

Mark and David at home and at the Coast Guard beach 

enjoying the lazy days of summer. 

 

August 

8/1/1979 Wed.  Doughnuts, end of the month, taxes and 

reports. Last month showed a good profit which puts us in 

the black for the year. Our stock is at 3.61/share which is 

the highest it has been and our debt is still about 4,500.00. 

So things are coming along as goaled. 

8/2/1979 Thur. Doughnuts, money, sleep, read ensign, 

journal, eat, to bakery, wrote a letter to Frank.  Then 

studied sign law, then went to hearing on it.  Got upset and 

we were put off til later this would put us out of business in 

EC and I don’t know if we are going to fight and how far.  

8/3/1979 Fri.  Doughnuts, had trouble with light not coming on in proof box and after about ½ hour I 

found it but no explosion, it did put me way behind but thankful no accident.  Sleep, worked on boat with 

John, trained Norma on making cookies, and worked Josephine shift1-8 since she has to go to Dr. in Norfolk.  

Missed Betty Sworthout weeding due to that.  

8/4/1979 Sat.  Doughnuts, sleep, took truck to Herford. Got back by 4 and repaired bell in shop, 

worked on cycle then home.  Watch TV with kids then to bed after taking wife to bakery to do money and 

records and pick up a water melon.  

8/5/1979 Sun. Taking Elders to Creswell along with my visit.  Had planned to take cycle but they have 

to go.  Have arrived for priesthood, had a good discussion, interviewed Lonny, Pres. Little.  Got organization 

from them and HT assignments.  Spoke in Sunday school on Christ 2nd coming.  Then met with Pres. Little 



after fast and testimony meeting for a long time.  Then went with him to see his greenhouse and then to visit 

the missionary sister Matters in Plymouth hospital.  Then back home arriving about 5pm.  8 hours for the 

work needed.  Had family night which was a good spiritual one.  Point of learning.  I was really impressed 

today of the scripture “My work and my glory is to bring to pass the immortality and eternal life of man”, that 

is Gods whole reason to be and if so we should make it ours also.  Then to go deeper, what is immorality and 

who qualifies, what is eternal life and who qualifies.  Ans: in J.F. X. answer to gospel questions. 

8/6/1979 Mon.  Doughnuts, boat all day, finally finished sanding inside and had kid’s damp cloth, then 

put on sealer.  Will have to wait 2 days.  Got to bed early.  

8/7/1979 Tues.  Doughnuts, Repaired sign (Family Restaurant and bulb, neco and beacon) Rested, spent 

day at home, did go and get material for boat.  But feeling very tired and no strength to do work.  

8/8/1979 Wed.  Doughnuts, sleep, boat. (Worked all day on it and part of night, it’s coming slow). 

8/9/1979 Thur. Doughnuts, Sleep, bakery (Cakes, icing, cookies and supplies). HC meeting and had a 

number of interviews to do in Norfolk.  Did not finish until 12:30am, (that’s the time I got to bed). 

8/10/1979 Fri. got up at 3:30am which was late.  Doughnuts, sleep, talked to Jeff and Sheila, and 

showed Norma how to do spice cookies, Truck route.  Kathy sick with some sort of flu.  

8/11/1979 Sat.  Doughnuts, decorated cakes, sleep, paper work on rentals and bakery, worked on boat, 

finished sanding, decorated a cake and worked on truck (bad tire), then closed out money and took kids to 

movies. 101 Dalmatians, then read the ERA.  

8/12/1979 Sun. Priesthood, Sunday school, met in welfare group and discussed garage sale and movie 

idea.  Then Sac. After which I met with Pres. Lee and discussed my calling, how frustrated I felt not able to do 

it properly.  He said they would be changing something soon and it might be well if I could give them an idea 

since a CDR in army was here and would be called to HC and could help considerably.  He might give me more 

Branch work.  Then took Fred HT, got 3 out of 5 then home, sleep for 3 hours.  Up for family night then had 

interviews with the kids and Mom.  

8/13/1979 Mon. Up at 1:30amm, found Mom had not gone to bed yet.  Doughnuts, then took truck to 

get tires. Home to sleep.  Worked on boat with kids, it’s starting to look better.  Got a call from Jeff. Josephine 

was crying, her dau. About to have a baby and her Husb. Out running around.  They have not paid their elect. 

Bill so no lights etc.  Jeff wanted to take her shift so she could go to help.  Also got a call from Anita, her baby 

is still sick but doing some better.  She ask if we could put it on the temple prayer roll.  I said we would take 

care of it.  Also got a call from Pres. Little, Lonny’s wife in the hosp. 5 mo. Preg. And looks like she might have 

the baby now.  I called the bishop and he was aware of our member’s problems and had acted.  He is a 

mighty fine Bishop.  We went out to see the church garden and picked some egg plants and cucumbers.  Then 

home to apple dumplings from our tree and then to bed.  

8/14/1979 Tues.  Sales good for Monday, our finances for bakery are doing very well.  Right on schedule 

for our goals.  Doughnuts 2:30am, worked on boat and did finances.  

8/15/1979 Wed.  Doughnuts, boat, checked prices of motors and trailers. 

8/16/1979 Thur.  Doughnuts, sleep, finances, worked on boat a little, visited Sister Seagraves in Hosp.  

They just lost 5 mo. Old baby.   They taking it well.  Visited Betty Balance, she due to see Dr. on 22 to find out 

when she will get another operation.  Took Mom out and saw a movie.  



8/17/1979 Fri.  Worked on boat, sleep, took truck out and spent time at Bakery. 

8/18/1979 Sat. Doughnuts, helped at yard sale, our group made about 100.00, closed bakery.  

8/19/1979 Sun.  Church, during night both little ones up being sick.  Priesthood, discussed what price 

would we have to pay if we did not have Christ to atone for us. Sat up front in SS and had to teach lesson on 

the oath and covenant of the priesthood.  Frank Weeks could not make the class to teach.  Then had Sac. 

Meeting and then Baptism of Amy Perry and Dense Munden.  I spoke, covered Mosiah (Requirements for 

Baptism and Sterling Sills, “you are only one, but you are one.” A number of people told me they enjoyed it 

and Sis. Grill said she wish she could be baptized again so I could talk at her baptism.  Then met with Freddy 

George and worked on our H.T... Then went out to see two families, then home to eat and sleep for a few 

hours.  Had family night.  Gave them the talk I gave in Baptism.  David went to bed with me and as we lay 

there in the dark, David (3yr) reached over and said “Daddy do me love you.” I said thank you David I love you 

and he said thank you daddy.  Very touching to the point. I turned on my light and wrote it in my journal right 

away.  

8/20/1979 Mon.  Doughnuts, 1:30, boat, sleep 1 hr. sign co. records, showed Delmar’s home, family 

night, Jeff and Sheila told of temple trip.  

8/26/1979 Sun.  Up and took James to priesthood on motor cycle.  Had a good lesson then to SS.  After 

met with group on welfare and discussed movie then Sac. Meeting and home to a turkey dinner, then rested.  

Had a ½ hour to try to catch 3 of my families, only caught Betty Balance, then had family night which was 

good.  

8/27/1979 Mon.  Kathy, Daughter, went in to help me with 

doughnuts, I enjoyed her company.  Home laid down for ½ hour 

then up and worked on boat til 8:30pm.  Put in decking and seats 

and storage. Mighty tired.  

8/28/1979 Tues.  Doughnuts, sleep (good), ran with boat and 

other paper work all day, took boat out to Weeksville, will have to 

have transan fixed.  Cost about 80.00, this boating is adding up.  

Trying to catch Sis Martha Gaskins 3 times today. Unable to catch 

her.  

8/29/1979 Wed.  Doughnuts, took morning shift, then did a lot 

of running and office work.  Mel stopped in and we talked a long 

time.  He seems to be doing very well.  Got boat from Weeksville 

man and took it to marina.  They should have it by Friday night.  

Mark always seems to be having a good time. 

8/30/1979 Thur. Doughnuts, spent time at home in morning, 

did a lot of running and finances.  Took truck out since Jeff had Patriarchal blessing.  Have new man I am 

trying out on doughnut shift.  

8/31/1979 Fri.  Doughnuts, bakery, worked on church series of talks.  I wish to give most of the day.  

Showed Delmar’s house, then took Mom out to eat and a ride on the motor cycle.  

September 



9/1/1979 Sat. Doughnuts, worked on records, trying to get boat working but could not, needed a part 

in the gears. 

9/2/1979 Sun.  Visited Creswell, had a good trip.  Counseled a number and helped on the organization.  

Presented eternal life in priesthood and spoke in SS and bore my testimony... Branda Bass came and we had a 

good talk.  Her husband does not seem to be doing any better.  Gave fireside that night in EC, 27 people in 

attendance.  Gave where to after death and eternal progress.  It went well.  

9/3/1979 Mon.  Closed for Labor Day, spent the morning working on my next scripture series then 

spent the afternoon home with the kids.  I gave lesson for family night.  

9/4/1979 Tues.  Doughnuts, worked in bakery all day on a lot of records etc. went to New Beginning 

with Mom and Sheila at AP YW.  

9/5/1979 Wed.  Doughnuts, a lots of rain as Hurricane David comes our way, at least ½ of our streets 

are flooded out in town.  A lot of paper work, spent time with family.  

9/6/1979 Thur. Doughnuts, sleep, I feel better taking Charley, bakery, sign repair, home with kids as 

Kathy went to Norfolk. 

9/7/1979 Fri.  Doughnuts, cakes, rest, worked on tickets and poster of movie. 

9/8/1979 Sat.  Doughnuts, truck, sign business, rentals, spent some time on tickets. 

9/9/1979 Sun.  Church only SS, held due regional, HT, Tickets gave 55 out to sell.  Studied my scriptures 

series.  

9/10/1979 Mon. doughnuts, scriptures series typed, Matt Parker came in and I bought the rest of office 

equipt. From him.  Went to COA to sell tickets. Saw a number of people on ticket sales, Mom gave the family 

night lesson.  

9/11/1979 Tues.  Doughnuts, money, babysat for Mom til 1pm, then was busy from then on.  

9/12/1979 Wed.  Doughnuts, sales have been off the last 2 days and I am not sure why.  Tickets for 

movie moving slow, had to get sign and deliver, had ice cream put into bakery.  

9/13/1979 Thur.  Doughnuts, movie tickets, scripture series.  

9/14/1979 Fri.  Doughnuts, scriptures, boat, tickets, took Mom out. 

9/15/1979 Sat.  Doughnuts, talk, cakes, payroll, got boat back and took family out for a ride.  

9/16/1979 Sun.  Ride cycle to Norfolk.  Had many meetings, spoke toVB1 ward.  Then on the way back 

cycle broke down outside of South Mills.  Got a ride home then took kids back to pick up cycle.  Spoke at 

fireside on God.  

9/17/1979 Mon.  Doughnuts, man did not show up, spent most of morning on getting ticket info in.  We 

made about 50.00 after cost.  Also did some church work and got caught up there.  Read a little researching 

out mark of the beast Rev 13…..Home evening by Sheila, very good, and we went to bakery for ice cream as a 

treat.  

9/18/1979 Tues.  Doughnuts, I am very tired of doing them myself, got to bakery spent time on records, 

then read and researched my next scripture series. Also spent time on scouts and hope to get that in order.  

Went to scouts and interviews the boys, a big job ahead of me.  



9/19/197 Wed.  Doughnuts, my little secret friend made 

my bed.  Each has someone who is trying to do something each 

day without being detected.  It’s a lot of fun.  I have John, 

worked all day on scout records, and went to Norfolk for H.C.  

9/20/1979 Thur.  Doughnuts, very tired due to little sleep, 

sleep til 10:30 in morning, worked on variety of things. Took 

Mom for a boat ride in evening.  

9/21/1979 Fri.  Doughnuts, worked all day on scouts, 

Sis. Dana White helped and we got a lot done.  Had Creswell 

brethren in for interviews and calls.  

9/22/1979 Sat.  Doughnuts, got a late start, very tired, 

took kids out on the boat and had a good time.    Mark & Mom 

9/23/1979 Sun.  Church, had elders home to eat, spent the test of the day preparing for scripture series.  

Gave it that night, and it went well. 

9/24/1979 Mon.  Doughnuts, Bro. McKenny came and talked, he wants to get his life in order now, 

thanks to the scriptures series.  Also Sis. Dana White called and it has really affected her, she came in later 

and brought some books.  Had family night and found out who was our secrete friend where. 

9/25/1979 Tues.  Doughnuts, worked at bakery on closing out the consumer business, tried out cycles, 

keep a 500 Honda from turners all night, went to scouts to asst.  Bro carpenter, Jergin, Bill Burnett and sis. 

White showed up to assist on the boys advancements. 

9/26/1979 Wed.  Doughnuts, dlvr. Doughnuts to craftsman fair. Spent the rest of morn. And afternoon 

on buying bike.  Had to replace the missionaries at Sis. Mundens, showed film meet the Mormons and talked 

to them on family, very tired.  

9/27/1979 Thur.  Doughnuts, sleep, records. 

9/28/1979 Fri. Doughnuts, set up signs and repaired dome, a number of interviews, finances end of 

month stuff, baby sat.  

9/29/1979 Sat.  Doughnuts, met with two men on selling the sign business, but they do not want it.  

Studied the rest of afternoon and eve. For scripture talk (The power of light). Took wife out to eat. 

9/30/1979 Sun.  Sleep til 6:30am then went to bakery to type my series.  To Priesthood the back to 

series.  The Pres. Lee called me and I assisted in interviews.  Then we made the three Branch’s independent; 

(Manteo, Moyock and Creswell).  That was a great feeling.  Back in 74 when I retired, I felt the Lord wanted 

me to stay here until we could build a Stake and as much as I would like to leave now, I am afraid he still 

wants me to stay.  I then was asked to give the training to the Quorum President.  Which did not put me 

home until 4pm.  Reviewed my series and gave it.  Had a full house and it went over good.  The fabulous 

power of light.  

October 

10/1/1979 Mon. Doughnuts, worked all day on taxes and records for both bakery, enterprise and 

Yoder’s business’s.  Held family night and John gave the lesson on Fire.  



10/2/1979 Tues.  Doughnuts, Went out on the truck.  Spent time working on scout material.  Went to 

scouts and held a number of Boards of Review.  James passed 1st class.  Then he and I went to see the Bishop, 

as we sat down James stated I have been thinking and praying and since my school work is not what it should 

be I feel the Lord would not want me to go to seminary now.  Tears were coming down as he said it.  The 

Bishop said he respected James for his insight and I felt awful proud.  I told the Bishop later, he is my most 

spiritual child. 

10/3/1979 Wed. Doughnuts, A good sleep, some scouting, went with Ron to pick up a sign at Burger Hut 

in Currituck.  Stopped by the Tin Pin on my way home and sold sign for 695.00, that was good.  Took Sheila’s 

shift 4-6 then took James out to get his merit badge for photo, finished at CG base, then home to bed.  

 David thinking something up to do   Kathy and friend Julia Wood Reniger 

10/4/1979 Thur. Doughnuts, money, sleep (David makes a lot of noise), then worked at home, some 

repairing. Took the 2-4 shift, showed one room for rent, and signed name change papers.  

10/5/1979 Fri.  Doughnuts, worked on scouts, submitted names for committee, met and trained Ron 

some on SM.  Took wife out, to bed late.  

10/6/1979 Sat.  Doughnuts, 9am welfare meeting piped in from SL. 12-2 conference on TV.  Blessed 

friend of Ron’s, sleep, 9pm Priesthood meeting from DL, piped in on telephone.  

10/7/1979 Sun.  Went to bakery and worked on scout stuff also read my priesthood lesson, had a good 

meeting, then conference on TV 12-2.  Went home teaching that afternoon and did not get back til late.  Baby 

sat while Mom went to bakery to type some stuff.  

10/8/1979 Mon. Doughnuts, meeting with Frankie Huggins, Dana White and called Bishop. Saw Ron on 

scouting, met Bro Perry and organized the film and social.  Worked on tapes trying to get them organized to 

see what I needed to order to complete them.  Had family night.  

10/9/1979 Tues.  Doughnuts, met with Bro. Linwood McKenny, taught God series.  Worked on tapes rest 

of day.  Got them marked and in files.  Took truck out for Jeff at 6pm.  Then to scouts, things are coming 

along good there.  Got to bed 10:30pm 

10/10/1979 Wed.  Doughnuts, worked at home repairing, finances at bakery, to Norfolk for HC meeting, 

home late, and tired.  

10/11/1979 Thur.  Doughnuts, worked on scout stuff, spent some time home Baby Sitting. 



 

10/12/1979 Fri.  Doughnuts, Scouts, met with Sis. White, 

Ron George, Joe Cannon.  We have 12 boys with 32 awards to 

give out and that’s great.  Met with Joe Cannon and planed part 

of training program.  We will met Monday also.  Met with Freddy 

for a long time trying to explain the importance of our program.  

He’s quite hard headed, but I think he caught the vision.  Sumi 

and Charlie borrowed the cycle for a couple of hours.  

10/13/1979 Sat.  Doughnuts, Priesthood lesson that I have to 

give, studied then worked on all cassette machines and filmstrip 

projectors.  Fixed them all.  Took Kathy out to eat and went to see 

a movie, but movie broke down so home early.  

10/14/1979 Sun.  Priesthood lesson studied, gave, met with 

Fred for about 3 hours on his teachers quorum.  Baby Sat for 

Mom, read the whole ensign during that time.             Kathy and Sheila, all dressed to go! 

10/15/1979 Mon. Doughnut’s, had meeting with Joe Cannon Sis. White, Ron and Bobby Perry on scouts.  

Worked up training schedule for the 23 and 30th.  Mom and Sheila painted John’s room and then John and 

Mom finished it.  The rest of us watch TV.  I am coming down with a bad cold, my throat hurts and my nose is 

stuffed up.  

10/16/1979 Tues. Doughnuts, spent rest of morning at home.  Helped with house work so Mom could go 

shopping.  Sumi took 2 little ones for the day so Mom had a day to herself.  Had court of honor, James got a 

lot of badges and advancement’s? 

10/17/1979 Wed Doughnuts, still sick, I have a real bad headache.  Spent most of the day home resting.  

Had to go and fix stove in bakery in evening.  

10/18/1979 Thur.  Doughnuts, I feel better, still sick but not as much hurting.  Spent some time at bakery 

but cold is now going down into my chest.  Starting to cough.  Baby Sat for Mom, she is quite on edge with 

the kids.  I think she is trying to get too much done and they take time. 

10/19/1979 Fri.  Doughnuts, sweating and coughing.  Had extra doughnuts to do so I went in a little 

early.  Felt bad most of the day.  Stayed 

close to home.  

10/20/1979 Sat.  Doughnut, 

had to go to Creswell to meet with 

Pres. Lee, Pres. Mason and Elder Ladd. 

Also have some family problems there 

and I am trying to help.  Took Mom out 

to eat. 

10/21/1979 Sun.  To Creswell, 

Little Kathy went with me on the 

motorcycle.  Counseled with Mary and 



talked as the spirit directed. Got there at 9:15 and returned around 4pm. Much was accomplished.  

10/22/1979 Mon.  Doughnuts, worked at bakery most of morning repairing signs.  Worked at home in 

afternoon helping Mom. Then took family on boat to have family night picnic.  Had a good time.  

10/23/1979 Tues.  Doughnuts, worked on fixing sign at bakery. Decorated a little and worked on front sign 

all day. Will have it finished tomorrow.  Assisted in giving scout training to all adults, got to bed late.   

10/24/1979 Wed.  Doughnuts, sign finished, worked at bakery then Baby Sat for Mom. 

10/25/1979 Thur.  Doughnuts, buying trip for toys to Norfolk.  Back to B&C for food show and then on to 

priesthood meeting.  John went up for toys and James for the rest. 

10/26/1979 Fri. Doughnuts, worked all day on records and finances on all business.  Put prices on toys 

and got them on display.  Baby sat while Kathy went to pack meeting.  

10/27/1979 Sat.  Doughnuts, made extra for ECSU home coming.  Helped at bakery on sales, wife and I 

went to Yings to eat and then to stake house for Dr. Osborn lecture which was very good.  

10/28/1979 Sun.  Up at 5:30am (feels good to sleep in.) To bakery to get tithes and church stuff.  Church, 

Gave fireside lecture to Stake YA. (Power of light) 

10/29/1979 Mon. doughnuts, Norma got mad and walked out so I had to take her shift.  Family night, we 

discussed the 2nd coming. 

10/30/1979 Tues.  Doughnuts, early met with Bishop 6am, he ask me to ramrod the float for the xmas. 

Parade.  I said I would, scout training.  

10/31/1979 Wed.  Doughnuts, I am taking care of the front now with Norma working the back.  It’s hard 

on me and I am tired at the end of the day, but my money has been messed up and our sales off and Norm’s 

not working as hard as I want her to.  I am also cutting 1 hr. of her time, giving her ½ hour for lunch and 

sending her home at 3:30pm.  

We took a trip to Pa. And these are the pictures from them.  

 

                This is Welcome House where I stayed from 15yr to 19, my high school days.  



 

Mom was born in this house on Cherry Lane in Souderton,                                            this is 50 walnut St.. 

                              in Sellersville Pa. where she lived til she got married to me.  

November 

11/1/1979 Thur. Doughnuts, Norma quite so I haired a friend of Josephine and will start to train her 

tomorrow.  Spent most of day working at bakery.  

11/2/1979 Fri.  Worked at bakery all day.  Had girl come in 8-10 am with Josephine.  I will probably use 

her til next year.  Film is in. 

11/3/1979 Sat.  Doughnuts, talked to Sheila on what she needs to do as far as work is concern.  Worked 

at bakery most of the day. Rearranged toys, spent time home so Mom could get some rest.  Went to church 

pot luck dinner and movie. (The little people) 

11/4/1979 Sun. to Creswell, drove my cycle, very cold but I was dressed for it.  Counselled Pres. Little 

and organized the open house on the 18th Nov.  Back to home, spent the evening discussing the W.O. W by 

West and getting everyone interested in it.  

11/5/1979 Mon.  Doughnuts, (1:30am went in), had a lot of extra orders, new girl was in and sue showed 

her how to make cookies and glaze.  I then spent some time training her. Bagged cookies and did sign 

business billing.  Had family night and we practiced for our program on the 18th. . 

11/6/1979 Tues.  Doughnuts, Kathy went in with me since no school.  Had explorer training with Joe 

Cannon and part of our committee. 

11/7/1979 Wed.  Doughnuts, worked at bakery all day.  Very tired at night. Did Cin. Buns. 

10/8/1979 Thur.  Doughnuts, worked a bakery, Decorated since Sheila has hurt finger.  Finances then to 

Norfolk for HC trip.  

11/9/1979 Fri.  Did Doughnuts 12:30am after returning from Norfolk, very tired, worked all day at 

bakery.  Did Decorating for Fri and Sat. Made cakes and icing and glaze. 

11/10/1979 Sat.  Doughnuts, did some decorating, took truck out and took kids to supper sat. At Norfolk. 



11/11/1979 Sun. Completed going thru project temple book.  Did priesthood lesson then went to 

church. Had a good priesthood class, took a challenge to testify of Joseph Smith as a prophet.  Got the film 

strips for project temple, met with our 2000 group, we have about 1,000.00 raised so far.  Went home 

teaching and got Betty Balance and Mr. Balance (Hazels Husband) 

11/12/1979 Mon.  Doughnuts early 1am.  Did money both for bakery and real estate rental.  Did cakes 

(made and baked), bore my testimony of Joseph Smith to Sandy Hooker and gave him a BOM.  Also arranged 

to get her little girl to primary.  Held family night. 

11/13/1979 Tues.  Doughnuts, made cakes, icing, glaze.  Got very tired.  Had a scout committee meeting. 

11/14/1979 Wed.  Doughnuts, decorated cakes, cleaned front floor. Went with Ron to pick up a sign at 

Beach.  

11/15/1979 Thur.  Doughnuts, decorated, cleanup. Taught Sandy, ask golden questing to Unjax salesman.  

HT meeting in Norfolk. 

11/16/1979 Fri.  Doughnuts, Dec. wedding cake.  Church work, gave J.S. statement to girl who came to 

sell me advertisement on WGAI that is 4 out of 5 I am committed to. Took Wife to steak house for dinner.  

11/17/1979 Sat. Doughnuts, Did cakes, icing and clean pans.  Defrosted and cleaned freezer, did 

finances.  

11/18/1979 Sun.  Spent day at Creswell with my family. The teens and Mom and I spoke at Sac.  We then 

visited little’s nursey and then attended their open house in Plymouth at which our family put on a FHE 

demo.  Had a good time and got home about 6pm.  

11/19/1979 Mon.  Doughnuts, decorated cakes, made icing and decorated thanksgiving cupcakes.  

Testified to Chris about J.S.  That is 5.  She is going to read the BOM.  Had a good family night by Sheila on 

Christ.  

11/20/1979 Tues.  Doughnuts, decorated, glaze, choc, supplies came in.  Cleaned glaze machine.  Took 

over the Pepsi box.  Spent night at home with family. 

11/21/1979 Wed.  Doughnuts, bakery, scout committee meeting. 

11/22/1979 Thur.  Trees came and we unloaded, played a couple of games of risk.  Had Rodney Humphrey 

and missionaries in for thanksgiving dinner.  

11/23/1979 Fri. Doughnuts, took kids in boat and had a good time.  Spent time home raking and 

mowing lawn.  

11/24/1979 Sat.  Doughnuts, took the kids out in the boat again. We had a good time.  Also did a 25 lb. 

wedding cake in the morning.  Took wife to the tidewater dinner theater.  Mel Meekin’s invited us and paid 

for us.  It cost 30.00 a couple.  He was in the play and enjoyed having us there.  We enjoyed the evening. 

11/25/1979 Sun.  Church, had a good priesthood class.  Had Danny Hilbert and Sis Kaughman over for 

lunch.  Home taught and taught organization series to Susan and Kent Goodwin.  Interviewed my kids.  

11/26/1979 Mon.  Doughnuts, decorated, worked on xmas trees most of day.  Family night (Jeff had it).  

11/27/1979 Tues.   Doughnuts, bakery, bought chain saw. 



11/28/1979 Wed.   Doughnuts, David quite sick, had cycled oiled and greased.  Worked at bakery rest of 

day. Sold 8 trees. 

11/29/1979 Thur.  Doughnuts, worked on trees most of day. To priesthood and HC meeting in Norfolk. 

11/30/1979 Fri. Doughnuts, end of month financial records, a little time with trees 

December 

David and Kathy 

 

12/1/1979 Sat.  Doughnuts, trees, had Christmas 

parade and had a lot of Business during the day, needed 

two people on the counter and lot.  Sold 17 trees.  I hope 

that Picks up. 

12/2/1979 Sun.  Went to Creswell and counselled 

Branch Pres.  Stayed til early afternoon.  Played kids a 

couple games of fish.  Got a lot of sleep during the day 

and that helped my cold a lot. 

12/3/1979 Mon.  Doughnuts, cakes, cookies, tree. 

Family night which we taped for Frank.  

12/4/1979 Tues.  Doughnuts, John and I had a disagreement.  I insisted he goes to seminary.  Worked at 

bakery all morning.  Chris sick also Sandy did not show up til noon. (She rented shop within the front of our 

bakery that we rented to her, our old pizza room) I ran her shop for her.  Worked on trees at night then had 

another talk with John which worked out ok. 

12/5/1979 Wed.  Doughnuts, worked at bakery, home, 8 trees sold 

12/6/1979 Thur.  Doughnuts, trees, bakery work.  Helped Mom some. 

12/7/1979 Fri.  Doughnuts, trees Helped Mom some, trees (34). 

12/8/1979 Sat.  Doughnuts, trees 42, took Mom out to see star tract. 

12/9/1979 Sun.  Had good lesson at priesthood.  I read over lesson and looked up scriptures and it took 

45 minutes just to do that.  After Sunday school took family home then we eat and went up to VB2 to attend 

sac.  I spoke the after getting home at 6:30pm I took James home teaching. 

12/10/1979 Mon.  Doughnuts, dc. Cakes, money and set trees up. Sold trees til 9pm. 

12/11/1979 Tues.  Doughnuts, Dec. cakes, money and trees til 9pm. 

12/12/1979 Wed.  Doughnuts, money and trees.  

12/13/1979 Thur.  Doughnuts, trees, HC meeting in Norfolk, home by 11pm. 

12/14/1979 Fri. doughnuts, worked on replacing glass in cases. Trees, practiced Christmas program.  I 

am King Herod, have chest pains, I am going to fast with too little sleep.  



(Franks mission office phone 2612 he is 1 hr. behind.) 

12/23/1979 Sun Priesthood, went to class with David.  Had pageant practice.  Then at 5pm dressed for 

pageant.  Had pageant then home to bed.  Frank Called at 1:15am and we talked about 45 minutes at 1:50am 

12/24/1979 Mon.  Doughnuts, spent time on finances and bills.  Got Mom her present. 

12/25/1979 Tues.  Christmas, Kids got a lot of toys, and seem to enjoy themselves.  Spent day with them.  

The Elders and Sumi and Charlie came to dinner.   

David at christmas, he is holding up Mom for more gifts 

12/26/1979  Wed.  Doughnuts, I counseled Dana White most of the day, also did plumbing at bakery and 

home. Then repaired chain saw. 

12/27/1979 Thur.  Doughnuts worked all day on records. 

12/28/1979 Fri. Doughnuts, records taxes, took Kathy out to eat. 

12/29/1979 Sat.  Doughnuts, taxes, took Mom to Movies.  

12/30/1979 Sun.   Priesthood, ss. Sac. Met with welfare group, plan to sell maz. And candy, sleep in the 

afternoon.  

12/31/1979 Mon. Doughnuts, records.  

 

     Other general info during this time:  

Ahoskie: We would take our full time missionaries over for a fireside and build them up. 

This we worked on when Pres. Hick and then Pres. Lee were stake presidents.  Our goal was 

to develop a branch and then be part of E.C. stake. They were activating and baptizing a 

number and we felt we were ready for them to be a branch.  Franklin which was closer was 



having a lot of problems and the stake finally decided to put Ahoskie in with them to 

strengthen them.  We were sad but that is what the Lord needed at that time.  I have in my 

files the details that really outlines in-depth what happen.  

Also as HT I required a lot from the units I visited and will give an example below:  

(One thing I noticed, a lot of mistakes, we did not have computers in those days and had to type on old fashion 

typewriter.  Did not have any function to erase so just put line thru) 

 

One of the business’s Ron George and I started 



1980 

January 

Prior to doing my journal, I need to update some items as to what was going on during this time.  I was 

now on the High Counsel of the stake.  Two other powerful leaders were on it with me from Elizabeth city.  

Bishop Evans and Adrian Hughes who was the Sr. H.C. member.  Many of our trips to stake in Norfolk and 

visiting units we would hold meeting on the way to plan out the work for the South East North Carolina area of 

the church.  We were set on trying to build an Elizabeth Stake and moving the work forward. We were also 

working on building a second Ward in E.C... We had developed the following areas with branches:  

Creswell Branch with Pres Charles R. Little;  

Edenton Branch with Pres. Vernon M. Fueston 

Elizabeth City Ward with Bishop William D. Medlin 

Manteo Branch with Pres. Ira D. spencer Jr.  

Moyock Branch with Pres. Hilton T. Mason 

We also were looking at building chapel in Manteo and extending our chapel in E.C. I have records of the many 

areas we were moving in my files. This with Church HQ., land owners of property, and firms to assist.  



Following are some examples of meetings.  

Samples of records in file.  

 

1/1/1980 Tues. Closed bakery, did finances in morn. Had three games of risk, won 2 lost one had a mess 

of kids in the afternoon and they enjoyed themselves.  

1/2/1980 Wed.  Doughnuts, paper work, handled shift 10-2pm. 

1/3/1980 Thur.  Doughnuts, didn’t feel too good, played risk with the Elders at the bakery.  Spent the 

rest of the night home with family  

1/4/1980 Fri. Doughnuts, took David to Hardies.  

1/5/1980 Sat. Doughnuts, records, stayed home, it snowed.  

1/6/1980 Sun.  No Church, we held own services at home and had all kids give talks.  Missionaries 

taught 2 teens in our home and I sat in and gave my 2 cents.  I talked at baptism, Claudia and Needham boys.  

1/7/1980 Mon.  Doughnuts, could not rest, worked straight thru til about 2:30pm which gave me a 

headache for the night and thru til the next day due to lack of sleep.  Had family night. 

1/8/1980 Tues.  Doughnuts, cleaned glaze bowls and rack.  Sleep in Afternoon. 

1/9/1980 Wed.  Doughnuts, worked on orders for Books, worked James shift 3:30-6pm.  Worked on 

Sandys finances.  She showed a loss last year. I counseled her on spending money on advertisement and gave 

her 50.00 off her rent and no charge to use sign.  That’s 110.00 more she will not have to spend. (She had the 

little shop in our shop.) 



1/10/1980 Thur. Doughnuts, Elders came and we played risk. Ron and I bought them Pizzas for lunch, 

poor sales. 

1/11/1980 Fri.  Doughnuts, worked all day, poor sales.  

1/12/1980 Sat.  Doughnuts, Baby sat for Mom while she took cubs to base.  Then went to Stake Adult 

meeting with Mom and Sheila.  Stopped to eat at Yings.  

1/13/1980 Sun. Went to Stake Conference, the home teaching. 

1/14/1980 Mon.  Doughnuts, worked til 2, listed taxes, fixed part of bakery pluming, home evening. 

1/15/1980 Tues. Doughnuts, tried to sleep in afternoon but could not then to HC court in Norfolk. Home 

at midnight. 

1/16/1980 Wed.  Did doughnuts right after I got home, 

did James filling due to his cut hand, then home to bed. Could 

only sleep a few hour but very tired.  

1/17/1980 Thur.  Doughnuts, caught up on some sleep. 

Worked on temple class. 

1/18/1980 Fri. Doughnuts, taught Sandy about 2 

hours.  Gave her the temple class lesson.  Told kids I wanted 

the TV shut off since it’s not good for our family, had some 

problem with John and Mom.  

  We had station wagons most of the time. 

1/19/1980 Sat.  Doughnuts, worked at bakery a good part of day.  Spent the evening at home.  Mom and 

I had a good talk that went well.  

1/20/1980 Sun.  Church, Taught 1st class on project temple.  It went well 

1/21/1980 Mon. Doughnuts, did all the baking and had a sister to counsel. Did not get home til 3:30pm 

and then had family night. Really tired.  

1/22/1980 Tues. Doughnuts, took bakery til 2:30pm.  Contacted Pres. Lee and arranged for a meeting thru. 

early.  He asked me to be his asst. to represent him on some areas of follow thru.  That will be great. I will be 

able to keep track of E.C. stake better, also told him I had talked to Bishop Medlin and Bishop Evans and they 

think we are ready for Stakehood, he felt that might be closer then he realize due to the church changing 

policy.  

1/23/1980 Wed.  Doughnuts, worked at bakery til 1pm, had a headache due to not enough sleep.  Sleep 

some in afternoon.  Went to Sumi’s to eat and talk gospel.  We answered many questions. Mom and I.  

1/24/1980 Thur.  Doughnuts, sleep in the morning, had two investigators over for risk and gospel talk.  

Went to Norfolk for meeting with Pres Lee and H.C. covered building groups and other areas of responsibility.  

1/25/1980 Fri. Doughnuts, very tired, had to do work on rentals and then had to interview with Bishop 

Medlin, then baby sat kids so Mom cold go to Norfolk, also baked bread.  



1/26/1980 Sat.  Doughnuts, helped Mom with makeup, Took shift til 2pm.  Did decorating etc.  God 

sales. Ran out of doughnuts early, spent time home with kids and wife in front of fire.  Read some stories to 

them.  

1/27/1980 Sun.  Was going to Creswell but did not feel good about it so I decided not to go, and felt 

good about that. Then went to church and it was hailing and would have been bad to drive my cycle to 

Creswell, it was good to feel the spirit working.  Sat in on Bob Hutchins class which was all right.  Took Wife 

out to Sis. Broyles, she took her a cake and gift for her birthday. (That’s some good wife I have.) Then we went 

home teaching to Betty Balance then home.  I taught the 6am temple class which was well attended.  

1/28/1980 Mon.  Doughnuts, did all the baking, Chris had to leave at 8:30am and Sandy did not show up 

so I had a long shift.  Had Family night and set goals for the family and bakery. 

1/29/1980 Tues.  Doughnuts, shift, repaired sign, closed out sign and Yoder enterprises for month.  

1/30/1980 Wed.  Doughnuts, I have a cold or flu, to Norfolk with Ron on eval. Super Lows stores.  

1/31/1980 Thur.  Doughnuts, snow, I’m still sick, kids stayed home, Norfolk HC meeting canceled. 

February 

2/1/1980 Fri.  Doughnuts, sick most of day, sales good 252.00. 

2/3/1980 Sat.  Doughnuts, sick sales good 282.00. 

2/3/1980 Sun.  Missed priesthood, sac. Ss. But went to fireside. 

2/4/1980 Mon.  Doughnut, sick, John helped, Chris did not come in and I had to take shift, Mom, David, 

Mark and Sheila all sick too. 

4/5/1980 Tues.  Sick but felt better most of the day.  Doughnuts, John helped again.  Mom in bad shape.  

I helped get house in order in evening and then put most of the sick ones to bed.  Prior to eight I helped Ron 

repair and place a couple of signs and being outside made my cold worse.  I should not have gone, my cough 

hurts my head.  

4/6/1980 Wed.  Doughnuts, still sick, it snowed today, started at morn and went til 2:30am the next day.  

Had 22 inches, that’s a record for E.C. and I closed about 6pm and all E.C. closed shortly after. 



 The big snow. We had more than anyone in the country. Did not last long but was fun 

     A good picture of our house 

2/7/1980 Thur.  Everything closed down.  I worked on my car and truck free and took a run-down town 

about mid-morning.  Everything was closed and snowed under.  Came back home and helped the kids shovel 

the neighbors and Mom Waldorf and one of her friends out.  Also help build a big snow cave that held 4 of us 

at once.  David and Mike real sick.  

2/8/1980 Fri. Doughnuts, spent time with David, he is real bad.  Gave him a blessing last night but his 

cough is still bad.  Good sales for the weather.  

2/9/1980 Sat. Doughnuts, I twisted my back, sales ok and we had a wet cold drizzle.  Played risk with 

some of the friends of James at bakery.  Took Mom out to eat also visited all of family.  I Home taught to see 

how they were weathering with the snow and cold.  

2/10/1980 Sun.  Snowed 2-3 inches, church was canceled.  We had our own little service.  Bishop 

stopped in and talked to me about Sis. Grill.  I went and called her to serve a full time mission til a relief gets 

in.  She is excited.  Then I called mission and stake presidencies to work out the details. Called Pres. Little to 

check on progress there.  

2/11/1980 Mon.  Doughnuts, Chris came in and baked, use wrong sugar in icing and had to throw a whole 

batch away.  I got my Edenton presentation done with Sandy typing for me.  Family Night. 

2/12/1980 Tues.  Doughnuts, Sophie came in to learn shift. 

2/20/1980 Wed. Doughnuts, Sophie is doing well and I am more rested.  But still putting in 12 hour days.  

Frankie Huggins and I went and taught Sue Balance and we had a good meeting.  I also ask the golden 

questions to a black girl with a baby that was trying to rent one of my units.  Her name is Martha, she said she 

would like to know more.  The Edenton proposal for a branch is submitted and I hope to hear something Thur. 

Also I Recommended, interviewed and called and set apart Sis. Grill by direction of the Stake and Mission Pres. 

To a full time mission.  Trying to keep from closing down Creswell when one sister had to be sent home.  Sun. I 

spoke at Creswell and gave the temple class and missionary fireside that night, Tonight we have a committee 

scout meeting.  I also borrowed 3,750.00 to buy 10 more signs.  They are due in next Tues.  Wrote a letter to 

Frank on his mission.  



2/21/1980 Thur.  Doughnuts, still having trouble, feels it’s the dough so will shift Fri. back to our old 

dough.  Had a lot of enterprise Books and things come in.  Went to Stake leadership with Kathy and others.  

Had a good meeting, Kathy go her temple recommend done.  Did not get to bed til 12:30am. 

2/22/1980 Fri.  Doughnuts, Turned out great, it was the dough. Had an old black minister come in to 

buy a book. We talked for a long time and he is excited about some of the teachings and wants me to come 

and preach at his church.  Got a call from Sumi and she is having problems again.  

2/23/1980 Sat.  Doughnuts, worked on files for cassettes and films, went to see Russell Hall in Hosp.  

Went to scout dinner with Claudia and Steve. 

2/24/1980 Sun.  Up at 4am, worked on film stripes and other items.  Went to Manteo with Adrian and 

Bishop Evans on land.  Had a good temple class which I taught and had a good missionary meeting with Mike 

and Grachin (Investigators), Kathy stayed with me.  I look forward to the time we can go on a mission 

together.  

2/25/1980 Mon. Doughnuts, Sophia doing very well.  I am trying to get a lot done.  Spent from4am to 

4:30pm on mostly church work.  Also helped Sophia bake til about 1pm... Had a black minister come in and we 

started to talk.  I the scripture Gen. 1:26 about God and he really enjoyed that.  We arranged to meet Thur. 

and he wants to know who will be saved and where Heaven and Hell is.  He feels the Lord brought him to me 

and I am ordained to help him and others.  That is the second minister in one week that the Lord has brought 

to me.  I think there might be a message there.  I only hope I am up to it.  I have felt for some time I would be 

instrument in converting a large number of blacks.  Now I know.  

2/26/1980 Tues.  Worked hard all day, finished listing my cassette tapes.  Sign came in and put trailer 

together, counted letters and drilled 6 panels.  Dead tired when I got home, Took Mom out for a few minutes.  

2/27/1980 Wed. Typed cassette list up and film strips.  Cleaned a lot of my storage area up.  Ha welder 

come in and fix door, glaze machine and sick.  B&C came in and sent back old flour, Mrs. Smith Pie man came 

in and gave us samples of some pies.  Very good, got a lot of book store material in also.  

2/28/1980 Thur. Worked at bakery then went to Norfolk for HC.  They approved Edenton and I got the job 

of filling out the forms to send into church HQ.  That’s great.  

2/29/1980 Fri.  Worked on signs a lot of the day and paperwork.  Also meet with Bro Scott the one Black 

minister.  Took wife out to movies at night.  

March 

3/1/1980 Sat. Doughnuts, closed out bakery for month.  Played with the boy’s monopoly.  It snowed 

about 6 inches, bakery sales very good and had gospel talk with another black man. 

3/2/1980 Sun.  Church canceled due to snow about 25 inches, that’s a lot of snow.  We had church at 

home and lot of good and long talks by the kids.  Spent time with family. 

3/3/1980 Mon. Still snowed in, could not get to bakery.  Got stuck on riverside.  Even tried Honda but 

could not stay up due to ice.  Shoveled walks for neighbors and George’s came over in the afternoon and 

played risk.  About 4pm I got to town and hired a man with tractor to clear off our lot.  

3/4/1980 Tues.  John and I did doughnuts, Sheila and James ran bakery. I played with kid’s monopoly 

and risk then went to Doug Wringer and helped him learn risk.  Kathy won.  



3/5/1980 Wed.  Sophia got in for doughnuts.  I worked on finances etc.  Have to come in with her 

tomorrow.  The doughnuts need some improvement.  Took Kathy and taught Sue about Joseph Smith and the 

Book of Mormon.  She is doing well.  

3/6/1980 Thur.  Worked with Sophia on doughnuts then did a lot of paper work... Baby Sat for Mom 

while she went to the dentist.  Met with Ron, and put Bro. Scott to work.  Took Elders to Sue’s to give a lesson 

on BOM and review.  She canceled due to job interview.  I had two women, a mother and daughter come in 

and ask Sheila who was God.  She sent them in to see me.  I spent 1 hour teaching them from the bible, but 

they were Jehovah Witness and would not accept the truth, really closed minded.  They were black.  Tried the 

TV out with the new amplifier but it did not work good enough to sell.  

3/7/1980 Fri. Helped Sophia with doughnuts, then baked, Sophia added egg whites to Quill and ruined 

a whole batch of cake batter, so I had to start over.  Bro. Scott worked from 6:30 to 11am.  Took Elders to see 

sue and set up meeting for 10am Sat.  Took Mike to priesthood review in Norfolk.  Very good and a good meal. 

3/8/1980 Sat.  Helped Sophia with doughnuts then home to rest a little. Picked up old station wagon, 

picked up Elders to teach Sue.  Took Wife to movies and saw the Black Hole, good movie.  

3/9/1980 Sun.  Up at 4am, went to Manteo and met and spoke. Had a good meeting and came back to 

eat and then went to baptism by the Creswell Sisters.  It was Sis Grills 1st one, (2) and she was excited.  It was 

Nellie Griffin and her daughter Sue.  Then taught the temple class.  

3/10/1980 Mon.  Up at 4 and worked on forms for T. shirts and sign business. Had a number of spiritual 

encounters. A fellow came in to use the phone named Narron and I set up a meeting tomorrow to teach, also 

set up meeting with about 4 more throughout the day plus had a good talk with the Bishop and Pres. Lee.  

Also got a lot of items on my lists done.  Had family night and then a good interview with most of my kids.  

3/11/1980 Tues.  Did a lot of book work on church subjects.  Met with Adrian and covered area.  Had two 

teaching appointments.  Only one showed and it was good. (Rodney Williams) Frankie Huggins sat in and I 

gave him some training on material to cover.  Picked up a sign and moved another.  Sent Mom to R.S. and 

baby sat.  

3/12/1980 Wed.  Did money, paper work, baked and decorated.  Taught Bro and Sis. Scott.  Spent time 

with family and listen to tape, life after death. 

3/13/1980 Thur.  Went to Norfolk for HC, Edenton sent in to H.Q. YAAA, meeting will be cut back.  Got 

back late.  

3/14/1980 Fri.  Records, worked on file for investigators.  Taught Jehovah Witness. (2) Taught Bro. and 

Sister Scott with the Elders. Ron sold one sign.  He has been on the road this week and is doing fine.  Got mini 

tramp set up, hope that helps in our exercise program.  Took wife out to bakery to review our goals.  

3/15/1980 Sat.  Worked on church work, bills, sign business and contacted some business on tee shirts.  

Took Kathy out to eat.  

3/16/1980 Sun.  Up at 4am, prepared for meeting with HC at 8am plus a meeting with Pres. Lee at 

10:30am.  That went well, be got approved to offer under 100,000.00 for 2.4 a. in Manteo for land and Pres 

Lee will discuss with counselors the E.C. extension.  HT in afternoon and taught temple class at night.   

3/17/1980 Mon. Did minutes of Sunday meeting and had Sandy type up.  Worked on scripture lecture on 

God, Family night held.  



3/18/1980 Tues.  Sophia had bad back so I did her doughnuts or at least finished them. Then I decorated 

cakes and misc. paper work.  Taught a discussion to a minister, Calvin Whelbee and he thinks I should set up a 

class and teach some ministers.  He would help me set it up.  I taught Marg and Davis and then went out and 

laced a sign and picked up another and took to Moyock to replace with another then rushed home to go out 

with the Elders and teach John Twine, then home to bed.  

3/19/1980 Wed. Doughnuts, cakes, icing, glaze, supplies, church work and bills.  Had scout committee 

meeting with new Scout Ex.  As guest, then went to bakery and did money and put sign on trailer while Mom 

did Breads.  

3/20/1980 Thur.  Doughnuts, bills, taught Davie Scott the home to bed early. 

3/21/1980 Fri.  Doughnuts, got sign loaded up, met with Bro. Hughes, iced some cakes, business with 

Ron, home to rest, Doughnuts 7-10.  

3/22/1980 Sat.  Departed for temple 1am from Adrian Hughes, met the bus at stake center and arrived 

at temple around 6am, went thru 3 sessions and then eat and returned home around 8pm, then to bakery to 

catch up on bills etc. A very good day.  

3/23/1980 Sun.  Went to Primary with Davis, then to Sac. home to eat and we had 4 Elders to eat with 

us.  Had a good tasting ham, then went home teaching with Freddy George, finished just in time to teach 

temple class the home to bed. 

3/24/1980 Mon. Doughnuts, shift, rested in afternoon.  Family night.  I gave lesson on Dead Sea Scrolls. 

3/25/1980 Tues. Doughnuts, helped James, Helped Ron put sign on trailer. (Had aching around my heart 

from early morning.) Sandy came in and I then went to fix a sign, got little Kathy’s watch fixed, pick u 10 

papers on Sheila (3.00) then home and helped move saw up wood.  I used the chain saw.  Then to bed for rest.  

Then to bakery and worked on bank statement, our thermometers came in and Ron got back from Ahoskie.  I 

then went out with the Elders to teach John Twine.  

3/26/1980 Wed.  Doughnuts, cakes, finances, payroll, sign business, closed out Yoders Enterprises for the 

month.  Pickup trailer and loaded and delivered sign to the Cruz In, then put 2nd sign on, worked at bakery til 

5:30pm. 

3/27/1980 Thur.  Doughnuts, met John Deal, Joe Forbes, selling stuff for us.  Took a lot of time getting 

Scout charter in order.  Rested then out to sell.  To Norfolk in Eve. For HC meetings and court then home at 

1am.  

3/28/1980 Fri.  Started doughnuts without going to bed.  Did a couple of cakes then home at 5:30am.  

Showered and to bed rested about 4 hours and up and worked on sign business.  Took Mom out to eat.  

3/29/1980 Sat. doughnuts, icing, glaze and rested, the worked at bakery (sign billing and redoing our board 

status) home with kids a little then back to close out bakery and pay income tax.  

3/30/1980 Sun.  Studied temple lesson, prepared for HC meeting at 8am, held it then went with David to 

primary, sat in back of chapel with him in front with his class then walked to his class room and told him I 

would be in the hall then walked to his next class and finally walked to the last class with him but stayed in the 

hall each time.  He is doing well.  Then I spoke in Sac. Meeting.  After the Bishop ask to see me and ask what I 

thought about the funeral arrangments for Joe Kuchins baby.  Then home to rest and up for the temple class.  

Then home and covered carnival for funds then to bed.  



3/31/1980 Mon.  Rested fitfully, got up at 2 and went in to do doughnuts the home and rested for a 

couple of hours then back to the bakery to do the end of the month bills.  Night family night, Mike has his 12th 

birthday and I had a lesson priesthood. 

April 

4/1/1980 Tues.  Doughnuts, worked on food business, made up forms to use.  Sleep, cleaned files at 

baker out, baby sat in evening while Mom went to Relief Society.  Sales good.  

4/2/1980 Wed.  Doughnuts, cakes, helped John with stereo set.  Worked at bakery on paper work, 

turned rental over to Mom and got her food business info.  Worked on tee shirt business and collected Great 

Escape money. To bed early, not feeling good, my head has hurt for about a week.  Like pressure and has the 

effect of a slight headache.  

4/3/1980 Thur.  Doughnuts, sign business had to go to Currituck and do a lot of things.  Worked at 

Bakery.  

4/4/1980 Fri.  Doughnuts, HC meeting, icing, Took Wife out to lunch at Chinese place.  Put sign at Vicki 

Villa, had a lot of kids in from a game time.  

4/5/1980 Sat. doughnuts, Dec. a wedding cake, worked around house, fixed front door and replaced batt. 

In Chrysler out of Betsy, repaired Kitchen ceiling, worked on boat a little while, cleaning house and garage.  

Went to Priest hood 9-11am.  

4/6/1980 Sun.  Study lesson for temple class.  Had the Easter 

baskets.  Studied the American Encyclopedia on the bible.  Then to 

church, had Easter service and Mike was made a deacon and I did it.  

Had a beautiful ham dinner on this our 23 anniversary.  Then went to 

the temple class which was on tithing.  Had a good discussion.  

4/7/1980 Mon. Doughnuts, sales way off, I got a tiller and did 

the garden.  The kids helped.  Mom is quite sick but she is still 

working.  Had family night.  I am very sore from the teller.  It took a 

whole lot of man handling.  

4/8/1980 Tues. Doughnuts, dlvr. for Mom. Picked up sign from 

Vicky Villa, home and made breakfast, cleaned house and tried to 

keep Mom in bed, rested. Met with Ron on business, trying to decide 

what needed to be done next.  Spent time studying the history of the 

Bible.  Had a good day at the bakery. 

4/9/1980 Wed. Doughnuts, cleaned all pots and made glaze 

prior to 7am.  Took kids to school since it was raining.  Rested 10 

minutes then exercised and showered and then back to the bakery. 

Cleanup the back all day, really tire from that.  Took Mom out for a few minutes.    Mark in front of pecan tree 

4/10/1980 Thur. doughnuts, cleaned doughnut machine and slicer.  Helped Ron with signs, home to rest 

the back to bakery, records, supplies, running around on sign business, sold my 1st order of t. shirts 108 to 

Spinning Wheels, also did paper work on sign business.  



4/11/1980 Fri.  Doughnuts, cakes, cupcakes, sign business, T. shirt business, we have sold approx. 1700 

T shirts and our profit is 800.00 so far.  Not bad for a month.  Took a nap in afternoon, watch a little TV then to 

bed.  

4/12/1980 Sat.  Doughnuts, cakes, helped Ron with sign, then home to rest til 10:30 the up and down to 

bakery.  Dec. more cakes then cleaned back storeroom all day.  Really tired.  

4/13/1980 Sun.  Church, then to Norfolk for H.C. meeting and on E.C. extensions.  Home after 8 pm. 

4/14/1980 Mon.  Very sick, had to have John come in and finish doughnuts.  Stomach in knots.  

4/15/1980 Tues.  Still sick, stayed home most of day.  Mom and John did doughnuts. 

4/16/1980 Wed.  John did doughnuts, I feel a bit better, did some paper work and decorated at bakery.  

Contacted Bishop Dills on our Ext. and he will do the work.  Worked at bakery, did icing and talked to Ron.  

Hired Sis. White to be my sec. 

4/17/1980 Thur. Doughnuts at 1pm, home to pillow talk with wife, discussed fund raising and what we 

could do.  (Fish fry and car wash and bake sale.) Had a meeting with Ron on finances, trained Dana White on 

Sec. Job and candy too.  Called Fred Ring on bakery sales, wrote letter to his brother and deposited sign 

money plus a lot of other misc. items.  

4/18/1980 Fri.  Doughnuts, cakes, decorated 2 wedding and 8 others, repaired mixer, help Ron put sign 

on trailer, called Va. Beach on flashing signs, Called Va. Dept. of Rev. on tax sales.  Had meeting with Zone 

Leader Elder Ray and went to see Ed on motor Bearing on Sign.  Met with Ron after h got back from Norfolk.  

Got home y 8pm.  

4/19/1980 Sat.  Doughnuts, sleep 2 hour, did paper work, fixed and moved 2 signs, took Mom out to 

movies.  

4/20/1980 Sun.  Church, had family counsel and worked out new work sked.  H.T. in afternoon, had good 

meeting with Kent Godwin.  He has an intellectual testimony now must have a spiritual one.  Took Kathy to 

H.T. sis. Elizabeth Hurdle then home to bed.  

4/21/1980 Mon.  Sophia is back and did doughnuts, I helped pick and then repaired mixer and did money.  

Its taking a lot of money to cover our bills this past months, prices are just too high.  Spent time with Ron 

checking prices on building signs.  Had family night, we cleaned up the yard and moved all the wood. 

4/22/1980 Tues.  Doughnuts with Sophia, money, worked on Dead Sea Scrolls lecture.  Met with Ron and 

road inspectors.  Took truck out and got back about 7:30pm, have a Mr. Forbes who wants to buy route. 

4/23/1980 Wed.  Doughnuts, money, lecture, worked on bathroom taking out old flooring and putting 

new one in.  John helping started Tues.  Had meeting with H.C., Bishop Medlin, Bishop Dills and Pres. Lee.  We 

discussed building Ext. and Edenton being approved.  

4/24/1980 Thur.  Doughnuts, worked on bathroom, met with Bud Fuston, called Pres. Lee.  Took truck out 

and met with Roberson for interview. 

4/25/1980 Fri. Doughnuts, cakes, icing, choc, broken mixer, had to repair.  Had interview with White 

family in Edenton and the Bass family, then the Roberson family in Herford and finally home.  Was told sister 

Hartley in Manteo was in the Hospital and ask me to come and administer to her.  But by the time I got there 

she had gone.  Home to sleep for a little while til 12:30am and then off to the temple. 



4/26/1980 Sat.  Rode bus to temple, got two endowments done and was proxy for Sis. Grills Husband.  

That was a special blessing.  Got home about 8pm, did money and deposit. 

4/27/1980 Sun.  To Creswell on my cycle, spoke, had a spiritual experience, was going to speak on the 

Dead Sea scrolls but was impressed to give a talk on not rebelling against God.  It was directed at our good RS 

president for what reason I know not.  But I knew our Lord wanted it given.  After I had a number of interviews 

which took the SS and Priesthood time plus the home and eat and rested then to the temple class and after 

gave a fireside on the Dead Sea Scrolls. 

4/28/1980 Mon. got up at 2:30am and worked hard all day long.  Family home evening in the evening. 

4/30/1980 Tues.  Had to do doughnuts since Sophia sick.  Worked hard all day in office.  Committed to 10 

signs for 4,150.00 Must really try had to make that work.  Very tired. 

May 

5/1/1980 Thur. Worked hard all day, made proposal for motor bearing sign.  

5/2/1980 Fri.  Cake baked, worked on a lot of paper work for sign co.  Made proposal for 1st Flight Inn. 

Sign.  Had a fellow steal from me and I required him to work 2 hours a night.  Today he said he really gained a 

deep respect for Mormons by watching us work. He always heard we do not like blacks, but he knows that not 

so now.  Received ten more signs and have to raise 4,150.00 for that.  Lot pending to do, had HC meeting at 

bakery.  Talked to pres. Lee.  

5/3/1980 Sat.  Up early, did money, bills, worked 

on baker proposal for Nick Sakis who wants to buy it.  We 

look good on paper.  Took two trips to Plymouth to dlvr. 

Signs and put two new ones on the trailer.  Very tired but 

we are only 400.00 from getting our 4,150.00 check 

cleared, that’s good.  

5/4/1980 Sun. up early and did roster for Edenton.  

Draw boundary maps for Edenton then went to Creswell.  

Had the creation of Edenton by Pres. Lee and Pres 

Kratchin.  Very great meeting.  The nice thing about it was 

not one person referred to me in the talks. (Let me 

explain, if I did my job well enough that means each 

person felt they had the important job of accomplishing it, 

that is what I want and I know the Lord wants.          Mark with Cinnamon & Diego 

 I don’t need the phrase.  Great). Temple class tonight. 

5/5/1980 Mon.  Up early, worked on bakery the worked on sign business then went with Ron to deliver 

sign to Ahoskie, tee Shirts in Murfreesboro and fix a sign in Norfolk.  Had a talk with Larry Whaley and he need 

money and will give me 50% of his business if I will help him out.  Had family night, worked on boat and lawn 

and garden.  Discussed with family Larry.  

5/6/1980 Tues.  Up early, bank statement, money, went with Ron to pick up a sign and load another one 

up.  Spent most of the day talking to people about Larry Whaley, prayed about it and decided I should. 



5/7/1980 Wed.  Spent most of the day getting money for Larry, raised 5,000.00. And also typed up our 

agreement for the new company.  Frank Weeks loaned me two thousand cash, a sacrifice since he was 

spending a lot of money on his house.  37, 00 and was striped.  

5/8/1980 Thur.  Then went to court with Larry and paid 5,000.00 to get him free.  Worked on records 

most of the day, no HC meeting.  

5/9/1980 Fri.  Worked on records of various businesses, baked cakes and mixed icing.  Finally got Larry 

off at 8pm.  He could not get enough money to do the trip so I had to loan him another 200.00 which I 

borrowed from ready reserve. (Note: Larry has a man working with him who is on probation.  I called the man 

and he said Larry was supposed to meet his probation officer, Mike Thomas.  So he could go out of state on 

the TX job.  I ask to talk to him and said I would guarantee his pay and a trip back if problems.  Then I told him 

to see Larry probation officer since he knew me.  Mike stated he had lived in EC. 10 years and knew me 

personally.  He had a high respect for me and if I told him the world was coming to an end he would find a 

place to hide.)   

5/10/1980 Sat.  Helped Sophia who came in late.  Did more book work in new company.  Went to 

Norfolk to see Sheila graduate from seminary and after took Wife to movies and out to eat.  

5/11/1980 Sun.  Not traveling this week, went to church, have last temple class this evening, very tired 

when I got to bed.  

5/12/1980 Mon.  Doughnuts, business, Saw DA   Tom 

Watts, called phone 10 on Larry’s bill, Mr. Hayward Tillett came 

in and I talked to him about Larry’s bounced check.  Worked on 

his files, had meeting with Jepr and worked on the overall bills 

for Larry... Charles came in and we talked for a while about 

Sumi.  Made two stops on sign business and got the T shirts in 

on Spinning Wheels.  Also had Sandy type up a new contract for 

Larry employees. Family night, we worked in the garden.  

5/13/1980 Tues.  Some doughnuts, finances, trip to beach 

on sign business, took David.  He had a good time.  Worked on 

tower business most of the rest of the day.  Its starting to fall 

into place.  

5/14/1980 Wed.  Not much sleep, worked on finances   David with Cinnamon & Diego 

 and tower business.  Rested some in the morning, took time to measure material for bathroom and screen 

door.  Then wen to get it.  To bead about 9pm. Since Sophia called and said she  could not come in.  

5/15/1980 Thur.  Doughnuts, cakes, icing, choc, home and rested.  Paper work 

5/16/1980 Fri.  Doughnuts, tower business, went to Norfolk for Father and Son Outing. 

5/17/1980 Sat.  Paper work, went home and worked all day on the bathroom, painted and caulked.  

Trimmed molding and replace rotted boards.  Took Wife out to eat, very tired.  

5/19/1980 Mon. Doughnuts, found Sophia trouble, finances, had meeting with Carl on Concert group 

business.  He wants someone to manage his business since he does not handle money well.  Also Met with 

Bro. Brown and evaluated where we could use him.  Quite busy most of the time.    



5/20/1980 Tues.  Watch Doughnuts, finance’s, studied concert material msc. Business.  

5/21/1980 Wed.  Doughnuts, icing, helped Ron load on a sign, got money 1,200.00 for towers in.  Worked 

on sign business, had man want to see about buying sign business.  He will think it over.  Having trouble with 

my cycle.  I need to rewire it.  Had a new battery and wired new fuse section in.  Got another check for 

1,000.00 in on the tower business.  Contacted two of the business he owes money to and trying to set up a 

payoff schedule.   

5/22/1980 Thur.  Doughnuts, worked in office most of the day. 

5/23/1980 Fri.  Doughnuts, truck is taking a lot of out right now. Interviewing Sheila for the job of 

manager of the Bakery.  She is to start after school is out.  Met with Carl Whitehead on the JPC corp. and 

watched him work most of the afternoon.   

5/24/1980 Sat.  To temple, left at 1am and returned 8pm.  Had a good time with Wife. 

5/25/1980 Sun.  Visited Creswell and Edenton, home taught and held family night.  

5/26/1980 Mon. Doughnuts, Sophia mess up the second rack and we had to redo them.  Worked on sign 

business most of the morning and worked on boat, garden and cleaned the top of the garage.  Had family 

night and Kathy gave her play, all pats and did well.  

5/27/1980 Tues.  Doughnuts with Sophia, got material for boat, met with Carl whitehead in the afternoon 

and evening.  Also did some tower follow up.  Got a good headache with Carl, cost accounting different 

locations for concerts.  Met with Joe Evans to get Manteo 

contribution last 5 years on their land.  Quite tired when I 

finally got home to eat t 9pm.  

5/28/1980 Wed.  Doughnuts by myself, still have a 

headache, worked with Carl again. 

5/29/1980 Thur.  Doughnuts, cakes, supplies, HC meeting. 

5/30/1980 Fri.  Had to through away ½  of Sophia 

doughnuts, she is letting them stand too long, so I had to finish 

up doughnuts since she had to go to the fields to work.  Then I 

went home to rest, then met with some folks on buying the 

sign business, they decided against it.  

                Mark in the driveway of Hunnicutt St. 

5/31/1980 Sat.  Doughnuts, paper work, closed bakery finances for month.  We still climbing in stock 

value.  Talked to don Worlinger and get updated.  Took wife out home teaching and finished route.  

June 

6/1/1980 Sun. Stayed in EC for meeting, worked on Branch’s early in morning and then went to Norfolk 

and met with Pres. Lee on Coinjock and Manteo land.  A good meeting. 

6/2/1980 Mon.  Doughnuts, Tower work, Larry finally called.  Went on the River for family Night. 



6/3/1980 Tues. doughnuts, records, supplies, tower business, got Larry’s debts in ledger and in order. 

JPC productions got cost sheets up on Millie Jackson.  Showed Sheila Icing making and worked a little in 

garden.  

6/4/1980 Wed.  Doughnuts, office work, got Larry’s finances better organized. Met with Bro Burnett and 

Joe on sign business.  

6/5/1980 Thur.  Doughnuts, paper work. 

6/6/1980 Fri.  Doughnuts, Larry had an accident.  I struggled with the idea of going to TX to help him 

but found that I was too tied up here to leave.  The bakery had to be taken care of and the JPC business held 

me back.  Ray is only going 3,500.00. So I have to get the rest.  Also have not got Carl’s 15,000.00 tied down.  I 

am a little worried about that.  Now we will be moving out on these things.  Took Kathy out to eat and check 

Delmar trailer.  

6/7/1980 Sat.  Money, John did doughnuts so I could go water skiing which we did with all but Sheila,                

Mom and Mark.  Went to PEC, Bishops and leadership in stake 3pm to 9pm. Rode home with the Georges.  

Bro. V. Lowe was repenting Bro. Ladd over R.R. very inspiring.  

6/8/1980 Sun.  Did some work in the early 

morning, went home teaching with Freddy George about 

10:30am.  Got all but one then went to stake conf. here in 

EC. First time they did that, great, Pres. and Sis. Moscan 

both spoke and he said in the name of Jesus Christ, by the 

power of the Holy Priesthood and as the Mission Pres., 

now is the time for our area to grow, as it has never done 

in the past. For this cause he is sending 2 couples to EC 

and a couple to each branch to make this a zone. To help 

this area to grow like never before.  That was thrilling and 

Pres. Lee as well as most of the others spoke on the EC 

stake concept.  Great!!!!!.  Had family night, we talked 

about genealogy and I told them some stories about 

mine.  

6/9/1980 Mon.  John helped on doughnuts, and Sheila and I did supplies, cakes and icing.  We tried to 

take the boat out but it would not start.  Put the battery on charge.  I worked at bakery for afternoon then 

after dinner family went to play putt putt golf.  We exchanged that for a sign.  Don and I talked and Larry is 

having big trouble so I hired Don to ram rod Larry for about 10% of remaining money 1,250.00.  I am in a bind 

now since I figured on having Elgin Tx. money Tues. 



6/10/1980 Tues.  Same start as yesterday.     

  Took boat and got it checked.  But found battery is            Kathy, David & Sheila 

still down, charged battery.  Spent afternoon with Car 

and worked on JPC production.  

6/11/1980 Wed.  John and I did doughnuts, boat 

still not working.  I had to go to Norfolk to meet a 

couple of backers for the July show.  Got a headache 

and no money.  This business is quite cut throat. They 

are trying to take his show away from Carl.  

6/12/1980 Thur.  Bakery work.  I made a list of 

money people and started to call. Got good response, 

but no money on about 5 people.  I think you have to 

give them more than a day to decide.  The agent called 

and suggested we go with one show.  That meant that 

we had enough money for that. Also we would get scope which we got.  

6/13/1980 Fri.  Bakery, made up new cost sheets on show and worked on that for quite a while.  Got a 

call from Don, they are still working on Elgin Tx. and don’t plan to be done til sat.  Then we found out Larry had 

been borrowing money, about 1,700.00 from them.  That plus the loss of Shreveport put us out of the game as 

far as covering all of Larry’s commitments.  I really chewed Larry out.  Don said he was sorry since he had not 

known and it all happen prior to him getting there.  I felt quite upset.  

6/14/1980 Sat.  Evaluated this morning about Larry and it seems he must go to jail.  Had Mom and John 

look it over.  A couple Missionaries came in and I got them set up in the Elders Apt.   Then 7:45am picked up 

Sis. Ruth Markham and Adrian for trip to Newport News VA, regional meeting.  When returned, I struggled 

with Larry’s mess a little then spent the rest of the day at home.  

6/15/1980 Sun.  Spent the rest of the day trying to decide what to do with the Tower business. Figured 

and refigured but could not make the money stretch far enough.  Had meeting with Larry and wife and 

insisted she rent her trailer out which she did not want to do.   

6/16/1980 Mon.  Talked to Don, and he feels that Larry has a lot of ability, and he might want to be a part 

of the company.  I had just about decided to through in the towel, but ask Heavenly Father to do what he felt 

was best.  When I talked to Don, it turns out I was getting more money from the Elgin job then I had. Then I 

had planned since I misunderstood Larry drawing.  Then the next day the lawyer called and said the judge 

would continue the case til next court since he would not accept plea of guilty from his lawyer.  That made it 

so I could get more time to take care of more bills. Great 

6/17/1980 Tues.  Sent John down to help, he was excited and we of course concern, but I have faith in 

him.  Had to make a trip to scope to view the facilities. 

6/18/1980 Wed.  John arrived safely, work proceeding well.  I talked to all radio stations and got a good 

rate.  Used up all of our money.  

6/19/1980 Thur.  Worked on doughnuts, trained Sheila, worked on tower business.  

 



.  

Kathy with Cinnamon & Diego 

6/20/1980 Fri.  Ray my brother came to visit and brought 2 of his kids, Steve and Tracy.  I had meetings 

with banker and Ron.  Had to do doughnuts which is really tiring me out.  Took family out water skiing.  

6/21/1980 Sat.  Doughnut, very tiring, I must get someone else on the bakery.  Talked to Ray on the 

business and he reviewed the tower business. Took kids boating again and spent time with family.  Ray left 

about 12:30 am.  

6/22/1980 Sun.  Trip to Manteo branch.  Had conference. Had cycle break down.  Hallett picked me up.  

On the way back I fixed it.  Had family night, we discussed the bakery.  

6/23/1980 Mon.  Doughnuts. 

6/27-19800 Fri. Had a rough week.  Having a lot of trouble with doughnuts and seem like I am being 

forced to sell the bakery but I can’t get a good feeling about it.  Had long meeting with Carl on productions.  

We got a lot ironed out.  Took wife out to eat at Chinese restaurant.  John called and gave me a report on the 

tower business.  That about made my mind up to get out.  

6/28/1981 Sat.  Frank started doughnuts early and did well.  Sheila and I went in at 3:30am to help him.  

I worked on the concert material and got it organized.  Spent the afternoon interviewing different people and 

working on financial statement on Larry’s problems.  Got a letter from Dan Worlinger which helped me eval. 

The tower business.  I have decided to stick with it for another month.  Also the bakery business I have 

decided to hold on til after the concert and see how that goes and also to eval. This first month of wholesaling 

with Woody and see how that’s working.  I spent the better part of the week trying to decide to sell the bakery 

but could not feel good about it.  

6/29/1980 Sun.  Interviewed Gae William s for 70 group Sec., had good Priesthood lesson then asst. 

Bishop Evans to set apart Bro. Griffth and Bro Gae.  Had good Sunday school lesson and Sac. Meeting.  I 

perceived a great truth today.  Our overall reason for being here is to develop the love that Christ has.  We 

tend to be self-centered and concerned for our self.  We need to overcome that and get to the point of the 

love of Christ showed us, which we need to show to our fellow man.  This is what the law of consecration is all 

about and why it has been so hard to live in the history of the world, but Enoch and Melchizedek and their 

city’s obtained it and were translated, so can we. Visited some inactive for the Bishop. Held Family night. 



6/30/1980 Mon. Doughnuts, lots of calls on tower and concert business.  Family went to ward garden for 

family night and we also had a birthday party for David.  

      Loveable David 

July 

7/1/1980 Tues.  Doughnuts, then I had to do more since 

we had a big order to go out.  Worked on taxes, sign business, 

concerts and towers.  Had banker check on a line of credit also.  

Larry Whaley had just did about all he could to us.  I don’t see 

how I can help him anymore.  Don and I contacted some fellows 

and they will be coming down in a week or so.  We will have to 

cut ties with Larry and let the law pick him up when he hits 

town.  We need money to keep the company going.  

7/2/1980 Wed. Doughnuts, Larry is still having trouble. Also 

talked to Don and worked out how to get tools we needed without putting out money. Then Larry called 

asking for another chance.  Don worked out an agreement.  

7/3/1980 Thur.  Had truck order for 80 doz.  We plan to close 4 July Fri. so a lot of extra doughnuts and 

cakes. I spent some time on concert and finances.  My house was appraised by 1st Union for 35,000.00 and 

they allowed 75% so I can get my line of credit. Should take til wed., to finish it up.  Took Mom out to visit 

some of my H.T. families.  

7/4/1980 Fri.  Bakery closed, I spent 3 hours working on tower business, and then home to help Mom 

some, then took family out to CG (Ran out of gas in the car.) Mom and little ones stayed at beach and other 

kids and I went in boat.  They all watered skied.  Kathy tried but could not get up.  Then we came home and 

eat, then went to Ward party for dinner and games.  Had a good time.  

7/5/1980 Sat.  Doughnuts, records, took kids out water skiing, Jeff went too.  Got home and a wind 

storm hit our area (60mph) knocked out lights and broke the big front window at the bakery.  Spent the 

evening at home with the family.  

7/6/1980 Sun.  Visited Creswell and Edenton.  Taught part of the Sunday school class in Creswell.  Had a 

chance to eat dinner with my family, I usually don’t get 

home in time for that.  

7/7-8-9/1980  Doughnuts each day, got concert 

items well taken care of. Have problems with towers and 

have to eval. And decide if I should close down.  Got line 

of credit today, 25,000.00 but had to sign house for it.  

Kathy was very sad.  I must guard that money well.  Our 

concert has to work out. 

7/10/1980 Thur. Doughnuts, last minute concert 

stuff.                                  James, Michael, Mark & David 

7/11/1980 Fri.  Concert did not make money, we 

lost about 3,000.00, very sad.  



7/12/1980 Sat.  Doughnuts, Eval. Concert, eval towers.  Interviewed Jim Rikett. Talked to John for a long 

time.  Did business on concert.     7/13/1980 Sun.  Spoke at Manteo, 

home to eat then on to Norfolk for PEC and Stake Meetings, back at 7:30 that night.  Ray called and asked 

some spiritual questions which was great.  

7/14/1980 Mon. Doughnuts, finances tower business.  We have decided to dump Larry due to all that he 

has done to us.  I am taking a financial loss on this one right now. Had a number of interviews, worked in our 

garden for family night.  

7/15/1980 Tues.  Doughnuts, worked on church work for a while, spent a lot of time with motor cycle 

repair. Delmar. 

7/16/1980 Wed.  Doughnuts, fixed motor cycle, 94.00 worth.  Took Mom to Scout camp to see James and 

Mike.  It was hot but they were really glad to see us.  

7/17/1980 Thur. Doughnuts, met with lawyer and got advice on Larry situation.  Met with Carl and Ron 

and explained my finances and decision not to incur any more til I cleared off what I got.  Baby sat for Mom 

while she worked at the bakery. 

7/18/1980 Fri.  Doughnuts, worked on records: Tower on especially, worked on concert for Carl sheet 

on Premier Theater.  Had meeting with him.  Arrange for John to come home.  Sent 150.00 for him to come by 

bus.  

7/19/1980 Sat. Doughnuts, took David, Mark and Mom to McDonalds for breakfast.  Confirmed John 

coming home, leaving job tonight. Did money and picked corn at Pritchard’s, then took Mom to Highs for a 

banana split.  Spent the rest of the evening at home with the family.  The two boys, James and Mike came 

back from Summer Scout camp and we were glad to have them back.  

7/20/1980 Sun.  Visited Creswell, spent the rest of the day with family and had a good family night.  

7/21/1980 Mon.  Doughnuts, worked on tower business, worked on young ambassador’s concert, John 

came home and we were all glad and he was happy to get home also.  

7/22/1980 Tues.  Doughnuts, spent a lot of time home, did some work on all businesses.  

7/23/1980 Wed.  Doughnuts, worked on businesses, took kids out on boat but got rained out.  Helped 

Mom pick corn and can it.                  Mark & Kathryn 

7/24/1980 Thur.  John took my place on doughnuts 

and I did floor.  All teens went to beach for 2 days with 

church.  I did some cakes and took little boys and Mom to 

Wendy’s, had meeting with Edenton on their finances.  

7/25/1980 Fri.  Doughnuts, cakes, sold Jean Whaley’s 

trailer to recoup some loss from the tower business.  Spent 

time with family.  

7/26/1980 Sat.  Baby sat and cleaned house while 

Mom sleep.  She was up most of the night with cakes. Did 

some work at the bakery, Took Mom out to ride the cycle 

(750 Honda) and then we went boating.  



7/27/1980 Sun. Stayed in EC, had missionary meeting in the afternoon. Had good family night that 

evening, Sheila    

gave the lesson. 

7/28/1980 Mon.  John did doughnuts, I spent part of my day selling apples. We have excess of 2000 bu. 

From Roanoke Stake.  Also might see about Browns orchards.  Spent some time on the Young Ambassadors 8 

nights play.  Had another family night with Jeff giving his trip to Hill Cumorah etc.  Had warm apple dumplings 

for desert, (I had a filling put in.) 

7/29/1980 Tues. Bakery office, doing most of the groundwork for the Young Ambassadors.  Hope it 

works.  

7/30/1980 Wed.  Did doughnuts, then took kids out water skiing. 

7/31/1980 Thur.  Finances, taxes, worked on broken freezer and mixer, then home.  

August 

8/1/1980 Fri. Decided to go to Pa, my wife and I on the 750 Honda motor cycle.  Aunt Doris was 

coming home and it would be a good chance for them to see each other and visit her mother.  The kids said 

they could take care of things so we left 6:30 in the morning.  Stopped many times and finally got home.  11.5 

hours later.  Could have got home earlier but stopped to adjust chain and do some other minor repairs.  We 

had a good visit, Ray took us to church and spent the afternoon with him and some friends teaching the gospel 

and visited Albert and family in the evening. Trip back was good, we got rained on both coming and going 

back. We had a couple of spiritual times and Mom enjoyed getting away for the 4 days.  However the kids 

were glad to see us when we got back and we them.  

8/5/1980 Tues.  Records, decided about tower business, closing that down.  Finances for bakery, and 

James finances.  I told him he can clean windows for 5.00/window. (Take the paint off.) Gave Mom 200.00 for 

clothes for kids going back to school and then will pay off loan 

we still have left.  Must get back on a solid financial footing.  

Also set Laura up for missionary meeting this Friday.  

8/6/1980 Wed.  Worked on front door.  Finished 

scraping and painting one side.  Had meeting with Dr. Hsu and 

Ron on important business.  

8/7/1980 Thur.  Kids to youth conf.  I did doughnuts, 

cakes, makeup and worked on tower business.  Did business 

statement then Baby sat for Kathy who took Little Kathy 

shopping.  Tried to fix stove but think fuses might be out.  

8/8/1980 Fri.  Doughnuts, cakes, inventory, finances 

and worked on door. 

8/9/0980 Sat.  Kids at Youth Conference.  Acme TV had 

fire in back storage area caused by lighting striking their 

antenna.  We were filled with smoke and loss of power and in 



general one big mess.  Finally got power 11:50pm at night and next morning had to manually set relay to kick 

in compress for air conditioner.   

8/10/1980 Sun.  Spoke at Edenton and visited Creswell.  Had missionary meeting with Bro. White and 

Griffin.  Spent time with kids. 

8/12/1980 Tues.  John left for fishing boat, it took a day by bus. He will be gone for 2 weeks. 

8/13/1980 Wed.  Took Missionaries to teach Laura, good meeting. Repaired fryer which took all day. 

8/14/1980 Thur. Took Mom to the Tidewater Diner Theater, saw the King and I, which was good. 

8/15/1980 Fri.  Worked on cleanup of bakery most of the day. 

8/16/1980 Sat.  Worked at home most of the day but did a lot of repair and cleaning at bakery also. 

8/17/1980 Sun.  Church, Home Teaching, Missionary with Fran and Family, then Family Night. 

8/18/1980 Mon. Painted and repaired window in front, worked in garden with rest of family, played Mike 

and James a game of risk.  Got to bed late 11:30pm   

8/19/1980 Tues.  Doughnuts, 3:30am, took kids out on boat.  Georges came over and we played risk. 

8/20/1980 Wed.  Doughnuts, 3:30am, met with insurance man on smoke damage, should be about 

1,000.00 that would help.  Also checked on wood stove that should save us money but will cost close to 

1,000.00 that will be interesting.  Played risk with the boys last night.  

8/21/1980 Thur.  Doughnuts, beach with family, bakery records. 

8/22/1980 Fri.  Doughnuts, finances, then took Mom to Creswell to spend a day at the McLean’s home. 

(He is a missionary and Pres. Little arranged it). It is a 4 bedroom with about 4 sitting rooms and a large porch 

right on a beautiful lake.  We really enjoyed ourselves.  We eat out in a little restaurant in Creswell and the got 

some food for snacks and breakfast.  

8/23/1980 Sat.  Came home about 1pm from Creswell, the kids had done very well.  Mom got wash and 

baking underway for Sun. and I went to bakery to catch up.  Then I had to go out to the scout camp and relieve 

Ron.  Enjoyed that and got back to bakery and did money then home by 9:30pm 

8/24/1980 Sun.  Church, I took Mark to his class.  Home taught in the afternoon. Made final 

arrangements for Mission Pres. Visit, had primary put on special program at church.  

8/25/1980 Mon.  Doughnuts, finances, bought chimney cleaning brush and stuff.  Had family night and 

discussed wood stove etc.  

8/26/1980 Tues.  Doughnuts, John got home from the Sea, good to have him back.  Cleaned out Chimney, 

did finance again.  Beat James and Mike at risk. 

8/27/1980 Wed.  Doughnuts, read, painted, watched trip to the center of the earth, saw the dr. he 

continued my pills and I will have to get a blood test in 3 weeks and see him in 4 weeks.  Did some sign work 

and finances.  

8/28/1980 Thur. Doughnuts, exercised, took shift for Sheila, she had wisdom tooth pulled.  HC meeting in 

Norfolk, to bed after midnight. 



8/29/1980 Fri.  Doughnuts, very tired, exercised for bad back.  Investigated a house by Jr. H.S. and gave 

Mel an offer to purchase.  Took wife out to eat.  

8/30/1980 Sat.  Doughnuts, sign, finances, bills for sign co. went to Point Harbor to pick up a sign, played 

risk with Georges and my kid’s afternoon and evening.  

8/31/1980 Sun.  Church, had Elder and Sister Aldridge over for lunch.  We planned a group meeting for 

next Sun. night.  I then went to Plymouth Hosp. to see Jim Davis and family.  Had a good talk with Grace, gave 

her a blessing.  Then home for family night. 

September 

9/1/1980 Mon.  Worked on finances at bakery.  Closed Aug. out.  We are closed for Labor Day.  Came 

home and read, then spent the day with the family.  Had all the church kids invited over and had games.  Some 

went sailing.  

9/2/1980 Tues. Doughnuts, read, called a number of places up on selling them doughnuts, worked with 

James on his bike.   

9/3/1980 Wed.  Doughnuts, got hosp. and CG accounts, that should increase my business. Did some real 

estate, some finances and change some of my accounts to 1st 

Ciz. Bank.  Also Larry Whaley showed up and I gave him 

tongue lashing.  Painted part of the living room, played the 

boys risk, John won.  

9/4/1980 Thur.  Doughnuts, finances, worked at home 

all day.  Repaired bathroom fixtures, painted, put stops on 

doors and hung hooks and fixed stove (Gatling).  

 

9/5/1980 Fri.  Doughnuts, repaired kitchen sink, had 

to take morning shift so not much time left, got fire rug and 

stove sealant, also took Mom out to eat. 

              Mark, Jeff Barnes, David 

9/6/1980 Sat.  John and I did doughnuts, Delivered CG 20 doz. First day, hope and pray they go over 

well.  Mom and Sheila went to Norfolk for a leadership meeting.  Did wash, clean and painted.   

9/7/1980 Sun.  Church, had HC meeting first and discussed missionary work and Manteo land and EC 

building.  Home taught in the afternoon.  Sis Armstrong’s daddy should die shortly and I talked about her and 

her family, then visited sis Balance and gave her some scriptures to help with some of her kids. Folks that have 

suffered two deaths in family, the saw Susan Goodwin and encouraged her then Betty Balance which was a 

good visit.  Home to have a M.G.M had new neighbors the Myers over and had film Ancient America speaks.  It 

was a good evening.  

9/8/1980 Mon. 2am Doughnuts, 9-1:30 shift, worked on real estate in the afternoon.  Had a visit to 

hospital and saw 3 of our sisters there.  Joyce McKinney had a lot of questions, Grace Betts was not looking 

well at all and a sister from the Beach, Peyton had not been visited.  Then home to eat and family night. 



9/9/1980 Tues.  Doughnuts, shift morning, invited Josh to be partner in duplex venture.  He liked it and 

thought it would make money.  Took BOM to Myers, they did not sound too positive.  

9/10/1980 Wed.  Fran called and said he could not come in.  That gave me the doughnut shift!  Got home 

at 6am, did exercise and rested for 10 minutes. Then delivered CG order and took over shift at bakery till 

1:30pm.  Did a lot of finances and closed accounts.  Home rested 15 minutes, back to bakery on sign business, 

houses, etc. Home about 7pm.  

9/11/1980 Thur.  Doughnuts, delivered, morn shift.  Made an offer on 12 duplexes, refused.  I up the offer 

by 10,000.00; Worked at the bakery til late.  

9/12/1980 Fri.  Doughnuts, morning shift, ordered Xmas. Cards talked to 3 people about my shop for 

rent.  Talked to Mr. Twifford on his 25 houses.  Took James shift for him to go camping.  

9/13/1980 Sat.  Doughnuts, paper work most of the day, got ready to speak in VB2. 

9/14/1980 Sun.  Spoke VB2, then home to eat, back for HC meeting, home about 7:30pm 

9/15/1980 Mon.  Doughnuts, Steve Norman is trying to learn the doughnuts.  Morning shift, bought 

50,000 worth of term insurance from Frankie Huggins 5 yrs. only.  That give Kathy 500.00 for ½ my pay after I 

die 850.00 from social security and if she invest 50,000 and 7,500. From N.Y. Life she could drew interest of 

around 500.00 giving her over 1,700/mo. For life or til she drew social security.  That should take care of her.  

9/16/1980 Tues.  Doughnuts, morn shift, records, spent some time at home.   Worked on sign co. late 

afternoon.  Invited Myers to open house.  

6/17/1980 Wed.  Doughnuts, morning shift, worked at 

bakery on records, baby Sat while Mom visited teach and 

she went to Relief Society board meeting. 

9/18/1980 Thur.  Doughnuts, Morning shift, Josh came 

over and we talked about buying Narrons trailer park.  

350,000. Asking price. He gave me all his cost and I’m to 

work up a sheet on them.  Jerry Myers came in and said he 

would work for me for 20.00 a week on the doughnut shift. 

High Counselor meeting.  

9/19/1980 Fri.  Doughnuts, worked on cost sheet, baby sat, visited hospital.    Mark and David 

9/20/1980 Sat. Doughnuts, finances, all meeting planned and typed and copied for the mission Pres.  He 

gave fireside sat Night.                         Mark on the Custom D 

9/21/1980 Sun.  Toured Manteo and Creswell with 

Pres Lee and Pres. Hilton and party.  Held leadership 

meeting sun. Afternoon with missionary leaders from area.  

Visited Hospital with J. Spencer, met with Edenton Leaders 

and Pres Lee on they wanted to rent a hall, finally home.  

9/22/1980 Mon. Doughnuts, morning shift, family 

night.  



9/23/1980 Tues.  Doughnuts, morning shift, went to Norfolk and met with money broker.  

9/24/1980 Wed.  Doughnuts, morning shift, saw Dr. checked out ok, met with Josh on trailer park.  

  9/25/1980 Thur.  Doughnuts, morning shift, went to Norfolk to meet with money broker, 

we will submit application for trailer park to him. 

9/26/1980 Fri.  Doughnuts, morning shift, got application completed and mail off. 

9/27/1980 Sat.  Cut trees and stuff in yard at home, cleaned yard, very tired.  

9/28/1980 Sun.  Took Mom to hospital after church to visit people, one sister really needed someone.  

9/29/1980 Mon.  Taxes, book keeping, Doughnuts and morning shift. 

9/30/1980 Tues.  Doughnuts, shift, finances most sign business. 

October 

10/1/1980 Wed.  Doughnuts, shift, offer for 250,000 refused for Narrons trailer park.  Did the finishing 

touches on finances.  

10/2/1980 Thur.  Doughnuts, shift, finance, trying to get all Ron’s and mine business under one 

bookkeeping system.  Will take a good part of the work, also worked on Narrons park deal.  We are close.  

10/3/1980 Fri.  Doughnuts, shift, finances, Dinner by our group, our film did not get in.  We had a lot of 

people about 115. (church) 

10/4/1980 Sat.  Doughnuts, all day on finances to 5:40pm, took shift til 7pm then home and get ready 

for Priesthood wire 9-10pm. Very tired.  

10/5/1980 Sun.  Build fire prior to bed, at 4am put more in. James got it going good at 7:30am.  To 

church, home teaching, after also saw the film Jonny ------last race. Then had home evening, I gave the lesson 

on Priesthood.  

10/6/1980 Mon.  Doughnuts, shift, paper work til 7pm.  Tiring but must do. We had family night then took 

A/C out and played a game.  

10/7/1980 Tues.  Doughnuts, Hired Gloria to take shift so I could work on paper work. Working from early 

morning til 7pm get a good headache. 

10/8/1980 Wed.  Doughnuts, cakes, icing, glaze, morning shift, paper work.  Listen to tape of church, 

hoping to get my doughnut man interested, Jerry Myers.  

10//9/1980  Thur.  Doughnuts, had to go to the beach to repair a sign, Mom took the shift.  Took Mark and 

David with me.  Got a bad headache.  Too much bookwork and not enough sleep.  Also my back is giving me 

trouble.  I have lifted to much the last few days.  

10/10/1980 Fri. doughnuts, shift, paperwork. 

10/11/1980 Sat.  Doughnuts, funeral for Grace Betts, I dedicated the grave.  Kathy and I went then to visit 

the family.  After then to Patsy Allen, then to pick up some pears, then to the Chinese restaurant to eat then to 

home to rest.  



10/12/1980 Sun.  Traveled 12 hour, attended meeting at Manteo, then Norfolk.  Took motor cycle and 

spent 6 hours in the saddle.  Had family night when I got home, which was good then to bed.  

10/13/1980 Mon.  Doughnuts, let Jerry do most by himself.  I did church work, wrote letter to Creswell and 

gave program for 1st Nov. visit, planned out talk for 1st. Nov. Priesthood lesson.  Read reports.  Took shift, did 

sign business, fooled with coping machine, found out more uses for it.  Mom went to open house for Mike’s 

school.  The rest of us cut wood and build a fire. Then I read to them some church stories.  

10/14/1980 Tues. doughnuts, John, David, Kathy and myself went to Winston Salem to check on Xmas 

Tress.  The trio took 13 hours driving but we had a good time.  

10/15/1980 Wed.  Doughnuts, Jerry will be quitting, he can’t adjust to the work schedule. I worked on 

records, sign business and then Baby sat while Mom went to PTA.  

10/16/1980 Thur.  Doughnuts, shift, spent time at home.  I am sore in my arms.  Don’t know what is 

causing it.  Just getting too old I guess.  

10/17/1980 Fri.  Doughnuts, by myself. Shift, paper work, had good sales. 

10/18/1980 Sat.  Doughnuts, stayed and helped James due to ECSU home coming.  Went to missionary 

fireside with Wife.  

10/19/1980 Sun.  Took family to Creswell for Sac. And Edenton for Priesthood and Sunday school.  I met 

with both presidents and had a good leadership session with them.  Had family night which I hold interviews 

on everyone but Sheila who was away at a retreat for Young adults. 

10/20/1980 Mon. doughnuts, shift, worked on sign in afternoon, had family night in evening.   

10/21/1980 Tues.  Doughnuts, shift, had scout meeting at bakery. 

10/22/1980 Wed.  Doughnuts, I fixed outside bell, shift. 

10/23/1980 Thur.  Doughnuts, shift, finances, I baby Sat while Mom went to court of honor.  

10/24/1980 Fri.  Doughnuts, myself, morning shift, very tired.  Mom relieved me at 11:30 and I went 

home to rest with David and Mark, played risk with boys at night. 

10/25/1980 Sat.  Doughnuts, Rested til 9:30am, spent the day working on washer and ref. but could not 

repair them. Kathy’s glaze and the front door things.  I took man to see inside these walls, attended play it was 

a musical by our stake and real good.  

10/26/1980 Sun.  Attended in EC, had Pres .Gardner and wife over for lunch.  I gave him a complete 

rundown of the missionary program since 1974.  He said best ½ hour coverage he has ever had.  Also had 

some ideas he hoped to use.  Family night that night. And then visited Susan Goodwin, she just had a baby 

boy. Her first after 3 girls.  

10/27/1980 Mon. Doughnuts, shift, family night.  I am very tired since I am dong doughnuts by myself. 

10/28/1980 Tues.  Doughnuts, shift, finances, sign business, I am very tired.  

10/29/1980 Wed.  Doughnuts, shift, had Don Desult check on selling my business.  Will give him 3 mo. 

Contract.  Set up meeting with Bishop Dills, Dr. Chesson and John and myself to tour COA.  They will be 

auctioning it off they want 750,000.00. 



10/30/1980 Thur. Doughnuts, shift, supplies, sign business, billing, and bookstore. 

10/31/1980 Fri.  Doughnuts, met with Bishop Dills and Dr. Chesson on COA being available to buy in Feb. 

then visited Bill Richardson.  It will put us in with the big boys since it will take quite a bit of money, but it 

should make a good bit also.  Our sales were 317.00 high for a Friday and we had to work like made all day to 

keep up.  

November 

11/1/1980 Sat.  Doughnuts, finance, end of month, we paid off all debt on sign business. 

11/2/1980 Sun.  Church, family night, we had Elders come and visit. 

11/3/1980 Mon.  Doughnuts, spent rest of day studying financial broker. 

11/4/1980 Tues.  Doughnuts, shift, studied financial broker.  

11/5/1980 Wed.  Doughnuts, study 

11/6/1980 Thur.  Doughnuts, studied, took mom out to eat at Chinese restaurant, was good. 

11/7/1980 Fri.  Doughnuts, studied. 

11/8/1980 Sat.  Doughnuts, took kids to super sat. I studied up there.  

11/9/1980 Sun.  I spoke at Creswell, then to Norfolk on HC meeting, very tired when I got home at 8pm. 

11/10/1980 Mon.  Doughnuts, very sore and tired.  I think I have a cold coming on.  Had a successful 

fireside, 8 investigators, gave it on the Dead Sea scrolls and showed film A. 

11/11/1980 Tues.  Doughnuts, still sore and I have a cold. Studied on broker.  

11/12/1980 Wed.  Same as Tues.  

11/13/1980 Thur.  Doughnuts, cold, trip to Norfolk for visit with Bp. Dills on COA prosperity, George on 

Loan Broker, collected M&R 3 months 375.00 in checks and cash.  And some other misc.  

11/14/1980 Fri.  Doughnuts, found out bond was disapproved for 10,000.00 for broker, submitted to 

Charlie Van.  Visited with Bill Richardson and got so good info on COA.  Visited with Frank Weeks.  

11/15/1980 Sat.  Doughnuts, studied all day. 

11/16/1980 Sun.  Church, Home teaching, got all families, also talked to the Bishop and updated him on 

my situation.  

11/17/1980 Mon.  Doughnuts, shift, went and looked at cars. Discussed cars with family. 

11/18/1980 Tues.  Doughnuts, bought car, Toyota 54 mpg on highway.  Family excited. 

11/19/1980 Wed.  Doughnuts, worked on COA proposal all day til 6pm, long day.  

11/20/1980 Thur.  Doughnuts, payroll, supply, finances.  On my financial statement, it’s not strong enough.  

I need more cash and liquid assets.  So I am going to take a couple of loans and put that money in savings and 

checking accounts.  Then remit my financial statement.  Have to baby sit for Mom so she can go shopping. 

Leadership meeting tonight in EC.  Must prepare part of program for that. 



11/21/1980 Fri.  Doughnuts, worked on money for bond, had 1st Ciz. Pull 15,000.l and put in C.D.s also 

arranged for 3,000.00 line of credit from Wachovia, (which could be more as time goes on but they counted 

my 25,000.00 avail. At 1st Ciz. Against me.) 

11/22/1980 Sat. Doughnuts, had fireside with one investigator that night.  I gave a temple presentation 

and film on Wash temple.  



11/23/1980 Sun.  Church.  Family Home Evening by Sheila, very good. 

11/24/1980 Mon.  Doughnuts, I am getting a worse cold, I must slow down and rest more this week. 

11/25/1980 Tues.  Doughnuts, rested more, reviewed trailer park and decided not to go with it, mainly due 

to lack of money. 

11/26/1980 Wed.  Doughnuts, reviewed COA, still considering it. 

11/27/1980 Thur.  Off for Thanksgiving, had Sumi and Charlie over along with the Elders.  Had a good 

Thanksgiving. 

11/28/1980 Fri.  Doughnuts, John helped, still sick. 

11/29/1980 Sat.  Doughnuts, John helped.  Rest some but had to close out bakery. (Showed 1100.00 

profit and Yoder’s enterprise. 

11/30/1980 Sun.  Creswell Branch Conference, I spoke and all three of the Stake Presidency spoke as did 

Pres and Sis Little.  And Nellie Griffin (New Convert).  I rode home with Pres Lee and he ask what I would feel if 

they would release me from the HC, my health and schedule now is just quite difficult 

 December 

12/1/1980 Mon. Doughnuts, quite tired.  Have so much to do today, had to help John most of the day 

with setting up his tree operation.  

12/2/1980 Tues.  Doughnuts, still spent a lot of time with John on his trees.  

12/3/1980 Wed.  Doughnuts, training new man on doughnuts, (Spence). Got letters and business cards 

for financial broker, worked on that quite a bit, also sent Franks letter off.  Sold trees for John.  He only sold 6 

that day.  He is afraid he will not sell.  

12/4/1980 Thur.  Doughnuts, hired Spence, sold trees and worked on list of brokers.  Sold 30 trees today 

and John is quite excited. 

12/5/1980 Fri.  Doughnuts, helped John all day on trees. 

12/6/1980 Sat.  Doughnuts, financial broker, trees.  Took Mom out to eat. 

12/7/1980 Sun.  Visited Creswell and Edenton, had a number of interviews. 

12/8/1980 Mon.  Doughnuts, worked on Bro Browns proposal and got sugar supplies in.  Did not get 

home til 8pm, long day.  

12/9/1980 Tues.  Doughnuts, worked on Bro Browns loan.  Have talked to some of the H.P., worked on 

sugar sales, worked on farm loan Ned Nixon Jr. Rested during afternoon and stayed til 7 at bakery, then spent 

time with family.  Felt better in evening due to afternoon nap.  

12/10/1980 Wed.  Doughnuts, worked on Bro Browns, saw 6 brethren, worked on bakery and broker 

business.  

12/11/1980 Thur. Doughnuts, broker and trees. 

12/12/1980 Fri.  Doughnuts, broker studying, sign business. 



12/13/1980 Sat.  Doughnuts, broker studying, helped John, took Mom out to eat and H.T. 4 of my 

families.  

12/14/1980 Sun. To Norfolk, HC, then home to bed, very tired.  

12/15/10980 Mon. Doughnuts, run kids most of the day, financial broker, family night with Mike Brown. 

12/16/1980 Tues.  Doughnuts, Picture taken, broker business, headache last week. 

12/17/1980 Wed.  Doughnut, spent time home babysitting.  

12/18/1980 Thur.  Doughnuts, financial broker business.  

12/19/1980 Fri. Doughnuts, payroll, clean out office, broker business. 

12/20/1980 Sat.  Doughnuts, decorated cakes, took Mom out to the Flash Garden.  

12/21/1980 Sun. Visited Edenton branch.  They ask me to be present for their first meeting in new 

facilities across from court house.  The gas company did not show so no heat, but space heaters in two rooms.  

Meeting was sort for that reason. I also interviewed Tammy and Marion Harold, he for Ex. Sec.  

12/22/1980 Mon. Doughnuts, fired Curus Spense, he lied about his child being in the hospital and being 

late twice.  Worked all day on Broker system. 

12/23/1980 Tues.  Doughnuts, John helped, cakes and then broker. 

12/24/1980 Wed.  Doughnuts, worked at bakery in cakes and broker business. 

12/25/1980 Thur.  Christmas, spent day at home with my family.  Bakery closed, spent day at home had a 

big risk game, with Georges and Mike Brown.   

12/26/1980 Fri.  In evening went to Sumi for the night with Mom and she and Charlie Baby sat.  

12/27/1980 Sat.  Doughnuts, financial work 

12/28/1980 Sun.  Spent sun at home ward, had family night also tithing settlement.  

12/29/1980 Mon.  Doughnuts, Broker business all day, had first customer and am setting up his loan 

requirements.  Very tired at night. 

12/30/1980 Tues.  Doughnuts, Broker following thru with Mikes loan. 

12/31/1980 Wed.  Doughnuts, worked on Mike Weatherly Loan most of the day.  

My financial statement for the end of the year of 1980 

 

 

 



 

 



 

1981 

January  

1/1/1981 THUR. New Year’s day, I spent in bakery doing accounting, sign co. and Yoder enterprises. 

1/2/1981 Fri.  Doughnuts, business accounting. 

1/3/1981 Sat.  Doughnuts, Accounting, Sheila had Mom and I go out to eat. 

1/4/1981 Sun. I stayed home and went to church in EC.  Also home taught in afternoon with Fred 

George, go all 5 families and talked on Moses.  Had Family night and Sheila gave a good lesson.  

1/5/1981 Mon.  Doughnuts, Steve started to work with me.  He did well, worked on broker business all 

day. For family night had tape on history of the church.  



1/6/1981 Tues.  Doughnuts, broker business. 

1/7/1981 Wed.  Doughnuts, Broker business. 

1/8/1981 Thur.  Doughnuts, had to go to Portsmouth to get a sign, did some broker business but had a 

headache.  So home early and sent Mom out to shop while I baby sat.  

Kathy, The best flower at the Washington Temple 

1/9/1981 Fri.  Doughnuts, broker business, a land deal has me hopping.  

1/10/1981 Sat.  Doughnuts, Steve is doing very well, I have to let him roll out and fry. Totals, broker, 

Stake Conf.  

1/11/1981 Sun.  I was released at Stake conference as High Counselor.  

1/12/1981 Mon.  Doughnuts, Broker business. 

1/13/1981 Tues.  Doughnuts, studied land deal from First Colony Farms.  

1/14/1981 Wed.  Doughnuts, went to 1st Colony and spent the day learning, if goes then possible 1 million 

commission. 

1/15/1981 Thur.  Doughnuts, preparing for 1st Colony deal. 



1/16/1981 Fri. Doughnuts, worked on 1st Colony and Ron’s deal and sign co., had missionary fireside in 

home, I gave lecture.  

1/17/1981 Sat.  Worked on finances, took wife to see the Wind Walker, a good film. 

1/18/1981 Sun.  Church, I taught lesson on H.P. had Roanoke Bible College investigators (2) in church.  

For family night played history tape.  

1/19/1981 Mon.  2pm prepared info for different projects.  To trip to 1st colony Farms with Ed. 

Casselberry, Charles Hudson and Buster Postom.  Spent afternoon putting things together on land project.  

Family night church history tapes, musical chairs for David.  

1/20/1981 Tues.  Worked on timber project most of the day.  Worked out finder’s fee with Fred (10%), of 

our commission.  Am a little worried.  I am spending money but no commissions yet, even though I feel it will 

be.  Had another phone put in. 

1/21/1981 Wed.  Had headache, so only stayed til 5am then home to rest and then back at 8am. 

1/28/1981 Wed. been real busy with my broker business. Still working on timber that looks like it is 

getter closer.  Also have been spending quite a lot of time with Bro. Abbott and White on missionary work.  

Now the Bishop would like me to take SM.    

February 

2/4/1981 Wed.  Steve is doing doughnuts, I still have to keep an eye on it.  I usually go in at 2am and 

work on my letters and material that takes being left alone.  Got my first % 450.00 yesterday from Mike 

Weatherly, the timber seems to be going along but slow process is good in the broker business.  I have spent 

time with the missionary program and that is processing along well. 

2/5/1981 Thur.  Two small boys in bed which made for poor sleeping. I got to bakery at 4am, checked 

doughnuts, did finances, and worked on mailing out land available to people.  

2/11/1981 Wed.  Been busy on financial broker.  I 

hope one of my big projects comes thru. I will be 

speaking at Wed. night class and Fri. at fireside and Sun. 

in church.  Sheila and Mike Brown are doing well.  

 

2/16/1981 Mon.  We had a Sac. Service for Sis. Grill, 

I was last speaker.  It was very spiritual.  Had a good 

family night by Kathy (young), and a game of hiding for 

David.  I feel real good about my kids.  They make me 

proud.  Sumi came to get info sat. Night on Rev. in the 

bible.  She is trying to help her brother in law who 

appears to have gone off the deep end.                    Mike and Sheila 

Had a family night at the Ward.  



2/17/1981 Tues.  Mom called me at bakery and sang Happy Birthday to me then Kathy gave me two 

candy cane, David his new Yo-Yo, Sheila a glass dish full of nuts and a promise to keep it full one month.  Mom 

a can of nuts, Mike gave me a box of cherry candy and John gave me 3 pictures of my office.  

2/19/1981 Thur.  My back is hurting quite a bit, James went skiing.  Masonite Corp. is here to seem Purlin 

land.  

2/20/81 Fri.  Back still hurting, went to Purloin and had Masonite people meet with Randall Pope. 

They were impressed, then back to E.C.  And contacted Mr. John Davis about 40,000 ac. In Hyde County, then 

took 5 hour trip to pick up maps etc.  By now my back really hurting. 

5/21/1981 Sat.  Back felt better in late afternoon and I worked at office for rest of day.  Then took Mom 

out at Eve. And went to eat at the Holiday Inn.   

2/22/1981 Sun.  Met with Stake Presidency for temple interview, then had ward conf.  Which was very 

spiritual, then afterwards meet with Stake in the ward missionary people to explain new program.  

March 

3/2/1981 Mon.  Have been working hard on the broker business but no big success yet, I still feel it will 

do all right but is taking quite a lot to make it go.  Sheila just got back from visiting Susan Jane in Raleigh and 

we missed her.  Had family night and had the Elders and an investigator couple and their children, had a good 

time.  



3/18/1981 Wed.  She was asked by Mike Brown to marry her and she accepted this Monday.  We are all 

happy for her.  I felt impressed a 1.5 yr. ago she would marry Mike.  Had interviews with family, felt good 

about my family and how they are growing.  Broker business is still going slow but I have faith.  

3/25/1981  Still working on selling Prulean, got cruse this morning and sent it off.  Helped Mike and 

Kathy with homework. Broker business very slow since I am studying financial statement course.  

 

 



April 

4/21/1981 Tues.  Been a long time since I wrote, much has happen.  Mom and I went to Pa. and got Mom 

Steinhauer, she is staying 2 weeks.  We have been painting and repairing the house.  That has taking a lot of 

time and money.  The broker business is very slow and I must rededicate myself there starting tomorrow.  

July 

7/5/1981 Sun. Even more has gone by, Frank Jr. returned.  That was a good feeling seeing him walking 

to us from the plane.  He is adjusting now, has a humble spirit about him.  Sheila got married in the 2 of July in 

the Washington Temple.  Frank, Mom and I went up and stayed overnight.  On the first she received her 

endowments.  Mike Brown and family were there and he was able to take her through he vail. Had the 

marriage ceremony the next day at 9am and was special. Brother A.A. McPherson, Sherry Wheeler and on our 

side and Bro. & Sister Brown and their daughter Kathy on their side.  The ceremony was beautiful then after 

they exchanged rings the Brother sealing, Bro. Romney, said they would kiss, standing up Mike gave Sheila a 

little peck and Sheila he, then Sheila through her arms around him and held him and kissed him hard.  He lifted 

her and she was crying.  So touching and so spiritual.  Sheila is a blessing to all she comes in contact with.  How 

we miss her already!!!!.  They came back the next night for the reception.  That was nice.  Pritchard’s did a lot 

to make it nice.  

7/5/1981 Sun. continue.   Mom left today to go to Pa. with Kathy to help her Mom pack, clean, and move 

out to live with Doris. We miss her very much.  We are now a house of men and sure lack that women touch.  

Soon we will have our missionary home evening which we hold every Sunday.  The Bishop had me for an 

interview, ask me to go on the Youth Temple excursion, to speak with Frank Jr. in Moyock 24 July and to talk 

to my family on how much we want to commit to the building fund.  Yesterday they asked me to help Billy 

Futrell with the Transition lesson for the Weatherly’s and I am now teaching the H.P. Priesthood Quorum 

class.  As you can see my strength is returning, thanks to Shakely.  

7/6/1981 Mon.   Sure miss Mom.  I had to go in and do doughnuts due to George being sick.  Then tried 

to catch up on back mail and also had to prepare and go to Norfolk to meet with people on land.   

Got home late and stopped to take James home but Josephine never showed for her shift so sent James home 

and I took Shift.  

7/7/1981 Tues. Had to redo about ½ doughnuts and Frank pulled wire off freezer so had to through all 

our doughnuts out.  Get interview set up for Frank with Mike Weatherly.  Quite sure he will get the job.  Have 

to collect route today and get shift coverage for rest of week.  Sure miss Mom.  



7/8/1981 Wed.  George did not come in again.  I went in at 

2:30 and had to go like mad.  Still late, had James come in to help 

at 5:30.  Got packed and started to deliver doughnuts and ran out 

of gas in Camry, waited at the Shell station for him to open up.  He 

did not get there until 8. Took up to 1.5 hours to deliver. Stopped 

at George’s house and did not get an answer so got his dad to 

check it out.  George called later and I tried to encourage him.  

Mom home, ya ya ya, I sure miss her, ran out of gas in Camden, 

and just snowed under all day.  

7/9/1981 Thur.  Had talk with George, he is coming in.  We 

got everything done and I tried to build him up. Sleep in the 

morning and baked cakes in the afternoon.  George helped, then I 

did glaze and we set up operations for tomorrow and made filling.  

I had headache by even.   Baby sat kids so Mom could do wedding 

cake.  

710/1981 Fri. George was feeling sick so I did most of the 

work.  He ran route.  We made Bread and icing.  On broker 

business during day. Had fireside at night I spoke at.  Talked about 

church organization and Sheila.  

7/11/1981 Sat.  George did not show, that cost him his job.  I 

had to do it all and also I planned to lead paint the fence so I got it 

started and then went back to bakery to work. Finally finished with 

Mike and Mom there, and got back in time to see it start raining. 

Worked on bakery and records most of the day.  Took Mom out to 

the movies. 

7/12/1981 Sun.  Ray my Brother came in 5am.  He will be 

spending a week with us.  Went to church and I taught Priesthood 

(HP), then meet with Bro. White for counseling, then Kathy, Frank, 

James and I had Sac. Program for Franks Return.  After we ate then 

Ray and I went Home teaching at 7pm we had our family night, 

then to bed.  

7/13/1981 Mon.  1:30am Ray, Frank and I to bakery to do 

doughnuts.  Then dlvr. routes and collected.  Worked on broker 

business in the afternoon.  To bed early.  Frank Jr. went to Family 

night.  

7/14/1981 Tues. We all did doughnuts again, then rested in 

the morning.  Broker business and cakes in the afternoon.  

Doughnuts in the evening so we could leave for temple at 1am. 

7/15/1981 Wed.  Ray and I to temple.  Went through his endowments and then went to second time.  We 

then visited the visitor’s center.  Then on to home.  Arrived 6:30, I did money then on to home to sleep.  As 

Ray came into the celestial room, the first time he looked like he was in shock from the vail.  I ask him how it 

went and he said he did not remember a thing and could not pronounce some of the words but felt better the 



second time thru, as we were leaving the temple he said now I feel like a real Mormon.  I was glad I could go 

with him. 

4/19/1981 Thur.  I got up with Frank but let him do the whole operation.  He did fine, so I will let him do 

them from now on.  Great, I can get some sleep.  Did a lot of Broker business and real estate, Made cakes.  

7/17/1981 Fri. Did icing, finances, broker business and R.E.  Took Mom and Ray to beach to see the 

sites and eat at Spencer’s.  Ray left when we got back. It was good to have him down. 

7/18/1981 Sat.  Finances, broker business, took Mom to the movies also Sandy and Jeff Grigson came to 

visit and will be staying for 2 days.  

7/19/1981 Sun.  I taught HP Priesthood and investigator class.  Then took Mom to visit the McPhersons 

and home teach two of my families.  That evening we had a whole lot of Young Adults over, had a good family 

night.  Marty and friend of Melody came as investigators.  

7/20/1981 Mon.  Broker Business most of the day.  Family night in evening, we talked about family 

reunion next year.  

7/26/1981 Sun.   Have a 30,000 AC coal land I think might get commission on, if all goes well.  Spoke in 

Moyock with Frank this morning, then went to the Hospital and waited 3 hours to administer to  

Benny Hawkins who had an auto accident.  Will have family nigh then youth will be coming over to sing for a 

while.  I counseled Melody After, she has not been feeling the Holy Ghost lately.  

7/27/1981 Mon.  Got Skinner and he brought truck and 200.00 of 600. 00 he owed us.  Did a lot of broker 

business and some bakery business.  Family night we visited he Weatherly’s. 

August 

8/1/1981 Sun.  Bakery is having a rough sked.  I am now taking a route out every night and on Sat. 

running 3 of them.  That has made me quite tired an snowed under this mainly due to poor sales in Bakery, 

Skinner not getting out.  I will have to maintain that sked. Til fall to get caught up on my money.  Hope I can 

last.  They asked me to teach James SS class on Sundays for a month or so.  Financial broker business is moving 

along and I have a lot to do this Mon.  John has major problem with Tanya and wants to go out west, to get 

away from the hurt.  We are trying to work out the best situation there.  After our family night a lot of young 

adults will be coming to sing.  

8/16/1981 Sun.  Now I have to take Franks job of making doughnuts, in addition to all the above.  I must 

get the bakery sold since it takes so much of me to keep it going.  John has decided to stay but is having a lot 

of hurt.  James has a problem and we have that to work with him on. Our finances at the bakery are slowly 

turning around.  If I can maintain my schedule for 3 weeks, I think we will be passed the worse of it. 

8/18/1981 Tues.  John came home Mon. and we had a good family night, then I went down to the chapel 

to get the young adults to sing.  I turned them over to Pam Pritchard then went back home to give John a 

blessing.  Prior we talked for at least an hour and the counsel I gave was of the Lord.  The other kids keep 

trying to come in and when we were finished David came in.  He said to his Mom, He wanted a blessing.  Then 

he ask what was a blessing.  She explained and so when he came to me, he asked for a blessing for his wetting 

the bed, his hot dog getting to hot in the micro wave, his being afraid of school, that he would be going to for 

the first time this fall and for swinging on his closet clothes bar.  I blessed him for most of that then Mark 

wanted a blessing, so I gave him one too.  Then to bed about 9:45pm to get up at midnight to do doughnuts.  



8/29/1981 Wed.  Been going at it.  We have a coal mine we 

are trying to get funds for.  Had the miner come in from W. VA. 

And we met with a number of people.  Don’t know if we raised 

the necessary 400,000.00 yet, but I learned a lot about mining.  

John is home to help me in the bakery.  He is struggling with his 

breakup with Tanya and Franks dating her. All the rest of the 

family seems to be doing well.  The broker business has a 

number of possibilities.  But still no large income. Pending 

possible:  

1. 25,000.00 Coal Field Pa. 20,000. Ac. 

2. 100,000.00 65 Million placement 

3. 20,000.00 Locating 200,000.00 

4. 10 %   

5. of mine if financed 400,000.00 plus 10,000 cash. 

 September  

9/17/1981   Coal mine had taken most of my 

time.  I am now trying to form a Corp. Still trying to raise 

400,000.00.  Have 60,000 with 20 being our house.  A couple 

of days ago, Frank and Tanya announced their engagement.  I 

think they will do well.  They do have money problems, but 

that’s part of life.  John is struggling and it is hard for him, He 

now wants to go out west and go on his mission from there.  

I don’t think he will, he is helping me quite a bit at the 

bakery.  Right now I could not do without him. The rest of 

the family is getting along well, David got his leg hurt by the 

car when we were moving the boat.  He is mighty sore.  He 

just started kindergarten and really misses Mom, but he is 

enjoying it. (He does cry every day though, he goes into the 

school bathroom so no one will see him cry).  Mark is 

everyone’s love.  He is funny and loveable.  James and Mike 

are doing ok, Kathy is also growing well, and she will be a 

beautiful girl when she gets older.  We all miss Sheila and are 

looking forward to her coming home this Xmas.  The bakery 

is struggling but with routes at night and sat., we are slowing 

pulling ahead. I wish we could sell it.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Back row: Charlie, Sumi, James, Frank Jr., Tanya, John, Michael, Mike Brown, Sheila 

Front row: Mark, Frank Sr., Kathy, Mom, David 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 



1983 

 

This picture is my sister Lillian Walton, myself, and my brother Ray Yoder 



March 

3/14/1983  Much has happen this past years.  John is out and serving well on his mission.  He has 

learned to love it.  We had to close down the bakery.  Took a large lose on it.  We are paying 10,000.00 off 

now. Had to take a loan on our house which has us with a monthly payment on 20,000. Of 311/month. My 

broker business has expanded with 15 associate brokers with only 5 are actively doing it. The southern Post 

newspaper has drained me both time and financially.  I will be terminating that association soon.  We have 

remodeled our garage, utility room and attic on top of the garage.  I have moved my office home to the 

garage, we owe more money now then we have for a number of years, mostly due to the bakery and post. I 

hope to change that soon.  I am the standby teacher for the H.P. and have just been called to be the Chairman 

for the Boy Scout troop.  Mom is R.S. President and James is Asst. to the Bishop and Seminary President. Mike  

is counselor in the teacher quorum and Kathy is counselor of her class president.  David is doing well in school 

and speech and Mark is looking forward to going to school this year.  



3/24/1983  Charlie and Sumi had the truth vs error lesson last night and Charlie committed to be 

baptized.  He will be interviewed this week.  I think both are coming along real well.  He has stopped drinking 

and smoking.  She still smokes, but that what this life is all about, overcoming struggles to make us worthy to 

go back to God’s presents.  I am 50, thankful for the gospel.  Frank has his pictures in the art show at Knobbs 

creek.  It was his first show.  Ray my brother, and his new family just came for a quick visit.  Ray’s wife Betty 

has some in depth experience and said his brush work was 

good, but he needed to take a different prospective of his 

subject, he had a two picture card approach.  I think they are 

great, he has some talent.  Sheila and Mike called yesterday.  

They have just moved and she is babysitting to earn money to 

come up to the temple.  For Susan Janes wedding.  We will be 

going up too. (Mainly to hold Amy Marie.) 

3/29/1983 Tues.  Am prepared to close loan for Robert 

Gray, my commission 1,500.00. I had to make a loan to him 

myself and we have really worried about it.  FA will buy it 

today.  Tomorrow close another buy down with commission of 

1,000.00, and then Thur. one in Wilson.  They hit all at once, great.          Mark & Mom at a church function 

Sure do love my family!!!!!  Have cleaned my two fish tanks, and filled them up with water.  Little Kathy is 

going up with the Browns to Washington to see Sheila and Mike and Amy.  The boys will be on a campout this 

weekend. Mom and I will only have Mark and David.  Should be a quite house.  I taught priesthood last Sun. 

and taught the importance of attending conference, now I will have to go to all sessions. Mike had a family 

home evening last night and did a good job. We had choc. Pudding with whipped topping on it for dessert 
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April 

4/6/1983  Closed Robert Gray Loan, also weeks buy down.  Mike Weatherly is having a big problem 

with is finances.  I am trying to get him a loan but it is hard.  Also he needs to sell some of his properties.  (I 

think he should get rid of all of them.) Little Kathy just got back from being away with the Browns for almost a 

week.  We sure missed her.  She got to see Sheila and Amy and Mike.  Mom is doing well as R.S. Pres.  She is 

feeling the challenge of working with a lot of people. I did go to all the sessions of conference and really felt 

inspired.  Just hearing one session is not enough to catch the spirit.  Last night our son in law was baptized.  

James did it and was proud.  I confirmed him and hope he and Sumi can get to the temple.  

4/11/1983  Had a good weekend.  Church was inspirational.  We started our fireside Sunday night 

again and had Charlie and Sumi, Keith George, Sisters and family come.  I gave lesson on Paul and the times of 

Christ.  I felt good about it even though it was a little long.  Mom had R.S. in Norfolk all day (Sat.) so Mike, 

Kathy, Mark, David and I went fishing and to our dinner at burger King. Had a lot of bites but no fish caught.  

We had hoped to catch one for our fish tank.  

4/18/1983  Much has transpired.  A pretty cat that followed James home from babysitting was 

adopted by the family.  He took over our house.  Many times I found him sleeping in my office on my chair.  

We all fell in love with him.  A tiger color 4 mo. old but large for age.  He had been well taken care of.  We tried 

to find his owner but could not.  Then about a week after he came we heard who he might belong to and went 

to see them.       

Sure enough it was theirs and the young women had missed him terribly so we gave him back. (Everyone 

wanted a different name so we ended up calling him “The Cat”. Sometimes tiger the butterscotch tiger and 

sometimes called him the Lion.  David and Kathy cried when he left and of course Mark seeing them cry felt it 

was the thing to do so he too cried.  Mom had a tear in her eye two.  We went fishing again but it was too 

windy and we did not get any bites. (Sat.) Enjoyed church Sun and had Keith over then had our fireside Sun. 

Night Charlie, Sisters and new member Sis. Curling came.  We had a number of games and I gave a lesson on 

Christ the Man.  How he was tempted and went through all that we did, but still insisted in doing the right.  

Sis. Tayler called that night and we talked about faith and why sometimes we do not reach our goals, but they 

are only a means to accomplish this life.  The more important work is 

of the kingdom, don’t let baptisms cloud your real purpose.  She is a 

spiritual spirit.                         Mark and cat 

4/28/1983  Been real busy in broker business.  Had our 

fireside on the Dead Sea Scrolls and other records found lately.  I 

have learned a lot from the tapes and books I have in my library.  I 

was able to answer all questions.  Mom and I took a trip to Winston 

Salem to connect up with another company.  They will allow me to 

represent them in this area.  That will allow me to offer 1st Mort. At 

competing rates.  That gives me a good coverage.  I need to now stop 

expanding my sources and develop them.  I need to keep training my 

brokers and slowly expand that end of my business, and finally I need 

to work on making money to get my debt cleared that I had to do for 

closing the bakery and southern Post Newspaper.  Having so much 

debt and high operating cost really bothers me.  The Lord does bless 

me and I feel like I will be able to get ahead by the end of this year.  



The harder I work in broker business the more the Lord bliss’s me.  We have a sister Taylor who is a full time 

missionary.  She is super.  She is all that I would like for a wife for John.  I wish they could meet and get to 

know each other.  Well we will see, Love my family and the Lord. Sumi and Charles brought me a giant gold 

fish last week and he has full control of the tank.  Do enjoy my gold fish.  

 May     Frank Toy Yoder, III 

5/2/1983 Mon. morning 

7:19am. Had a good 

Sunday, taught priesthood on 

inactive, who they were and 

we have obligation to assist.  

Took little Frankie (my 

Grandson) to Sis Menden’s 

class and talked about blessing 

babies with the priesthood of 

God, then sat in Sis. Trotman 

investigator class, talked about 

David entertained her quite a 

bit.  He would jump up and 

down and she would jump up 

and down.  Sheila and Mike 

were quite late since things did 

not get started on time in the 

temple.  The A/C was out at 

the motel, so we had to sleep 

with the windows open, but 

that left so much light in we 

could see everything, also the 

traffic was going on the road 

most of the night.  It added to 

very poor sleeping.  In the 

morning we got ready and 

went to the temple again.  

David, Amy and I sat through 

the visitor’s center 

presentation and Mom and the 

rest went into the temple for 

Susan’s wedding.  Everything 

went fine.  We then came back 

to the hotel and went to eat at 

the ice cream factory and that 

was fun.  David had the best 

time he every had on any trip.  

I tried to sleep for an hour but 



David had learned to use the elevator and was up and down and woke me 3 times.  Sheila twice so I gave up 

and we came home. The kids had taken good care at home.  We 

were glad to get home but enjoyed seeing our kids and 

granddaughter a whole lot.  I spent Sat. catching up on broker 

business and this Sun. on sleep.  I am now getting my journal 

and letters to my son done.  Then maybe my lesson for next 

Sunday.  I am thankful to my Heavenly Father for my  

Special family.  How blessed I am.  Many times I feel tired and 

would really be happy to go onto the next life but I know my 

wife and kids still need a guiding hand, so I stay on but I am 

tired.                     Mark sneaking a cookie!

       

5/29/1983 Sun.  Well another good week.  We closed another lone that will give us 800.00 commission. 

We worked hard on 4 loans, we are closing this coming Wed.  We should get 4,500.00 commission on them 

and we have others we are working on.  Frank Jr. has been teaching a Spanish Lady with the missionaries in 

Manteo and tomorrow they will be baptizing her.  Mom is almost all better and my shoulder bone is mending 

even though it still aches a lot (had accident in our car.) I taught both of my priesthood classes and Franks 

Young Adult class.  The more I teach the closer I feel toward my Heavenly Father.  The children are doing fine 

and only 9 days til school is out.  What a thought! My good wife is doing very well in her calling, she is growing 

and the sisters have been uplifted by her spirit.  I just finished a letter to John, he has lived such a good life and 

now on his mission, I just feel a tremendous amount of love for him and also for my other children.  Maybe it 

gratitude, for the lives that they have lived serving the Lord.  Whatever it makes my heart expand in joy. I am 

so blessed by my Heavenly Father, for all that Christ has done for us, for me.  These feeling of love have been 

very strong these past couple of weeks.  One thing I must do and that is to expand my efforts in missionary 

work. I also need to do better on my call as Chm. Of the Scout troop.  Must give it more time.           

5/30/1983 Mon. Morning: Just a note, I have grown a beard and 

mustache.  Since I was in the accident but yesterday at church, Bishop 

McPherson told me to get rid of it.  (Clean up my act.) The reason the 

young people will have an excuse to do it.  Of course I was in much 

love and as I reflected on it, I though no general Authority has one so 

it must not be too right.  I went home and shaved it off.  I smile to 

think he is the only one that feels he could tell me since I also saw the 

Stake Pres. Yesterday etc., 

June 

6/12/1983  Had a good week, my shoulder is a little better.  

Yesterday I used my left arm and hand a lot and it has my shoulder 

sore today.  The last time I went to the doctor he said it had not done 

much and I had a chance of non-closure, (The bones not mending back together.) So I am a little worried 

about that.  We talked to john last week and he is doing great.  He is trying to decide if he wants to go to a Jr. 

College prior to BYU. We feel that is all right, took family with Mom and I last night to stake conference, it was 

a good but short meeting. Then we went to Giant Open Air to get discount tickets for our upcoming King 

Dominion trip. We had a roast beef sandwich and James enjoyed being with us.  On the way back we talked 



about his mission.  So many actives due to his work.  I am concern about him missing Youth conference.  He 

feels he should not ask off. Too much because it is no fair to Mr. Bradshaw. I worry about his spiritual 

development with him missing so many of the church activities. Deterring him from spiritual growth and 

preparation for life here. I also worry how his actions are effecting the younger church kids. We agree, he and I 

should pray about it, and possible see the Bishop, this is the most important thing to me the spiritual growth 

of my children in the gospel. I know that will stand them in better stand 

than anything else. I am glad James feels he has a responsibility to his job, 

he has learned that part and I am proud.                                         Mom with 

her tomatoes and David in the back  

 6/18/1983 Sat. Last Wed. we went to Kings Dominion and everyone 

had a good time.  I had a wheelchair and the kids pushed me around in 

the morning since my arm was giving me some trouble.  Then in the 

afternoon I walked but got real tired.  We rode on a lot of rides, David and 

I were the only ones to go on the white water ride and he is proud of that.  

James, Mike took the little boys in the morning with us and rode Kitty 

Rides then in the afternoon Kathy, Mike and James went on their own way 

together and rode all the big rides they could.  Kathy just turned 12 and is 

proud of being able to do all the APYW activities.  She will be going to 

camp this summer and is looking forward to that.  Mark will be going to school in Sept.!!! We will miss him.  

He is so loveable but he is excited about going with David to school.  This Monday morning coming we plan to 

go to the Norfolk Zoo.  We also held our first court Mark, Dad, Mom, Kathy of honor since I became Chm, It 

was alright but could have been better.  Scouts came in coming up in a week.  I hope that works out alright.  

My arm is slowly getting better. I just hope the bone is connecting.  Will not know for 3 weeks.  

6/26/1983 Sun.  Had a good week, I am slowly getting my strength back.  That of course means I am not 

tired all of the time as I have been for the past many years. We had our charter presentation and that went 

well.  Also we sent the boys to summer scout camp.  Michael was only scout son to go but Frank went as a 

leader for 4 days and Greg. Abbott will go up to replace him last 3 days of camp.  I need to spend more time 

building up the troop committee so that it is strong.  Sister Lohl Will be baptized today at 5pm.  She asked me 

to confirm her.  We then had our reg. Sunday fireside with the Bishop speaking on repentance.  A tape on my 

hall of fame.  Sister Tayler will be leaving on the 7th July and we sure will miss her.  Kathy (little) got her hair 

cut and she looks cute.  She has showed it to everyone, I sort of miss her long hair but it will be easier for her 

this summer.  The summer is well on its way and I can’t hardly believe that Mark will be going to school this    

 David, Dad, Mark      Mark, Dad, Mom, Kathy 

 



 

fall.  It is a big event in all of our lives. By the way, Mom and I will be giving Sister Lohl the transition lessons.  

(2mo and weekly) Which we hope to be able to encourage her husband to take also.  He is a nonmember.  

Broker business is slow, I have a number of loans in the mill but no income for three weeks.  That’s the way it 

goes.  I still feel blessed the Lord has allowed me to learn this business.  I just finished a course from Va. Beach 

on how to make money with no money down on house.  I had to pay 300.00 for the course.   

July 

7/10/1983 Sun. Morn. Sheila and family came to visit, they 

have been here about 10 days and Mike is heading back.  We 

will take Sheila and Amy back this Fri.  Stay a day to see the 

sights and be back for our Sunday Fireside.  The Browns love to 

fish and Mike and Sheila did a lot of that.  This week Sheila 

hopes to get a lot of genealogy done. John is doing well and 

will be off his mission 21 Sept., and go to school 22 sept. He is 

excited.  He was made zone leader and enjoys that.  We 

received a letter from an LDS family he stayed with who 

stated he was a good Elder and claimed to be his Mom and 

Dad in Utah.  

Frank and Tanya had a miscarriage this past week but she 

is doing fine now.  Frank is gearing up to going to college 

this august.  I hope his money works out.  

My business has been great.  The Lord has really blessed 

us.  Last month we had a net of 5,000.00 and this month it 

should be more, around 7,000.00 or better.  I will try to 

clear our debt off completely and then put some money 

into savings accounts to release our home from the line of 

credit.  I have taken a course on no money down reality.  I 

think I have the knowledge to be a millionaire if I want to.  

Mom and I have talked about it.  We will see (That is not that important to me.) We are planning a bake sale 

for the scouts of whom I am troop committee Chm.  



I feel the Lord helped me plan it.  We need 521.00/year and we did not want to spend a lot of time raising 

funds all year.  So we are selling tickets to be redeemed at sale.  The scouts are selling and the high scout gets 

a scout wrist watch.  I have 22 others in the ward selling also.  Then we have 9 men who will match the highest 

ticket sales person and about 190.00 donated besides.  So I feel we will not only get our money but maybe 

enough to help the Cub scouts also.  How thankful I am.  The only area I worry about is having enough food to 

sell. 

7/25/1983  We now have enough people committed to make our scout money plus 158.00 for cubs.  

That’s without selling the 1st cake, two weeks to go to the sale.  John is trying to get a 3 week early release, 

this will allow him some time with the family prior to school.  He also wants to learn the Broker business 

before going to Utah.  That’s a hard thing to do but we will try.  Frank is paying off a lot of his bills from the 

broker business, I wish we could clear them all before he left.  If I keep pushing the broker business and the 

Lord Keeps blessing us we just might get a lot of his bills cleared. We got a VCR or is it VRC? That machine will 

record TV programs.  James is having a good time with it.  Vern Drayton called last night to see how the 

Yoder’s were.  Well best get busy, a lot to get done today by the way, I am having trouble with my gold fish.  

They have caught something.  I have three tanks (10, 30 and 40) gallons.  

7/31/1983 Sun.  Well, good Sunday.  The Elders and I had the program.  We spoke on missionary work.  I 

had Sis. Lohl bear her testimony during my talk.  She is a new convert and Mom and I are teaching her the 

transitions lessons.  She is a super gal.  Mike fell at Youth conference and broke his collar bone. (Like Father 

like son).  I will be taking a car load of kids to the Washington temple for baptism for the dead. This is Kathy’s 

first time. Kathy is a super little girl and I feel good about her spirt.  I am excited about all the new experiences 

she is having. (Youth baptism, APYW, outing as a teenager.) They are as exciting to the parents as they are to 

her.  I am glad we still have a girl at home. Don’t get me wrong, I love my sons but daughters are sort of 

special.  There will be a lot at our fireside tonight and I hope we can help the missionaries more.  The bake sale 

is coming along fine, that’s next Sat and we already raised enough money for the scouts (521.00), we now are 

working on the cub scouts money (3 cks on). Then on the Mormon encampment (50).  It cost so much to 

support the youth now a days.  I am thankful that the Lord has preserved me that we still have much to do to 

build up the kingdom.  I ask for the guidance to do what is right to be a benefit to the Father, to train my 

family and those about me, in a pleasing manner to the Lord.  How blessed I am financially right now.  The 

broker business income is almost unbelievable, thanks be to God.  

August 

8/14/1983 Sun. John called and will be coming home the 25th of the month. Kirsten also called and will 

be coming back then, she wants to support John.  We are excited at the prospect of them coming.  The 

missionaries work is proceeding along better.  The Elders are teaching a couple of good young men.  My 

broker business has slowed down from last month.  (July 13,000.00 income.) But I am sure it will pick up as 

time goes on.  I will be missing Frank and wish I had check out sec. but I want to get out of debt first.  I feel 

good about my kid Sumi is the only one that has had trouble and I don’t know what to do with her.  We pray 

every day for her and hope she will catch the vision.  But that sadness is offset by the current feeling I have of 

my other kids.  They are doing well and I feel the spirit working in their lives.  Our Sunday night fire sides are 

doing a lot of people good also. This type of fellowship is sure needed.  I am so thankful my Father in Heaven 

has given me and my family so much in blessings, so thankful for the gospel.  



9/4/1983 Sun.  I have felt impelled by the spirit to write today.  Many of my feelings are on the surface.  

A major worry I have is my calling to teach seminary.  I am afraid of the time it will involve.  I have a full 

schedule now and the Lord has blessed me with much broker work.  Usually I must work all day and some 

nights, also all day Sat.  To keep up.  But I know that it will be a 

learning experience.  The areas of responsibilities I have now are: 

Seminary teacher, H.P. Priesthood Teacher, Home teacher (6 

families), Chm of scout committee, overseeing our Sun. Fireside with 

the missionaries.  Areas I need to be into are genealogy, Missionary 

work and temple going monthly.  We have a 13 yr. old boy (Corbet) 

staying with us and that has put a lot of strain on our family situation, 

he has a lot of problems and seems to be fighting a lot with our 

young ones. John has come home from his mission, we are so 

thankful for him and his mission but he is getting ready to go back to 

school.  Frank and Tanya have moved south to go to school.  Sheila 

and Amy came in to see John coming home but she now has gone 

back and they are buying an expensive house (54,000.00).  My health 

is getting slowly better.  It is quite important I maintain good health 

or I can’t do all I must. I am following an exercise program each morn. Except Sun.: (leg lift 20x; both legs 15; 

sit up 15x; twist waist 10x right 10 left; twist neck 10x right, 10 left; head to shoulder 5 x left, 5x right; arms to 

left 10x, right 10x; hands on head twist 100x hand on waist twist 100x bend over touch floor with hands 10x, 

running on trampling 900 x with one foot hilting, both feet 300 times , the I walk if weather not too hot since I 

shower prior to walking.  I doubt if I am losing weight since that has made me eat more but I do feel better. 

John has not been able to get excited about the Broker Business, that’s too bad since it is a good business. I 

am about 10,000.00 from being completely out of debt. This year with finally closing down the bakery, I hope 

to get completely out of debt to have loses to cover income, then next year I will start to get into housing 

since I will need some tax write offs.  I am thankful for our business that has generated enough money to take 

care of our needs and pay off some of our debt.  I am thankful for my family that continues to give me good 

feeling and for my wonderful Wife with whom I share this journey with and most important to my Heavenly 

Father without I would not have the Gospel and all these blessings we have experienced.  I am blessed above 

most.  I hope I don’t forget that. 

October 

10/16/1983 Sun.  Well much had happen.  John is off to Utah in school.  He has a job as night clerk and 

bus station attendant Fri, Sat, and Sunday. 10pm to 6am.  That help a lot on his money.  He lives right next to 

the campus and about 10 blocks from where he works.  He feels he is happy as he has ever been.  We are glad 

for him.  Frank and Tanya and little Frankie are down south going to school.  They are struggling but doing 

alright. Sheila, Mike and Amy are in Action Ma. And still working on the new home. (The Gov. red tape moves 

slow), Sumi is here in EC and just left her job at the Club.  Hopes to get one in three months at a trucking co.  

She had it but there was a mix up and she has to wait 3 mo. Now she needs something to help pay her bills.  

She and Charlie are still separated.  Today she is coming to church.  James and Michael are really into 

computers. They spend much time with my business, one mostly doing games. We also go up to a user’s group 

in Norfolk 2 x a mo.  My broker business has slowed down but is progressing well.  I hope to close an 110,000 

private finance loan this week.  My fee to be 5,000.00.  My business has slowed down this past 2 months but I 

like the slower pace.  I am no longer teaching Seminary, when I had an interview, the HC decided my schedule 



and feelings were reason to have me not to do it.  But ask me to teach til they found a replacement.  That took 

1 month.  I finished their first unit.  Seminary was very time consuming, 2-3 hour a day and 4-6 on Sat.  I was 

not able to do much of anything else.  I did enjoy the knowledge gained and the closeness you get with the 

kids.  Well must go from now to the end of the year, I hope to be able to move forward on many areas, 

business, genealogy, family, missionary work.  Next time I will define each area in more detail.  

November 

11/27/1983  This is next time and much has happen.  We have been very busy and have finished 

thanksgiving and open house.  Frank and Tanya and Frankie came home.  John called, he will be coming home 

on the 18th of Dec. to the 21st. for Christmas but has to be back for his job during Christmas.  I am now Sub. For 

priesthood class again. Bob Hutchins was teaching but went out of town for a couple of weeks.  My business 

has keep a good level and I have been blessed quite a bit.  My kids are 

coming along well and Sumi is my Sec. Right now and is doing a good job. 

I have some big plans for Christmas for Mom and the family if it works 

out.               Frank & Frankie 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



1984 

1/8/1984  As you might expect, much has changed in the few 

months past.  The biggest change has been the death of our daughter in 

law, Tanya, so sad, she had brought Frankie home for the weekend while 

Frank stayed and studied for exams.  They had some marital problems. I 

had a long talk (2Hrs.) with her, gave her much counsel and she had 

determined to go back a changed women.  That next day, Sun., she was 10 

miles from her home down south when the car went off the side of the 

road.  It rolled over three times and she was thrown out and suffered 

major head damage and many broken bones.  She never regained 

couscous again.  They keep her alive on a machine.  The Hughes and I went 

down to the hospital, we had to make a decision of taking her off the 

machine, which we did since her body was so damaged, but prior to them 

taking her off she died. Of course this tore everyone up.  Frankie had been 

in the car too but only had scratch’s, he was very blessed and watched 

over.  It was one of the biggest funeral we have ever had...           Mom & Dad @ the temple 

 However it is hard to believe she is gone.  

A week after that the Bishop ask me to conduct a grave side service that he could not make. Some 

relative of Burnett’s.  Then about another week later and Sis. Northwood passed away.   

Christmas was good, Sheila was here two weeks prior with Tanya’s funeral and John came in the week 

and half prior but had to go back the 21 Dec. to work in Utah.  My kids were surprised with their gifts.  Mot got 

her roll top desk and the kids got a commodore 64 computer.  That was the most I have ever spent on 

Christmas.  My broker business slowed down a lot Dec. and Jan. but I sold a house that helped out.  The 

scouting in the district is going through a hard time, much bad feeling and the paid scouter quit his post.  I 

hope our presence can assist in the matter. Well this is a new year and much to look forward to.  I hope to get 

into real estate buying this year.  I think I have the knowledge and training to be a millionaire in a few years if I 

am willing to work at it.  The money is not so important but it would be good security for my family when I 

pass on and I know that will come sooner than anyone expects.  

1/29/1984 Sun.  I just finished a letter to John.  Frank is home with Frankie for the weekend.  He feels it’s 

more then he can do.  To keep Frankie, he has not been able to give enough time to his studying.  Se we will 

keep him for the time being. He will go into the little boy’s room.  We worry about him missing his dad and 

getting use to sleeping in a crib.  The poor little fellow hurts and does not know why.  We have a lot of us to 

give the love he needs, but we can’t replace a mother.  

I sat with Bro. Burnett and he ask me to bless him.  (He had a stroke and can’t talk or have the use of all 

his body.) I prayed myself, asking Heavenly Father to direct me then I blessed him, Thinking to give him a 

general blessing but the spirit had me, (against my will) bless him to speak, the reason I did not want to do 

that was I knew the Lord has his servants do his work and if I gave him that blessing (to speak) I would be 

required by the Lord to work with him to accomplish the Blessing.  I was worried about my schedule etc.  

Afterwards I though and prayed for two days then came to the conclusion I was to do as the Lord directed, so 

Sat. I went to the Burnett’s and got some material they had and I told Sis. Burnett what happen and set a 



schedule with them to come 6 days a week to help Bro. Burnett.  I 

will need the help of the Lord to accomplish all I have to do.  

The last two days I have been able to work solid all day and 

part of the night on broker business.  That’s great since my body 

has not had the strength to go all day for a long time. I hope it 

keeps up.  I have so much I wish to do.  I am so thankful for the 

gospel, for my children and very thankful for my Wife.  

February 

2/11/1984 Sat. Night. Received package from Sheila and 

Mike for my birthday.  It had nuts, candy and pictures of their trip 

to my brother Bobs in Michigan.  My sister Lil. called a few days 

ago and said Bob and jean were real impressed with Sheila and 

Mike and Amy.  They felt they were very mature for a young 

couple.  Last few days Mom has been sick.  2 days ago Claudia 

(Our adopted daughter for a year or so.) brought a meal for us.  

Then last night our Kathy insisted on cooking a meal and having us 

enjoy candle light in the kitchen while she babysat in the living 

room.  It’s great to have girls.  

We are coming along with Bro. Burnett.  It is slow but we much plan for a long term work with him.  I hope he 

does not get discouraged. B.U. Evans has allowed me to try to sell his business.  He is having a hard time and 

needs to sell.  I have got him 5 loans so far.  If I sell his business for 300,000 that would be 15,000 commission, 

that would be nice. But more important it would get Mr. Evans out of a business that could cost him 

everything he now owns.   

Sumi is working full time as a Sec. for me now, it has helped her and hopefully she will get closer to her 

Heavenly Father.  Frankie our grandson is with us and he is fun, but demands a lot of attention.  Of course if I 

had been through what he has I would demand a lot of attention also.  Frank is doing well in college and so is 

John.           John on his mission in Utah 

2/26/1984 Sun. Had Ward conference today.  Enjoyed 

Pres. Rowe and Pres. Armstrong. In the afternoon worked on 

scouts.  I have been asked to head up the SME program in the 

Albemarle District.  They will come Tues. 11am to give me the 

directions.  We are trying to have a powerful influence on our 

local scout district thru the round table and getting all required 

items done well in advance. Our charter is ready to go Tues. 

28th and we will have a court of honor that night too.  

    

 I just finished a letter to John.  He is doing well and we 

sure do love him. The other children are fine with the exception 

of a nasty flu bug which everyone but Mike and I have got.  



 Mom is growing in her calling as R.S. president.  She talked on her goals for the year with me last night.  

I surely love her so much.  Love makes this life really a joy.  I look forward to an eternity with her.  

 My strength has slowly returned, I can now go for a time (work) and I can even sing the songs without 

running out of breath.  Most has been caused by my exercise in the Morn, 6 days a week.  Also Shakely Vit. I 

take each day.  The Lord has blessed me with an extension of time to have some to have some input into my 

family.  How blessed I am.  

March 
3/25/1984 Sun.  Yesterday got a letter 

from John.  Last year he needed to borrow 

300.00 for college and a car, so he has sent 

me a check in Jan. and now one yesterday 

and payed me back.  That’s great. He is 

working two jobs, (Weekend motel clerk and 

campus boiler room) plus taking 12 hrs. of 

schooling.  He is a hard working son and one I 

am proud of.  Right now he is trying to get his 

schedule set up to get out of school a month 

early so he can get a full time job.                           

 I guess he hopes to beat the rush.    My Welcome House sister, Charlotte & her family 

 Sheila also wrote and is 5 months pregnant, is expecting in July.  She is planning to have Little Kathy go 

up for about 1 month to help during July and then come back for the Browns reunion in August.  Kathy is 

looking forward to it.  We will probably take her up.  

 I am having some problems with James right now, he does not want to do church things and also work 

in the home.  Actually some work-Kitchen helper etc. I feel he need this training for his mission but he does 

not like to cook or do dishes. We, He and I, have always had a good relationship.  I will be meeting for an 

interview today and hope to get it ironed out.  He is a good son but computers have his total interest right 

now.  Of course that is better than a girl.  He should be going on a mission this October.  

 Mike has a job with Larry Carpenter (an Accountant) working on 

his computer.  Mike likes that.  Frankie is with us and that’s hard a one 

year old again, but we all love him.  Just cuts into the sleep at times.  Sumi 

is working for me as Sec. and doing well, she just got her divorce last week 

so she now goes under Sumi Yoder.  I hope she can get involved in church 

again.   

 My Broker Business has been real good this month, I think I will do 

more business this month then I have any month before. I was blessed to 

sell an oil business in Currituck and split a commission with Josh Tunnel 

for 7,500.00 that sure helped.  

1/16/1984  My sister Lillian her oldest son Charlie and her 

husband came to visit.  Her son is going to be stationed in VA. At Oceana 

Naval Air station.  We enjoyed that visit.  I have had a headache for about 



a week.  Just a dull one.  Don’t know why.  We dug up our garden yesterday.  That was quite an undertaking.  

Mom and I are no longer physical in shape to do that without paying dues. The kids are all growing well.  Little 

Frankie is quite spoiled and wanting to be held a lot of the time.  But he will grow out of it.  The weather finally 

got a little warm yesterday (70), we are having a late spring and the cold has stayed with us to long. We had 

talked about a swimming pool but Mom does not think we need one.  Too bad, I think it would be nice.  

4/29/1984  Had a good Sunday.  Taught the priesthood lesson.  I enjoy that since I learn so much in 

its preparation.  The way I do that is as follows: Sunday afternoon I get all the scriptures for next week’s 

lesson.  I copy them and paste into my Priesthood book or write in so I can ref. to it quickly.  At that time I go 

over the lesson once.  Then in the morning of each day thru. The week I read the lesson.  By the fourth time I 

catch the spirit of what the Lord wants taught and usually there is a deeper meaning then just one reading 

would bring out.  Then either Sat. morning or Sun. I outline in yellow marking pencil what I want to emphasize 

then Sun. morning I outline in yellow marking pencil what I want to emphasize then Sun. morning I mark 1-2-3 

giving me the order I wish to cover the lesson.  That is why I gain so much from them.  But you get what you 

wish to put in.  

 I am trying to decide about transition into a mortgage Co.  This would allow me to make all loans’ and 

then sell them to my different companies.  I must evaluate all aspects of this. My business has been mighty 

blessed and I must wisely use these blessing to 

build up and do what the Lord would have me 

do.  

Mom listening to the boombox 

May 

5/6/1984 Sun. Good Sun. Home taught with 

James, Frank came home and took off to a 

fireside.  I was able to lay out my priesthood 

lesson for next week.  This week’s lesson was 

quite impressive for me. (Repentant).  I 

struggled mighty with it since I had not 

experienced those deep feelings that Alma the 

younger had. Also I don’t think I repent daily, 

so I had to take stock and see where I stood on sins.  I will enclose my list.  It was a good class.  

5/6/1984 Frank Toy Yoder Sr. sins:  

1. Omission:  Not doing what I know needs to be done. 

2. Not completing my assigned task with full strength.  

3. Not taking as much time with my family as needs to be. 

a. Counseling 

b. Time to plan their growth (Spiritually) 

4. Genealogy: Bad Sin. 

5. Sometimes allowing TV shows to stay on when they should be turned off. 

6. Sometimes refusing to share time and talents. 

7. Sometimes neglecting personal prayer. 

8. Not studying enough. (Gospel) 



9. Not doing enough missionary work… I could do more effectively. 

5/13/1984  Another week has flown by.  We got a 1983 Cadillac.  Mom is about to have a fit.  She 

feels we aren’t Cadillac people, but I tried most of the others and found it had the best riding qualities and 

also resale value.  Got it from Newport News.  We had been negotiating with three dealers and they gave best 

deal. 13,600.00 Plus tax.  I told Mom I thought I could pay it off in 6 months.  

Frank Jr. is home and I am hiring him to work with me til he heads off to school.  Sumi is on a weeks’ 

vacation to Texas with her friend Robin.  Seminary is finished for the year, I’m glad we need to sleep in longer 

in the morning.  John called and he is working for the Bishop in Utah at 4.00/hour.  He has let the Restaurant 

and motel jobs go.  That’s much easier on him.  Also he debated about coming home but thinks it will cost too 

much so probably will not come.  Mom has been feeling depressed.  So many to care for.  I have had a talk 

with Frank and will with the others to encourage them to do more in the home.  I spoke today in priesthood.  

Talk is in talk file.  We finished our Home Teaching with James and Mom and I will get Lanie Lowl tonight.  

5/27/84 Sun.  Have been quite busy this past few weeks.  We are getting close to closing a business 

loan on Crain Brothers that will give me 6,700.00 commission 1%. I will give to Shearson but that still give me a 

good piece.  Of course my bills are needing to be paid.  Frank has a job with the city and starts Tues.  We spent 

time with the boat yesterday, had problem, but got most of it fixed.  The older boy’s love to water ski on their 

surf boards, the rest of the kids enjoy our little 15 x 4 deep pool out back.  Mom has a hard time with the 

water and use of towels but summer should prove interesting.  P.S. I have my motorcycle up for sale.  

June 
David, James, Mom, Kathy, Frankie, Sumi 

6/3/184 Sun. Well another week has flown by.  I 

had to pull on my line of credit to pay bills.  I have a 

number of projects that will yield a good penny but short 

right now.  My business is still doing very well.  I hope to 

close one loan for 5,000.00 fee and another for about the 

same.  I have really been blessed with this business.  

Frank has a job with the city but will not be going to night 

David & Mark 

school.  He missed the opening week.  Little Frankie 

sure does love his daddy and miss’s him when he 

goes away. It is a sad thing to watch.  Mom and 

Kathy went shopping and Kathy got a new one piece 

swim suit and a skirt and blouse.  A couple of days 

prior she got a dress, oh yes she also got new shoes.  

That should fix her for the summer and trip to 

Sheila’s.  School has only 5 days left and we will 

have summer Vac.  I feel it will take extra effort to 

make our homework and keep my business going 



right. I feel I will have to have a firm and with the children.  However I feel fall will be a welcome time.  Our 

pool has been good for the little kids but it takes constant care.  The boat has been good for the older boy but 

has given us a lot of trouble.  But we have enough play things for them to have a good summer.   

6/24/1984  Sun. John just rolled in to the surprise of everyone but Mom and I.  We knew he was 

coming.  He had a time of it.  He was not sure if he should come home for the summer and we struggled with 

that for quite a while.  Then as he was ready to come he had two 5.00/hr. job offers. But he still decide to 

come since I guaranteed him 125/Wk. Then backing out of his drive way he hit a car and did 110, 00 worth of 

damage which cut him down to 100.00. So I had to bank transfer 200, 00 for him to be able to get home.  Then 

he sleep a little Fri. night, after leaving 10am and drove 

straight thru.  Got here sun. About 2-3 and was high and 

tired. (High on no doze pills.)  It is good to have him 

home. 

 I feel the rest of my older boys are slipping 

spiritually and I am at a loss to reverse the trend. We 

have started daily scripture reading and they know I am 

concerned.  I also think I will start to have Sunday Night 

Family Night and cover my Priesthood Lesson’s, which 

are in depth gospel points.  Of course we ask our 

Heavenly Fathers help.  Another thing that is bothering 

me is the poor missionary status of our ward.  We have 

only 1 baptism so far this year and at present no full 

time missionaries out.  I am going to Bro. Burnett’s 

every day to give him speech and physical exercise.  

That cuts into my business day 4-5pm, but it has caused 

me to be blessed of the Lord.  My business is doing          James, Michael, David, Mark, Kathy, Mom 

ok but I have incurred large bills and am struggling to clear them.  Cad (14,000.) and loans I have given out, 

July 

7/1/1984  Well we had a very profitable week.  Closed 8,600.00 worth of loans.  That makes my 

month over 11,000.00 which is very good, best month I have had.  John is home helping and learning.  He has 

been a blessing to have home.  He fixed up a long slide from tree to tree for the kids, they love it but it goes 

right over Mom’s garden.  We have lose 1 pepper plant and a number of bean plants. The kids are enjoying the 

pool and I think I have learned how to keep it in good shape.  We are looking forward to going to Sheila’s in 

two weeks, also yesterday David reached 8 yr. old and had 4 of his friends in plus the family.  They had a good 

time and David is growing well.  Mom has this diet she is on and has lost a lot of weight.  She sure looks good, 

but every now and then she gets real tired for a few days and can’t hardly get around.  It’s something missing 

in her diet.  She has keep on the diet quite well, she is a good women, I sure do Love her much.  I feel we are 

having some effect on the spiritually of my kids, but we must keep at it.  The war is ongoing and we must not 

let the devil have a chance to gain my children.  Each one is special and he would love to get them.   We 

build shelves in my office giving me more room, Mike and John Build shelves and I paid for it.  

7/8/1984  Had an interesting week.  I was offered a chance to place 2 million in first mortgage 

money, to do so I had to commit 20,000.  This has to be placed by 20 Dec. that makes it hard.  I have laid out 



my plan and will be advertising after we get back from our trip to Sheila.  I trust Elizabeth city is ready for 8.t% 

arm loan.  I can make a good income or loss depending if I’m blessed by the Lord.  I got the boys water skies 

and they do enjoy that.  I feel the spirit is telling me that a call is coming and I am not sure what it will be.  I 

would think it would be after 20 Dec. I had talk with Bishop and told him of my 2,300. Deal. I felt. 

7/15/1984  We took our trip to Sheila and dropped Kathy off.  She is to help Sheila with her new 

baby when it gets here.  The trip took 13 hours, hard on the seat but much more enjoyable in the Cad. Sure 

enjoy the curse control.  John spoke in ac meeting and did a good job.  We have a new family move into the 

ward, 9 children, we are helping them. My fist advertisement came out today and I hope it generates a lot of 

business.  I need to place that 2 million.  Larry Carpenter came to all meeting today that was good.  He wants 

to get active.  We have had 2 programs this past two Sundays so I have not had to study for a Priesthood 

lesson and boy can I tell the difference spiritually.  I must remember this.  Well much else has happen, Mike 

was sent home from Youth conference, seems he was with the wrong group.  I don’t think they handled it 

quite right but I’m sure they did what they knew was right.  

7/22/1984 Sun. working hard on broker business.  Got a couple of loans closed to being sent in. This has 

to do with the 20,000 I had to put up to hold 2 million @8.5% arm.  If I am able to place it I will do very well, 

get my 20,000. Back plus 50-80,000.  But if not I lose my 20,000. A risk but I am the only one in area with this 

money.  Need the Lords Blessing on this one bad.  

 Kathy called from Sheila’s and is missing the family but I think she is doing 

well.  All the kids in the neighborhood call her aunty Kathy.  She likes that, 

Amy is just in love with her and she has met a couple of young men that are 

interesting. John is doing well learning the broker business, he would like me 

to fund a video store in E.C. and I might after I place this 2 million.  He of 

course would run the store and I guess be partners with me.  Mom has just 

taking over paying all home bills and has her own checking account to do 

that.  She gets my retirement check of a 1,000. Or so but we will have to give 

her more since that does not take care of this big family.  She is watching the 

spending of money much closer.  A new family, the Vails moved in and we are 

helping them get settled.  I am still quite worried about the spiritually of my 

children, must work harder on that.  This is one thing I have come to realize, 

the Lord gives us problems to stay close to him.  I, right now, feel more of a 

need for his help then I have for a while.  Both the business 2 million and    Mark and kitty 

James struggle on his priorities.  Lord Bless this entrepreneur and father, I need all the help I can get! 

August 

8/12/1984 Had a couple of buy weeks.  Had to teach the SS class and of course my priesthood class.  Alma 

is where we are at and really enjoyed it but quite hard to keep up with the preparation for them.  The boys 

(James, John and Frank) will be going to Utah to school in 9 days and Sheila and family will be coming home in 

6 days.  We will have a big change in life style after everyone leaves. (Sort of looking forward to it, I think our 

home is overloaded right now.  Too much work for Mom.  But she doing well.)  My business is going along but 

I wish I had not committed to the 2 million money.  I have tied up a good part of my money and could lose a 

good part of it. My other loans will make up for it over a period of time but still I don’t like to think I have 

made a bad financial decision, that taught me a lesson and gave me training in 1st mortgages loans I have 



needed. We are close to forming a corp. (financial) and I think we have some great potential, I feel we can 

become a great company with my sources of money if I can coordinate it and have the right people to help 

me.  

8/26/1984 Much has happen.  Sheila came, her little Amy is a doll and keeps calling me grandpop. (I love 

it).  We, Mom and I, took Sheila and her family to waterside in Norfolk, they enjoyed that.  That is a great 

gospel family.  John and James left for Utah.  They took 2 days to get there and 200.—for gas.  They have an 

apartment 290/mo. Furnished but not elect. (They have to pay it).  We miss our boys, James is struggling for 

his testimony and we feel John will be a great help to him.  Frank will be leaving 6:30 Monday, tomorrow, and 

going to BYU.  Each son has worries and problems but I know the Lord will look out for them.  If they stay close 

to him.  I blessed the three boys last week a family nigh and each gave their testimony. It was a crying time.  I 

could not give a complete blessing to James due to being overcome.  The sole console he got was to Harken.  I 

feel close to the Lord by studying the scriptures each day, thankful for the church that helps me be close to my 

Heavenly Father.  

September 

9/9/1984 Had a rough schedule and have not taken the time to keep this up.  Had a number of rejects on 

my loans in the 8.5% money and commercial loans.  This is very discouraging.  We had looked on a few of 

them as good possibilities.  I am feeling very bad about the 20,000l that has been used to tie up 2 million.  I 

think I will lose most of that.  I can recoup but that I made the decision I did really hurts.  

 New subject.  I am very tired at night.  Since I do very little physical work, I should not be as tired as I 

am.  I believe I have some kind of health problem but not sue what it is.   We just got a call from Frank and he 

is coming home.  He wants to get married to Lori.  Work a semester then go to E.C. state.  He wants me to wire 

him 200.00 to get home. So I will. I taught priesthood and SS today.  That’s a lot of teaching. 

9/17/1984 Sun. Well we have a new Bishop, Adrian Hughes.  He will do well.  Bishop Medlin did a great 

job and served a long time (6 yrs.) I am thankful for the help he was to my children.  I had a talk with Bishop 

Hughes today and gave recommendations on scouting.  List on Bro. Burnett’s assigned men for Set. And 

caught him up with my health and financial business.  Also expressed my concern on the missionary work and 

told I would help were needed and called. Frank has told us he and Lori will be getting married, don’t know 

when yet.  James called last week and they (John and He.) are having a lot of good times.  We ordered the IBM 

computers today for Larry Carpenter and myself.  I got a loan for them and will lease to him.  I did not want to 

tie my money up; but that’s the only way we could get them quickly.  They should stream line our business 

quite a bit.  I spoke in Sac. Meeting today.  See file on talks.  

9/23/1984 Sun.  Got a call from James and John... They are doing well.  Worrying about money though.  

James took a 20 mile hike Sat. 7am to 7pm and was beat.  A plant and Tues school starts. James hr. 12-5pm 

and John comes on 4-8amm, both work as custodians. 3-7pm every day.  That will give them 40/wk.  Had a 

very relaxed Sunday, got my lesson scriptures copied and read lesson over.  Hope to spend a little time on 

studying Insurance questions for test next Friday.  My new computer will be in Monday and the Loan handler 

Program came in and we are learning to use it.  I feel that will streamline our operation.  It prints out the 

forms and does the math for FNMA application.  The trouble is I will have to block a whole month to get the 

system in operation with everything I want done.  My 8.5 money is still not doing well.  I just started a new ad 

campaign and hope that will do well.  Much to be done in business.  I hope to get my insurance license and 

receive commission for insurance I recommend.  I am also toying with the idea of working a deal out with 



Frain building to establish an office there, but with the possible loss of 20,000 commitment fee for the 8.5 I 

hesitate. Life has so many lessons to learn and in such a short time.  My knowledge in financing has a long way 

to go.                       My home office on Hunnicutt St. 

9/30/1984 Sun.  I went to take my insurance test 

in Raleigh Fri.  I will learn if I passed this coming Fri.  It 

was for life accident and health.  I hope to go and take 

another test this Fri. for fire and casualty and auto.  The 

reason I am taking these test is to get license thus be 

able to receive commission for those clients I 

recommend to other companies.  That added income 

with not much effort.  Of course time has to be spent to 

study and money to do, but it will be worth it.  Frank Jr. 

has moved to Norfolk and got a job with a construction 

firm.  He has many financial problems and must learn to 

set his priorities in order. I had a log talk with Lori about 

her and Frank.  I hope I was able to help.  James received 500 from Aunt Doris for College and he wants to buy 

a small 100 cycle for transportation.  I feel bad about this, I am trying to encourage him to buy a car.  The 

weather is too bad in Utah for riding safely a cycle.  Sumi worked Sat. with Mike and myself to rearrange the 

office.  It will serve us better for a while.  I really am getting to the place of needing more room.  We have our 

new IBM PC compute in office now and am trying to learn how it works.  It has problems with the Loan 

Handler Program and I hope we will be able to get it on the line soon.  I am worried about my money.  I have a 

lot of different loans out to people and need to get organized.  Also my 8.5 money is still bothering me, quite a 

bit.  I think I will be losing most of my 20,000. And that’s a downer, also the Jackson house is in bad shape 

financially.  The builder is way off as far as money is concerned. I have money tied up and we will still be over 

about 6,000. On cost.  I also had to give Harris another loan so they would not lose their house.  That over 

finances that house badly, but I am making the decisions as I am impressed.  Must do what I feel right about.  

 Mom & Mark 

October 

10/7/1984 Sun. Just finished reading my 

paper and helping Kathy roll papers.  She has a 

paper route.  I will then be studying my 

priesthood lesson for next week.  Today is 

church conference and we will go to church 12 

noon for the first session.  Last night Mike and I 

went to priesthood session and it was real 

good. 

Sawyer home is in a mess, the builder took off.  

We are trying to get the job done by getting the 

best price but it is slow.  I think I passed the life 

health ins. Test in Raleigh last week and I hope 

to go and take fire and causality this week. The 

reason I am doing this is we can get a fee for 



referrals but must be licensed agent in N.C. to do so.  I am also struggling to learn our new IBM computer and 

being able to get it into operation.  I have a chance to get the Crain building.  I am not sure how I will do it but I 

wish I had a better financial stance.  With 20,000 committed for 8.5 money and 14,000 for car on 1st Citizen 

Line then loans made on my Wachovia line to the extent of 6,000. (Booker Armstrong, Richard Harris and 

college) I feel stretched out.  Also payments on computers and truck don’t help.  I am thinking of offering 

400/mo. plus expenses and that would give them about 800/mo.  I would do offer to purchase-lease with 

payments towards purchase price.  

10/21/1984 Had a good Sunday.  Frank and Lori were down today and eat with us.  Kathy is in charge of a 

fireside tonight and has it all planned like Sheila use to.  Kim from across the way has been with us all night 

and day.  She got a good douse of church today.  

John and James have called a number of times this past two weeks, they are struggling financially but are 

having a good time.  James is homesick some from his calls.  He told of a girl that kidnaped him and they and 

another couple went camping for the weekend then went to her home and the notice reminded him of our 

home which he missed.  

I gave an offer to Crain for their office building, one year lease with renewal 1 year offer 120,000 rent to apply 

to sales price if I bought.  They are thinking it over and will counter offer.  I feel my business will increase quite 

a bit under that situation.  That along with our new PC computer and the Loan handler program should allow 

us to handle a higher volume of business.  (The Loan handler prints out the letters and disclosures we need to 

make in doing loans.)  I am afraid the 8.5 money will be a loss we just are 

not able to qualify people due to the tight requirements.  Also I see a loss 

in the Jackson Sawyer home.  We have given them another loan to get 

closer to finishing the house but we will have a hard time getting the 

money back, but I am committed to finishing the house and getting the 

Sawyers on the way to handling their loan situation.  I worry about the 

Edenton Harris loan also, but there is another case where I had to do it.  I 

must try in the future not to get myself his committed to people, it can 

ruin me.  The Lord has been good and blessed me to be able to handle it 

to this point.  By the way I failed one of the insurance test.  I had the 

wrong book to study from G. R Little agency.  There is a new one out. So I 

will have to study and pass that.  I also decided to go for adjustor since a 

lot of the questions on the Agents test are the same and I have passed life 

and health agent lic. Test.         Mom at the beach 

We also have a genealogy program for the PC and I was able to start entering data today that should be a big 

help.  I hope I can get all of it in to the system. 

10/28/1984 Sun. worked on my genealogy last Sun. and got my family and my Fathers in the system.  

Mom helped me.  I am excited about this and plan to spend each Sunday on Genealogy.  This past week I have 

had some trouble with Jim Beales my Attorney.  He has not performed as we had hoped and has delayed 

closing of loan that I had to pay off a trailer to get clear title with, so I ended up with 8,000. Or so in the loan 

and still do not have it closed.  Monday I have to close at all cost then I will get a new lawyer.  Got a group to 

go out Sat. and work on Sawyers house.  Frank Jr, Mike, Larry Carpenter and myself.  They had family and a 

friend so we got a lot of sheet rock put up on ceilings.  I am organizing a work party for Thur. night and have: 

Delmar, Hall, Steve Burnett, Vail, Mike, Horace Pritchard and myself. 



I am really stretched out as far as money is concerned.  I hope I can make enough to clear my lines out quickly.  

Also I til don’t know about the Crain office building.  I think it would be good for me financially but I would add 

much more cost and with my debt load now that bothers me a lot.  Frank J. is home for a day and he is sad 

since his relationship with Lori is not working out too well.  I wish he had stayed in Utah, things would have 

been different. 

November 

11/4/1984 Sun.  Well, another week of my short life has passed by.  We think Mom is P.G.  It could be 

the change of life but we doubt it.  She has a lot of sickness, more than other P.G. We have told all the kids 

and they are for the most part happy.  The boys are having a hard time financially out in Utah.  I will have to 

get some money to them.  I am having one of the hardest financial times I have every had due to my trying to 

do so much with the 8.5money and Jackson Sawyers house plus a few other loans. I have given.  I will have to 

do a complete evaluation of my whole situation and determine which the best course is.  One thing for sure I 

can’t keep having the tension headaches I have been having.  Also the feeling of failure of wise decision has 

been a downer.  Must evaluate and get back on track, also must do what is need with Sawyers home.  Still glad 

I teach priesthood Class, that keeps me on tract.  We (Delmar, Needham, Larry Carpenter, Mike Yoder, Vail, 

Bro. White, Frank Jr. and myself went out and helped put sheet rock up on Sawyers house.  That was qu9ite a 

job.  12 ft. long sheets that were heavy.  Did most of the ceilings.  I organized it and Jackson had a few come 

and help with him.  I hope to spend time on Genealogy today on my computer that has really encouraged me 

to get going again.   

11/11/1984 Sun.  Another week has gone by and I am still struggling with our finances.  I hope to close a 

few loans with a new company that I have contacted in VA. They are checking out what they need to know to 

accomplish business in NC.  I have tried to close one loan with Att. James Beales that has been terrible.  He has 

really let me down to the point I am looking for a new attorney. 

The boys called and seem to be doing ok.  They are still short money and I wish I could help them but I am 

unable to do it right now.  

I have notice to take the state exam for ins. (car and home etc. and adjustor).  I will have to set study schedule 

to get this done.  I must do better with my loans, got a lot that needs to be finished.  Training a new 

Associated Broker Earleen Pickett that seems like she will do well.  Also picked up another Broker (Indian) Jack, 

and he has brought me his loan and anther 70 Conco project.  Just might do very well.   

I worry about scouts, I feel we have problems and I must speak to the Bishop.  We need to put older boys into 

a special group so as not to effect younger boys.  Older one 16-18 do not care about scouting.  

11/18/1984 Getting ready to go to church . My broker business has increased.  I have about 1 million in 

loans and am proceeding at present. I sure am thankful for the Lord hearing my prayers.  My money is critical 

and I must close some to pay bills.  I have a chance to sell Crain Building but still might move into it with Dr. 

Cook.  We will have to see what is best.  

December 

12/1/1984 Worked hard on broker business, have a number of loans ready to go out.  Also took the fire 

and causality Ins. Test but think I failed.  It covered what I did not study for.  Had family night and ask Mike to 

bear his testimony.  But he said he did not think he had one.  So I bore mine to him, told him of a few 



experienced that effected my knowledge.  Assured him he had one but did not know it.  I hope James and he 

get that knowledge soon.  I hope to close at least one loan next week and have another set up. Hope to hear 

from Fleet Finance on a few more.  I am very thankful for our Heavenly Father and the love he has for me and 

my family.  

 

 

 



  

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

I was a republican all my life, and it was during these Regan years that I gave money to help the cause.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Mom’s diet is working, and you can see why we had ten children. 

 

 

 

 



My Financial broker business was in full swing. I had at least 65 lenders all over the country and could do almost any 

loan.   



1985 

 

Elizabeth City Office 
 

About this time I was going strong in Mortgage and Real Estate Business.  Enclosed are pictures of the crew in 

the office we bought on Ehringhaus St. in Elizabeth City. (Crain building) 



 

Also Johnny and Patsy Allen wanted us to take care of their children if anything happened to them. They had 

wills made up to that effect. This shows the regard some had in our family.  This along with the Knightons, Songsters, 

and others show that living the gospel is the best way to bring up a family.  

 I also supported Pres. Reagan during this time and received different items.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

March 

3/31/1985 Well I have been using my letter to my kids as my journal 

entry’s but many times I find things close to me that I do not include in my 

letters so I have decided to start this one.  I have two other journals that 

have been completed plus my record of letters and now this one.  Our family has got smaller with Sheila 

married, Frank in VA going to school and John and James in Utah going to college. Mom is 7 months PG and 

expecting in June.  That will be our tenth child.  Frankie is staying with us til frank remarries. I am a financial 



broker, real estate broker and insurance agent.  They all generate some money to help me pay the bills. I teach 

Priesthood for the 70s and HP which I enjoy a lot due to the knowledge I learn.  I am also troop Committee 

Chairman and have just been asked to serve on the dedication open house committee.  Mom is R. S. President 

and the rest of the family are active in church with the exception of Sumi and James. This new book would not 

be complete without my Testimony to those whom might read it. I am so happy that I have an opportunity to 

be long to this church and have the knowledge of the gospel plan, how thankful I am with the knowledge of 

the free agency that allows us the growth to become like God.  I am so thankful for my elder Brother Jesus 

Christ and the atonement and resurrection.  Without which we would be condemned for eternally in death. 

For the eternal progression that allows us to learn and grow.  If we did not know the bitter, we would not 

know the sweet.   And finally, I am thankful for my dear wife and each of our children.  How much joy I have 

received from them, but especially my Wife.  No one could have a greater companion 

Paul with Mark                Mark, David and Paul 

      



 

Mom and Dad in front of Hunnicutt House in E.C.   Big Michael, Mark, Kathy, Paul, David and parents.  

 

 

 

A trip to the azalea gardens in Norfolk, with Dad, David 

  



Frankie, Mark, David 

Frank, Lori, James, Michael, John, Amy, Sheila, Mike 

Sumi, Dad, Mom, Paul 

Kathy 

 

Mom, Mark, 

David, Kathy 

and Frankie 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      Paul and Kathy 

 

 

 

David, Dad , Paul, Mom, Mark, Kathy 

 

 Paul & Mark 

 

 



 I was the scoutmaster for troop 175 and the following is some of that material.  We went from the 2nd lowest 

troop prior to my taking over to the 2nd highest in the next camporee in the district.  I always believe in having plenty of 

help and had 8 assistants.  We had patrol fathers for all patrols we had. We had an Aux formed of the women and they 

were a big help.  We build the troop to a little under 50 boys.  I remember one night at our meeting two women came in 

and watch our troop.  Then they came to me after and said that they had two boys that they would like to join our 

troop.  They lived in a town down the road but did not like the troops there.  They stated the Scoutmaster would not let 

them help out in the troop.  I welcomed them and said we could use all the help we could get. Made them part of the 

Aux. And charged       will getting enough boys from that town to form a patrol.  They did and both boys became eagle 

scouts. (Mrs. Rohrer and Boon). Not quite as my 100 boy troop in Ms.  

 



 

On the back of Metal is: To Frank Yoder in Appreciation Troop 145, this Along with the plaque were given me 

when I was released from Scout Master.  

 

 

 

 



 

Elizabeth City Chapel       Our home in South Mills.  

 

 

 



 

Mark and Paul          Mark and David 
    David, Mark and Frankie      David, Paul, Mark and Kathy 

Dad and guess who? (Paul)       Mom and Paul 



Journal 1986 

September 

9/22/1986  Well did not do much writing last year.  Most of it 

was in the form of letters to my kids which is in a separate book... Much 

has happen, we had Paul, who is a very serious child but a joy to 

everyone. Little Frankie has some problems with Paul since he bits him.  

Mom is now in the Primary Pres. And I am called to be a teacher to the HP 

and 70’s.  Had done it for a number of years but not officially called.  I was 

scoutmaster for about a year.  Went from 6 boys to 40 with 10 adults 

working directly in Troop.  We came in 2nd in district camporee and first in 

LDS camporee and got the l=LDS flag. Had a lot of good boys, had some 

problems with church boys and that was a shame.  We bought an office 

building in E.C. and one at Nags head.  Sumi is now running E.C and I nags 

head.  It has been a real struggle and I have had to sell some of my notes 

to pay bills.  But now we are starting to pick up business at the Beach and 

I hope it keeps up.  John and Mike are working with me at the Beach and 

James is helping Sumi at E.C.  Kathy, David, Mark are going to Camden 

Schools and Frank is living at home but is involved with Lori... I don’t feel 

it’s a good match. My health has gone down, I am not sure why but I am 

tired all the time.         Mark at my beach office 

Also I have learned to fly and have my license that is a new and exciting experience for me.  I hope to get my 

instrument rating sometime soon.   

9/23/1986 We set closing for Jay Dixon loan wed and will also close Bryant Fri.  We have others in the Pipe 

line so the Lord has answered our prayers.  I am quite busy all the time and ready to relax at night, usually 

watch news and get a hot tub.  Did have worked on Ant. For FM radio this night but need help.  Will finish it 

tomorrow m also read my Sunday school lesson for next Sunday and now studying my Priesthood lesson.  

9/24/86  Well we closed Jay’s loan, Sumi got word from Robert Cullpepper he would do two of 

our loans so it is moving along fine.  The Lord is really blessing us.  We put up an FM ant. And get fair reception 

on FOG radio but TV reception went down. I am staying at the beach office all week and then going home Fri. 

and Sat. and that makes for a long time away from Mom but we call each day.  

Tonight took John to the Wharf Restaurant, had good food.  Mike went to E.C. to see Skippy.  John is studying 

for a test and I have just got out of hot tub and will study Loran for a little while.  

9/29/1986 Dispersed Dixon and Bryant for Beach, still did not have enough money to pay all bills.  

Borrowed from line to cover them.  Cooked steak and made spot, not bad for one who don’t know any thing 

about cooking.  We are busy today and worked til 6:45pm.  I am still not caught up.  I am very tired and it is 

close to 9:30pm.  I am going to bed.  Mom and Kids coming down tomorrow and I am looking forward to that.  

Had a spiritual priesthood meeting Sun. night john and Mike were with me. 

9/30/1986 Mom and Kids came down.  That was good.  I cooked hamburgers and inst. Potatoes.  I am 

learning to do a little cooking here at the beach.  The kids went swimming and had a good time.  Mom got 

them out of school a little early. 



 

October 

10/1/1986 Had slow morning so I was able to fix my desk for 

holding folders.  Then afternoon was hectic.  I worked up to 

10:30pm but got a lot of work done. I think we will do well in the 

month of Oct.  I just did books and Aug. 125 income and Sept 

3300.00 income so I hope Oct will bust ahead.  

10/6/1986 Spent Fri. and Sat. at EC office and got some work 

done, but not as much as I wanted.  That office has dropped off 

some and I am going to have to spend more time management.  

Mowed lawn Sat. at home and went to Priesthood from SLC that 

night.  Sun went to Bro. Myers Memorial service. I use to teach 

them about 10-13 years ago.  He worked for the Railroad and 

always said when he retired he would start to come to church.  

He never did.  Mike Pritchard said to me, well he finally did.  So 

sad, he was an elder. We bought the little shade behind the                     Mark hard at work 

house and a fire place screen for 700 from Colsons family, then went to Noon conference Session and Mom 

and I went to 4pm.  I had to leave early to fly to the beach. Tomorrow Morning we have a lot to do. 

November 

11/2/1986 Have not written for some time, mainly due to the fact that I feel quite sad.  Frank Jr. has a 

number of problems the last which is his possible marriage to Lori, this situation is very sad for us as parents.  

Then we have James feeling put upon when we ask him to attend church Now John feels the broker business is 

something he does not like and wants to return to Utah.  And finally Mike is due to go on his mission and does 

not want to go.  Life is so much simpler when they are young.  I am thankful for my dear wife and our love, 

without it the problems might be too much to bear.  I know what it means to have your heart broken but I 

should be thankful instead of feeling sorry for myself.  Thankful for life and health, not only mind but my 

family.  Thankful for the gospel that has given us so much guidance, thankful for the chance to experience the 

bitter to know the sweet. And so much more.  Please forgive me Father for not being more grateful, help me 

to be wise in my counsel and example for my family. 

11/26/1986 I lay looking out the skylight, rain and cloudy, I worry of my flight back to EC today is the day 

before thanksgiving. (I owned a piper warrior plane.) I look forward to the time off and the gathering of the 

family.  Frank Jr problem is a massive one and is effecting the whole family.  I feel hurt for him but know he 

has to be humbled prior to getting back on the right path.  It is going to be tough.   

Our business at the beach is going along well and we are snowed under.  I feel a lot of pressure trying to keep 

up with it all.  We have Carrie Springer from Utah coming to spend some time with us and trust she will be a 

help in our business, she is a friend of the boys, well instead of worrying about all I have to do, and I had 

better get to it.  By the way the HP I teach and I are reading the BOM in 5 Weeks, that 100 pages/week and I 

then teach from those pages in Sunday Priesthood has me really hopping but very spiritual. 

 



December 

12/12/1986 Fri. and I could not get back to EC due to 300’ ceiling last night.  Wx about the same today.  We, 

Mom and I will be leaving on a Caribbean cruise tomorrow and are excited about that... The business is going 

along well and we are able to pay our bills and set a little ahead.  Frank and Lori are to be married while we 

are away on our cruse.  That still is a very hard situation.   

John, Mike, Sumi and James are doing a good job and I am glad they are helping me.  Kari has just come and 

we are getting her settled in.  After this week I have 100 pages to go to finish the BOM for the second time this 

year. I am glad we have done that.  

Mark and David took riding lessons. Mom and Paul have the same expression as Kathy 

explains something serious to them. 



 

Mom and Paul     David the baker 

 

 

 Dad, Mark, Mom and Paul with the Cadillac. We owned two through the years. 



A few letters from my daughter Kathy.  I was working down at Nags Head office and staying for the week, then 

coming home on the weekend. Tough time, and I felt I missed helping raise Paul.  The other Kids felt the effect 

also. I would come home and cook breakfast for them and they got tired of that.  

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

                                       Paul, Kathy, David, Frankie, Mark 

 

 

 



 

The Browns visited us in South Mills 

Amy, David, Paul, Michael Brown 



 

 Amy, Mike Brown, Michael 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Michael Brown & Paul. 

If it looks like Michael is pulling Paul’s hair it’s because he is. 

Michael, Sheila, Amy Brown 

 

 



Bro. Wilson was Black and a great man, a real Gentleman.  

When I was sick for 6 months and three mo. In bed, he came to 

me and ask if he could pray for his Bishop.  At the time the 

Blacks could not hold the priesthood.  That touched me and I 

loved him dearly. We missed him dearly in our Ward.                 

John and Anita Visited for Christmas.                                                                             



 

 

1987-1988 

Elizabeth City  

Did not record much this year. We will start with scouting: I was still Scout Master. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

One of my scouts, not my son. 



 

 

While I was staying down at the office in Nags Head, the family would come down and spend the day with me. Here are 

some of those pictures. 

Nags Head N.C. office         Bottom up, Mark, David, Paul 

Mark, Dad, Paul and Mom      of course David 

  No Dad did not ditch his plane      David 

 

 

 

 



 

 

May 

5/5/1987 Many things have happen, we took a cruise, 

mom and I, and really enjoyed that experience.  I finished the 

BOM making it twice in 86 (Read). Frank and Lori married and 

are expecting shortly, Kari has had her baby, a boy and will be 

leaving for Utah in a week or so. We have enjoyed her.  

Michael has married Skippy Knots and is living at beach office 

until they find a place.  We are still having trouble with our 

septic system at home.  I now teach the gospel essentials class 

and not Priesthood any more.  I am only able to teach one 

class at a time and do a good job.  Sheila and family will be 

moving to Mich. Where Mike has a new job.  Sheila and kids to 

spend a month with us.       Dad & Paul 

5/23/1987 I still fly whenever I get a chance.  Our business is paying bills but beach office has not done well 

yet.  Last month E.C. did 7,000.00 profit and that was good.  We have been doing a lot of private financing but 

now we are out of investors.  We are advertising to get some new ones.  My health seems to be on the weak 

level, Mom thinks it is because of all the bills I have to worry about (1/2 million).  I do wish to retire as soon as 

I possibly can.  I don’t have a lot of time left and I miss my family so much when I have to stay at the beach 

office 4 days at a time each week.  

5/11/1987 Took David and Mark camping overnight, went to New Hope on the sound and canoed and 

fished on muddy creek lake.  Caught two life jackets, 2 coats, 2 lily pads and two sticks, no fish.  But did see a 

great big one chasing small fish to shore, we saw his fin out of the water, must have been a good 15 lbs., or 

bigger.  The boys put the tents up and made the fire and cooked steak and potatoes for supper.  Eggs and 

bacon for breakfast.  They really enjoyed it and I enjoyed it being with them.  It was mighty cold at night.  The 

stake is having a father and son outing this weekend and we are going to that.  We have a number of loans we 

are trying to close, that’s good, we need the money to pay bills.  I sure am thankful for the church.  

5/18/1987 We went to the Father and Son outing in Salvo on the Beach.  We got the Coast Guard camper 

trailer and that made it a good trip.  The wind was blowing hard and it rained at night but the trailer sleep 

good.  We had to buy a Coleman stove that should encourage us to go out more.  Kari’s brother Kevin came to 

help her drive back, she is leaving this Wed. They came down to see the beach office today. 

5/18/1987 I had a good talk with her, encouraging her to go to the Bishop and get her problem taken care 

of and told her we wanted an invitation when she gets married in the temple.  Told her to accept nothing less.  

She is a good girl.  

Finished the leveling an spreading dirt on the back side and front yards, had seed and federalizer put down so 

tonight I spent 3 hours watering the new seeds.  That cost us 1,500.00 but it was well worth it.  I hope to 

surprise Mom in a couple of weeks.  

5/27/1987 Sheila came home last week and we have grandchildren all over.  They are great kids.  Mom, 

Paul and them came to office to discuss buying a house for the boys and looked at some.  It was a long day for 

Mom and Sheila who had the bulk of caring or the kids.  With James coming down and Kathy we are to full 



 

 

here at the office and must find another place for all my kids.  Had a good Sunday, taught priesthood (the 

called at 10:30pm the night before.) Taught SS and final speaker at Sac. (Called at 7:30am that morning.) All 

went well and I felt spiritually blessed.       Paul, Mark & David 

June 

6/24/1987 Sheila has gone to her new home in Mich.  We 

bought a travel trailer and Kathy and I have moved into it.  Last 

night was our first night.  Yesterday the boys (Mike and John) 

had to rock rocks back and put paper down around the office 

then cover up again.  To keep the grass down. Our business has 

slowed down, we are in the middle of closing a number of 

loans but no new business coming into the office. L must do 

better on advertisement.  Skippy has been sick and in the 

hospital, came home yesterday.  She has some kid’s disease 

and that caused high temperature.  I hope the baby is alright. I 

sure do miss and love my wife. I do wish I was retired and 

could spend more time at home.  

July 

7/5/1987 Family came down to beach to stay for the 4th weekend.  We did a lot of stuff. First all worked 

on the yard, we are clearing away a large part to give us a better exposure.  That’s hard work for the boys.  The 

ditches are cleared and I hope to be able to use our attached mower on it.  (That hooks a hand mower to our 

riding lawn mower and allows you to cut on the sides of the ditch.  We still have a good weeks work out front 

and must get the rest of the gravel under the building.  To continue with our 4th activities, we went to the 

amusement park and had a good time on rides etc. Sat. we went to Ocracoke (flew in my plane) and spent 3 

hours on the beach.  Then returned and went to see a movie, interspace, then went to Moms sweet shop and 

everyone got what they wanted.  Then came home and watched fireworks display from roof of office. Sun 

(today) we go to church.  Have friend Larry Elam’s visit and played some games, Mon. Mom will head home.  

7/29/1987 Mike and Skippy found and rented an apartment and will be moving this weekend.  We had a 

bad storm last week and it knocked out our TV and that cost us over 10000 to fix.  I also bought a queen size 

mattress for the trailer, I have been having a hard time sleeping that helped. Today I fly to Ocracoke to show 

an investor a loan, that is a good commission and I hope to close it quickly.  We sure pray for our kids and their 

testimonies, most of them need help and sometimes we are at a lost as to how to help them.  We try to live 

and serve so they will have an example but that just does not seem to do it.  How sad it will be not to have 

them with us in the next life.                                                                                

 

 

 

 



 

 

October                                                                    Mom, Dad and Paul 

10/28/1987     Much has taken place.  Frank and Lori 

and kids came by and we took the little kids to their 

place.  Had a good dinner and visit, that relationship is 

on the mend.  John had his biggest commission month 

in Sept.   Over 7,000. And Mike did over 2,000.00.  I flew 

to Lillian’s and brought her back for a visit then returned 

her that was the most flying in a short time. I have also 

just bought the plane.  I feel better owning it.  The 

month of Sept was the best month we ever had and we 

have come a long way with our people.  We have a 

minimum 125/week to all as advanced commission.  So  

they are sure to get that and we just set up to start 

insurance coverage for all (sick) in Nov.  I also have key man coverage which will protect the business and 

added another 100,000 on me to have enough to pay off all debt if I die.  Mom would be worth over a million 

dollars.  I feel our business is moving along and I expect to pay most of my bills close to off next year.  Then we 

can plan our move to Utah.  I will probably have my kids run my business, and set up another office out west.  

The Lord has sure blessed us financially, also many other ways.  I hope we can give back to him just a little of 

what we have received.  With me staying at the beach most of the week Mon-Thur. I sure miss my family, I 

look forward to staying home. 

             Paul, Mark & David      Mark 

 

1988 
 



 

 

This year we evaluated the purchase of Sea Board Mortgage Co.  Then at the end of the year we had a dinner 

and meeting to evaluate our business for the year.  

          One of the advantages of having an office at the beach.          

This is not me I was too busy working….!!!!!! 

 

 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Sumi and Mike get married 

                       
 
 

 
 

 Mike is a fine man and I was happy to see Sumi so happy  
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

A good shot of my airplane, my one and only vice. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

I flew down to Pa. For the Yoder reunion.  I took Mark with me. Left to right ,Back to Front: Charlotte, 
Myself,Dale,Lillian Walton,Ray Yoder, Scott,Paul,Sumi,Leon,and David. 

 



 

 

 Frank, Lillian and Ray Toy Yoder’s                                                          Dad and Mark 

I flew to Detroit to visit Sheila and my brother Bobs family.  These trips were very stressful since the trip was a 
long one and I had to refuel on a mountain top airport in West Va. Sheila’s airport was in the middle of town 
which was hard to locate from the air and not a lot of room for error.  I was use to wide open spaces in N.C.  
One trip I took Mom and Sumi and a lot of luggage.  We loaded a full tank of gas and took off from the Airport 
at Sheila’s, When we got to the point on the run way that we should have been airborn, I had not got the 
speed up enough so we went to the end of the run way and then lifted off.  We were so heavy that we barely 



 

 

cleared the business office high rise at the end of the run way.  That was as close as I came to not making it.  
Mom and Sumi did not know how close we came.  
We lost a number of good members this year, Bro. James Wilson, Charlie Hurdle and Arthur McPherson. Each 
was special to me: 
   Bro. Wilson came to see me when I was very sick, I had been called to be Bishop and was in bed for 3 months 
with very little strength.  He said he wanted to pray for and with me.  
   Charles once gave his testimoney in Sac. And stated that “He knew the church was true, because if it was not 
he would be out enjoying himself. 
   Bishop McPherson, was the leader for E.C. for 40 years. He was who I looked up to and admired, my mentor.   

  

   This was also the time that Frank Jr. and Family came down to let us know he had lost his job and was really 
in a bad way.  He had house, car and other payment and did not know what to do.  I suggsted he go to some of 
the people he was working for and tell them that he was free and would like to get some work from them.  I 
told him that many times a setback is only an open door to a better situation.  We helped him a little with his 
finances, but he went back and contacted some of the companies he was working with and soon he had a 
company of his own and doing better then he had done when he worked for someone else. Frank was always 
a good business man.  
 

 

My little Girl Kathy was growning into a women, this I think is her Sr. picture. 

 

   Sumi always held a special love for me, I don’t know why, I was strict with all the kids and tried not to show 
any favorits.  She always needed extra love and I tried to give it to her.  She also always knew I would stick to 
the principles of the Gospel and I think that gave her strength.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Sumi asked everyone to write to Mom and Dad For there christmas a letter these follow: 



 

 

 

  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

December 

12/2/1988     copied fiddlesticks project. And got ready to send.  Met with Major stockholder of great Atlantic 

about the possibility of taking over Bank.  Did misc. I have a lot to do.   

12/4/1988     Sat. I worked all day on loans.  Sun. had good spiritual day. Had Bruce McVay home to dinner and 

had a good game of risk.  He also signed up for MB Counselor for scouts.  Went to visit young McPherson and 

counseled them on finances and their son Andy that made us late for the first presidency msg. Saw folks after 

the meeting and the Bishop ask me to meet with Sis. Lorain and see if I could help her with testimony.  Took 

Mom with me and she was a good counselor. I am struggling to know how to help the McPhersons.  

12/5/1988     Worked all day on Robert Gray loan (3 million) it took a lot, its 11:21pm and I just quit.  

Telephone (1) line went out, got that fixed and also got CB fixed.  I have to work on Mike Smith Loan 

tomorrow and get as much of that g done as possible.  I need to visit Loraine and Larry Evans tomorrow night.  

Also must get time to evaluate Bank.  

12/9/1988     Been very busy, got Mike Smith Little Mint loan done and sent to Lenders, got meeting prepared 

and had tonight.  Very good meeting and time had by all.  I felt that we were pulling together like a team.  

Seaboard paid all commissions, Bill Shuping brought 3 more loans for me to place.  I am so thankful for the 

Lords blessing me in my business undertakings. 

12/10/1988     Got haircut, met with Larry Carpenter and he took me to Farm Fresh for breakfast.  Then we 

went to my office and spend whole morning on Great Atlantic Saving Bank.  Eval. All its papers.  He feels we 

will have to change name and see new owners.  Spent afternoon working on files and trying to learn WordStar 

2000.  Mike and Sky were here, she sure is a cute baby (and she loves her grandpa), spent most of the evening 

working also.  Got quite a lot done.  

12/13/1988     Mom went visiting teaching, found out Henry Trotman mom past away, I went to each of my 

families and gave each a poinsettia, then went to the court of honor for Eagle for Cornelius Mack.  It was good, 

he was one of my Scouts way back.  Then I felt impressed to stop by Farm Fresh and buy another poinsettia for 

Sister Barnett.  Took it to her and she cried.  Made me feel good. 

12/14/1988     Flew down to Little Washington and met with Ralph Hodges, he is retired after 26 year in S&L’s.  

We had a good talk and he said if I did buy Great Atlantic Saving Bank, I could do it because I knew my 

limitations and accepted advice. Went to tithing settlement tonight with the 4 kids, all full tithe payers, then 

visited the Kirby’s, and McPhersons and gave them a poinsettia.  Mr. Kirby has cancer and we did not even 

know him. I don’t think he will be around too long.  Then pout kids to bed and visited Henry Trotman.  His 90 

yr. old mother past away and they are having the funeral tomorrow.  I have had a lot of the spirit with me the 

past weeks.  It sure feels good. 

12/15/1988     Work on deals all day.  Got a lot done, went with Philip McPherson to see Bishop.  He needs 

some help with hat.  Also helped him with Xmas for his family.  The Bishop stopped by with medicine for our 

family... He sure is nice.  

12/16/1988      Received more loans, got final info to 1st Citizen on Little Mint, looks good, and should have 

answer tomorrow.  Got Mom her Xmas present today, I think she will enjoy it.  Sumi made a dinner for us 

since mom was not feeling too good. She is a good daughter.  



 

 

12/17/1988     Took trip to beach and met with Mark Parker.  He has 75% stock in Great Atlantic Bank.  Had a 

good meeting, ask what he knew about Mormons.  His uncle is Mormon and is in High Counsel.  I gave him a 

BOM and let him borrow the tape of Paul H. Dunn. “Never give up”.  Spent the rest of the day reading the 

Banks report.  

12/18/1988     Worked on Scouts, then went to church at 11am.  Only one meeting due to heat out and 

remodeling church.  Went out with missionaries tonight and visited Hassells, McPhersons, ask a friend of 

theirs to allow us to come and visit and set meeting up for next Tues.  Then met with Mike smith and set 

meeting up for Tues.  Had a good time with the missionaries.  Got home and read scriptures with family.  

12/19/1988     Had Ward Xmas party tonight, it was good to be with the Saints.  I met with Bill Griffin, 

President of Roanoke Bible College.  He needed financial advice.  Worked on my loans and talked to Ralph 

Hodges about the Bank Evaluation.  

12/21/1988     Have had many spiritual blessing on past feel days, I wish to share with my seed.  A couple of 

weeks ago I heard that Great Atlantic Saving Bank was getting into big trouble.  I called around and found out 

who held most stock and called him.  His name was Mark parker and he came down to my Nags’ Head office 

to see me.  He stated that he was in deep trouble and his so called friend would not answer his calls and the 

Gov. Where calling him and his wife all sorts of things and he had tears in his eyes.  I tried to encourage him 

and he typed off material for me to evaluate that next Sat. at my home.  Then the following Sat. I met with 

him and we talked business then towards the end I ask him what he knew of the Mormons, (I had been 

thinking of him all week and felt impressed he needed gospel help).  He said he had an uncle that was a 

Mormon and had read the BOM in parts and had attended church some.  I said I felt the BOM would help him 

and gave him a copy, then I gave him a tape of Paul H. Dunn, Never Give Up. I told him I felt he had been 

humbled so he could hear the Lord speaking.  He thanked me and said he would listen to the tape tonight.  

Sun Night I had gone to bed and Mom got me and said someone wanted the Bishop.  (I had told Mark at one 

time I had been Bishop of the area).  It turned out his uncle was on the phone and he said Mark had called him 

all excited about his man he had met.  He asked him if he was for real.  He said he had heard the tape and 

quoted from it to him. The uncle said we have been working with Mark for a long time and this was a miracle.  

He also felt what had happen to Mark was the best thing for him.  He was a mult millionaire and he told me 

for a while he knew what it was to be a bad god and that money does corrupt. We will see how things go,  

Another story, I flew to the beach to meet with the CEO of the bank. I had Mary Hodges pick me up and drive 

me to the bank.  I saw a BOM in her back seat.  She said she was reading it and wanted to learn more about 

the Mormons.  She said her father in-law whom I had met and had three meeting with last week had a deep 

respect for my desire to help those on the outer banks.  She said I told him that I knew what kind of man he 

was all along.  She gave me a little Xmas present. (It was a tape of the Mormon tabernacle choir.)  

Story Nr. Three.  I had a client come and see me while she was waiting and read from the BOM.  I had in the 

waiting room. Then she said she would like to have a copy.  I let her have that one and said I would try to visit 

and explain 

Story Nr. 4; Sumi called and ask me to administer to her father in-law who was very sick and close to dying.  

She explained a little bit about blessings.  I called Frankie Huggins and we went out to see him.  I talked to the 

Lord and ask what kind of blessing I should give and said to myself the best blessing and one for comfort in his 

case. We read two scriptures to the family James 5:14 and Heb. 7:5-6.  Then I gave a blessing.  The Lord 



 

 

blessed his body to be made well, that the Drs. Would be inspired and guided and he would return to good 

health... I was quite amazed at the blessing.  But I am thankful to be his instrument.  The family Mom, Pam, 

Gary were crying and felt the spirit.  Frankie also felt it and thanked me for asking him to go. This is when my 

home office is snowed under with work and I am as far behind as I have ever been... It seems that the way it 

works, most busy and most spiritual experiences.  

By the way, we went out visiting last night, the missionaries and I and met with Larry Evans and had a good 

meeting.,  he wants to get active and also with Mike Smith and had a good response there. I am also trying to 

help Bro. Lorain the SM on the troop which is taking a lot of time.  Thankful for the Lords help.  

12/23/1988     Worked today and took Mom out to eat and movies.  Stopped by Hosp. to see Berville and he 

was stable. 

12/24/1988     Missionaries called. I got haircut.  8:30AM THEN WENT OUT WITH THEM THE REST OF THE 

MORNING.  Visited the Williams up here in south Mills.  Took kids to movies (Earnest saves Xmas), Kathy has 

family night tonight and Sumi is supposed to come out.  (There is a little old lady that lives above the Barber 

shop and I ask the Barber if he would give her 20.00  and tell her Santa’s helper wants her to buy herself a gift.  

I told him not to tell her who did it.  

12/25/1988     Mark and David up by 5:45am.  I took them with me into town to see Bevill and personalized a 

BOM.  Ella was asleep in the family visiting room. She woke when I came in I gave her the BOM and then asked 

the boys if they would mind if I did something I wanted to do.  They said no, so we went flying for ½ hour.  

Flew over their school. Wished it a merry Christmas and then flew over our house.  Then landed and stopped 

by sumi’s and no one up so sent merry xmas then started home,  Davis said it was going to be the longest trip 

of his life since they had not had a chance to open their gifts.  When we got home Mom and the rest of the 

family had been up since I left. (I thought I was letting them sleep) Skippy and mike and Sky came for dinner 

and Fred George and his wife dropped in to eat also.  Frank and missionaries came late afternoon.  Sumi had 

come Sat. night and we had family night and open her gifts and she also had book with letters from all the kids 

telling us how much they loved us.  Mom talked to the boy out west Sun. night and we called Sheila during the 

day.  A good Xmas.  

12/26/1988     Met with elders 8am and planned missionary work. Going out tonight to teach also meet with 

the Bishop.  Visit Bishop with exchange plan and he concurs.  We are to have meeting Fri. morning on it with 

priesthood leadership. 

12/28/1988     Last night exchanged with missionaries, training meeting for Thur. but set sis Hassel up and 

Elders neighbors and Shell Sawyer, so it was a fruitful night.  Today worked went to visit Essez and arranged 

for relationship with them.  I think they will replace Fleet and Land Mark.  Worked til about 8:45pm then had 

to go to bed.  Too tired.  

12/30/1988     Yesterday I worked in office in morning then Mom and I went to the beach to spend the night.  

We had to go by the EC office and drop package off, at Peoples bank then stopped at Skippy and Mike in Nags 

Head then on to the office.  I learned WS 2000 labels for a little while then we rested and went to eat at the 

Ramada Inn.  That was good then on to the movie the Naked Gun, then to the office for the rest of the night.  

This morning we were up early enroute to EC.  I had meeting with the priesthood leadership to introduce a 

new missionary exchange program.  They bought that and I have worked out the details.  Back home and had 

Michelle work with me til 2pm.  Had a lot of trouble with my 450 copier.  Then rested a little then took family 



 

 

to pick up David for scout camping. Went to town and all of us ate at Pizza Hut.  Then home and some work 

then to bed.  Have a long work day ahead of me sat.  

 

 

 

                                     Paul not too happy         David and Frankie  

 

 

 

            Frankie, Sky, David and Mark  Kathy & Paul by the Custom D 
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                                                          Sheila visited with family, Above is Sheila,Amy and Heather 

 

 

                                 Kathy graduation    David, Kathy and Paul 

 



 

 

  

           Daughter Kathy in summer     Kathy and Paul  

 

 

                                                      Kathy               Mom at girl camp  
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This was the largest I got in business.  A number of business’s that I had control of but also a number of 
headaches.  As the downward trail in the mortgage business continued we were not able to maintain all the 
different corp. due to loss’s sustained in different ones and finally closed or withdrew from a number of them. 
Our main business with my corp. was able to survive. It was fun while it lasted.  

 

 

 

My daughter Kathy letter on my birthday.  

 

 

 



 

Our home in South Mills.  

 

 

 

 



January 

1/2/1989 Worked all day in office mainly on finances and accounting.  Updating lender sheets and 

preparing tax material.  Held family night on BOM and will start to read, every morning tomorrow.  

1/3/1989 Worked all day long, baby sat Paul around noon and went out teaching with the missionaries at 

night.  I had a call and it looks like we will have to take a note for 62,000. Back and the only way to safe guard 

it is to buy another note for 35,000. That is a lot of money for me to come up with. It makes me feel bad.  

1/4/1989 Got money for the Note, sure hate to do that. Worked most of the day on finances and records. 

Took Paul with me to do a lot of running around.  He had a good time and we ate at Wendy’s.  The day before I 

fasted for Berville, I felt he needed the extra help.  I also did a good amount of praying for some reason, I feel 

his wellbeing depends on my faith! 

1/5/1989 Mike Cosgrove called tonight and he said his dad was getting better.  Last night they said he had 

no hope but today the Dr.s feel there is some hope.  I told him I wanted to give him 500.00 for him and his 

Mom but I did not want Sumi or his folks to know, just tell them the Lord blessed them.   I went to the beach 

and paid the money to the attorney (97,000) and hope to pick up papers tomorrow.  I held interviews with 

beach people and everyone is happy and doing well. They really are glad they merged with us and so am I. 

Mary is watching our office and I think will do a good job.  

1/6/1989 Went to the beach and had a root canal on teeth.  Then worked on the 97,000. 2 notes having 

some problems. Then met with Mark Parker and discussed gospel for 2 ½ hours and gave him foundation 

scriptures series. Invited him to church and home for dinner.  He is really studying the BOM I gave him.  Must 

plan for SS class and also called mission training people a 9 couple can’t come so we will only have three.  

1/7/1989 Had training session for 2 Mo. Missionaries, they caught the spirit.  Then worked at home the 

rest of the day.  Worked slowly, have bad cough and don’t feel too good.  Invited Tracy Lille to dinner after 

church.  He is deaf 

1/8/1989 Mark Parker of Great Atlantic Bank came up to go to church with us.  He is reading the BOM.  

He said he finished it last night.  After church he and Tracy Little came home to eat with us.  I gave 2 films too 

and the D&C for him to study.  He is trying to change his soul.  He will make a great leader.  I gave the kids the 

Eternal Progression lesson and also worked on scouts most of the day.   

1/11/1989 Went out with Elder Pit last night, taught Mike Smith and Shell Sawyer and one of their 

converts.  Mike did well and I think has a good chance to join the church. My sore throat is getting worse, I 

worked in office last two days and spent a lot of time on scouts, a learning lotus and WS 2000 different 

options.  

1/12/1989 Still have bad cough, worse at night.  Worked all day and spent some time on scouts and 

missionary work but moving mighty slow.  Beville as a little better today.  

1/15/1989 Been sick with this chest cold I have and it has knocked a lot of the, get up and go, out of me.  

Had a good Sunday evening, feeling sick, Bro Jeffery’s was released as 1st Counselor with no replacement yet?  

Little Frankie came and spent the weekend with us, he had a good time.  Kathy has been asked to be a page in 

the state senate and goes for a week starting tomorrow.  We worry a little bit but she is a good girl.  Mike 

brought Sky up today and spent the afternoon with us.  She sure is cute.  We worked on the 2 month mission 

program today.  I need to call Bro. Snowden and take him out Thursday.  



1/16/1989 Still feeling bad, cough has gone into my chest, got some work done in the office.  Frankie has 

been here and we took him home tonight. Kathy left for a week for the capital as a page and the boys were 

home for Martin Luther King Day.  Tomorrow I go got a sleep H.Q. for a valuation.  Missionary work tomorrow 

night. 

1/17/1989 Was up most of the night, worked in the office from 1-4am, coughed too much to sleep, caught 

quick naps thru out the morning.  Went to sleep disorder in Norfolk in afternoon and then went out with 

missionaries at night.  Taught shell Sawyer and visited Gloria Armstrong and set meeting up for following Tues. 

4pm.  Mike Smith did not show up.  

1/18/1989 Had a good night sleep, 11-4:30am.  Still feeling tired, sleep during morning for a couple of 

hours and felt better, but not like working.  I think the pills for cold have slowed me down a lot.  

1/19/1989 Went for a physical with Delmar, he did a great job.  I still have some test to come back next 

week but everything else checks good.  Went with Bro. Snowden to visit Billy Futrell and family and 

encouraged them to come out. I think they were impressed by the spirit.  It was good for Bill Snowden to 

exercise his priesthood and I know he sometimes feels useless due to his stroke.  Billy Futrell said he had 

stopped coming about 8 months ago and it seemed like no one cared!!! 

1/20/1989 Worked on files and was up from 4am on.  Met with Mr. Payne and got 13.5 Million deal from 

him. 

1/21/1989 Worked all night since had to get up at 3:30 to go to temple with kids to do baptism work for 

the dead.  Had 4 in my car and I was witness to at the whole time.  Got back 6pm and spent time with Mom 

then to bed early, very tired.  

1/22/1989 Another bad night, woke up a lot.  Have priesthood class and investigator class to teach.  

Baptism and confirmed Tracy Allen Little, a young deaf man, very spiritual meeting.  Worked on scouting til 

10:30pm but finally got that done enough to give to scout master.  

1/23/1989 To bed tonight before 11pm and up 4:15am.  Worked all day.  Berville passed away today, it 

was good since he was in too much pain.  I prayed that this would happen, how strong are prayers. 

1/24/1989 A trip to the beach to meet with one of my investors, Robert Culpepper, then Mary and Mike.  

We decided .5% of fee or min 500.00 for any loans we did with his investors.  Spent the rest of the day 

working at home, went out with Elder Pitt and taught Erwin Duke and Gloria Armstrong and gave blessing to 

Shelton Sawyer for a bad back. 

1/25/1989 Worked at home, got a lot done, but could have done more. Went to Berville funeral then 

tonight went to Kathy new beginning at church meeting.  That was very spiritual.  

1/26/1989 To beach to sign papers on Ambrose loan, what a mess. He did not come up with the money.  

Mom had her big meeting on stake level primary.  She worked hard to prepare and did a great job.  I worked 

on computer WordStar program most of the night.  It sure can show you how much you don’t know.  

1/27/1989 Worked in office this morning, took family to beach in the afternoon (they were out of school) 

we went to eat at the Stake center and then took them to see a movie, Oliver (a Cat0, they had a good time. 

1/28/1989 Took family in the blazer to the north beach.  We found a dead logger turtle and had a good 

time, then Mom and I went to Stake conference and eat at Capt. D. and that was good.  The conference Sat. 

night was very spiritual.  



1/29/1989 Had conference, good talks.  Had Elders home to eat.  Then gave, then gave missionary training 

5:30 to 9pm. Training on 2 mo. Mission and how to approach people and set a meeting. A good spiritual 

Sunday.   

February 

2/1/1989 YESTERDAY, FLEW TO WILMINGTON WITH Mary Hodges and put on training for both offices, 

then flew home.  Felt bad so I could not go out with missionaries.  I went to 1st investigator and ask him to go 

out with Elder and blessed him to have spirit to be with him.  They did fine. I hurt til I fell asleep, when I awoke 

I felt fine. 

2/3/1989 Yesterday worked most of the day, very tired at night.  Today had meetings with Mark parker, 

think I want to try for the Bank.  Met with a siding contractor and told we could help him and would charge 

500.00 flat fee for each loan. They want to start next week. Mike took the 2 boys on a scout camp and we 

have Sky with us.  Kathy to stay out late and tomorrow going to a concert in Greenville.  She is gone a lot now 

a days.  Mom has not felt good this last few days. She has had two periods in two weeks and we think she is 

going through the change of life. 

2/4/1989 Today I have a lot to do, must get my SS lesson done and also a lot of business to be 

accomplished.  Spent much time with family and Mark parker came and we discussed acquiring the Bank.  He 

is going to help me by telling me what to propose.  Also he is doing well in his studying of the scriptures and 

hopefully working towards membership. Met with another fellow who wants financing on a siding job’s.  The 

elders called and told me we were getting sister missionaries, that’s great.  

2/5/1989 Studied priesthood lesson and read associated scriptures and then prepared BOM lesson for 

investigators class.  When I got to church Bro. Brown had his son ask me to teach priesthood, glad I had 

prepared, took Pat and Kathy home teaching after church and then had a missionary meeting to check 

progress. Had a risk game with the boys and mike and Pat. Sleep by the fire for an hour and to bed early.  

2/6/1989 Started to exercise first time in a month, I still have a cough but feel real out of shape. Only ran 

for ½ hours on the trampoline.  Had meeting with Dick Ferrell and Carole Payne.  They have a lot of stuff to do.  

Got Mark Parkers recommendations on buying the bank.  Got called to go to court wed., but might be able to 

send affidavit.  Did a number of other things but not a whole lot of energy.  Going to bed early to try to get 

better rested up.  

2/7/1989 Exercised again, very sluggish during the day.  Taught 3 people last night with Elder Pitt.  Might 

have lost Gloria Armstrong but might have picked up friend of Mike smith.  

2/8/1989 Worked in office, gone to Kathy church program then to Sleep Disorder business for test by 

sleeping when hooked to their machine. Not too bad, did not interfere with my sleep much.  Up at 4am and 

back home prior to any one up at home.  

2/9/1989 Sleep 9am 1 hour, then took care of bills from money received from Mike Smith.  Still need 

10,000. From him.  Back up to sleep disorder to spend the night.  

2/10/1989 Home prior to every one up.  Work all day on Broker business, having a hard time making 

myself work, tried to organize loans and projects I am working on, more than I thought I had.  

2/11/1989 Haircut, meet with Carroll Payne and discussed Sea Breeze Reality and setting up a mortgage 

co. office in Moyock.  Went swimming with family at Coast Guard base.  Spent evening looking at TV.   



2/12/1989 Study Priesthood and essential manual.  Bro. Brown called and ask me to teach the Priesthood 

lesson.  Glad I was prepared.  Good church meeting. (Always are when you teach.) Long nap in afternoon.  

Went to town to pick up David from Browns and visited Richard for a while he apparently had a mild stroke.  

Then stopped at Bob Hutchins and visited them, he has a pinched disk causing him a lot of trouble, then home.  

Read scriptures and made RSV. For temple trip end of mo.  And in Nov. Then James called from Utah and we 

talked.  His astronomy teacher talked in church and James slipped in the back and heard his talk.  He was 

impressed.  Talked to John and he is down in the dump due to the pressure.  We encouraged them.  

2/13/1989 Mom not feeling good, sort of flu, had family night. 

2/14/1989 Worked a lot in the office, went out with Elders had good meetings. 

2/15/1989 Exercised, read scriptures with Kathy, then Mom and the boys. Since Kathy left early.  Went to 

E.C. office for training and check on status.  Took Bill Snowden out.  (He is unable to use left side from stroke.) 

We visited Billy Futrell, showed film forever family and gave foundation scriptures.  Also stopped by Bobby 

Jackson and gave some money from Bro. Buddy Allen and myself to pay for his insurance. 

2/16/1989 Flew to beach, met with both offices, reviewed our future goals, and gave tape Paul H. Dunn. 

(Never give up.) Worked in office at home rest of day. 

2/17/1989 My 54th birthday, at 6:30am every one sang H.P. prior to scriptures.  Went to Norfolk on sleep 

disorder evaluation they said I had something that caused my legs to move which keeps me from getting 

enough sleep.  Then picked up Frankie and brought him home, then on to see Mark Maland on bad note that 

is costing me close to 100,000.00.  At night took Mom in to get winter coat and then to eat and see a movie.  

Bad weather on way home, snowing and roads slick.  Boys went out to play in snow at 10:30pm when we got 

home.  

2/18/1989 Lots of snow, we all spent a lot of time in the snow.  We build a fort and took boys to bridge to 

slide down side of bride.  Had a fire in fireplace and Mike came and set up my computer. 

2/19/1989 Frankie was still too sick to go to church so we left Mark home to Baby Sit. Mom visited 

Albemarle Branch, Kathy stayed in town overnight and met us in church.  Paul had big trouble in staying in SS 

class and I restricted him to inside due to that.  Jeff Jefferies and Kenneth Brown came over and we had a 

good game of Risk.  We read scripture in evening... Pres Richie was speaker and also the two sister 

missionaries.  Sis. Pam Pritchard sang and had trouble with her voice.  Sis. Pritchard ask me to visit Harold who 

is going into the hospital for test. 



2/20/1989 Spent the day working, Mark Parker called and sent proposals.  We to meet tomorrow at beach 

and I to view Nags Head Acres.  Also Willie Horn called and he is going to work with us.  I worked a lot on our 

organization and still have a long way to go.  We took Frankie back tonight. 

 

2/21/1989 trip to beach, met Mark Parker and will Horn.  Mark and I visited Nags head Woods project and 

we talked a lot of things, got home and Michelle had accident.  Went to hospital to see her.  Sumi has her son 

and she will be operated on tomorrow.  Broken bones in back and knew cap.  Cut over right eye.  Car totaled.  

Kathy and Mom both got tickets today, not too good of a day. 

2/22/1989 Worked in office, reviewing bank file: went to visit H. Pritchard, not home; then to see Michelle.  

She was visited by a lot of friends but is in bad shape.  The operation this afternoon and it was a good 3 hours.  

Got car window fixed and cleared my desk out at E.C...  Very tired.  Mom took Mark in to cub Scouts. 

2/23/1989 Mom told me “She was coming out of the bathroom laughing at Dad’s remark and Paul said 

“What, Mom said what what, and Paul said Ha Ha What.  Mom said she was laughing at dad. Visited Michelle 

and she is a little better but still in pain.  Got her Sundays, had a long meeting with Carrell Payne on buying Sea 

Breeze.  Think we are ready to make offer.  

2/24/1988 Worked in office part of day, spent time with 

family.  Took David to Bishop Hilbert for 1st aid MB.  He passed.  

Bad winter snow storm all day.  

2/25/1989 helped Michael and Skippy and Sky move.  Took 

Kathy and she baby sat Sky and Ashley.  Mark, I, Sumi and Mike 

helped.  Mom and David and Paul were sick with cold.  Mom 

made meal that we had.  

2/26/1989 Taught SS, found Parley Pratt definition of the 

H.G. Put copy in my bible, visited Michelle in hospital then read 

scriptures and then to H.P. meeting in Stake at Norfolk. 

2/27/1989 Study, exercise then took kids to school.  Took 

car to garage and I worked in office and did all my running with 

Sumi Car.  Then met with Att. Mark Maland to cover Amboss 

and manning and Planters Bank.  Then home and met with 

Dickie & Wife Ferrell.  The worked all night on Ferrell projects.  

All my missionary meeting fell thru for Tues.  

2/28/1989 Worked in office all day, visited Michelle in 

hospital. 

March 

3/1/1989 up at 3:26am. Dept. at 5:05am for temple. Got 3 sessions in and eat Belo Italian restaurant in 

Marriott.  Great Food.  



3/2/1989 7am session and then 15 initiatory for Mom and Me each.  Then one more session total 10 for 

two of us.  We then took Sheila’s kids home while they went to temple and spent the night together.  Little 

Heather just can’t do without me.  Makes me feel good.  

3/4/1989 Sheila and family with us.  Had big family dinner last night.  Everyone enjoyed it.  Spent time 

today playing games with kids, really have a lot of work that will be build up next week.   

3/5/1989 Taught SS class, went to see grandson (Frank Jr. son), blessed Jacob Bennan Yoder then played 

the boys games.  Sheila and family stopped by leaving for Mich.  They have a long trip ahead of them.  We 

read Scriptures and cleaned house.  I got to bed early, very tired.  

3/6/1989 Had a good work day, Mom gave great family night. 

3/7/1989 Worked on Ferrell loan all day.  Went out with missionaries at night. Taught Sumi and Mike and 

visited Michelle and Phyllis McPherson.  

3/8/1989 Worked and got Ferrell package out. Received work on Edenton house, they to take it. Contract 

to take a week to get to me.  Also Planters Bank to sell me note on Manning.  Worked til 7pm, good days work. 

3/9/1989 Worked long and figured out laser printer for loan handler. Spent a lot of time on phone to 

contour in Ca.  

3/10/1989 Worked on Sam construction.  Baby sat Ashley and Paul while Mom went shopping, played risk 

with boys and read church news.  

3/11/1989 Worked on Sayers business file all morning and our taxes in the afternoon.  Mom and I flew to 

Franklin for dinner and Skippy and Mike and Sky stayed til we got back.  Mike helped me with grab program 

and also the Loan Handler.  

3/12/1989 Mom on Stake assignment to Portsmouth, Davie and I went home teaching while Kathy feed 

the other two boy’s. We played power games and David won. We read scriptures, 4-5 of Mosiah and then Bro. 

White and the elders came and challenged us to do more missionary work.  We committed to going out with 

missionaries 1 time a month and giving 1 BOM each month.  That was Mom, Dad, David and Kathy, so 4 BOM 

per month and so forth. We also committed to purchase a case of BOM for ourselves and the Elders. (120.00) 

Mom worked on Primary and I on Stake Audit Committee, got that organized.  Got to bed after midnight.  

3/13/1989 Worked and finished our taxes.  Spent time in town.  Took Stake Audit records to Bishop 

Hughes.  Counseled Jimmy Jenkins on finance. (He is Pres. of ECSU). Did Sumi office finance and gave Taxes 

and Audit material to Larry Carpenter.  Family night was working on missionary assignment and playing harts 

after. 

3/14/1989 Read ERA, exercised, and worked in office all day.  Went out with missionaries to teach Mike 

Cosgrove who made it for closing prayer, set up John Gobioski my Mech.  He was really touched with family’s 

are forever and wants us back next week, also caught Mike Smith and taught him.  

3/15/1989 Spent a lot of time with Preston McPherson trying to help him.  Fixed Mom’s car then took 

Ashley in to get Pizza for dinner. 
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3/16/1989 Worked this morning on Sawyer, interviewed Preston and Lisa McPherson.  Gave them money 

to cover bad check.  Flew to beach to cover 2 meeting with two clients.  Interviewed Mary and Mike, met 

Robert Mansfield, I might go into business with him.  



3/17/1989 Took car to VB to be serviced.  Spent all morning waiting. I took work with me and got a lot 

done. Also finished the Ensign. Did not get a lot done in the afternoon, spent time calling a lot of company’s 

different projects.  David cooked steak outside for family, they were well done, good for David.  

3/18/1989 Haircut, worked all day in office and got a lot done. Weather 78Deg. And hard to work, would 

rather be working outside. Mom worked all day in garages and kids had fun playing in and out.  

3/19/1989 Mom traveled to Albemarle Branch on Stake Assignment.  We had good Sabbath day, Kathy 

cooked dinner, and David studied his MB for wood carving (Scouts). I and Mom did one BOM marking each 

and we did much church work.  Her Visiting Teachers came as did the Home Teachers.  

3/20/1989 Boy is the time passing fast.  I spent time on Sawyer, then went into town for a lot of things.  

Then worked on Sawyer file for the rest of the night, hope to finish it tomorrow and get it sent out.  Had family 

night and taught about Lehi vision of the rod of iron, also Sky and Skippy came and Mom and her did Easter 

eggs.  We tried one tonight and they were good.  

3/21/1989 Worked on Sawyer (5am) file, also sent note material to Chrysler 1st in Pa. Went missionary 

work and had 2 good meetings.,  John is special. 

3/22/1989 Took car to Norfolk to get fixed, spent all morning and they got wrong part.  Worked on Curles 

file today and got completed except to put package together for Private investor.  Mom taught cake 

decorating to Young Women and gave some pies to Sis. Weeks.  

3/23/1989 Worked on Curles in the morning, ready 

to give to investor.  Went to beach in afternoon and met 

with TX clients on Nags head Inn.  Then Carrell Payne on 

Sea Breeze and Mary on consolation of offices.  Long 

day.  Mom went shopping in afternoon.  

3/24/1989 Got 3,000.00 from EC office today, that’s a 

big help.  Worked in office all day and got a lot done.  

Finished as far as I can go on S.A.M. awaiting CB letters 

now.  Set up some files and got a lot off the floor.  Also 

marked a BOM.  

3/25/1989 Exercised, worked in office in morning and 

met with Robert Mansfield on siding business.  Met with 

Frank Jr. on Purchase of equip. and also we talked about   John at the Beach Office 

 Frankie staying with us.  Then went to Stake for Dinner by R.S.   

3/26/1989 Studied for my investigator class and priesthood. Frankie down with us and Mike and family 

came in late afternoon. Easter with kids and candy all over.  Mom had Easter egg hunt and the kids had a ball.  

Mike put the word finder program into computer for me.  

3/27/1989 Worked hard in morning then went to visit Ferrell Brothers.  Took kids and family swimming at 

base pool.  Frankie and Paul really had a good time “Swimming” on the boards. 

3/29/1989 Worked all day on different loans.  Mom did most of yard and kids helped some.  



3/30/1989 Worked in morning, Mom very tired, Sky, Kathy and Frankie plus all kids home from school is 

too much.  I helped kids rack and then we helped neighbor move some dirt for a while until it rained.  Had 

Kentucky Fried chicken.  

3/31/1989 Worked in office in morning and did closing in afternoon.  Went with Mom to Stake for 

education day to hear President Rich Talk.  

April 

4/1/1989 Frankie went home today, he cried badly, did not want to go home.  I think it is time to talk to 

his parents and see if we can keep him.  We feel that would be best for him. Took Mark and David to movies 

and David to priesthood at 8-10pm.  

4/2/1989 Got letter to Kari off and worked on scouts MB list Church at 12-2 and 4-6 then visited Sis. 

Sawyer house and then played boys game of castle risk (I won) then worked on scouts til 11pm.  Met with 

Bishop on associated matters.  

4/3/1989 Worked on SAM and set closing for Curles.  Picked up tax returns, I will get a refund.  Hard to 

believe.  Worked outside mowed and racked and picked up sticks.  Baby Sat Sky and boys with Mom and Kathy 

shopping in Norfolk.  Mike is away so Skippy stayed here but works from 5-9 at beach.  

4/5/1989 Walked 20 minutes this morning, worked on Ferrell, burned pine needles.  Mom Felt better 

tonight and took Mark to Cub Scouts.  

4/6/1989 Well closed my second loan from South Mills Office, not commercial though, hope to do that 

soon with notes on campground.  Mom’s at meeting in Stake tonight.  David id doing f good looking report 

using my laser printer and copy machine. 

4/9/1989 Worked to get as much done as possible to take trip Fri-Sat.-Sun. to barrier islands free lodging.  

We (Mom and I) had a good time being along even though weather bad most of the time.  Went to church at 

Nags head.  However missed our kids.     Paul, Dad, Ashley, Mom 

4/12/1989 Worked on Bear and now ready to place.  

Lots of work and meeting stacked up.  Must get caught 

up.  

4/13/1989 Met man form In. and toured offices.  

Mom out with Sister Missionaries tonight.  

4/14/1989 Had Bill Molt in from Indiana again to 

learn to input into the computer.  Also Sis Missionaries 

came and copied a lot of stuff. 2 trucks arrived for 

overnight delivery and Sis Jefferies came to bring 

Sisters.  Carroll Payne came and Donna Nell to discuss 

real estate selling from E.C. and my Purchase of Sea 

Breeze.  That evening took whole family to mow the 

Sisters yard which was overgrown.  Then home for banana splits. 

4/16/1989 Good Sabbath.  Stake Priesthood was good. 

4/17/1989 Lots of little stuff got done.  Risk for family night.  



4/18/1989 Flew a woman from state gov. over Moyock for conventional center the met with Rep. of Citi-

Fed.  Taught with missionaries, good night.  

4/19/1989 Worked in office all day.  Walked ½ hour and mowed yard prior to 8am.  Mom and I both very 

tired, got to bed prior to 9:30pm.  

4/20/1989 Up early, studied SS lesson, read some church news, walked for ½ hour back by 6am.  Then lite 

fires on pine strew.  Worked on Dr. Childress and Bear.  When boys came home we raked and worked in yard a 

couple of hours.  Met at 8pm with Gary Cosgrove and talked about Spec. Building.  To bed by 9:30 with Paul. 

 

4/23/1989 Mom visiting Nags Head.  Mike Yoder came home and we played power barren after church 

and lunch.  I lost to both Mike and David.  Went teaching with Elders, taught John G. my Mech. The hilts, both 

very good.  Then 3 students from Roanoke Bible College.  They had questions and probably wish I was not 

there. 

 4/24/1989 Took car to get worked on which took to the afternoon and it did not get done.  Working on 

Ferrell file all day.  

4/25/1989 Mom and I walked in the morning.  Worked on Ferrell most of the day.  Then took Elders out 

and taught John G., Bro. Duke and Hilts.  Good teaching night. 



4/26/1989 Worked all day on coping Ferrell package.  Met with Robert Mansfield and Bill, Pam George Bro. 

in Law.  Got Joe McPherson approved and McClenny ready to send to Fleet.  Mom and Kathy and I are 

struggling with Kathy going to the beach to work this summer.  

4/27/1989 Took Carroll Payne to Greenville to visit State Gov. People on conference center. Spent most of 

day there and trying to fly back, had to lay over in Plymouth to let bad weather pass. Moms big meeting 

tonight. 

4/30/1989 Sun. Bro. Duke came to church, also Preston McPherson and John G. had to cancel out.  We 

taught Hilts family at r4pm and had a great meeting. Then went to Stake for Aaronic meeting with David and 

Mom.  Frankie went back home and was very sad.  That sure makes my heart ache. 

May 

5/1/1989 Mom and I walked at 5am then I went to town and saw 

1st citizen on Ferrell campground.  Then worked all day and got 

further behind.  We have a lot to do.  Held family night. 

5/7/1989 Busy week, not able to catch up in business or yard.  

Good fast day meeting and going teaching this afternoon.  Then to 

Aaronic priesthood restoration tonight with David.  

5/8/1989 Walked for 45 minutes 5:25am on then had meeting 

with people calling all day.  Set up Chrysler to come in to review camp 

ground papers 1.9 million worth.  Could be 25,000. Commission.  Had 

hilts over and they enjoyed family night, they are golden.  

5/10/1989 Took Chrysler people to check notes on campground.  

Then to Edenton to buy trailer, Mom not happy.  Cost 2000.00 plus fix 

up cost.  

5/11/1989 Took a good 3 hours running in town then worked at 

home and back to town to close our 3nd siding loan.  Mom went out 

with Sister Jones and taught.  We brought home the travel trailer and 

the boys cleaned it up.  I worked most of the night on Childress til 

11:15pm.  Long day! 

5/13/1989 Camped out with 3 boys at Father and son outing.  Paul 

had a good time with his dad and older 2 brothers.  We used camper 

we bought.  I mowed all lawn but front ditch.  Worked til 10:30 in 

office tired.  

5/14/1989 Led Hilts family to church.  Taught foundation lesson, 

they enjoyed themselves.  Sleep after lunch then prepared mission 

review material to cover the lesson we have taught Hilts.  Went with 

Elders and taught Bro. Duke, Hilts and John G.  The Hilts had a full 

course dinner ready for us. They are so kind.  Got home about 

11:45pm. 



5/15/1989 Walked with Mom.  Ashely came and is not feeling good.  Sumi said she threw up last night and 

Mike also is sick at home.  Kathy is done for the year with seminary.  This Thur.  We plan to fly to Detroit, 

that’s a long trip for me.  Finally redid my office.  Double stacked book cases and rearranged everything.  It 

took all day and put me behind.  Even cleaned my fish tank out.  Worked til 10pm on loans, we got 12 in from 

Indiana.  With 2100.  Processing fee.  That was a big help.     

5/16/1989  Worked on Indiana loans all day, got them all in computer.  Dropped trailer off toe be fixed.  

Got holder for office welded.  Made bank run then flew to beach for bankers meeting. (New East Bank).  Will 

take 2 million to put one in at beach.   

Frank, Kathy, Sheila, Mark, Jean, Karen, Bob, Lillian & Charles Walton 

(Lillian is our Sister.)      



5/21/1989 Been in Mich. For Karan Toys wedding. Spent most of my time with Sheila and Kids.  They sure 

are great.  Spent some time with Bob, Jean and family.  Also with Lillian and Charles.  Flew both ways. Took 

about 5.5 hours up and only 4 hours and 4 min. back.  We had good tail winds.  Spent the rest of day at home 

with family and clearing up the mail.  Caught the end of Ward conf. and had dinner.  

5/22/1989 Worked hard to catch up in office.  Had a birthday Party for Paul, 4 years old. He had a good 

time.  

5/23/1989 Worked in office.  Looks like notes for camp ground 1.3 million is going thru.  My commission 

about 19,000. Also I should know about Jack Childress loan tomorrow.  Did a lot of work on the  

Training meeting on Thur. Hope that works out.  Went teaching with Elders. Hilts family coming well, had them 

teach us and it cleared up a lot of points they had missed.  Taught Preston McPherson, he is not catching. 

5/25/1989 Had Jerry from Servcorp in and took him and Sheryl from Charlotte to tour offices.  Then had 

training for all my people.  Mom did catering for lunch and dinner. A good job everyone enjoyed the day.  

5/26/1989 To base Dr. and might have enlarge heart and some other problems. Went to Marks cub Pack 

meeting really hot.  

5/27/1989 Worked all morning, then took family to river spree.  Then went in to get pills from sick bay for 

walking phenomena, then took Mom to see Indian Jones which was good. 

5/28/1989 To church, Hilts family came, Mike Skippy and Sky came and stayed after all day.  Played risk 

with David, mike and Kenneth Brown.  I won.  Took missionaries out to teach Hilts.  Sister Hilts not as 

interested as she was.  Feel all church’s good.  Elwood wants to have a good feeling and has been reading and 

studying for it.  Diana is not as good as she was but is still interested.  We will try to teach them the Bible to 

give them more knowledge. 

5/29/1989 Worked on MB Scouts updated records.  Worked on Stake Audit material. Worked on Ambrose 

note, mowed front and went to David Band award presentations.  

5/30/1989 Worked on Stake audit and sent out.  Did other work then went to town and got money for 

Norfleet.  Also picked up a vase and brought home for Mom to see if she likes. Taught Hilts and Preston.  Mrs. 

and Diana Hilts decided not to take lesson any longer. How sad but Elwood still wants to continue. 

June 

6/1/1989 Worked all day in office, cleared a lot of misc. stuff.  Received another loan on commission at 

Hatteris, closed Paul Bush boat loan yesterday, 500. Commission also Dr. Childress closed today should get 

commission of 3,700.  In the next few days.  Next week should close note sales for 19,000. Commission also 

expect to finish Ambrose note refinance and clear at least one line.  

6/2/1989 Spent most of day looking at Van’s have not decided on which one yet.  Went to Kathy 

seminary graduation, might proud of her.  

6/4/1989 Church, taught Hilts and home taught all my families and visited Allen’s.  

6/5/1989 Worked on ERP project all day, and Ashely was here and she was a lot of fun.  Had Family night 

in trailer.  



6/6/1989 Worked on ERP, went to Dr. and took Paul, we had a good time.  Went to teach Hilts and 

Preston McPherson.  Elwood is real spiritual.  

6/9/1989 Got the largest commission 18,135.00 for selling notes.  Also finally got the Ambrose note paid 

off and cleared both of my lines.  Kathy graduated from H.s. tonight, glad and proud of her but it was hot at 

ESSUI Vaughn center.  

6/10/1989 Worked most of the day.  Got Pam Pradford (the silver Pollis Restaurant) to Dr. Childress.  Then 

Mom and I went to see Star Track V. Mom picked strawberry’s from across the street.  Read to Ch. 30 Exodus, 

must finish that book prior to teaching Hilts Tomorrow night.  

6/11/1989 Mom visited Franklin and was gone til 5:30 we went to church.  Kathy gave talk then the 

Browns came over and we played Risk. (I won) Then went to teach with the Elders.  Hilts talk Old Testament 

and Preston Eternal progression. 

6/12/1989 Walked the worked all day in office.  Had family night, David gave it. 

Some of the Father’s Day Cards I received 

 



  

 

6/17/1989 Worked getting Silver dollar Loan ready.  Frankie came to stay for the summer.  Read a lot of 

3nd years. 

6/28/1989 Studied, church, taught SS.  Oliver lee McPherson and family here today.  Will be teaching with 

missionaries tonight. Elwood Hilts came to church also talked with Windy Allen White and hope to see her 

tonight for home teaching.  

6/29/1989 Worked on Goodman Loan, taught with Elders, saw our new van at Perry Toyotas, will pick up 

tomorrow.  Last Sunday called to be 1st counselor to Stake mission Pres.  

Also stake Missionary.  And this sun ward mission leader. This mouth did over 34,000. Income to south mills 

office, best any office ever did.  The Lord sure blessed us.  Went and stayed up over night with Bill Snowden, 

his wife at girls camp and the men are doing 12 hrs. shift with bill.  The plumber came today and got 

everything working well.  

July 

7/2/1989 Got set as WML today, and met with full time missionaries and explained what I was to 

accomplish.  Got Bishop approval of program.  Taught with Elders tonight. Bro. Drake and Hilts and 2 home 

teaching families. Mom is real tired.  

7/7/1989 Took family to the beach for the 4th holiday, had a good time. Tried out Trailer and Van.  Trailer 

leaked and had that fixed at Mann’s auto. Had a good Priesthood meeting and went to visit less active 

members. We, Pres. Hughes and I, saw Marty Markham and was a good meeting. 

7/17/1989 Been very busy, seem hard keeping up with all I have to do. Not only work but church.  Very 

thankful that the Lord has blessed me so much.  

In August we took a trip out west to visit John and James. 
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1990 

January 

1/4/1990 It’s been 6 months since I have written in my journal. Much has passed.  Sheila and family came 

for Thanksgiving, John came for Xmas.  I am working as a consultant to Campshares and Tynes family.  Maybe 

a start of a new career.  The offices have not done well for a while and are not paying me. That’s putting a 

problem on me.  We had to borrow to pay payments, and now are selling notes I have. We have a great Stake 

and are growing spiritually.  

1/7/1990 Went out with the Elders tonight, visited Elwood Hilts, also Mike White and Sister Hampton and 

gave foundation scriptures. They are doing well.  Our SS class with WM and SM is doing well.  Our little group 

is catching on to the scriptures. Hope really we will be able to send them out soon to teach.  Had a talk with 

Kevin and decided to be friends.  

1/8/1990 Worked on church work, got files caught up also went to campground and met with Charlie and 

investor Tynes.  Had family night showed cipher in the snow.  

1/10/1990 Met with family, (Mom, Sumi and Mike) on business. Dawn leaving, must decide what to do 

with business.   

Tonight Mack Ray with Sisters, they did great job.  Mack has a lot of inside feeling and needs a lot of love.  

March 

3/3/1990 Lot has happen, Dawn left and Bonney stayed.  About 12,000.00 in the hole, and 21,000. Debt 

owed. Found out Dawn was way under charging clients. In three weeks paid 8,000.00 debt off. Bonney back 

on her full day and in a few weeks we should pay off full debt. The Lord has blessed us more than we thought 

could be possible. Just closed a loan for 6,500.00 today and we have a note we should be getting 18,000. On, 

and it looks like campground should close in 3 weeks for 46,000. Commission. A lot of other things are 

happening that are good. John has girl problem again, I pray he will soon fine his wife and marry.  Mom is 

feeling down with me gone, she has a lot more on her. When the above money comes in I want to clear off all 

the debt so she does not have to worry about that. We have repaired Beach office building and are painting it. 

Hope to finish that soon.  The missionary work is going along well and with my program spreading to the 

beach.  I am so thankful to Heavenly Father for all my blessings.  

3/19/1990 Cleared off all debt except Planters Bank 20,000. Loan.  Most of painting is done and we have 

some wood trips neck to work on. Campground loan to close this Friday and that is great. Mom and I spent a 

day and night at the beach office last Friday.  We eat out and saw a movie and had a very relaxing time. Must 

do it more often.  Spent Sun. night training Nags Head people and will try to get them prepared to do a good 

job in the beach area. Wed. I flew to Wilmington to organize NCAMB, hope that works out ok.  I am on the 4th 

book “commentary to the BOM”, lots of extra stuff in them.  I have a chance to do a loan for a company in TX. 

With security of gems. A lot of possibilities exist.  Ray Baker, major stockholder with that co. wants to put 27 

million of Gems in my corp.  He to visit this week.  A lot going down this week.  

3/26/1990 Went to Wilmington and got info and met people on NCAMB.  Mike Yoder and Chuck Musula 

went with me.  Flew to TX. To meet people doing business on above loan.  Did not feel they could meet 

deadline.  Looks like I will get securities backed by assets and then get loans on securities.  



April 

4/5/1990 Spent a lot of time past week trying to get bank to give line on Gems.  Not many will consider it 

due to Unknown knowledge.  Am pushing forward and wilding my search for a bank.  Also should shortly close 

Camp Ground, 1/5 ownership that will increase my net worth and worry considerable.  Still training Nags Head 

branch, they doing well.  Should take 2-3 more meetings and then I will let them go on their own.  Our Ward is 

starting the 30 day mission and has a large group. 

 

 

 

I was still working in the Republican Party and received these pictures.  



 



 

  I attended a meeting the North Carolina Association of Mortgage Brokers.  At that meeting I was asked 
if I would be President for North Carolina.  I accepted and was the President for one year.  I was actually the 
first one I believe. It was good advertisement.  
 
 We held meetings once a month and my people would attend.  It was usually down south someplace.  
The other officers were scattered around the state and the most pressing business was to build up 
membership in the State.  We sent flyers and contacted as many as we could to get the state organization 
build up.  
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

       



August 

8/28/1990 Much has passed this 4 months, we turned the Gems back and took about 15,000. Loss on 

them.  41 million is too much of a task master.  I finally got my full commission on the Campground.  I had 

known for 6 mo. They were going to call me as stake mission president and they did.  Also H.C. I am still WML 

though. I feel the economy is going to go very bad and have decided to sell everything and get out of debt as 

soon as possible.  Our business is very slow except this month.  Should be ok.  I am quite worried.  We are still 

teaching Elwood Hilts and I have read the BOM 3 times, Bible 2 times D&C and Pearl of Great price once. I 

have read 7 vol. of BOM commentary, 3 of New Testament and 3 of Old Testament.  Now we are starting on 

the C&C with Ellwood.  He sure has afforded me a great deal of knowledge. We had a family reunion and really 

had a good time and every one enjoyed that.  

Granddaughter, Sky      Sky and Kathy 

 

Back: David, John, Dad, Mom, Sumi, Mike, Michael                  Mike B., Mike C., Dad, Frank, John, Michael 

Front:James, Mike, Sheila, Kathy, Mark, Skippy   Sheila, Kathy, Mom, Sumi, Lori, Skippy  

          David, James, Mark  

 



 

 

Sheila, Mike, Dad, Mom, Mark     David, Mark, Sumi, Frank, Michael 

Paul, Dad, Ashley, Mom     Michael as scout leader in parade 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Paul Yoder 

David, John and Michael try to take on Dad in Risk 

 

 

 

 

 



                     Grandson, Frankie     Granddaughter, Sky 

Kathy and Mom at Paul’s school program   Christmas at the Yoders 

 

Little boys, little toys. Paul and Sky    Bigger boys, bigger toys, Heather & David 

 



1991 

This is a picture they sent me of the President 

February 

2/17/1991 Look at the time I have not keep a log.  Tremendous much has happen, most important 

financially is that we have suffered a bad 2 years and show a loss of 90,000.  We are having a hard time and I 

have had to go back to the beach and run that office. Bonny has left and Sumi had to be laid off., I feel that we 

will have a hard time to try to catch up.  Th9s money is on my lines and they will come due this year.  We are 

getting ready to go into a new business NSA, I feel this has the potential to pull us out.  Today was my birthday 

56 years old!!! I am blessed with a good family and a wonderful wife.  The gospel continues to be very 



important to our family.  We are helping Keith White, his is staying with us at the beach and working.  We 

hope he can stand on his feet soon.  John still has girl problems, Frank Jr. is getting a lot of work and they 

might be able to pay us back soon, that will be good for we need it bad.  Mike is going to school to learn about 

programing.  He feels bad not closing loans but that’s the way it is in the country now.  The war in the gulf has 

gone on over a month now but I think we are close to it ending.  I am still walking which has helped my health.  

2/18/1991 Sold my first membership in NSA tonight to Jack and Sylvia Jarvis. That was exciting.  I was 

scared and my stomach was upset as I went to home.  That is a strange feeling for me since I have a lot of self-

confidence.  They liked it and want to get involved.  I plan to spend time training.  Tonight have another 

appointment with Gary Cosgrove and Denis Day.  

2/19/1991 Showed NSA again tonight, Gary Cosgrove and he was excited also talked to Dennis Day and 

gave both a tape.  I still am excited about this business.  The broker business is going slow.  We salvaged a loan 

that was rejected but it’s like pulling teeth.  Sumi called and ask if Mr. Davis could use beach house, they need 

some time away.  I sure miss Mom. 

2/20/1991 showed Ron NSA, he is interested spent a lot of time on NSA.  Ask Mayor of E.C. if he would 

speak and he said yes for the dedication of the church in E.C.  I am walking every morning for about 2-3 miles.  

2/24/1991 had church today, taught correlation and SS.  Sat. spent a lot of time on NSA setting up forms 

and study of product.  Also showed Michael and Skippy NSA and they are interested.  Mom not excited about 

it and has a neg. feeling concerning the program.  I feel bad about that.  

 Tues had 1st NSA training meeting.  It went well. 5 showed up.  Jack is excited and doing well. Today showed 

to Dana and Pablo; Tammy Hughes; Neva and Elwood Hilts.  

         Dad and Kathy               Pilot Yoder 



 

 

Sumi & Mom at the Ehringhaus St. Office 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



I was the Ward Mission Leader (WML) and this is the missionary force I was working with at the time. 

 

 

 

 

 



Father’s Day note from my daughter, Sheila 

 

 

 

 



Sumi & Mike are married at our house. 

 Sumi & Dad     Dad, Mom, Sumi, Mike, Ella, Berbil 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Frank, Michael, Paul, Dad, David, Mark. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Dad, Kathy, Sheila, Mike                              Sumi & Candice 

 

Family get together in South Mills. 

 

Amy, Michael, Dad & Paul       Sumi & John 

 



 

Frankie, Frank, Jacob, Emma, Lori, Aubrey    Sheila, Mike, Michael, Amy, Sheila, Heather 



1992 

This is a strange year since I have nothing showing this year and I did not even write in my Journal the 

whole year.  I went from being worth over a million to down to 340,000.  This was quite a loss. So I must have 

been busy trying to stop the flow of money. 

Our granddaughters, Sheila Brown    Amy Brown 

Frankie, Michael Brown, Paul     Ben, Sky, Paul, Dad, Ashley 

 

 

 

 Sumi and Amber 

  



Dad’s girls, Mom, Sumi, Sheila, Kathy    Sheila, Sumi, Dad, Kathy 

John’s wedding 

 

 

John worked 

in a big mining 

operation. 



1993 

January 

1/6/1993 Well old friend, long time has passed.  NAS went well for 6 months, made about 21,000 and 

then dropped off.  These past years the mortgage business had dropped off also.  We sold Elizabeth City 

Office, sold Bell Street house, sold Edenton house and my airplane and Van.  All profit towards bills.  I also 

closed down Beach office, I keep  

E.C. and beach open too long and ran debt up.  We owe 100,000 or so on lines plus 215,000 beach office and 

133,000 for home.  At present I am looking into the businesses of: Oil; (Additive); Security Systems; Art gallery; 

NSA; Job listing service; 72,000 Sq. Ft. Shopping center with Ron George.  So financially we are down from 1.4 

million to 350,000. 

 Church wise it’s going good, I am WML and have 26 missionaries with me and 4 full time.  We are 

working on visiting night’s (6 nights a week) program now and it going well. Son Michael is the Ex. Sec. to 

Bishop and doing well, Kathy has got married and should have baby in 3 months, John and new wife Anita are 

mining in Nev. James in school in Az.; Sheila and family in Detroit Saburbe Mi.; Sumi and Mike still live in E.C. 

and Frank Jr in Va. Beach, he is having a lot of problems with Lori right now.  That’s an over view, I will try to 

keep up now.   

1/7/1993 Spent most of day on Brabble loan, went to priesthood tonight. They gave us goals for 1993.  

Pres. Brown (Mission Pres.) mentioned E.C. program on visit night 3 times.  Frank Jr. has court tomorrow for 

separation from Lori.  Mom and I are going. 

1/8/1993 Worked on Church in afternoon.  In morning went to court with Frank.  Tonight went out with 

Elders and visited Raulerson Jr. and Sister and Columbus Eason.  

1/9/1993 Sat.  Worked on church most of the day.  Got all reports ready for Sun.  

1/11/1993 Had to pick up Joe Brown for 7am meeting.  Covered in depth each visit night and exchange 

people.  Pec gave reports and they were all excited of results of visit program.  9-10 train SM and WM on 

church SM training program.  Sac. Had to set up extra chairs.  Jo Ann Felter and 2 sons came, Ashly Cosgrove, 

my granddaughter came Clara Perkins came. Sent Joe to pick up Sis. Coleman and dau. They did not have 

enough money to get gas to come to church.  Then during SS we did more training SM the after church song 

practice by SM and I then went to ward counsel and we discussed the problem of Dori and Rebecca. (Getting 

them to church due to having to wait.  Took Joe and Sis. Coleman and daughter Tisha home, after that I got 

home close to 3:30pm; rested and eat then had whole family read scriptures for two chapters.  Then talked to 

Mom on money, then went to bed to read.  



1/12/1993 Studied SM training lesson #3.  Did William Armstrong Mgmt.  Left for Ahoskie (Brabble) he sign 

papers and paid 500 ck. for processing.  Then on to VB and met with Jerry Kotus of Ford Mortgage and he took 

me to lunch.  He as well as Pat Brabble are interested in  

Quorum.  Then went with Mike Walsh to see VB Gov. on Farmers Market, more an exchange of info. With a 

fellow named Henry.  Mike also interested in Quorum.  He would like to ship to Sweden.  Finally go home 

about 6:30pm.  Long day.  

1/15/1993 Lots has gone on.  Got fax from Mission President Brown that the report I sent on new program 

results, (Visiting inactive) was great.  Also Wendy Allen had court and Patsy (Mom) asked me to go in as a 

witness.  The family was upset.  I counseled Patsy and got her to get Wendy and Husband Frank to meet with 

me prior to court.  The Lord guided me in counseling and they all were able to except it after, better.  

 As far as financially, I am going through the toughest time of my life.  We have not closed a loan for 3.5 

months and I am considering bankruptcy.  We have a number of things I can possibly do and I am looking and 

studying them. It is hard since I have such a large debt load.  The beach office is putting me down bad.  We are 

praying mightily to the Lord for guidance whatever he wishes, we will do.  I only hope it is not as bad as Job. It 

has caused me to be more humble. The reason is that I am supposed to be the financial expert and have 

gotten in to trouble.  

1/15/1993 Mom worked all day on Chili Dinner for scouts, they made about 400.00. And gave each boy 

35.00 plus 15.00 from Xmas trees sales.  I worked most of the day on personal finances and evaluating going 

bankrupt.  In the evening went out with the missionaries, visited the John and Paul Rurlerson family and 

taught 1st discussion and that went well.  

1/16/1993 Worked all day from 5am to 11:30pm with stop to talk to Sumi and Frank Jr. Total day spent on 

missionary work. Develop form for visit night reports.  Sumi is quite concern that we have not had any loans 

close for over 3 months.  I appreciate that. 

1/17/1993 Had all meeting training with SM on 3nd lesson.  Have training in stake tonight for SM.  Bishop 

called tonight, he said he thought we should not sing next Sun., since he heard we did not do well.  Some had 

complained how Dana Led, I feel bad that there is so much of Satan at work in our ward and am not sure how 

to go about combating it.  

1/18/1993 Spent most of day working on Quorum products, did church update on reports and went thru. 1 

file cabinet.  Also worked on ship loan, til completed all I could do with what I had.  

1/19/1993 Worked on files, through out a lot of old ones, located Quorum stuff.  Did Chucks financial for 

91-92 made sheet on Lotus for them.  

1/20/1993 Went to bed at 8pm and up at 12am, working on bankruptcy, then back to bed 4am.  Went to 

see Frank and Tom on Jobs.  Then met with Ron and Friend on FX project, home and worked on Wilmington 

office 1992 financials.  Going out with full time Elders on exchange since Sam canceled tonight. Visited and 

taught Brickhouses tonight, Got a call from Billy Ricks and she has to take care of Father, he had heart attack.  

She will be doing less. 

1/21/1993 Worked in office.  Also met Mayo Smith and Ben Williams at Beach office and talked to them 

about what was possible for it.  Had court last night and Bablo was excommunicate.  The spirit told me it was 

right.  Dana cried in my arms after.  She is a good sister. 



1/22/1993 Went to the temple for spiritual guidance.  Worked 2 hrs. In initiatory and 1 hour at vail, then 

did as session. As I waited for it to start, I thought to myself.  I have helped others, now it’s time for me.  Then 

in that 5 minutes it came.  What I needed to do with my business.  I felt great that inspiration came.  I am so 

thankful for my membership and the Holy Ghost.  They also have a new film.  I got home about 7pm.  

1/23/1993 Worked at home all day, broker, church and my finances.  Interviews one management client.  

Might take her on.  Pres. Brown of Mission called.  He is excited about visit program.  He is coming tomorrow. 

1/24/1993 Spent correlation with FTM on visit Program and problem.  Spent correlation with SM on 

problems.  Pres. Brown spoke in Sac. Then to our missionaries in SS, then PEC at priesthood time.  He then 

went visiting with Harold Pritchard Jr. in afternoon and fireside that night.  He felt that program was doing 

well.  We still have some refinement of the program but we feel it will do well.  Our example is what they 

need.  

1/25/1993 Worked on Church and broker business.  Had a good family night, talked about 2 Nephi 4: 12 to 

end. 

1/26/1993 Worked on finances, decided to get set to bankrupt.  Worked on packing some things for beach 

move, also some church work.  Met with Att. Spivey on bankrupt and got package.  Saw Dr. King on my foot.  

Trying to catch Rev. on security systems.  Read to little boys 2 Nephi chapter 3 also helped Paul with 

homework. 

1/27/1993 Worked on finances, church program, met with Bp. and Harold Jr. on Elders goals for 93 and 

visit night.  Filled out Bankruptcy paper in draft.  Had problems with Paul, he does not want to be in school 

program. 

1/28/1993 Worked on finance, decided to draw 18,000. From line MBNA and pay Rippen and other MBNA 

account off, leaving me 400 to handle opening office at beach etc. must pay for R.E. loans also.  Robert Bock 

got his money so I contacted Tweers Thry Louise and them to let me know what they want to do tomorrow.  

Packed stuff for beach.  Skippy brought me a care pkg. and Sheila sent box of things to help us and a check for 

250.00.  Great kids.  

1/29/1993 Worked on Billy Witts file for boats, went to beach and moved about ½ of stuff to get setup to 

live and work there.  Mom helped, I could not have done it without her.  Went to Sunbury with Missionaries, 

taught John Raulerson Jr.  John and Anita called and they are fine.  

1/30/1993 Worked on church reports, got a report from each set of full time missionaries (all morning). 

Worked on Witts package all afternoon, did not finish it, and must finish typing.  Hope to complete prior to 

going to beach Monday.  Going to leadership meeting at Stake late afternoon and Conf. tonight and tomorrow 

(Stake). Had a very spiritual training session and Sat. night Stake conf. great and also regional and mission and 

stake leadership. 

1/31/1993 Had good conference, rested in afternoon, worked on visit night report the rest of day.  Got 

equipment ready to go to beach.  Had a good family night, just opened the BOM and taught from there.  

February 

2/1/1993 Finished Package for ships and sent off.  It was a big one.  Then move rest of stuff to beach.  Got 

things in some order and found phone did not work.  Had phone co. send two men out but could not get it to 

work. Did get a Temp. Line and went and bought a small phone.  Also got Fax working both ways but system 



PBY phones are not working.  Got hold of Chuck Twiddy and will be he coming tomorrow and hopefully will get 

up at that time.  Also had to search down a copy Mach.  Repairman to get that fixed.  They said would get 

there tomorrow.  Did not get much rest since up at 2:55am, so I am tired to-night.  Study SM training 4th 

lesson.  Did not bring all material, read BOM Jacob 5: to end of Jacob.  Watch movie, Raiders of the Lost Arv.  

To bed by 9:30pm. 

2/2/1993 Up at 4:30am, studied 1-2-3 SM training lesson.  Read BOM to Mosiah, laid and thought of the 

things I had to do especially to increase business. Have to be praying for help in our finances since we have not 

closed a loan in 4 months.  Also have been praying for the visit program of church and a number of the 

members who need extra help.  Cleared up Ktn. For over an hour.  Then did schedule for the day.  Made files 

up and men came to work on copier.  They finally got it fixed also contracted to do building.  Clean wood and 

take signs down 250.00.  Man worked phone system but it’s not working yet.  Had a slow afternoon.  Really 

having trouble motivating myself, need to take that lunch break, need the rest.  Read church news at night 

and went to bed about 8pm.  

2/3/1993 Woke up at 2am, started studying 2:25am SM training, then read Mosiah, then studied broker 

Co’s avail to work with.  Quite about 5am, walked in office for 1 hr. worked to 5, went home and took care of 

business and spent time with family.  

2/4/1993 Up and back to beach.  Brought a lot of files to work on, got Williams Armstrong loan ready to 

go out also worked on pending business.  About 4 went out to take down Seaboard Sign, took a couple of 

hours.  Had to use car jack to pry loose. Then went to ACE hardware to get bolts for putting up my sign.  Went 

shopping and got dinner at food Lion deli.  Terrible food, will not do that again. Came back to office spent to 

11am working on cleaning out closet under stairs, what a mess.  Also Vac, down stairs area.  Will get upstairs 

next week. Will try to work on sign in am before work day.  They put wrong sign up on building.  I will have to 

take down and put up smaller one.  

2/5/1993 Woke at 5:30am.  Study SM lesson for Sun.  Read BOM Mosiah, waiting for sun light to work on 

signs.  Figured out what I needed.  Working on filing and misc. stuff.  Also worked on file of Quidley and 

Armstrong Stuff.  Talked to Robert Pofrtran and got supplies for bathroom.  

2/6/1993 Cleaned garage out, took all morning and part of afternoon.  Went to Southland with Mom and 

Little boys.  Helped Mom at night with boy’s bath and folded clothes. 

2/7/199. Normal meetings, taught, John Randerson Jr. and wife Paula 4-5 pm then had family night with 

Mike and Skippy and Kids.  Bed early 9:30pm. 

8/8/1993 Up and packed, to beach, got there 7am.  Laying calendar for day and week.  Changed files 

down stairs.  Redid downstairs closet with supplies.  1st Jeff Rej. Loans.  I sent Fax last Fri.  Washed windows 

and lights outside.  Put oil in car, worked on 100% financing loan to see if could set up Co. to do.  American 

General to send me Pkg.  Also commercial credit checking to see if they can cover. UPS got my pickup.  Got 

letter from Sheila, what a joy she is.  Sent Brabble info out, it came in mail today.  Mom called 5:30 and we 

miss each other.  Will do Sam’s finance and also work on church then wrote letter to Sheila.  Worked about 3 

hours on Sam’s file, then worked on church stuff.  Did not finish or get letter to Sheila,  

2/9/1993 Cleaned up over bathrooms, Vac. And taped heater.  Finished most of church work.  Had a slow 

day for calls.  Had meeting with Terry Shelton on Commercial loan his campground.  Also Frank Ballaris came 

and we talked a long time.  He might come in and learn business.  Will pray about it.  Got package out to 

National Bank on Brabble , also Fax info to Allied on him.  Rej. A couple of loans and did some misc.  



2/10/199. Worked on sign.  Elders helped me put it up.  Spent a lot of time working on Phone system, still 

can’t get PBX system working.  Practice SM training in morning and watched movie at night. 

2/11/1993 Exercised, worked on power to my sign.  Can’t find where it’s bad.  Have some ideas to work on.  

Did not get any calls and stop in’s.  Sure feel bad.  Spend most of day copying R.E. companies then calling them 

for Fax nr. And then after work sent rate sheet I made up to all of them.  Must work on Sundays HP class rest 

of night and review SM training program and read Amos.  

2/12/199. Trained Frank Balladeres on Broker business.  He wants to learn.  Got home and spent most of 

time going thru mail and papers.  

2/13/1993 Worked on church program most of the day.  The little boys and I cleaned up house and then 

got baths.  Mom and Big boys to church super Sat. David freelander came and we talked a long time.  He likes 

the idea of going into partnership and we to see each other’s operation then decide what to do.  He also 

brought me a check for over 600.00 on a loan closing in N.C.  

2/14/1993 All church meetings.  I gave HP training on visit night program.  Also 4rth lesson on SM training.  

Was tired most of the day.  Training takes a lot out of me. Had family night, gave lesson on Alma 60, what a 

great leader. 

2/15/1993 Up at 3am, studied and left by 5am to beach.  Worked on finances and Marg Ettore stuff.  Frank 

Balladeres came in to work and gave him files to go thru.  Also Jack Jarvis wants to see.  He feels he will do 

very well. Gave him my Demos. And he is going to work out advertisement.  I to fund and he to sell.  We split 

after cost.  He is excited. 

2/23/1993 Decided to pay office payment.  Business is starting to improve.  We are getting more calls.  

Hope to close loan next week.  Frank Balladeres is doing well.  He wants me to train him in WML job.  I worked 

on loans today and sent out rate sheets and got list of all Mortgages Co.s, banks, accountants, lawyers.  

Tomorrow I have to call for Fax nrs.  We need to do the advertisement also.  I must call and talk to Bob O 

Conner on house boats.  Also need to get up with David Freelander.  

2/24/1993 4am.woke up worrying about my SM and WM, how to proceed.  Also of Rebecca and her Mom 

Doris.  They need help and don’t ask right and turn people off. I must work out plan to help and take some of 

the burden off the Ward.  Completed the Ensign for Mar. also the BOM.  Started Jan.  Now reading in D&C.  

Walked and sang 1 hr., learning how great thou art.  Went to Bob O Conner with ship loan.  Also showed him 

E.C. project to open up broker office.  But he does not want to do.  Took Frankie to scouts and visited Sis. 

Ballences Neighbor.  Spent a fitful night at home worrying about money.  Worked on list of Att. Accounts, 

Lenders, Construction co. hope to get faxed letter out to them tomorrow.  Also decided to consider opening 

EC office.  Talked to Kim Graham and she said she is interested.  I need to think out and pray about it, but it 

feels good.  I will show more profit since lower overhead thus able to clear some of my debt off that I have 

now.  The beach office only holds its own due to high overhead. 

March 

3/2/1993   Back to beach.  Worked training Frank Balladeres and Kim Graham.  Struggled with calendar 

for Mar. on visit night, we are seeing great things but can’t get saints to do what they should.  Even wrote talk 

on it. Yesterday closed 1st loan in 5 months, that was great, thanks to my Heavenly Father for that. Robert 

Bock called and we talked about him coming into my business.  He to call back today.  Must call Robert in 

morning, found problem with lights out front.  There is a timer in the power room.  Great. Could not fix light 



on building.  Have wrench coming to help break seal apart tomorrow.  Worked on Visit night calendar.  Trained 

Frank and Kim on CB, Applications and advertisement.  Worked on both Armstrong finances.  Should finish 

D&C to night.   

3/3/1993 Studied and read D&C.  Starting 88 section.  Walked this morning in Bld. Tried to learn song-

called to serve.  Will need rest of week to do that. 

3/4/1993 yesterday Robert Bock said he would take Bred loan and skakle and also lend me 50,000. At 

10% with a draw of an additional 50,000. As needed.  How great the Lord is.  I know he wants me to wisely use 

this window to accomplish his work.  So Thankful I am.  Ron wants to spend Fri. Night in office.  I told him he 

could.  Training Frank and Kim.  Also took a loan application and called Shakle, he to try to come up to see me. 

Worked on front door a little.  Must spend time on it in the morning.  Read D&C, would like to finish it this 

week.  Mom called and Kathy had her baby. 8lbs 2 oz.  Mom going up to see her tonight.   

3/5/1993 I finished the D&C this morning, up prior to 3am.  What a great prophet Joseph Smith was to 

received BOM-D&C-Moses and Abraham and all else.  No man could have done that only through the power 

of God.  I plan to finish the rest of the Book (Moses etc. then the Bible, I would like to finish prior to June and 

have the rest of the year to read additional books on the scriptures, then in Dec. read BOM again through).  

Today must get PEC report done and train Frank on that for N.H. Also train Frank and Kim on broker business.  

Will review HP12C and phone techniques and application. Set rules, 9-5, 1 hr. for lunch, 12-1pm, phone logs. 

Kim to get set up for payroll, sign non-compete papers, painted and filled front door, took all day. 

3/8/1993 Worked on Front doors all morning, finally got them finished. Worked on loans all afternoon 

and eve. Had a number of talks with different clients.  Robert Boch decided to do my loan 50,000 and take 2nd 

on my home 10%, 30/5.  He called next day and changed his mind, could not sleep. 

3/9/1993 Started to read the inspired version of the Bible this morning, got to page 18.  Worked on loans, 

on my card and faxed to everyone new numbers and address and sheet on Commercial loans to all on list.  

3/10/1993 Read, exercised, sleep, read, on page 64 and its only 7:07am.  Must do advertisement this 

morning. 

3/11/1993 Worked last night on Fax list and program, got lotus cleaned up and read bible.  This Morning 

2am read then went back to sleep and up and read some more on page 123 now.  It seems like a large book 

but if I keep plugging away I will finish.  Did not 

exercise today or sing.  My throat seem sore, too 

much singing.  Yesterday a man came to look at 

office, he wants to put a car business here.  He 

would only use bottom and live down stairs.  He 

would put bedroom and bath and kitchen down 

and rent top out.  I said we might rent.  Did 

phone business, signed up for selling commercial.  

Also redid old forms for disclosures, talked to a 

number of people, cooked spam and potatoes 

for supper.  Missed my family bad.  

3/12/1993 Read last night and this morning.  

Walked only 10 minutes due to being late.  



Worried sick about money.  Payment due this week 4,500. Going out, that rough. 

3/15/1993 Spent most of weekend in bed with cold had the worst storm for winds we have ever had.  Blow 

7 of our big trees down and one on our neighbor’s home.  I have been reading and I feel sick still and 

discouraged about money. 

 

  Damage from the storm.  

 

Dad, Paul, Sky, Frankie, Ben, Mark, Michael, David 

3/16/1993 up on and off most of night.  Still feel bad, have bad headache.  Read, finished Joshua this 

morning. 

3/17/1993 Mom worked hard to rake yard up yesterday and Mike Cosgrove came and cut all trees into 

logs for the fire.  He cut til dark since we had 8 trees down instead of 7.  I felt bad up to the evening and then 

started to feel better.  I am on the mend.  Came to beach this morning worked with Frank.  He is learning.  

Also Kim went into E.C. office this morning. She is getting set up to get Fax Nrs. From all people we need to 

send sheets to.  I am in Samuel now, finished 1st Samuel. 

3/18/1993 Need to pay office payment by borrowing on my line.  Also tithes.  Ned to decide about 

bankruptcy, and eval. Loans possible to close.  

3/20/1993 All kids came in and we worked on the yard, got all wood staked and whole yard raked.  Could 

not believe how much we got done.  I worked on a loan for E.C Simons, copied the papers, and also blessed 

Jackie Cobb. 

3/21/1993 Taught RS on visit Program, had priesthood at Stake Center, finished 1st kings. 

3/22/1993 Worked on all loans, at beach, started 2nd kings, watched movie last night, read bible. 



3/23/1993 Read 4:30am to 5:30 in 1st chronicles 13 chapters, walked ½ hour and reviewed temple 

ordinances.  Also reviewed, call to serve and O’ Lord my God song. Feeling a little tired but cold is on the way 

out.  Must call Jackie today and check on her.  Also want to get Fax out today and work on other loans.  Plus 

do Church work.  A lot to accomplish.  Worked on Broker stuff most of the day, got Fax sent out to all people.  

That took Frank most of the day, did church work that I had to do.  Still have some to do. Finished 1st 

chronicle’s and hope to finish 2nd tomorrow. 

3/29/1993 Sun 28th we blessed Kathy and Emil’s son Michael.  Also Sumi and Mike’s  

Amber.  I did that and assisted Emil with his son.  Also Mike Yoder helped.  We had the Boykin Children 

baptized and that is the direct result of the reach out program.  That’s so exciting.  We are looking at getting a 

house in Old Trap.  That would cut down our debt by 85,000 and payment by 900.00.  I feel it’s a good move.  

The home has a life estate which we would have to give up at the death of the people who lost it at 

bankruptcy. 

3/30/1993 By the way, the first 3 months of the reach out program were finished, we show 16 activated, 3 

Bapt., 273 visits, so great success.  Finished up to ECC. In Old Testament 790 pages about 311 to finish Old 

Testament. 

3/31/1993 Worked on Broker up til 9:30 then too tired to finish.  Read up to Isaiah.  Did 30 chapters this 

morning. Ch. 29 compared to Joseph Smith Translation. 32 Verses, V5 24 in King James. Boy!!!!!! 

The Bank called and told me they had a house that was foreclosed on and wanted to know if I had any investor 
that would be interested.  I went to look at 
it. It was in Shiloh and had ten acres with it.  
I liked it and we negotiated with the bank. 
They finally accepted an amount way 
under the appraisal value and then I told 
them I needed to fix the septic system, 
heating etc. and got them to give me 
$10,000.00 more for that. Mom was not 
too happy about this since we still had the 
house in South Mills, but I thought I could 
sell that. This place had a swimming pool 
and other nice things.  She finally fell in 
love with it and still would like to live there 
after all these years 

May 
5/13/1993 Having hard time taking time to write.  Much has happen.  Kim is no longer with us.  Sis. Ettore 

took her place in E.C. office then broke her arm and will be out a long time.  We have call forwarding on that 

office.  The BOC (Bank Of Currituck) called with little farm to sell.  It has a life time estate, so they sold it 

cheaper.  We paid 42,500 for it and the home plus 1.3 a. appraised for 104,000.  Not counting another 12.5 ac. 

Which 10 in production.  We bought and got BOC to finance.  They put 2nd on Beach office.  That left farm F/C. 

Our family has been working clearing out the shads and stables, stuff has been packed in there for 40 years.  A 

lot of work.  We let a neighbor farmer plant 10 ac. And give will give ½ sweet corn to us.  The swimming pool is 

in need of a lot of work and we hope to get to that next week. We now have the South Mills house up for sale 

and trying to get that fixed up to look good.  By the way, in April I finished all scriptures and am now reading 

Prophecy, Key to the Future.  Last week family night we talked about move and sale and finances with Mom 

and Big Boys.  Working on farm has really made me sore and tired, I am not use to physical labor.  I walked this 



morning 35 minutes.  I must get back in shape.  Today I will make up hand out for my South Mills Home and 

review loans with Frank and get rate sheet sent out.  I need to review Marie Cunningham’s stuff also.  Fri. 

Morn. I need to call Bob O’Conner and have him visit my home. 

5/25/1993 James came home and helped on the farm for a week.  We are thankful for his concern.  He is 

ready to get married and looking for a wife now.  He has 2-3 more years of school to get his Dr. Degree.  We 

had some people ready to buy the house but they backed out due to the balloon of 5 years.  I need to move 

on SM house, my loan on Farm and the office building in Nags Head.  

June 

6/11/1993 Negotiated now on tenets in office in N.H., got 30,000 loan on farm from Hilts.  That allowed 

me to pay down some 18% lines with 12% money.  We have been working on getting farm ready.  Replaced 

ceiling in utility room, painted most of rooms, took out back utility room and build shelves in storage room.  

Also redid bad lumber in chicken coop area.  Mike Cosgrove has helped tremendously on pool.  Had to put salt 

system in, new motor and try to clean out pool.  Still need to finish pool.  Finish painting outside buildings and 

roof on Chicken coop.  Also leaks in Stables and replace well pump in house and one in stables.  Also check 

wiring to stables. Must sell my house and push to fill my pipeline on loans.  Need to get Ptr. For beach office 

ASAP.  Reconsider Frank Balladeres.  

6/21/1993 Pool on line, sure had a lot of trouble getting going.  We had A/C put in down stairs that cost 

900.00, the pool problem cost 1200.00 and sears for dishwasher and stove cost 700. And we still have rugs in 

ktn. And utility room.  Last Sat Mike Yoder and Emil, Kathy Paul and I moved a lot of stuff.  We plan the big 

move this coming Fri.  I just had a new number for phones put in.  We will be renting a U-Haul truck for 59.00 

and .12/mile that day.  I am not feeling too well, have feelings of shortness of breath often and not just when I 

am working, but even just driving or sitting. I am a little worried.  The Lord is blessing us with loans now, I must 

keep pushing them to keep the pipeline full.  

There have been some beautiful stories happing in our ward.  Billy Stables riding a bike, Bp Medlin getting a 

new heart, Sis Kerry to the temple, sis Cole and Jo Brown getting ready to go to temple, the Mesowski’s going 

to the temple, Paula Raulerson activated, Boykins activated and it goes on and on………. 



Dad and all of his chicks!    

 

Dad, David, John, Emil Michael, Emil 

Sky, Michael, Ben, Mom, Paul, Kathryn, Anita 

Frankie, Mark 
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Paul Yoder and Heather Brown to the beach         Paul and Frankie 

January 

2/7/1994 Much has transpired since last entered.  I am reading the Church History (7Vol.) on 2nd now.  I 

am impressed of the importance of a journal so I will start again.  I have been released as a SM and WML 

1/16/1994 and called to be ward clerk.  I have reviewed some of that material and have requested 4 additional 

assistants along with Billy Ricks and Mike Yoder (my good son.)  They should be approved this Sunday by the 

E.C. ward.  Pauline married Larry Carpenter.  The Reggie and Jackie Cobbs had a fire and are moving to Rocky 

Mount N.C.  We helped the pack and move and hope to get the branch to set up for them.  Right now my back 

is giving me a fit, also left ankle pains when I walk.  Hope to get both back in shape.  We have a couple 

interested in our house in South Mills and should get offer in a day or so.  The lease for the office has been 

signed by Sallye and the first payment due in on the 15th Feb.  At least part payment.  Mom is doing some 

work for Watermark which has helped our bills and my business is slow but we have offices in EC, Edenton, 

Nags head and Wilmington.  I have put a push for commercial loans and will see if that will pay y off.  Hope to 

close a restaurant at Buxton, also car dealership in K.D.H... I have 16 chickens who are laying approx... 6-7 eggs 

a day avg.  And have ordered 50 more.  They should get here 24 Feb.  We are building for that now.  My plants 

are doing well in the pool house.  We have been eating lettuce and our tomatoes are close to blooming.  

2/8/1994 Worked on broker business in morning, went to Station Restaurant and Brent Rogers told me 

Robert and Mayo were meeting upstairs.  I had lunch and went home to work on chicken coop.  Got book on 

chickens in and spent 2 hour reading that.  Then took rest for 1 hour then started to work on coop.  The Big 

boys had a bunch of friends here and they played D&D and 4 square.  I used Frank and Paul to help me.  I am 

putting a smaller wired in area in the coop for the 50 chicks we ordered.  After the gang left I got David and 

Mark to help.  We enclosed the pen, David build door for old chicks to go out and Mark closed in the top of 

outside area so they can’t fly out.  I worked on outside stove.  Took all wood out and shoveled out whole unit.  

It was a long job but finally done and got another fire started.  Checked it at night and had not caught so did 

another fire that held all night.  Very tired and my back was giving me a fit.  To bed about 8:30pm.  Mom and I 

wake at 3am and went down and put wood in dining room stove.  She got up and stayed up for 1 hour or 



more.  I dozed, got up at 5am plus and showered and dressed then checked and added more wood to outside 

stove.  Fed chickens and watered Mom’s lettuce in the house.  Then had breakfast and packed a lunch and 

woke kids and Mom up and left for work.  Had a lot of stuff backed up and just spent 3 hours clearing that off.  

Mom called and said someone called and told Paul to have me stop by the restaurant this morning.  I will call.  

I forgot had family night last night and I gave my testimony, how I was getting closer to Joseph Smith from 

reading the 7 Vol. church history and am on the 2nd book now.  Told the family of a number of experiences 

Joseph had especially on the Zions camp march. 

2/9/94  Up at 4am, reviewed my lesson for the teachers quorum, read the material of Carolina Sea 

Food and Davis to buy, evaluated and marked questions to be asked.  Then read church history, I really am 

getting a close feeling for Joseph Smith.  He had many trials a lot with close friends.  Mom woke and read also 

in the double recliner at 6am. We finished and got a drink and took my pills and left for office.  Worked on our 

personal loan stuff for Crestar.  Got it ready for Joe to mail to them.  Resubmitted Sanders loan, talked to 

underwriter who will do as NIV loan.  Var. Rate.  Also called Quiidley and told him to get his money to Allied.  

He to call matt.  Worked on Mayo and Robert with the Restaurant.  Robert brought 7500. For rent last night 

and I met with Gardner Hudson to give him checks.  We talked at length.  Received material from Thomas 

Yurasek to buy his partner out.  Must work on that tomorrow.  Called realtor on my house and they people are 

still working on figures.  She will call tomorrow.  I told her of people coming to look Fri. from VA Worked on 

my Va. request to be a VA. Lender.  Ready to go.  Must work on Sid Mulder tomorrow. Mom brought Frankie 

and I took him to Browns for the cooking MB.  

2/10/1994 While Frankie was at scouts, I worked on the Rib loan, watched TV at home to let my mind rest.  

Went to bed at midnight and was able to read another chapter of church history prior to going to sleep.  Mom 

went up at 8:30, she was real tired.  Got up late this morning about 6:30am and worked on a loan at home.  

The kids are home due to the ice storm we are having.  I went to bank and had to borrow 4,000. To pay bills.  

That sad.  I hope I can do well on some of our commercial loans soon.  Plan to work on Sids loan and Yurasek 

and Sanders.  Also must get feed for chickens and get idea how to fix the receiving box for 56 baby chicks.  

Worked on Sanders most of the day, also some on Ed’s mother, talked to Matt from allied and we are 

restructuring.   

2/11/1994  We have had a bad ice storm and I left yesterday early 4:30 to go home.  David was working on 

the car, Kathy gave us speakers to put in. I helped him til 10:30 pm then read church history and got to bed 

about 11:40pm.  Had a troubled night, work up every hour.  I have started to take diet pills and that might be 

effecting me.  I know I am not as hungry and also I felt more energy last night.  Normally I am beat and could 

not have helped David at night. Got up at 4am this morning, read my lesson for the teacher’s quorum and a 

couple of chapters of history.  Got an instant protein drink and packed a couple of crackers and apples and 

water and left for work after I took care of both stoves and the chickens.  Must plan to build brooder for the 

checks that are coming.  Worked on Sanders file, worked on S&T file and that took most of my time, also set 

up appointment with some clients from Richmond for next Tues. coming as a referral from Bob Kenny of VA  I 

feel snowed under right now with lots of things going on.  

2/11/1994 Went to Frankie’s Blazer night had a good meeting. 

2/12/1994 Up early, read lesson, church history, took all boys except Frankie who was at Grand mom 

Hughes last night.  We spent about 3 hours building a brooder box for our coming chicks.  Not too bad a job.  

Boys pleased with themselves.  Also we left lights on all night to see if it would get to right temp. and not blow 

circuit breakers.  It worked great.  Rested the rest of the night, did read more on church history. 



2/13/1994 church by 7am and having gone over my lesson and then got prepared for Bp meeting.  Had Bp 

meeting, Pec, Sac. And spent time in clerk’s office during SS.  To set order system in place then taught 

Teachers Quorum and worked after church on records until about 3pm.  Mike Yoder also worked on finances 

ledger.  I had a good experience, one of the boys I taught came to me after Priesthood and said what do you 

do when you are lonely?  He then said you call home. (To heavenly Father.) I told him to tell me next week so I 

could cover that.  I feel he is quite lonely and this is the second time he has come to me.  Rested during the 

day and had family night.  Told how William Smith and the Prophet had problems and how we must learn to 

live together to be happy.  Mom worked with mark on Eagle Project and got upset with me for not doing more 

of it.  I think she is right, I just feel weighted down at times with everything I am trying to do.  

2/14/1994 Read lesson for next weeks class, completed last three chapters in the 2nd vol. of church history.  

It ends with the church being divided in Kirkland and much problems besetting the church.  Worked in office til 

9:30am then went for Lic. Plates on Kathy’s car and then to bank and courthouse then to show house in South 

Mills.  The lady liked it and will be getting her husb. To look at tomorrow at 3pm.  I got stuck and had to have 

Mom come and pull me out. Spent a long time with Mayo and then worked some in the office.  Let Joseph 

Brown go.  Home, worked on junk yard loan, called my investors, so far none able to do it.  Not enough 

money.  Will work late tonight.  Worked on a number of loans that required calling and evaluation.  Got home 

about 7pm.  Gardner Hudson called, his rent checks bounces and mayo had told me his bank called and told 

him he was 14,000. over drawn.  I told Gardner to check in morning if checks good, if not I would go after 

Mayo. He wants Cert. check and full amount.  

2/15/1994 Up at 4am, read lesson and church history now on 3nd vol. left 6:30 for work.  Cannot find my 

seal (notary) must call beach today to see if there.  Will work on Brabble this morning, must clear sked for 

planned days’ work.  Need to plan to spend time at home on the church calling.  I am not able to clear any 

time at work. 

2/16/1994 Lost my wallet, went to church about 6:30am to work on church stuff.  Lost my keys to clerk’s 

files then found them in one of the locks.  Ran to Base for checking on lungs, they ok. Now back to office, work 

on loan files.  Mayo came for copies of leases and talked a long time on restaurant status.  Worked til about 

5:30pm.  Possible doing loan for Bob Glidden 150,000. From beach, will see tomorrow.  Spent night watching 

TV.  Felt needed time to relax.  

2/17/1994 To office early, prior studied lesson, new reporting system and church history.  Do this every 

day.  Worked on Shaw loan and restaurant.  Hudson wants to consider me as partner.  I am evaluating now.  

Completed eval. Met with mayo, met with Hudson, went to restaurant and talked with Mayo and Brenda, got 

rent reduced to 7000 for three months, Mayo still say too high.  Very tired and back hurt when I got home.  

Went to bed right away and stayed there most of the night.  Read church history til about 8:30pm.  Mom at 

meeting at church, by the way my birthday today, a great 59 years old.  

2/18/1994 Read, study lesson, study new member accounting system for church, to office about 7:30am. 

Mom taking David to Dr. on his Jaw operation. Worked on Bob Gladden, sent to att., material I needed to fax 

back around noon. Also talked to Mike Quidley and will arrange to see him Sat. afternoon.  Got Sid picture in 

and also the fellow that wants to buy out his partner.  Must work on all them.  Will eat at Station Restaurant 

today.  Feel tired, I will have to start walking next Monday.  Lisa McPherson age 29 died in her sleep yesterday.  

I have been asked to speak at funeral. That’s Sat. at 11am.  

2/21/1994 Sat. we had Lisa Berry McPherson funeral, 29 yr. old.  A sad thing to see so young a one die.  

She died in her sleep and they don’t know why yet.  I spoke and will enclose a copy of talk to her.  A lot of 



people commented on it.  I spend a good 8 hour on it.  Felt the Lord directed me, then I went to see Sis. Hazel 

Balance in ICU.  She had a heart attack and was doing very badly, mainly due to them trying to get a needle 

into her vain.  I gave her a blessing and told her she would get better.  I then went to the beach and met Mike 

and Candy Quickly and had them sign papers, then home.  My back hurts so bad, I had to go to bed right away. 

Mom was very sick as well as Paul.  They have the flu.  

2/22/1994  Mom still feeling sick, the boys came to church but David and Paul went home after Sac. Due to 

feeling sick.  I stayed and worked on my calling as ward clerk.  That is really a big job.  Bro. Brown and Betts 

called to assist me today.  Got home and got calls from John, he is breaking up with his wife Anita.  They are 

good friends but have too many differences.  Kathy called and talked to her. Kathy daughter, she brought me 

down a gift and birthday cake.  Fri. because Mom did not have time to do it on the 17th.  She is a good 

daughter.  Also got call from Sheila and talked a long time.  I read church history to12:30am also did a lot of 

church stuff prior to going to bed.  The ward clerk job is really large.  

2/23/1994 Mon, up this Monday and read, walked and read some more.  The lesson etc. Then to church to 

work on computer changing ward organization, got done about 9:45am, then on to work.  Spend most of day 

on Bob Glidden pkg.  That was really involved.  Joe is copying the Pkg. now to go out.  Paul has 104 deg. Temp. 

And I am getting him some Tylenol and pizza for family to eat, to help Mom.  She is still tired.  

2/22/1994 Normal morning routine, walked also, I am doing that now.  My left foot hurts and so does my 

back.  Just breaking down!!! Got a lot of church work done prior to getting to work.  Understanding the church 

computer system for membership org. much more.  It’s beautiful how many reports you can have at your 

fingertips.  Worked on a number of packages at work.  Got Quidly loan papers back to Allied and also Bob 

Gliddens stuff.  Am working on copying S.T. Restaurant stuff.  Joe Brown has a lot of problems keeping things 

straight.  He just dropped all the papers on the floor, I am determine to help him get established in business so 

he can have a good income in the future.  Got home late.  Worked a lot with Mayo Smith and his Restaurant.  

They called at home also.  Read the Ensign and church news.  Finished wed. morn. 

2/23/1994 up, studied new report system, that is really a lot easier.  I am to train the Bishopric Sun. then 

get it started.  Studied Teachers class, walked, had French toast for breakfast, then to church to figure out 

class list, got it, also though out books that are replaced with new system.  I have got to get something for my 

chicks coming in tomorrow.  Worked on Jr. Suttle loan, he has paper that might explain 200,000 missing funds 

that he used to pay his real estate on.  Also spent time with Gardner Hudson.  He want me as partner in 

Restaurant.  Mayo Smith is sick from operation on eye, I think he is down due to trouble he has.  I will meet 

with Gardner Sat. when He gets back.  Rebecca called and she does not understand rates sheets yet.  I need to 

give her more training. 

2/24/1994 Studied teachers lesson, new reporting system, read church history, Joseph is in Liberty jail and 

the saints are under orders to leave Mo. Or be exterminated.  Under all that pressure a lot of the leaders of 

the church left the church and it was a tough time.  Got to work and P.O. called to tell me the baby checks 

were in.  Picked them up and Mom help put them in brooder.  One had died enroute.  Mom was very excited 

and played with them all day.  Checking heat, water and them eating.  It was nice to see her have so much joy 

from them.  Of course the kids loved them too and spent a lot of time holding them and watching them.  I 

spent a lot of time paying bills with money I had borrowed, that’s tough since I don’t want to do that.  I feel 

down with so many bills.  I had to borrow in 1st of month 4,000.and will have to do same next week for about 

1,500. Today had to borrow 1,200. A loan for 7,500. Commission did not go through and the time spent on 

commercial has cut into my producing resid. Loans.  Must work harder.  I spent time at Restaurant and it looks 

like Mayo is going to lose it.  I feel sorry for him.  Gardner comes back today and Mayo will be leaving I think.  I 



studied reports from church computer and am trying to get up to speed on my job as ward clerk. At first it was 

like a big job, but now I have a good part of it down to parts I understand.  I have given out the assignments 

for ward conf. and should get them back Sunday.  I will be also trying to update organization, have a long list 

to do with church job. 

2/25/1994 C.H. =Church History, T.L=teachers lesson, W.C. =Ward Council; Read CH lesson, reports from 

computer, ward clerk book WC and walked down back with Cody.  Feed and watered the chickens and have 

cleaned out chicks bowls.  Also watered plants. To work and worked on Jr. Suttle Stuff and got the answers I 

needed.  Updated Loan status report and caught up with my journal.  Worked on Frank Gray loan, Put in Pkg 

to sell.  Also the Bp called twice on two different matters.  Talked to Sallye on daycare, she is going away for a 

couple of days to get rested up.  She sent 900. on rent and PU.  That will help.  Worked up to 9 pm on 

Restaurant projections.  Got records from Mayo, will meet tomorrow with Hudson to determine what to do.  

2/26/1994 Read Gen 37-46, Joseph is who I teach teachers about, then reviewed lesson.  Covered reports 

from church computer and glanced at report system.  Took care of chickens, looks like we are going to lose 

some chicks.  Have a lot to do today.  Met with Gardner Hudson, he wants me to buy the restaurant.  I told 

him I would think about it.  Took Mom to eat there that night (Free Meal) Mayo Smith entertained us.  I visit 

Sis. In the Hosp. and also Preston McPherson, Mike and Skippy and kids came out to see the chickens.  

2/27/1994 Read lesson teachers, reviewed training records, gave training to bishopric taught sharing time 

and taught teachers.  Kathy and family came down to eat with us.  Having trouble keeping the house warm 

due to lack of good insulation outside.  Read church history and records book.  Gave family night, played clue 

with kids.  Ashley came over after church and Mom entertained her most of the day.  She enjoyed the 

chickens.  Mark and I visit and home taught the Sawyers after church.  Went to bed about 9:30.  Frank Jr. 

called and he is coming down tomorrow with the kids, they want to play basketball in gym and then go out to 

eat.  He needs to spend time with Frankie.   

2/28/1994 Read lesson, read record book, walked, took care of chickens.  Left early to work on ward clerk 

stuff at church.  

March 

3/4/1994  Yesterday had meeting with 1st citizen bank, Ron Turkington Got 3 mo. Ext. on 36,000. Loan.  

He stated he wanted to help.  Also have spent every morning for 2 hours working with Bro Brown on ward 

records.  We have been working on the updating organization and also on Elders H.T. list.  “We are also 

preparing for the ward conference coming up.  Frank Jr. called last night and want to fly me to Dallas for a 

conference on new tech.  That he wants me to consider to head up for him. I think I will go even though I don’t 

feel excited about it, but that might be due to not knowing anything about it. Had to borrow about 8,000. This 

last mo. To pay bills, that’s sad, we also got a call with offer on home last night.  The office is moving along and 

we got approval for daycare from town.  I am close to finishing the 3nd vol. of church history.  I am gaining 

much from them, my back is still hurting, and I hope it gets well soon. 

3/5/1994 Studied, took 3 boys to school then worked on our taxes for 1993, also had Joe work on the 

loan handler program, spent time with Mayo Smith at restaurant.  Then went to the beach office went with 

Frank and also got closing papers for O’Conner, picked up check for 4,125.  And 814. from Susan for rent etc.  

Contracted 350.00 to paint roof of barn.  Paid Joe 5% of commission and frank 10%.  Delivered O’Connor ck 

and papers.  Picked up pizza for supper.  Got home after 7pm. Called Sid Molder and talked about his loan, 

watched some TV then to bed to read.  



3/6/1994 Studied Teachers lesson, records, finished 3 vol., church history, worked at office til about 

1:30pm then home, met with all from office for training then took little boys and Mom up to Emil Michaels # 1 

birthday.  All of his family was there and had a good time.  

3/6/1994 Sun.  Feed and watered chicks and plants.  Studied T-L and report system.  Went to church, ran 

copies for training then gave training to ward leadership; and Sec.  Elders Quorum missing.  Bro. Evens 

videotaped the session.  Then worked in clerk office.  Then had testimony meeting.  I gave my testimony, then 

worked in clerk’s office training Bro. Berry Gurnsey who was just called to be Asst. clerk.  Stake Financial clerk 

here and he trained Michael.  Taught Teachers, had to put J.D. Hall and Steve Hammon in line.  Had J.D. go get 

his father.  After talked to father and boys.  Quite hard on them then home to eat.  Back hurts a lot today, 

rested in afternoon.  Had family night, talked to family about trip to TX and also history of church.  Took them 

out to chicken, and showed how to take care of them.  Finished reading the church news.  Also we talked to 

Doris for a long time (Mom’s Sister).  

3/7/1994 Mon. up prior to 4am, study teachers, read introduction to 4th vol. history, study Frank Jr. 

telephony maz. To prepare for show.  

3/13/1994 Much has happen, I took a trip to Dallas TX. For a telephony conf.  Frank paid most of it.  He 

wants to develop a program and me to set up sales.  Got a lot of church history read, on 4th vol.  About 300 

pages, also studied my teachers lesson.  Got home Fri, stayed at home then Sat. worked on leaking sink.  Met 

with Mayo and Gardner on Restaurant.  Worked in my office paying bill etc.  Made a number of calls.  Sun. got 

most of my meeting done.  Had J.D. Hall teach class.  That helped him next sun Alex Weeks. Have to find out 

where we are on HT (HP) and VT.  Also need to start learning membership etc.  Home Teaching after church 

and sleep afternoon.  Had family night, Frankie showed Johnny Lingo then the 2 older boys went to a fireside 

at the church with Bro. Wells.  I read church history then to bed about9:30 up early. 

3/14/1994 Read, taught principles to who would listen, left after taking care of chickens and plants.  

Worked at church for a while then to office and tried to catch up with all the work. Having trouble getting it all 

in.  Went to Neg. with Mayo and Gardner Hudson. I got insurance check tomorrow from Garner and paid it.  

Spent time with Elwood Hilts on Loan and did him and wife some personal counseling.  Home, took care of fire 

and chickens. Read in History. 

3/15/1994 Up Read, study, walked with Mom.  Feed Chickens.  Mom gave me a haircut.  Then off to work.  

Worked til 5:45pm on a lot of loans and things.  Got lot of work to do tomorrow. Met with William Davis (Att.) 

and Mayo on restaurant.  Helped clean up after supper.  Mom went to class on making baskets.  I helped the 

kids on the home work then played Chinese checkers with Frank.  I laid in bed to read and Paul wanted to 

know about a journal, so we will have to get him one.  

3/16/1994 up 4am, studied lesson, read church history walked with Mom. Took care of chickens, read 

more church history, to work and worked on Sallye’s buying my office loan.  A number of other proj. Also 

worked on letterhead now program.  Met with Hudson.  At night went to meet at school on a committee to 

have input into school courses) to bed by 9:30pm. 

3/17/1994 Up, study lesson, read church news for week, finished read history only 50 pages left in 4th vol.  

To work, worked on Silver Lake Loan, then spent most of day on taxes for Cory Partnership and Personal.  Met 

and eat at Mayo’s, home around 7, helped with dishes and called Paul’s words to him.  Worked on ward conf. 

and read church history.  



3/18/1994 up 4:30am, read lesson, finished vol. 4 church history, ya,ya.  Took care of chickens and plants, 

watered and feed.  Paul missed his bus and I took him in.  Worked on taxes and put some fires out on my 

loans.  Closed Mechelle Jeannette loan and got Joe a commission 1,500.  Paid back of Currituck 500. And 

Quable final payment of 250...  Made dinner and cleaned up, Mom on daughter date program.  Truck had slow 

leak so Mom took Blazer.  I instructed David on cooking meal for kids and took truck to Camden shell to fix flat.  

Then took truck to church and exchanged with Mom.  She needed it to bring all her stuff back after program.  

Then home and fed fire.  Did dishes and eat.  About 8:30pm got a call from Mark back at H.S. from tract meet.  

Took 2 small kids and picked him up.  Then Mom came in about 10:15pm and helped her unload.  Spent time 

watching TV with little boys, I really wanted to read but felt they would be alone. 

3/19/1994 Up, spent most of time thinking on talk I have for Sac. Tomorrow.  Its topic is the mortal 

Messiah, I have thought all week but nothing comes.  However this morning I thought about the time the 

women touched him and was healed.  He was always ready to be concerned with people’s life. Also I have a 

problem with some of the teachers (boys) in class.  That I have thought about quite a bit.  Read the Ref. Books 

I had.  Decided to take phases of Christ life and talk on them.  Mom went to primary meeting at Stake, I had 

boys collect and make trash run.  Frankie to do dish’s, Paul to Vac. And all to do one row in garden and all to 

put clothes away and all to bring wood up for fire outside.  I finished my outline and read history and rested 

for an hour.  Marked kicked the football and broke window in pool house.  We patched that up.  Mom got 

home very tired and laid down for a couple of hours.  Mayo Smith called and Gardner Hudson was at 

restaurant and wanted money.  I went in and spent about 1 hr. got that taken care of then Mayo gave me a 

microwave oven.  That is great, ours broke and we could not afford to buy a new one.  Spent the evening 

watching TV with family.  Read church history introduction 5th book they wrote this and then to bed 10:38pm. 

3/20/1994 Woke up at 3:15am.  Mom was just coming to bed.  She had to go to bring David home.  Also 

there was a girl there. I got up at 4 and studied my talk, then sleep 1 hour in chair down stairs.  Got to church 

after feeding chickens at 7am.  Had bishop and Pec meetings. Finish training Barry on ordering and Begazo 

approved as asst. ward clerk.  Assigned Oscar Betts to be  historical clerk.  Begazo will train in ordering and I 

will train Barry to asst. in organization and reports. H.T. Sis. Sawyer and visited Sis. Balance at Hosp.  She is in 

bad shape.  Expect her to die in next couple of days.  Talked to her daughter, Pat, she is really broken up.  Got 

home and Mark and I eat.  I cleaned up and the fed and watered baby checks.  Mom sleeping on coach very 

tired.  I rested 1 hr. then to go to meeting in Chesapeake Stake center.  Good meeting.  Talks centered on 

going on mission.  Saw Emil and he has been called 2nd counselor to Elders Quorum Presidency in new ward.  

3/21/1994 up and read church history.  Took care of chickens then to Mayo, spent a lot of time with me in 

the morning and I spent some with him at lunch.  Finished taxes and worked on a few other projects. The 

Ensign came in and I read til 11:30 to finish it.  

3/22/1994 Up at 4:30am, read church history, walked, took care chickens, to work, did a lot of misc. stuff.  

Spent time at restaurant and laid out how to reduce cost.  Cutting out buffet and decreasing payroll.  Visited 

Sis. Balance with the Bishop also stopped by Hilts, they gave us Pumpus Grass.  It’s still in truck.  Payed bills 

and worked on a new loan.  Home about 5:45pm read paper, feed chickens and watered.  Eat and read church 

news then church history.  Also talked to David about his staying out til 3:30am.  Will have to build trust before 

we will feel good about trusting him.  Then talk with David by Mom and myself, think it went good, he 

acknowledge being wrong staying out late but pointed out the good he has done.  We counseled him to 

remember who he was.  12 midnight must be home. Going to beach this summer on hold for a while but 

probably ok.  Read more in church history. Trying to finish prior to going into visual basic book. 



3/23/1994 Up at 4:30am read church history walked, feed chickens, walked, (Cody the neighbor’s dog) 

went with me.  Read more church history then on to work. When I walk I usually cover Art. Of Faith and 

Temple ordinances.  Worked on file of client who changed his mind in afternoon.  I spent 1.5 hours at church 

prior to coming to office doing work. Paid bills, talked to Mr. Smith.  Went to restaurant about 1pm, worked 

on computer with Mrs. Smith then met with Mayo and Brenda.  Discussed hours for crew.  Back to office a 

5pm, talked to Sallye about office, Allied wants me to back up payments, Sallye to give ma a proposal 

tomorrow.  Home, eat taco’s and went for Paul.  Feed and closed up chickens, watered my plants in pool 

house. Then read church history, cut paper up for baby checks, then read some more, then to bed.  

3/24/1994 Woke up at 3:15am.  Lay til 4:03 thinking of restaurant problem.  Up and read til 4:55 am then 

got David up.  He is going on a band trip.  Went walking, took care of chickens. Showered and shaved and then 

read on Joseph Smith trial by state of Ill.  He had to go thru a lot.  Took Mark to seminary and worked on the 

computer on church organizations.  Mark to school then I to work. Worked on Brabble loan, Suttle, and 

Sallyes.  Called on Froggy Dog also, spent time at Station Restaurant, met with Smith and help Mrs. Smith 

understand computer OWP program. 

3/25/1994 up early 3:15am.  Mom worried about money and also the craft place not paying her enough.  

Got up at 4:03am and read, walked and chickens and left for work.  Worked on Brabble loan all morning.  Sent 

out new VOM and Vod and Voe.  Went to restaurant and worked on payroll.  Putting all names in OWP that 

Mrs. Smith left me.  Had talk with Brenda, Steve, Chris and cook.  I told them to hang on.  Mr. Smith wants me 

as partner and will allow me to run things as I see fit.  After Easter I will take over.  They all want to make it 

work.  However Mom feeling bad, mainly money.  She had cub meeting to go to.  I did dish’s and had kids 

clean up.  Mark is making a surf board and I showed him how to use the rotor on it.  Chickens laid 11 eggs 

today.  One broke, little chicks starve since feed got low I have to feed them when I get home for sure.  

3/26/1994 Sat. up 4:25am wake 3:15am again.  Completed my journal read.  We met my son Michael in 

office and put basic Visual program into computer.  Will spend some time at restaurant.  Need to take boys to 

S.M. House and clean gutters.  In afternoon.  In morning they go on scout project, eagle for John Weeks, met 

Michael and put program in.  Took him on tour restaurant, returned home did dishes and eat.  Mom and I 

going out to movies, leaving 4:30pm for beach.  Took Mark, Paul, Frank and cleaned South Mills Gutters then 

took boys to town to shop.  Then home to get ready to go with Mom.  Saw a different movie then planned.  

Stopped at office not in good shape, needs a lot of little work.  

3/27/1994 Sun. up, read then off to ward conf.  Had Bishopric and the ward conf. sked.  Visited Sis. 

Balance, she is in bad shape. Talked to her daughter Pat, then home, eat then rested a little. John called and 

he is in Calif.  Played harts with David and mike.  Mike and Skippy and kids came in late afternoon.  Ben 

wanted to stay so we keep him then he wanted to go home and Mom took him back to E.C.  

3/28/1994 Up at 3:15 am, Bad, I need more rest.  Read church history then walked and repaired a shelf for 

Mom and read more CH, trying to get it done prior to starting Visual Basic training by self.  Went to church and 

worked til David and Jeff Hampton and Mom came in.  Gave David a blessing for his operation this Thur.  Then 

to work.  Spent time paying bills and checking on status of loans.  Mayo called and Gardener Hudson.  Must 

decide what to do about restaurant.  Spent afternoon at restaurant.  Talking to Mayo and Brenda eval.  After I 

got home decided not to go into restaurant. Called all concerned and told them.  Mayo wanted me to 

reconsider but it would cause me to spend a tremendous amount of time with no return for a long time.  I 

could take over the business but the monthly debt I have requires me making money.  I can’t afford to give 

that much time to making it work.  Read CH. 



3/29/1994 Tues. up at 4am, read CH, mom and I had a log talk on finances instead of walking.  Read more 

CH then off to work.  Worked on Brabble loan most of the day.  Also on a referral from VA, Had Joe put into 

computer.  Eat at restaurant, got call from REB.  The bank approved church loan.  Also Pete dropped pictures 

off of loan.  I will give to Frank Webber tomorrow.  Also rejected by Allied RIB loan.  I will repackage for NCNB. 

3/30/1994 Wed. Mom and David went up to hosp.  Left at 7am.  I got lunch and kids off.  Read, finished 5th 

vol. CH. Yesterday worked on varies projects also spent a couple of hours on Visual Basic Course.  Spent most 

of afternoon on restaurant.  Went with Mom and David to check him in at 9pm.  He gets operated on 

tomorrow.  Mom will be going up to be with him.  Read a good part of the current church news.  To bed at 

11:30pm.  

3/31/1994 Thur. up at 4:30am read church news, walked with Cody for ½ hour. Water and feed chickens.  

One small brown one has problem.  Limps along, must watch.  Showered and finished church news, finished 

introduction to vol. 6 CH, I have decided to finish the last two volumes and try to get visual basic in at work.  

Had a strange man come into the office.  He just talked and talked end results he wanted to find a place to 

live.  Gave his info to  Janna.  Worked a little on Basic Visual.  On J&T Rib co. And sent to NCB on the 

restaurant.  Brenda came and talked a long time.  She to talk to her dad, I did not give her a whole lot of 

encouragement.  She wants me to run it.  Home and cooked dinner and then read of course took care of 

chicks.  Mom is up with David He is alright with operation but is quite sick and bringing up blood.  Mom stayed 

all day until 7:30pm.  She will be going back tomorrow.  

April 

4/1/1994 Fri.  Time is flying along, took Mark to school, prior did normal things, read CH, and did not 

walk decided to put push to finish CH, worked on RIB Pkg, also for Jr. Suttle.  Spent time at restaurant with 

Mayo, then boys and I worked on pool house.  Got baby chicks place cleaned.  Mom home late 8:35pm and 

helped her unload food. David is feeling bad and she stayed all day.  I read CH in afternoon.  

4/2/1994 Sat. Mark and Paul and I worked on: Mark washed and cooking eggs for coloring, Paul and I 

collecting trash and going to dump. Then we build the chicken coop fence so they could not get out or dogs 

get in.  Then Mark and I went up to Hampton to get David from Hospital.  Had to wait a long time to get him 

checked out and to get his medicine.  Michael and Skippy and kids came and spent the late afternoon and 

evening.  Played hearts and also they put on a couple of Easter egg hunts.  Stayed up late watching TV.  

4/3/1994 Sun. Read CH and took care of chickens.  Helped clean up kitchen, to church for Conf. at 

11:30am.  Sheila made it safely and will come Mon. in afternoon.  Stay Tues. leave Wed.  David still don’t feel 

too great, really worried about his looks but I know he will be ok.  Frank and Kids came down and called and 

told Sheila and she came over for a little while.  Mike and Skippy and kids came, had a high level of noise for a 

long time.  They all had a good time and Mom had a big ham and food for everyone.  Eat lunch at 6pm!  I gave 

David a blessing, also talked to him in afternoon.  Told him the fact he wanted to be a ranger was encouraged 

by the games etc. but what they don’t show is the men that have been hurt from the wars, no legs like John 

Hewitt or marred emotionally or physically.  That the Lord wanted him to know it is more than glory and 

excitement.  I blessed him with the fact he would start to feel better from now on.  But would feel the efforts 

for a long time.  Mom feels bad that David is feeling so bad.  She just does not know what to do for him.  I try 

to reassure her that she is doing all she can.  

4/4/1994 Mon. up at 4:30am.  Clock set ahead 1 hour yesterday.  Mom up also.  They to leave at 6 or so 

to take David to Dr., Read CH and wrote in journal. To work, had a lot to get done. Mayo called, went over to 



restaurant.  Brenda giving notice Sat. and Mayo said may have to close down now.  I said I might be able to 

turn it around.  Mayo gave 1,000.00 for supplies and went to see Hudson and he agreed.  Had interviews most 

of day of key people and move Brenda to cook pay and job.  Steve waiter and do away with manger pay 250 

and 350. -600.00 dropped buffets and will try to get order in tomorrow and then a large order around Fri.  Will 

give 2 weeks to turn it around.  Mrs. Smith will come around noon to check me out on records.  Will let her 

handle payroll.  Steve, Felley and Benda willing to work to make it work.  Also told if we can turn it around will 

form a new corp. and they get part.  Chris not to encouraging.  I went back to office and made calls to list of 

calls.  Then home to see Sheila and Family.  Kids all over the place.  The fish tank broke and had water and 

glass all over the place.  All adults worked on cleaning that up.  Went and rented a dry vac. To get water out of 

rug.  Mike brown had firecrackers and the kids enjoyed that.  He got hit by a fire cracker, really scared 

everyone but was not hurt.  Read CH then to bed.  

Amy, the pool house was nice without the chicks   Paul drying off 

 

4/5/1994 Mom and I awake at 2-3 or so and talked a long time about David, Nursey, Restaurant, Office, 

Sallye, home in South Mills etc.  Finally I got up at 5:30 and read CH.  Worked on Brabble and he decided not 

enough saved to do loan. Worked on his commercial also.  Went to restaurant and met with crew, a lot of 

good ideas.  I think they might be coming together as a team.  Paid over 300. For food order.  Will need a big 

one Fri. then pay day Mon.  Will see how it goes.  Closed Rebecca’s 1 loan.  She was excited.  Mike and Skippy 

here today to spend time with Sheila.  Will have a big dinner tonight.  David received flowers from his Dr. 

(Dailey). He still looks slow. 

4/6/1994 Reg. routine, but Sheila here and left at 8am.  I studied and help cleanup til she left.  Then into 

office, worked on Brabble loan, then decided to move my office to the restaurant.  Joe helped me as well as a 

cook. (Greg.) Spent the most part of the day getting set up.  Stayed til about 6pm. 

4/7/1994 Up and left early to restaurant.  Cleaned out my desk and resettled some files.  Worked on 

Brabble and another commercial loan.  Mrs. Smith came in about 10:30am.  Joe did a lot of running.  Frank 

Weber came to visit.  Worked on the payroll a long time.  Also set up sheet for daily accounting.  Then had 

application taken on broker business.  Eat dinner at restaurant.  The on reach out with Harold Pritchard Jr. We 

talked a long time.  He would like me to visit his dad and encourage him, he is having a hard time right now.  



4/8/1994 Up early and in to restaurant. Worked on paying bills and different forms.  Also setup fax in old 

office.  Had a couple of interviews for clients in broker business.  Worked mainly on restaurant and had 

enough money to handle supply order.  I was worried about that.  Finally finished after 6pm.  Home and went 

to bed about 11pm due to watching Video Gettysburg with family.  

4/9/1994 Up at 5:30 the on to restaurant, working on accounting.  Copy scriptures for lesson and on daily 

money form.  Took about 2.5 hours on that.  Home and transplanted my tomatoes, peppers and lettuce into 

garden.  Took care of chickens, rested then back to restaurant to work on hourly forms and inventor.  Mom 

came in and we eat at restaurant, then home and read CH.  

4/10/1994 Up at 4:30am, read CH then to church and had meetings.  Taught Teachers, cried in lesson.  

Gave Jeff Hampton story to read, he cried also.  Visited Harold Pritchard and ask him to help me in class. He to 

think it over and pray about it.  Gave him a blessing and hugged him and told him I loved him.  Home and 

rested then eat at 5:30 or so.  Read CH in afternoon and night.  Had family night and told about the death of 

Joseph Smith.  

4/11/1994 Up early 4:15am, read CH and left 5:15 to restaurant.  Worked all day.  Had a bad weekend did 

not do enough for the payroll.  Very discouraging.  Went to courthouse for Jury duty but no cases so will not 

have to go back for two years.  Ya, Ya.  Met 9:08 with David Freelander about combining our two companies, 

he wants a co-broker relationship.  Not sure how that will work or if we can originate enough loans to make it 

worthwhile.  He to get agreement together on it.  I to present to my partners.  

4/12/1994 Up late: 5:55am, read, got haircut and watered chickens the off to restaurant.  Had meeting 

with my branch’s covering training with mortgage co. and then business for each office.  I then met with 

restaurant people and we decided to shut it down, due to slow sales as of tonight.  Tomorrow they will clean it 

up.  I will move out sometimes.  Home to family, feel sad about closing, I think it could have worked with more 

time and money.  Read CH, it finally finished Joseph Smith section.  The last 300 pages are Brigham Young 

history.  Had gone to town and found door would not open to restaurant, thought key was bad or locks 

changed.  Called locksmith and son Michael, got door open and removed all my office stuff. Hudson came and 

told him had closed and was moving my stuff and he ask how I got in.  I said by my key. That was wrong but I 

thought he was trying to keep my equipment and office records and I still was in charge of building and had 

right of it til I turned it over to him.  He had agreed to not take rent for two months.  That he change locks 

burned me up and I told Steve I would be back to pack my stuff after they closed down about 4-5 pm.  Instead 

9 when they were supposed to.  I had every right to be there but feel bad about lying about the door key.  I 

called him when I got home and apology and told him why I did what I did.  I don’t remember the last time I 

told a lie.  I also called Joe and told him to come to Vans office and also Smith and told them to come.  I had 

their records then gave Mom a blow by blow account of evening.  I lost my coping machine.  It fell out of truck 

and broke.  That cost me 600. It has been an expensive week of being a good Samarian.  I should not have 

tried to help the employees save their jobs or Gardener Hudson keep it open.  Also tried to help Mayo so he 

would have to worry about lease.  If we would have been successful could had taken over lease with new 

company.  We turned payroll from 65% to 38% in a weeks’ time.  Setup efficient accounting system for daily 

cash accounting and organized the employees time schedule. We also were following sales on a house basics 

for last 4 days and had projections made out for the year as to what it would take to make it.  I think given 

more time it would have worked, but Steve and Chris said they could not work any longer for the pay they had 

received.  So they and Brenda decided to close down.  I could not make it work without these so had no 

choice.  The sales from the weekend were really bad and that hurt us.  We have a little cash from yesterday 

sales and will use that to pay to clean up restaurant.  



4/13/1994 Wed. Went in late 7:14am, got office in order.  Took a good part of morning.  Mayo came in 

afternoon and spent a lot of time with them.  Picked up Mark  from tract, spent rest of nigh at home. 

4/14/1994 Thur. up and helped Mom with dishes then took lunch and off to work.  Got as much done as 

possible then Christian Smith came and I helped her on accounting on the restaurant, then home.  Cooked 

dinner and cleaned up then took little boys to mow lawn at south Mills.  Mom at Church meeting, Mark at 

tract meet and David working at Wendy’s.  We stayed up til 10:30 to go and get Mark at school. 

4/15/11994 Up late, mowed at home.  At 9am met people to look at our home.  They did not show up.  

Went to work and had hard time working due to tired from running I think.  The 9am appointment called and 

said they tried to call due to canceling and reset for Sat. at 9am.  Went with Frank Weber and he approved 

Kathleen W. loan.  Did a lot of reading and filing.  Also took application on Jimmy sheltan for my home.  Then 

took him out to view my home and he wants it.  Then picked up Mark and rested and read CH, then Mom got 

home. We eat and then worked in yard.  Picked up pine cones and stacked wood, around fire box.  Mom 

worked around grave stones and weeded and took care of chickens.  Then watched TV and to bed about 

10pm.  

4/16/1994 Sat. Up read CH, plan to go to South Mills house to show at 9am.  Also to take kids and do 

outside.  Spent a lot of time picking pine cones and then everyone left due to rain.  I stayed and when it let up 

I finished mowing.  Showed house to couple and they will let me know tonight or tomorrow night.  Went to 

town and brought a couple of bags of growing feed for the small chickens.  Also some black paper for weed 

control and a chain saw to cut wood then we gathered wood to one place in yard and cut it up.  Then cut one 

branch at dead pecan tree.  Mom worked in garden the whole time. At night Skippy and Mike and Kids came 

to visit.  I worked on my lesson and read CH.  Then to bed, very tired.  

4/17/1994 Sun.  Mom and I both up early, 4:30.  Read CH and studied lesson for teachers class.  Attended 

all meeting, visited Sis. Sawyer and Bro. Pritchard Sr., and Sumi.  From her I picked up small picnic table she did 

for us.  Home and rested and eat and then read CH, only 2 chapters to finish it. To bed very late.  

4/18/1994 Up, read CH and studied lesson.  Walked, then to work.  Trying to do different projects.  Got a 

number done.  Jr. said would not do loan.  I told him to think it over and I would call late afternoon.  Talked to 

him in evening at home and we to meet tomorrow.  Called man on house and they both love it and want to do 

it.  They called tonight and said payment too much, only could afford 1,000.  I called back and said would do 

8% 145,000 30/3 yr. payment 1062. And they to let me know Fri. Night.  Started to read Journal of discourses 

(26 vol.).  On 1st chapter of vol. 1. 

4/19/1994  Tues. Read JD and studied lesson.  Walked with Cody down back. Fed and watered chickens, 

watered garden and pool house.  Hoed one row.  Read more JD then went to beach and met with matt 

McGee.  We visited Jr. Sids place, had dinner which he gave free.  Then visited Mike Quidley then Ferry to 

Ocracoke and met Wrobleski and talked to 12:30am.  Then got into hot tub and read JD til after 1am.  

4/20/1994 Up early, Read JD, got in hot tub.  Back to office in Nags Head, had car fixed.  Changed all belts.  

Then home and rested then back to office in E.C.  

4/21/1994 Thur.  Normal things but slept in late about 7am.  Very tired from trip.  Worked on paying bills 

and showed loan to O’Conner.   Called another client on 28,000 private loan.  Took Joe and went home and 

got copier.  David and Mom helped.  Picked up Mark from tract meet.  Watched a little TV. Then to bed by 

10:15pm. 



4/22/1994 Fri. Read lesson, walked with Cody, did chickens, watered garden, and back hurting real bad.  

Laid on hot pad for a while.  Got Breakfast then to work.  Got check for Frank B. for 1,900. And paid bills plus 

my next month media.  Talked to Jr. and will try to help him.  Watched TV and to bed by 10:30pm. 

4/23/1994 Up at 5:30am.  Read JD, worked in yard and took another branch down.  Put up Mom’s clothes 

line, back still hurting.  Went to South Mills house and mowed.  Mark did trimming and Paul played but it was 

nice to have him with us.  Came back home and mowed about 1 hr. then turned it over to Mark.  Eat and 

rested then went out and took care of chickens. Marked helped lift feed bags also put down three stripe of 

black paper in garden to keep weeds down.  Mark and Paul helped bring lumber out to hold it down.  Then 

Mom and I went to town to get ham for Andra Hall family whose father just died.  Also dropped Frankie Sun. 

clothes off at Hughes and got two pizzas for supper, eat at 8pm.  The folks on the house called and stated they 

were going to get another house.  That’s sad, watch TV with Mark, Mom and Paul. To bed 11:25pm.  Got 

shower and read lesson a little.  

4/24/1994 Sun.  Studied then to church.  Got report ready for Bishop and leaders to fill out. Taught SS, 

investigators, teachers.  Visit Sister Balance she looks really good compared to what she had looked like.  

Home and got a call from John Smith, he wants to meet and ask some church questions.  He is investigating 

and I set it up for 1pm Tues at his office.  We rested until time to go to open house.  Sheila called and John 

called and James called last night.  

4-25-1994 Mon. Mom up wide awake at 2m stayed up a couple of hours and got up and read lesson then 

we went walking at 5:14am.  Did chickens and watered garden then to work.  Worked on loans then around 

noon Christian Smith came and spent rest of day on her accounting for restaurant.  Home and watered pool 

house plants.  Worked in garden put another strip of black paper down to stop weeds. Skippy came and spent 

some time with her.  Then got a call from people on my house.  They wanted to put 5,000.00 down instead of 

10,000.  I walked with Mom and we agreed, she to give 5,000.00 Thur. night and sign lease.  Studied a little on 

basic program and read J.D.  

4/26/1994 Tues. Up, Studied lesson, read little JD. On plural wife’s, walked with Mom and Cody.  To work, 

8am Dennis, then Dropped off busted screen door window.  Went to pick up chicken feed.  36.00 for 50 lb. 

laying 2.50 grow and 1 scratch.  Visited John Smith and answered questions on gospel.  He is now reading 

BOM 4th time and having smoking problems.  He is mortgage broker banker on Road St.  Worked on Jr. Suttle.  

Made some forms to figure his finances.   

4/27/1994 Wed. Read lesson, walked with Mom, we got away from Cody today.  We walked the long walk, 

then chickens then to work. Spent time on JR and Mike Quidley and Worborski.  Also a few others.  Had one 

interview and visited Mrs. Trueblood and Booker Armstrong.  Called Bob Glidding on Trueblood Sand Pit.  He 

can’t do right now.  Helped Mom with garden.  Took Frankie to scouts and watched Star Track.  Pres. Nixon 

burial etc.  

4/28/1994 Thur. Study lesson, walked Mom and Cody, watered chickens and garden.  To work, Brabble 

and Reedling are projects for today. l also signing lease purchase tonight for South Mills house.  They signed 

and gave us a check for 5,000. We cut more of the bad pecan tree.  Burned pile in corral.  Mark, Paul and 

Frankie helped.  Cut, load and stack clean up the tree.  So thankful that the people will be in our South Mills 

home.  

4/29/1994 Fri. To beach, sign contract with Sallye for office building.  Jr. took me to lunch.  The desert was 

peanut butter pie.  I ordered ½ pie to take home to kids.  Jr. paid for it.  Had a long talk with Frank Balladares 

on the office.  He to assume all cost of office then we split profit.  



4/30/1994  Sat. David and I cut more of the tree down.  Paul and mark cleaned up.  We also worked in 

garden and split chicken coop roost so babies had more room.  

May 

5/1/1994  Sun. taught class, attended to all my meetings.  Kathy and family home to visit.  Mike and 

Skippy came also.  Mark and I completed H.T for the month.  Sleep in afternoon.  Had family night, covered 

Brigham Young talk on education and importance mother training up children.  Also talked about honoring 

womanhood.  Covered our lesson in teacher’s quorum.  David ask about discourses of Brigham Young and said 

he wanted to read it.  

5/2/1994 Only 5 hr. sleep, up walked and watered and feed chickens, water pool house plants.  Mom 

made pan cakes then off to work.  Paid bills worked on JR. stuff.  Also started Pam’s client Pantel but stopped 

due to no fee or agreement.  Joe went and mowed Sis. McPherson’s lawn then I got me a couple of chains for 

my saw.  Then to Larry Carpenters to work.  I got home and eat then David and I cut more of the tree and 

Mom helped clean up.  Mark a little but he hurt his leg on his bike.  

5/3/1994 Tues: Paid bills, walked with Mom and Cody.  Took care of chickens, saw wood, and worked on 

JR. File most of the day. Home and cut more wood.  Then to Virgil Griffin Jr. baptism.  I picked up Janie Grill 

and took her to the baptism.  (Also had Dr. Appointment for effect on Root canal.   

5/4/1994 Wed. Studied, walked with Mom and it was raining and cool. We got soaked.  Watered plants in 

pool house and Mom did chickens.  To work early, paid bills and deposited money.  Worked on Pantel loan.  

Got all forms I need to submit to Allied.  Went home about 4:30- and just lofted the rest of the day.  Had a 

headache from time I got up.  Might be pill I am taking for infection on my root canal.  

5/5/1994  Thur. Studied teachers lesson on spiritually.  Walked with Mom, Mom feels really tired on the 

walk.  Got to office and did bank statement and paid bills.  Did misc. stuff and sent out advertisement on 

commercial loans.  Quit early.  

5/6/1994 Fri.  Walked without Mom, she needs her sleep.  Cody went.  Worked on new loan and a few 

of the old ones.  Had a commercial come in for down south somewhere.  Also cut on the down part of the tree 

prior to going to work. 

5/7/1994 Sat. Up and feed and watered chickens, then finished down tree.  Then figured what I wanted 

to do for next cutting and climbed up and cut down a couple of big branches.  Spent a couple of hours cutting 

them to size.  Mark and friend Mike last, helped pick up and clean up the yard.  We also took trash run.  

Watched a lot of TV off and on during the day to rest.  I also had to repair the yard of the chicken coop.  since 

one branch fell on part of the wire.  Sold Joe Browns mom a NSA filter.  She paid 60.00 with balance next 

month, also picked up weed eater from Ray Saxton.  Used it for 15 minutes and wire got stuck.  Mom worked 

all day in garden.  She weeded all the planted rows.  She also planted a lot of stuff.  We sat in the pool house 

for about ½ hour enjoying the breeze.  It was a great day to work outside.  My hand and arm hurt due to saw 

5/8/1994 Mother’s day Sun. Mom could not sleep last night and sleep in boy’s room. Up at 5am and 

wrote in journal.  Got call last night and we do not have bishop or pec meetings today.  That gives me time to 

help make a dinner for Mom.  That’s all she ask for.  Read lesson also some of JD Vol 1.  Bishop canceled 

bishopric and Pec. so I did not have to go in early.  Was able to clean up house and get food ready to cook 

lunch for Mom.  Spoke in Sac. Taught teachers then home and made dinner.  Cleaned up, then Mom and I 



sleep.  John called and Sheila and mike and Skippy came in late afternoon.  Sumi also called, had family night 

on spiritually then to bed about 10 after reading JD. 

5/9/1994 Mon. Mom had a very restless night, sleep down stairs most of the night.  She had a bad 

headache.  I sleep very lightly and was awake a number of times. Up and read JD then went walking.  Got away 

without Cody (the neighbor’s dog). And of course Mom.  She has decided to walk after kids go to school.  Took 

about 40 minutes to walk.  Practiced the temple ordinances and the Art. Of faith.  I do them each time I walk 

when alone.  Wrote in journal after taking care of chickens and watering plants, showering the will rest a few 

minutes then eat and head to work.  Worked most of the day on JR Suttle Bank Statements.  Spent 1 ½ hour 

counseling Harold Pritchard Sr. and family. 

5/10/1994 Tues. Read JD, walked a little then decided to come back and plant my banana trees.  They 

really are great house plans, Cody and Mom helped me.  Mom going to beach to clean 3 cottages.  I wish she 

did not have to.  My business is getting better and the lease on house and office will help but we still have ½ 

million debt.  I will get out of debt. I still need to fix plumbing in barn and do more repairs.  I also must 

increase my commercial business.  Worked on JR. again.  Home early to meet sears repair (I missed him).  

Cooked supper, Mom at beach cleaning cottages.  

5/11/1994 Wed. Study walked, chickens, worked on Jr. stuff and Patel. 

5/12/1994 Repeat 11th and most of day on Patel.  Went to meeting of city on grant, very enlighten.  Talked 

to David and told him did not want him to stay with 2 friends at the beach.  He is not happy.  

5/13/1994 Fri. Up and read JD, Mowed for Paul to do Carroll, worked on new client Wilson and dropped to 

Elwood.  Also got Patel in mail to Matt.  Visited Harold Pritchard Sr... 

5/14/1994 Sat.  Studied Lesson feed, watered chickens and plants.  Got boys up for David’s eagle project.  

Took Gas cans in and got filled, pickup boat from church Mom used and took back to boat yard.  Found they 

had enough adult supv. So got tree steps and went home and put them up on the tree.  Trimmed with weed 

eater.  Waited til boys got back then went out and cut a small branch in Pecan tree.  It fell on me and cut my 

face up.  Had to get 4 stitches from hosp.  Glad it was not worse and glad it was me instead of one of my boys.  

Kathy and family came to visit for a couple of hours.  We borrowed pump for pool and started to do that.  

Watched TV with Mom and Paul.  To bed about 10:30pm.  My face is puffed up somewhat. I will have a black 

eye.  I might not go to church tomorrow.  My head feels differently like it is full.  I loss a lot of blood from my 

nose when it happen.   

5/15/1994  Sun.  Read Lesson fed and watered chickens, to church for BP meeting, Pec, Sac, worked on 

records during Sunday school.  Taught Priesthood teachers class.  The Priest and Deacons only had one boy 

apiece so they came into our class.  The lesson was on spiritually and I told boys I was taking them to HP class 

since Frank Weeks, Jeff Hampton, Scott Wells and myself were there.  We had a great lesson and the boys 

enjoyed it. I tried to show the boys how interesting and fun it is to have participation and class involved as we 

did as H.P.  Stopped by Sumi, Ashly teacher sent her a gift of a book and told me to tell her she missed her.  

Home, eat and rested.  Tonight we go to the Stake for Youth fireside for summer Youth conf.  

5/16/1994 Mon.  Read JD and walked 1 ½ miles.  Had to go and push boy’s car that broke down on 

Highway.  Got medicine from C.G, Base to set up C.G. base to take out stitches on my face, also set up for eye 

exam Wed.,  did work on a number of loans, home and had kids help clean up and put clothes away and weed 

garden.  Mom feeling bad due to David not keeping rubber bands on his teeth. To bed early.  



5/17/1994 Tues.  Read JD, walked, chickens, worked on a number of loans in morn. and on Dr. Redding in 

the afternoon.  Mom picked strawberries and made Jam.  

5/18/1994 Wed. Up late, had bad night sleeping.  No reading or walking.  A couple of chickens got out and 

Cody got hold of one.  I beat him and the chicken got away but I could not find her, then later Cody got her 

again and I beat him and tied him up til I got the chicken and put her back in the coop.  A lot of loss feathers 

but no break in the skin.  Got eyes checked and had cataracts developing.  Also did finances and other misc. 

stuff.  Watched the end of the movie the sand lot with Mom.  She really laughed and enjoyed it.  James called 

and gave me the time he will be coming in on the 2nd of June.  To bed late.  

5/19/1994 Thur. Up and walked, then took care of chickens, Mom gave me a haircut after kids went to 

school.,  To work , got glass’s fixed and also checked on Moms car.  Still not done, worked on loans til late.  

5:30 or so.  Home eat, took pool cover off and worked on cleaning up that area, tired.  

5/20/1994 Fri. Up and got ready to help Michael move.  Mark went to seminary and had David drop 

him off at Mikes.  David could not miss any more days so he could not help.  Joe brown came at 9am and 

helped.  We were done by 10:30.  The air conditioner was the hardest because we had to take it down and put 

up in new house.  Then went to office and caught up on phone calls.  Set closing for Mike Wilson next thru. 

4pm.  Also worked on Franks Balladeres loan with other bkr.  Then picked up chicken feed, made deposits, and 

got trimming string for the weed eater.  Mark was tired of waiting around.  Home and fed chickens and 

watered them.  Rested a little.  While Matt McGee called and asked about Chuck at Wilmington on shopping 

center.  Also I checked on JR. Stuff and he is happy.  

5/21/1994 Sat.  Worked on pool, build shelves and hanger for marks closet.  Trash run, cleaned house, 

cooked lunch and breakfast.  Mom to beach working cleaning houses.  

5/22/1994 Sun. Regional conf. and we stayed home due to Frank Jr. coming.  Mike and Skippy and family 

came as well as Frank and Kids spent a restful day at home.  Read JD and Era.  Sheila called and plans to come 

for a week this summer.  Also Sheila (little) is eight and will be coming for week and we might go and get her.  

(Could not get pool pump working.)  

5/23/1994 Mon. Up at 5:30, read lesson on repentance, that’s what I will study each day this week.  

Walked with Cody in back.  Brought back flowers for Mom growing wild.  Saw Raccoon and deer.  Little boys 

and possum along with some good size bird tracts.  Pump is working this morning on the pool.  To office, tried 

to get as much done as possible.  Then left for beach, met JR at noon and then Sallye.  Frank B. and then did 

not close loan with Att.  Had dinner with David Freeland and then home.  Mike Cosgrove came and got pump 

working, went with mom to pick up her car.  

5/24/1994 Tues. Up at 5am, read lesson.  Mom and I walked.  I took care of chickens then cleaned the 

pool (VAC).  It still need a lot of work.  Off to work, we have training all day.  I need to get Mom’s car fixed. 

85.00 also got salt and stabilizer for pool.  Vac. Again at night and put acid in (1Gal.) Mom cleaned off pool 

cover.  We had training at work on VA. Loans and on C-D paper that took all day and Frank B. and Bonds came 

in for training.  Talked to Pam on Patel’s loan and that is progressing.  

5/25/1994 Wed. Up and read lesson, walked with Mom, worked on pool.  Ph. still low.  To work Chev. 

Looked at cruise control for Cad but had to order part.  Came in next wed. Took Pkg to Hilts and he looked at 

and took it.  Neva give me cherry tomatoes and I plants.  Cleaned pool and put PH up and when family came 

home from scouts and young men put 4 bags of salt in a few days.  It should be ready to use.  Mom very tired 



and discouraged due to not being able to work on weekend.  We plan to go to king Dominion.  I am very tired 

worked all day and not sure what I accomplished.  

5/26/1994 Thur. Up and red Ensign, walked with Mom. Chickens and flowers then worked on pool.  Need 

more salt, also drops of acid.  Worked hard all day, study at least. Got two more bags of salt and Mark put 1 in.  

Closed Mikes Loan, got part of my commission, very tired when I got home.  Watched TV most of the night 

and felt better.  

5/27/1994 Fri.  Last day of seminary for the boys. Read Ensign and finished it.  Took care of chickens, 

plants, swimming pool and it is ready to use now.  Left at 7am for Hatteras and Okocoke.  Had a lot of business 

to take care of all out of office.  Spent the Eve. With family to bed early, very tired.  

5/28/1994 Sat. Up 5:30am, took care of chickens and plants and pool.  Washed dishes and Mom 

packing lunch for our trip to Kings Dominion.  David and Mark are going on Doug Chesters eagle project.  They 

are getting food for the dog pond.  Kings Dominion has Mormon days. 28 Sat and Mon.  That’s nice it saves 

over 11.00 a ticket.  We still have to pay 15.00 per ticket.  We went and had a good time.  Then on the way 

home we eat at the Chinese restaurant at deep creek.  All were tired when we got home.  

5/29/1994 Sun. read lesson, took care of chickens, plants, pool then to church.  Bishopric meeting, pec, 

Larry Carpenter did not show and bishop ask me to speak.  Others took all time and I did not need to talk.  

Taught part of investigators class, then they came to get me for Paul’s class.  He was having trouble.  We went 

into Bishop Office with class and families and teacher.  Then I taught priest and teacher on repentance. Then 

to Sumi’s with Mom for Ashley and baby.  The baby cried a lot due being with all strangers.  Mom and I took 

turns resting and babysitting.  Had family night.  Told about story in JD which told by George A. Smith and 

Walkers Indian war and the chief wanted a white wife.  

5/30/1994 Mon. Up and read JD, walked with Cody, Mom was up at 1am with autumn, did chickens and 

vac. Pool and put in steps in deep end.  Most people off today due to Memorial Day but I have to work and 

catch up.  Part of the day.  Worked til 2:30 got a lot done, still have a lot to do.  Sumi and Mike got kids at 

12:30pm and Mike and Skippy came out to swim but the wind made it too cold. 

5/31/1994 Tues. Up 4am, read JD Mom and Cody and I walked almost to the dump, chicken, Garden, 

plants, and pool.  Mom is working on the pool house, repositioning the tables.  I worked all day on loans in 

progress, also paid bills.  Mom worked hard all day.  Watched TV with family.  

June 

6/1/1994 Wed.  4:30am, read JD, walked with Cody store road, chickens, plants, pool, added salt about 

15 lbs.  Mark swam this morning, Mom to middle school for field day.  I only have today to get most of my 

work done.  Tomorrow have to meet 1st Cit. Bank to redo loan 37,000.  Have to pay off interest and some 

principle. Then close loan of Dixon and go to airport to get James.  Got approval on William Armstrong Loan.  

O’Connor to do.  Cad. engine blow up on way back to town.  Sam lent me a car and that is going to cost for a 

rebuild engine.  Got to bed late.  

6/2/1994 Thur.   Read JD, walked with Cody, chickens (71), Pepper and tomatoes plant, pool, must go to 

first citizen to redo 37,000. Loan today 9:14am.  Also close Dixon loan 10:30am.  Leave to pick up James “ya 

ya” at airport in afternoon.  Will be taking off Fri. to cut down tree with James.  Pray that goes well.  We are 

also closing loan at beach tomorrow.  Hope that comes off without hitch.  Closed Dixons loan 750. Comm. But 

trouble with Lampert at beach closing, put off for a while.  Got approval needed to Brent Dean on Quidley.  



Hope that is the last of it.  Bought 2-50 lb. bags of growing feed for chickens and got gas for lawn mower.  

Mom went shopping and we are getting ready to go and get James at airport.  Only got about 4 hours sleep 

last night but feeling fairly good.  James pickup, great to have him home. 

6/3/1994 Cooked waffles for all.  Read, had James help me.  Feed and water chickens plants, pool and 

then started tree.  Finished up cutting down all limbs by noon then went to C.G. base for log splitter and spent 

rest of afternoon cutting up limbs and splitting.  James when loading the truck broke back window of truck.  

We got all big stuff moved to back.  Tomorrow we will cut more to split and then clean up.  Must mow also.  

Tonight hope to show a movie.  Most everyone is swimming and I watching them swim.  It’s now 7:30pn.  I just 

got showered am resting a little.  Watching movie with kids, chilly chitty bang bang.  Mom went to watch since 

she keeps falling asleep.  To bed at 11:30pm, hard, hard time going to sleep. 

6/4/1994 Sat. Up, chickens, plants, pool, James and I and David split wood.  Got as much as could do, 

some too big.  Little boys and James cleaned up yard.  Little boys mowed.  My truck broke.  Locked up in town 

and had to leave trash and get David to pick me up.  Got lunch plate and bread for family 32.00 at Farm Fresh.  

Also James had pick up some Knife for Mo.  Mike and Ben and Sky came to swim while Skippy cleaned.  Work 

all done when I returned.  James and boys did a good job.  I sleep for about 1 hour, very tired and sore from 

working.  We watched dances with wolf and Mom went to Ashly’s recital.  I read a little in JD.  

6/5/1994 Sun. Up, read JD, to church, worked on records and got report ready.  Bishop and pec 

meeting, sac the home to eat and take James to airport.  Mike and Skippy at home, spent family time.  Sheila 

called and little Sheila we pick up 6 July and bring home for a week.  The little boys will be staying a week with 

Sheila.  

6/6/1994 Mon. Worked on loans, follow up mostly, also shifted money around to cover 2014.00 for 

engine for Cad. And pay bills.  Sally’s ck. got here for 2,000. Rent, and paid a lot of bills.  Still short money to 

cover R.E., hope to close Armstrong tomorrow and fund next Monday.  Also close Lamperts Wed. At beach.  

Mom going to get Sis Nao.  I rested, very tired and have not eat anything today so far. 5pm. Eat chicken, Mom 

went to get her sister and stopped at Kathy’s on the way back and got back about 9:30pm.  I said prayers and 

put the kids to bed.  

6/7/1994 Read JD, walked with Cody, pool, chickens, plants, garden.  Mom was weeding garden when I 

got back from walking.  Worked all day.  Closing for William Armstrong did not go.  He and wife did not show 

up, spent two trips to their home and left msg. all over.  Finally reset for Fri. at 3pm.  Truck done and will have 

to pick up tomorrow.  

6/8/1994 Wed. Read JD, walked with Cody, Chickens, plants, pool, and rested Read JD again.  On last 

twenty pages of Vol 1.  Worked all day, to beach, had Jr Suttle sign commitment ltr. and 2 checks for 4,000. 

Did not close Lamberts.  Sallye is progressing along and everyone had to talk to me.  Watch the last of the 

Mohegan’s with family.  Nao had a headache again. 

6/9/1994 Thur. Did not walk today, worked on loan’s at home and then went on to work.  Got a lot 

done.  Sam came by and car is ready.  Paid 2,014. For engine and him 560. For parts and labor.  Going to beach 

for Lamberts closing.  David had interview with K-Mark at beach.  Spent time with family. 

6/10/1994 Fri. 4am, read and finished 1st Vol. JD, chickens, plants, walked with Cody, cleaned pool, vac. 

also.  Mom left with Nao for airport.  David and little boys to go to work and get truck then to garage.  Worked 

on loans and paid bills.  Also closed Armstrong loan.  The big boys have a part after graduation 9Pm or so.   



6/11/1994 Sat.  3:30am, up and cleaned and tested chain saw and weed eater.  Read Church news then 

the chickens, plants, and measured upstairs closet for material for shelves, then to Lowes and bought 

material.  Home at 8am and got boys up to help.  Frankie was at friends all night.  Mark helped me build, Paul 

picked up sticks and David filled holes and weed eater Coral and garden.  We all finished by 11:30am, oh we 

also put 2nd window in chicken coop for cross ventilation.  Mom not home from working at beach yet.  Mom 

got home and we cooked and clean up for her.  

6/12/1994 Sun.  Read JD, chickens church, ran off HT list for Quorums and RS for them to check if 

correct.  Taught Gospel essentials class and had H.C. teach combined priesthood class.  Home teach Sister 

Armstrong and others not home.  Last Sun Sis. Balance Died.  After lunch with missionaries sisters, Mom and I 

sleep for two hours.  Frankie was at the Hughes and Mark at Blades White.  Had to fix lights to the chicken 

coop.  They had shorted out, also looked at David’s car for lighting.  Had a long family night talk about a 

number of things.  Read JD vol. 2, 

6/13/1994 Mon. 4:30am, read lesson.  We have not had a class for the teachers for two weeks and I have 

used the time to catch up on the church news (3) and reading the JD.  Now I will be teaching the next week so 

I will study lesson each day.  I had Joe Brown copy scriptures and paste into my manual.  That helped a lot.  

Walked with Mom and Cody and read JD.  Last night gave Mark jobs of chickens and plants and pool.  He starts 

today.  That will give me more time for other projects.  Today I need to do some on Loans and company.  I 

need to study, went to work at 7:30am and took car to Chev. They got wrong part in and new part will cost 

over 200.00.  I told them to hold off.  Also part to fix mileage gage over 500.00.  I told them no.  Worked on a 

number of loans during the day and paid a number of bills.  Home and read JD.  Spent the evening reading JD 

and feel asleep throughout.  But go a good night sleep.  Will have to do that from now on.  I usually only get 4-

5 hours a night.  

 Tues. 4:30am.  Study lesson, walked with Cody, checked chicken and pool and plants.  Hosed down Cody and 

watered him.  Rested a little and talked to Mom.  Read JD, drank breakfast drink and took vitamin and aspirin 

and diet pills.  Have been losing about 10 lbs. so far.  Hope to go down to under 190 lbs.  Rested and read JD. 

then to work.  Worked on selling a note and also doing application for 2 new companies.  Received 1,000.  

Commission from David Freelander.  He uses my lic. To close some of his loans.  Had them check my upstairs 

a/c at home.  Did not finish it.  Will come tomorrow to clean out coils.  Found relay bad.  If coil good then 

could be compressor which we then would buy new heat pump since compressors cost 7-800. To buy.  Mom 

picked beans first for the season.  Had 10 eggs today. 

6/15/1994 Wed.  Up, 4:30am, bad night, our a/c out and it was hot.  The wx man said 90-94.  Read lesson 

on scriptures, walked down back with Cody, put water on Mom’s garden, will read JD and then get haircut 

from Mom.  David is up and going to Dr’s. for his mouth.  Mom will be going shopping today.  A/C man to 

come back out, hope he can fix it.  I issued comm. on Armstrong paid 1st Citizen 2,000 on loan. Came home 

early to help Mom.  She is getting ready to go to Pa. for her Brothers daughter’s wedding.  Mom went 

shopping today and somewhere picked up a nail on my Cad.  I had to get new tire since it was in the side wall.  

Took Kids to BYCY and got an ice cream cake for the family.  Mom is really tired and feels like she can’t get 

ready in time.  I feel she needs to get away to be by herself.  Read JD 

6/16/1994 Thur. 5:30am, Read lesson, read JD, did not walk.  Feel it’s too hot.  Checked Mom’s car for 

trip to Pa.  Mom left about 10am.  Al called at 6 and she had not arrived yet.  Worked most of the day on Misc.  

Changed my office around.  Also paid 1st citizen interest and redid loan.  Joe Brown went off to see the 

surveyor on his mother’s property.  I had meeting with Columbus Eason and offered him to work with me at 

my office.  He is to come next Thru. To see what it involves.  I got chicken from Col. and Mark made supper 



(potatoes).  He then went to the pool room with a friend.  All Read scriptures.  I read JD, Paul played on the 

bed while I read, then I fell asleep.  Mom called about 8pm telling me she had arrived.  The a/c went out.  Paul 

had fallen asleep also.  I then read a little more and then watched TV until midnight.  Frankie came up, he had 

been watching down stairs.  Mark came back at 9 and went swimming with 2 of his friends.  Received 2,000. 

On note sold today. 

6/17/1994 Fri. 5:30 am Read lesson, JD, David got in at 1am and is up to go to K Mark at beach by 8am.  

Works to 6pm. Boys did their jobs and I fixed towel rack and toilet paper rack in upstairs bath.  We then went 

out. Mark did chickens and pool, Paul mowed and Frankie and Mark pulled weeds.  I fixed kitchen screen door 

then I and Paul and Mark weeded while Frankie mowed.  We worked til about 9:30am then I mowed til 11am. 

Skippy will be out at 2-3 and fix us supper.  I have to go into town for a little while on business.  Skippy came 

and family got us spaghetti for supper.  They all swam.  I watched TV at about 11pm. O.J. Simpson was on TV 

his chase and finally capture.  After 12 midnight I watch the whole thing.  The big boys went to the pool room 

in town and the little boys stayed up very late.  

6/18/1994 Sat.  Both Older son’s lost their wallets.  Took Mark to H.S. to meet Skippy.  They to do 

Mom’s cleaning at the beach. David goes to work at the beach and I did Chickens, plants, garden (water) and 

pool. Also am doing the wash.  In between reading JD went swimming with little boys.  Pool is warm. 

6/19/1994 sun. 5am, read lesson, to church, taught lesson, home, Kathy and family came over and gave 

me a picture of Emil Michael and cookies and raisin bread. Kathy even played risk with me!!!Michael and 

Skippy came and spent the afternoon and eve. With us.  Mom got safely home with Aunt Doris.  James, Sheila 

and John called.  John and Anita was at Sheila’s home.  Everyone remembered Father’s Day.  I have a great 

family.  Read JD. 

6/20/1994 Mon. 5am, read JD, walked short due temp.) Cody went along.  Fixed Al Steinhauer telescope 

holder Mom brought back from Pa.  Read lesson.  Mom had bad night, A/c blower bothers her.  She sleep 

down stairs.  The blower down stairs does not work, I think the control might be bad, it’s on all the time. 

Worked on it and got it working.  The lig switch had got stuck to work.  Got a lot of stuff going, Shirley Brinkley 

paid 1,500. Comm. And I will have to work on her situation.  Got bread for Mom.  Bro. Wells came home 

teaching but only David and I were home.  

6/21/1994 Tues. 3:30am, read JD and walked with Cody.  Fixed pool house screen closure.  Fixed 

bedroom vent.  Instructed older boys in garage and help Joe do sides of truck, at lease started him in right 

direction.  Worked in office.  Got money orders for silver business.  Helped Joe to unload truck.  He got files 

from beach office.  Boys came home, Mom and Doris and little boys got back from Ocracoke 11pm.  Donna 

Line berry called and ask us to take kids til Frank get in.  They will be bringing them down 5-6 Wed.  We to 

keep overnight and Frank to get here at 9am.  I will stay til he gets here since Mom has to go to VA to see the 

Dr.  

6/22/1994 Wed.  Frank Jr’s kids came and then 2:30am Frank came.  Joe finished last run.  I worked all 

day on Jr. Suttle stuff, also set in motion the closing of Shirley Brinkley.  

6/23/1994 7 am to work.  Finished Jr.s stuff and finished application for Lender approval.  Worked on a few 

other things.  Rx processing for Holiday Motel loan and Dr. Reddings papers came in, going to beach tomorrow 

all day. Meet Quigley, JR, office and Sallye.  Also set up for Paul and family and friend to visit on the 15 July 

leaving 16th with Sheila coming in that morning.  Read JD. 



6/24/1994 4:30am.  Got Frank Jr. up and he went and played basketball at NE HS.  I took the beach trip as 

planned.  Also reviewed JR Suttle separation papers for him.  Went back to office.  Tried to get Mom’s car 

fixed.  Same to pick up Sat. Morning, running hot.  Read JD.  

6/25/1994 Sat.  4am, read lesson, chickens, plants, garden, packed boxes of records from barn. 

Showered, checked truck oil and water.  Mom has to take to beach to clean.  David did trash run.  Mark and 

Mom left.  Doris and Paul and I to leave at 9:30 to take Doris to airport.  Paul and I will have some time 

together.  Read JD.  We went to greenbrier mall and eat pizza and ice cream and cookies.  Had a good time 

then came home and rested.  Mom and mark got home at 4:30 or so then she trimmed and brought in wash 

and washed more clothes.  Picked beans, cucumbers and corn.  I and Paul went to bed 9:45pm but she still 

had her lesson.  Read JD.  

6/26/1994 Sun.  4:30am Read lesson, went to church 6am and worked on ward clerk stuff.  Then had reg. 

meetings.  Then took Anita Staples with me to home teach.  Then dropped her off at Garlands family reunion 

in Old Trap.  Frank bought the kids down so he could go to work.  Will pick them up tonight.  I have been 

shifted to teach the Priest and Jeff Well will teach the teachers.  I like that much better.  

6/27/1994 Mon. 4:30, Read JD, Mom and I started to walk but bugs bad so we came back and I rode bike 

while I watched the news.  Also did other exercise.  To work, finished Jr. Stuff ready to mail out tomorrow.  

Got feed for checks and paid 25.00 to fix the weed eater.  Had own corn tonight.  

6/28/1994 Tues.  4am, studied lesson on contrite heart, started to walk but Cody had a hurt foot and 

insisted on coming so I felt sorry for him and worked in the garage instead.  Put racks together and emptied 

boxes.  Also had Mark help bring records from barn.  Work on a number of loans.  Closed Shirley Brinkley at 

4pm.  Got supplies from another rack of records and Moms Shelves in bathroom closet.   

6/29/1994 Wed.  4:30am Studied lesson, build shelfs for bathroom closet, had Mom and Mark help put 

them upstairs.  Little boys, Mark and I put 9 feet record shelf together.  David did trash run.  Told Mark what 

had to be done, 2 blocks in each section.  Joe to work at home on records today.  Hope they can finish them 

right.  Worked on Holyday motel in Mi. up until 7pm.  Finally called client and told what else I needed.  Had to 

come home early to oversee Joe working.  Brought work with me.  Read JD and church news.  

6/30/1994 Thur.  4am, read lesson, worked in garage straightens up my work bench.  Then got Mom and 

big boys up for killing chickens (6).  Took to eight to do all that.  We need to kill 21 more.  Read church news 

and JD.  To work, file holiday motel, Joe worked at home a little then left.  Not dependable.  He will be finished 

the end of the next week.  Pam Phillip will be in for training on the 11th.  She is ready to spend a month with 

me.  She will have her son and I will pay her 200/wk.  We will try to put her up at our place but that is a tough 

time with family visiting.  I might have to put her up in a motel.  Checked pool, chickens 11 eggs today and 

garden.  Read church news and D. 

July 

7/1/1994 Fri. 3:15am.  Read Lesson, worked on files in garage til 8am. They are now straight.  Joe 

spent 3.5 day and had a mess.  He just did not understand I guess.  He will be leaving and going to work for a 

farmer on the 11th.  I still have to put away my personal things and stuff from different businesses. (Quorum, 

NSA, Dental plan, etc.)  I don’t have the room in the garage so will have to expand into the pool house storage 

room with shelf I build.  Might bring file cabinets to pool house. (Mom will not like that.)  Rested, read JD, 



finished church news last night.  To work, Mom and I went to the movies and out to eat.  Got home at 

11:42pm.  We also stopped in E.C. to get the truck,  

7/2/1994 Sat.  4:30am, Mom must have had bad night and not in bed most of night.  Studied lesson, 

Read JD, worked on garage stuff, moved all file cabinets from barn and emptied most of the rest of the boxes.  

Also fixed table from beach. However Mom broke other leg tonight so I will have to fix that also, did some 

mowing that the kids missed.  Mom did trimming and the pool.  We played board games with Paul for about ½ 

hour.  Mom tired from working at beach, Mark helped her.  Both tired tonight. 

7/3/1994 Sun. 5:30am, Study lesson, to church 6:30am, Bp. Meeting, Pec, worked on catching up 

records in computer, Sac, work on records, Priesthood Taught Priest, teachers, deacon.  Home taught, caught 

Susan’s two young children.  Stopped at Mike and Sumi, talked to Mike and he does not want the Mormons 

visiting him and does not want to be on the home teacher list and roaster.  Went to church to work on 

records, stayed about 2.5 hours.  Still tons of work to do, then home to eat.  Then fell asleep for a couple of 

hours in the chair.  Boys had fire crackers. I read JD and to bed about 10pm.  

7/4/1994 Mon.  Fourth of July; 4:30am, worked in garage on Bug zapper, David and Mark out by 5 and 

they cleaned out chicken coop, then went to Mr. Staples for new straw.  Then worked on pool, sweep, Vac. 

And had little boy’s pickup yard of all trash.  The little boys and I went to town to get parts for zapper but 

could not fix it so we got a new one.  Kathy and family and in-law’s came.  We had a lot of food and then swim.  

Mike went to beach at 6am with David and made it to surf.  Mike and Mark got back about 12:30 (no waves).  

David stayed to work at K-Mark.  We got our old grill going and Emil Brought his dad’s.  We watched SGT. York 

with our family and then to bed.  

7/5/1994 Tues.  5am, Mom up early, she is worried about getting everything done.  Studied lesson, read 

JD, then off to work early to try to get work I need to have done prior to leaving for Detroit Wed. morning.  

Tonight Sam is to work on my car late.  Worked on Dr. Redding file most of the day, got well along.  Should be 

able to meet with him next week.  Sam came and finished my car 9:30pm.  We then packed the truck with 

Sumi and Skippy stuff to go back with us to Sheila.  The top of the trunk would not close all the way but I think 

it will hold.  Tomorrow we will pack some garden stuff for Sheila.  It will take 14 hours driving to get there.  We 

will get back Fri. night late.  Finished the church news that came in today.  

7/6/1994 Wed. today we leave for Mi., up 5am did chickens, watered garden, flowers, cleaned ktn. 

Mom was up at 3am.  She could not sleep so she did cookies for mark.  Showered and wrote letter to John and 

Anita.  Drove all day, got there 10pm.  Eat at pizza hut in noon and 7:30 a little restaurant in Mi.  Frankie and 

Paul were real good.  

7/7/1994 Read Lesson, JD, and rested most of the day.  Mom got a good nap, spent a lot of time with 

Sheila.  

7/8/1994 Fri. Left 7am, drove for ever, Sheila (8yr) came back with us.  That was the reason for us to 

go up to get her.  It’s been 8th birthday of Sheila’s kid’s.  Get to spend a week with grandpop and Mom Yoder 

on their 8th birthday.  Eat Chinese in deep creek, home around 9pm, the big boys missed us, especially Mark.  

Skippy and Mike and family were here.  She was making pickle and picked 4 bags of corn.  

7/9/1994 4am, started corn, Mom came down 5 and we got it done prior to her leaving to work at beach.  

Had David do pool and Mark chickens then he went with Mom and I did mowing and weed eating until I got 

too hot.  Skippy and kids out and she is still working on pickles. Mom picked more corn and we cleaned for 

H.T. families and ourselves, also watered the garden.  The temp. has been in the 90’s most of the summer.  



7/10/1994 Sun. 5am, I can’t believe I sleep in that long.  Church, Pec, Bishopric, Sac. SS, (I worked in 

office), Priesthood and I taught.  We still did not finish lesson.  Home teaching to Sis. Armstrong.  Dropped 

corn to her and Susan Goodwin.  Rested.  Mike and Skippy and kids came out.  Read JD.  Had family night.  We 

discussed a number of things.  James called and we talked a long time.  Sheila also called and talked to little 

Sheila, who went with Sky home for the night.  

7/11/1994 Mon.  4:10am, study lesson, walked 3 miles, glued table leg, cut board for Moms ref.  She Vac. 

Pool.  I trimmed for 1.5hr. Then showered and read JD.  Sumi called and Mary is ready for Pam Philipps.  

Worked on various things.  Pam get in about 4:30.  Mom picked up Sheila and watched Sky play ball.  David 

came home so we will kill chickens at 5am tomorrow.  

7/12/1994 Tues. Had a bad night, could not get to sleep.  Finally went down stairs and read JD, then 

about 1:30 came to bed.  Read JD this morning, Pres. Young was hard on courts and lawyers.  Will have to do 

chickens tomorrow since I did not get enough rest last night.  Trained Pam all day, set up closing sked for 

Quigley and Visited by Matt to Ed. And Jr.  

7/13/1994 Wed. 3:30am, read lesson, got everything ready for killing chickens.  Got Mom and Big boys up. 

(Mark and David); Killed 12 chickens, had to through away 2 for different reasons.  Cleaned them took til 7:30.  

What a job, every one decided we would buy them from the store from now on.  However we still have 7 to 

kill.  Trained Pam all day.  At 7pm met with Dr. and Mrs. Redding to sign papers.  They to check with their 

financial advisor.  7pm went on exchange with missionaries, saw Jimmy Calvert and Joe McPherson.  

Encouraged to come to church and to stop smoking.  

7/14/1994 Thur. 4AM, HAD TROUBLE SLEEPING.  I GUESS I HAVE A LOT ON MY MIND.  Studied lesson got 

Mom up 4:45 to pack lunch for boys going on temple trip.  They to leave at 7 from church.  Read JD.  

7/15/1994 Fri. 4am, read lesson, JD, cleaned garage, fixed table, mowed front lawn, stored stuff in 

barn, to beach met with Sallye, Frank B. and Closed Quigley loan.  Paul called and will be ready in 30 minutes.  

7/16/1994 Sat. 5am, fixed little bed for Danial, read lesson first.  Mowed back of pool, David trimmed and 

Vac. Pool.  Mark Vac. Living room.  Mom found freezer open, all meat etc. defrosted.  What a mess, cut 

branch’s, went to town for garden sprinkler.  Installed them.  Sheila called and her motor is burned up.  I will 

go and meet her at the border.  She being towed.  Mom working at beach with Mark.  David bound to work at 

K-Mark.  I have little Sheila, We will meet them in Va. Where 104 and 17 crosses.  I took them all in my car and 

led the towing man to Eliz. City.  Left van in church parking lot and loaded up the stuff they needed to head to 

Shiloh.  They went swimming and Kathy and Emil grilled chicken for us.  House is mighty full of kids again.  

Read JD.  

7/17/1994 Sun.  5, read lesson, to church 5:45am worked on computer, inputting changes.  Have 67 

pages (1Per Page) for salt lake.  Still have a couple of months of changes to catch up.  Mike and Skippy plus 

Sheila and her kids to lunch.  Good to have kids at home.  Sleep 2 hour, Read JD, spent rest of night visiting 

with family.  Read Matt. 17 to all kids prior to going to bed. 

7/18/1994 Mon. 4am, read JD., walked with Cody, chickens and garden, read church news and finished, 

Read JD, to work and spent a lot of time with Pam in training.  John and Anita came in, I took them to the 

house then they got truck and parked it by pool.  Had big meal and Mike and Skippy came, they will Spend the 

night.  Read JD.  

7/19/1994 Tues. Read JD. 



7/21/1994 Thur.  Finished JD. Vol. 3.  The family came in, John and Anita left tonight.  Pam is being trained 

with tomorrow being her last day.  We closed Quigley but did not get any money due to Quigley not getting 

any cash.   

7/22/1994 Fri. Worked with Pam all day, gave her all material she needed to get started.  Mom and 

small boys to cub meeting, olders out and I had evening home by myself.  Enjoyed that.  

 Sat.  Did chickens, went to beach with Mom to clean 4 units.  Long day. Sheila left after dinner.  Mom had to 

take clothes into laundromat since our washer is broken down.  I was so tired and fell asleep prior to her 

getting back.  She has a headache.  

7/24/1994 sun.  Read lesson, held normal meetings, taught David as my only priest in priesthood. Home 

rested, eat and finished church news.  Caught up journal.  

7/25/1994 Mon. 5am, finish Ensign, family watched movie.  

7/26/1994 Tues. 5am, Mark taught Frankie how to do chickens, worked on Vans loan. Also on some 

catching up work in the office.  Started 4th Vol. of JD. 

7/27/1994 5am, walked, went to office early, read JD. And church news.  Worked on Van’s most of the 

day.  Went on exchange in the evening.  Read JD. 

7/28/1994 Thur. 5am, Finished Ensign, worked all day, spent a lot of morning on Van.  Went to John Smith 

baptism in Richmond at 3:30pm.  Represented the ward and was glad I went.  Got to South Mills about 7 and 

stopped to visit Jan F. who leased our home.  Had a short talk on her problems and money, offered them to 

skip this payment and pay on the 10th.  We then talked church for 1.5 hour.  I will be sending the missionary 

sisters to see her.  Read church news.  

7/29/1994 Fri.  5am, Mom took me riding on bikes and that wore me out.  Worked all day and gave 

Mark and David a blessing.  For their trip to Tenn.  Read JD. 

7/30/1994 Sat. 3am, took Mark and David to airport, flight left at 6am.  Back and did trash run then 

killed 8 roosters.  Took from 9 to 2:30pm to finish.  Long time, Mom to beach to clean.  Read JD.  Helped Mom 

cut up chickens then little boys helped me Vac. Whole house.  We then watched last action hero. 

7/31/1994 Sun. 4:30am, read JD, to church and worked on records.  All meeting, I feel that I am starting 

to see some progress on the records.  Frank Jr. came today with kids and then we went to church for 

anniversary of Joseph Smith and Brother Hyrum death.  Called and talked to Sheila, gave Bro. Garett a 

blessing.  

August 

8/1/1994 Mon. 4:30am, read JD, walked, cleaned pool, worked on loans and in afternoon worked on 

Vans.  Quit a 5:30pm 

8/2/1994 Tues.   4:30am, up for a couple of hours in the middle of the night.  Read about 60 pages of JD, 

walked and then went to work by 7am.  Worked all day on Vans.  He paid his processing fee of 1,500.00, 

8/3/1994 Wed.  4am, read JD.  (I don’t have to prepare lesson for priest this week due to priest being 

taught by someone else last week and think I can teach foundation scriptures since David gone.  To work and 



worked all day on Vans spread sheets.  Paul going to Skippy tonight and Frankie fly’s out at 10am tomorrow.  

Mom and I will be getting away for a couple of days.  

8/4/1994 Thur.  4am, laid awake and thought of a number of things.  Read JD. , we going away today.  I 

have to see client in Richmond area also & hopefully to collect a 10,000 fee.  I am reading about Hebbert C. 

Kimball 1857m, he was quite hard on the preaching of those who had gone astray.  

8/5/1994 Fri.  We left with Frankie and Dropped him off at airport and then went to Williamsburg 

potter factory.  We had a good time looking and Mom buying a few things.  Then on to the hotel of my client 

Mr. Patel.  Eat out at steak house and spend rest of eve watching TV.  

8/6/1994 Sat.  Left at 9am and went shopping at Langley, then home.  Mom cooked two steaks for us 

then Paul came home with Skippy. 

8/6/1994 Sat. 4:30am, read JD and woke Paul up at 5 and he rode and I walked two dogs went with us.  

Then did chickens and Vac. Pool.  Mom left and Paul and I Vac. Whole house, then we showered and went to 

office.  I worked a little then Paul and I went to Edenton and eat at pizza hut then to the movies. (The lion 

king.) Then home 

8/7/1994 Sun.  4:30, read JD, church to try to catch up on clerk duties.  Taught 10th graders, had to send 

Steve Hamon out.  Paul, Mom and I had a quite lunch.  Sleep. Mike and Skippy came.  We enjoyed them and 

kids. I had to meet with New E.Q. president and we spend that night working on home teaching.  Very tired 

when I got home and Mom and I worked on David’s Eagle court of honor.  Paul had felt sick and fell asleep in 

my bed.  

8/8/1994 4:30am,  read JD, walked with Cody, got haircut from Mom after checking pool and doing 

the chickens.  Nelly came to work today for the first time.  Worked all day on Vans loan.  He signed after 5pm 

tomorrow.  I will send out.  Mom took Paul and went to pick up Frankie at the airport.  I eat and did mail then 

read JD.  Bro Hyde talked about having more than one wife.  I am on page 264 4th Vol.  Frankie flight was 

delayed and they finically got home after 11pm.  

8/9/1994 5am, only about 3 hrs. sleep.  Read JD, into work early to try to catch up on broker business.  

Nellie came in at 8am, 1 hr. ahead of schedule.  Got Vans loan out in the mail.  Worked on other loans and 

getting office in order.  

8/10/1994 5am, read JD, walked with Cody, worked varies projects and meetings.  Took one loan 

application and processed and fax out.  Work from 4-9pm at church on records.  

8/11/1994 Thur. 4:30am, read JD. , talked, mowed back area and then went to beach.  Had 4 meetings.  

To locate property for convenience store for client.  Had talk with Frank B. and Sallye.  Inspected the 

remodeling.  Looks good, should be finished next week.  Going on exchange with Elders tonight. Had good 

meetings.  Saw Florence Hinton and A.C. Roberson.  Got home and watch movie with Mom.  Bed after 

midnight.  

8/12/1994 Fri. 6:30am, did not think I could sleep that late.  Read JD, worked most of day on David’s 

Eagle program.  We got Chinese food to eat at home. Read JD.  

8/13/1994 Sat. Up at 5am, read JD, finished Vol. 4, starting Vol.5. Fixed screen door, Looked at broken 

TV and computer.  Will have to take to town to get fixed.  Took eggs to Shiloh Shopping Center, 7 white and 1 

brown.  Mom working at beach.  Kathy and friend to come and visit this afternoon.  Frankie has car wash at 

2pm and I will take him in.  



8/14/1994 Mon. 4:30am read JD, study priesthood lesson on faith, walked without Cody, Read JD. then 

to work.  Worked on loans and picked up computer 113.00 to fix it.  Power supply was bad.  Got Mom some 

dry flowers.  Just to say I love you.  “Takue”, read JD. and to bed 9:18pm 

8/15/1994 Tues. 4am, study lesson, read JD, took lunch to work.  I am going off my diet pills and see if I 

can hold 192 lbs.  Worked on loans all day.  Watched a movie with kids and Mom. Big boys staying at Doug’s.  

8/17/1994 Wed.  5am, somehow got my dates behind.  Read JD and studied lesson on faith.  Followed 

Mom to pick up older boys, she took David to Va. Dr. for braces and I brought mark home to babysit.  Read JD.  

Rested then packed lunch and off to work.  Spent part of day in training Nellie and rest on loans.  Home, eat 

and read Church news, JD, and went to bed early 8:30pm. 

8/18/1994 Thur.  4:30, study and read JD, walked with Cody, worked on pool.  I think will have to shock 

treat tomorrow. Read JD. Rested today Nellie not in office.  Mom and kids to beach also Mike and Big Boys to 

beach.  Tonight I go out with Elders and have meeting with Florence Hinton set at 7pm.  To bed at 8:30am. 

8/19/1994 Fri.  I forgot missionaries last night.  Mom woke up early and I about 3:30am so I gave her 

the birthday gift of a topaz set in gold setting with three diamonds.  Cost ½ price 300.00.  Should be worth 

600.00.  This with a gold neckless. Study lesson and read JD.  To work, quit at 1:30 to go home for rest.  Will be 

taking Mom out tonight and want to be rested for evening.  Went to eat at Morrison’s Cafe. And then to 

movies.  

8/20/1994 Sat. 5am, read JD and lesson took Paul and Frankie to 4 H outing lasted til about 11am.  They 

raced and did a lot of things and had a good time.  Mom worked at beach til 5:30pm.  I sleep for a couple of 

hours and red the Ensign, Helped Mom with dinner.    

8/21/1994 SUN.  4:30AM, STUDY LESSON, READ ENSIGN, TO CHURCH, WORKED ON A LOT OF RECORDS.  

Went HT with Mark and David taught his first lesson 14-15 kids in SS.  Mark was made a priest.  I must put in 

recording and type cert.  This week.  Rested then got ready to go to David’s Eagle court of Honor.  Finished 

ensign and read some JD>  

8/22/1994 Mon. 4am, read JD. Walked with Cody, read JD, rested, to work.  Home some of our chicken 

stew.  Read JD. 

8/23/1994 Tues.  Paul woke up about 1am and I laid in his bed til he fell asleep.  Then I read 1.5 hr. JD.  

Up at 5, walked and to church and worked there 7-9:30 then to work.  

8/24/1994 Wed. 5:15am, read JD, study lesson, walked with Cody, feed chickens, mowed til 8:30am.  

Worked in office m home, eat then family raked grass and I finished mowing.  Then spent the night building 

steps for shed behind house.  Must get paint.  Mom also wants more nest for chickens to lay so sat. I will build 

them. 

8/25/1994 Thur. 4:45am, read lesson, walked with Cody, feed chickens, Skimmed pool Read JD.  To work 

early to church to do VT for RS.  Nelly left at 12 to take friend to airport.  I worked on a variety of things. Had 

chicken from Chinese restaurant then went out with missionaries.  Taught and visited Florence Hinton Elwood 

Hilts, Columbus Eason, a Mr. Trotmans was with Columbus, he is a Jehovism Witness and we talked a long 

time.  

8/26/1994 Fri.  5am, read JD, walked, took care of chickens scoped pool, ran water in pool, painted 

stairs to shed, read business stuff while resting in bed. To work, spend a good part of day trying to get Ocean 

Mark checked in. (they are lenders).  Pickup swing from Sumi and got 10 2x4 for more chicken nest. Helped 



David with car and painted 2nd coat of paint for steps.  Mom took Paul to cub scouts.  Paul went to bed with 

me at 9:08pm.  

8/27/1994 Sat.  4:30, read lesson, read JD, did chickens, Vac. Pool, Mom left for cleaning cottages at 

beach 8am. 6am David and mark left to surf a beach.  Paul and I finished painting stairs.  Made breakfast, 

cleaned ktn. Build additional laying boxes for chickens, took all morning, did trash run, rested.  Paul and I eat 

lunch at Shiloh Shopping Center.  

8/28/1994 Sun.  3:30am, Mom and I were both awake, got up at 4:15 and I finally at 4:30.  Study lesson, 

read JD, attended all meetings, Taught Priest, Home taught Sis. Sawyer, had family night. Read JD. 

8/29/1994 Mon.  5am, study lesson, read JD, walked with Cody, he ran in front of truck but was not hurt.  

Read and finished 5th Vol. JD, Ya, they are awaiting the arrival of Col Alexanders and his 1,500 troops, time is 

1857 Nov. 18, some of the saints had been in the mountains delaying the army from coming.   

 

8/30/1994 Tues. 4:30am, read lesson, walked a little but rained hard so rode bike in living room.  Back 

hurting too much sitting.  To church for 2.5 hours, worked on records.  Then 9:30 to office.  Eat supper at Vans 

then to Hinton’s to teach.  Elders did not show up so I taught Joseph Smith and Standard of truth and 13 Art. 

Of Faith.  Home, read church news, to be by 9:30pm 

8/31/1994 3:30am, study lesson, walked with Cody, completed church news and read JD.  To church and 

worked to 8:30am then to work. Did quite a lot of stuff needing to be done.  Read some business stuff at night.  

Mom came in to eat with me and we went to the steak house for lunch that was nice.  Read JD.  Up and read 

business stuff for a couple of hours.  

September 

9/1/1994 Thur. 4am, Paul was awake and trying to set his alarm.  He was coughing etc.  Mom and I went 

walking and after I studied my lesson.  Read JD. then to work.  Went out with Ed white at night visited Charles 

Hughes and Bill Snowden.  It was good taking some time with these families.  Read JD. Vol. 6. 

9/2/1994 Fri. 4:30am, study lesson, got haircut from Mom, read JD, went in early to work on National 

Organization on commercial loans.  Also have to try to get key for SM house to show tomorrow.  

9/3/1994 Sat. 4:30am, studied lesson, studied business, read lotus 1,2,3. Went to S.M. House to meet 

people, they did not show.  Talked to Gerald and Jan, they will be leaving on the 16th.  Mowed lawn at home 

also read consultant book, on page 73.  Mom got home from working at beach.  She is very tired. 

9/4/1994 Sun. 4am, study lesson, went to office and copied off years calendar for outreach program, 

then to church an got ready for my meetings.  Madlin Brothers doing great job on corrections to the roster.  

Taught Priest.  Went home teaching to Jimmy Armstrong and Sarah Sawyer, home rested and read JD.   

9/5/1994 Mon.  Read consultant book all day and finished it, then to church and worked 3 hours on 

roaster.  Got Chinese for family and a couple of videos. 

9/6/1994 Tues. 4am, less than 4 hours of sleep.  Study lesson on gift of the spirit, walked down Wesley 

with Cody, reviewed in consultant manual, got Frank Jr and time to meet at a/p.  Read JD. To church to work 

on roaster.  Worked on misc. on phone a lot.  Got medicine for cat, checked cash, went to teach with 

missionaries but canceled.  Frank came.  



9/7/1994 Wed.  6am!!! Really tired and two nights getting to bed around midnight did me in.  Read JD., 

then studied work stuff.  I feel as if I am getting way behind.  Worked on church and read JD. 

9/8/1994 Thur. 4am, study lesson, walked with Cody, did chickens, read lesson again, and JD.  Mom and 

I riding to beach to see Sallye and Jr. Suttle.  Sally canceled, went to Quidly instead.  Had breakfast, then back 

to NH office, Helped Frank B. on the computer then home.  Mom met Jr. Suttle.  Rested then spent 5 hours on 

reading file. 

9/9/1994 Fri. 4:30am, study lesson, walked with Cody, back hurt.  Must be 5 hr. studying in bed last 

night.  Mom rubbed.  Read JD. Went to work, had dinner for Frank Jr, Kathy and Mike and family came in to 

meet Jo Ann.  Franks girl. 

9/10/1994 Sat. 5am, read JD, study lesson, worked in office in town til 2pm.  Baby Sat Sumi’s kids while 

Mom sleep.  Met with folks buying our house.  They to start paying rent in Oct. Regular payments.  

9/11/94 Sun.  5am, read JD, to church, meetings, Home teach Susan and Kent Goodwin.  Helped with 

dishes and rest unto priesthood meeting in the Stake.  6:30pm must leave 5:15pm. 

9/12/1994 Mon. 4am, read lesson, walked with Cody, watch tape on note conference with Met.  Will 

have to watch tapes next few days to prepare for conf. in Wash. The end of the week.  Nellie was gone. Took 2 

applications, very busy.  Visit two homes after work and then home.  Watched another tape and started a 

third.  

9/13/1994 Tues. 5am, did not walk, watched tape. Worked, studied tapes. 

9/14/1994 Wed.  4:30am, read lesson, watched tapes, to beach, Met Sallye then showed property to man 

from VA. 

9/15/1994 Thur. 4:30am, left for Washington to attend the paper conf.  

9/18/1994 Sun. 4:30am, returned last night about 8:30 from conf. had a lot of ideas and things to learn.  

I stayed at Chrysler City Marriott.  Had a chance to go to the temple Thur. night and enjoyed that. To church 

this morning at 6am and worked on membership most of the day and stayed 2 hours after to try to finish RS 

Visiting teaching districts.  Went in to see Sis. Graham, Sumi, Mike and Skippy and pick up Frank.  Frank had 

already been taken home.  Read JD. 

9/19/1994 4:30am, read lesson, into work 6am.  Van’s was rejected by Allied.  Got 2 pkgs ready to go out 

on Van.  Closed Christian Gregory, Studied Discounting notes.  Read JD. 

9/20/1994 Tues.  3:30am, study lesson on testimony, I worry about my kids testimony.  Mom and Cody 

and I walked dump road.  Cody found dead possum and went home with it leaving us. We did the chickens, to 

work, spending a lot of time on note discounting etc.  Very busy most of the day.  At night worked more on 

practice of note discount.  Read JD. 

9/21/1994 9-22, 9-23; 3:30am, read JD, walked with Cody.  Yesterday had meeting with Clem and Bob 

Garrett.  Clem was in need of spiritual help.  Met at 9am-10:15.  Then at 11:15 went to Ashly school to see 

how her class day goes and eat lunch with her.  Enjoyed that.  Read JD. To work getting caught up on my loans.  

Relearned Org. Plus.  Mom and boys to scouts, I did dishes and cleaned eggs.  Got rest of Wash in, made beds 

for little boys and us.  Read JD. Watch TV with Paul and Mom to 11:30, then to bed. 

9/24/1994 5:30am, Read JD. My up 5:49 to get ready to go to beach.  Had kids clean up the house and 

yard.  Took Frank and Paul to Friends house.  Went to office and worked on HP12C.  Picked up Frank at 2:30 



and home.  Tonight after dinner took Mom to Shiloh Shopping Center with 7 cartons of eggs and got ice cream 

with the money.  Home to shower and red JD. 

9/25/1994 Sun.  4:30 am Read JD. Finished 6 Vol.  To church worked on records, Bp. Huggins gone for 

day.  Home teach Scott Well. Visited Mike and Kids come, we played spades.  Had family night. 

9/26/1994 4:30am, Read JD. Walked with Cody.  To church spent 2.5 hour on records.  That night read 

church news and ensign.  

9/27/1994 Tues.  3:30am, study lesson and read ensign.  Walked by myself.  To church and work from 

about ½ hour.  To work and spend time on loans.  Taught Florence Hinton with Elders.  Closed loan Christian 

Gregory.  Read ensign. 

9/28/1994 Wed. 3:30am, study lesson, read ensign, Mom had been up all night.  The 6th vol. in the end 

had a discourse on plural wives and I told her she might enjoy that.  When she read what Bro. Hyde had to say, 

she felt it sustained the principle but she could not personally accept it.  So when I came down to go walking 

she was reading another book.  I ask what keep her up and she told me.  I told her I loved her and had no 

desire for any other women.  Then I felt inspired to tell her. “She lived many thousands of years prior to this 

earth life and had learned and grown.  This life that Pre earth knowledge has been hid but after this life she 

will once again have it”. She felt she would not make it due to this principle.  I told her that this life she does 

not have to make a decision, as a matter of fact it is against the church law to practice it, she is living the law 

she should be now, the time to work on that decision will be in the afterlife and maybe thousands of years 

later.  Since it will take at least that long to get perfect in many areas.  With the restored pre earth knowledge, 

this decision will not be as hard for her.  She felt good that I had taken the time to talk to her and I felt the 

Lord had inspired the answer for her.  I sure love her, walked with Cody filled chicken feeders, to church to 

work on records, to work and closed Whidbee loan at 11am.  Worked on other loans.  Tried to get Shirley 

Brinkly but can’t get her to return my calls.  She is about to lose her home in Currituck due to not making 

payments.  Frankie had some problems at scouts and I had to be hard on him.  Finished Ensign. 

9/29/1994 Thur. 3:30am, read lesson, walked with Cody, showered and back to bed to 6:45.  To work, got 

a lot done, but so much to do. Took an application, talked to Shirley Brinkley on her late payments.  Worked a 

plan out for her to sell her place in Currituck.  The family closed up the pool tonight.  

9/30/1994 Fri. 4:45am, woke early but stayed in bed.  Walked with Cody Mom has been up since 3am.  

She having trouble sleeping.  Mark and Frank going on campout tonight.  Mom to stake RS, David working so 

Paul and I will have a good time.  I think I will take him bowling and eat out.  Read JD. Started on Vol. 7.  Took 

Paul bowling. To time out video games and then to eat at the steak house.  He enjoyed that.  When I got home 

he had me read from a favorite book “paddle to the sea.” Then Mike came with Ben and sky.  He spent the 

night.  Skippy went to Kari Hill to see her grand mom.  Mom got home at 10:30pm or so from Stake RS 

meeting.  David got home at 1am. 

October 

10/1/1994 4:30am, Read JD. Bro Pratt has great lectures on BOM.  Got breakfast for everyone, then went 

with Mike to get truck at HS, then rested after feeding chickens, tired for some reason.  Up at 9 and read JD 

then did work on some files.  

10/2/1994 Sun. 7am, read JD. To church 8am worked til 11:30, then attended conf. then back at 4-6 for 

conf. had family night. 



10/3/1994 Mon. 4:30am, read JD, Vol 7 page 66, walked by myself.  Real windy and dogs could no hear me 

going by.   

10/4/1994 6am, read church news, staying home to work on Vans loan. Then went to work.  Took Vans 

loan to bank and had them consider it.  

10/5/1994 Wed. 4:30am, read JD, worked at church 1 hour, then to office.   

10/6/1994 Thur. 5am, Cody and I walked then reviewed what I was going to do on the comm. Network.  

Read lesson, read JD, worked all day on business.  Read JD. 

10/7/1994 Fri.  4:30am, walked with Cody, Study lesson, Read JD.  

10/7/1994 4:30am, Read JD, study lesson, Walked with Cody, received comm. on loan 1,500. Mom and I 

went to office and did genealogy. 

10/8/1994 Sat.  5am, Study, Read JD, worked on business then took Paul to town and worked and we 

eat at Van’s then home and boys helped me to transplant the banana trees.  

10/9/1994 sun. 4:30 study lesson, read JD, worked on ward clerk stuff.  Got organization list kicked out.  

Updated EQ H.T. list and families list kicked out.  Kathy and family came to visit, also later on Mike and Skippy 

and kids came.  

10/10/1994 Mon.  3:30am, study lesson, really windy, walked alone, a little rain and not cold, but cool.  

Good walking weather, dogs could not hear me so no barking.  Read JD.  We are moving 52,000 troops into 

Kutate with Iran 80,ooo.  However they have no air force which puts them at a disadvantage.  Cedric of Haitti 

to turn over power today.  I hope our men can get out of there without any deaths.  The prophecy’s state in 

the last days our country will use all her strength up in little wars throughout the world.                   Did not 

close Armstrong loan. 

10/11/1994  Tues.  5:40am, stayed up late last night.  Walked alone, read JD.  Worked at office all day.  

Inspected Whedbee Building, going slow,  

10/12/1994 5:35am, read lesson walked with Cody, read JD, stayed home in morning to work on Wroblesky 

loan.  Worked about ½ hr. in church to kick out VT for RS.  Pres., left office 5:30pm.  Read JD, helped Paul with 

spelling words a little while.  

10/13/1994 Thur.  4:30am, study lesson, walked alone, Read JD, worked on loans all day, Armstrong’s, 

Eddie Canceled loan.  Don’t do any more loans with them. Him and son William, not one I am managing.  Read 

JD. 

10/14/1994 Walked alone, worked, read lesson, read JD, bed at midnight,  

10/15/1994 6am, Read JD, will go into office with Mike Yoder to put in program in my computer.  Paul and I 

will spend the day together. Rest gone.  We eat at Wendy’s and I studied part of morn. and afternoon.  Read 

JD, tonight for a few pages.  

10/16/1994 Sun. 4:30AM, READ JD, to church, worked on ward clerk stuff, had meetings then went home 

teaching. Read JD, Mike Yoder came over in afternoon, Read JD.  

10/17/1994 Mon. 4:30am, read JD, to church, worked on records then to work at 8:15am.  Worked on 

Menter loan, work on funds for Brinkley, had to tie all my lines up.  Sign state paper work along with Shirley 



Brinkley.  Trip to Currituck to sign 6,000. note with George Hall.  To closing for Armstrong and papers did not 

get in on time.  Reset for Wed.  Read JD. 

10/18/1994 Tues. 4:30am Study lesson, walked with Cody, Read JD. then to office, tried to catch up with 

loans.  Then off to Currituck to meet Robert Boch to see home.  He took it and also agreed to do Brinkley loan.  

Had to go to office at Nags Head in late afternoon.  Got home late. 

10/19/1994 Wed. 4:15am, Got Mom up 4:45am, read lesson, walked with Mom and Cody, she will cut my 

hair today, Read JD. 

10/20/1994 4am,  studied lesson, Read JD, walked with Mom and Cody, to work, received Quidley rest of 

fee 5,000. Also got 43,000 and 23,000 from Davis.  The 43,000. Paid lines and debt and the 23,000 gave to Mr. 

Spivey for closing.  Gassed up for temple trip tomorrow.  Also took Arron back to school to meet his Mom 

about 6:30pm, Read JD. 

10/21/1994 3:30am tough time sleeping, read lesson.  Read JD. Finished Vol. 7, walked with Mom and Cody, 

listen to the debate between Kennedy and Romney for Senator Mass.  We will be going to temple today and 

tomorrow.  Anita and Garland Stables getting temple marriage.  Have two church news to catch up on.  

Worked 4 hours at temple. 

10/22/1994 Sat. 4:30am read church news, to temple, did work, went to sealing of Garland and Anita 

and Son William. Home by 7pm. 

10/23/1994 Sun. 5am, study lesson, meeting, read and caught up on all church news.  Mike and Skippy 

came over.  

10/24/1994 Mon. 4am, read Pres. Hunter story in Ensign, walked by myself.  Did chickens, one dead, to 

church and worked on records til 8:30am.  Then to the office, after work had boys bury dead chicken.  Brought 

in filter and cleaned it.   Read church news, read lesson, finished news.  

10/25/1994 Tues. 4:30am, read lesson, walked with Cody, read JD, worked at church til 8:30am, then 

worked in office, put filter in room for sleeping, really helped my throat. 

10/26/1994 Wed. 4:30am, restless night, awake too much, study lesson, walked alone, beautiful weather, 

Read JD.  

10/27/1994 Thur. 4am, read lesson, walk alone, read JD. I am trying to read 30 pages a day.  Nellie and 

Rebecca came and we went to beach.  I had interview with Sallye and then trained my people then Allen Wolf 

from Alliance came and we got training.  I interviews Frank Balladeres, home read JD.  

10/28/1994 Fri. 4am, study lesson, walked, read JD, 49 pages, 65 the day before.  Nellie took care of sick 

husb.  I took two applications and handled a lot of stuff.  Much was left undone.  

10/29/1994 Sat.  5:30am, Study lesson, read JD. Sure enjoyed gas log, nice to sit and read and warm on a 

cold day.  Clean chicken coop out.  Cleared and spread garden, trimmed and mowed lawn.  Paul cleaned cars 

out and brought wood to front porch.  Did trash run, all family helped but Frankie who was at Grand mom 

Hughes.  My body aches, not use to working physically.  John called told me appreciated Mom and me.   

10/30/1994 sun. 3am, read lesson, read JD. And fell back to sleep in recliner in living room.  Then woke 

and read more JD.  Off to church, had meetings, Went to see cut wood of Tom, plan to pick up Mon. for family 

night.  Must get wedge and sledge hammer to split large pieces.  Mike and Skippy came over.  Had family night 

lesson on Pres. Hunter.  Read JD. 



10/31/1994 Mon. 3am, read JD. Sleep a bit in chair, walked, read JD, to church and worked 1.5 hours on 

records with Richard Brown.  Go to Ds.  Worked on files all day.  Had a walk in and they to get info needed. 

Bought wedge and slug hammer to split logs.  Family minus David took 3 truck load of pine from up the road 

to back yard.  Little boys and Mom out trick and treating.  Mark handing candy out and I got shower and am 

reading JD. After doing dish’s  

November 

11/3/1994 Thur. up 4:30am, study lesson, walked with Cody.  To church, been in church every day this 

week working on records.  Bro. Richard Brown with me except one day.  We have completed the box today 

and will do the H.Q. changes next.  Then the Baptisms and Priesthood Adv. and blessings.  Then we will be 

ready to have people check their records.  We also have R.S. V.T. to update.  H.T. is also due from priesthood 

to input in computer.    Closed loan Creech today.  Nellie was off.  Have a lot to do tomorrow. 

11/4/1994 4am, studied.  To church and worked on records, had family night, Mom interviewed for 2nd 

counselor in YW.  Mike and Skippy came over for dinner and the rest of the day.  I have had a headache for 4 

days.  I think lack of sleep and pressure of everything.  

11/7/1994 Mon. 3:30am, rough night but stayed in bed til 3:30 even though awake a lot.  Read Ensign, 

walked with Cody.  The night stars were really beautiful, so much so, I laid down in the middle of a little used 

road and stared up at the stars for a while.  Into church working on records.  To airport to meet Walter Jones 

Jr. who is running for congress as republican.  Josh and David Tunnel, Ruth and Oscar Betts were there from 

church.  Back to church, then to work.  Seems snowed under all day.  After supper, did Mom’s check book then 

read ensign til 9pm. Then to bed.  

11/8/1994 Tues. 2am, read ensign, walked with Cody, read ensign, showered, read and finished ensign. 

6:42am rested.  Took Mom to Ocracoke we had a good trip.  Stayed at Silver Lake Motel, a client of mine, at no 

cost.  Stayed up to 1am to watch election returns.  The republicans took control.  

11/9/1994 5am,  watched recap of elections.  To E.C. and worked until 8pm.  

11/10/1994 4am, read lesson, walked with Cody, worked at church til 8:30 then to work.  At night studied 

the commercial program. 

11/11/1994 Fri. 11/12/1994 Sat. to COA all day on refresher course on Real Estate Lic. 

11/12/1994  Sun. read Lesson, wash dishes, to office and did tithing and next two lessons on scriptures.  

Copied and put in lesson book, home taught Sis. Armstrong and Sawyer.  

11/13/1994 Mon. 3:30am, read lesson, walked with Cody, read RE investment program, cleaned dishes 

and kitchen, cooked waffles for boys, cleaned up  had boys do their rooms bring their clothes down.  Mom got 

call from John.  Mom to do Dads hair. To work late, worked on Jr. Suttle loan closing.  Mark had family night, 

Paul and I collected eggs.  Very tired today. 

11/14/1994 Tues. 2:30am, read lesson, walked with Cody, read financial stuff, rested 1 hr. read more 

business stuff. 

11/16/1994 12:30am, left 1:17am for charlotte, returned 3:14pm.  Got Pam’s equipment. 

11/17/1994 Thur. 5:30am, worked on learning computer, read lesson, went with Mom shopping, got cart, 

boom box for Mark, food, then home sleep for 3 hours then worked on computer til 11:40pm. 



11/18/1994 Fri. 4:30am, read lesson, walked with Cody hurricane off coast and the eye should go over 

Nags head around noon.  Hope our office holds up.  Study computer, microworks.  

11/19/1994 Sat. worked on computer, Microsoft programs, looked at holiday property. 

11/20/1994 Sun.  5:30am up study lesson, to church, reg. meetings, Pres Merrell spoke, we are not doing 

so well in etc. , got call from Ferlonys and they moving out end of month from  South Mills house, had to 

replace heater. 400.00. 

11/21/1994 Mon. 3:30am,  Walked, worked on computer, worked in office in morn, then to church for a 

couple of hours, then to VB, Va. to pick up the go cart.  To bed by 9:08pm after having sleeping an hour in the 

chair in living room. 

11/22/1994 Tues.  3:30, read lesson, walked by myself, read mail, worked on computer, tab works. Rested. 

11/23/1994 Wed. 4am, read lesson, walked with Cody, study computer, went to beach and worked with 

JR.  Then to office then to CG base to have Dr. ck. me. Then to church to work on records for an hour, then 

bought pizza for family. 

11/24/1994 Thur.  5:30am, read lesson, worked on computer, thanksgiving dinner Mike and Skippy and 

Kathy and Emil came in to dinner, had a good time had the boys split some big logs for me.  Plenty of good 

food and family love.  Missed our other kids.  Read ensign. 

11/25/1994 Fri.  4am, study lesson, walked alone, and worked on learning Compaq all day long on one 

program.  Watch planet of Apes film last night to bed about 11pm m read ensign. 

11/26/1994 Sat.  4:30am, study lesson, walked, read ensign, will work on another program today with 

computer.  Also have to work on H.T. list for H.P., Mike Yoder came over and split wood for about 4 hours 

yesterday.  I did not even know he was here til the end.  He sure is a good son.  

11/27/1994 Sun. 4am, read lesson, went in to office to get H.P. report  then went to church and put into 

computer.  Attended bishopric, Pec, Sac, priesthood and taught.  Got most of the work done.  Still have H.P. to 

kick out and also R.S. to finish putting in and getting her a copy. 

11/30/1994 Wed. 4am, been busy learning compar, studied lesson, worked on computer, worked on JR’s 

loan most of the time.  John Smith called and we set meeting for 2pm.  He has a 5% money avail. With 35% 

equity position.  They are willing to give me 1/3 of comm. They receive.  Need 4 million in hand in next ten 

days.   Checked house and that is not as bad as I thought it would be.  

December 

12/4/1994 Sun. 5am, to bed after 2am.  I have been overly busy with broker business, spent the whole 

day say from 4am to 2am working.  A number of people moving into the ward.  

12/10/1994 5am, Mom up from midnight.  She is worried about new loan we have, not sure it is good.  We 

both have colds.  I went into church to work on HT reports. Then to John Smith to voice some concerns, then 

home to rest.  Feeling bad, felt better towards noon.  Took Mom and Boys to Southland for her to get stuff for 

wreaths.  Spend a lazy day at home, to bed early 9:30pm 

12/11/1994 Sun. 5am, went to office to do copying and church work.  Then to church.  Held meetings and 

caught records up.  Taught my priest class.  Derrick Ranhorn came out for 1st time.  



12/12/1994 Mon. 5am, study computer program, to church with little work, then to office.  Very sleepy all 

day.  Taking pills and they allow me to breath but cause me to be sleepy. 

12/13/1994 Tuesday 2:30am, read lesson, and prepared for 2 lessons ahead, read church news. 

12/17/1994 Much has transpired, we found the new loan that had so much promise was a sham.   I am 

struggling to close JR’s loan and a few others.  Family getting ready for Xmas.  This is coming so fast.  The Lords 

is blessing me to have business to pay the bills.  

12/18/1994 Sun. 4:15am, read lesson, read ensign got breakfast, did dish’s, went to church, kicked out all 

class attendance sheets for 1st qtr. of 95 for all class’s.  Kicked out home teaching status (no HT assigned) only 

two names.  Updated records on member’s bishopric and pec meetings.  Taught Priest.  Had good interview 

with Derrick Ranhorn.  He is searching spiritually.  Went HT to Russell Hall and had a good talk.  Scott Wells 

came for lunch and we visit Jimmy Calvert to encourage them to come to church.  He has 12, 14, and 16 yr. old 

boys.  The 14 is slow.  

12/19/1994 Mon. 3:30am working on computer.  Did practice my talk for Xmas. Sac.  Went to church and 

did H.T. for R.S. President then to office and did bills.  Also updated my financial lines. Worked on JR. stuff etc.  

Had Chinese for Mom and boys. (Paul and Frank) older boys are over at Doug’s for night.  We watched Santa 

Clause movie on VCR.  Read the beginning of JD. # 9. 

12/23/1994          Fri.      Closed 3 loans in 3 days.  Really paying off lines well.  Not getting much sleep.  Finished 

church news and reading 9 Vo. JD.  Mom and I went to South Mills house to winterize.  Fire outside is taking 

care of our heat so far.  So thankful for the Lords help in our finances.  

12/28/1994      Read JP, finished church news.  Visited Dr. on elbow.  They sending me to Spec. in town to 

check it and my toe with numbness.  Frank came down and turned some stuff over to me for setting up his 

business accounting.  Spent time on his program.  Also worked on Jr. Suttle stuff.  Got home early, worked on 

fire outside and got it cleaned out and started again.  Also Columbus Eason paid 1,000. On his loan.  I am very 

tired.  

12/30/1994      3:52am.  Read JD, walked with Cody, Studied QuickBooks program.  Started my weight pills. 

Weigh 210 lbs.  Worked on Bobs Grill pkg. and checked on JR. Stuff.  Home early.  Rested for 1 hr.  

12/31/1994       4am, read JD. Spent restful Sat. fed fires and read more of JD.  Worked on QuickBooks 

accounting.  Trying to figure out check writing.  Rested.      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1995 

Shiloh 

I taught in the prison with Elders.  

 

We raised money for the ward. 



Our Family Reunion 

January 

1/2/95     3:30am, read JD to 9am and finished Vol. 9.  Worked on quickbooks program all day.  David had flat 

and I wnt and got him to gas station.  Had to order a tire for tomorrow.   

1/3/1995     3:50am, read lesson, walked with Cody, worked on inputting 1993 financial in quicken.  To work to 

van and Card to see Van’s at the beach.  Spent Just about all day with them.  

1/5/1995     Thur.     4am, read lesson, walked down stairs, watched 104th congress.  Opening with republicans 

in charge, worked on Whidbee and Bob’s Grill.  Very tired due to 4 hr. sleep.  I must get more sleep.  To bed 

prior to 9pm.  Sumi talked about buying our house, Mom and I talked.  We would let it go to them for 140,000 

even though we have it on the market for 175,000. 

1/9/1995     Mon.     4:15am, read lesson, walked, Cody has been missin for a couple of days.   To work and did 

end of month finances.  Worked on getting out a flyer on my south mills house.  Delivered to large R.E. Co. in 

town.  Home about 3:30 and took Mom in with food for the Missionaries.  Belt broke n car and spent a lot of 

time fixing that.  Get storm window fixed and got home about 7:30pm.  Poor boys had to eat without us.  

1/15/1995     Sun.     4:15am, study lesson, to church to catch up on records, had all meetikngs.  Talk temple 

marrage to priest.  Home Teached Russell Hull.  Mark and David went on exchange with missionaries.  We will 

go in at 7:30 to give Frankie the priesthood then to fireside for YM and YW on the BOM.  Tommorrow 

someone is coming to see the house from out of town.(3Hr).  



1/21/1995     Sat.     4am, read JD, walked, feed fire, Read JD, got haircut, workiing on Frank jr. deposits from 

94 all day til l:13am, rested. 

1/22/1995    Sun.     4am, studied lesson, to office and copied material for lesson on temples.  Bp to teach but I 

prepared incase he could not.  He was able to and did a great job.  Mike and Skippy came over in afternoon to 

eat and spend the day.  We sure do love them to visit and spend time with us.  Frank jr. called and so did 

Sheila.  She will be coming down 11 Feb. and Mom will fly up to help her drive down.  We had a good family 

night after Mike and Skippy left, on temples, david asked a lot of good questions.  

1/23/1995     Mon.     5:10am, read Ensign, walked with Cody, read more in Ensign.  I am 2 church news and 

the ensign behind plus the 10 Vol. Of JD.  Showed house, last night. 

1/24/1995     Tues.     4:05am,      read ensign, walked with Cody, finished ensign for Jan, read a little in church 

news.  Will be going to beach today.  Met JR. and Gave loan for him to consider.  Also met Frank B. and 

worked on closing out year.  Saw Salley for a few moments then home.  Rested 1 hour, read church news, took 

truck to gas station and found needed transmission, Mom took Paul to cub scouts.  

1/25/1995     Wed.     4am, read church news, walked with Cody, Mom and I went to VA. And checked on wall 

paper. That took til 1pm. Then to work and tried to catch up.  Took Mark to get work permit and to store for 

his work asignment, home late, 5:30pm, Mom and Frank to Scouts and YM-YW.  Cleaned up kitchin, Mom 

made great potato Soup.  Mark took truck in to Sams to get fixed and go to YM.  He is a good son.  Paul and I 

home by ourself.  I finished Church news and watched TV the rest of night to stay awake.  Til Mom came home 

at 9:15pm.  She bought a bread maker with Johns money from xmas to us.  We finally got to bed by 11pm. 

1/26/1995     Thur.     4:30am, Mom got up, I could tell she was not sleeping.  Read JD, we will try to get house 

wall papered today.  The house (south Mills) will be shown on Sun to folks coming in from out of town.  We 

worked til 4am and still did not finish it, that’s 24 hour awake streight.  Mom still had, get up and go, but I was 

beat.  We decided to quit due to making too many mistakes.   

Skippy and Mike and Kids stayed overnight.  Mom will baby sit while they go kyaking.  I will try to finish at 

work and come home to watch kids and Mom to try to finish wall papering. Back hurts a lot. 

1/27/1995     Fri.     got up at 8am, to work  and completed all pending then home to baby sit Sky and Ben.  

Mom sleep a couple of hours then went back to SM house to finish.  She’s not back at 1:30 yet, I fed kids etc. 

George and Doug are also spending the night.  My arm is giving me pain, I am not sure what causes it.  

1/28/1995     Sat.     5am, back to sleep after reading for 2.5 hours.  Relaxing day, had kids help cleanup and get 

wood.  Had dinner at Stake house with Pres. Pinger.  Mom Represented YW and their husbands were invited 

with them.  It was good to see Pres. Pinger again.  He is the Sr. 70 President.  He gave me a big hug.  I 

reminded him of his commitment to be here when they make E.C. a stake.  We took Janie Grill with us.  

1/29/1995     Sun.     5am, read JD, got family up.  Mom and 3 big boys to special Youth meeting with Pres. 

Pinger.  Paul and I went and picked up Janie Grill and took her up to conf.  After we went to Kathy and Emils to 

eat, then home.  Mom had new beginning meeting and I played risk with older boys, then had family night.  

Then played risk with young boys, Family night we talked about what David might hear when he visits the 

Baptist church next week. 

1/30/1995     Mon.     4am, read JD, woke family up at 6am.  Walked with Cody, to work, worked on JR loan 

also on other loans.  Took Pkg to Hilts. 



1/31/1995     Tues.     4am, read lesson walked with Cody, rested, read JD, went to work til 11:40 then up to 

South Mills house to paint and repair garage doors.  Mom met me threre and we both worked.  Mom took 

Paul and Frank to town.  Paul to Cub Scouts and Frankie to get new shoes.  I cleaned up house etc.  Read JD.  

February 

2/1/1995     Wed.     4am read lesson, JD, worked on computer and did some of Franks accounting, worked on 

accounting, paid bills, worked on house in afternoon.  

2/5/1995     Sun.     4:30am, read lesson, JD, to church, worked on records, had meetings, Home teaching 2 

families after church.  Mike and skippy and kids over, played games, George and Doug came over.  Played risk.  

Very cold, using a lot of wood, but outside system doing well.  

2/7/1995     Mon.     5am, read church news, tried working on finances program quicken and ram is full.  

Couldn’t work on , to work set up closing for shirley Brinkley.  Worked on Stallings, Hickman.  Went to Dr. King 

and had part of toe neil taken off.  Home early, helped Mom on putting up curtains, took Davids tire to get 

replaced and put on for him since he was working.  Feed outside fire most of the time.  

2/8/1995     Wed.     4:30, read and finishe church news, read JD. Vol 11. Started today.  Sumi called and it 

snowed about 2 inch’s.  I called all the kids and Mom.  Feed fire outside, that is most snow for a number of 

years.  Went to work and did JR. loan, tithing, then returned home, rested.  

 

 

2/10/1995     Fri.     4;30am, read lesson, JD, took Mom to A/P to go to Mich. With Sheila.  They to drive back 

tomorrow.  Got chinese for little boys and myself.  Closed loan for Shirley Brinkly.  Bought repair items for 

door and screen and door bell.  Mom called and made it safely.   

2/11/1995     Sat.     5:10am, read JD. page 8 Vol 11, wash clothes fixed front door bell and screen, also utilitiy  

door locks.  Cleaned house with boys and finished 1 bag of nuts.  Mom and Sheila got here 9pm, I am sure 

thankful for there safe trip.  Most of sheila kids sleep with her in the living room. 

2/12/1995     sun.     5am, read lesson, cleanup dish’s, to church for meetings.  Lots of people wanted records 

printed out.  Spent the day with Sheila and family.  David went to 1st temple class and make it to priest 

fireside. 



2/13/1995     Mon.     4:25am Read JD. but to page 109 Vol 11. Walked with Cody to dump road.  He sure gets 

those dogs worked up.  Sheila and the kids went to the Browns all day.  I took a loan out to Hilts to evaluate.  

 

2/14/1995     4:30am, read lesson, JD , walked with Cody, worked in office in morning.  Took Mom out to lunch 

for valintimes.  Sumi dropped the two smallest and Ben was home and when I took Mom we left Sheila to care 

for  all of them (10). Skippy and Mike came over  and Sumi to picked up her kids.  The older kids enjoyed 

talking together, Read JD.  

Dad, Sumi and grand kids   Frankie and Paul 

2/15/1994     Wed.     4:30, mom up with headache, during the night.  I cleaned up and got kids off so she 

could sleep in.  worked on outside wood stove and got it cheaned by evening and fire going.  Worked on 

Organization of my leaders etc.  Mom to YW. and boys to YM.  Paul and I home, David worked tonight.  Sheila 

spent day at Browns. 

2/16/1995     Thur.     4:30am, had good night, read lesson, JD, walked short walk with cody, cleaned up, 

worked on Frank Jr. Stuff.  To beach with meeting with Frank B. then home.  Read new church News and 

finished it.  Kathy came down to visit with Emil.  Also Skippy and Mike and family eat with uis.  Played spades, 

sheila went to dinner with sumi and we put kids to bed at 9am.  

9/17/1995     Fri.     4:30am, read lesson and JD.  Cleaned, worked on Frank Jr. Finances then to work for the 

morning.  Spent afternoon with kids.  All the family except boys out west came in for my birthday.  Had lots of 

food and desert’s and enjoyable both, birthday.   

2/18/1994     Sat.     4:30am, Mom and sheila and kids (Browns) left at 6:15am for Mi.  I read lesson and JD, 

then did wash all day and repaired chairs all morning.  Took Paul to Movie, (Richy Rich), met Frankie there who 

had been at Hughes all day.  We also took care of fire and chickens.  Our food for the whole day was left overs 

from my birthday dinner the night before. Mom finally called 9:39pm telling me she had arrived in Mi.  

2/19/1995     Sun.     4:30am, read lesson and JD, to church 6:30.  Taught SS the investigators class and priest 

quorum.  Left directly to A/P to get Mom. At 3:33pm.  We stoped at home then to eagle court of honor for the 

weeks boys.  John and all both got eagle.  Then home, Mom played spades with us and had a good time.  She 

is fun to play with. 

2/20/1995     4am, read JD. walked, to store and bought paint supplies for SM house.  Worked at office, got 

closing date for JR. 3 March.  

2/21/1995     3:30am, read JD. and walked and checked on chairs.  Rested, to church and worked on records to 

9:30am.  Then to work and got lender files streighten out.  To SM house and painted. 



2/22/1995     Wed.     3:30am, read JD, walked with Cody and Mom, up old trap road.  To church and worked 

on records til 9:30am, to office.  Left Nellie go, she is feeling bad, I left about 2:30 to go to SM house to paint.  

Home to help Mom put food away.  Then everyone but Paul and I left, some did home worf.  I started to feel 

bad about 8pm and went to bed with the flu.  Skippy and Mike brought Ben over for us to baby sit.  They are 

going sking.  

2/23/1995     Thur.     up 12:45am, feeling bad, read JD. in bathroom and down in living room.  Had Mom rub 

me trying to get catchs of rest.  Temp 100 deg. Nellie called she is sick.  Told her to stay home and I would try 

to get in. 

2/24/1995     Fri.     12:45am, Read JD, went back to bed at 5am, got up and went to work.  Really feeling bad.  

Stayed til 11am then back home. Spent rest of day in bed.  Mom made me some bread pudding.  

2/25/1995     Sat.     1:10am, read JD. and 2 days worth of papers.  Back to bed at 7:15am.  Throat sore and I 

have the run’s but stomack does not hurt like yesterday and my headache is not as bad also I don’t have chills 

like had yesterday.  To bed at 7:14pm with bad headache, Mom is a dance with YW at albemarle and not sked 

to be home til 11:30pm.  

2/26/1995     Sun.     12am read the ensign, Mom and family safely in bed and I feel asleep in chair in living 

room.  Back to bed at 4am.  Woke 6 and talked to Mom for a few minutes, read more in Ensign, have finished 

Vol. 11 of JD.  

2/27/1995     Mon.     3am, read JD, sleep in chair in living room 1.5 hours.  Read more JD, going to work today, 

had standard breakfast and my stomach is still not all right but will do ok.  We showed home in south mills 

today at 5pm.  Showed home but I don’t think people can afford it.  Bed 11:30pm.  

2/28/1995     Tues.     3:30am, read JD, page 79 Vol. 12.  Fixed Moms blazer window and checked her fluids.  

Needed to order another window part today.  Also should get slip on work suit at store.  Need the follow up 

on closing for Fri.  Need to work on house.  

March 

3/1/1995     Wed. 4:45am, read JD, sit in recliner in living room til time to wake up Mom and read some more.  

My throat is brothering me quite a bit, I will have to have it checked today.  Must finish lenders files and figure 

a way to sort by tab they do.  Don’t think I will go to SM house today.  Need to let my body rest and get rid of 

this cold.  Also started my diet pills again this morning.   

The balance budget constitional ammenment did not get enough votes yesterday, they are one short and 

should be voting on it today.  I hope  it pass’s that will effect our country a lot.    

3/2/1995     Thur.     4:30am, read JD. and ensign, to work early, worked on comm. Lenders files. 

3/3/1995     Fri.     5:15am, read JD, to work early, cleared more files out.  To prison unit to arrange for working 

in Prison.  Mom and I to go out to VA.  Tonight to eat and sleep.  Today we were told President Hunter has 

died, only Pres. for 9 months. 

3/4/1995     Sat.     5am, read JD, took family out to cut wood in the cain.  David was a big help and of course 

Mom.  Mark was working at job and missed being with us.  We got a full loan of logs to cut up at home.  



3/5/1995     Sun.     5am, read JD, I will no longer teach the priest.  Set up training at Maple Prison, did a lot of 

reports for different people.  David to temple class at 4pm.  Held family night showed video howard W. 

Hunter, very good.  David ask for a blessing.  To take truck on ski trip leaving  3:33-am.  I gave it to him.  

3/6/1995     Mon.     4am, read JD, walked, worked on chain saw, read JD,back to bed for rest, shower, to 

church to work.  

3/7/1995     Tues.     5am, read JD, to church but Bro. Brown on computer so to work.  Did end of month 

financial and worked on records and JR. loan most of day.  Went home 3 to help cut firewood up.  Get 

pictures. 

3/8/1995     Wed.     4am, read JD. and church news, to house in SM and puttied windows til 9:30am, to work 

and strugged all day in trying to get trouble between Bob Gliden and JR. ironed out.  Finally did, we close Fri.  

On exechange, visted Jimmy Calvert and Columbus Eason. 

3/9/1995     Thur.     4am, Mom up and can’t sleep.  Read JD. 

3/14/1995     Tues.     5:30am, Frank Jr. was here last night and we covered his tax situation for past 5 years.  

Did not finish til 1:30am.  Read JD, cut logs in back yard for a couple of hours, to work and worked mainly on 

Frank Jr. 1990  tax info.  Looked at tillers and probley will get one tomorrow for about 850.00 that pulls behind 

the lawn tgractor.  Mom and boys at cubs and older boys working .  to sleep when got home from work for 2 

hours, then did dishs for Mom and cleaned eggs. 

3/15/1995     Wed.     4am, Read JD, Need to get disk to church on temple ready program for 2 of Mom’s 

people.  Meeting Sis. Brown at 8am, also need to split wood and get hair cut and paint at SM house.  Will 

continue with Franks Stuff and try to move along on 1990 taxes.  Picked up Culavater for garden and hooked 

to tractor and did garden til after dark.  Did not split wood in evening.  

3/16/1995     Thur.     4:30am Read JD. (Vol. 13), rotatilled garden for a couple of hours.  Got hair cut, then 

took go cart to VB and had clutch fixed.  Also met with Jerry Koutus on 115% L/V loan.  Back home rested for a 

few minutes then worked in garden again.  Took Paul to get haircut, then picked up Mark after his practing 

track. We then did the wood.  Mark finished it when I got tired.  Picked nuts. 

3/17/1995     Fri.     Up read JD, left for temple about 8:30am.  Took Aunts Mabel and Florence Bloom, did all 

the work for them. 

3/18/1995     To temple.  Has great experence.  A man came up to me in the vail workers office.  He was an 

Vail worker also and ask if I knew Frank T. Yoder.  Since I had my tag on, I thought he was pulling my leg and 

said no I did not, then he said he had been trying many years to locate Frank T. Yoder, even went to church 

H.Q. to try to locae him.  I said I was him and he was very excited and told me his story.  In 1960 he found a 

BOM in the day room of Sand Island in Hawaii.  He started to read it and took it home with him.  For the next 9 

years he would read it on and off.  Then in 1969 missionaries came to his house.  He normally would not let 

anyone in, but because of the Book of Mormon he allowed them to come in.  He and family were baptised and 

since the writing in the BOM stated if any one would like more info contact Frank T. Yoder, he wanted to let 

me know what had happen.  I learn 2 lessons. 1. Even after 35 years, great things can happen by placing the 

BOM. 2. His prayers were finally answered after all this time.. 

3/20/1995     Mon.     4:30am, Read JD, got Mark and David up to help me clean the chicken coop.  Put 

droppings on garden along with pile of ash from wood stove.  David Finished spliting the wood.  I cullivated 

the garden and stock split wood and racked up the mowed the coral.  Then off to work, busy all day then 



home, eat, loaded equip. on truck and mowed South Mills house.  Mom painted and wash front poarch, little 

boys picked up sticks. 

3/21/1995     Tues.     4:30am, read Church News on Pres Hunters Death, read new loan program for training in 

the afternoon.  Worked on Franks stuff, then had training in afternoon for all offices.  Took Paul home, Mom 

has R.S. play she is worring about tonight.  

3/22/1995     Wed.     4:30am, read JD, left for work, worked on Franks taxes, finished 91 and 92, went home in 

afternnon and finished 93.  Hope to finish 94 tomorrow. 

3/23/1995     Thur.     4:30am, Read JD, worked on Franks Taxes and finished 94.  To office and worked on 

leaders and files most of day.  Took a loan from woman who was in bankrupsy from Va.  Also talked to the 

pres. of Credit B. on Booker Armstong.  He has not made a payment for 7 months.  At home I finish putting in 

door knob in utility bathroom. Mom and I planned garden out, it is 52 x 57 feet and with rows 4 ft.,apart for 

tiller we can get 19 rows.  Might be less if we do planting in squares.  

3/24/1995     Fri.     4:30am, rough night for sleeping, keep waking up .  Mom was up early and stayed down 

stairs.  She must have haad a hard time sleeping.  Read JD, Read a lot of work material,  Went to SM house 

with Mom and put in dead bolt.  Also put door knob on utility bathroom.  We stoped by Russell Hull. 

3/25/1995     Sat.     4:30am, read JD, business, took Mark and David to wood and the loan.  Then Mark had to 

get ready to go to work so David and Frankie and I did next load, then David felt bad so he went home, Frankie 

and I did last load.  Mom went to YW from SL broadcast and I picked up Paul , we were home alone.  Watch 

John Wayne after picked nuts and cleaned up, read new church News, finished it.   

3/26/1995     Sun.     5am, read JD, to church, worked on quarterly class attence for all organization.  Did stake 

disk update, ward conf. Also started to input RS visiting teaching.  Rested afternoon, to priesthood at stake 

with boys. 

3/29/1995     Wed.     worked on tilling up hump in corall, did more church work and cleared stuff from mail 

and weekend.  Alsos went to beach.  Saw Frank B. Jr. Suttle and Sally and EJ Burnham.  Worked on Sally stuff, 

she agreed to let me handle her finances.  E.J. to help me.  Today up at 4:15am, Red JD, walked last three days 

with Mom and Cody.  Collected piles to be burn and picked up sticks in yard.  Dad a small load of dirt to area 

Mom worked on yesterday.  Will be going to beach today to help Salley move, then look at restaurant and 

meet with Bob Glidden, to night train at prison.  

3/30/1995     Thur.     4:15am, read JD, church maz, ensign, to work, worked on Franks Jr. Taxes all day, baby 

sat while Mom went to stake YW. Meeting.  

3/31/1995     Fri.     4:30am, Read JD. and ensign, to work, finished 1994 taxes for Frank. Missing stuff in 93-94, 

went to loan closing.  Interviewed client for loan to buy boys out.  Received application for Next Mo.   

took Mark, Frankie, Paul  to cut a load of wood.  Sprain my thumb and got cut on leg.  I am too old to dodge 

any more.  Birty Knighten called, first time in any years and was good to hear from her.  Read ensign.  

 

April 



4/1/1995     Sat.     4:30, read JD. and ensign, cut wood all morning.  David, Frank and Paul.  About 10 Emil and 

Kathy came to help also.  Then took tractor and tiller to Jimmy Calverts and did his garden for him.  Then up to 

south mills house and sprayed bleach to kill green on house.  Did not finish it.  

4/2/1995     Sun.     5am, clock turned back, to church, worked on records til 11:30am.  Today is simi-annual 

conf.  went to 12-2pm and 4-6.  Then Mom and I went H.T. and V.T. to three families.  Held family night. 

4/3/1995     Mon.     Up at 4am, read ensign, to south mills house to spray bleach on bricks and siding to rid of 

green stuff.  Got home and truck had to be taken to gas staion to fix it, it would not start.  Had a lot of trouble 

getting it to them.  Then to work, droped 4  chain saw sbldes to get sharpen.  When arrived home after work, 

got two loads of wood with Mark and Paul. 

4/4/1995     3:30am, read ensign, in the dark I did two loads of dirt in the truck.  To work, closed one loan but 

not the other.  Read church news. 

4/5/1995     4:30am, read JD. and finished ensign.  Studied different programs for work, to office, cancled loan 

for Jean Towels, did not feel good.  Brought Kentucky Fryed Chicken for dinner.  Paul and I did Chickens and 

brought up to poarch wood.  Did wash for mom, she at scouts and YW;.  Read New Church News. 

4/6/1995     Thur.     5am, read JD, study work stuff, long day at office.  Took Mom to Shiloh restaurant for 

anniversity (38 yrs) to bed by 10pm.  

4/7/1995     Fri.     Read church news, JD, went to work early to work on Franks records.  After work Mark and I 

cut 1 loan of wood, waited o talk to Frank Jr. about his taxes.  They got her at 11:30pm, Am too tired to stay 

up. 

4/8/1995     Sat.     Frank and Jo Ann left about 7:15, took Frankie with them.  Davids arms hurt so we could not 

do wood.  I dug and hauled dirt from the middle of the corral.  Got a loand of pine straw from south mills 

home , put ping pong table in barn with David and Emils help.  Kathy and Emil stopped by and she did our 

dishs for us.  Bought a hideaway bed for 25.00 on side of road for Pool house.  Dug more dirt in late afternoon  

Mom went to scout, should help til noon and then to BQ sale at school.  We lead too busy a life.  Read JD. 

4/9/1995     Sun.     4:30am, read JD then to church for meetings.  Frank and Jo Ann  and kids to eat with us 

prior to flying back to Las Vegas.  Sis. Brown came VT for mom 3:06pm. I rested, played spades, Frankie shot 

his rocket off for all to see.  Read JD. had family night, Mike and Skippy and kids over til Family night.  Mom 

and I talked to David about making excuses and your word is your bond.  Also we do not feel he should stay 

overnight after prom. At the beach.  

4/10/1995     4:30am, Read JD, loaded dirt, roto tiled pile in correll, Mom leveled and seeded areas we filled.  

When return home after work took small boys and cut wood and hauled back home, Frankie did very well, 

could almost move and pickup as big a piece as I. I was quite sore. 

4/11/1995     4:30am, read JD, worked on computer, showed house 8:15am.  Loaded truck of pine straw and 

brought back to home. After work did another load, cracked nuts by Mom and I and she picked as we watched 

TV.  

4/12/1995     4:30am, Read JD.  Studied two files that I had to work on, took kids to school.  Paul and Frankie, 

worked on OWP accounting program, I got update, it was really different, had to spend all day learning who to 

get into it to write checks.  Paul and I spent the evening together, everone else at work or track meet or 

church.  Picked a whole bag of nuts. 



4/13/1995     3:30am     Thur. Read JD. Went in early to work on Franks taxes, showed house tired. 

4/14/1995     Fri.      awake a lot last night.  Went walking with Mom and Paul and three dogs, worried 

someone gets it so we walked short.  Worked on acc. Program, brought chinese dinner and the loaded of 

wood prior to saw breaking.  Read Jesus the Christ.  

4/15/1995     Sat.     5am, Read JD, for sac talk on easter.  Moved the lawn, took Mower and tiller to Harold Jr. 

to put extentin on for tiller, he would not take any pay for it.  Said he owed me, I guess for trying to help his 

father, droped off chain saw which was broker, picked up log spliter from base and David helped til 11:30 then 

the little boys worked all day long.  They did a great job, Mark helped a little when he got home from work.  

David trimed and dug up one bed in the morning for me.  All the kids worked, Mom was at YM camp meeting 

in the Stake.  

4/16/1995     Sun.     5am, got good nights sleep, worked on talk for easter program.  Even got to church late 

but felt good, took materila from Jesus the Christ on the resurrection.  Skippy and Mike and Kids came to visit.  

We also went to look and figure out Marks eagle projmect.  Read JD. 

4/17/1995     Mon.     4:30am, read JD, walked with Mom, culvated garden, Harold Jr. fixed an extention to my 

mower for me and that was a big help.  He would not take anything for it. Said he owed me much.  I guess 

when I tried to help his dad.  I spoke in church yestereday.  Told how the little boys and I were getting ready to 

chop wood and Paul had no cap on.  I said “Paul your going to get cold with no cap on” and he looked at me 

and said “I got hair”.  Went to beach and met with salley, took over her finances and brought her check book 

home.  Bought in large azala’s plants for Mom to help her place them in the correl.  Read JD. again. 

4/18/1995     Tues.     3:30am, read and finished Vol. 13 TD.  Fixed Mom hair dryer.  Worked like mad to get 

cleared at work.  Went to CG , Dr. at CG, he cut finger to release the fluids.  Hurt bad when he squized out 

infection.  Got Mark set up with wood spliter.  He and David did that.  Had to buy new chain saw from lowes, 

2.1c for 157.00.  Old one broke.  Mom and Paul to cub scouts.  Read, chain saw some big pieces of wood in the 

yard.  Read JD. And church news.  Ashley Cosgrove my granddaughter came to spend the night.  Paul went to 

Aarons for the night.,  

4/19/1995     Wed.     4am, Read JD, went to work early, cleared misc. stuff, showed house at 12:30, women 

wants house.  I will have to figure how to make it work.  Home rested.  Mom went food shoping and did not 

get back til 7:30pm.  Read new church News. 

4/20/1995     Thur.     4am, read Church News, JD, in to work early.  Worked on my finances.  Sallye, Frank JR. 

Mom went shoping today instead of 19th. 

4/21/1995     Fri.      3:30am, walked, read church news, finished it, read JD, tilled garden again and mowed 

correl and graves.  Showed Mom what I wanted boys to do with wood.  Worked on franks stuff and Salleys.  

4/22/1995     Sat.     4am, Read JD. Took Mark for load of wood then little boys.  The chain oil is not working, 

fixed go cart chain, mowed south mills house.  Mom planted garden. 

4/23/1995     Sun.     5am, Read JD. To church for all meetings.  Taught Davids Class, gave future events.  H.T. 

Sis Armstrong.  Looked at car for sale in weeksville.  Mom and Mark and Frankie to fireside.  Sheila called to 

check on us.  John called a couple of nighs ago and James also.  Our kids really keep track of us, how blessed 

we are.  Read JD.  



4/24/1995     Mon.     4am, Read JD, worked on Franks files, 1994 got income down a lot.  Spent most of my 

morning working on South Mills house.  Following up on interested people.  Took Mark and David to work on 

Marks eagle project.  We have sky and Ben for a week.  While Skippy goes out to Mike to check homes. Read 

JD. 

4/25/1995     Tues.     2:35am, Read JD, worked on chain saw and edger.  Took Sky to school, spent whole day 

finding a car for Mom.  Got 89 Pon. 81,000 miles, our blazer plus 700.00 I think great deal. 

4/26/1995     Wed.     5am, Read JD. Worked on computer.  Mike to work, paid bills , sad time, worked on 

Sallye checks, covered all loans in hand and gave Nellie instructions as to what to do.  Got pizza for family since 

Mom had to go in early.  Helped Paul with homework and he helped Ski. 

4/27/1995     Thur.     4am, read and finished church news, JD, studied broker material, got Coast Guard sticker 

on Moms new car.  Also put air in tires.  Heat gage due next week.  Worked on Sallyes stuff.  Also on loans, got 

edger working and edged every where.  Also mowed front area.  Read JD.  

4/28/1995     Fri.     4:20am, not much sleep, 4 hrs. read JD, studied broker business, worked on loans, Nellie 

moved office around.  Home early, tired and read JD.  

4/29/1995     Sat. 4:20am, Read JD, studied Crestar program, Mom and Paul and I cut 1 load of wood, then 

Michael came and he and Paul and I cut 1.5 loads.  I am very tired and will rest and read JD. 

4/30/1995     Sun.     4am, read JD, sleep 8 hours, very tired then sleep another hour in chair in living room.  To 

church, attended all meeting with hold family night with super film on Christ and BOM.  They want me to 

teach the EQ. priesthood class for 3 months.  

May 

5/1/1995     Mn.     4:30am, Read JD, worked on broker stuff.  To church, did RS VT records for Ruth Betts.  To 

office and worked all day.  Offer to buy 89 toyota accepted 1,000. To close tomorrow.  

5/2/1995     Tues.     Read JD, studied broker stuff, to work, bought toyota, set up closing of James Jerome 

loan.  Picked up toyota.  Mom did all the legal stuff.  Finished Vol. 14 JD in morning.  Paul got on back of toyota 

as Mark drove away.  It scared Mom to death.  We restricted Mark for that.  Read JD. vol. 15 1st pages. 

5/3/1995     Wed.     2:30am, my cold got me up with sore throat. Read JD. 50 pages, sleep 1 hr. 5-6am in chair 

down stairs.  To work and worked on Franks 1993 taxes.  To lecture at COA. 9-noon on net. (info highway). 



Closed James Jerome loan and set 2 loan closing for next Monday for Alvan Overton.  Spent night with Paul, 

everyone else gone.  We studied his spelling and he read Garfield and I church news which I started and 

finished tonight.  Read JD, also fixed boys light, replaced bulb. 

5/4/1995     Thur.     3:50am, Read JD. Fixed toilet seat in utility bathroom.  Had to cut with hack saw.  Worked 

on Franks taxes.  Advertisment for homes maz.  Also with different clients throughout the day.  Read JD. in 

evening, have read 50 pages last two days.  Very tired and will go to bed early tonight. 

5/5/1995     Fri.     11:30, Read JD, sleep 5-6, Read JD. to work, quite a day, counseled a number of church 

members, 2 loans sked. for Monday closing cancled and lots of other problems.  

5/7/1995     Sun.     5:30am, Read Ensign, held all meetings.  Taught the EQ.  I thought during the week but had 

no idea.  Just let the spirit guide and he did, was a good lesson. 

5/8/1995     Read Ensign, to work, tried to get as much done as possible.  Had a flat tire and also another bald 

one, so had to get two new ones. Prior to leaving for charlotte 6hrs.  spent night in motel, finished ensign. 

5/9/1995     Read JD, then on to my meetings.  9-12 with Crestar then headed home, car ran hot in Raleigh.  

Got that fixed and got home 7pm.  Caught up on reading mail and papers etc.  Read JD.  The trip  there and 

back I listen to Matt. Mark, Luke and John in the car. 

5/10/1995     Wed.     4:30am, Read JD, went to work early with truck to get log spliter after work.  Handled a 

lot of pressure stuff.  Paid Sallyes PU bill, she still owes 400. And got water bill for 4 months.  Also her car 

payment due on 18th, not enough money to handler her bills.  Worked on other loans, went home to split 

wood with boys.  Finished all and stacked and cleaned up.  

5/11/1995     Thuir.     3:30am, Read JD, worked on loans, then to Lowes and bought supplies for Marks eagle 

Proj. (51.00). Then to work , put out fires all day.  Tried one section of bridge in swamp with Mark after work.  

5/12/1995     Fri.     3:50am, Read JD, less then 75 pages on Vol. 15 to go.  Mom went with me to beach.  Met 

with Jerome on repair my office, Sallye, Frank B. And one other client.  Frank gave me a check for 1,900.00 

which really helped.  

5/13/1995     Sat.     5am, Read JD, fixed or identified all circuit breakers.  Went to South Mills with little boys, 

they picked up sticks and strawberry while I mowed front and back.  Helped Mom change oil in machinery.  

Edged walks and driveway.  Went to town to fix mower tire and air filter, could not do either, got chinese for 

family .  Read JD.  

5/15/1995     Sun.    5am, awake a lot last night then would fall back to sleep.  Read JD, then looked up 

scriptures on the spirit world, preaching etc.  Went to different meeting, taught the EQ. on the newpaper 

article “Mormon Heaven”, had a good spiritual class.  Art Simmons talked, a lot a little neg.  Also showed an 

orig. BOM 1st. printing.  After class Art came and said I was a great teacher, especially to put up with him.  I 

told him I enjoyed teaching and his remarks.  Mike and Skippy came over and all of the kids called and chiped 

in for mothers day a white dogwood tree.  She was really happy with that.  Art called to appolige for his 

actions in class and said he was giving the Bishop a letter to be taken off the roles of the church.  I told him it 

did not bother me for him to be in my class and just give me some time to try to answer some of his questions.  

He had made his mind up but wanted to tell be before he did it.  That gave me a sad feeling for the next 

couple of hours.  Then I called back and ask if I could come out and talk.  He said he was tied up and had made 

his mind up but thanks me for caring.  I still feel sad.  We had family night after Mike and Skippy went home.  

We had film on the prophets testimony then I told a few stories. 



5/20/1995     Sat.     Lots of work from last time wrote.  Today up 4:30am, Read JD, did some work on 3 loans, 

got boys up and did dishs from night before.  Loaded truck for Marks eagle project.  Went to town and picked 

up 2 boys  plus Mark, Frank, and I .  Jeff Hampton and son came for a few hours then his son played ball and 

they had to go to that.  We started at 8:30 and finished 11:04am.  Went to house and had lunch, then I took 

the boys home and I went to the SM house and mowed.  Tonight I showed properity .  Frank and kids came 

about 3:15pm and Mike and skippy coming.  We will have birthday party for Paul, Ben and Emma.   

5/21/1995     Sun.     4:30am, Read JD, studied scriptures for inspiration to teach elders Q. today.  Had reg. 

meeting and taught HT to EQ.then HTVT. Sis Sawyer.  Rested, to Emmas baptism, then saw Churck Huff looking 

at home in SM and stoped and showed it to him.  Mike and Skippy and Kids were here with boys the whole 

time.  We were away from home.  Emma sang two songs at her baptism which was great.  Read JD.  

5/22/1995     Mon.     5am, Read JD, Mom walked, I have not walked for a long time due to pressure of work.  

Using my early morning on that with pills I am taking.  I have lost much weight (power Trim) and also gained 

energy so I don’t feel like dieing if I don’t walk.  However I will try to start walking next week since I know that 

will be good for me.  My thoughts have been on the challenge I gave to the EQ to double their home teaching 

this week.  I will try to follow up on that!  Worked all day on business, at night visited Jimmy Calvert and he 

and I went to see Joe McPherson.  Very inspired visit and committed them both to HT with me.  Jimmy Tues. 

and Joe Thur.  Jimmy Wed with Son.  Got David to get 3 families Sat. 3-6 and I am trying to cover others 

between. 

5/23/1995     Tues.     4:30am, read church news, worked on bkr business, then to church for roster.  After 

work went out with Jimmy Calvert, got 6 families, read church news. 

5/24/1995     Wed. 4:30am, read and finished church news, worked a little on bkr and on HT families visted 

list.  To work early, had lots so do and can’t seem to get caught up.  Helped Bro. Northwood put his A/C in his 

house.  After work showed house, then took Jimmy Calert out home teaching again.  Got 4 families, Read 

ensign.  

5/25/1995     Thur.     5am, Read ensign, reviewed one file and another material, to work, followed up on all 

files, worked on organization of lenders.  Home eat, and went HT with Joe McPherson. Got 4 families.  He said 

he was afride to go HT, this afternoon but the night was great and he felt great.  He had never been home 

teaching and felt tired and hurt when he came home from the 1st day of work for 2 months.  HE just had 5 

bypass surgery.  We now have 39 visited and are going to make our mark of 48 or double the HT.  These nights 

have been very spiritual as we have been lead by the Holy Ghost, 

5/26/1995     Sat.    5am, read Ensign, worked on opening pool.  Mowed and trimmed all yards.  Burned pile 

and calivated garden.  Dug beds by pool house and 

grave yard.  Went to River spree, rest and spent the 

rest of the night with Paul, Mom and Frankie at 

home.                                       Mark ready for prom 

5/27/1995     Sun.    5am, Read and finished the 

ensign for next month.  Went into meeting, had to go 

and pick up Jimmy Culvert at 11:15am, Joe 

McPherson was hurting too bad to go to church.  

Taught great lesson throught the Holy Ghost that 

touched my spirit and those that were in the class.  

My son David was in the class, many good comments 



but I know the spirit spoke through me to the class on Home Teaching.  Susan Goodwin called and her 

daughter Beta is missing from the night before, so Mom and I went to look for her and ended up at Susans. 

We gave consel and confort.  Her dau. Had called a friend at 1pm so she is still ok.  Kent and Judson was there.  

We then came home and spent time with Mike and Skippy watching film on Pres. Hinkley then to bed very 

late. 12:20am. 

5/29/1995     Mon.     5:30am, read lesson for priesthood on HG; worked on HT for EQ and that took quite 

along time.  To work, spent more time on Quorum organization.  Then worked on lenders and programs.  

Phone stopped working, home and Skippy and Mike were there.  Its memorial day but I had to work.  For 

family night we had the film Gorden B. Hinklly.  Skippy and Mike went home prior to that.  Reviewed lesson.  

5/30/1995     Tues.     4am, Read lesson, then walked, check pool, help Mom get matress for Sumi.  To work 

and worked on lenders, home and rested, worked on pool, flag pool, study lesson. 

5/31/1995     Wed,     4:30am, Read lesson, decided to shift to HT lesson in the lesson manuel, feel impressed 

that what EQ needs this Sunday.  Walked, worked on pool a little.  Cleaned home with kids, Mom to beach to 

clean cottages.  To work, got copy Mach. Fixed. Worked on lenders and did Sally 1 & 2 mo. Statements.  

Reviewed loan for Frank B. Home and pool mach. Not working, worked on that for quite a while.  Picked up 

Paul at 7:30pm and did spelling words with him.  Everyone else at YMYW, read church news and lesson.  

June 

6/1/1995     4:30am, Read lesson, finished church news, walked with Cody.  You should have seen a tigar cat 

chase Cody, really funny, worked all day on exchanges with elders, saw Susan and Joe McPherson, Jimmy 

Calvert and  Skipper Burnette and Elwood Hilts, spent most of my nite at Elwoods.  Worked on report for EQ 

HT, got to bed after midnight.  No walking for me tomorrow. 

6/2/1995     Fri.     5:30am Read Lesson, worked on BKR, conseled Mom on YW program.  Wrote up partnership 

with Elvin Overton for truck business.  To Sumi’s with cookies then to work.  Did Loans, my bills, and Ed and 

Jean Pkg. (Silver Lake Motel), pickup meat at butcher’s and droped home, then went to beach to see client.  

Back home  at 9pm, long day.  Spent time with family and did not get ot bed until after midnight.  

6/3/1995     Sat.     5:30am, read lesson, JD, then spent time laying out lesson.  Also have to prepare for HT 

training Sun.  and our prison visit Tues. Mom has camp practice at church.      Mark and Cody 

6/4/1995     Sun.     5:30am, read lesson, to office and 

did some transparences for training.  Taught EQ HT 

lesson 28 in book.  Had training for Sr. HT in 

afternoon and then went out and HT with President 

Kynston. 

6/5/1995     Mon.     4:30am. Read lesson, worked on 

auto loan for 1 million, to work at 9:30am.  Busy on 

closing loans and other work necessary to do close 

loan at 4pm and tried to get Shirley Brinkly to meet 

with me.  Visited the Needhams and welcome them 

back home.  Mom took Cream Puffs for them.  We had family night.  Mom told me in her YW Pres. meeting 

the Presidents and YW Pres. meet. The sister missionaroys ask for YW to go on exchange and some of the 

young sisters said, they did not want to go.  The YW president said, I know how you feel and we will not ask 



the girls.  Mom said, can I say something, “many times I have meeting I have to go to and would rather do 

other things, but my Husband always say’s that if you go you will be glad you did.  So I go and am always glad I 

did, they will feel good doing the work of your Heavenly Father.”  YW pres. said, yes we should, so when they 

asked the girls two hands shoot up.  The Hammon girl and the Mesowski girl.  Mom felt good that she 

encouraged it to happen.  Read JD, Thomas Huggins called and said he got Billy Arledge HT tonight, he is 

excited.  

6/6/1995     Tues.     3am, Read lesson, worked on lender pkgs, then back to bed about 4:30am for ½ hour.  To 

work, paid bills, worked on different projects, had a number of interviews, Nellie friend Jonni was killed today 

at Morgan Corner.  Nellis was quite brokern up and took the rest of the day off.  Went to Maple Prison to 

teach tonight with Bob Garrett.  Had two fellows there.  I taught most, gave overview of things we will be 

covering.  When got home (had been raining all day), Paul wanted me to take him to friends house to get 

mouse pad for game he had, so I did that.  

6/7/1995     Wed.     2am, could not sleep, worked on Bkr business til 4:30, back to bed, up at 7am and off to 

work.  We are so far behind on Bkr business.  Closed another loan.  Went HT. with Mom to Sumi, Skippy and 

Susan Goodwin.  Susan had just come from the BP. Interview and Kent had a intense meeting.  She also was 

very happy to have got her temple rec. back.  

6/8/1995     Thur.     5:30am, study lesson, looked up scriptures for Elwood Hilts, Dan 1-1, to work really 

behind, 9-10 to Pauls graduation, got pictures, called and arranged for Shirley Brinkly to turn her property over 

to Robert Boch.  Nellie and family came in to ask me to help them buy Van 2.  I tried to discourage but they 

really wanted it so told them to get resume’s and I would try.  On exchange with Elders, Taught Florance 

Hinton, and Elwood Hilts.  Elwood really wants to know, he to pray and us too.  I do love Elwood and trust he 

can have the spirit testify to him, when I got home at 10:30pm family was watching a mad mad world.  Sat 

with them for a little while then had to go to bed, being very tired.  

6/9/1995     Fri.     5:30am, read lesson, read JD, and did some work on Bkr.  Had Shirley Brinkly sign properity 

over to Robert Boch, worked on Curtus Bratton loan, almost ready to have final signing of PKG. spent time on 

silver lake.   Mom and Paul came in and we eat at stake house.  Then spent night at home.  Mom worked on 

summer camp equip.  that she was going to take. 

6/10/1995     Sat.     awake a lot. Finally up at 6:17am, read lesson, repaired pool electrator and got that 

working.  Off to work.  Worked all day to try to catch up, then brought work home and also chinese dinner for 

my little family.  Worked til 10:10pm on loans.  Finally got shower and went to bed, just beat. Sleep very little, 

had headache.   

6/11/1995     Sun.     2:49am my heart started to beat fast so I got up and went to the Hosp. Went to the 

Emerg. Room.  I did not tell Mom since she needed her sleep.  They hooked me up and I was at 180.  She had 

me hold my breath and push down, that brought it down to 140. The Dr. also had applied pressure on the 

sides of my neck and that brought it down some more.  I felt better.  They wanted to put me in the hosp. but I 

said I would go home and rest. They gave me 2 darvin to take when I got home and that put me to sleep 7-

11am.  Then I got up and went to church to teach my Elders quorum class, then back home to bed.  Feeling 

weak, I guess due to blood they took and the pills.  Lesson was on service, read JD and sleep a good part of the 

afternoon.  

6/12/1995      Mon.     5am, read lesson, worked on loans, took a walk, to office, worked all day then home.  



6/13/1995     Tues.      5:30am, read lesson, walked and worked on pool, to Portsmith to sign Robert to 1 

million loan.  We to trade work for processing.  Back to office, Sallye being attached, worked on that.  Closed 

Wendy Byrum loan, got 1 million dollars warehouse line approved, to Prison to teach, then home 9pm, Read 

Lesson and JD.  

6/14/1995     Wed.     4:30am, read lesson, went to office early to work.  Took applications for Brinkly home.  

Sent a couple of loans out.  Went to Davids graduation from H.S. also read JD.  

6/15/1995     Thur.     5am, study lesson, walked , rested again.  Had heart go fast again when studying 1 

million wherehouse line, was able to stop it by bearing down .  To work , I eat breakfast and lunch and supper.  

Did not take my pills to see if that would stop my heart from running too fast.  Worked on loans, Frank Jr. 

called and needed 2,500.  For a few day took care of that.  Went to Elwood Hilts with Elders and taught lesson 

on service.  

6/16/1995     Fri.     5am, Study lesson, Read JD, to work, covered all of our loans, Spent evening resting, very 

tired.  Helped Mom with poles for her horses for girls camp.  Read JD, to bed by 11:30pm. 

6/17/1995     Sat.     5:50am, sleep well, read lesson, worked on pull that was coming loose with the big boys, 

we got it all up to our amazement.  Finished mowing and chickens done.  I worked on our SM house loan and 

know what to do.  Mom worked all day at the beach cleaning cottages. Total 3 for 90.00.  We sure missed her.  

6/18/1995     Sun.     5:30am, read bible, to meetings, Taught priesthood E.Q. Think a good lesson for only 20 

min. to teach.  Mike and Kathy and Families came for fathers day.  Sumi also came with Ashly.  James and John 

called as did Sheila.  Frank jr. only one I did not hear from.  A good fathers day.  

6/19/1995     Mon.     4am, read fathers day handout, read lesson, walked with Mom and Cody.  Fixed Ktn. 

Screen, pool house screen and tested pool.  Watched Jimmy Steward as oil man, then to work late, covered all 

loans and worked on a few other things.  Showed house, met Sam Ettore and looked at truck, home finally at 

8pm, read JD.  

6/20/1995     Tues.     4am, read lesson, studied Bkr. Stuff, to work, worked on loans, home at 7pm, eat and off 

to prison.  Taught about BOM  had Frankie, James Brickhouse and Kenny Riddick.  Read Ensign.  

6/21/1995     Wed.     5:15am, read lesson on prayer, worked on lender application, to work after stoping at 

church with Mike.  Forgot our key for drawer, worked on a couple of Lenders pkgs, and loans all day. Went 

home teachibng with Sam.  Got Walter and Betty Allen; Mike and Susan Armstrong and Joseph McPherson, 

they were all spiritual visits.  Worked on church finances with Mike til 11pm, Read ensign.  

6/22/1995     Thur.     4am, read lesson, walked a little, got file from storage, Mom gave me a haircut, read 

ensign, Nellie sick, Worked up to 6:45pm then off to church to go on exchange with missionaries.  Helped 

mom with horses for girls camp, she was getting discouraged.        

6/23/1995     Fri.     4am, read ensign, to work early, trying to catch up. Awful tired at night.  Just watched TV.  

Mom still discouraged, was up a good part of night worring about girls camp and getting everything done.  

6/24/1995     Sat.    5am, read ensign, got ever power to get house cleaned up, Mom went to the beach and I 

send David to help her clean.  Skippy and Kids stayed last night and I took Mark, Frank, Paul and myself with 

truck to gas station to replace 2 hoses that were bad, then to Mikes to help him pack and load Van for Las. 

Vegas.  Got done by noon and home to rest.  Finished ensign, to priesthood meeting and David was 

interviewed.  



6/25/1995     Sun.     5:30am, read JD, cleaned dishes, helped get Michael , read to give him a fathers blessing.  

Read D&C 84:29-40, also Moroni last few verses on become perfect then blessed him.  Mom said was a good 

blessing.  Took all boys to Conf.  David approved by stake to be made Elder.  We will do it next week in ward.  I 

to set apart.  Brandon and Doug. came and will spend the week.  Gave FHE, a good lesson on the Ensign.  

6/26/1995     Mon.     3am, Mom had trouble sleeping since going to girls camp tomorrow.  Worked on a few 

loans, took Paul to Cub scout day camp.  Mom Left.  Frankie Stayed home and big boys went to beach.  I have 

a had time keeping up with loans, so much to do I can’t keep up.  Got Paul 3:30pm and we shoped and stoped 

by Sumi’s then home. I rested for a few moments, David Freelander coming to night to pick up checks on loan 

he close in my name.  We made close to 1,895.00 on it.  That’s good due to needing it.  I will have to pay bills 

tomorrow.  Played Frank and Paul a game (Hero Quest), for 1 hour then worked on loans and went to bed.  

Paul sleep with me and about 3am kicked me and keep crowding me out of bed.  

6/27/1995     Tues.     4am, read lesson on prayer, did a little work on broker and had to do wash and clean ktn. 

up then got paul up for cub scouts day camp.  Had him pack his own lunch.  He did good.  Droped him off and 

went to work.  Still can’t keep up, and did not  get chance to pay bills.  Must do tomorrow.  Picked him up at 

3:30 but had to come back to office to work.  Then home and made dinner and cleaned up.  Also did load of 

wash.  Off to prison to teach.  Taught James Brickhouse on church requirements. 6:30 home to work on loans.  

Heard Columbus Eason had died, how sad.  He knew the church was true but would not make that step  to 

join.  We just visited last Thur.  to bed about 10:30pm, Paul sleep in own bed tonight.  

6/28/1995     Wed.    4:45am, wrote journal, as I usually do each day.  Read JD, got Paul ready, dropped off at 

day camp.  Busy all day, picked up Paul, got Cad. Inspected, cooked dinner and did load of wash.  Read church 

News. 

6/29/1995     Thur.     4:30am, study Bkr stuff, rested, worked on cullifer, took Paul to day camp.  He said he 

felt sick.  Worked all day on Broker stuff, picked Paul up and he still felt sick.  When I got him he cried, I gave 

him tylonal and put him to bed.  He sleep a good two hours.  I went on exchange with Bro. Wells and FTM. and 

saw Johnny Ray Allen, then back home to spend time with kids and Paul and I went to bed 10:15pm. 

6/30/1995     Fri.     3:30am, read lesson, Paul stayed home with David, so I went to work at 6:30am.  First day 

in months, I feel in conrol of my loans.  Mom Arrived from camp.  3:15pm, took Paul who David droped off 

with her home.  I got pizza and ice cream cake for David 19th birthday.  George and Brandon over.  Pizza went 

fast.  Boys helped Mom do all tents.  I did chickens and dish’s. 

July 

7/1/109+95     Sat.     5am, read lesson, took Paul to breakfast at Shonneys, David was good to mow SM house 

and called with breakdown.  I went up and fixed then he had to take Brandon to Greenville.  So I did the front 

and back.  It was big since been almost 3 weeks since last mowed.  Had to go 1st gear then a lot of it took over 

4 hours.  Mom was at beach cleaning.  Got home and showered and rested for 2 hours, very tired.  Spent the 

night watching TV.  Paul still very sick, has temp. gave him blessing about 1:30am, that broke the fever.  

7/2/1995     Sun.     4:30am, read lesson, to church, Bro Brown not able to do records, I will have to pick them 

up.  They are behind and I will have to push to catch up with them.  Taught EQ class and after Bro. Wells 

assisted me in setting David apart as an Elder in the melchistic Priesthood.  Mom was  there,  This under the 

direction of the Stake Presidency. Home to eat and sleep ½ hour then Mom and I went visiting Joe McPherson, 



John Carpenter, Susan Goodwin and missed Sarah Sawyer.  Ethel Armstrong and Sumi home for family night.  

We covered lesson on prayer, good lesson and read JD. 

7/3/1995     Mon.     5:40am, read lesson, to work never got to what we had planned to do which was to work 

on companies.  Did a lot of Sallyes stuff, spent time with Mom on Pool, and working at garden.  Watched Star 

Track and Larry King live.  With Nelt. Gringrage.  Paul and I fell asleep, to bed, read JD. then to sleep 10:30pm.  

7/4/1995     Tues.    4:30am, read lesson, church news, JD, by the way today forth of July.  We have off, also did 

work on broker business for 3 hours.  Rested, read JD, finished church news, taught at prison, with Bro. 

Garrett.  Watched movie til late.  

7/5/1995     Wed.     5:30am, left for work, tried to catch up.  Had to transfer money for Frank Jr. YMYW over 

for Pool party.  Little boys shot off fire crackers, Mom and I went to pickup Mom’s car at Sam’s, 10:45pm time 

we got back.  

7/6/1995     Thur.     5am, read lesson, studied new companys, studied Rustys material, need to decide what he 

has to offer for security.  To beach, meet with Sallye, Frank B. , Westmark Rep. Mrs Mujllden on building little 

shoping center then inspected Carolina connections two outlets and met with Mary Gillgam.  She wants to 

build building approx. 300,000.  Has 100,000. Then to collorla to pick up 38 tea shirts for family reunion, then 

home.  Very tired, fell asleep a couple of time on way home.  Mom Stayed home tonight. 

7/7/1995     Fri.     4:30am, read lesson, to work early, worked on Salleys file 4 hours.  Then just put fires out 

rest of time. Quite 7pm, Read JD. 

7/8/1995     Sat.     5am, read lesson, John called, spent long time on phone with him.  Anita leaving this 

weekend and he is worried about bills .  To work and worked on my bank statement, had lot of problems.  

Took about 3 hours then paid bills that took a long time.  Then worked on Ron Rose loan and a few others til 

7pm.  Bought pizza, Mom back from cleaning colleges about 5:30pm, Paul and Frank stayed home by self.  I 

am not caught up with my loans yet.  Always feel behind but thankful for business. 

7/9/1995     Sun.     5:30am, read lesson, to church, trying to catch up on records, that is behind since Bro. 

Brown had to take off for a while til the summer season is over.  Taught EQ, Mom and David went to see Pres. 

merrill in Hampton for mission interview and temple.  He can’t get temple til he gets his call.  I cooked corn for 

family, that and deseret is what we had for lunch.  Mom is going to carpenter girl open house.  Chris came to 

visit and stayed the night with Frankie.  We had family night and I gave short lesson, Moroni 10, last 3 verses, 

to little kids and then Mom and David and Mark I taught priesthood lesson which took a long time.  Then Mom 

and I had talk with Mark on priesthood and stated no outside activies until eagle done.  

7/10/1995     Mon.     4:30am, read lesson, read JD, to work, all day, home and read church news.  

7/16/1995     Sun.     4am, read lesson, to church, worked on membership records til 10am, no early meeting 

today due BP.s family in Vernal utah.  Taught EQ on attonment, Mom and I went to see Sis. Sawyer but no one 

home. Have not wrote for a while due to being so busy a work.  I am still not caught up.  One week for family 

reunion.  

7/17/1995     Mon.     4am, read lesson, spent time with Mom.  Into work early, worked on Booker and Bill 

Armstrong, called Bob O’Conner for instructions.  Work on about 13 loans, still 6 or so to go.  Finally quite 7pm 

with still much to do.  Jimmy Culvert came and got his guns.  They came back early due to heat and bkn car air 

condition.  Study next weeks lesson, very tired, did not rest whole day, just worked.  Read JD. 



7/18/1995     Tues.     4:30am, read lesson, talked to James at 7am, to work, picked up Frankie and Chris 5 

home, eat, to prison to teach, one of the guards sat in, gave org. lesson, played game with Paul, Mom gave me 

a haircut, Read JD. 

7/19/1995     Wed.     4:30am, read lesson, studied ADV and 115% loan, to office, droped pictures off at Sumi’s 

worked , took Hilts to see hotel, showed SM house, reserved Pig cooker Nellie home early, not feeling good.  

7/20/1995     Thur.     4:30am, read lesson, to work early, did do some computer work on advertisment.  

Worked on loans, at night did family reunion tar heels paper for Mom.            Emil M. and Kathy 

7/21/1995     Fri.     4:30am, read lesson, worked on Menue 

for family reunion.  To work, got chance to work on all files, 

that’s a lot.  Brought a lot home for Sat.  Have a many loans 

as I ever had.  Should close a number of them.  Very 

thankful.  Played pags with Paul , read Ensign. 

7/22/1995     Sat. Stayed up til 2:30am for James to come in, 

completed the ensign and some JD, to bed by 3, up at 5am, 

Read JD. and Sheila and Family  

rolled in.  Mom went to beach to clean , I worked on loans, 

rested, read JD, spent time with family, read my lesson. 

 

 



The whole family  

 

Mom and Dad and their children 

7/23/1995     Sun.     5am, read JD, off to meetings, all my girls were in church today including Sumi and their 

children.  Taught Elders Q. lesson 9, Scriptures in back, on atonement.  HT Jimmuy Calvert, John got in so he, 

James, Laura, Sheila Family and Kathy came down for church with her family.  James and Laura went to get 

John 10am. So they were here when we got back.  Sheila, Emil, Sheila spoke in church.  Had big diner for 

everyone had apple dumplins, played risk and John won.  James showed slides of climbing, Kathy and Sheila 

and Frankie left late afternoon.  Read JD, finished # 16 YAAAAAA., 

7/24/1995     Mon.     4am, read lesson, to work early, my heart took off 

on me again and took hour to slow it down.  Worked and put fires out all 

day.  Frank Jr. came and took me to lunch.  Then Mom called and had to 

get key to Davids car sinc he locked it in.  I rested for ½ hour, Kathy and 

Emil and Michael here.  James and Laura went to beach to give David his 

key.  Played risk and won with boys.  

7/25/1995     Tues.     4am, did not study, got ready to go to office.  This 

due to family sleeping all over and in my room. Worked all day and got 

home a little early to spend time with family, to prison visited cancled 

since James Brickouse got sting with wasp.  Get beat at risk .  studied 

broker work.  

7/26/1995     Wed.     4am, read lesson, took off to work by 7am, long 

day, got lots to do.  Spent night loafing.  

7/27/1995     Thur.     4:30am, read lesson, worked on loans in dinning 

room, then on to work.  Hopping all day, lots going on.  Got a cooker 

tonight, also get 2 horses for Fri.  Paul rode al little, he liked that.  Mark 

rode, Bob back when he got home in the dark, Mom even patted one!!!!!!    Frankie on horse 



Paul on fence, Amber and David     Mark 

 

7/28/1995     Fri.     4:30am, Read lesson, read Risa Inn Project, fed horses 

and got Mark off to pick up pig cooker.  Spend rest of day on family reunion.  

The horses were a big hit as was the Pig and the swimming pool.  All in all a 

very successful family reunion only Mike and Skippy and Ben and Sky did 

not make it.  We had extra, Clauda and famly came, Kathys friend and Little 

boys came as well.  The Hughes to bless Frankie and Adrain and I did that.  

& Sumi came back with Tina, I even got in pool late at night, good gathering, 

everyhone like the neptune shirts.  Pres. Hughes and wife came out and we 

(the Grandfathers) gave Frankie a blessing since he was going to leave with 

Frank.  Total of 40 people thoughtout the day at our reunion.  It was a great 

success.  

7/29/1995     Read Lesson, oversaw cleanup and riding horses.  Mom to 

beach to clean cottages, took John to airporrt, came close to missing it. Due 

to beach traffic in Moyock area.  Got back and David got his mission call. 11 

Oct. We ask Pres. Merrell if could move it up.  James and wife left and 

Sheila also, Mom has without kids pains and feels empty.  

August                                              Paul on horse 

8/1/1995     Tues.    4:30am, read lesson, went in early, to beach had 2 meeings with clients then Frank B. and 

Sallye, then back to EC to meet with Ines Brown, then to house to cut off water and see Jr. Later to close his 

loan tomorrow, then home to eat and on to prison to teach James Brickouse.  

8/4/1995     Fri.     5am,  We went to see Frankie and took his stuff up to him.  They leave tomorrow.  Closed 

loan today, big mess.  Went to work early and stayed late.  Read Church News.  

8/5/1995     Sat.     5am, Read lesson, finished church news, worked on Kirit Patel Loan, this took all day.  Did a 

new company application.  Also Mom came home from working at beach and helped her clean up Ktn. Etc.  

Spent Eve. Watching TV with Pal and Mom.  



8/6/1995     Sun.     5:30am, read lesson, read mail from Sat.  to office to get church keys and read mail there.  

Kicked out end of month reports, to church, had meetings, taught Elders Quorum eternal progression.  Help 

set Mike Needham apart as Asst. Clerk for Finances.  Home to eat 

and rest, Paul woke both Mom and I playing in our room.  He likes 

company.  Had family night.  David was gone to friends, we had 

lesson on the kids testimony, liken it to a watch, most churchs take 

part of the watch and state they have a watch so it is with the 

gospel.  Mom rubed my back which is hurting from so much sitting 

and no exercise.  I have had heart pains in Morn.  But not in the 

late afternoon.  

8/7/1995     Mon.     2am,  could not get back to sleep.  Layed in 

David bed and fell back to sleep til 5.  Worked on loans in office 

then to work.  Worked on bank statements most of the morning.  

Also took 1hr. to do stress test.  It showed my heart ok.  Must be 

stress causing my pains.  Worked on Sallye stuff tonight and some 

on Kirit Patel.  Watched true Grit with Mom and Paul.  Mike, Ski 

and Ben called also John.  Bp. Huggins called to see how my stress 

test went.  

8/8/1995     Wed.     4am, read lesson, walked, worked on bkr 

business in home office, to work and keep busy til Dr. 

appointment.  Reviewed my stress test from Mon.   Back to work.  

Called Ed. And Jean to ck status.  Inspected John John, he needs 

3,000 loan to continue work on home.  Do a note and deed of trust 

on it.       John & Sumi 

8/11/1995     Fri.     David went thru the temple today.  Emil, Mom and I 

went with him.  Good to see him on his way.  Finished church news.  

8/12/1995     Sat.     5am, read lesson, worked on Glidden file all morning.  

Showed house, took Paul to office and worked for 2 hours then got 3 

chinese dinners for family.  Mom worked at beach.  

8/13/1995     Sun.     5am, read lesson, to church, put RS VT into 

computer.  Had reg. meetings, taught Elders, Emil and Kathy and Emil 

Michael was down for David.  He gave good talk.  He broke down and had 

tears and thanked his teachers and leaders and parents for helping him 

to go on a mission.  My lesson in priesthood was on eternal progression.  

Another little revelation to me was the fact as those in spirit world are 

taught the gospel and we do the work for them, they can move from 

spirit prison to paridise.     

 Sumi on horse 

 That’s the second time in a month that constant rereading and study of a 

scripture has yielded up a gem of truth not understood before.  Had 

family night and I gave David a Fathers blessing.  Recorded it also.  Then 

showed him how to do his check book.  



8/14/1995     Mon.     5am, Studied lesson, to work, did a few things then to training on windows all day.  

Looked at Lambs home in South Mills, came back and set up closing with Dr. Ray.  Took disclosures out for 

Lambs to sign.  Try to close Wed.  

8/15/1995     Tues;.     4:30am, to work as soon as I could.  Read bkr. Stuff, worked on my loans, lots to do but 

not able to get it all done.  Paid for Mom’s car.  Alternator went out.  Set up closing for Lamb Wed.  and 

Witehurst Thru.  David goes to see Pres. Merrell tonight to be set apart for his mission.  Also we have 

hurricane Felex that is due to hit tomorrow evening.  Great blessing got home 12:30am.   

8/16/1995     We at 4am, took David to Air Port, then back to home for a nap.  Closed Lambs loan, Sheila and 

John called tonight.  

8/17/1995     Thur.     3:30am woke, up at 4:30am, worked 3 hours on Burras Loan to get it ready to ship out.  

Hurricane just sitting 150 miles off coast.  Worked all day, got 2,500.00 processing fee for Kirit Patel loan.  

Must work on Sat.  

8/19/1995     Sat.     5am, worked on 3 files, then helped get Mom of to work by 7:45am then rested work all 

day on Patel.  Up to 9:30pm.  Much of that time spent on new program trying to learn it.  

8/20/1995     Sun.     5:30am, read lesson , to church, tried to catch up on membership clerk work.  Still have 

work pends, Next week Bro. Mesowkie will be sustained and I will start to train him.  We have meeting for 

seminay parents tonight at 7pm.  We had a good spiritual lesson on 76 section of the D&C.  

8/22/1995     Tues.     4:30am, read lesson, worked on Patel loan.  Talked 

to Linda West, will start to teach her.  Showed 2 homes to lady from N.Y., 

worked on commerical loan.  Paul won the rocket race in cub scouts. (1st 

time). 

8/23/1995     Wed.    4:30am, read scriptures, worked on comm. Form 

until 11:30 only got 4.5 done.  To work, set Brown closing, fellowup on 

other loans, worked on forms again in evening.  Mike and Skip called, got 

1st letter from David, yesterday from MTC. Read ensign.  

8/24/1995     Thur.     2:30am, had hard time sleeping, Mom woke me 

when she came to bed at 11:30pm and Paul came over 2 or so.  He had 

bad dream.  I went to bed with him.  Then up and read lesson and spent time on computer.  Still on 

commerical forms, Sumi wants me to bless Tina, will do so 8:30 am read ensign.  

8/25/1995     Fri.     5am, read lesson, worked on commerical forms, to work closed Whitehurst loan, showed 

home, worked on comm. Forms. Took Mom to see well’s sing. 

8/26/1995     Sat.     4am, read lesson, worked streight to 5-3pm on forms.  

Got only 3 left!, finished them prior to 8pm, read ensign.  

8/27/1995     Sun.    5:30am, read lesson, felt inspired to do pre lesson or 

Ruth and her great story then thru her and Boez came David, then read 

Psalm’s ll9: 105 to lead into lesson on scriptures.  Trained Bro. Mesowski 

some on membership records, help set him apart as clerk.  Read Ensign. 



8/28/1995     Mon.    4:30am, walked, studied for Linda West Tues. worked on Patel forms, finished 10.  Closed 

Iniz Brown loan today.  Got a couple of approvals, Burrus and Doxy.  Watch new Star Tract with Capt. Jane. 

8/29/1995     Tues.     4am, walked, studied for Linda on attonment, worked on Patel loan, Should finish 

tomorrow, Susan Goodwan came to help today.  Closed Selma Davis , taught Linda 10-11:30am.  Taught at 

prison.  6:30-8pm, visited Jimmy calvert and his Mom and wife in hosp. with sugar problems.  

8/30/1995     Wed.     Studied EQ lesson, walked, worked on Patel, just about finished now.  Closed Cowell 

loan, home early, had headaches and felt bad. 

8/31/1995     Thur.     Studied EQ lesson, worked on Glidden loan papers.  Jimmy Calvert ask me to go to hosp. 

and bless his wife.  I did and Jimmys Mom was there and I covered the Melchestic Priesthood and Mormons 

insturction on blessing the sick. Then I gave her a blessing.  After she said when she gets well she is coming to 

church.  I got a call at work from Jimmys Mom and she ask where she could get a bible to cross reference.  I 

told her to see me at church and I would try to get one for her.  Worked on loans and training Susan.  She was 

a big help on copying, had training today all offices.  Worked at home til 9pm on Gliddon, very tired, Mom 

clean at beach and Made 100.00.  

September 

9/1/1995     Fri.     4am, read lesson, worked on Glidden, then to work and got 4 bags of chicken feed.  Went 

home about 2, worked and also watched video on windows, Mom worked at beach. 

9/2/1995     Sat.     4am, studied lesson, walked, worked on comm. Loans all day to 4:30pm.  Rested and 

watched John Wayne”war movie” then worked again. 

9/3/1995     Sun.     5am, studied lesson, 

cleaned house down stairs for Mom.  Left for 

church.  Had meetings, Taught EQ.  Home 

teaching with Mark to Sis. Armstrong, Sister 

Sawyer then home rested, read Be Thou an 

Example up to 58 pages by President 

Hinkley.  One of 3 books I am reading now.  I 

hope to finish it and get back to JD.  Held 

family night, good coverage on Ps. 119 & 

105 and blessing the sick.  Mark had good 

questions.  

9/4/1995     Mon.    4am     Read lesson, 

worked on loans, Ashly came down early.  

Off to the office to work, got Nellie filled up 

and left for Richmond to get Patel to sign contract.   Paul in class in Camden 

9/5/1995     Tues.     4:30am, read Linda West lesson on the Atonement.  Off to work, worked til 10 then to 

teach Linda.  Rest of day worked on laons.  Mom went to help Kathy in her new apartment. 

9/6/1995     Wed.     4am, read scriptures, worked on creating a self employee form for income.  To beach, met 

8am Robert Glidden, 9:20 Herma Mulder then back to EC.  Worked rest of day, then home, helped Paul with 



home work, Mom at YM-YW, Mark went surfing against our wish’s.  Had talk with him on return and forbid 

him surfing for a month.  Told him we loved him. 

9/7/1995     Thur.     4:30am, read lesson, worked on Glidden loan, to 12:30noon then to office and worked on 

all files needed immed. Attention.  Worked in evening for an hour or two.  Read Pres Hinkley and church news. 

9/8/1995     Fri.     4am, read lesson, no walk, worked on files, to work early, worked on files and took 5 loans 

out to Bob OConnor to check.  Got home about 2 and Mom and Paul at SM house.  I sleep for 1 hr. Mom 

Bombed House for flea’s. We went to HP Quorum meeting at Stake.  

9/9/1995     Sat.     Studied, walked, worked on Salleys finances, and ours.  Finally got both ok.  Showed House, 

drove Mark to super sat. at Franlin VA.  Finished book of Gorden B. Hinkleybed after 12 

9/10/1995     Sun.     6:30am, left for church, taught EQ. good lesson.  The spirit was present.  Mom felt sick 

and had to go home after Sac meeting.  Sleep afternoon, read JD, had and early bed time, 9:30pm. 

9/11/1995     Mon.    5am, Mom still sick, up a lot at night .  Read JD, to walk with Cody , then to work.  Tried to 

catch up with loans, family night.  

9/12/1995     Tues.    4am, read JD, to work, taught Linda West the attonment, 10pm closed loan at 3, saw foot 

dr. on toe at 1:45pm, taught James Brickhouse 6:30 to 8pm.  Taught Num.21:6-9.  Read JD. 

9/13/1995     Wed.    5am, read EQ.  Walked with Cody, helped Paul with spelling words.  

9/15/1995     Fri.     5am, read lesson, walked with Cody, worked on Ron Rose Store and eval.  Visited Ron and 

discussed set up.  1/3 for investor 1/3 for him and 1/3 for 

me, I handle money.  Took Paul to 6 county fair.  We had a 

good time.  Mom sleeping in chaple with girls. Watch the 

movie the Black House with Paul. 

9/17/1995     Sun.     5am, read JD, had meeting, taught 

EQ. Good spiritual meeting on Manna, gave Sister Begazo 

a blessing, spirit was strong.  Counseled her to be happy 

where the Lord had place her to work and if she had too 

much faith, she would be taken.  She needed trials to try 

her faith to grow and prepare for the eternities.  Mom 

made a great meal, we rested by the way, 2 of Davids 

roommates from the MTC are in our Stake, one in our 

ward and one in our Dau. Kathys ward.  Also his first.                              Frankie & Paul with bunnies 

 assignment, he was invited home to eat with a stake 

missionary sister, Laura and Scott Wells sister in Utah, 

sure is a small world   

9/18/1995     2:30am      Mom got up to use bathroom, 

heard Mark down stairs.  Read JD. Then about  5 rested ½ 

hour and read JD. some more.  Also eval Ron Rose 

situation.                                         Ben and Sky with bunnies 

9/19/1995     Tues.    4am,  Read lesson , Read JD, walked, 

worked at office, paid bills and worked on loans.  Have 



very spiritual meeting with John Smith and Linda West.  To meeting at VB Stake to hear new mission President, 

Area Auth and Elder Featherstone. 

9/20/1995     Wed.     5:30am, read lesson, worked on Jenkins Adult care Center.  275,000. Commerical.  Thn 

on loans with Nellie.  Then to Ron Rose and make arrangments to handle his Eagle Market, will take over Mon.  

1/3 partnership.  Franks Jr. wants 1/3  for 25,000.  Must do contract tomorrow. 

9/21/1995     Thur.     4am, Studied lesson, Read JD, Worked on Eagle contract 2 hours, worked on loans all 

morning up til 1pm, to Eagle , neg. with suppliers, home reviewed Idah file, no 150.00 leave alone.  Reviewed 

Movie house in Edenton too much work to make it worth while to do for free, then not sure can pull together.  

Did some misc. filing, Read JD. 

9/22/1995     Fri.     2:30am, read JD, and sleep in chair 4-6am, worked at Eagle Stuff.  To work, reviewed all 

files with Nellie then home to work on commerical, then to Eagle and worked til 4:30, then home with pizza 

and took Paul to Bowling alley.  

9/23/1995   Sat.     5am, Read D&C 89 Section, cleaned house and trash run.  Sold Eggs, did chickens, mowed 

lawn, broke down, scooped pool of leaves, Mom cleaned 3 houses at beach.  Paul helped me, Mark went to 

Kathy and Emil to work on car, then he is going to date tonight.  We watched Dr. Doolittle.  I worked on Bkr. 

Business most of the rest of the day.  A busy sat. it has turned cold.  

  9/24/1995   sun.     5am, read lesson, meetings, taught lesson, new family moved in, John Gordon, CG 

instructor. 

9/27/1995     Wed.     5am, read lesson, closed down pool with Mom.  Last Monday bought Eagle Store in 

Moyock.  Spending a lot of time on that project.  We hae 9,000. Commission so far this month.  We might 

close 8 next month. 

9/28/1995     Thur-Fri.     left 5:30am for 2 days training in Richmond.  Styed at VIP Inn. Learned that much 

more money in commerial loans then knew.  Met Skip Luz at Rich Co. After.  Still up in the air about loan, took 

Mom and Paul to Stake house Fri. night for dinner. 

9/30/1995     Sat.     Worked in office at home getting it redone.  Quite a lot to do.  Mom to 12 noon session of 

conf.  I will try afternoon and priesthood.  The IRS has caused some problems, we will have to be careful on 

Ron Rose project.  

October 

10/1/1995     5am, read and finished ensign and two weeks of church news.,  We don’t go to church til 12 

noon due to conf. so much more time to spend on ourselves.  Beautiful day today. 

10/4/1995     Wed.     Training Ron Rose, worked on Bkr. in morning, Market afternoon and night.  Really worry 

about enough money to do job.  Will have to get 70,000 for inventory.  Only have 25,000.  Must put food in 

store quickly.  Ron owes everyone.  

10/5/1995     Thur.     worked on commerical, when I return from walking,  read lesson then put 1st fires til 

11:30, then to market.  Did cost accounting, then home and worked on market and comm. Loans with Ron.  

Gave him 2 to review.  Mom worked at beach got 150. And was tired and happy.  I have decided we must put 

stock into store or will try to get it in by next week.  



10/7/1995     Sat.     4am, read JD, left for store, Arranged Shelves up til 2pm, lot of time spent doing that.  

Have 13,000 to do next week plus payroll. 

10/8/1995     Sun.     4am, read lesson, read church news, finished it.  Linda West came to church, taught 

investagator class, gave foundation scriptures.  Taught EQ all very spiritual , had FTM home to eat.  That was 

spiritual also, had family night. Wrote first letter to my son on mission. 

10/9/1995     Mon.     4am, did not get much sleep, read JD and worked on eagle 1 material.  To office, paid 

bills, which took most of the morning.  To eagle and neg with suppliers most of the afternoon.  Had flat.  

Worked at home some on Eagle, read JD.  

10/10/1995     3:30am, read JD, worked on Eagle 94, records, to office. Worked for 2 hours then to Moyock 

and spent time getting training.  Work at home on store 94 material.  Read over contract of Eagle, then to 

eagle most of the day.  Showed house 3:30 in South Mills, back to store and meet with Goobil Money order co.  

Mom into YW, funny feeling around my heart. 

10/14/1995     4am, read lesson, worked on 94 eagle records, stoped in town and got lumber, then build 

shelves at eagle office.  Paul spent day with me.  He eat candy and drank soda and had a good time.  Went 

home around 1:30.  Showed car house at 7 and back to store to put screws in supports for shelves.  Mom at 

Youth meeting in stake whole day. 

10/15/1995     5am, read lesson, read church news, up at 1am to 2:30 and read church news , taught lesson in 

EQ. Home and visited taught to Susan Goodwin, could not find Quency James and Sarah Sawyer.  (Still down 

Lumberton.) 

10/16/1995     4am, read 1st missionary disc.  Worked on food reading material, then on broker business.   

Walked with Cody then to work.  Nellie at home with computer.  Studied some of commerical and paid bills 

the took Amber (my grandaughter) to McDonalds for a happy meal.  Then to Eagle store and worked til 

5:30pm.  Home and left right away with Mom and Paul to see Movie Pig.  Received msg, Linda West is to be 

baptised Fri. at three.  

10/17/1995     3:30am, read 1st Disc., read broker material, studied commerical.  To work, reviewed Nellies 

loans and gave counsel. To Eagle 1 and did bills and wrote checks.  Spent a lot of time with supplier Nas Flinch 

who taged our store.  (put their tags on our stuff, they will be doing that tomorrow) also and our first order is 

to arrive Thur.  Went to prison with Jeff Walla to teach James Bickhouse.  He will have court Mon. and ask me 

to be there.  I told him to be prepared if they would not let him go.  He has progressed very well in the past 6 

months and I think he will be a good leader in the Church.  I must call his step Father to see what time.  Taught 

the first discussion.  A good spiritual lesson.  The weather has turned cold.  Neut gringrish was on Larry King 

live which I watched.  When I got home, he is a great leader and might be president some day.  But he is 

needed in the house right now.   

10/18/1995     Wed.     3:50am, Mom and I up early for some reason, read JD, worked on Broker and store 

stuff.  Met with John Smith on commerical organization.  Home to have a donute with Mom about 11am, then 

on to store.  Met different suppliers and worked on finance records.  They are all messed up.  Also spent time 

with Lonnie on fork lift and also time with Ron.  Home to watch Paul since Mom had YW at church.  Skippy 

called and updated me on her little family.  Paul went to A.J. for an hour. The we studied spelling words.  Mom 

told me that Paul said  “If Mom dies he is going to stay with sheila cause dad would make him work all of the 

time.”  



10/20/1995     5am,, read JD.  Worked on Eagle and the store early, did finances most of day.  To EC to attend 

linda West Baptism, Very spirtual, The story behind that, about 3 months ago the Bishop ask me to teach her.  

The missionaries could not get her committed to bapt. and stop smoking and other problems.  I put off 

arranging to meet with her due to being very busy, then one early morning at 2am I awoke, the spirit said tell 

Linda West the date does not matter, so that day, I called and arranged our first meeing.  When I came, she 

had just finished reading about the 3 nephites and she said I know who you are, your one of the 3 nephites.  I 

assured her that was not the case but I would teach her as guided by the spirit.  I told her of my message at 

2am and it did not mean anyting to her.  She told me how she felt and I said don’t worry about the WOW, if 

you have a testimony it will be no problem.  The next 3 lessons I taught on the Attonment of Christ using all 

the scriptures, then I gave her a lesson on the WOW.  Then I told her she had enough to make her mind up.  

She came to church the next Sun and I was able to teach her class due to John Smith being out of town and 

gave her the foundation scriptures serious I have.  She felt that answered her questions, and was ready for 

baptism.  The spirit really did teach her!!!, How I enjoyed being his mouth piece.  Our store is filling up and by 

next week we should be going full blast.  I hope it works. 

10/21/1995     3:30am, read JD, and wrote some on talk on Joseph Smith.  Then loaded truck and off to Eagle.  

Worked with Ron on repair and got a lot done.  Our sales for Fri. were the highest since I took over.  As well as 

most people for the day.  I will be taking Doris Johnson to see “my Servent Joseph.”   Worked a little on paper 

on Joseph Smith I am doing.  Might be part of a book I would like to do on the church.  To church and had all 

my meetings did not teach any class’s today. 

10/22/1995     Mon.     2:30am, read JD, fell asleeep 4-6 in chair.  To work after Mom gave me haircut.  Read 

JD, til left, Did some work at office then on to Eagle.  Did a lot of financial switching and paying bills.  Switching 

consisted of seting a money market account and putting 20,000 then write 9,000 to go into Eagle to pay bills, 

got notice from Riggs to the effect he is going to take over store tomorrow , will have to see how that will go.  

Worked on Salley stuff tonight.  Aunt doris came in this afternoon and will be staying for a week. 

10/23/1995     3:50am, read JD., to EC office to pay bills  then to Eagle.  Mr. Riggs came in to take over store, 

Had shiriff come and he was told he had to have court order.  Tried to talk to him but he would not talk.  

Called his father and will talk to him tomorrow.  Had meeting with all managers and explained situation.  All 

very supportive and pray all will work out.  Read JD. 

10/24/1995     3:50am, Paul was up for quite a while.  I think he is worried about his home work.  He has to do 

in the morning.  I got up and told him to get in my bed.  Read JD. Tried to go back to sleep but had Eagle on my 

mind.  So read JD, worked on streighten my office out and did some broker reading.  Comleted contract with 

Business Loan Center in Va. Lic worked on.  Watch TV with Paul and Aunt Doris, to bed 9:50pm Paul read me 

his ABC book and I read JD. 

10/26/1995     Thur.     4am, read JT.  Worked at bkr office, met with John smith and Doug Bagley on 

commerical loans, then off to Eagle.  We still do not know what is going to happen.  I must send ltr to the 

landlord and If no response, plan to close down.  Read JD, also took Paul to book Fair to buy some books.  He 

is really reading right now..  Worked on Broker business in evening.  

10/27/1995     Fri.     5am, spent night partly awake, but sayed in bed.  Read JD. Finished vol 18.  Composed 

letter to landford of Eagle which took a couple of hours.  Then to E.C. Bkr office.  Ron came and we spent time 

talking.  Then to SM house and showed to couple the home at 5:40 and Read JD. Vol 19. 

10/28/1995     Sat.     4am, Read JD., worked on commission for commerical agents.  To eagle, worked all 

morning, stocked soda and chips, meat case not stocked.  Had Mercella dn Sharron helping Danny.  He felt 



pressered and when finished he quit.  John the meat mgr came in and finished.  Was sad things looked so 

empty.  Received ltr from landlord, they want me to buy building.  I sent fax reply.  

10/29/1995     Sun.     3:50am, read JD, rested, to meeting, enjoyed class’s and Aunt doris is still here.  Sure 

enjoy her.  She is a great help.  Frank Jr. brought his 4r kids and stayed til 8:30pm.  I covered the Eagle Mkt. 

and also agent on commerical loans.  Frank brought Pumkin for Paul and his kids and they carved and had a 

good time.  Read JD, and to bed with Paul. 

10/30/1995     Mon.     3:50am, Read JD, worked on compensation for commerical agents, to eagle  and did 

finances, then Sharron and I went to Sam’s club to get our membership cards.  Then to EC. to pay bills and 

answer questions.  Paul and my cheeze order came in.  Paul was feelig sick but better during the night.  

10/31/1995     Tues.    3:50am, Read JD, worked on store stuff and broker contract.  To eagles working on 

finance and called Riggs on rental.  Had long talk with Ron to determine course to go., He to bankrupt corp and 

that will sell his equip. then I to try to get it.  Also Att. To try to get out of lease.  I then went to EC. and worked 

on Nellies loans. 

November 

11/1/995     Wed.     3:50am, Read JD, walked, read JD, did little Eagle records, to Mkt, did accounting, to John 

Smith for commerical Loan business. To Nellie, then to show SM home and home to take care of Paul while 

Mom and Mark to YW. YM.  

11/2/1995     3:25am, read JD, Mom also got up.  Read broker training manule then off to school to drop Paul 

off.  He was feeling a little sick and did no want to ride the bus.  Then to Eagle, worked on finances.  Got call 

from Rayburn on building and he verbally agreed to me keeping it after Ron is gone.  That took a lot of 

pressure off.  To associates and worked on organization for commerical loans.  Then to Nellie and caught up 

with that office , then home , read church news and finished it.  Also some JD. 

11/4/1995     Sat.     5am, Read JD, to eagle, worked on finances, Ron did a lot of repair.  Meeting at 2pm Doug 

Bagley.  4 with people trying to buy some business.  Finally finished finances at Eagle 5:15pm.  Stoped at 

Jimmyh Calvert to work on his computer then home.  Fri night we went to Sears and got a walking machine 

(tread mill) for 600. Plus. 

11/5/1995     4:30am, Read JD, lesson for priesthood, stoped at home in SM to put out things to make it smell 

better. All meetings.  I sleep 2 hours or more in afternoon. Very tired and have a cold.  We had the visiting 

teachers come during my nap.  We had family night and moved the tread mill to the little boys room.  I then 

read JD, getting close to finishing Vol. 19.  

11/6/1995     Mon.     4am, Read JD. Exersized on tread mill, Read JD, eat and left for Mkt.  Worked til noon, 

trying to plan out my money.  Home to rest then on to the beach to meet with Sallye, and Frank B. Must do 

soemthing with the office.            

11/7/1995     Tues.     5am, read JD. Ran on treadmill for 1 mile. Read JD.  “To Eagle and did finances then to 

EC. Broker office.  Reviewed Loans and worked on end of Mo. Financials,.  To Doug at Associates and worked 

on commerical business, then home and read and finished Vol 19, JD.  I am a bit worried about next months 

bills, also we have used all but 500.00 of Franks money and this next 2 weeks will be rough.  Started to Read 

Ensign., conf. issure. 



11/8/1995     Wed.     3:50am, Read Ensign, Read Broker business, to Eagle and did accounting most of the 

morning.  To EC. Office then home and read paper and Ensign. 

11/9/1995     Thur.     4 am, read Ensign, exercised, read Ensign, worked on commerical application.  To Eagle, 

did finances and paid bills.  Checked store.  To EC. Office, stopped on way to see Mom at SM house.  At EC. 

Paid bills.  To Sumi’s and spent time with kids then picked up Pizza for dinner.  Mom and Boys gone.  I got 

wood in and loaded up outside wood stove.  Checked Chickens, made Paul and our Bed and did dishes.  

Wached some TV and read Ensign.  Frank Jr. Called  to check on Eagle.  Charlott called about a load and Marks 

girl Andra Cooper called to let him know what time to pick them up.  

11/10/1995     Fri.     4am, read Ensign, ran a little but heart not right.  Feels like I am short of breath, most of 

the time.  So got shower and went back to bed until 5:30am. Then up and eat breakfast, then off to Eagle.  Did 

money and bills.  Etc. got done about 1pm and off to EC office then to Associates.  Then home, still don’t feel 

too good.  Told Mom but really did not want her to worry. I think my biggest problem is lack of sleep.  Must try 

to get more.  Maybe to bed by 8-8:30pm would do it.  

11/11/1995     Sat.     4am, read Ensign, back to bed til 5.  To Eagle and did money and view work to be done.  

Gave list to Marcellis, home and caught up on reading.  Took rest, went to Marie Banks Birthday at the church.  

Her family came in and it was very nice.  Mom had to take 4 boys who missed rides at church to Portsmouth 

dance.  Oscar and Ruth Betts brought us, (Paul and I ) home.  In driving rain storm.  Read Priesthood lesson.  

11/12/1995     Sun.     5am, read Ensign, to church, the Hurdles and sis. Jerrery had talks, very spiritual, home, 

rested and read Ensign.  

11/13/1995     Mon.     4am, Read Ensign, and finished it. Worked on Bkr. Application, to Eagle,, did 2 days 

money.  To EC. And took care of some items, then home to pick up pecans.  Mom and boys got home from 

working at SM house.  Read and finished church news, my breath is still giving me problems.  No sure if it is 

heart or what but will have to call Dr. tomorrow.  Read JD. Vol. 20 started. 

11/14/1995     Tues.     3:45am, read JD, worked on application commerical then to Eagle.  Did money and 

accounting.  To EC. And paid bills the home and worked on commerical applications.  Paul wrote a long story 

about Dinky and Cody.  Really quite good.  I have meeting with keith Jerigan 4:30 tomorrow to see his house.  

Need to figure out how it will work.  

11/15/1995     Wed.     3am, Read JD, worked on bkr. Contracts.   To Eagle, worked on finances all morning.  

314.00 difference I can’t find.  Had meeting with Doug, then Keith Jergan on SM house.  Mom and Paul at 

church, Mark working. 

11/16/1995     Thur.     3am, worked on bkr. Stuff and read JD.  To Eagle, did adv. For Mkt. that took most of 3-

6am time.  Spent time with Doug on commerical and also got 700 copies of add run off, read JD.  

11/17/1995     Fri.     4am, Read JD. Took off to Eagle.  Did money and worked on repair list.  To EC. Then home 

to help Mom with pecans.  Took Mark and Mom to Shilo to eat.  Paul went to a friend .  We watched star 

track, and picked nuts.  Read JD.  

11/18/1995     Sat.     5am, Read JD, to Eagle, worked  on money and interviewed Ron.  Worked on store front, 

home and helped Mom with picking up nuts. Then picked nuts til 11:30pm. 

11/19/1995     Sun.     5am, read JD. and lesson for priesthood on teaching your child To honor women hood.  

We have Ashley and Autum all weekend and Mon.  Had a talk to give.  She was really worried about that.  I 



picked nuts all afternoon and night.  Keith and wife and kids Jergegan came and talked about the house.  Read 

JD.  

11/20/1995     Mon.     4am, Read JD, took off to Eagle, Did 2 days money, Nellie was sick, I had to go to EC. 

Office fixed loan that had problems.  Closing Wed. Picked nuts til 10pm. 

11/21/1995     Tues.     3:50am, Read JD, walked ¾ mile, to Eagle, then on to EC.  Nellie sick, worked on 

different projects.  Checked Loan closing papers, taught at prison 1.5 hours, (Honoring Women Head), read JD. 

then to bed.  

11/22/1995     Thur.  Thanksgiven, 5am, worked at Eagle, home and delivered Turkey dinner to Sumi, It was 

real nice, Mom had pies and greens salad but did not have to do other cooking.  She had lace cover and china 

and candles.  Mark went surfing so it was Paul, Mom and I.  Quite different then usually. Most of kids called to 

check on us.  Very enjoyable. 

11/24/1995     Fri.     3:30am, Read JD. To Eagle, worked until 9:30, then to EC. Office, worked til noon then 

home to rest. 

11/25/1995     Sat.     4am, read JD, To Eagle then home at noon.  Picked nuts til 4, meet with Jerigans on SM 

house.  Then Mom and I went to Nags Head to see movie, (007). 

11/26/1995     Sun.     5am, Read priesthood lesson, to church.  Attended meetings, Marks girl visited today 

had family night with them and Sis. Missionaries.  As they eat, told story of BOM 35 yrs ago that man found 

me in the temple.  Mom and Mark to fireside and Paul and I wrote to David on is mission.. 

11/27/1995     Mon.     3:05am, Read JD, worked on Eagle records, Walked 1 mile.  To store, did money for past 

2 days, To EC. Office, then inspected project in Grandy, doing 2nd mtg with Larry wood house, using 30,000 of 

Jr. Suttles Money.  Worked at home on Eagles finances.  Frank Jr. called and I faxed Eagle status sheet to him.  

Read JD.  

11/28/1995     Tues.     3am, Read JD, to Eagle, did finances then on to EC. Worked with Nellie.  Then to 

associates with John Smith and commerical.  Then home and picked nuts.  Kathy called for an order of 14 lbs. 

of picked nuts and sister McPherson wants 50.00 worth. 

11/29/1995     Wed.     3 am, Read JD, walked 1 mile.  Picked nuts, filled wood stove outside the to Eagle, 

picked up Jimmy Calvert he fronted shakley etc.  Worked rest of day at home on commerical list of agents.  

Then picked nuts all night.  Finished large bowl.  Mom at stake meeting and Paul to Aarrons til 8pm.  Mark surf 

and picked up Paul at 8pm.  Paul fell asleep next to me on the recliner, while I picked nuts.  Read chrurch 

News.  

December 

12/1/1995     Fri.     3:45am, Red JD, walked 1mile & 10 min. Took off to Eagle and worked til 10, Droped Jimmy 

off then to Att. Spivey to sign papers , then to EC. Office, then to Jr. Suttle to give check to , then to Call sharp 

to pickup closing papers and check for commission, then to Frank B. to picking check for closing and rent, then 

met with Sallye on bulding, then on to EC. To pay bills etc. then home about 6pm.  

12/2/1995     Sat.     5am, Read JD, church news, then to store and worked til noon.  Then home and we took 

Sumi’s 3 kids and Paul to colmans nursey.  Got home at 4:30 and brought our xmas tree.  Then picked nuts til 8 

and off to close store.  Finished at 11:30pm, long day. 



12/3/1995     Sun.     5am, Read JD. , wrote David a letter, to church had meetings.  With being so busy, 

business wise I miss the spiritual feeling I have when I teach.  I was ask to go on exchange each Tues.  in Dec.  

Also this Thur. have stake meeting for Clerks. 

12/4/1995     Mon.     5am, Read JD, walked 1 miles, and read JD, to Eagle, accounting, home, worked on loans, 

then  to EC and worked on loans, then to associates and worked on commerical.  Then home to eat and then 

to Eagle to do accounting. 

12/5/1995     Tues.     5am, Read JD. and walked.  Only got 4 hours of sleep, moving slow.  Worked at home all 

morning on organization of my office.  To Dr. in afternoon, then to CG base for medicane, to to EC. Office, on 

to Eagle 1 to meet with Cortney Riggs and wife, then did accounting and on to home then out with Elders to 

teach. After 8:30 back to Eagle 1 to do money, finally home after 11pm.  Dr. stated I would have to get more 

sleep and take some time off.  I think he is right. (He is heart Dr.) 

12/7/1995     Thur.     12am had sleep 4 hours, read for 1.5 hours then sleep in chair in living oom.  Finished 20 

Vol. JD, walked 1.2 miles then to Eagle, then to Associated,  Booklet is done and ready for proof.  To CG Base 

for blood test, then to EC. Office.  Did finances and met with Money Centra Reps.  Nellie said she would be 

leaving at the end of the year.  Had training in Stake for clerks, did money at Eagle, after home at 11:30pm to 

bed after midnight. 

12/8/1995     Fri.     4am, read church news and walked, cleaned up dishes and vac. living room.  Worked in 

home office all morning, to E.C. office in afternoon.  Bought Seseme chicken for the Elders and our family.  

Spent most of the night picking pecans for Davids mission. 

12/9/1995     Sat.     5am, Read JD. 21st, to Eagle, did accounting, last two weeks money shot up as far as owed, 

must cut down on ordering for a while.  Showing 21,000. In the hole now.  Taking Paul and Arron to see the 

movie Toy. 

12/10/1995    Sun.     5am, read JD, read Ensign, Letter to David, Church, after took Mark to Bro. Bud Keaton 

for Patrical Blessing.  He gave a real nice one.  We all picked nuts til 9:45pm, got about 10 lbs.   Picked 40.00 

for Davids mission.  Sheila called and we talked for a long time. 

12/12/1995      Tues.     5am, read Ensign, to Eagle, to Associates, to home, on exchange with Elders, visited Joe 

McPherson and wife, Jimmy Calvert, Elwood Hilts and Wendy Allen.   

12/13/1995      Wed.     4:30am, Read church News, walked 1 mile, worked on material for commerical 

training.  Bought Jacen, Mike and donutes for treats.  Gave Commerical training in Associate office. 

12/14/1995     Thur.     4am, Read JD, Off to Eagle, then on to EC office.  Spent rest of day there.  Went HT and 

VT with Mom and gave all families an apple pie.  Paul has 102 deg. Temp. 

12/16/1995     Sat.     1:30am, to store 2:45am, finished 9am, back home and rested.  Then worked in office 

and got things in order and reviewed reading material.  Mom took Paul to children client.  He is really feeling 

bad.  Mark Picked pecans, Took Paul to Eagle about 8 to do accounting.  Had best day 7,200.  We are about 

35,000. Owed, which means everyting in the store minus that is our profit.  Read Priesthood lesson and JD. 

past midnight. 

12/18/1995     4am, Read Ensign, to Eagle, then to Associates.  Presented commerical to Larry Carpenter, then 

worked the rest of the afternoon  in the EC. Office.  Home worked a little then to bed 8:45pm.  Read Ensign. 



12/19/1995     4am, Read Ensign.  To Eagle, then to Associates.  Gave Frank Jr. and JoAnn presentation.  Home 

for afternoon off.  Worked on Marks Court of Honor and read Ensign. 

12/21/1995     5am, Read church News, walked 1 mile, to Eagle, spent morning there.  On to Associates, spent 

most of afternoon there working on problems of commerical loan. 

12/22/1995     Fri.     5am, read church news, gathered material for food stamp meeting in Raleigh.  4 hours to 

get there and 4 back.  Watched TV most of the night, to bed late, 11:30pm.  Mom worked on Tina’s kids PJ 

that she made.  She is a great women.  I am thankful for her and all that she does for our family and others. 

12/23/1995     Sat.     4am, Read Ensign, to Eagle Mkt, did money, recorded bills and inspected store.  Payed 

bills for Week and figured money situation.  Then home, went visiting to Mike Needhams, the Halls and 

Garretts and Luz and Pelar.  Looked at truck on south of town and then home.  

12/24/1995     Sun.     4am, Read and finished church news, Ensign, wrote David a letter, to church , read part 

of xmas program, home and rested.  Finished Ensign, Mom went in the afternoon to help Sumi to get ready for 

christmas.  We had family night, told some xmas stories from ensign and sang songs.  Then to bed.  

12/25/1995     Mon.     4am, To Eagle to handle money for weekend.  Then home by 8 to open gifts with kids.  

Sumi called and wished us merry xmas, had a good christmas, went to Frank Jr. to eat in Va.  

12/26/1995     Tues.     4am, Worked all day at Mtg. Office, Nellie leaving and have to get things in order.  Let 

Charlene Garrett go.  She was late 3 times in a week. Did Eagle at night.   

12/27/1995     Wed.    5am, worked EC office all day, rearranged 

office, money at night at Eagle.  

12/29/1995     Fri.     4am, Read JD, walked 1 mile, reviewed 

status of days work.  To EC office, rested, worked til 12:15, 

copier fixed and computer upgraded.  More hard drive 1 GIG bit.  

Showed house to family, then home.  Made calls then rested.  

Closed out Eagle and got home about 11:30pm. 

12/30/1995     5am, To Eagle,m stayed til 11:30am Worked on 

financial statement.  Got most done and show close to 76,000. 

profit 1st 3 months.  Had bad headache.  Went to bed for rest. .   At Christmas we have to have hearts. 

Frankie & Dad 

 Up and to Eagle to do accounting.  To bed about 11:30pm. 

12/31/195     5am, read JD, talked to Mom on Frankie, to church for meeting, 

Yesterday received letter from Elder Yoder to YM.  Gave to Bishop.  (David is 

doing well.)  Rested in afternoon with Mom.  Family night, ask each what was 

important to them this past year.  Mom said the family reunion, Paul said 

bowling, Mark said he lost his best friend when David left and I said to have 

David go on his mission.  Wrote David Letter, Paul did too.  Mom and I talked 

about what she should do if I die.  Mom and Paul to stay up to see the ball 

drop in time square.  I to bed at 9:35.  Read JD.  

   Nothing quite like winning! 

 



 1996 

January 

1/1/1996     Totaled Cad. At Moyock returning from bank working on Eagle Mkt. 

1/5/1996     Fri.     5am, Chest right side hurts, I read JD. And walked 1 mile.  To work, did bills, hurt more and 

went to Dr. Took x-ray’s, looked ok, spent couple hours in bed, up and to Eagle to take care of money. 

1/6/1996     Sat.     5am, Read JD.  To Eagle, paid bills etc. Home at 3pm and took family to see movie. It 

snowed tonight and I went out with Paul.  

1/7/1996     Sun.     5:15am, Read JD, snow almost all gone.  Went out with Paul, no church today.  Spent a lot 

of time reading JD. And playing games with Paul.  Then family night, 3-6 home taught and James, Sumi and 

John called.  

1/13/1996     Much has gone on.  Drew 1st money from Eagle, 3,000. For myself and 3,000 for Frank Jr. Ron had 

already got an insurance check for 3,000.  The boys out west want to pay our way out for week.  Stay next 

Xmas or so, I have talk to give tomorrow on Mosiah 2:41.  Commercial startup is going along fine.  I am back in 

EC. Office and Nellie has left.  Tina Adams, a friend of Sumi is working for me.  We have had some bad winter 

storms in the east coast this year.  

1/14/1996     Sun.    5am, struggled with talk on Mosiah 2:42, typed a talk by General Authorities in 1881 but 

did not feel right.  Finally turned it over to the Lord even as I got up to speak.  Did not know but the spirit took 

over and gave a great talk. Tonight we had Marks Court of Honor for Eagle.  Doug Chester and father was 

there along with all that had helped him along the way.  They stated only 2% become eagles of boys in scouts.  

We were real proud of Mark. Cody looks in bad shape, his front right leg looks broken and his neck is all 

chewed up.  He has been fighting for a black female dog in heat.  

1/15/1996     3:30am, Read church news, went in to work and stayed in office all day.  To Eagle at night finally 

to bed 11:08pm, long day. 

1/21/1996     Sun.     5am, Read church news, read priesthood lesson, to 

church.  Mark got his Duty to God Award, Mom and Mark went to fireside 



and Paul and I played battleship.  Read children friend, Paul read BOM.  (His SS teacher gave an assignment). I 

wrote to David on his mission.  John called and is arranging for us to go out west to visit the boys. 

1/22/1996     Mon.     3:30am Read Ensign, worked on sale material for Mkt.  To Eagle, did accounting, then to 

EC., office, tired most of day.  Closed out Eagle in evening. 

1/27/1996     Lots going on, Sales at Eagle had been down for past 3 weeks but are starting to pick up.  My 

broker business is starting to close loans and we are progressing on the commercial business.  Went to Stake 

conf. tonight.  Stopped at store to do money on way back and Paul, Mark and Mom had a ball getting 

whatever.  We had best day since Christmas.  I have started 22 Vol. JD. 

1/28/1996     Sun.     5am, Read JD. and church news.  To stake conference. (1st one in new stake center at 

Bennett’s Creek). 

1/29/1996     Mon.     3:30am, Read JD, walked 1 hour, 2 miles, then went back to bed and rested.  Then to 

Eagle, did money and worked on organization.  Then to bank and then to EC. Office.  Went to view some 

homes a builder had built, he wants to go into business with me to build homes.  Home and worked on 

advertisement for Res. Co with me as lender.  Read JD. 

1/31/1996     Wed.    5:15am, Read JD. Walked, Mom gave me haircut yesterday then to work.  Spent time on 

own, paying bills etc.  Worked on different problems, closed Brine loan.  Do his disclosure papers.  Talked to 

Mr. Perry on my house, talked to Larry Woodhouse on closing of loan.  Reviewed accounts proposal on agents 

fees, helped Paul with homework.  Read JD. 

February 

2/1/1996     Thur.     12am, back to bed 2:35am and up at 5am.  Read JD. most of the time up.  Walked, we 

have gym equipment in living room since Frankie is with us for a month and we had used his room for the 

equipment.  Had a busy day and we should be bringing in good money next week.  Mom worked hard on YW 

tonight and the boys played Nintendo.  Paul and I are writing in our journals.  I just checked 1st entry in this 

one and found my journal order then Paul.  I kidded him about that.  

2/2/1996     Fri.     5am, Read JD, walk, to work.  Tina had trouble at home with husband.  They had a fight.  

Worked on pending stuff.  Trip to beach to pickup check from Att. Sharp 3,300. And Frank B. 1,300 and Att. 

Spivey 1,500.  Will be able to pay bills Mon. for the month.  Monday got another check for 1,500. .  Spent 

evening at home, it is cold and ice on trees.  



2/3/1996     Sat.     5am, all outside iced, roads are bad.  

Read JD. Then went to Eagle, had 8,300 Fri and 7,300 

Sat. Best week so far since we have had store.  Did 

bills and money then home.  Took Frankie to Hughes 

and worked in EC. Office for 2-3 hours.  Paying bills 

and working on lines.  Home to eat.  Pulled Paul on 

board down back roads with car.  He liked that.  Then 

to Eagle to do money and deposit in bank. 

2/4/1996     Sun.     6am, Read JD. Ice and Snow closed 

everything.  Kids had great day playing in snow.  Ended 

in ditch for a while with Mom car.  Read JD. Afternoon 

and night. 

2/6/1996     Tues.     Kids still out of school due winter 

weather. Roads still have ice and snow. Up at 4, read 

and finished JD. 22 Vol. and started church news.  

Walked 1 mile, then to work at night studied pending 

stuff. 

2/7/1996     Wed.     4am, Read rest of church news, 

stated Vol. 23 JD. Worked on broker contract for our 

Res. Co to 9:30am, then to Associated, covered 4 loans 

from Liz in Fla.  Then to office, worked on loans all day.  

Watched movie with family at night also finished a 

letter to Sheila on my BOM experience.  Read JD. Prior 

to sleeping. 

2/8/1996     Thur.     4am, Read JD. Walked outside a little.  Worked on GMC loan programs.  To work and 

spent a lot of time on OWP.  Showed SM house and interviewed Mr. Perry and Tom Elliott.  Read JD.  

2/9/1996     Fri.     11:30 up til 1:45am, Read JD, back to 

bed then up at 4am and Read JD, walked, then into 

work.  Busy all day arranged for Mr. Perry to buy my 

house.  Did money at Eagle to bed at midnight. 

2/10/1996     Sat.     5:30am, worked on Res. Mtg. co 

outline.  Went into office got 3 loans worked on.  Then 

met with John smith.  Then Reg. Manley, trained for 

commercial.  Then home to rest.  Read JD. 

2/11/1996     Sun.     5:30am, Read JD. (50 pages in 

morning).  We are going to Kathy’s ward in VA to assist 

in blessing her new daughter.  Came back, took Mark HT after eating and resting.  Then helped Mom and YW 

put     Emil M. Dad and Kirstin Moster 

 away things from new beginning program then Mom and I HT Needham’s.  Had family night, But Mark went 

to his girl’s church. 



2/13/1996     Tues.     4am, Read JD, walked, to work.  Dropped Paul at school, Tina could not come in, her 

daughter was sick.  Worked all day at business.  I have picked up a cold.  Mom to RS. And we watched dances 

with wolves.  Finished new church news first.  Paul saw a couple of scary movies and is afraid to go to bed.  He 

is sleeping on the floor in our room.  

2/14/1996     Wed.     4am, Read JD.  Walked, rested, and took Paul to school. Had training on commercial 

loans.  Felt bad and voice giving out in afternoon.  Went home about 4, to bed early, read JD. 

2/15/1996     Thur.     1:30am, read JD, rested and read more.  Then to work Tina is home sick with Temp.  I 

had hard time talking on phone, got 2 closing to set up another on the way.  Tonight read JD. and to bed early.  

2/17/1996     Had ice storm last two days and sales up in Mkt.  I feel sick with this cold.   

2/18/1996     Sun.    5am, Read JD, to church for Bishop and Pec meeting. (I am ward clerk), then home to rest.  

My pills I take for cold makes me feel bad and I can’t talk much.  Read JD, sleep and read paper. 

2/19/1996     4am,     Read JD, to Eagle, did money, pulled 10,475.41 out and put in BOC saving account .  Only 

Mom and I can take out.  This is to get money to pay Frank back when time comes.   

2/21/1996     Wed.    4:30am, Read JD, showered and back to bed and read JD.  Did not get much sleep last 

night, my throat is giving me trouble.  Closed Booker Armstrong loan last night.  Worked in office most of day.  

Trying to set up a couple of closings.  Got one done Fri. For Sawyers. 

2/22/996     Early read Ensign all morn from 12 midnight to 3am and finished it.  Then back to bed.  Worked at 

office.  Spent time in court giving Jim Brickhouse support.  To closing on Kerry (Buster) 1st loan on our spec. 

house.  To Scout dinner.  Got a call from Susan Goodwin on Charlene Garrett at court with handcuffs today, 

called and talked to her father.  Finished church news.  



2/23/1996     Fri.     4:30am, Read church news and finished.  Read JD.  To work Nancy McCalister has 

answered phones for two days. She decided she wants the job.  Closed Charlie Sawyer and did a lot of Misc.  

Stayed home tonight, read JD. 

2/24/1996     Sat.     1:30am, read JD and back to bed 3am.  Up 4:50, read JD. Then to Eagle.  Did money and 

bills.  Pulled 5,000 for mgmt.  1500. To Ron 1500 to frank Jr 500 to Sharron Jolly 1500 to me.  Back home 

11am.  Rested then worked on loans.  Frank Jr. coming to spend afternoon. 

2/26/1996     Mon.     1:50 Am. Read JD. Sleep then to Eagle 4:30.  Did money then back home, rested then to 

work in EC. Office.  Just about got Perry loan ready to go.  Also worked on Wearing etc.  



2/27/1996     Tues.     4am, Read JD. Worked on varied loans.  Mom 

stopped in with a yogurt.  To bed around 8-9 up at 3:50am read JD. Back 

to bed.  

2/28/1996     Wed.     3:50am, Read JD.  Back to sleep in chair.  To work 

early, then to 9-11 training commercial. Mr. Perry and Sharron Jolly 

worked on different loans.  Took Mom and Paul to Shiloh topside 

restaurant to eat.  Read JD. And to bed early.  

March 

3/2/1996     Sat.    5am, to office and payed personal bills.  Then to COA 

for real estate update course all day.  Then to Eagle to do money.  We 

have a sale going on and did approx. 20,000 Fri. and Sat.  That’s good. 

3/3/1996     Sun.     5:30am, Read JD, to church, had meetings.  Did HT VT 

after.  Everyone but Sumi home to eat.  Paul at Aarons and Mark visiting 

JoAnn.  Had family night.  Taught 1 Cor. 15:40 and then 76 D&C on 3 

degrees of glory. 

3/4/1996     Mon.     4:30am, to Eagle then to EC. Trying to 

get thing’s set up for being away 8 days.  Visited speck 

house, Eagle and Ron’s home with Mr. Perry.  Then home.  

All the boys called to check if we were ready. 

3/12/1996     Tues.    We left 3-5-96 for Las Vegas then flew 

to AZ. To see James and wife, then back to NV. Spent 2 

days at each son’s home. Mike, James, John, Frank.  They 

got together and sent tickets for Mom and I to take a little 

vacation.  We left Mark and Paul at home.  They did fairly 

well.  Paul got toothache and had to have tooth pulled.  

Now must catch up on everything.  

3/13/1996     Tues,      5am, Read JD. Walked 18 min. To work. Spent day catching up and paying bills.  Mr. 

Perry and Nancy worked with me.  People from WV. came to see Builder Buster, also visited some homes he 

build.  John and James called.  Read More JD.     Mike and Dad at the Vegas temple 

3/15/1996     Fri.     Up and down during early morn.  

Read church news, walked ½ hour, 1 Mile), worked on 

premier loan products.  To office, paid bills, to training 

at associates.  2 men from Colo. One Bishop.  Back to 

office tow work on stuff then to Eagle.  Worked on bills 

and money til 11, very tired. Ashly is staying with us 

tonight, our granddaughter from Sumi. 

3/16/1996     Sat.    4am, Read church news, tread mill 1 

mile, to EC. Office and worked on broker stuff.  Then to 

Eagle to meet with Ron and Frank B. we had some 

complaints on Ron.  One client threaten to sue.  Decide 



Ron to get applications do CB release and Frank to process and close.  Checked store and got lunch from there.  

Back to EC. And worked on broker til 5:30.  Then home for a little while at 8pm went and blessed Eric Culvert, 

Jimmy’s son, then on to Eagle and did money arrived back home at 11am. 

3/17/1996     Sun.     5:30am, Read JD. Then to church.  John smith had great lesson on millennium.  Also great 

Priesthood lesson on becoming Christ like.  Home, listen to David’s tape from mission.  He gives day to day life.  

Makes us feel good.  Mom and Mark to fireside for youth.  Paul and I had interview with his homework and 

then played risk.  To bed 8pm and read and wrote in journal.  

3/19/1996     Tues.     4:30am, Read JD. Treadmill, to work.  Closed two loans and paid bills.  Full and long day.  

Committed Nancy McAllister to 8pm Sun. night with Elders.  She is 7th day Adventist.  Helped Mom with 

dishes, Read JD. 

3/20/1996     Wed.    4:30am, Read JD. Treadmill 1 mile.  Watched news, Dole has the republican nomination.  

To work, worked on taxes and sent off. Did much other stuff.  Took Paul in to get CD game on lion King 

Figure’s.  Read JD.  Mom and mark at church.  

3/21/1996     Thur.     3am, Read JD. Treadmill 45 minutes, rested again then read JD.  To work, worked on 

loans all day.  Evening Mom and I went to Ashley’s school program. 

3/22/1996     Fri.     5am, got lots of sleep, Read JD. Treadmill, Read JD, to work and did Mr. Perry loan.  

Beridate Stafford’s had another loan done. (Took application. Quite a bit to do.  Stayed with Paul tonight.  

Mom went out with sisters. 

3/23/1996     Sat.     4:30am, Read JD. Treadmill, to Eagle, did money on the spec. house in Moyock.  

Foundation down, caps going on.  To Sam Ettore to see my car then to office.  Planned out 40,000. Loan for Ed 

and Jear, worked on C. McPherson file.  Home and watched TV, then 7:30 to Eagle to do money for Sat. Read 

JD.  

3/24/1996     Read JD, to church had meetings.  They ask me to teach investigator class.  Saw comet in the sky 

tonight.  Had Elders over to meet Nancy McAllister, to bed late.  Gave Paul a blessing.  He felt sick.  Took Elders 

home. 

3/25/1996     Mon.     4:30am, Read JD.  Did not walk, to Eagle to do weekend money and pay bills. Paid 

13,000. That helped.  Worked Mr. Perry’s loan out.  Tired a good part of day.  Went HT for Bro. Northwood, 

got all of his families also picked up Cad. From Sam.  It seems to be working ok. 

3/26/1996     Tues.     4:30am, Read JD.  Treadmill, Read BOM 1st Chapter with Paul.  To work, Misc. stuff, met 

with Ron Egan.  Landscaper business.  Might go into business with.  Had 4 Elders to dinner, very enjoyable. 

3/27/1995     Wed.     Awake a lot last night, got up 3:50am, Read JD and walked.  Then finished Last Vol. 27 of 

JD. Yaaaaaa. Very enlighten, gave me much thought of Moses.  Read with Paul, going to Ocracoke today.  

3/28/1996     Thur.     4:30am, Read Ensign, Walked, read with Paul, to work.  Elders met with Nancy 

McAllister. 

3/29/1996     Fri.     3:50am, read and finished Ensign.  To work.  

3/30/1996     Sat.     4am, Read Old Testament, will start all scriptures.  Last night our little Paul 10 going on 11, 

went to is first school dance.  HE even went with a girl.  She was a little older then him.  They had a good time.  

The girl came home with him, (it was Mom).  Worked at Eagle then afternoon an EC. Office on broker then 



rested a few house then back to Eagle to close out.  Paul went with me.  Mom at YW fireside from SLC and 

Mark working.  

April 

4/1/1996     Read Church news and Old Testament.  Went to work, Mr. Perry loan rejected.  Resubmitted to 3 

co.’s. Very tired today.  

4/2/1996     4am, read church news and old testament.  Studied OWP, to work (oh, walked) Busy all day. 

4/3/1996     Wed.    3am, read Gen 32, back to bed, after I showered then read with Paul as he eat.  He almost 

missed the bus.  To work, put out fires.  Bp. Hilbert came and got the chickens tonight.  That puts us out of the 

chicken business.  Mom and Mark to YW-YW and Paul and I watched TV then read BOM and then wrote in our 

journals. 

4/4/1996     Thur.     3:30 Am. Trouble sleeping, read Genesis, finished, walked, then to office.  Paid bills, misc. 

work, met with John Smith.  Glidden approved, to beach with Family, Stayed at Mr. Perry time share, Thurs.-

Fri.  Back Sat.  

4/15/1996     Mon.     4:30am, read, went out and cut wood, then to Eagle, did money then to EC. Office.  

Cooked supper.  Mom took sis. Missionaries to VA Got back late.  Alvin and Peggy McPherson gave Mark good 

comments for talk given at Rotary. 

4/16/1996     Tues.     5:30 Am. Rough night, store alarm keep going off and I got calls twice while sleeping and 

had hard time going back to sleep.  Got up at 11 and read til 11:45am.  Read Samuel, Saul has just become 

King.  Those days were rough. Mom Rubbed my back since I ache all over from wood and sitting.  If I do not 

walk, back hurts.  Mr. Perry and I going for training in VA On steel building.  He also gets his loan closed today 

and we get 30,000 down on SM house. Yaaaaaa. I am giving Mom 3000. To stay home this summer from work 

at beach. Paid bills and cleared off 12,000 line.  Cut wood quite a while, Mom helped stack it.  Read 1st Samuel. 

4/17/1996     Wed.     5am, read O.T. got haircut, worked on loans, to office and worked on loans and finances.  

Saw Sumi and Kathy and Kids at Sumi’s. Then home.  Mark and Paul cut wood and stacked.  I finished up and 

Paul stacked. Brent Needham stayed while Mom and Brenda at YW.  Mike Needham stayed and talked a long 

time.  I also made x frame to cut wood next sat.  Paul and I did spelling and read BOM and wrote in journals. 

4/18/1996     Thur.     4:30Am. Read O.T. finished 1st Samuel, to work early about 6am.  Got one file done prior 

to 9am.  Worked on files all day, left at 3 to look at Jones property, he is for closing.  Home and called Paul his 

spelling words then out with Missionaries.  Mom cleaned houses at the beach til 6:15pm. 

4/20/1996     Sat.     Restless night, read O.T., did some work on computer.  Mark Surfing, Mom to beach to 

clean cottages.  Paul and I did lawn and mowing and trimming and edging.  9:45 Mark and Emil and friend 

came back from beach and we did wood.  Got 3.5 loads.  Kathy and friend and Emil Michael and new baby 

came and got us lunch and helped with wood.  After that I got tire fixed on mower and Mark and Paul and I 

chopped wood til close to 4pm.  I am very sore. 

4/21/1996     Sun.     Too tired to read.  Go ready to go to church, had meetings, will have Diane, a friend and 

Mark to family night.  Lesson on song, come, come ye saints. 

4/22/1996     Rough night up at 2:30am, read and walked then back to bed. But very little sleep.  Off to store, 

worked on bills then to EC office and inspected three homes.  Today got a lot to do.   



4/23/1996     Tues.     5:30am, could not sleep after awaken 10:30Pm, read church news til 11:45pm, did not 

walk, to store, spec house, then EC. Office. The loan approved for Busters dad house.  Bill Dunn from Money 

Center came in and worked on all loans.  Also paid bills.  Tried to get Battinger’s building on the move,  

Arranged for buster to do his foundation.  Read BOM with Mom and Paul.  On 17 chapter 1st Nephi. 

4/24/1996     Wed.    3:30am, read walked, read, back hurting.  To Eagle then to EC office.  Picked up 4 Elders 

9:40am to help me get wood.  Got 10 loads.  Enough to do next winter.  Rested then cut some of the wood 

with mark and Paul stacking.  Got hot bath due to back.  Read 2nd Kings, started next book also read with Paul 

and Brent Needham 17 Ch., 1st Nephi. 

4/25/1996     Thur.     Bad night again.  Mom was up most of the night worrying about me.  I have a lot of 

things going on right now. Read first Chronicles, exercised, got Paul up and tried to let Mom sleep. She went to 

bed at 4:30am.  She got up at 6:50.  To Eagle and took care of some problems.  All the ice cream was bad due 

to freezer going out.  On to EC. Tried to put fires out all day.  Did not get home, stayed in town and taught 

Nancy McAllister with Elders at church.  Home and watched Pres. Hinckley on 60 minutes.  Mark got some 

sawdust in his eyes cutting wood. 

4/26/1996     Fri.     4:30am, read O.T. to Eagle, to EC. Bought new riding mower today.  To Eagle to write bills 

and do money.  Paul and I read. 

4/27/1996     Sat.     5:30am, read OT. Looked at lawnmower video and read instructions.  Got Paul set up to 

mow, weed trim, edge.  Worked on Jimmy B.Q. loan and put together to make it work.  Rested and worked 

with Paul to do all Lawn work.  He did most of it.  To Eagle and did money.  

4/28/1996     Sun.     5:30am, read OT. Read Priesthood lesson, to church.  Only Sac. Today rested afternoon.  

Read OT. Had family night.  Mike Yoder called and we called Frank Jr and wished him happy birthday. 

4/29/1996     Mon.     4am, read OT. Walked, to Eagle, did money then to EC. Office and paid bills, had a lot of 

clients to work with.  Went to eye Dr. to see if that’s causing my pain in head.  Everything ok. 

4/30/1996     Tues.     4am, read.  To Eagle, to EC. Worked a little to Dr. at base, referred to specialist.  Refer to 

CAT scan.  Most of day with Dr. for pain on side of head, read BOM with Paul. 

May 

5/2/1996     4:30am, read church news, exercised, to spec. house, then to store then on to EC office.  Met A.C. 

Roberson.  Took application.  Saw Betty Lyons, talked to buster.  Mrs. Holmes said go with loan.  Mr. Perry 

helped me all day. 

5/4/1996     Sat.     Read OT.  Worked on equipment, took Mom and Paul to do the Blake’s garden for them. 

Even with Macines a lot of work.  Then home to rest.  Then to Arron’s baseball game.  Then to Megowski.  B.Q. 

for Jeff grad. and son John Birthday.  Home for a little while, then on to Eagle to do money. 

5/6/1996     4am, read OT.  Walked, read more then to Eagle to EC.  Talked to Tenny McAllister on our repair 

work.  Set closing for Wines.  Worked on Betty Lyons, also Frank B. stuff from beach. 

5//1996     Wed.     We (Mom and I) went to Ocracoke to get away for a day.  Enjoyed ourselves, thanks to Ed 

and Jean had great place to stay. (Big hot tub) beautiful room.  They are my clients and don’t charge us to stay 

at the Silver Lake Motel.  Collected rent from Sallye 1,200. And comm. from Frank B. 3,300.  Worked on loans 

tonight.  Also read church Ensign. 



5/9/1996     Thur.    4:30am, read ensign, exercised, off to meet. C. Roberson who wanted to walk in my 

footsteps.  To spec. house then to Eagle.  Had a meeting with Mgrs.  Then to EC. Office worked all morning 

then gave training on commercial in afternoon.  Then on to dinner at 7pm at prison.  Read BOM with Mom 

and Paul. 

5/10/1996     Fri.     4:30am, read church news, worked on 3 files, and then walked.  Off to see Eagle, lots of 

money problems.  Late getting to EC. Worked til 5:30pm.  Took 6 files home to work on.  Rested rest of night.  

Call from Michael, he and Skippy having some problems.  Call from John to introduce girl friend to us.  Call 

from Emil to ask Mark to go surfing tomorrow.  5 min. later a call from Emil to scratch the last phone call.  He 

is an adult now and has responsibilities to take care of.  I guess he and Kathy talked about it!!!!!.  Read Ensign 

and church news.  

5/11/1996     Sat.     4:30am, read church news, worked on 2.5 loan files.  Read Ensign 2 art. Then to Eagle.  Did 

money and paid bills til 1pm.  Taking Paul to circus.  Then to eagle to close out.  Power went out prior to 

finishing reports and deposits. 

5/12/1996     Sun.     5:30am, read Ensign, no early meetings, Mother’s day.  Church, Rodney Homkey came in 

for a week.  Spent the day with us.  Had a chance to talk to David since it was mother’s day.   He is doing well. 

5/13/1996     Mon.     4:30am, read Ensign, worked on loans, walked then to Eagle.  Did accounting.  Then to 

EC.  Nancy sick and went home.  Worked on Betty Lyons loan most of the day.  Got it ready to close Tues. also 

Holmes will close then.  Cut and stacked wood tonight. 

5/14/1996     Tues.     4:30am, read Ensign, walked, Mom and I went to Portsmouth Hosp. for my cat. Scan.  

Went shopping after that then home.  I went in to 2 closings. Had Rodney and 2 Elders for dinner. 

5/15/1996     Wed.     4:30am, read ensign, showered, to store, did money then to EC.  Picked up 16,000. For 

Holmes home and also 3,500. Commission on two loans.  Set up building account M&Y at BB&T.  Did my bank 

statement and tomorrow will pay bills.  Will clear some line debt yaaaaaa.  Paul and I read and did Journals 

tonight.  Also read Ensign.  Bro. and sis. White called for info on buying a home.  Mom and Mark at YM-YW.  

The kyniston boy got hurt while fooling around.  Mom had to take him to Hosp. since no YM leaders around. 

5/16/1996     Thur.     5am, read Ensign, exercised, to Eagle and did money and worked on projections of cash.  

To EC. Worked with Nancy and Mr. Perry on loans. Did finances, worked on Rusty Mcgill home, Rodney here 

for supper and game of hearts.  Mom Paul and I read 2nd Nephi and wrote in our Journals.  Read Ensign. 

5/17/1996     Fri.   4:30am, read and finished Ensign.  It was the conf. issue and very long, but good.  Walked, 

worked on Pritchard loan, and took a long time.  Off to Eagle, paid a lot of back checks with income from 

weekend. Thru Tues.  To E.C. office then at 11am off to home for lunch then to George Hall on the Art Gallery 

in Eagle.  Then to N.H. office to see Sach Smith, gave him a big hug and told him I loved him, also offered him a 

chance to get training as a commercial broker.  His trial is 24 June and they will problem move back to Ga., 

Then to Rusty McGill and his wife signed all papers.  Back to home and took wife to Shiloh restaurant.  Then 

watched a video then to store to count money.  A weak Fri. home to bed at 1:02am. 

5/18/1996     Sat. 5am, not enough sleep.  Read OT. Drew buckets of water from on top of pool.  Cover for 

about 2.5 with Mom. Mowed whole lawn.  Edged walks and driveways. Watched movie, resting.  Boys and 

Mom and I took top of pool, sweep, Mom is a hard working woman and very feminism.  I do love her.  Read 

OT. To Eagle and spec house. Siding going on.  Good sales 5,600 today.  



5/19/1996     Sun.     6:05am, I must have been really tired to stay in bed that long. Read and finished proverbs, 

going to special Sac. Meeting in stake.  I am sure they are going to announce the Ammon program.  That 

should have a tremendous effect on our church.  Mom has made chicken croissants for lunch and there is a 

youth fireside tonight.  Great Sac. Meeting and they announced the Ammon program.  No more stake and 

ward missionaries.  The stake President is mission president to missionaries assigned to our stake. ZL are his 

assistants.  5-6 day for selected tracking 14-16 hours a week on planned and ongoing svc. (Hosp. or rest home 

etc.)  And rest as it comes available.  This will affect our stake quite a bit.  900 members committed to do this.  

Mom and Mark to fireside, Paul and I read 2 Nephi and wrote in journals.  Lillian called to check on us.  She is a 

good sister.  

5/20/1995     Mon.     5am, Read OT. Then to Eagle.  Think we are able to clear Pet 2,000. And checks which put 

at 4-26 bills.  This next week we will pay more.  I spent most of the day working on 3 loans and getting them 

sent out.  Closed Wines loan, they are nice people.  Worked on Pool and got leak from sliding board fixed.  

Filter is working, have to test water tomorrow.  Also have to take Cad. In for Sam Ettore to pick up and fix.  

Wed. Mom’s speed odometer will get fixed.  Got a lot to do this week. I will try to cut wood early in the 

morning.  One morning I have to take on the diving board too.  Claudia Cardin called and wanted Mom to go 

to the temple when she goes.  That’s great.  She said she would not be in the church if we had not taken her in 

at 16 year old.  

5/21/1996     Tues.     5am, read OT. 22 Isa: fixed chain saw.  Cut and stacked.  The saw is not cutting well.  Will 

need to get new one.  Still have a lot of wood to cut.  George Hall to stop by store today 10:30 and will decide 

about Gallery.  Sam to get my car today.  Worked on 6 loans at home to night just have to catch up.  Mom at 

YM and camp planning meeting.  Paul and I wrote in journal and read BOM.  

5/22/1996     Wed.     4:30am, read Ensign, walked, to Eagle, bad sales day.  To EC. Dropped Moms car off to fix 

speedometer.  Would not pick up car.  Had to order part.  To Eye Dr., tested ok, back to work.  Picked up salt 

for pool, 8-80 lb. bags.  Made bank run.  Paul and I did journals and scriptures. 

5/23/1996     Thur.     Read Ensign, went to Nancy McAllister home and took about ½ siding off.  5:30 to 

6:30am.  To Eagle, worked on bills and money.  To EC. Reviewed loans.  Home since Nancy needed to use 

computer.  Set up home office.  Read BOM with Paul.  

5/24/1996     Fri.     3:30am, read Ensign, walked, to Eagle, spent a long time at store then to EC. And left at 3 

and home to rest.  Paul’s birthday party.  Then to church.  YW program Mom attended.  Connie Swenson 

graduation as nurse.  Paul and I read BOM. 

5/25/1996      Sat.     5:30am, read OT. To work, all day finances and loan.  Directly to Moyock, looked at Spec. 

house and then to Eagle.  Home and watch TV with Mom to late. 

5/26/1996     Sun.    5:30am, read OT.  To office read more OT.  Then to church.  Had all meetings.  Went to 

new college in Va. Taken over by LDS men.  I like what we heard.  Hope to get Mark into it and maybe David a 

little interested.  Going to be very expensive. 

5/27/1996     Mon.     5am, not much rest.  To bed late and John called at 2am and we talked to him and Mike.  

Mike and Skippy are having trouble.  To store, then to EC. Worked all day.  Took one loan application.  

5/28/1996     Tues.     5am, read OT.  Walked, to Eagle, to EC.  Typed stuff for Mom on graduates, Frank Jr. 

called.  He had a good meeting with his Bishop.  Feels great about that and is working on getting his 

endowments back.  Talked a little about Mike and Skippy and Frankie and JoAnne. 



5/29/1996     Wed.     4:15am, Read OT.  Walked, talked to Mom on Mark going to college in VA.  She feels the 

cost is too high but I feel it will do him good spiritually.  Cost 1,500.  To Eagle then to EC. Reviewed all loans.  

Took 2-3 home with me, did bank run.  Rested a little then worked on files. 

5/30/1996     Thur.     4am, Read OT. Walked, worked on loans then to Eagle. Then to EC. Then to George Hall.  

Got pictures and western stuff for Eagle.  Made two trips.  Looks good, home worked on 3 files and two 

applications.  Watched TV for a while. Then read and wrote in journal with Paul. 

5/31/1996     Fri.     3:30am, Read OT.  Studied loans then to Eagle.  Lots of time spent on finances. To EC. On 

loans, to closing in Edenton on Johnnie Cale loan.  Back to EC. Gave Nancy list of things to do on loans.  Then 

home early and worked on Mary’s loan and financial situation.  Called and asked questions then gave her my 

recommendations.  Stacked wood and racked and mowed wood cutting area.  Watch movie, read BOM with 

Paul. 

June 

6/1/1996     Sat.     Read OT.  Worked on 2 loans, the 750,000 project. Took 3 hours to review.  Then made 

arrangements to get to Bob O’Connor.  

6/2/1996     Sun.     Read OT. To church then in evening, Mark, Mom and I covered southern Va. College and 

decided to try to make it work.  Wrote to David, read BOM with Paul.  Talked to Sheila. 

6/3/1996     Mon.    4:30am, Read Jer. Took off to Eagle, and had a lot of money to take care of.  Our ins. Check 

for 3,500. Came in and we are down 38,000. Holding checks by the end of the month we will be where I feel 

conformable.  About -35,000.  To EC. Worked on money, paying bills etc.  Buster came in for money to pay 

bills.  Will be starting Holmes this week.  Worked on Betty Lyons and tried to help her.  Worked on Langley 

loan.  Paid bill at Ideal Repair Shop for saws and chains.  Rested at home til dinner.  Sister Missionaries came 

out and talked to us about service.  Mom gave me a haircut so Paul missed his reading. 

6/4/1996     Tues.     3:30am, read Jer. Walked, got Mom up to Vac. Pool.  Took off to Eagle, worked on 

accounting then to EC. Worked on loans, Nancy took off for grandson program and to tear down her house 

and burn it.  Mr. Perry took off to work on his house.  He made sure I was all right first.  I was able to get 3 

loans well along.  Home Mom fixed dinner for Janie Grill who was sick and Ray Owen who feels lonely.  She 

went to eat with Ray and visit.  Paul went to his first Boy Scout meeting and said it was fun.  They tore down 

an old lawn mower. Mark took him in.  Now Mark is doing his 2 essays for Southern Va. College entrance.  I 

finished the church news that came today.  Pres. Hinkley just dedicated the Hong Kong Temple last week.  

That should expand the genealogy work in Chinese.  There is 1 billion in china. 

6/5/1996     4:30am, Read Jer. OT. Walked 2 miles, to Eagle tried to correct error in M/O account.  Could not 

do it.  To EC. Worked on loans, Bill Dunn from Money Center came and I gave him 6 loans.  To Edenton to get 

Cale Closing papers and commission check for 1,500.00.  Set up 750.00 visit to south client next wed.  Home 

Mom off to stake meeting.  I picked up Paul from HS at 8:15.  He was at Aarons we read BOM and I studied 

rates and a loan application. 

6/6/1996     Thur.     2:30am, crazy sleep pattern, read Jer. Studied rates and loan stuff.  Sleep in chair a little 

while.  To store and did money and paid 2 weeks bills. Late getting to EC.  Worked on James Langley, Mc Gill 

and others.  Home to rest at 2:30 and read Jer.  Worked on Win fax program 2 hours.  Went to airport in 

Norfolk to get Frankie who will stay for 3 weeks.  Mom drove and we stopped at Eagle and did money.  Freezer 

and meat case down.  



6/7/1996     Fri.     5am, got to bed at 2am, only 3 hours sleep.  Not good, read and finished Jer. And on Ezk. 

Now.  Something wrong with car, think it’s a tire.  Mom will go into Sumi’s to watch kids as Sumi paints 

pictures of Ashley’s class.  She only had 3 hrs. too.  To EC. Office, worked on closings. Langley, Rusty McGill and 

one other.  Mom took care of Sumi’s kid’s. Home by 2:30, read mail, newspaper.  To eagle to do bank 

statement then home at 11am.  Long day. 

6/8/1996     Sat.     5am, Read Isa. To office and did a lot of catching up misc.  Worked on financial statement 

for Long time (OWP).  Home eat, rested, and worked in office at home.  To seminary graduation with Mark.  

Sam’s club was next stop.  Gave Mark 25.00 for graduation.  Paul said aren’t you glad I came, I should get 

5.00., so he bought candy.  Went to Eagle, freezer cases still down as well as milk case.  Need new compressor 

at milk case. 

6/9/1996     Sun.     12am up, Paul felt sick and Mom could not go back to sleep.  Up at 6, read OT.  To church, 

had meetings and then Mark had interview with Bishop.  Filled out Southern College stuff and ask if he was 

going on mini mission.  Encouraged him to go.  Went to parking lot and car was gone.  It had been stolen.  I left 

my keys in it.  Bp. Huggins drove me around town and saw a cop car.  He took me back to church and took the 

report.  We then came home with Bro. Needham.  Mom and I went around town to try to find the car.  Had 

family night on tithes, showed windows from Heaven and played go fish with Paul.  Read BOM with him. 

6/10/1996     Mon.    3am, Read OT.  Worked on broker stuff and did bank statement sheet for Eagle.  Took a 

long time to create with Cisco.  To Eagle, then home to drop stuff, off Paul was home, sick.  To EC. Office, 

closed Steven Langley loan, comm. 1,500. Hilt redid loan.  Tomorrow supposed to close Rusty McGill loan.  

Fixed diving board.  

6/11/1996     Tues.     Sleep long, read OT. To EC. Office dropped car off at Perry’s 430.00 to fix. To beach to 

pick up car from Jr. Suttle.  Visited Sallye and Frank B.  picked up her checks.  Did bills in morning, down about 

2,700.  Hope to close loan Thur. and make up that money.  Stayed up past midnight working on Eagle bank 

statement for Jan. 

6/12/1996     Wed.    5am, Met O’Connor 8 and traveled to Havelock, looked at 750,000 loan, back and saw 

Att.  Ins. office then home Mark Graduated from HS tonight. Yaaaaaa. 

6/13/1996     Thur.     5am, Read OT.  Exercised then to Eagle.  Kathy and little Emil Michael stayed overnight.  

Worked on Money, to house in Moyock, to beach, closed Rusty McGill loan.  Had conf. with Frank B. then to 

Associates and worked on Frank Coleman.  Then to EC. Office and then home and worked on Eagle finances. 

YM-YW had pool party here.  Read with Frankie and Mom and Paul BOM. 

6/14/1996     Fri.     5am, Read OT.  Walked, worked on Eagle bank statements, tied up at store til 11am.  Then 

to EC. Office.  Worked til 3:30pm then to Grandy to talk to O’Connor on Frank Coleman loan.  Home about 6.  

Elders (4) were here for dinner.  Enjoyed telling spiritual experiences.  After they left worked on Eagle Bank 

Statement. 

6/15/1996     Sat.     5am, Read OT.  Walked, worked on Eagle bank statements. 1/96 thru 5/96 til about 4.  Left 

for Eagle and did money, spending about 13,000. On Ref. cases repair.  Picked up Paul from Aaron’s and got 

home to find out Cody eat all of our meat Mom cooked on the grill.  Worked on Frank Coleman loan.  Watched 

TV then to bed. 

6/16/1996     Sun.    5:30am, read and finished Ezk. OT. Read my priesthood lesson while walking, read paper.  

To Bass family, had article about them.  Since it is Father’s day we have no early morning meetings.  To church 

and Mark spoke and had a good talk.  Mom and I in SS class of Bro. Smith.  Sumi and 3 girls came in the end of 



Sac. Meeting and had me open up present from her and them.  Sumi bought material and Tina painted it. (A 

statue of Christ praying in the Garden.)  Had good discussion in Priesthood, then came home.  (Mom had YW 

meeting and we had to wait for a while after church).   All my kids called except Frank Jr. to wish me happy 

Father’s day. (David did not call since mission rules will not let him).  Had family night, worked for 2 hours on 

Marks financial package, very tired had planned to get to bed early but was after 11am. 

6/17/1996     Mon.     5am, read Daniel, went to Eagle, worked on money.  Forgot one deposit at home and 

had to come back to get it.  Found extra money in our checking account not sure how much, hope to decide 

next bank statement.  To EC. Office and worked on James file. Got just about everything done.  Took 6 files 

home to work on.  Also worked on Frank B. file and Frank Coleman file. Mom and the little boys went to the 

beach.  Worked on loans all night til 10:16pm. 

6/18/1996     Tues.     3am, back til 5:30, READ Daniel, walked, worked on loans, I worked on Mom bank 

Statement.  To Eagle, To EC. office worked on loans.  Home at 1:30 to rest and work on broker stuff.  Took Cad 

to Sam. Worked on more loans then watched movie with family.   

6/19/1996    Wed.     5am, Mom had hard time sleeping, up early, Read and finished news, walked, worked on 

Betty Lyons loan then to Eagle. Met with man desiring money for big projects.  To EC office, cleared loans, to 

home at 1:30, worked on Eagle newsletter and other Bkr business.  Read New Ensign.  Watched kids swim, 

Mom finished pool house painting. Yaaaa, she went to YW tonight. 

6/20/1996     Thur.     3:30am, Read Ensign, walked and read.  To Eagle, money and checked on freezers.  To 

EC. Paid bills and did other misc. things. 

6/21/1996     Fri.     3:50am, Read Ensign, walked and finished ensign, worked on pool and prepared for 

meeting in Richmond with Bob McGee.  Did not get our 5%.  YM-YW had pool party here.  Spent night loafing. 

6/22/1996     Sat.     5:30am, Read OT.  To Eagle, worked all day on Jan. thru. 22 June OWP records.  Think I got 

it ok.  Home 5pm.  Frank and Kids came in.  Frank went back with me to close out, long day. 

6/23/1996     Sun.     5:15am, Read OT. Wrote David, went to stake conf. with Paul and Mark.  Mom stayed 

with Frank and kids.  Helped set David Ricks and Bro. Michael Wright as Elders.  Home for great dinner and 

rested.  Bid Frankie good flight home.  Frank Jr. will be back next Sun with his other kids.  Mom and Paul 

walked 4 miles and I talked with neighbors and invited the church youth to use our pool.  Paul Mom and I read 

2 chapters in 2nd Nephi (20-21)) 

6/24/1996     Mon.    4:20am, redid Hosia and finished.  Looked over finances from Eagle then to Eagle, did 

money and worked on records til 9pm, then to EC.  Office and worked on loans all day. Got phone message, 

caught up and checks deposited.  Did call to Southern Va. College.  2 weeks to decide if he will qualify.  Home, 

watched TV with Paul and Mom, Read 2 chapters, 2 Nephi. 

6/25/1996     Tues.     5am, read OT. Walked, worked on Paul loan then to Eagle, spent a long time on Petty 

cash file.  Still have to clear taxes on OWP.  Then it might be correct.  To EC. Did what had to be done then 

home around 3:15 after picking up salt for pool.  Got Ky Fried chicken for Mom.  Worked on lender sheet, quit 

at 7pm and read BOM with Mom and Paul 2nd Nephi ch. 25, a long chapter.  Watched a movie. Men have ½ 

day to finish new floor in ktn. 

6/26/2996     Wed.     5am, good night sleep.  Read and finished OT.  Walked and worked on lender sheet.  To 

Eagle, did money the back home and worked on lender sheet til 3pm, then to EC. Office.  Took care of 



business, home and Ktn floor done.  Worked on disclosure sheet til 10:30am, also talked to John and Tammy 

about daughter.  Gave counsel. 

6/27/1996     Thur.     5am, good night sleep; read church news, walked, studied new Mobil home program.  To 

Eagle, finances then to EC. Cleared items, then home to work on back log of stuff.  Mom and Frank Jr. took all 

kids to beach.  Worked on Broker stuff. 

6/28/1996     Fri.     4:30am, read NT.  To Eagle, then back home and worked til 11 on lenders sheet.  To EC.  

Office met with Buster and got ins. Check for phone then to closing for Jr. James.  To VA. To eat and visit Frank, 

home, late to bed. 

6/29/1996     Sat.     5am, read NT. Matth. Got stuff ready for J.C. svc project.  Paul, Mark and I went mowed 

from 9:15 to 2pm.  Took time off to gas up and eat a little.  Still did not get done.  Frank and Kids came and 

Kathy and Friend and Kids came when I was gone.  Mike Cosgrove and kids came and swim.  He fixed the 

electrlater on the pool.  I sleep for a couple of hours.  Frank came with kids and took Sumi out to eat.  I had to 

go to store.  Frank put up fan in Ktn. While I was gone, that was nice. 

6/30/1996     Sun.     5am, Read NT.  Wrote David a letter, to church, had meetings, invited all FTM out (6) to 

eat lunch.  They are good, sleep 1 hr. after they left.  James called to check on us.  We called Doris and 

checked on her. 

July 

7/1/1996     Mon.     4am, read and finish Matthew, took off for Eagle, worked on money and bank account.  To 

Pu. And paid bill.  To court and gave Wearing 3 months to get loan.  My case on car was passed on to superior 

court. To office, took care of business then to beach to pick up 7,000. Comm. check on Glidden and see Frank 

B.  Then home, oh I bought a cellar phone also.  Mom gave me a haircut and I rested rest of night.  

7/4/1996     Thur.    5am, 4th of July, read Mark and finished it, walked, worked on broker business.  To Eagle 

and got bank stamen, working on all day. On to EC. And did bank statement worked all day then back to Eagle 

to finish.  Then home to work on Broker business.  Mom and I watch Paul shoot off fireworks.  Paul and I read 

2nd Nephi V28. 

7/5/1996     Fri.     4am, read Mark NT. walked, to Eagle, did money and paid bills for the 2 week period.  To EC. 

Office then to bank at KDH.  Dropped package for EC hotel for construction loan.  Back to home to rest and 

work.  Mark got letter from Va. College and he was accepted. Yaaaaaa, called Dana to bless her child since he 

was going away for the first time for 3 weeks.  Did Money at Eagle.  

7/6/1996     Sat.    5am, read NT.  Worked on lenders, took Paul, Mark and I to Sis. Kyniston’s mom’s house and 

took down 3 old chimney’s and we were black with dirt.  Rested then worked on lenders. Watched TV for a 

couple hours.  To store and did money.  Read NT. 

7/7/1996     Sun.     5am, Read NT. Luke 19-23. Talks about putting your money in a bank! Wrote to David, held 

meetings, HT. Susan and Kent Goodwin.  Rested, Read over Southern Va. Letter to Mark.  Played Paul a couple 

of games.  He beat me in both. Read 2nd Nephi with Paul. 

7/8/1996     Mon.     4am, Read John then to Eagle.  Finished by 7:30 then to EC and paid bills.  Short 3,000.  To 

trailer sales, Oakwood and gave presentation and got 2 loans.  To home and worked on loans.  Also put new 

overhead light in my office.  Mom worked on Ktn. Took Paul to Aarons. 



7/9/1996     Tues.     2:30am worked on loans then back to bed by 5, up at 6am, worked all morning on loans, 

into EC. For short time then back to home.  Mom finished sanding ktn. Tonight she is doing spring cleaning in 

ktn.  I patched holes in ceiling tile and we will try to cut tile tomorrow.  Mom into meeting with YW.  Paul and I 

read BOM. 

7/10/1996     Wed.     4:30, read and finished John, walked, then to Eagle and did money and also reports of 

manager night stealing and also Bobby home.  Worked at home on broker.  To EC. And did what had to be 

done.  Then back to home office. 

7/11/1996     Thur.     5am, read NT. Walked, To Eagle, and interviewed Brian then to home worked on loans.  

To office worked then home.  Closed Eagle at night, good sales due Hurricane coming. 

7/12/1996     Fri.  Hurricane Bertha is here or 100 miles to west and we did not get too much of it.  Read and 

walked and worked a home then EC. On loans.  Had meeting at Eagle. 

7/13/1996     Sat.     5am, still windy and raining.  Checked around home, some limbs down but very little 

damage.  Rode to Kynston’s mom place and checked then to spec. house in Moyock.  Potty John over but 

everything else ok.  To store, top of sign down, leaking roof and some ceiling tile down, otherwise ok.  Did 

money then to South Mill’s , two trees down only damaged his shed slightly, then home and helped family 

clean up.  Got real tired.  Mom and Mark to VA to get suit.  Al called to check on us also Rodney and Sheila and 

last night Mike.   

7/14/1996     Sun.     5am, Read Acts.  To church, read priesthood lesson went with John Smith to admin. Sac. 

For Horace Pritchard.  Home taught Ethel Armstrong, gave Sumi a blessing with the Bishop.  Had family night 

covered Acts. Read Savage Sam by Mom.  Read BOM with Paul. 

7/16/1996     Tues.    4am, read Romans, worked on loans, then to Eagle and did money.  Mom and Paul picked 

me up at Eagle and we went to the airport to get Heather Brown, then I went to EC. Office and worked til 2 

then home.  Worked on loans and program.  To Eagle at night to close.  Read and finished Romans.  

7/17/1996     Wed.     5:30am, Read 1 Cor.  Walked 1 mile, Branden Denning came in last night.  Sleep in Paul’s 

room.  To work at EC. Caught up with mail, then took off to inspect prosperity in James vile with Frank Weber.  

Then met with John Smith.  He to get info on Bank One.  6-8 back end then home to rest.  Received 3 

statement on stealing at store will have to do something Monday. 

7/19/1996    Fri.     4am, read Church news, worked on loans then to office EC.  Got a number of loans going 

and sent off.  Mr. Perry helped.  Nancy gone for 3 weeks. 

7/20/1996     Sat.     4:30am Read, got Mom and Mark off for Mini Mission, Took Paul and John Smith to Sis. 

And Bro. Williams to work on her home.  The Elders, Bro. Wada, Garland Stables helped also most of day.  Did 

siding on home, they fed us and we quit after 6 hours.  I went home to bed for 3 hours.  I must limit my work 

to 3 hours from now on.  To Eagle to close out in evening. 

7/21/1996     Sun.    5am, wrote to David, to church for meetings, had Sisters home for lunch. Bp. Evens and I 

to go to the Baptist church tonight under direction of Stake President.  Art Simmons showing the God makers 

and speaking.  We are to witness his actions. 

7/27/1996     Sat.     5am, Read Ensign, left to pick up Mark from mini mission.  Sheila and Kids are here.  Sumi 

and Kathy and kids came to spend time with family.  Mom and Paul and Mike Brown went to day camp.  

Visited last Sun. Baptist church for the God Makers Program and back Wed. to hear discussion.  Feel sorry for 

Art.  Much has happen this past week.  Closed Store.  Visited Furnisher Business, he needed advise. 



7/28/1996     Sun.    Got home at 1:30am after to bed up at 5:30am.  Read and finished Ensign and Church 

News.  To meetings, went and picked up a Gordon Henderex south of town for church.  Took him home after 

church.  Had family night.  Did tape for David.  Mark covered his mini mission.  Mom worked on computer.  I 

reading NT.  Sheila and kids a Browns all day and coming back tonight.  

7/29/1996     Mon.     4am, Read NT.  Walked, still hurt with tight muscle on left back.  To Eagle, meat case 

down, how discouraging.  To EC. Worked all day then to John smith.  Problem with Hotel loan.  To Dr. for 

medicine for a lot of different things.  Back to work til about 5:30pm, home with family. 

7/30/1996     Tues.     5:30am, Eagle money, back home and left for Ocracoke.  Meeting with Ed. And Jean and 

accountant from NY. To lay plans for 2 million loan.  Spent rest of night relaxing with mom.  TV and Hot Tub at 

Silver Lake Inn.  

7/31/1996     6:30am     Meet with clients once more, then return home about 3pm.  Very sleepy from pills I 

am taking.  So rested and then to Eagle to do money.  Still have meat and frozen food cases down.  So 

disconnected.  

August 

8/1/1996     6am, walked, 15 minutes, read church news then to EC. Office, worked all day at office.  Had 

meeting with John smith on commercial business.  

8/2/1996     Read and finished church news.  To Eagle, money messed up with Bill Holmes in training.  Also 

Freezer and meat case still down.  To EC. Worked on loans, home and rested then on to close out Eagle.  Still 

have money wrong.  Will be doing church proj. In morning at Williams. 

8/3/1996     Read NT.  Worked on broker business, to Williams but due to rain canceled project.  Had most of 

day to work on broker, spent 2 hours in EC. Office.  Did not go to Eagle. 

8/4/1996     Read Priesthood lesson, to church, all three of my girls with families were there.  Had Sumi 

counsel and she got probation.  I sat in with her and the Bishopric.  Claudia and my girls and family came over 

to eat.  Lots of food.  I rested for a couple of hours.  Family night with Sheila Kids.  Church History Video. 

8/5/1996     Mon.     4:30am, read NT. Heb.  To Eagle with lots of work to do.  9:30 headed to bank and EC. 

Office.  Took VCR in to repair.  Worked on loans, need to pay bills tomorrow.  Home and rested a little, eat and 

back to Eagle 7-10.  Paid bills and closed out day. 

8/6/1996     Tues,      Read NT.  To Eagle worked on money then to EC. Office worked on loans, paid bills 3,000. 

Worth and did not pay any R.E. payments.  Sumi and Ashley and I went to Beccie Bush’s wedding, were the 

only members there.  My shoulder hurts much.  Had Mom rub it and I will get some rest early tonight. 

8/7/1996     Wed.    2am, read NT.  Walked then over to Eagle.  Then to EC. Office.  Got some work done.  

Closed McPherson loan 2,000.00 commission, worked some tonight and read rates.  

8/9/1996     Fri.     4am, Read NT.  Only 8 chapters to finish.  Walked and studied loan programs.  To Eagle and 

did money, then to EC. Office lots of non-producing work.  Saw Dr. for back pain.  Car not ready, still burning 

out parts.  Had trouble with M&Y OWP program.  Finally got that fixed.  Had conference with Charles Brown 

on Ballinger and Cliff.  Decided to get quotes on Septic.  Mr. Perry let me have his car for past 3 days.  Nice 

man.  My back still hurts, Dr. stated I should be more concern with my neck.  Should work on it.  Just relaxed 



tonight, burned out.  Tomorrow so much to do on broker business.  Also Mom to beach with YW and Sheila to 

Raleigh to pick up Husb. Mike. 

8/10/1996     Sat.    4:30am, Read NT.  Into Eagle and did money then home and had Mom rub my back.  To EC. 

Mom going and Sheila going.  Worked 6 hours on loans.  Then home to check on Paul and Mike and Little 

Sheila. Had KY Fried chicken.  Rested 2 hours after had kids clean up house.  Mom home a 6 and Sheila to get 

in after 1am, Mikes plane was delayed.  To Eagle to close out month and did accounting.  Sheila and Mike got 

in 2am. 

8/11/1996     Sun.    4:30am, finished NT.  Wrote to David.  To church had interview with Bishop.  Told him I 

had prayed about Moms call as YW and I felt it was wrong timing with everything else going on in our family 

life now.  He agreed.  Had 3 Elders over to eat.  Rested, played games with Paul and Mom then read scriptures.  

Paul earned his cap gun. 

8/12/1996     Mon.     4 Started reading Moses, walked read Bobby Tolson 300,000 loan request.  Then worked 

on the end of month reports for Eagle on my computer, then to Eagle, met Mgrs. and told what we were 

about, they to feed into Sharron all suggestions.  Met with Guy setting up with pagers.  Sharron to handle, 

then to EC. Payed bills and took over 6,000.  To Dr., lots of pills.  To VA Bank and made deposit for weekend.  

Back to CG to get pills then to home.  Worked on 74,000.  Of eagle checks.  Wrote letter to suppliers and then 

went to Eagle to close and make money, checks and food work.  Back home a 12 midnight.  My pills keeping 

me awake.  Dr. said they would. 

8/13/1996     Tues.    4:30am, awake off and on during the night.  I need more rest.  Read and finished Moses, 

walked and worked on broker business.  Mom gave me a haircut, needed it bad.  She leaves a 6:30 to take 

Heather Brown to A/P, food shopping and mattress shopping.  Worked in home office all day and night.  Got a 

lot done, Paul and I read BOM. 

8/14/1996     Wed.   5am, Read Abraham and finished.  Walked and studied rates.  Worked on rate sheet til 

10am then to EC. Office.  Then to associate then to home and rested and to eat.  Back to work on broker at 

home office.  

8/15/1996     Thur.     4:30am, Read JS. And finished.  Worked on broker stuff then to office EC.  Covered as 

much as could then to associates and discussed commercial business.  Home, Eat and rested then Mark, Mom 

and I to Franks house to move things to antic.  Paul stayed with Arron.  Finally finish about 9pm.  Brought his 

dining room table and chairs and couch and car home.  Car has lots of little problems.  Watch end of Bob 

Dole’s acceptance speech.  Picked Frankie up at A/P and brought him back home. 

8/16/1996     Fri.     5:20am, Read D&C 1 and introduction.  Walked and read broker material then to EC. 

Office, then to Bob O’Connor with 3 loans.  To associates on TN. Loan and Jike Patel.  Home back rubbed and 

rested.  

8/17/1996     Sat.     4:30am, read DC. Worked on broker and Mom and boys to beach.  Worked on Patel and 

took loan request.  Did store, behind 90,000. Must get food into store.  To Bed after 12am. 

8/18/1996     Sun.    4am, could not sleep, worrying about store.  4:30am read DC. Watch Ross Patral on TV. To 

EC. Worked on Brinn.  To Williamston with Robert O’Connor and back late.  Mom Birthday, read with boys. 

8/20/1996     Rough night, up 4:30 read DC. Walked and worked on broker loans.  To EC. Did new loan and 

ready to fax by 9am.  Took truck to Mann’s. Got new radiator. 190.50. Pkg commercial Ike Patel worked on 



loans most of day.  Home helped Mom fix Franks bed and shut off our room heater after 2 year letting it go.  

Read BOM with family 

8/21/1996     Wed.     4:30am, Read DC. Read broker and walked, to EC. 7:30pm did different, got 2 loans ready 

to go and had faxed out.  Met man from Finance America, gave him 7 loans.  Worked with Mark on college 

tonight.  Read Church news and finished.  Studied broker business, I have been approved as American Home 

branch office.  Family read BOM. 

8/22/1996     Thur.     4:20am, read Ensign, to office early, worked on broker business all day.  Took Bob and 

Cathy O’Connor to see two homes.  Read BOM with family. 

8/23/1996     Fri. 4am, read Ensign, walked, study Co. Lenders, to office and paid bills.  Home at noon to rest 

then to Holmes home, went to Moyock with mom to get Shelve done for Ktn from one of my clients.  Did 

money at Eagle.   

8/24/1996     Sat.     5:30am, read Ensign, to office, readied closing Gustopson and reviewed Pauli, worked on 

Brown loan.  Home at noon eat and rested, worked in office at home on broker stuff. Went to appreciation 

dinner by Elders.  Met Pres. KC and hear of SOS kids.  Enjoyed the program.  Dropped family off and went to 

Eagle, completed that then home and read Ensign, to bed 12:16am. 

8/25/1996     Sun.     4:30am, read DC. To church, had 3 elders for lunch.  Helped teach Ashley in morning 2 

lessons.  Family night, watched How Rare a Possession.  Read with boys BOM. 

8/26/1996   Mon.     4:30am, Read DC.  Walked and studied lenders then to Eagle.  Did money, then to EC. 

Worked on Eddy Browns loan all day.  Got it close to closing.  To Dr. on my throat. More pills.  Home to rest, 

watched TV, needed diversions, read with family BOM. 

8/27/1996     Tues.     5am, read DC. Walked, studied Ersra program then to EC. Paid bills and worked on 

Brown loan all morning.  Rested about 2am, read with family BOM. Listen to Democratic convention.     

8/28/1996     Wed.     4am, read DC. Redid lenders list, to work and worked on lenders list and prepared 

disclosure on Eddy Brown.  Closed 2nd mtg for 47,750. In my name.  Closed 120,000 loan in O’Connor’s name.  

Other work done and picked up Browns check to deposit but banks closed.  Will do first thing in morning.  

Read BOM. With family.  

8/29/1996     Thur.  5am, bad night for sleep, read DC. Worked on closing Eddie Brown 500,000 loan, finished 

and go it set up. 

 

8/30/1996     Fri.     3:15am, read DC.  Got Mom and Mark up to take Mark to Southern Va. College.  Spent til 9-

4pm there.  Had to go to town to buy Mark a fan and get his bike fixed.  Mom and I stopped at the pottery in 

Williamsburg then to a Japanese restaurant in new Port News.  Off Jefferson St. they cook meal at the table, 

really well. 

8/31/1996     Sat.     4am, read church news, to Eagle, eval and did money.  We are still losing money.  Had 2 

hr. meeting with Sharron and also John and Fred.  Listen to different things to do.  To EC. Office and worked til 

3pm, then home to give Sumi a blessing to help her stop smoking.  Then on to Eagle to close out.  Stop by 

Moyock house, Sheetrock stacked in home.  Eval Checks at Moyock.  Tried to figure which to pay and set up 

sked for rest.  Home after midnight. 

 



September 

9/1/1996     Sun.     5am, Read church News, to church, Sumi thanked me for her blessing.  Took Frankie HT got 

all except Sister Sawyer. Wrote letter to all kids.    

9/2/1996     Mon.     4:30am, Read DC. Worked on store bills, to Eagle and did finances and figured money.  

Worked on Checks, had long discussion with mgr. Sharon on gossip in store.  Home to rest.  Eat Grilled 

chicken, Kathy and Emil and family came down.  Helped Mom put up Shelves in ktn, then dropped Marks car 

off at gas station.  Then to Eagle to close out also loaded about ½ of NSA stuff to set up display to sell.  Mom 

spent the night decorating her shelves, very happy.  

9/3/1996     Tues.     4am, read DC. 24-25-26, Mom 

gave me a haircut and said when we get out of debt, I 

was going back to the barber, Mr. foster.  Got 

showered and shaved prior to 6am.  Worked on Eagle 

records and bills then to EC.  All day at office.  To 

scouts with the boys, then home to eat.  Mom is 

having trouble with Paul’s homework, read BOM. 

With family.  

9/4/1996     Wed.     2am, read DC. Talked to Mom on 

Paul and his trouble with homework and spelling.  

Back to sleep 1 hours then got kids up and let Mom sleep.  Cleaned rooms and breakfast and jobs with them.  

To EC. Office, in truck.  Cad. Sam’s fixing and Toyota, Shell fixing.  To Eagle and worked on money. 

9/5/1996     Thur.  

9/6/1996     Fri.     6am, Hurricane Fran came through and we got a lot of wind.  But all ok.  Sharron gave 2 

week notice and I let Frederica go.  Interviewing for new manager.  Paid 8,300. Of old bills off tonight.  

9/7/1996     Sat.     5am, walked read DC. Read title one loan then to EC office and paid bills.  To Eagle, 

interviewed 2 women, back home.  Mom felt sick, might have been cranberry juice.  Back to Sam’s club and 

renew membership then to Eagle and finished money. 

9/8/1996     Sun.     5am, Read church News.  To church, had meetings and classes and eat.  To baptism and I 

baptized and confirmed a new sister.  Who heard me teach one class.  That is humbling.  Very spiritual 

baptism.  Had family night and taught about receiving answers to prayers.  Then read Mosiah 15-29.  Had a 

special gift for Paul and he and Mom were dying to see it but I would not let him until finished book.  We 

stopped at 25 but he begged to continue so I said he could and summarized to me.  He did til he finished.  He 

got the top of a wet suit that Bro. Pritchard gave to me that he had found.  Also set up Daughter daddy dates 

for Fri. 

9/9/1996     Read BOM, to Eagle and did money and figured money.  Had Marg. Shelton work in Deli.  To EC. 

After deposits worked on lenders.  Home rested and worked on commercial.  

9/10/1996     Tues.  Mom was upset with Paul’s homework and did not sleep much last night.  She feels he is 

slow and can’t do it.  I feel he is not disciplined enough to keep his mind on it.  She will try to set up meeting 

with his teachers to discuss Paul. 



9/11/1996     Wed. 5am, read DC.  Worked on lenders, to EC. On loan status, to Homes home.  Coming along 

fine, talked to Buster a long time.  Home and rested and then to Moyock to meet with Marcella on shifts.  

Figured money, sales are down, will have to complete filling up food ASAP and shift all people ASAP to get on 

reg. sked. 

9/12/1996     5am, read BOM, walked, fasted til eve. With Mom for Paul and gave him a blessing. Worked on 

Silver Lake loan.  Meet with United Co.’s, met with John Smith, and rested most of the night after work. 

9/13/1996     5am, Read church news, worked on Mortgage business.  To office met man from Murrfiboro and 

reviewed trailer park operation.  Might have Eddie Brown buy it.  Also told him to put together someone to 

buy Jr. Suttles Property.  Home, rested 20 mins. Worked on Silver Lake Project.  Took Sumi, Kathy, Mom and 

Paul to a Japanese restaurant for a daddy daughter date.  We also called Sheila o include her.  Had a good 

time.  Read BOM.  

9/14/1996     4:30am, Showered, to Eagle, oversaw Marcella doing money.  To Moyock home, talked to Buster.  

To home and mowed and trimmed lawn.  Showered and meditated.  I have talk to give at Pablo Massacruze 

funeral.  Not much time til I have to go. 

9/15/1996     4am, Read DC. Wrote letter to kids, 2 pages, had meeting, helped teach Ashley in tithing.  She is 

preparing for Baptism.  I meet with her and the Elders 930am Sunday mornings.  Brought Sumi’s 3 kids home 

to spend ½ day with us.  Read BOM, with Paul and Frankie and Mom.  Then read BOM myself. 

9/16/1996     Mon.     3:15am, Read BOM.  To Eagle and did money, then to Moyock house then home.  Went 

with Mom to see Paul’s teachers then to work in EC.  Put out fires and took Luci Trotman to Eagle and dropped 

off NSA stuff.  Also showed Moyock home.  She to set up NSA in Eagle.  Home rested, hung Mom‘s cross stitch 

picture, Yoder farm.  Worked on Broker business, read BOM, with family.  

6/17/1996     Tues.    4:30am, read BOM, walked, read Sunkist manual on loan programs, showered and 

rested.  To work, paid bills etc. to Eagle to see set up of NSA.  Talked to Marcella and evaluated Money.  Read 

BOM. 

9/18/1996     Wed.     3:30am, read BOM, walked, to office EC.  Then to Associates for phone conf. with SBA 

lender.  Then working on files.  Home and worked on Ed. And Jeans file etc.  Learned how to do env. On 

computer.  Read BOM. 

9/19/1996     Thur.     4am, read BOM. Walked, studied rates, to office then to Eagle.  Had to borrow 5,000. To 

cover checks.  Talked to Marcella and helped her do money.  To home and worked on broker.  Boys packed up 

for campout.  Paul was not willing to have my help.  We did not get along.  I feel he lacks discipline.  I feel bad 

due to the large debt I have and the requirements for me to work so much to service that debt.  I don’t have 

time to give Paul the consistent training he needs.  Could not get to sleep til, while past midnight. 

9/20/1996     Fri.     5am, read BOM.  Back to bed til 6:30am.  Did sleep which I needed, to work all day.   Feel 

bad about Paul’s situation.  Boys went on scout camp out.  Paul’s first.  Mom got back after 11:30pm with 

Mark.  Did money at Eagle. 

9/21/1996     Sat.    4:30am, read Ensign, worked all day in home office rearranged so I can work on loans at 

home.  Did money, very tired. 

9/22/1996     Sun.     5am, read Ensign, wrote kids letter, to church.  After Sac. Took Mark back to College, 4.5 

hours up and 4.5 hours back. 



9/23/1996     Mon.     5 Am. Read Ensign, to Eagle and did store.  Had some problems. To EC. Met with Rev. 

Barringer, finished his stuff then to home to eat and dressed, work on Bkr, Mom did family night, good lesson. 

We played hearts for game.  Paul lost and cried.  I went to Eagle to do money.  Deposited and then home at 

11pm.  Very tired. 

9/24/1996     Tues.     6am, read Ensign, walked, worked on brokers then to EC. Office and put out fires.  Met 

with John on a couple of loans.  To store and did money. 

9/25/1996     Wed.      5:10am, read Ensign, walked, review rates, worked on loan status sheets.  Got haircut, 

worked all day on commercial loans and Bob Glidden loan, to store to do money.  

9/26/1996     Thur.     4:30am, Read BOM.  Walked, worked home office til meeting in town.  Paid bills.  

Conference call with Brad Christensen his Boss and John Smith.  Worked on Eagle bills, to Eagle and 

interviewed Joe Bleakly, closed out Eagle.  Joe to start training.  Paul has a lot of homework. 

9/27/1996     Fri.     5am, Read BOM. Walked, working at home office til had to go into town to get money.  

Borrowed 25,000. Put twenty into Eagle plus 5,000. In mortgage co.  This allows us to order 15,000 supplies 

for Eagle.  Paid bills, worked mostly on Eagle bills and also on Silver Lake Motel.  Got commitment and am 

getting that set up.  Did money at Eagle and met with Mike to tell can’t use him. 

9/28/1996     Sat.     4:30am, Read BOM.  Worked on Silver Lake and office.  Mowed lawn, rested, then to Eagle 

to close. 

9/29/1996     Sun.     5am, read BOM.  Wrote letter to kids, to church and had sisters over to eat and Frank left 

after.  We went to Ashley’s Toy Cosgroves baptism.  I spoke on Baptism and then baptized and confirmed her.  

She was crying and had everyone go out of the room except Elders and Sumi when I baptized her.  Then they 

sat in baptism room and the Elders and I confirmed her on the stand into the mike so others could hear it.  

Grand mom Hughes gave her a nice dress and Mom gave her a game.  Rested and feed Frank and Family and 

Sister Missionaries.  Then had family night.  Also visited teaching with Mom.  Could not locate the sister we 

looked for.  Mark called, Sheila called, and John, Called and Mike called.  It is great to be loved.  

October 

10/2/1996     5am,     worked all day office, restored 9th month finance on OWP, on commuter.  Also going thru 

files and rearranging them.  To Eagle and did money. 

10/5/1996     Sat.     5am, read BOM.  Worked all morning and up to 2:30 in office.  Redoing file cabinets and 

rearranging my office.  To Larry Woodhouse project (Barrletts Creek) and met with my investor.  Back home, 

eat, then to EC. Office then to church, then to Eagle to close out.  

10/6/1996     5:30am, read BOM.  Wrote kids letter, rested.  Conf., Sunday.  Don’t go in til 11am.  In-between 

conf. eat at Marie and Roy Banks.  Great meal then home 7-6:30.  Family night.  Paul and Mom did.  Read 

BOM. With family.  To bed early, very tired. 

10/8/1996     5am, Read and finished Alma, worked on broker, ran to town and Eagle.  Still have lots of 

financing work on Eagle.  Sales up 1,000.00 due to more food in.  We loaned Eagle 25,000. 

10/9/1996     5:30am, read BOM. Walked, studied Co., Into Ambers school and helped her for 1 hour.  Worked 

on Eagle, got fax nr. in.  Did advertising for Eagle.  Mom shopping in Norfolk.  Worked on Silver Lake Motel and 

Eagle money.   



10/10/1996     Thur.     5am, read church News.  Worked on broker in office all day.  Mom went shopping to VA 

Frankie beat up kid at school and got 5 day suspension.  I am really upset about that.  Told him to get in decent 

cloths and he could not go karate since he could not control his temper.  Closed out Eagle, Lent them 5,000. 

More to get Eagle out of debt. 

10/13/1996     Sun.     5:30am, read priesthood lesson.  HT lesson then to church.  Took Paul HT and got all 

families.  Had family night, Taught Mom on computer, worked on church files. 

10/14/1996     5am, read BOM. Worked on one commercial and 2 res. Loans.  Mom Trained people at store on 

decorating.  Closed out money. 

10/16/1996     5am, walked, read Helaman, worked all day. 

10/17/1996     Thur.     5am, red and finished Helaman, worked on loan’s, to Eagle and dropped Frankie off to 

work there.  Loan 10,000. To over bills.   Worked on Eagle bills and decided what to pay.  Mom VT with Brenda 

Needham. 

10/19/1996     Worked on broker stuff til Kathy and Emil and family came.  Spent most of day with them.  To 

Eagle at night will have to let Marg. Go, she can’t handle job.  

10/20/1996     Read and finished Church news, found Emil had lost my icon on works.  Spent 1 hour on that.  

To church, eat and rested and had family night.  Paul and Mom gave.  Played harts.  Helped Mom put write 

letter in computer. 

10/23/1996     could not sleep, read til about 1am then went to Eagle and did money and bills.  Back at 

3:30am.  Sleep til 6am. Had to put another 10,000. Into store.  Hope it starts a faster climb. 

10/27/1996     Sun.     5am, read Church News, got back from 2 day with Mark at Southern Virginia College.  

Had a good time.  The school is great.  Mark is doing well.  Gave Sumi a blessing after church to help her paint 

90 kids and not have back problems.  Also counselled her in delegation.  John called and counselled him. 

10/28/1996     Mon.     5am, read Church News, to Eagle and did money.  Worked on loans at home.  Snowed 

under most of day, then to Eagle at night to do money.  Fairly good sales for Mon. and end of month. 

10/29/1996     Tues.     5am, read church news, conf. talks, read Bkr programs, walked, worked on disk most of 

day formatting and going thru. Files and fixing TLH with tech. support from Calif.  Stayed home tonight. 

10/31/1996     Thur.  Did not get to bed til after midnight.  Worked on our personal bills and Eagle bills.  Up at 

5:30, worked on loans.  CB man came to do contour package.  I got problems with fast beating heart, went on 

for about 4 hours.  2nd time this week.  I think it is stress caused due to the financial limb I am on and 49,000 

loan that should have been paid off.  Did not with Eddie Brown, sleep for 10-15 min’s and felt better.  Mom 

went to the pumpkin patch with Amber.  Worked rest of day on office stuff.  Did money at Eagle.  Freezers up 

finally.  

November 

11/5/1996     4:30am, read BOM, walked, studied Parrell Program, cleared desk of misc. stuff. Worked on Bkr 

all day.  Hard time getting things done.  Not feeling to well.  After 5 worked with Mom on trimming bushes, 

Ron Rose met for about 1 hr.  Had talk with Frankie about a letter he sent out west.  Mom very tired tonight.  



11/6/1996     Wed.     4:30 Read church news, worked in office all day.  Went in and payed Booker Armstrong’s 

funeral.  He still had 4,000.  Which will go to pay off rest of his bills.  His daughter Gloria is handling most of it.  

I am having trouble with my heart for about 1.5 weeks now.  Don’t want to alarm Mom.  She worries too 

much.  I think the pressure of bills has a lot to do with it.  Hope it will get better. 

11/10/1996     got to bed 12:30am and up at 5:30.  Laid awake for ½ hour trying to get back to sleep.  Had to 

work at Eagles late with money.  Still have not be able to catch up on the broker business.  Also have not 

collected loan Eddie Brown owes me.  That would help.  Frankie worked all day at Eagles and loved it.  They 

love him too.  He even worked the cash reg.  For a while Mom did most of the running around.  We got a new 

Bishop Bro. Ed. White.  Frankie Huggins has been a great Bishop and has affected our family a lot.  He was 

instrumental in David going on a mission, in Helping Mark keep on the right path and in Sumi repentance and 

coming back into the church.  I am thankful for his love and help and leadership.  I attended Booker Armstrong 

funeral yesterday.  First all-black funeral and quite interesting. Booker had a big extended family, he was a 

good man.  I must keep pushing to get our debt in order, right now I am 5,000. Short in paying our bills for the 

month.   To church to drop Christmas cactus off to my home teaching families.  Got Susan and Kent after 

church.   Visit Sumi who was all sick except Ashley.  Home for the night.  Family to Dan Devitos baptism, Wrote 

letter to kids.  

11/11/1996     Mon.     4am, Read and finished church news.  Walked 15 minutes, worked on broker and did 

sales for Eagle.  Cleared some files.  Eval. 2 of Nancy’s files.  Caught a possum, boy’s had under a pan.  Cody 

tried to eat.  Mom did a lot of running.  Took Frankie to Eagle and picked him up.  Took Ashley home.  Dropped 

advertisement at daily advance. Etc.  

11/13/1996     4am, read BOM. Have headache too much working. 4am to 10pm at night.  Worked on Broker, 

Eagle advertisement, end of mo. Eagle finances.  In afternoon took it easy to help get rid of headache.  Took 

Frankie to YM and went to office and Eagle then back to pick up Frankie at church.  Read BOM.  

11/14/1996     3:50am, read BOM. Walked and studied Parell Co.  Worked on broker business all day.  Set up a 

number of closings. 

11/17/1996     Sun.     4:30am, read BOM.  Started to write my history.  Got two large boxes of personal stuff 

from garage and started to sort thru. To organize material.  No Bp. or Pec meetings. Bp Huggins released after 

4.5 years and Bp. Ed. White new Bishop, Bro Garrett 1st C. and Bro. Blake 2nd C.  Bro. Anthony Trotman was 

called as WML.  Bp. Huggins has done a good job and really helped us with our kids.  He had a large part in 

David going on mission, Mark keeping straight and Sumi’s resentence and reactivation.  I will be happy to have 

him as a judge in the next life for this 4.5 period of my accountably.  John called, his wife got hurt and he 

wanted to know about Blood clots.  James called the other night to check on us.  He also got addresses and 

faxed material on meteor showers due 17 Nov.  Frankie was out dlvr. Bags for scouting for food and some 

black kid hit him in the mouth and broke 2 teeth.  

11/18/1996     Mon.     3:30am, finished BOM.  That completed all scriptures this year.  Started 3-30-96.  7.5 

months to do it.  Also finished JD. this year all church news and Ensigns, now starting the Articles of Faith by 

Talmage.  Worked in office a lot and got a lot done. 

11/19/1996     Tues.     2:30am, Frankie had to go on field trip at 5:15am I had to wake Mom up at 4am.  I did 

get to bed by 9pm the night before.  Read A/F finished chapter 1, walked, worked on different lenders, spent a 

lot of time on loan for Turners Gro. 100,000.  Also Larry Woodhouse project 6.5 million.  Copy man fixed copy 

machine.  Set closing for Craig White.  Will meet with TV in Edenton people this afternoon. 



11/20/1996     Wed.  Read Art. Of faith by Talmach (AOF). Worked on talk for Valery’s Munden Funeral.  

Worked on broker stuff then to funeral.  Worked on broker stuff when return home.  Sleep short naps thru. 

Out the day.  Worked on business during the evening and read AOF. 

11/22/1996     Fri.     4:30am, walked, read AOF. Studied broker loan on Jackie Bass Hog Farm.  Spent all 

morning on that.  The past few days, closed a lot of loans.  Finally got caught up on bills.  Submitted 

application took yesterday to 4 companies.  Read Church news. 

11/23/1996     Sat.     4:30am, read church News.  Worked on application.  Cindy M. most of day.  Got it sent to 

companies. Worked on Jones from Pa.  Application and other misc. stuff. Did money at Eagles.  

11/24/1996     Sun.     4am, read and finished Church news.  Worked on my life history.  Organizing it.  To 

church, had Elders over for dinner.  James called, Frank Called and John Called.  John is trying to tie down date 

for family reunion.  Frank to talk to Frankie, and James wanted to see if we saw the Meteorites the other night 

that he faxed info to us about.  Worked more on my history.  Copied 10 copies up to graduation from high 

school. 

11/25/1996     Mon.     4am, Read AOF., walked 1.5 miles worked in office all day.  Took Paul to get Christmas 

tree. 

11/26/1996     Tues.     3:30am, read AOF. Walked 2 miles, studied windows book.  Paid bills all R.E. for Dec. 

worked on broker business in morning.  Mom baked pumpkin pies for the store and went shopping.  Also she 

cleaned and Vac. the house.  I went and picked up Mark and his friend.  Mark at Southern Va. College for 

Thank given weekend.  Paul is at Arron’s.  

11/27/1996     Wed.     3am, Read ADF. Worked on broker business.  Read some church news, to store with 6 

pumpkin pies.  Watched TV with Mom.  To bed late 11:15pm.  Very tired.  

11/28/1996     3:30, up at 4, read church news.  Worked on three files.  Kathy and Emil and family came down 

also Joe from Eagle and friend of Kathy’s, Mark and his college friend plus Frankie, Paul, Mom and Me.  For 

Thanks given.  We had store make turkey dinner.  Mom did rolls, ham, salad, etc.  Good day.  Played Risk, Paul 

way next to last to go out.  Emil put window’s 95 on laptop & on my computer.  Can’t get cks. to print.  Mom 

went back with Kathy to take care of kids til they got back from temple tomorrow night.  Frank, Sheila, Sumi 

and John all called to check on us.  

11/29/1996     Fri.     3:30am, read church news and finished.  To Eagle and did money.  Paid 8,000. Of bills.  

Spent most of day relaxing.  Mom at Kathy, while they went to the temple.  We missed her last night and 

today. 

December 

12/1/1996     4am, Read Ensign, to meetings, took Paul, Mark, Mom and I Back to Southern Va. College.  Our 

wipers did not work and Mom had rain-x on so we could make trip in the rain.  Very blessed.  Got home at 

1am Monday morning.  

12/2/1996     5:30am, got to bed after 1:30am.  Read Dec. Ensign, walked, read Ensign Nov.  Just came in late 

on conf. Talks.  Got Kenny Brickhouse and he to get with Buster on Holmes home.  Batinger home to be 

inspected tomorrow.  Talked to Buster Meekin’s on Progress of New Hope and Moyock House.  Should be able 

to show Moyock Fri.  Read to boys out of Era Maz. 



12/3/1996     5am, Read Ensign, walked 1 mile, Worked on loans til 2pm.  Buster and son came with door for 

front and we worked on that til 6:30pm.  Then had supper with us.  Mom and I would have had a hard time 

putting up door.  Very thankful for Buster Meekin’s.  Got boys from scouts and Mom at Relieve society tonight. 

12/4/1996     3:30am, read Ensign, worked on loans til Kathy and Emil came about 1:30pm.  He put modem in 

and hooked me to the internet. 

12/5/1996     3:30am.  Mom and I both up, read Ensign, got haircut.  Worked on broker all day long.  Set up 

visit to silver Lake Motel Mon.  Have to cancel other meetings.  Mom is shopping and wrapping Christmas 

gifts.  Mom had trouble sleeping and sleep down stairs in Marks bedroom. 

12/6/1996     4:30am, Read Ensign, worked on advertisement, rested, worked on broker a lot on commercial.  

To town with Eagle advertisement.  Mike our son came home, been gone for 18 months.  We eat chicken 

croquette and played hearts.  Mom won one and I won one.  Mike lost.  Paul at Aaron and Frank went to his 

grand mom Hughes.  

12/9/1996     4:15am, read AOF. , Frank Jr. and kids fame to visit yesterday and Mike was in from Fri. til today.  

Frankie has the start of braces.  John Smith and I went to Ocracoke and Ed and Jean signed for loan.  Also 

visited Jr. Suttle and Mike Quidley.  Saw Sallye.  Mom and Paul at church for ward Xmas party.  I rested since 

got here after they left.  Jean Wobleski feed us ham and cabbage very good.  

12/10/1996     3:45, Read Ensign, walked 1.5 miles, worked on broker business, sent overnight Silver Lake 

contract and check for 4,000.  Finished church news that came in.  Mom and boys to scouts.  

12/11/1996     Wed.     3:30am, Read Ensign, walked 1.5 miles, worked on broker then went to Williamston to 

hire lawyer to collect on Eddy Brown.  He called and said he would bank transfer tomorrow and we will see. 

Emailed to Mark, reviewed material.  I have got to work on tomorrow.  Watch Samson and Delia on TV.  

12/12/1996     Thur.     4am, read Ensign, read BOM. With family.  Worked in office all day and part of night.  

Closed loan 2,000. Commission and will close one tomorrow for 2,400.  Commission.  Mom and Paul watched 

for shooting stars.  Man interested in store, I need to get info for them.  Eddie Brown has not come thru. Yet.  I 

have a good cold. 

12/14/1996     Sat. 4am, read and finished Ensign.  Read ADF. , worked on broker business.  To Bob O’Connor 

with loans.  To Eagle Christmas party, enjoyable.  

12/15/1996     Sun.     4am, read AOF. Worked on what course to take on our finances.  Spent time on store 

then to church for Bishopric and Pec. Then back home to rest for 1 plus hours then more work on course to 

get out of debt, store and houses being build.  Helped Mom with lunch, to office at beach to see what needs 

to be done.  Read AOF. Then to bed by 8pm. 

12/16/1996     Mon.     4am, stayed in bed 8 hours.  Read AOF., worked on Mr. Perry’s problem, all morning, 

then on Bkr business.  Taking dinatap and tired most of day.  Worked on money also.  Watched the 1st 

Presidency fire side with family.  Read BOM with family in the morning and read AOF in evening.   

12/18/1996     3:30am, read AOF. Worked on broker, visited property Lumber Co. in Edenton.  Took Hilts with 

me.  Took Frankie to YM tonight, typed Moms letter to kids.  Picking up Mark tomorrow. 

12/19/1996     2:30am, left 3:31am for Mark and got back 1:15pm. 



12/20/1996     4:45am, read Ensign, Read BOM with family.  Paid bills, Money low.  I am really worried about 

our money.  I don’t know if I will have enough to finish Homes Home and I think I will have to bankrupt.  Sad, I 

took on too many things trying to get out of debt and went in deeper. 

12/21/1996     5:30am, Read Ensign.  Worked on Eagle and mtg.  Financials, did money at Eagle. 

12/22/1996    5am, read Ensign, had pillow talk with Mom on a wide range of things.  To church early 

meetings.  Home taught, only one meeting due no heat in church.  Had family night.  Played harts with the 

boys, read Ensign.   

12/23/1996     Mon.     3am, read Ensign, worked in office til 6am then to Eagle and did money for the 

weekend.  Back to EC. Had to go to town to transfer funds from my card to my checking account to pay bills.  

Wrote checks in early morning.  Worked in office rest of day.  Sister Missionaries visited and eat.  Mom took 

them to visit JoAnn.  She got upset with boys in the afternoon since they dragged their feet in helping her.  I 

oversaw their cleaning the kitchen after supper.  Finished Jan. Ensign. 

12/24/1996     5am, Read AOF. Worked on cost accounting Eagle, to Eagle to do money, pickup turkey dinner.  

Kathy and family came for dinner.  Had a game of spades.  Spent time helping Mom.  She did great for food.  

Had an enjoyable Xmas Eve. 

12/25/1996     5am, read Church news.  Talk to Mom who was up most of the night.  Opening gifts and got 

calls from Sumi, Sheila, David. 

12/26/1996     Thur.    4:30am To Eagle, worked on Eagle all day. 

12/27/1996     Fri.      4am, Read church news.  Walked 1.5 miles, worked on Eagle accounting most of the day.  

Did money at night. 

12/28/1996     4:25am, Read church news, worked all day on Eagle. 

12/29/1996     4:25am, Read church news and finished.  Talked to Mom on our finances.  To church for all 

meetings.  Pres. Miller spoke at Sac. and priesthood.  Gina Wallace gave a touching testimony about her 

joining the church and how she aches for her family to join.  How much the church means to her.  We brought 

Ashley and Amber home.  Sumi is not feeling too well.  Had family night and the boys gave talk from story in 

Era and Ashley read scripture on Solomon and Amber too about Jesus and I told of Mom and me 1957-1958.  

Talked to Mark a little on the phone.  

12/30/1996     4am, Read AOF. , walked, worked on Eagle, closed Cindy Mistnick loan 4,090. Commission. 

12/31/1996     4am read AOF, walked, have meeting with Marcella, mgr. For Eagle.  We covered all I had done 

last 4 days on accounting and evaluating Eagle.  Went to town to cash Sallye’s check.  Mom and I watched 

video in afternoon.  To Eagle to close out year in OWP.  Will get up and going to get Mark early in morning.  

 



1997 
We decided to leave North Carolina for the West.  Frank and Michael had a job opening for a Chief 

Financial Officer and offered the job to me.  I was feeling bad during this time; we had to declare bankruptcy 

due to the store in Moyock we had taken on.  This hurt since I was the financial consultant to a number of 

business’s and people. We were able to sell our home in a week and got two moving trucks. David drove the 

one and I drove the other. We had a big yard sale and sold most of our stuff.  Mom drove in the Cad. And we 

towed one car behind one of the trucks. It took us a couple of days plus to get to NV. We settled into our 

home in Las Vegas.  It was exciting at first but after a couple of years we got tired of the traffic and big city and 

looked for a house in Utah.  For 40 years we have had a goal to move to Utah, mainly due the book prophesy 

key to the future.  Mom and I took off for a week and drove to Utah; we fell in love with a house and view in 

Apple Valley, and bought the house. The price was 110,000. and we put down all but 35,000. which we got a 

loan from Elwood Hilts an investor and friend of mine.  We would pay the house off in two years.   

We received this info from Charlotte Strouse on Lloyd Poppy Yoder. He was our adopted father in welcome 
house. It shows the kind of man he was. 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



January 

1/1/1997 4:30am, Read AOF, got Mom and Paul up and left to pick up Mark and Girl friend from 

Washington.  Took about 10 hours.  Mark and Audrey took Frankie and Paul to the Movies.  

1/2/1997 Thur. 4:30am, Walked outside, worked on Helms, had meeting with them and they are happy. 

The boys went camping and Mom feels bad due to Paul did not take a coat and will be cold.  He has to learn to 

listen.  Took loan application 6-8pm. Watched man of a thousand faces with Mom.  Read AOF. 

1/3/1997 Fri.   4am, read AOF. worked on loan’s all day.  Boys still camping.  

1/4/1997 Sat. 4am, Worked on Loans, read AOF., took mom, Mark and his girl back to college.  Left 

6:30am dropped them off and took Mom shopping to Pottery factory.  Picked up Paul on the way home.  He 

had headache and threw up when he got out of car.  Put him to bed and went to Eagle to do money.  Read 

lesson for priesthood.  They ask me to teach Elders Quorum.  To bed near 12am. 

1/5/1997 Sun. 5am Read lesson and researched scriptures.  To church after going over lesson for the 

third time.  Taught EQ. then took Frankie to home teach, got Sis. Sawyer, Kent Goodwin, Sumi and Mike. Then 

home took Mom to visit Sis. Coleman and Needham’s.  We read scriptures for family night.  

1/6/1997 4am, got to sleep at 6:30pm last night, much good sleep.  Read AOF. Ch. 7 worked on broker 

then to Eagle to pick up bank statement and worked on that til 9pm.  Very tired. Read church News. 

1/7/1997 Read Church news, walked 1.5 miles on machine.  Worked at Eagle and Mtg accounting.  Did 

some broker business. Went to prison to teach tonight.  James Brickhouse looks good. He is trying to get 

honor grade which would allow him pass’s on weekends.  He had 4.5 years to serve yet.  Read Church News. 

1/8/1997 Wed. 4am, Read and finished church news.  Worked on my own finances.  Showed Townson 

Lumber Co.  in Edenton. 

1/9/1997 Thur.  4am, Read AOF, Worked on broker business all day. 

1/10/1997 Fri. 3:30am, Read AOF., church news, Met with Bob Mann and John Smith on Mann doing 

commercial loans thru us.  Have client coming at 5:30pm to sign disclosures.  Read AOF. 

1/11/1997 Sat. 5:30am, Read AOF., church news, walked 1.5 miles, worked on brokers loans, paid bills, 

did Eagle money.  

1/12/1997 Sun. 4:30am, Read AOF., did sheet on all members in my area.  Frank Jr. Home with his kids.  

Eat late, played hearts, Mom won.  Wrote to James, Mark, and David and read AOF. 

1/13/1997 Mon. 4:30am, Read AOF. Walked, worked on taxes, Frank Jr. came and build Frankie a skate 

board ramp. 

1/15/1997 Wed. 4:30am, Read AOF. Worked on broker business all day.  Received 1,400. Check from 

Frank B. at beach office.  Went to YM for special meeting with Bishopric. 

1/16/1997 Thur. 4:30am, Read AOF. Walked, worked on broker business, not in mod to work.  So slow in 

getting work done.  To Eagle spent 4 hours on computer and check book.  Still losing money.  Went with 

Frankie to see Mr. Perry.  He said he was sorry for not acting right.  I told him next time it would be in front of 

his class.  Helped Mom do writing for genealogy pictures on computer.  Read AOF. 



1/17/1997 Fri.  Read AOF. Walked and worked on Broker business.  Watched Flash Gordon from James 

with Mom and Paul. 

1/18/1997 Sat. 5:30AM, Read AOF.  Worked on broker business most of day. Did Eagle at night. 

1/19/1997 Sun. 5am. Read AOF. Worked on activation program then to church meetings.  After Eat, 

then visited Thornton’s then rested.  Mom went to RS. meeting.  Played risk with boys.  Read BOM with boys.  

Helped Mom on Letters to email.  Also did some email of my own to Mark.  Resent out address to all Email. 

1/21/1997 Tues. 4am, read AOF. Feed outside fire, worked on tax info.  Met with Earl Wooten and gave 

him my taxes.  Will be working on broker this afternoon.  Have to follow-up on Silver Lake.  Will go with Elders 

on splits tonight.  Had great meal with Missionaries and great visit.  Our outside heater has broken and 

running water all over.  Can’t find the problem, had to cut off the well pump which is not good. 

1/22/1997 Wed.4:25AM.  Read AOD. We do not have water, must pour water into toilet to flush.  Heavy 

use of deodorant today.  George and Co. came and found float had ruptured and got water in it and caused 

the pump to flow all the time.  Boy you really appreciate water when you don’t have it.  Took Frankie into YM 

tonight.  Read my Mail and paper at EC office while I waited for him.  

1/23/1997 Thur. 4:30am, Read AOF. Paid bills went tonight for prostate cancer check.  Met with Sallye 

and Frank B.  

1/26/1997 5:30am. Read Church News, to church Stake Conf. only stayed 1 hour then home to see 

Frank Jr. and kids.  They came 12:30 and left 2:30pm.  He has to fly out this afternoon.  New Stake Pres. Miller, 

Read Ensign. 

1/27/1997 Mon. 4am, Read AOF. Walked, worked in office all day.  Read Ensign, Read BOM with Family.  

Paul stayed home sick.  

1/28/1997 Tues. 3:45am.  Read Ensign, Good Art. On work, walked, did two of Nancy’s loans, Mom is 

making up 14 books for her family and our kids on a century, (family).  Taking a lot of work but will be great.  

Both boys are home sick.  Worked on Silver Lake, had to fax some material I put together to lender.  Should 

hear tomorrow.  Got Robert Ferrell loan approved by Charles Brown.  Went HT with Virgil Griffith.  Read 

Ensign.  

1/29/1997 Wed. 3:45am, Read Ensign, Walked, Studied Lender programs, did closing letter to Robert 

Ferrell. Turns out he does not have property yet, and can’t close.  To Eagle and gave Marcella bills to pay.  

Closed out Account at BOC.  Put money in operating account.  Went out teaching with Chris Manes.  Great 

night.  Met with Jimmy Culvert and Joe McPherson and my family.  Chris taught our family, great.  It was 1st 

time for him to home teach.  Finished Ensign. 

1/30/1997 Fri. 1:30am Woke up and finally got up at 3am.  Read AOF. Worked on church HT program.  

For Shiloh have visited 80% of 21 families last 2 weeks.  Joe McPherson and I went out last night, the night 

before Chris Manes want out with me.  His first time home teaching.  He had a good time.  The night prior to 

that Virgil Griffith.  All these brethren need training and they will be great HT.  We fought for Silver Lake loan 

and should have answer by Monday.  Nancy closed at EC and Frank B. closed one at Nags Head.  I had to 

borrow 8,000. To pay bills and hope we will finish the two homes soon. 

 



February 

2/1/1997 Sat. 1:30am wake, cold bothering me so stayed in bed til 3:30.  Got up and worked on HT-VT for 

Shiloh.  Then paid bills and did deposits.  Then worked on Holmes loan.  Also brought in wood and cleaned 

down stairs.  Felt bad, would lay down for 15 – 20 min. til felt better then back to work.  Paul and Arron are 

flying around on the co-cart and 4 wheeler. 

2/2/1997 Sun. Still bad cold, Read and finished Church News.  Wrote letter to David, on to my 

meetings.  Really felt bad by priesthood but took part in discussion of lesson… And was able to finish meetings.  

Home and eat and rested.  Then Visited Johnny VanHorn.  Then to Kirstin Moster’s birthday party.  Enjoyed 

seeing my granddaughter have a good time.  Paul went and Emil’s parents and sister and a neighbor boy and 

Dad.  One of Kathy Friends.  

2/3/1997 Mon. 5am, still very sick with flu.  Finished article of Faith by Talmadge this morning.  I am so 

thankful for those brethren and sisters that have sacrificed so we could have the church, the scriptures and 

the books on topics that uplift.  Worked on Ron George files and sent out.  Had to get Paul an ID card.  

Renewed my drivers Lic. And get plates for Frank’s car.  Also had 4 msgs on the net since we have not checked 

it for a number of days.  Started to read the Bible tonight. 

2/4/1997 Tues. 3:30am, had a good night sleep.  Read the Bible, 10 chapters in Gen.  Showered, read 

BOM with family.  Worked in office, paid bills, worked on Eagle, spent a lot of time on Silver Lake Motel.  

Talked to owner’s son at Quaker State.  He was helpful (Scott).  Read 10 more chapters in Gen.  Mom to RS for 

home making meeting.  Paul has a lot of homework.  It’s 6:30pm and I am very tired.  The Wx. has gotten 

cooler and we have fire going. 

2/5/1997 Wed.  5am, not a lot of sleep.  Stayed up too late.  Read Gen 10 chapters.  Worked on OWP 

end of month and end of year.  Corrected error and took all day to do it.  Took Frankie into Y M and home 

taught Sis. Ethel Armstrong and Sumi and Mike.  Read Gen OT. 

2/6/1997 Thur. 4:30am, Read and finished Gen. OT.  Worked in office all day on my OWP FTY mtg. 

Finances and then run afternoon on Eagle.  Paul asks for a blessing.  I blessed him with the infection going 

away and him not having to have operation.  The next day he fasted to thank Heavenly Father for the help.  

Read OT.  Mom emailed to James, Nao, and Mark.  She is trying to be a modern mom. 

2/7/1997 Fri. 4am, Read 15 chapters EX. OT.  Walked, read commercial loan for TX. Worked on form 

for capital Ptns.  Worked on Silver Lake Hotel Loan a lot.  Had meeting with Buster Meekings.  Took Frankie 

into town to Hughes.  Mom and Paul watch Nattie Gann movie.  Read Ex.  

2/8/1997 Sat. Awake every hr. don’t know why.  4am, read and finished Ex. Started Lev. 7 chapters, 

Prepared for training HT 9-12.  Mom made BQ. Presented Shiloh program.  Don’t know response.  Spent 

afternoon watching TV.  Had meeting with Frank B. We to set up for health for him and Nancy.  Also he gave 

me a check for 1,900.00 and he should close 1,3,00.  Next couple of weeks.  His wife will start to work for him.  

Still feeling sick with flu. 

2/9/1997 Sat. 3:30am, read OT. To EC office and picked up mail, to church and worked on HT and clerk 

work.  Meeting, home, after took Paul to home teach Ken and Susan Goodwin.  Eat and rested for 3 hours.  

Had headache and needed sleep.  Had family night and talked to Mom on Zion Concept.  Read OT. 

 



I home taught the Goodwin family for a number of years, also counseled Susan. 

 

 

2/10/1997 Mon.  3am, read OT. Had haircut and Mom had been up most of the night.  Working on the 

book for the family of her side of the family.  Went to Eagle and worked there til about 8:15, did 3 days 

money.  Home and Mom rested the morning and early afternoon.  I worked on different loans, mainly on John 

Smiths loan with my private investor.  Had to drive to Moyock to locate him.  Car has a leak in the radiator.  So 

we dropped it off at Camden Shell that evening.  Mom is working on computer.  We got James, updated 

pictures and letter from Skippy on the internet.  Read OT.  Finished Liv OT. Taking medicine for my cold. 

2/11/1997 3:50am, Read OT. Walked, studied lenders, copied for other offices, (Mom did).  Had meeting 

with Frank B. and Nancy.  Mom and boys to scouts. 

2/12/1997 3:50am, Read OT. Walked, studied lenders, worked on Glesbe file.  Worked with John on 

number of files.  Mom did a lot of running for me.  I took no medicine today and felt better.  The stuff I was 

taking made me sleepy.  Took Frank to YM and picked up Sumi’s kids and got Sundays for them.  Read OT. 



2/13/1997 3:30am, read OT.  Worked on Gerber and got ready to send out. Worked on SLM and other.  

Got car from Sam.  Car still needs front end alignment. 

2/14/1997 4:30am, Read OT. Walked and read BOM with family.  We do every school day.  Finished Alma 2 

days ago.  Worked on Glesber loan, also on George Halls Projections.  Had meeting with Buster.  Should finish 

next week both houses.  Talked to Sallye about office.  She to be gone in 4 days.  Then will pay Feb. Rent.  Took 

Mom to eat at Steak House and rented movie, this is Valentine’s Day. 

2/16/1997 4am,  went to COA all day Sat. 15th.  Then closed out Fri and Sat. money.  Did accounting, 

reviewed Mom talk, she did a great job, Bro. Weeks gave other talk.  Frank Jr. and kids were here in afternoon 

and evening.  Mark and Michael called to check on us.  We had family night and read BOM, with family. 

2/17/1997 Mon. 4am, read Numb. OT. Exercised, read HT. lesson, copied off for families, worked on HT 

assignments then Residential loans and commercial loans.  Jimmy Culvert and I to go out HT tonight to Ben 

Burgess.  Frank Jr. Called and wished me Happy Birthday.  

2/18/1997 Tues. 4am, read and finished Numbers, start Deu. Wrote letter to Sach and wife, Smith.  

Copied David and Mission Pres. Letter to send to family.  Did not visit Burgess last night, she did not want a 

visit.  Jimmy’s wife sick and he could not go.  Went with Virgil Griffen and visited Emily Crain.  Had good talk 

and Will Stallins committed him to work on going to temple.  Virgil had an appointment with Pres. Miller so 

could only do 2 families.  

2/19/1997 Wed. 4am, Read and finished church news which came in today.  Worked on broker business 

all day.  To beach to get Jean and sign UCC note.  Out with Joe McPhersons.  Saw Joe’s family, Philip 

McPhersons, Buddy Williams, Janie Grill, and finished fairly late.  All good meeting and the spirit guided us. 

2/20/1997 Thur.  4am, Read Deu. OT. Walked, contemplated on what to do with families in Shiloh.  Mom 

feeling sick, helped with house and cleaning ktn. Took car to be fixed (Franks), worked on different Broker 

projects.  Had meeting with Marcella on Eagle.  Mom to town to shop and pickup Paul.  Rested.  10 minutes 

tonight.  Rodney Homkey coming to dinner.  I go out to teach again.  Taught Yoder, Trotman and visited Jimmy 

Calvert. 

2/21/1997 Fri.  4am, Read Ensign, worked on broker, Shiloh HT, took care of Mom (she was sick and 

spent most of day in bed). Took Bro. Mines HT to Needham, Carpenter.  Bro John Carpenter did well.  He 

committed to help paint, possible Janie Grills home. 

2/22/1997 Sat. 4am, Read Ensign; did HT record, to Buddy Williams til 1pm, helping do wall board.  

Rodney Homkey, Anthony Trotman, Jimmy Culvert, Bro and Sis. Kynaston, Mike Needham all helped.  Rested 

all afternoon, very tired from working.  To Eagle and did money at night. 

2/23/1997 Sun. 4:30am, Read AOF. Last chapter on love, worked on preparing for open house til left for 

church.  Mom still sick.  Home taught Sis. Coleman and Chrissy Hilbert with Frankie.  Rested then on to open 

house.  Had two presentations in Genealogy room.  Took Sister Grill home.  L Got some dog dirt on my shoes 

in her yard.  Read Ensign. 

2/24/1997 Mon. 4:30am, Read Ensign, Mom still sick.  Let her sleep, got boys up and we went out and 

got wood and brought it to the house to fill the wood box.  Read BOM and got them sent off.  Mom got up and 

I exercised.  Put out fires all day.  At 4 took boys to cut wood and pickup pine cones and limbs.  That tired me 

out.  Arranged to go out with Joe McPherson tomorrow at 5pm.   



2/25/1997 Tues. 4:30am, Read Ensign, walked, did new lender application (3), worked on loans.  Went 

with Joe McPherson to fix Janie Grill leak on her porch.  Helped Paul with homework. 

2/26/1997 Wed. 3:30am, Read lesson HT. Ensign, Read OT. Walked.  Worked on Mr. Begott loan.  Neg. 

with Salley on office, Neg. on Eddy Brown loan, paid bills and tithes 1,200.00. Dlvr Silver Lake stuff to John 

Smith.  Got to drop appraisal by in the morning.  Went out with Jimmy Calvert to visit Carol and Morris Knight, 

had a good meeting.  Jimmy called and told me he got job painting at 10/hour.  I told him when you do what’s 

right, you are blessed.  

2/27/1997 4:30,  Read lesson, OT, worked in office, paid bill.  Had headache most of day and felt tired.  

8,000. Check got and they faxed it to me will get tomorrow.  Someone called about store. 

2/28/1997 Fri. 5:25am, Read Ensign Lesson and outlined it. Worked on Broker business, got 8,000. 

Check from Brown.  Picked up large pieces of wood with mike Cosgrove and boys. 

March 

3/1/1997 Sat. 4am, Did letter to kids, typed and emailed Moms to Nao, took boys to Williams and 

worked all morn.  Got a lot done.  Wall boarded, did money at Eagle, had meeting with Marcella and Sherrel.  

Both staying with Store.  

3/2/1997 Sun. 4:30am, Read Lesson, worked on Shiloh program, made end of month report.  To church 

meetings, Home taught after, Susan and Kent, Sis. Jimmy Armstrong and found out Sarah still gone.  Took 

Mom to visit Ross Thornton and wife.  Had very spiritual meeting.  Rested, helped Paul with Math and words, 

read Bible. 

3/3/1997 Mon. 4:30am.  Read OT.  Walked, got haircut by Mom.  Worked on a few things but very tired.  

Took Pauls papers to him at school.  Did Home work with Paul most of the night.  Mom to Kathy’s, staying all 

night.  Kathy to have operation tomorrow on her knee.  Will be on crutches for 4-6 weeks.  That’s hard with a 

1 and 3 year old children.   

3/4/1997 Tues.  4am, Read and finished 5th book of Moses.  Helped Paul with homework.  Sallye had 

operation today, Kathy had operation.  Read OT. WAITED FOR Mom to come home at 12:30. 

3/5/1997 Wed.  5:55am, Read BOM with family.  Mom home, yaaaaa, Frankie staying home with sore 

throat.  Paul knows his capitals and words fairly good.  Kittens go to vets today and Mom’s car worked on. 

3/6/1997 Thur. 4:30AM, Read Joshua, Exercised, read BOM  with family.  Finished Heleman, paid bills, 

worked on Shiloh Church project.  Mom got car back and picked up cat (Al), and did a lot of running in town.  

Worked on broker, to eagle to get bank statement.  Took Mom and Paul to see star wars.  Frankie went to 

Hughes.  Read OT. 

3/7/1997 Fri. 4:30am, Read Church news and finished it.  Walked, worked on FTY MTG and Eagle 

accounting all day.  Mom went and got Mark.  Paul had a friend, Shane Harris over all day.  I worked on home 

work with Paul.  Then took Paul and Shane to topside to eat.  Good to have Mark home. 

3/8/1997 Sat. 4:30am, Got to bed too late, not enough sleep. Read OT., emailed to Kathy. Pulled CB on 

client and reviewed file.  Picked up Virgil Griffin and dropped at Buddy Williams, picked up Paul and worked 8-

12 noon.  Randy Wyatt, cliff Halstrzom, Jimmy Calvert Bro. Wada and 2 Full time missionaries help.  To eagle 

and closed out Fri. and Sat.  



3/9/1997 Sun.5:30AM, Read OT. Got ready to take Mark to college.  Left about 7:30 got back 5pm.  Went 

visiting with Mom.  Paul stayed home and got scared.  Cried when we got back.  Frankie at Hughes.  I helped 

Paul with homework, spelling.  Had family night.  Read BOM, with boys and Mom.’ 

3/10/1997 Mon. 4:30am, read OT. Read BOM, with boys, helped Paul with homework.  He is doing well 

with spelling.  Only 4 more words to go for the week.  Mom off to help Kathy.  My knee has hurt since last 

night; sleep with a pillow under it.  Feels blown up.  Somehow it has got swollen; don’t know what the matter 

is.  Paid bills, wrote Sach Smith a letter.  Rested, Studied Paul’s words with him at Eve. Closed Holmes 

loanYaaaa, issue money on Wed.  Home taught.  

3/11/1997 Tues.4:30AM, Read OT. Read BOM, with boys.  Mom left to help Kathy at 6:15am. Helped Paul 

with homework, worked on bills all morning and part of the afternoon.  Worked on Misc. stuff, burned pile out 

back, Paul had a lot of math homework.  I made up sheets on states and capitals. Took boys to meet Trotman’s 

at High School for scouts.  I will be visiting tonight with Chris Manes.  Visited Needhams and John Carpenter. 

3/12/1997 Wed.  5 Am. Read OT.  Got money from Holmes loan lend 3,000. To Eagle.  Paid Marks bill for 

college. For the rest of the year. Paid off two lines and all due bills.  Mom back from Kathy’s late.  I visited with 

Tom McPherson then to Williams, grill, Joe.   Good meetings.  

3/13/1997 Thur.  4:30am, church news read, BOM with family, Emil was with us.  Worked on clearing 

office and stuff up.  Split with missionaries, Anthony Trotman.  Set up Jimmy and Joe McPherson to teach 

lessons each Thur.  Finally met with Ben Burgess. 

3/14/1997 Fri. 4:30AM, Read and finished church news.  Some OT. Reviewed Paul’s words, made flyer 

for Moyock house.  Met with Red Egon and showed drive ways.  Met with Steve on Eagle Supper Market.  

Quoted 25,000 cash and rest on time.  Got Eddy Brown and he sending money out today. 

3/15/1997 Sat. 4:30am, read 1st Samuel, worked on office  then to town picked up Elders, worked on 

Williams.  Completed wall board.  Very tired, rested 1 hour, and worked with Paul with is words.  He got 85% 

on 48 words.  To Eagle and did money and records.  Read1st. Samuel. 

3/16/1997 Sun. 3:30am, read Samuel, wrote all the family and a letter to David.  Reviewed Shiloh church 

work.  To church had all meetings, gave brethren list of 74 people that would go on projects.  Picked up Ina’s 

daughter to go to church.  Took Frankie to visit families but no one home. Eat then took Mom to go to Sis. 

Colman and Hilbert.  Helped Paul with homework.  Also reading, played monopoly with him and he beat me.  

3/17/1997 Mon. 4:30am, Read Church News and finished it, read BOM with family.  Helped Paul in morn 

and night with homework.  Had spelling bee with family for Paul’s sake and played Monopoly.  Finally 11:15 

Paul won.  He feels great.  Had a long talk with Mom til 1am. 

3/18/1997 Tues. 5am, read OT. Read BOM with boys.  Helped Paul with states and some spelling.  Helped 

mom get her files straight in computer for her book.  Rested, took trip to town.  Visited Elwood Hilts, he had 

operation for Cancer, he is weak.  Came home and answered Ed’s call then to bed around 9pm. 

3/19/1997 Wed. 4:30am, Read @ Samuel, Read BOM, with family.  Studied with Paul and helped mom on 

computer.  She to go shopping today in VA.  I to take kids to get haircut 3:30pm.  Much broker work to do, Got 

3,000. Ck from Eddy Brown then took boys to town for haircut and made deposits.  Studied with Paul 88% on 

56 words spelling and 92 on states.  Read 2nd Samuel. 

3/20/1997 Thur. 3:30am, 2nd Kings, BOM with family.  Worked on loans, still no answer on Silver Lake.  

Elders for dinner.  To stake meeting, Read Kings. 



3/21/1997 Fri. 4:30am, read 1 Kings and finished.  Mom went for Mark.  Read BOM with family.  Did 

study with Paul, Watched the hunchback of Notre Dame on TNT movie. 

3/22/1997 Sat. 4:30am, Read Ensign, worked on broker stuff til 9am.  Mark, Paul, Frankie, Mom and I 

worked outside in yard, fixed the drain pipe, split wood, repair go cart, dug garden, put wood away, vac. Cars, 

burned pile, mowed corral, moved trampling, dug and pulled tree by storage shed, put bricks in chicken coup 

the rested.  Worked with Paul on spelling.  To eagle and did Fri and Sat. Money, read Ensign. 

3/23/1997 Sun.  4:30am, Read Ensign, did Shiloh work and wrote letter to all family.  To church for all 

meetings.  Ward Conference.  Pres. Miller really homed in on splitting the ward and E.C. branch.  Tried to catch 

2 families but they did not answer.  Had family night and played monopoly. 

3/24/1997 Mon. 4:30am, read Ensign and finished it.  Worked on broker business all day.  Still nothing for 

Silver Lake.  Worked with Paul on home work, watched movie. 

3/25/1997 Tues.3:30AM, up and read Ensign, Mom up too.  Worked with Paul on spelling prior to going to 

school.  Broker business, Silver Lake Rejected to low value.  Sad!!!Helped Paul with spelling prior to going to 

scouts. 

3/26/1997 Wed. 3:30am, Read OT. Ensign, church News.  Worked on getting SLM out of other lenders.  

Worked with Paul on spelling and home work.  Mom at Kathy’s to help her all day. 

3/27/1997 Thur. 4am, read Church News, and finished it.  Helped Paul with final preparation for test 

today.  He feels I am too hard on him.  I hope he will understand when he is older how much I love him and 

know he needs to be pushed to develop the discpline to study.  His grades went from failing to 90-100 and all 

because I made him study and study hard.  That is hard to understand when \everyone else is playing.  I was 

supposed to meet ZL at 7-11 but no show.  Must have missed understood where we were to meet.  Read 

Ensign and OT.  

3/28/1997 Fri.3:15AM, Read Ensign, OT, kids out of school today and all next week.  John Smith called last 

night and wants to meet and discuss Larry Woodhouse project.  Mom and I went to movies at Nags Head and 

saw Jungle, good movie.  

3/29/1997 Sat. 4:30am, read Ensign, OT.  Worked on selling Moyock home and NH office.  Building put 

in paper in Va. Pilot.  Took mom to visit Williams, Calvert, Trotman, and Colman.  She had made choc. Easter 

eggs for them.  Worked on Shiloh church plan.  Looked at Paul’s club house in top of barn. 

3/30/1997 Sun.  3:30, read Ensign, worked on Shiloh church report.  Met with Bishop and Bp. Hilbert and 

they want to go with me to Stake Pres. Thur.  Frank came in with his children.  Had a good visit. 

3/31/1997 Mon. 3:15am, worked more on Shiloh copied material I will be giving out.  Mom left with 

Mark to go back to college.  Paul and Frank did work then Paul had 2 friends over, Shane Harrison and Arron to 

play in their club house.  He is excited about that and spent most of the day out in the top of barn.   

 



 

April 

4/1/1997 Tues. 3:30am, Read Ensign, paid bills, worked on loans, went to town to ck. Battinger house, 

worked all afternoon on 2 million in two weeks.  Have 11 names, got wood for boys to unload, Watched TV to 

relax, Mom went to RS. She taught class on cheap dates. 

4/2/1997 Wed. 3:30am, Read Ensign, paid bills, worked on 2 million money all day.  Received 3,000. 

From Eddy Brown.  Need to take care of that. To town to deposit it.  

4/3/1997 Thur. 3:30am, Read Ensign, Paid bills, worked on Melvin for 5 hours.  Trip to beach.  Sallye 

paid April and deposit and signed contract. (2,700.) John Smith fell and hurt himself from latter on his roof.  He 

called me last night and said if anything happen to him would I do the temple work for him.  I felt humbled he 

would ask and told him I would but rather he goes to temple himself.  He said he was working on it.  He is a 

good man. 



4/4/1997 Fri. 4:30am, Read Ensign, HT lesson, have done that daily for 2 weeks.  Also read OT.  Went 

to show Moyock house, met with John Smith and Larry Woodhouse.  Rested a bit.  Out with missionaries.  

Mom took Paul and Shane to movies and Frankie went to Chris in town.  Good meetings, one investigator and 

one activation 

4/5/1997 Sat. 4:30am, read HT, Ensign, OT, and finished 2 kings.  Paid bills, reviewed loans, to church 

for conference.  Kathy, Emil and family came down and eat with us.  Rested, then did Eagle money. 

4/6/1997  Sun. 4:30am, Read HT lesson, Jimmy’s book, worked on article for James and Paul and for 

Kathy.  To Conference, took Janie Grill, had flat tire and got it fixed in town.  Today is our 40th anniversary.  

Frank, Sheila, Claudia, Mike, Sumi, Kathy all called to wish us happy 40th.  Kathy and family came down Sat. 

and brought cake for us.  I visited William and Jimmy Calvert, called Bro. Manes to get them to come to 

meeting with Stake President. 

4/7/1997 Mon. 4:30am, Read OT.  worked on reading funeral home loan appraisal and info.  Worked on 

broker business, read BOM with family.  Showed Moyock home, they want it but I will have to see if I can get 

them to qualify.  Worked on Eagle end of month.  Walked short time with Mom and Paul rode the go cart.  

Read OT.  

4/8/1997 Tues. Read OT. and Ensign and Lesson. Working on Eagle stuff, broker stuff, showed house in 

Moyock, Presented to Stake Pres. Miller, Bob Hutchins, Bp. White, Bp. Hilbert, Bob Garrett the overview plan 

for EC. and Shiloh area.  Pres. Miller excited but Bp. White reserved. 

4/9/1997 Wed.  Could not sleep after a call woke us up at 11 so got up and worked on assignment from 

Pres Miller on priesthood and family activity til 2:30am.  Then in morning finished it.  Had x-ray taken again on 

knee, still hurts, they will plan my visit to Portsmouth for possible operation.  Mom got cake for baby shower 

ready, dinner for missionaries and help decorate for shower.  Then got sick and threw up 5 times.  Later at 

night she felt better.  The Elder’s split with Bro Trotman and me.  Visited Jimmy Calvert, Williams, Manes, 

Vanhorn and Robersons.  

4/10/1997 Thur. Read OT.  Finally finished the Bagot’s. Helped Paul.  HE is being rebellious.  Told him his 

job was studying and learning and my job to make money to pay bills.  He told his Mom he wanted to quit his 

job!!!! Mom working on getting house for Kutchins.  I am still working on 2 million.  Went to priesthood 

leadership meeting with Anthony Trotman.  Brought the Sister Missionaries home. 

4/11/1997 Fri.  5:15am, Read OT. Read BOM with family.  Worked in office all day, after 5 fixed 

swimming pole post and cleaned out sand from filter.  Frankie and Mom helped. 

4/12/1997 Sat. 5:30am, Read Church News and OT.  Worked on Sharp loan.  Went to Mike Cosgrove to 

help with his septic.  The Elders came and helped and we did well.  Mike was happy.  Took Elders to eat 

sesame chicken.  Home rested, then to Eagle to finish out night. 

4/13/1997 Sun. 5:45am, Mom could not sleep, leg hurting her.  My breathing a problem too.  Read 

Church News, to church for meetings.  Joe and Stacy Kuchin were there and came home to spend the night 

after we went to fireside at the Trotman’s. 

4/14/1997 Mon. 5:15am, Read OT.  Worked on Stake material meeting for Wed, with Bishop and 

Priesthood.  Had meeting with Bp., Hilbert and finished at 11pm.  Organization of training for Priesthood in 

Ward.  Mom worked in flower beds most of the day and also the pool house.  Had time to work on her books 

of family history also. 



4/15/1997 Tues. 5:15am, Read OT. Then BOM with family.  Worked a little on Paul’s homework, worked 

in office til meeting with Bishop 6pm.  Covered leadership and family’s status.  Home taught with Jimmy. 

4/16/1997 Wed. 4:10am, Read OT.,BOM with family.  Worked on Nauvoo checks.  Worked on Melvin 

loan all day.  Need to see; Hilts, Ron Turlington at Bank, BP. At 5:30 and HT with Joe McPherson at 7pm.  Mom 

and Brenda doing meal for Calverts.  She is having operation on arm.  They also want VT.  Visited Bro. and Sis. 

Williams, Calvert, and Grill.  Very spiritual meetings. 

4/17/1997 Thur. 5:20am, Read OT. Then BOM with family.  Office all day, exchanged with 4 Elders, lots of 

good meetings.  The Richardson family committed to baptism 1 May.  Knights were a very good meeting.  Joe 

and Stacy Kutchin brought a strawberry pie.  We watched Ninja Turtles. 

4/18/1997 Fri. 5:15am, Read OT. Then BOM with family.  Bid Joe and Stacy goodbye, worked on loans 

and paying bills.  Finally got Melvin off.  Took Larry Woodhouse and John Smith to see Eddy Brown.  Present 

project.  They to decide by Monday.  Good Trip. 

4/19/1997 Sat. 7:24am, Read OT. Will help Tabernacle of Faith paint today.  Did, 2 missionaries, Bro. 

Clift, Trotman and my 2 boys.  Then we went to see the Civil War Battle at south mills.  Did Eagle, decided to 

close.  

4/20/1997 Sun. 5:30am, Read OT. To church for all meetings.  Met with EQ and HP leaders.  They gave 

me authority to HT in Shiloh and organize the HT.  Met with Bob Hutchins and Delmar Hilbert about their area.  

After church took Frankie to home teach Chrissy Hilbert and Barbra Coleman.  Will be going to Priesthood 

tonight at Stake.  Took Anthony Trotman and Frankie.  Pres. Miller told of his vision of E.C. Stake.  I feel blessed 

to have shared in that spirit.  

4/21/1997 Mon. 5:10am, Read OT. Ezra, BOM finished 3nd Nephi with family.  Paid bills, worked on 

broker stuff.  Sally and Brown checks did not clear.  Helped Joe McPherson with Janie Grills light and figured 

out what work needs to be done. 

4/22/1997 Tues. 4:30am, Read OT, BOM finished 4th Nephi with family.  Finished South Mills member list.  

Took car back to garage. Picked up boat file and dropped at Tom White.  Worked on Sis. Grill project.  Outlined 

for PEC.  Sunday trying to get Eddy Brown down. 

4/23/1997 Wed.  4:30am, Read OT.  BOM with family. Worked all day on broker business.  Received Sallye 

check and David Freelander which allowed me to pay current bills.  Got Tom White committed to do Boat loan 

for David Wobeleski. 

4/24/1997 Thur. 5:50am, not much sleep, read OT. Then BOM with boys.  (Paul and Frankie), Mom off to 

take Amber to Dude ranch which was canceled and she brought her home for ½ day.  Firmed up boat loan 

closing Fri. 4pm.  Worked on a number of loans, Went on exchange and had spiritual time.  Saw Jimmy Calver 

and John Carpenter and Lonnie Vanhorn. 

4/25/1997 Fri. 4:10am, read OT. Read BOM with kids.  Worked on Eddie Browns loan all day.  Have 7 

companies that will look at it.  Closed David Wrobleski boat loan.  My commission 2,000. That will allow me to 

pay for car and pay a few bills.  Need Eddy Brown to clear all of them.  Mom and I went to TopSide to eat.  

4/26/1997  Sat. 3:10am, worked on broker, took off at 5:30 to pick up Mark.  Got very sick on way back.  

Ache all over and have headaches, cold must have flu.  Really feel bad all afternoon and night.  Joe 

McPherson’s mom died and they buried her today.  Lucy Trotman went to hospital and will have to have help 

with her baby.  



4/27/1997 Sun. 4am, Did the preparing for church meeting, got material for new HC Rep. met with him.  

Felt better health wise.  Read Church News, rested a couple of hours, and took Mark to visit families, Trotman, 

Grill, Lee, and Joe McPherson.  Had family night.  Mark told about his college.  Frankie told about N.H. 

conference and Youth meeting.  Sat. John called and he is having trouble with Tami’s kids.  It’s so sad. 

4/28/1997 Mon. 4:30am, read church news, paid bills, 

worked on loans, closed Gerber after much trouble.  Worked 

long time on clerk business.  Virgil Griffith and I went home 

teaching and saw Philip McPherson, Ana May Burgess and my 

family.  That makes 2 month in row for 90% visits.  Thortons 

and Samantha Berry not able to get to. 

4/29/1997  Tues.  3am, paid bills, worked on church 

reports.  To Eagle and spent morning there doing money and 

deciding course of action.  Also answering phone calls.  

Received summon for store bill.  Took Paul and Shane to 

school P and O meeting. Discussed church expansion with Bp. 

White and Bro. Futrill, HC. Rep.  Read church news. 

4/30/1997 Wed.  4:30am, worked on two files.  To town 

to do a lot of running.  Paid some bills.  Spent a lot of time 

trying to get Eddy Brown.  Finally promised to deposit 

tomorrow.  Went to sing along at chapel.  Had a good time.   

Talked to Bro. Blake about the map and pins for members.  

Talked to John a long time.  They are having trouble.  

Counselled some.  Mom sent names to temple of John and family.            Mark in a cave 

 Read Church News.  Conf. edition. 

May 

5/1/1997 Thur. 4:10am, Read Church News, worked on files, bugged Eddy Brown all day.  Mom worked 

in garden and yard.  Mark and George moving into office tonight.  Have closing, James Dixon today. Got 

Gerbor check today.  Did a lot of bills paying and juggling.  Closed James and Dixon loan then on exchange and 

taught them with Henry Green.  Also the Roger Williams and my family.  

5/3/1997 Sat. Worked on church stuff.  Worked on outside home stuff and visited Janie Grill.  Checked 

her project.  Jimmy Calvert and boys came to visit.  I counseled them.  

5/4/1997 Sun. 4:30am.  Read OT.  Wrote kids letter.  Held meetings.  Met with Bp. Even, Hughes, 

Huggins to update.  Home taught Sumi, Susan, Ethel with Mark.  To church to work on map for stake started 

6pm finished just before 11pm.  

5/4/1997 Mon.  4:30am, Read OT (Job), Read BOM, with family, went to store and deposited money 

6,000.00,  still need 800.00 to clear written checks.  Lots of Bills pends.  Mom painted front door.  Worked on 

1.5 million loan, worked on Melvin, worked on Clark.  Talked to Dianne in TX on Dr. Loan. 

5/5/1997 Tues.  4:30am, Read OT. Read BOM with kids, went to store and repositioned all food up front.  

To closing Glenn Hockney, did dry closing, he to get power of Att. From wife. To 2nd closing for Nancy, home, 



Joe McPherson sick so we did not go out.  Working on our end of mo. Then all night on Eagle bills.  Finally 

finished around 2am.  A lot of bills, I did not know was there.  Marcella did the best she could but I should 

have been watching closer.  Thoughts of bankruptcy have surfaced.  I don’t know if I can pull out!!! With the 

Lords help I might.  Too fight though. 

5/6/1997 Wed. 5:20am, up late, have to call on PH bills and get closing Hockney again to assure its ok.  

Need to do a lot of Broker work also.  Finished Hochney Root, 2,000.00 did a lot of running around in town.  

Got Dr. From TX pkg. off to Countrywide.  Material to Teresa on Melvin, follow-up on Clark and called and cut 

phones off at Eagle.  Paid Pu to keep power on at Eagle.  Rested 1 hour in afternoon.  Went to close loan at 

7:30pm but clients did not show up.  Try to close tomorrow. 

5/7/1997 Thur.  Read Church News, BOM with Paul and Mom.  Thomas Calvert enjoyed YM last night.  

First time he went.  His dad went with him.  Worked on Eagle bills all day, bank statement in and worked on 

that.  Will go to prison tonight, then dinner, then meet Bobby Mansfield at 8:30pm in E.C. office to go over to 

close loan in Edenton.  Will be long day.  Finished 11pm. 

5/8/1997 Fri.  5am, Read church News and finished it.  Read BOM with family.  Mom and I went to 

Eagle and worked til 1:30pm.  Picked up Paul and Shane after school.  Worked on church stuff.  Splitting the 

ward, read Ensign. 

5/10/1997 Sat. 4:30am, Read conf. Ensign, worked on splitting ward roaster all morning.  To Church to 

do some of the work.  Worked afternoon to finished and ready to mail to HC. and SP.  Will give Bp. copy in 

morning.  To Eagle and worked til close, then packed stuff in car and truck to bring home.  Gave some frozen 

to Jimmy Calver, he and Thomas helped unload.  

5/20/1997 Tues. 4:30am, Read and finished Ensign, worked on bankruptcy papers all day.  Boys went to 

scouts with Trotman’s.  Frankie stayed in town at Hughes after.  Mom Sorted cards from store all afternoon 

and Eve.  She burn old files in morning. 

5/22/1997 Thur. 4:30am, Read Church News, Worked on Melvin loan also Clark.  To Eagle to open for 

auction.  Don’t know how much they did.  Paul watch Edward Scissorhands the movie.  Went with Elders to 

teach Needham’s, Dixons and Knights.  Mom Cleaned whole down stairs. 

5/23/1997 Fri. 4:30am, Read and finished Church News.  Worked on different projects.  Mom took 

Sumi kids to Manteo and the Paul and Shane Harris 

to fun scape in VA.  Sumi bought dinner out for me.  

      

 Mark playing soccer at college 

5/24/1997 Sat. Worked on Stake Presidents 

request for EC; EC 2, figured took all morning at 

church.  Computer then Sun. morning to finish.  Took 

Paul to River Spree.  Bought ribs to bring home for 

supper with Mom. 

5/25/1997 Sun. Read church news, worked on 

copying church info for splitting ward.  Held meeting, 

met with Bp., White for dinner and meeting on EC 

split with stake Presidency and ward leaders.  Went 



over to Janie’s House with Mike to see what had to be done next Sat.  Had family night.  Had interview with 

Mark and Mom.  Mark will be waiting a year to go on his mission. 

5/26/1997 Mon. 4:30am, Memorial Day. Read Church News then went to store Eagle to evaluate.  Got Pkg 

ready to go out Tues. On Melvin.  Took truck back and put Moyock house on sign.  Got a couple of fans and 

shelving for storage.  Also computer table.  Watched movie Frankie brought home “the Bully”, settled up with 

Robert Mansfield on remodeling of Hurdle home in Edenton.  

5/27/1997 Tues. 4:30am, Read Ensign, worked on finances and CD’s.  To Eagle to let guys in to get equip, 

they bought at the auction.  Spent til 2 there.  Neg. with Mr. Moore (Electrolux salesman) for top of line mach. 

in exchange for NSA filters about 1,000. Value.  Boys sorted files for me and I set up HT visits for Thur. Jimmy, 

Joe, John, Griffith, 2 Elders and myself.  Burned old files.  4 trash cans full.  Mom went to RS, Skippy and Mike 

called, they received Mom’s book. 

5/29/1997 4:30am, Read Ensign, church news.  Worked all day on sorting folders and burning old files.  

Kids helped trying to get garage straighten out.  To Eagle to show safes.  Visited and taught last night; Jimmy, 

Thomas, Virgil; Bro Needham and I went out.  Had great meetings.  Taught Joe McPherson and his 2 

grandson’s eternal progression. 

5/30/1997 Fri.  Worked all day in finishing records.  Took trip to Eagle to get stuff.  Finally home about 

1am.  Got garage ready to redo.  Read church News and Ensign. 

5/31/1997 Read Church news, to Janie Project.  About 30 people helped.  Great project.  Charlie Broyal’s 

and her son’s helped, Mike Cosgrove, Jimmy Calvert and boys and wife Joe & Pat McPherson and his grandson 

Joe, Crissie Hilbert , Wilment Swell, Bro. Kynston, Bill and Billy Ricks, Bp. Hilbert, White, Evens, cliff Holszorum, 

all full time missionaries, Bro Forsyte, Ettore and many more. 

June 

6/1/1997 Sun. 5am, read and finished church News.  Made copies of HT report and Janie Grills Project 

for PEC (16).  Had meeting.  Went and picked up Joe McPherson.  He was not ready but said did you come 

back from EC?  I will go.  Jimmy called Pat and said they could not go he was sick.  I said we would come and 

get his wife and son Thomas.  He said ok.  We passed them on the road, his son Eric said they went to church, 

and they did.  Jimmy stayed only for Sac. But Queen and Thomas stayed all meetings.  Everyone felt the Grill 

project was great.  Did records for SP again, while Mom attended Baptism.  Also spent time with Sumi’s family 

talking about the last days.  Mark was home all day with us.  We also visited Janie to see what had to be done 

to finish the project.  Looked at James Pictures on disk with Mom and mark. 

6/2/1997 Mon. Worked all day in garage rearranged and burned and through-out til about 8pm.  From 5 

in morning.  Still have a couple of hours to go to finish it. 

6/3/1997 Tues. 4:30am, read Ensign, lesson, worked in garage.  Finally got all burned and filed.  Worked 

in office put records away.  Worked on files then took Paul to scouts.  Worked at night on files. 

6/4/1997 Wed. 3am, up and to temple.  Left at 4am.  Took Sis Susie Williams.  Ran into the curb and blow 

a tire.  Cost 86.00 to repair, back at 8pm.  



6/5/1997 Thur. 5:05am, Read Ensign Lesson, worked on business 

things most of morning.  Also did Sis Grill Project next step.  Also HT for 

tonight.  Mom to VA. To shop.  Sheila called and gave info to pick her up 

tomorrow.  Rested 1-2 pm.  Picked up Paul.  To town and had car worked 

on.  Did Banking etc.  Went out teaching tonight, 3 routes.  Jimmy 

Calvert, Thomas Calvert, Joe McPherson, Little Joe, Eric McPherson, 

Virgil Griffith, John Carpenter and myself. saw 50% of families and had 

many spiritual experiences.  The Brethren did great. 

  Paul in Shiloh, the last one home after Mark left. 

6/6/1997 Fri. 6:20am, really sleep in.  Read Ensign, did broker 

business til we got ready to drive to Richmond to get our daughter 

Sheila.  She caught a ride with friends.  Stopped by Lightfoot Pottery and 

Japanese restaurant on way home. 

6/7/1997 Sat. 5:20am, Read Bible, spent time with Sheila and Kathy.  Emil fixed our email.  Took them 

to see Moyock house.  Watched movies, read Church News. 

6/8/1997 Sun.  5am, read and finished Church News.  Had church.  Took Sheila back to Richmond, 

rested, had family night.  Paul gave lesson on putting on the whole armor of God.  Sent Emil application to buy 

Moyock home. 

6/9/1997 Mon.  5am, Read bible, paid bills, exercised ¼ mile walked, made me feel better.  Sumi’s water 

broke, we had Ashley. A neighbor had Amber and Mike.  Mom had autumn.  Sumi had a boy, 6plus lbs. and 

named him Mike.  Cody is looking bad.  James and Skippy want to pay for a vet.  The neighbors are having him 

treated already.  A touchy situation.  John and James called to check on us.  I am processing a loan for Kathy 

and Emil for the Moyock house. 

6/10/1997 Tues.  5am, read bible, worked on bills, broker, to Franks Graduation from 8th grade.  To Mr. 

Spivey on bankruptcy papers.  Took Paul and Mom out to dinner celebrating Paul passing with close to 80% 

average.  Frankie went to friend’s house after graduation.  Bro. and Sis. Hughes was there. 

6/11/1997 Wed. 4am, Read OT., worked on exchanges for Thur.  

6/12/1997 Thur. 4am, read OT. Worked on 

files, found 100.00 in Eagle Files.  Paul cleaned his 

room and closet.  1 large trash barrel full, but it 

looks great.  Went out teaching. Bp. Hughes, 

Anthony, Virgil, Joe McPherson, 2 FTM and 

myself.  Had a good night. 

6/13/1997 Fri. 4am, finished Psalms, kids 

helped take cover off pool.  Put in salt.  Took Cody 

to Vet.  Found he had heart warms, had him put 

to sleep.  Then buried him on Neighbors land. 

Boys dug grave and I dedicated it.  Very hard on 

all of us.  We all loved Cody.  Paul went to his 

room and cried and would not let Mom in for a while.    David reading 



 We paid the Vet bill, 42.00 even though not our dog.  Mom miss’s him most. 

6/14/1997 Sat. 4:30am, read OT. Did list of those who helped on Sis. Grill project for Charlie Broyles 

with address.  Loaded truck to go to do Sis. Grill Project.  Finished landscaping.  Mom and me and boys and Joe 

and his grandson Joe McPherson.  It took 2 hours to finish and we put grass seeds in also.  Came home.  Frank 

worked on pool and Paul and I fixed lawnmower and Paul cleaned it.  Paul loaded trash for dump and I took it.  

Mom baked cakes and potato salad for Kathy’s in-laws graduation party.  Got back after eating tons of food. 

Worked on Pool. 

6/15/1997 Sun.3:10AM, read OT. WROTE LETERS TO David and other kids.  Got church stuff ready.  Talked 

in church.  Most all called for father’s day.  Rested, I have cold, sore throat and running nose.  

6/16/1997 Mon.  12:10 up and read til 2, then took Nitequill and sleep til 5:30am.  Read OT. WORKED ON 

FAMILY NAMES.  Kathy’s loan and Eddy Brown.  Still have cold.  Pills are controlling it so I can work. 

6/17/1997 Tues.  5:30am, Paul and Frankie went to temple for baptism for the dead.  Read OT. Church 

news, then worked on loans.  Mom and I went to topside restaurant to eat. 

6/18/1997 Wed. 4am, read OT. Very tired all day.  Sleep a lot, also had headache, exercised. 

6/19/1997 Thur. sleep in Marks bed.  Up 5:30am, read OT. Walked 10 minutes, worked the boys most of 

the morning.  Thomas Calvert spent the night and worked with the boys.  We pulled weeds out of bushes, 

mowed, trimmed and did the pool.  Mom gone all morning.  Did not feel much like working. 

6/20/1997 Fri. 5:00am Read OT. Walked, tried to install upgrade, used 6 hr. and finally had to re-install 

TLH 41.  Mom and Paul went shopping.  Frank trimmed and Vac. Cars.  Put water holders away.  Paul cleaned 

pool area, living room and his hall.  Paul and Mom and I went to see the lost world Juristic Park.  Frankie 

already saw it. 

6/21/1997 Read Ensign, did pkg. for Melvin’s and sent out to Celche.  Then did trash run with Mom.  Got 

gas and keys for Kathy Moyock home, Went to Janie’s to await Frank Cuquest.  45 minutes he never showed.  

Read Ensign, dressed and Took Anthony Trotman to leadership meeting in Stake at 4pm.  Took Bro. 

Northwood out to dinner.  Sat with Sumi, Mike and Sister Hampton.  7pm conf. Meeting. Home early, my 

cough was bad.  Checked and put 2 quarts of oil in Cad. 

6/22/1997 Sun. 5:15am, read OT. 

Read Ensign.  Went to Stake conf. whole 

conf. on EC split.  Ahoskie group and the 

future EC stake we must do more.  Mark is 

home.  Had family night.  Bp. Approved 

scout project in Shiloh, setting up meeting 

for 7 tomorrow.  Worked on that the rest of 

the night.  Mom is feeling bad about herself.  

I tried to reassure her that she is great. 

Whenever we needed a major repair my 

sons always came to help. This is John and 

Mike on the pool house roof, replacing 

shingles   



6/23/1997 Mon. 5am, read H.T. lesson and OT. Walked, worked on broker business, worked all morning.  

Mom very tired.  Laid down in afternoon and felt better.  Met with SM and rotary club rep. on building.  We 

will try to do the project.  Will take more than one day.  Jimmy Calvert, Anthony Trotman and Joe McPherson 

all met with them too. 

6/24/1997 Tues. 5:30am, read OT.  Worked on broker, Mom and Paul to beach and burned.  Frankie 

worked all morning, did a good job.  I cooked dinner then we eat it.  Kids to scouts. 

6/25/1997 Wed.  5am, read OT. Jeramiah finished.  Read HT lesson.  Took Frank to YM, no program, 

brought him back.  Read Church News and finished  

6/26/1997 Thur. 5am, finished laminations, read HT. lesson, walked, helped mom on Pool a little.  Read 2 

thousand years to page 98 with family.  Worked on loans, took Paul to town and bought firecrackers, pool 

stuff and got pizza for supper.  Those that went on exchange: Anthony Trotman, Virgil Griffith, Jimmy Calvert 2 

FTM and myself.   Good meetings. By each group. 

6/27/1997 Fri. 5am read OT. Repaired two outside lights.  Worked on broker business, Mom to town 

to run errands.  Closing Kathy loan today.  Kathy and Emil have new home.  Our house in Moyock. Loan for 

67,500. The price was 90,000.  And I did most of rest. 

6/28/1997 Sat. 5:30 read OT. CHURCH NEWS.  Worked on 2 loans, worked on church stuff.  On reunion.  

Kids went to each except Frankie.  Mark, Paul, Marks girlfriend and her friend.  Got back late. 

 

 

The Yoder Reunion 



In the tree: Mark, Kathy, Paul, Sheila 

On the Ground: Dad, John, Sumi, James, Frank, Michael, Mom 

 

Frankie, Frank, Mariah, Aubrey, Emma, Jacob    Kirstin & Kathy 

Sumi, John, James, Mark, Kathy, Mom, Sheila              Tammi, Mark Dad 

 



          Mark & Dad       Michael, Ben, Skippy, Sky 

Sumi, James, Frank        Mom, Paul, Dad 

 

 

 Aunt Doris, Mom’s sister     John, Tammi, Tiana  

 

6/29/1997 Sun. 5:30am, read OT. To church.  Bp. and Quorums approved Shiloh project.  12-19 July.  

Had meeting with R.S. and gave assignments.  Joe McPherson, Thomas and Jimmy Calvert were at church.  

Met with Jimmy and Joe.  Covered work in area.  Then Jimmy and I visited Marie Richardson.  She is very sick.  

Has emphysema, will see Dr. Tomorrow.  Need to check on her.  Also Phil McPherson will be having an 

operation on his eyes this week. Check on him. Had family night and the two girls gave there testimonies.  

Worked on June H.T. reports and H.T. handouts for July.  Still have a lot of church to do and letter to go out to 

my kids on the reunion.  Finished Ezekiel and going on to Danial.  Walked with Mom reviewed barn stuff.  Read 

1st2000 with family.  Talked to Joe Kutchin, talked to Mr. Staples.  Received check for wheat.  Mom and kids to 



clean barn.  Worked on bankruptcy stuff in afternoon.  Took Sis. Missionaries to Sis. Carpenter and out to visit 

families.  Williams, Longs, Richardson, Joe McPherson, Lonnie Vanhorn, Kights and Calvert’s. 

July 

7/1/1997 Tues. read OT. , Walked, said good-by to Audrey and Jo.  Gathered all bank statements and 

checks for bankruptcy trustee.  Went to town and did a lot of running around.  Took Paul to scouts.  Frankie 

and I visited Sister Armstrong, Goodwin, Sarah Sawyer then back to church to pick up Paul.  He was being 

taught the 1st aid MB.  He heard me in the hall and wanted to get out of meeting.  A little voice called “Dad 

save Me’ Jimmy was waiting for me.  I changed and went to Sister Richardson home.  We fixed their light and 

fan.  They had shorted switch.  Outside light also works.  Then we went to the Kights to check on her.  Had a 

good visit.  Then home to check on my mail. 

7/2/1997 Wed. worked on broker, paid bills, sister missionaries out with Quen Calvert and Mom.  Had 

good meetings. 

7/3/1997 Thur. Cut grass, here and at Kathy’s.  They moved to Moyock today.  We keep the kids.  On 

exchange in evening, Mark and Bro. Kalleeman, Jimmy, Joe, Anthony and myself plus 2 FTM.  Good visits. 

7/4/1997 Fri. 4th of July.  Made handout for Shiloh scout project.  To Mike and Sumi to paint.  Home to 

rest in afternoon.  Frankie went to N.Y. City with Jeff Wada and x Segazo.  Jimmy borrowed our truck and 

mower for his lawn.  Paul had friends over at night, he shot fireworks off for Mom. 

7/5/1997 Sat. 5am, read OT. to mike and Sumi and painted.  Mike and I went to Kathy and Emil and 

tried to help 220 for stove.  Back to finish side of Mike’s house.  Did trash run.  Fixed electorate in pool.  Eat, 

fixed blow up water beds.  Paul thought they were great, sleep in afternoon.  Worked on church stuff and paid 

bills.  Watched movie with Mom.  Mark came home.  Joe Kutchin to get in tomorrow and stay for about 2 

months til his home is finished.  

7/6/1997 Sun. 4:45am, read and finished OT. Yaaaaa, worked on phones and names for project Shiloh 

scout building.  To church, the Richardson family came yaaaa… Talk to a lot of people on 12-19 project.  Joe 

kutchin came home with us.  Gave name and blessing to Michael Dean Cosgrove today, sleep, worked on 

scout project all night, called people and committed to day to work.  

7/7/1997 Mon. 5am, read Isaiah commentary. Will be reading for a long time.  Walked with Mom.  

Worked on church, worked on reunion, worked on calendar.  Some broker follow-up, rested, Mom and Paul 

went to town to shop.  Had Bro. Begazo visit and report on N.Y. trip with Frankie.  Frankie bore his testimony 

and was a good kid.  Had family night and read 2000 yrs.  Frankie also gave report on his N.Y. Trip. 

7/8/1997 Tues. 5am, read OT commentary, Isaiah, worked on Doan loan and got everything done. I 

could do loaded painting stuff, up to before Sumi’s scraped and primed one side, elders and sisters helped.  

Mom and boys cleaned out barn.  Took Paul to scouts, got his bike and sirens.  He really loves that.  Joe Kuchin 

talked to Lewis Stephenson our neighbor.  He knew him from a long time ago.  Read church news and finished.  

Read OT. Isaiah. 

7/9/1997 Wed. 4:30am, read Isiah, to Sumi’s started painted 5:45, sister missionaries arrived 6:30 and 

elders 6:50.  Finished 1st coat, back to home and talked to septic clean out man.  150. To pump out. Got quotes 

coming in for new system?  Fix Electriletor.  Sisters went out 2 FTM, Sis. Kay Flores, Sis. Susie Williams and 



granddaughter Jeems and Sis. Calvert.  Good meetings.  Mom got home from beach.  We watched the little 

kidnappers.  Joe Kuchin will be staying at N.W. Base after Sunday. 

7/10/1997 Thur. 4:30am, read Isaiah commentary, very good., worked in office on church stuff then paid 

bills and did files.  Mom and I went to look for a net tent but did not see one.  Paul had 3 friends over and they 

swim and will spend the night. We went out tonight.  Bro. Joe, Jimmy, Trotman, Blake, Yoder, Mark, Frank, 

Virgil and full time Elders. 64% 

7/11/1997 Fri. 5:45am, read Isaiah commentary, 

completed to verse 64 coverage page 152.  Mowed all 

lawns, cleaned kitchen, had Paul and friend clean pool 

house and living room.  Also walked.  Repaired Pool 

Electroplater.  Worked in office all day.  Invited Manes 

friends to swim.  They came 2 small kids and parents.  

Called all for project tomorrow, Hope that works out. 

7/12/1997 Sat. 5am, Read Isaiah comm. Got 

material to gather to Virgil and took him to scout project.  

25 of our people showed up and 6 of theirs.  Got a lot done 

but still need extra work to prepare for Sat 19th.  Plan to go 

Thur. with our group to catch up.  A lot of comments from 

the club members like “good bunch of men to work with” 

this has been very enlighten, we sure do appreciate the 

help.  

We had been working with the less active in Shiloh.  We 

had Got Jimmy Culvert and Joe McPherson going.  I use to 

call them my ” most active inactive”. We were doing a lot 

of projects helping people in the Camden area.  Joe came 

to me and said that one of the clubs in the area was 

remodeling a building for the scouts.  They had raised enough money to buy siding but not enough to pay to 

have it put on.  He wondered if we could take it on as a project. I checks with the PEC at church and they said 

fine.  Joe went back to the club and told them we would help them put it on under his direction since that was 

his business.  We did not hear anything for about a month.  We found out later that the older members of the 

club did not want to have anything to do with those Mormons, but the younger members thought they 

should. The younger ones finally won out and they came back and agreed to have us do it.  We planned work 

parties and had quite a few of our men working there every week.  The club also came every time we came to 

help. It turned out to be a great thing, they found out we were good guys and enjoyed working with us.  Some 

of the older members would come and sit in chairs next to the wall of the store and just watch and give moral 

support.  That turned the feeling of a lot of the people in the area from bad to good about the Mormons.  

 

 

 

 



Top: Joe McPherson & Frank Yoder in hat    Pres. Hughes favorite saying, “Let’s go fishing!” 

Bottom: Mike Cosgrove, John Raulerson  Ed Duncan, Bill Ricks, Bishop White, Bill Norwood                

7/13/1997  Sun. 5am, read Isaiah comm. To church, had meetings.  Skippy and Mike got into town and 

stopped to visit her family.  Reported on Sat. Proj.  Skippy and Mike and Kids got in. played spades, croquet, 

worked on family reunion. 

7/14/1997 Mon. 4:30am, read Isaiah comm.  Walked, worked on bankruptcy, added Eddy Brown Loan.  

Cleared files out of office and had Frankie put them in the garage.  Put in new version of the loan handler 4.1, 

paid bills, worked on lines, swam at night with mom, Frankie, Paul, Ben and Sky.  Read Church news. That 

came in.  Read Isaiah comm. At night.  Studied priesthood lesson. 

7/15/1997 Tues.      Read Isaiah comm. Long time, walked.  Mike, Frankie and Emil went surfing 4:45am.  

Worked in morning, got septic set up to do.  Arranged for plumber to give quotes.  Tree man took 1.5 trees 

down.  Paul to scouts. 

7/16/1997 Wed. 4:30am went to work outside.  Loaded trash, got gas holder loose, watered all 

plants and garden, scoped pool, charged up battery, did trash run, got gas tank full, cleaned up Ktn. EVERYONE 

GOING TO BEACH AND I WILL HAVE HOUSE TO MYSELF.  Tried calling Carl Brinkley to get drinks and buns for 



Sat. work Proj. on Shiloh scout hut.  Tonight Sisters sked to go out.  I must plan that.  Mom took sisters out.  I 

took Frank to YM.  Only Bro. Wine there and we played basketball and I gave spiritual lesson on the last days.  

Frankie and I got a milkshake after.  Read Isaiah comm. And called men for tomorrow night.  

7/17/1997 Thur.  4:30am, read Isaiah comm. walked with Mom.  Put up net tent.  Worked in office all 

morning.  Business slow.  But not bothering me due to bankruptcy next month hearing, must get that out of 

the way before I feel I can move ahead.  Tonight work on Shiloh Scout hut.  Called and reminded men.  A large 

group showed up, more then we could use.  Read Isaiah comm. 

7/18/1997 Fri. 5am, read Isaiah, walked, really going to be hot, watered plants cleaned Ktn. Worked on 

bkr. business, read more Isaiah.  Gave Paul a blessing for scout camp.  Mom and he packed for camp all night.  

Read more Isaiah Comm. 

7/19/1997 Sat. 5am, read Isaiah comm. Got setup for work party.  Fixed drawer for Mom and did dish’s.  

She had so much to do.  Fix bake beans for work party, make pickles and got Paul to church for summer camp.  

Lots showed up for scout building, over 15 none members.  A lot of inactive and a lot of members.  Did not 

finish project.  Had everyone to eat and swim at our house.  RS took care of food.  

7/20/1997 Sun. 4:20am, read Isaiah, worked on scout proj. Report church.  Pres. Miller turn the key for 

growth in our area.  Had all members from N.E. N.C. 375 by count, our stake has 987 members.  Need 3000 for 

EC stake.  Lords wants it, it is up to us to bring it together.  We had dinner at church afterwards.  Helped clean 

up.  Home to rest.  HT with Mom 91% now. 

7/21/1997 Mon.  Bad sleeping night.  Sleep in Marks room due to upstairs A/C out but could not sleep by 

4, went upstairs to sleep.  Read Isaiah comm.  Mom doing wash, 2 loads of towels.  Sumi’s three girls coming 

this morning.  Handled INS. on Res. Return call to trustee in bankruptcy.  The septic system was put in. 

Counseled Nancy on loans.  To scout proj. at 5:45am an worked til 8:30pm.  A lot turned out.  Mom and I are 

alone again tonight, Read Isaiah. 

7/22/1997 Tues. 5:30am, read Isaiah, broker stuff all day, the Blakes came and swim. Read Isaiah, to bed 

11:30pm. 

7/23/1997 Wed. 5:30am, read Isaiah comm. walked with Mom, she 

did pool.  Read Isaiah comm. Kathy called to see if Mom wanted to go to 

piece goods closing sale.  Mom going VT in morning and 1pm Wendy 

Allen, Stacy Bozeman, Brenda and kids to swim.  Swimming did not come 

off due to rainy weather.  Got Marks car back 163.00.  Pat McPherson, 

Gwin Calvert, Susie Williams, Mom and full time missionaries tonight.  

Had good experiences.  Mom got a lot of things for the couple 

missionaries.  Read Ensign, 56 pages.  

7/25/1997 Thur. 5am, read Isaiah, walked, mowed lawn, Mom and 

Frank planted grass over new septic.  Worked on two loans and sent out 

to 8 co.’s.  We had big storm and had mess to cleanup.  Light pole fell on 

garage door. 

7/26/1997 Fri.  5am, read Isaiah comm. Did a little exercise, read 

more, worked on loans all day.  At 3 started to work outside. Build with 

Frankie a board with nail’s to drag across dirt over septic system to plant 

seeds.  The Light pole near garage blow down in yesterday’s storm, had to 



disconnect that from power and cut pole up.  Frankie and Thomas Calvert helped me do that.  Frankie picked 

up corral area of limbs and pine cones.  We also loaded truck for trash run tomorrow.  I went to Chinese 

restaurant for dinner.  Mom worked all day with deep cleaning of house,  David’s graduation pic 

pool shed and pool house. 

7/27/1997 Sat. 5am.  Wish I could sleep more.  Hard day ahead.  Read Isaiah comm. Will be working at 

scout hut in Shiloh put back on insulation that blow off in storm and siding.  Frankie and I, Joe McPherson, 

Little Joe, Cliff Hoolstrum, Buddy Williams, Pret John and son of Rotarian.  Brinkley and older man, 10 total.  

Just about finished left side and as high as staging would go on front one run under top windows.  Joe and I 

very tired. 

7/27/1997 Sun. 4:15am, worked on scout report.  To church, home taught Emily Crain and Ben Burgess.  

Eat, bro Katherman came and we visited 10 families.  All accepted the priesthood class. Starting on 17 Aug. 

6:30pm.  Pres. Miller called, he needed numbers for splitting wards.  I told him about the prospective Elders 

class, 26 people and he said that’s great “I am a great fan of you Bro. Yoder” made me feel good.  Read Church 

News.  Paul had me read a story he made up and take his picture with an ear ring in it.  He the then sent to 

picture to David. 

7/28/1997 5am, read and finished Church news, walked, worked in office on bkr. and misc. stuff.  Paul 

went with Skippy to Va. Skippy and Kid home tonight with us.  Tree man worked all eve. on cleanup and will be 

back tomororrow to hopefully finish. 

7/29/1997 5:15am, read Isaiah comm.  Only 7 Ch. To go. Paid bills, worked on bkr. bus. And straighten 

office out.  Closed Doan loan then to town to deposit.  Worked on scout hut til 9am painting. Paul past 1st class 

tonight, great.  Mom dig dirt all day and is real tired. 

7/30/1997 Wed. 4:15am, read Isaiah comm, walked, had Frankie empty trash and load up truck.  Paul to 

pick up sticks and pine cones in corral.  Then both boys cleaned out some flower beds.  Mom worked on septic 

dirt all morning and part of afternoon.  Got a lot of blisters on her hands and very tired.  Skippy and kids were 

here as was Kathy and kids.  Sisters went out teaching Lucy Trotman, Pauline Carpenter, Susie Williams (FTM 2 

sisters) and older couple.  I went out with Elder Warner.  Read Isaiah comm. 

7/31/1997  Thur. 4:30am, read and finished Isaiah Comm. 24 days, worked on Battinger loan.  The boys 

weeded all morning, Mom worked on Pri. Lesson for when we are gone.  We worked on scout hut, took Frank 

to pick up a friend. 

August 

8/1/1997 Fri. 5:30am, cold last night, finally got covers at 4:30.  Mom and boys going to beach to 

skate board park.  Started to read and study 2nd lesson in priesthood advancement series.  We will start that 

17 Aug. 6:30 at my home.  All those inactive we have been working with have committed to come.  I will be 

studying lesson rest of week.  

8/2/1997 Sat.4:30am, got garage sale stuff out with Mom.  Then to scout hut Shiloh til 2.  Got quite away 

along.  Rested.  Rested rest of day.  Very Stiff, still have a couple of days to finish project.  David comes home 

the 21 of this month. 



8/3/1997 Sun. 4:30am, 5:30 did reports on scout project and H.T. for Shiloh.  To church, got in all 

meetings.  Marie Richardson and Dau. came.  Marie bore her testimony, how she is accepted in this church.  

John called, he was in SF. Calif. Getting ready to fly back to Las Vegas.  Just had Tammy’s reunion.  He had a 

good time.  We rested in afternoon. 

8/4/1997 Mon. 5:30am, read advancement lesson, will be for next 2 weeks.  Walked, racked flower bed 

in corral.  Worked on all loans all morning.  Rx big box from James of towels. 

8/5/1997 Tues.  5:30am, read lesson, walked, worked on loans, Mom took Paul to meet Skippy and they 

went to zoo in VA. Mark and Frank took trip to town and got load of pine bark for correl.  Went to Maple 

prison to teach.  Had a good meeting.  John called to check on family reunion.   

8/6/1997 Wed. 5:30am, up in middle of night to give Paul a blessing.  He felt like he was dying.  Read 

lesson, walked, fixed fence, worked on broker loans.  Mom gave me haircut Kathy down to copy family book.  

Sis. Went out Sis. Marie to get Bapt. 17 Aug. Ross and Mary to come to training class.  Worked on bkr. Bus. 

And straighten office out.  Closed Doan loan then to town to deposit.  Worked on scout hut til 9am. Paul   

8/7/1997 5:30am, read church news, walked, weed eater 1.5hours.  Mom going shopping in Norfolk.  

Frankie helped me with pool, trimming and then clean up.  Paul his room and cut grass in back of house and 

pick up sticks and helped Mom unpack. Worked on scout hut and then went out visiting. Got 50% done H.T.  

Knots plumbing co. connected our new sceptic system.  It is called a bed system and located next to 343 in 

front of house.  It connects to the house under the first vent.  

8/8/1997 5am, read lesson, walked, worked on Melvin loan and got sent out. Then to bankruptcy court.  

Sat thru all cases and ours was last. We can keep the cars and accounts.  It was not too bad.  Also to Dr. Griffin 

for checkup then back on the 25 for 3 teeth worked on.  Helped mom clean a little bit.  She is doing a deep 

cleaning and packing for the reunion this next week.  John called and she called Doris, “Sumi and also Kathy 

called.  We, Sumi and us will be going to beach Sat and Sun then coming back Mon.  Doris and John come in 

Monday.  Sat. morn I need to do more studying of lessons I am going to teach and work on loans I have 

pending. 

8/11/1997 5:30am, stayed at beach Sat. Sun. came home 1am Mon. morning.  Read lesson, worked on 

finances, brokers loans and had one cancel.  John came in, Mike and Skippy were at home.  Sheila and family 

to beach with Browns.  Kathy still at beach cottage.  Mike and John helped (Paul and Frankie also) clear roof 

off pool house and put tar paper on. 

8/12/1997 Tues. 5:30am, read lesson, worked on broker, Mike Y, Frankie and I worked on pool house 

roof all day.  Mike did most of the work, James got diverted and will not be coming in tonight.  Sheila and 

Family came and Sumi and Kathy and Mike and Aunt Doris all sat around and talked til late.  

8/13/1997 Wed. 5am, read lesson, did broker then to A/P to pick up James.  Helped him on roof all day.  

Out with Elders, Sis Warner to visit families for priesthood training next Sun.  Most of family here til 11pm. 

8/14/1997 Thur. 5am, Mom up worrying about everyone.  Only 2 hours sleep.  Read and finished church 

news, study lesson.  During the day worked on bkr business.  Also vac. Down stairs and cleaned Ktn and 

washed clothes.  Rest of family at beach cottage did a lot of beach stuff.  Went out teaching we visited Mary 

Thornton in hospital and Richardson.  She is still planning to be baptized 

8/15/1997 Fri. 5:30am, read lesson, worked on loans, helped James a little, fix fan in garage, he fixed 

fan in attic also worked on Mom’s car. John cut limb out of trees.  All family here for dinner and family night. 

Gave them history til CG.  Also Kathy gave everyone book. 



8/16/1997 Sat. 4:30am, Study lesson, John and family left 10:30am.  Sumi came out and fixed big breakfast 

for everyone.  Mom, Doris, Kathy and Sheila went to beach to clear out food from cottage.  They got back just 

prior to John leaving.  James fixed the utilities room door and picked up trash outside.  Amy and Kids took toys 

from living room back to closet in upstairs bathroom.  The washer and dryer were going all the time.  I am 

sweating all the time the heat has to be over 95%.  Got to get a lot of calling for class tomorrow night at our 

home.  James and Sheila will be leaving tomorrow.  Played risk, not good, Paul got tired and committed 

suicide?  Which ruined the game.  Played James 3 games on computer.  He won 2, I one.  We will be up at 4:30 

in morning to take James to airport.  The Browns will leave about 6 so we kissed good-by tonight.  

8/17/1997 Sun.  4am, read lesson, got James & Mom up to go to airport.  James heading home.  Church, 

Home taught town route and got all 4 families.  Held 1st priesthood adv. At my home. Bro and Sis Griffith, 

Carpenter, Jimmy Calvert, Joe McPherson, Joe Kuchin, Elder and Sister Warner myself, Mark Yoder, Frank 

Katterman of EQ and teacher. 



8/18/1997 Mon.  4am, read lesson on keys.  Mom, Paul and Doris off to airport.  I worked on our credit 

cards and paid bills. Then on to broker business.  Mom got back late and rested then we moved the boy’s 

rooms around.  Mark and David to come home this week.  Frank went out to Danny DeVito til 11pm.  Paul 

worked 6-7 hours on moving his stuff.  He is worried about school and want’s a blessing.  

8/19/1997 Tues. 4am, Read lesson, cleaned, Mom and Boys to beach.  I took trash to Camden, cashed 

check. Dropped stuff off at Sumi. Went to post office then home worked on church.  Out to prison with Bp. 

Hughes and Jeff Wada.  Gave Paul blessing for school tomorrow. 

8/20/1997 Wed. 4am, read lesson, walked, read 2 thousand years with family.  Cleaned Ktn, Mom and 

boys to school.  Worked on finances and bkr. business.  Out with Elder Warner and his wife to sisters: Knight, 

Morris, Carol and new missionary sister in.  Gave exchange material to Jimmy to handle since I am going to get 

David tomorrow night.  

8/21/1997 Thur. 3:45am read lesson, walked part way with Mom.  

Fixed pool elastrator, fixed mom’s fish tank light.  To airport with Kathy’s 

and Sumi’s and our family to get David. 

8/22/1997 Fri. 5:30am.  Read lesson, took David to be released 

from Pres. Miller.  He also called me to HC with Albemarle Branch and 

Employment.  This caught me off guard.  Had ward fish fry tonight. 

8/23/1997 Sat. 4:30am, read lesson, spent til 2pm rewriting lesson 

on the restoration.  Mom baby sat for Kathy and Emil, David, Mark, 

George, and Paul watched star tract. 1st contact. 

8/24/1997 Sun. 5am, read lesson, church, tonight 2nd lesson on 

advancement at our home, David to handle teens, 22 showed.  Also Joe Mc. and Jimmy Calvert and wife’s and 

David ask for their help to keep progress moving along.  David started to teach in shorts but had to go in and 

get into is missionary clothes including his tag to teach 1st disc. 

8/25/1997 Mon.  3:50am, read, studied Melchestic manual.  Mom made large breakfast, read 2000 years 

and took Frank to Seminary.  Took David to visit the McPhersons. 

8/26/1997 Tues. 4am, read lesson, took Frankie to seminary.  Worked on broker stuff all morning.  

Rested, 5pm helped Joe and Virgil on Shiloh scout hut. 

8/27/1997 Wed.  4:10am, read lesson, took Frankie to Seminary, worked on broker all day.  The sisters 

and Mom went out to visit. 

8/31/1997  Today I was set apart as H.C. for the stake assignments are Albemarle Branch Advisor and 

Employment.  l got a lot to do.  

September 

9/1/1997 Mom and Paul left at 3am to meet boys to surf.  They had a good time.  We took it easy today.  

9/2/1997 4:30am, read lesson, paid bills, reviewed priesthood manual, 1st chapter, took full time Elders to 

Richardson’s, fixed trouble and repaired their water sewage pipes.  Could not try out since no water to pipe to 

trailer.  Took David to jail to see James Brickhouse and friend.  Mom had haircut.  David got Haircut. 



9/3/1997 Wed.  3:40am, read lesson, paid bills, read to family, took Frankie into seminary.  He read BOM 

in and I at water Front Park til I took him to school. Worked on broker loans, ordered checks from BB&T.  Off 

to have interview with Robert Hutchins, he to be new branch Pres. in Albemarle which I have as advisor to 

being on H.C.  Kay Flores, Mom and full time sisters out tonight. 

9/4/1997 Thur. 3:40am, read lesson, worked on redoing it.  Read to family, Frankie Read BOM into 

seminary, worked on lesson til 10:30, took Frankie to dentist.  Still worked on 2 lesson and read HT msg. 

Taught Tammy Richardson with FTM then went on exchange.  Joe McPherson, Mark, Frankie, 2 FTM and 

myself.  Visited 11 families, Ben Burgess told Jimmy he did not want visiting. 

9/5/1997 Fri. 4:14am, John called, we discussed his relationship with his wife Tammy.  Read with 

family, took Frankie to Seminary.  Helped with tree of life skit.  Read BOM with Frankie at park.  Worked at 

home, did bank stmt. mowed front lawn. 

9/6/1997 Sat. 4:30am, watched Princes Diane’s funeral til 8:30am.  Went with 2 FTM and Jimmy 

Calvert to help Opal Perry. Fixed wall board and sink and floor, also replace bathroom toilet seal, and only took 

1 trip to store and about 1 hour of work.  Spent the rest of day relaxing except took Frankie to friends in South 

Mills.  Read church news. 

9/7/1997 Not good night sleeping, up early and reviewed & finished church news, reviewed lesson, 

Looked at Albemarle material, reviewed priesthood Manuel, to Albemarle.  Pres. and Pec. Gave testimony, 

interviewed missionary couple.  Reviewed work with new Pres. Hutchins, went on exchange with FTM and 

David. Saw Sis.’s Coleman and Ross Thornton.  Priesthood advancement to night the FTM (Warner’s) brought 

desert.  13 people. 

9/8/1997 Mon. 4:30am, read lesson, read with family, took Frankie to seminary and read BOM.  Worked 

on Albemarle book all day.  To attorney to sign papers.  Took Cin. Buns and milk to Joe Kuchin.  

9/9/1997 Tues. 3:30am, worked on church stuff.  Report to Stake Pres. on visit last Sun.  Started to 

gather info for next Sun. talk.  Read to family, Frankie read BOM to seminary.  Walked, did some clerk stuff 

and reviewed tonight visits.  Cleaned Ktn. Rested the worked on broker business rest of day.  Went out 

teaching with Jimmy and Cris Mane and Full Time Elders.  We caught Longs, Joe Mc, and Jackie Oaks.  Had to 

pick up and take home Elders. 

9/10/1997 Wed. 5:30am.  Up prior to 3am and off and on til 5:30.  Read with family, Read BOM with 

Frankie, did broker work at EC office. Til 9am, then deposited money in two banks.  Home, Mom visited Kathy, 

and David to town to shop, Mark to school.  Truck picked up by Vanhorn’s, Mom took kids to YM tonight. 

9/11/1997 Thur. 4:15am.  Read lesson (Priesthood Adv.)  Read 1st 2000 with family, cleaned up ktn. Read 

BOM with Frankie.  He hurt his ankle playing volley ball last night at church so took to seminary but missing 

school.  He will try to finish 2nd Nephi.  We are on 8 now.  Mom going in to get picture framed.  Took Joe 

Kuchin up to HC our 1st since new calling.  David gave his report, very good, long meeting got home after 12 

midnight.  Finally asleep after 1am.  Mom had hard time sleeping due to legs othering her. To sleep after 3am. 

9/12/1997 Fri. 5:30am, Frank to Seminary, eat at Van’s with him, Read 2nd Nephi, rested, worked, Kathy 

and kids came down. Spent time with them.  Frank Jr. called, wants me to run his business.  Took Mom to 

restaurant and we talked about it.  Frank called again and Mom and I talked to him.  



9/13/1997 Sat. 5:30, tired, worked on talk for Sun.  To Sumi to help paint with the missionaries.  Home 

rested, Visited Marie and Sheila Richardson.  Spent the rest of day at home.  Worked on Talk for Sac. Sun in 

Albemarle. 

9/14/1997 Sun.  5:30am, worked on talk. To Albemarle, Jimmy Calvert and David and I spoke.  Jimmy was 

scared but did fine.  David taught youth also he did great.  Then had dinner after meetings.  Mom had flat so 

she went to church across St.  Had a good time, took FTM to visit Ben Burgess, George Allen, A Trotman, Joe 

McPherson, Philip McPherson.  Had priesthood class at night. Talked to David about money for school, talked 

to Mom about moving to Las Vegas. 

9/15/1997 Mon. 5:30am, read with Frankie BOM, walked, worked on talk for priesthood in Stake next 

Sun. 6:30, rested, worked on note sales from Johns friend in TN. 

9/16/1997 Tues. 3:30am, studied talk, read BOM with Frankie, worked on Bkr.  Home teaching with 

Mark.  Elder showed up late.  Taught Amanda.  I was ready to go but did not. 

9/17/1997 Wed. 4:45am, study talk, read BOM with Frankie on way to seminary.  Dropped pants off at 

dry cleaners.  Studied talk again and lesson for priesthood advancement.  Paid bills. Received money from 

David Freelander, 1,800. Plus worked on notes.  Took Frank and Paul to YM, sister went out, 2 FTM plus Sis. 

Kay Flores and Sussie Williams.  Mom was ready but did not have to go.  Reviewed Plane trip to Las Vegas info.  

Also reviewed Mike’s agenda for our week out there. 

9/18/1997 Thur. 4:30am, worked on talk, took truck into town to get gas.  Mom up to VA shopping, 

VanHorn got red car to fix a/c.  I inspected DW in Moyock for loan, got Chair fixed.  Also report done for SP. 

HC. To night.  To bed at 12:15am, Mom made cin. Buns, 2 hot ones. 

9/19/1997 Fri. 4:30am, study talk, read 2000 to Frankie, read BOM on way in, 2nd Nephi 25, worked on 

church stuff for branch’s.  Took Paul to do. Sis. Grill grass.  Tried to help Joe Mcpherson fix washer.  Stopped to 

see Jimmy.  Read Church News. 

9/20/1997 Sat. 3am, took Kathy up at 4:30 to temple.  Had one session, eat at Deep Creek, kids ok, 

David’s car broke down at beach 

9/21/1997 Sun. 4:30am, read lesson, copy material, to church, to Bp. Meeting EC, then PEC Albemarle 

and back for end of Sac. In EC.  Joe and jimmy got interviewed by BP., Mark also.  Took Brent home, Jimmy did 

not go but Joe did.  I finally gave my presentation. And Joe gave his testimony, scared to death.  The meeting 

went well and he did good. 

9/22/1997 Mon. 4:30am, walked, cleaned Ktn. Vac. living room, watched news, Mark to school, David 

surfing, Mom to dentist, watch video of family reunion for family night. 

9/23/1997 Tues. 3:40am, read lesson for tonight advancement class I have to give.  Worked on loans, 

took application in town and visited Edenton and then class at night. 

9/24/1997 Wed. 3:15am, read employment material, read to family 2000, Frankie read driver training 

book on way in to Seminary.  After I read to him 2 Nephi 27-28.  Talked to him about teacher. Wescote Sister 

went out on exchange. 

9/25/1997 Thur. 4:30am, read Ensign, read 2000 to family.  Read BOM, with Frankie, Read Ensign, 

Walked, worked on broker, on AIS material. Rested, will have HC tonight and have to give report on 

employment in stake.  Johns Pkg. came on Las Vegas and reviewed that. 



9/26/1997 Fri. 5:15am, got to bed after 12 last night due to HC meeting.  Read Ensign, Read 2000 with 

family, Read BOM Jacob 5.  To closing of loan 2,000. Commission, deposit in BB&T, 5,100 in now.  David 

Freelander came down with another loan closed, 1000.00 commission to me. 

9/27/1997 Sat. 4:30am, finished Ensign, worked on stuff in office.  Took trash to dump, got Chinese 

food for dinner.  Watched video.  Amanda came over and watched with our family. 

9/28/1997 Sun. 5:30am, Read BOM Jacob 5-7 got material ready for church meeting.  Stop in EC and 

gave Joe Kuchin info on to Albemarle.  Pres. Miller there.  Took care of business.  Had interview with Pres. 

Miller, told him of possibility of moving to NV.  Gave Joe McPherson Aaronic priesthood and ordained to 

priest.  Jimmy stayed home with Eric who was bleeding from operation yesterday.  David and FTM taught 

Larry.  We had our advancement class, Joe, Jimmy, John and Kay Carpenter, Bro. and Sis. Warner, Frank 

Katterman, John Kisonisand, Bp. Hughes.  Taught, Mark, Mom and I and Sis. Manes. 

9/29/1997 Mon. 4am, left for airport 5, flew to Las Vegas to spend 5 days with boys and decide if move 

best.  Met with Frank and Mike on business.  All is in order they offered me 52,000/yr. much that I can help 

with.  John stopped and gave us more material.  Skippy, Mike, JoAnn and Frank and Ben and Sky and Mom and 

I to eat at Applebees.  Got to bed 12:30 our time up at 4:30. 

9/30/1997 Tues. 4:30am, read BOM, worked all morning on locating house for rent in paper.  Copied 

those of interest, over 50 then listed those to check 1st (9).  John came in after noon and we visited most of 

them and selected 2 which we visited twice and decided on one.  NW of town.  Mike and Skippy took us out to 

eat.  To bed 1:30 and up 6:30am. 

9/31/1997 Wed. 5:30am, read BOM, up 6:30, Mom was up 6 with only 4 hrs. she is thinking about 

planning move!!!!I have to list things I need to be doing, put application for home, visited library and schools, 

john took us around and showed homes up by the temple.  Really great homes, Jo-Ann had great meal for us.  

Listed all things I had to do to make this trip.  To bed late. 

October 

10/2/1997 Thur. 5:30am, worked on list, read BOM, neg. for lower rent and got it for 1255. Instead of 

1425.  By paying 1 year worth of rent.  Got all utilities done and in place including 3 phone lines.  Found our 

way to the home.  Franks office and Frank’s home.  Jo Ann had another great meal.  Watch movie with Mom 

and Frank.  

10/3/1997 Fri. 6:30am, read BOM, worked on list.  Plan to go to bank and set up account.  Also to Ben’s 

school for frogs and toads show, then to temple tonight with John. 

10/4/1997 Sat. 5:30am, Read BOM, worked on list of items for moving.  Contemplated for a long time 

how the move would affect us.  Mom and I went to visit Paul’s and Frank’s schools.  Got info for that.  Also 

went to Ben’s Frog and toad show, then to Wells Fargo bank and set up Mom’s account. (Checking and 

savings). Then back to home to rest and wash clothes.  Went out with all boys and their families to the Rio to 

eat.  One of the places you have to repent as you walk thru.  Really enjoyed our family.  I think the move will 

bring new challenges and also new opportunities.  Will keep us on our feet trying to keep up with all the test 

that will come.  Tonight will break the news to the boys and tomorrow to Sumi and Kathy and Hughes. 

10/5/1997 Sun. 5:30am, read church news and finished.  To Kathy’s to tell about move.  Back to tell boys 

at home.  Kathy was sad we would be leaving.  Paul cried due to friends and cats.  Mark wants to go back to 



southern VA. And pay his own way.  David is happy about it.  Sumi and Mike can’t take our house.  They are 

losing money now.  Must increase income somehow.  Give me a lot of thought. 

10/6/1997 2:45am, stayed in bed til 3:45am, read BOM, read with family 2000 read BOM, with Frankie, 

worked on office all day.  Had David wash equip. and put out front.  Sold riding lawn mower for 600. Cullavator 

for 150.00, Go cart for 200 and Sumi wants trampoline 75.00.  Mom went thru a lot of clothes, David 

Freelander came and my commission was 940.00.  Paid all bills for month. 

10/7/1997 Tues.  2:45am, to bed at 10, David woke us up at 12:30 AND I COULD NOT GET BACK TO SLEEP, 

FINALLY GOT UP AT 2:45.  Read BOM, worked on office stuff, draw map for David to get to temple.  Frankie 

and I read BOM.  Sleep while waiting for seminary to finish.  Sold old tractor and possible truck.  Had a lot of 

calls.  Rested, had a lots of phone calls and visits.  Not able to do much work.  Out with Elders tonight.  Jimmy 

took Elder Warner out and Joe was out of town. 

We decided to leave North Carolina for the West.  Frank and Michael had a job opening for a Chief Financial 

Officer and offered the job to me.  I was feeling bad during this time, we had to declare bankruptcy due to the 

store in Moyock we had taken on.  This hurt since I was the financial consultant to a number of business’s and 

people. We were able to sell our home in a week and got two moving trucks. David drove the one and I drove 

the other. We had a big yard sale and sold most of our stuff.  Mom drove in the Cad. And we towed one car 

behind one of the trucks. It took us a couple of days plus to get to Nv. We settled into our home in Las Vegas.  It 

was exciting at first but after a couple of years we got tired of the traffic and big city and looked for a house in 

Utah.  For 40 years we have had a goal to move to Utah, mainly due the book prophesy key to the future.  

Mom and I took off for a week and drove to Utah, we fell in love with a house and view in apple valley, and 

bought the house. The price was 110,000. and we put down all but 35,000. which we got a loan from Elwood 

Hilts an investor and friend of mine.  We would pay the house off in two years. The boys loved rock climbing 

and here are a few pictures of them.     

  James 

10/8/1997 4am, read BOM, read with family 2000.  Read BOM 

with Frankie, pack stuff in office.  Worked with Sumi.  Had boys do 

old furnisher.  To HC meeting, rode with Joe Kuchin.  Frank, Mike, 

John and Sheila called to see how it was going.  

10/9/1997 3:30am, talked to Mom, Dropped Frankie off at 

Seminary, got box’s from Joe Kuchin, checked EC. Office.  Home 

rested ½ hour.  Packed all day office.  Received commission 1,500. 

For Lisa Silvethorne loan.  Worked at night to do finances and other 

office stuff. 

10/10/1997 Sat. 4:30am, worked on packing and monthly 

stmt.  Then moved stuff out to road to sell.  Tied up with people a 

lot.  Jimmy bought a lot of stuff.  Buddy Williams stopped by and 

bought, Lonnie VanHorn, Kynstons and Overtons son want to buy 

home, Neg. most of the day with them.  Very tired. 

10/11/1997 Sun.  5:30am, Read BOM, and reviewed setting a 

part HP material.  Fixed glass’s but they broke again.  To Albemarle 

branch.  Interviewed Ross Bond and set apart after Sac. Meeting. 

Gave testimony.  Bro Katterman did not want to come to Albemarle 



but told his wife the good part is we get away from Bro. Yoder.  Then I was called as HC to Albemarle.  He went 

on to say how much he had learned from me.  Pres. Hutchins said my son’s sent a pair of tickets and a pair of 

dice to me.  Then when we got out there we found paradise (a pair of dice) and decided to stay.  I said I was 

going to greener pastures. The boys went HT and we took Sumi’s 3 girls home.  Had priesthood training and 

Joe Kuchin taught.  

10/14/1997 3:45am, read BOM, worked on office, sent loan out 

to two lenders.  Sold house today, will make close to 70,000 on it. 

yaaaa, Franks loan for 17,000 plus 2000 plus 2000. Is all we owe.  

Got Toyota back.  High on running hot and no get up.  Worked on 

office, out visiting Jimmy and Joe and 2 elders. 

10/15/1997 3:45am, Read church news and finished.  Worked in 

office, copy fax dismantled copy mach. for shipping. Man bought 

trimmer and Microwave.  Kynstons bough dresser’s and ran them 

home. 

10/27/1997 Left Monday 20th and arrived Fri. in Las Vegas.  

David drove straight thru with 4 hours of sleep.  We took 4 days to 

his 2 and the boys had food in the freezer and Ref. and helped us 

move in.  To church 1st time in Vista Ward.  Had to buy wrap 

around coach and entertainment center.  A lot of misc. Stuff. Still 

stuff to buy.  Got rid of most of our trash and hope to finish the 

garage tomorrow.  Then to put Cad. in garage.  Mom is getting a 

little home sick for Shiloh.  The move has been hard on her.  I go 

to work tomorrow afternoon to start in Franks Co.  Frankie to 

school 1st day and tomorrow Paul goes.  The Lord has blessed us 

financially. 

10/29/1997 Wed.  3:30am, worked in office, paid bills etc.  

Then worked in garage.  David put up towel racks and Mom and    Michael 

 I put up Medicine Cabinet in our bathroom.  Paul got sick and I got him and he sort of acted afraid.  Mom was 

shopping and David and I took him to the AF hospital.  He has the flu and a high temp.  My back has been 

hurting most of the day.  David help me put stuff away in the garage.  Still lots to do out there.  Frankie went 

to YM after spending some time at a new friends.  I will be going to Franks’ to work at 8am tomorrow.   

10/30/1997 Thur. 3:30am, up and walked, worked in garage, watered lawn then to work at Franks, studied 

Quick books, got Cad. Serviced, cost 100.0 Paul still has temp 

10/31/1997 Fri. 5:50 Read church news, walked, watered lawn, to work, learning QuickBooks pro. Had 

Toyota checked still clatters?  Got cell phone and Mom cordless.  Rested, Paul ask for blessing tonight.  Trick or 

treaters came, not to many. 

November 

11/1/1997 Sat. 4:30am, Read and finished church news, exercised, Walked, worked on light in our 

bedroom, got it working right.  Did some work in garage, put tools away.  Worked on water sprayer, have to 



get another.  Sumi, John called.  Paul still has 103deg. That’s 4 days.  Going to hosp. this morn.  He got some 

medicine, worked on learning phone, put up pictures  

11/2/1997 Sun. 5:30am, read BOM, walked, wrote letters to Shiloh people and others in EC ward.  Called 

Kynstons and gave 50.00 off of what he owed me.  To church, Mom stayed home with Paul.  Had late dinner.  

We had fasted whole day, very weak. To bed 6:50pm, tired. 

11/3/1997 Mon. 1:30AM, STUDIED QUICK BOOKS TIL 4:30am, rested 1.5 hour.  Mom and Paul up quite a 

bit.  Studied quick books and read BOM.  Worked all day at office, got a lot done. 

11/4/1997 Tues. 4am, Read BOM, quick books pro.  Did calls on broker business, worked on Franks 

business.  Finances. 

11/5/1997 Wed.  3:30am, read BOM, walked, paid bills, to work. Car (Cad) worked on all day.  To bank 

and P.O.  And home with Mike’s truck.  Mom Mowed. Car not finished, having trouble getting it right.  Bought 

VCR and coach pillows tonight. 

11/6/1997 Thur. 3:30am, read BOM, study Quick Book Pro. Walked around block.  Did business. To 

garage and finished car.  Passed inspection.  Worked on quicken book program, also list Frank left. Had stir fry 

and FTM, with us tonight, Paul to sleep with me at 8:15.  He is still coughing but doing better.  

11/7/1997 2:30am, read BOM, back to bed about 4am, up at 5 and walked, worked a little in office then to 

Franks office.  Had a lot of interviews on phone system and committed to copier machine to be delivered next 

Tues. 9am. Bought pizza for dinner.  Mike and Skippy and sky came.  We played harts and spades.  Mark made 

a pie for us. 

11/8/1997 Sat.  4am,   got to bed late, 11:30 last night.  Read BOM, only couple chapters to finish 3nd 

Nephi.  Worked on tithes, bills broker business etc.  Played with 

stringers.  Got to replace one.  Got all car info together for Lic. 

Next week.  John called and we to meet him at Costco and go 

to Caesar’s to see the sights. Paul is doing well. Frankie spent 

night at friends. 

11/9/1997 Sun.  5:30am, read BOM, finished 2 church 

news that came in Sat. to church, had heart to heart talk with 

Frankie. 

11/10/1997 Mon.  4:30am, read BOM, walked, tried to put 

in the update it was no good.  Office worked on quicken books.  

Most of the day.     David 

11/11/1997 4am, read BOM, walked, got ready for new 

copier, set up and worked in office.  Bought new lawn mower 

and weed eater.  Jo Ann came to eat. 

11/12/1997 Wed. 3am, read BOM, walked, to office and 

worked on pmt. bills til 11am. (4:30-11am)Finally got them in.  

got Lic.  Can’t find reg. for Cad.  Not feeling well.  Went visiting 

an att. in hosp. with Church Palsefer.  Read Ensign. 



11/13/1997 Thur. 4am, read BOM, walked, worked on broker stuff.  Worked at office all day.  Paid 

contractors, got keys for new office and mail box.  Mom to RS tonight.  

11/14/1997 Fri.  4am, Read BOM, walked, worked on 

bank stmt. For BB&T, worked on office all day.  Did have 

7:30am meeting with Paul’s teachers, also got all lic. Plates and 

Mom lic. done prior to 9am.     

  

11/15/1997 Sat. 4:30am, read BOM, worked on broker 

business after my walk.  Then on Franks records.  Mom, Paul, 

Mike and kids went to Mt. Charles and played in the snow.  I 

spent the afternoon in the office down town working on 

Frank’s records.  Took Mom shopping and spent evening 

watching African Queen. 

11/16/1997 Sun.  4:30am Read Ensign, wrote letters, 

rested, visited hospital, church, HT. Ron Hair.  

11/17/1997 Mon. 4:30am, had 9 hours sleep, great, read 

Ensign, walked on machine in garage, worked in office. Then 

down town to office, got home late 6pm, had family night by 

Paul, he showed Johnny Lingo. 

11/18/1997 Tues. 4:30am, read Church News and finished 

it.  Walked, did transfer and closed 1st Cit. Account.  To work, 

went with Frank to commit to phone system.  Took Mom plant 

shopping.  Worked on Frank’s 95 taxes all evening. 

11/19/1997 Wed.  4am, read Ensign, reviewed Art. On 

Morality, walked, worked on Franks Jr. 95 Taxes.  Got more 

material from him.  Worked at home all day on his taxes.   

 Paul 

The boys went out and collected food for Thanksgiving bsk.  And 

gift for Xmas for DI. 

11/20/1997 Thur. 4am, read church news, took Mom to get 

Bank Accounts set up.  Pickup records from Frank and to home 

depot for tree for Ron Hair family (small one), rested at noon.  Got 

Mom some poinsettias.             

11/21/1997 Fri. 3am, read ensign, worked on Franks stuff.  

    

 To office did P.O. Box and wrote checks.  Back to home, John 

came, talked a long time.  Rested, worked on Franks Stuff.  

Watched TV some. 

11/22/1997 Sat. 4am, Read and finished Ensign, some work 

on Frank stuff.  To office with boys and Elders to help move to 



office down town in afternoon, to temple, to exchanged and bough Xmas tree.  150. Spent nigh alone with 

Mom.  Both boys stayed overnight away.  

11/23/1997 Sun. read article on morality for family night lesson.  Wrote 6-8 letters.  Rested, to church.  Had 

HT come to visit.  Spent night reading book on Isaiah. 

11/24/1997 Mon. Read book on Isaiah, walked 1.25miles 

on treadmill, took Frankie to seminary and then on to the 

office.  Got my room in order and am able to write checks.  

Also got closet build and fax working to get consultants bills. 

Got 3 new keys and sent faxes out with change of address.  

Took boys to help Bro., hair with dresser upstairs.  Had 

family night and talked about morality.  Read more about 

Isaiah. 

11/25/1997 3:30am, read Isaiah, Took Frankie to seminary 

and went to work.  Did office things.  Paid payroll and did 

billing.  Got new file cabinet and set that up.  Mom is awful 

homesick for Shiloh.  Bp. and 2nd C. came to visit. 

11/26/1997 Wed. 3am, checked door open for James and 

Laura.  They got in 6:30am.  Took David Mom and I to I hop 

for breakfast.  They then went climbing at red rock.  Had 

chicken croquets for supper.  Have to teach HP the miracle 

of forgiveness in Priesthood Sun. 

11/27/1997 Thur. 5:30am, walked, read, paid bills, got 

ready for thanksgiving.  John and family came and I played 

hearts with the kids, then John’s wife and he and Mom and I 

played spades.  Frank and Jo Ann came over late evening 

and spent some time with us.  Frankie spent most of the time at Franks.                              Laura 

11/28/1997 Fri. Mom and Paul and John and Mike and Ben went up to snow canyon with James.  I 

worked all day on Franks 1995 taxes, David will go to canyon after midnight to work. 

11/29/1997 Sat.   4:19am, Study talk material for priesthood.  Worked on Frank’s taxes all morning, til 

early afternoon.      

Took Frankie to Friends and stopped at office.’ 

11/30/1997 Sun. 4:30am, worked on talk.  The Miracle of forgiveness.  Got hot bath.  Mom and Paul had 

great time at Snow canyon.  Gave lesson to HP group.  Had family night on morals.  Read Isaiah.  3nd Nephi 

23:1) 

December 

12/1/1997 Mon. 4am, got 8 hours yaaaaa, read Isaiah, walked, worked on Frank Jr. taxes.  Mom invited 

out to eat with VT.  Took Honda to get checked, (tune-up).  Cad had to have water pump changed.  Took 

family to stratosphere and boys rode the shot ride to top.  We saw the ice rink and bowling allies in the Fiesta 



12/2/1997  Tues. 4am, Read Church News, walked 1.5 miles in ½ hours.  Worked on 1995 AIS business all 

day and night. 

12/3/1997 Wed. 4:30am, had bad night not much sleep.  Did not walk.  Finished 95 taxes with Frank and 

went in to office from 1:30 to 5pm.  Kids to YM. 

12/4/1997 3am, read and finished Ensign, to temple with Mom. Training on new phone system.  Did some 

shopping.  Was tired, rested. 

12/5/1997 3:30am, read, walked, took Frankie to Seminary.  Met Frank at office on invoices. Home and 

worked all day on 96 taxes for Frank.  Picked up Frankie at school.  He felt sick.  Took Mom out to the Olive 

Garden for supper.         Mom 

12/6/1997 Sat. 3am, read Isaiah, walked 1.6 mile, worked on 

Franks Tax all day til 5pm at night.  The boys went to Frank’s office 

to play Quake, Mom baked Xmas goodies all afternoon.  She 

shopped in morning and had a good time.  Frank and Jo Ann came 

and spent time with us then we went to Skippy and Michaels to 

drop off Goodies.  They had a disagreement and we felt bad about 

that. 

12/7/1997 Sun. 3:30am, read and studied HT lesson.  Church 

took Christmas sweets to Ron Hair, Bp. Olive, and Wes Engram then 

went to 1st presidency fire side with family. 

12/8/1997 Mon. 4:30am, read lesson, worked on Neptune and 

restaurant then on Franks 96 Taxes.  To office for a few minutes.  

David took us to the movies to see Man that knew too little. 

12/9/1997 Tues. 3:30am, read lesson, worked on 96 tax for 

Frank. Man came and ran line for phone.  To temple then to work in 

afternoon.  

12/10/1997 Wed. 4:30am, read church news, worked all day on Franks taxes, got 96 done about 3:30.  

Mom and boys to church.  I HT. the Hairs then Ron and I went to Hosp. to bless a sister.  The Hairs gave us a 

Xmas plate.  Walked.     

12/11/1997 Thur. finished church news, to temple, 5:30am session.  Worked on broker business, to office 

1:30, trying to catch up with bills.  Paul had his first band concert and did well.  12-3:30 worked in home office.  

Walked, read Isaiah then to Frank’s office.  Had break shoe on Honda done.  Visited Sis. Mackie in Hospital.  

Took Paul and Mom ice skating.  Mom did not do it but Paul had a great time.  I did no fall. (Could not get up if 

I did). 

12/13/1997 5:30am, read Deseret book stuff. Worked in office, cleared stuff off and then rest of day on 

Franks 97 records.  Got Cad. window tinted.  Ben and Sky stayed all afternoon.  We went to Ward Christmas 

party and had a good time. 

12/14/1997 Sun. 4:30am, Read Isaiah, wrote letters, to church.  Tried to find youth fireside and got lost.  

Played Hearts with boys. 



12/15/1997 Mon. 3:30am, read Isaiah, worked on 97 taxes for Frank, walked, 2 miles in 35 min.  Worked 

on taxes all day.  Ben and Sky came over after school.  Had Family night, played Mom Acie Duce. 

12/16/1997 Tues. 5:30am, read Isaiah, worked on 97 taxes for Frank.  To school with Frankie to see 3 

teachers.  Then to temple.  After worked at home then to office. Bought little tree for Sis. Mackie and dropped 

it by hosp.  Had interview with Frankie and Mom.  He is upset, Mom thinks I am too hard on him.  I feel she is 

too soft on him, we need to keep trying. 

12/17/1997 Wed. 4:30am read Isaiah, worked on taxes, walked, took Mom shopping for my scriptures.  

Worked rest of day on taxes.  HT. came (Wes Engrem).  

12/18/1997  Thur. 3am, read Isaiah, to temple for 5:30 session.  To Franks office and worked til noon.  Home 

and rested rest of day.  Read Isaiah again. 

12/19/1997 Fri. 3:30am, Read Isaiah, worked on taxes, walked, picked up Paul at 11:40, Read Isaiah, 

visited Sister Mackie.  She is in bad shape. Visited with her Dau. At hosp.  Laura and ask if she had HT.  She said 

no and her husb. was catholic.  I asked if he mined HT. visiting, and she said no.  Called RS president and told 

her Sis, Mackie in bad shape.  Called EQ Pres. and ask if I could teach daughter and he agreed. 

12/20/1997 Sat. 5:30am, Read Isaiah, worked on Jr. taxes.  Baked pumpkin bread and gave to Hairs, 

Mackie, Laura, and Gallium.  To office and worked 3 plus hours, checks and invoices. Then took Mom to Xmas 

party at the Dive.  Franks Business. 

12/21/1997 Sun. 4am, read Isaiah, to church, after picked Mark up at a/p.  Had family night, finished 

church news. Mom called as homemaking counselor in RS.  

12/22/1997 3am, read Isaiah, worked on taxes then to office and did a lot of bills and invoices.  Paul to stay 

overnight with Ben. 

12/23/1997 3am, read 50 pages of Ensign, men worked on copy machine.  To office and worked with Mike 

and Frank. Played harts with Mike, Mom and Skippy.  Mark went out with the Elders, 

12/24/1997 Wed. 5:30am, Read Ensign, reviewed records to go to accountant.  To accountant with Frank 

Jr., called and organized new A.I.S. Corp. with Mike and me. 

12/25/1997 Thur. 4:30am, Read Isaiah, have 6 ch’s to go. Open gifts.  I gave spiritual lesson prior.  Elders 

came and we played risk. Took them and Mark to hospital to see Sis., Mackie and man Mark helped who was 

in accident.  Home and eat. John and family then Mike and family came and had games.  We then went to 

Franks to meet Jo Ann’s parents.  Watch Brian Head video with snowboarding of Frank, Mike and David.  Ben 

will be spending the night. 



12/26/1997 Fri. 3am, read and finished Isaiah commentary.  Studied HT. lesson, paid bills then to office 

and worked til 4pm plus Frank paid me for full year.  Put money in saving account.  Mom Worked on Michaels 

quilt. 

12/27/1997 Sat. 5am, read study 

scriptures, did finances, cleared away office 

stuff.  Took Paul to basketball practice for 

deacons.  The car to fix leak in radiator.  

Visited sis. Mackie, took Mom, Ben and 

Paul roller skating.  Rested, Visited Bro and 

sis. Warren at home for his retirement.  

Read Study scriptures. 

12/28/1997 Sun. 4am, read Ensign, HT. 

lesson, read study scripture.  Went to see 

Sis. Mackie but she was asleep.  Talked to 

her daughter. To church.  Played monopoly 

with the boys. 

  You can take the woman out of the girl, but you can’t take the girl out of the woman.  Mom 

12/29/1997 Mon. 3:30am, read and finished study of the scriptures.  Read HT lesson.  Worked in office 

and then downtown office and worked til 3.  Got cell phone fixed.  Helped Mom pack tree and put Xmas boxes 

over garage. 

12/30/1997 Tues. 4AM, STUDIED HT. LESSON, WORKED ON Franks taxes, then to office.  To Dentist, lots of 

work to do.  Back to office.  Then home, Mom and David and Paul went sliding.  Mom ran into the trees and 

broke sled.  She had a good time. 

12/31/1997 Wed.  Study HT lesson and prepared stories or plays for Hair children.  Walked, wash car, to 

office and bank then back home. Took Mom out to eat.  Watched TV at night.  Mom quilted til New Year 

arrived.  
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January 

1/1/1998 Thur. 6pm.  Read HT lesson.  Worked on finances then Franks Taxes 95 all day.  Helped Mom 

cook meal for Sis. Mackie daughter.  Went home teaching to Hairs.  Read bible and will start all scriptures for 

the New Year. 

1/2/1998 Fri. 4:30am, read OT. Gen. walked then to office and worked on 96 taxes til 1:30pm.  Home, 

meeting all family at Rio to eat at 4:30pm.  Had a good time.  We eat then watched the show in the sky at Rio.  

1/3/1998 Sat. 5am, read church news and finished it.  Did finances and worked on 96 taxes all day.  Finally 

finished 5pm.  Visited Sis. Mackie.  She is doing better last 2 days.  Told Lorie I was going to be her HT.  She 

seemed glad.  Read OT. Gen. 

1/4/1998 Sun. 4:30am, read Foundation scriptures and OT Gen. Transposed from old scripture to 

computer info for my new scriptures.  Took David to hosp. he hurt his knee Sat. snowboarding.  Ran into a 

tree.  Then to church and taught gospel ess. Class.  Had interview with Bp. For Mark.  Gave David a blessing.  

Had family night.  Mike and Skippy and family came over.  We took David to airport to go to BYU Hawaii 

tonight. .  

1/5/1998 Mon. 5am, got to bed about 2am.  Had sleep 3 hour prior to taking David to airport.  To office 

and worked til dentist appointment.  Got root canal, have 3,600. Worth to do.  Visited Sis. Mackie and she said 

I was best friend she had.  Fed her a little lunch.  Walked 36 minutes. 2.25 miles 

1/6/1998 Tues. 4am, got lot of sleep.  Read OT, doing over 10 chapters per day.  Finished 1st two books.  

Worked on Frank’s taxes.  Took to Acc. Then took Paul to ride go carts.  Mom shopped today.  Mark looking for 

2nd job.  Frankie visited friends after school. Full sked. Tomorrow. 

1/7/1998 Wed. 4am, read OT walked 3 miles in 52 minutes.  Took Frankie to seminary.  To office and 

worked most of the day.  Wes Engram came HT tonight.  Mom took boys to YM and I studied for Sun. Lesson 

for priesthood. 

1/8/1998 Thur. 2am, study lesson for priesthood.  To temple 

for 5:30am session.  Bro. Ron hair went thru with me.  To office.  

Mom came at 10am and we went to pick-up Sheila. Went out to 

lunch then home.  Mark had accident, not too bad, Mom and Sheila 

to RS, homemaking and Paul and Mark to collect fast offerings. 

   Las Vegas Temple 

1/9/1998 Fri. 3:50am, read lesson and walked 3 miles in 52 

minutes.  To work at office and family came and we went to the 

RIO for lunch then back to office til 5pm.  John stopped by to see 

Sheila.  He will be coming at 6am for breakfast.  Both TV’s not 

working but Paul’s is. 

1/10/1998 Sat. 4:30am, read lesson, John came and visited long 

time with him.  Went to temple.  Visited Sis. Mackie and stopped by 

book store.  Spent rest of day at home with family.  

1/11/1998 Sun. 4:30am, read lesson, read OT and finished Lev. 

Walked 30 minutes then to church.  Gave part of lesson to HP and 



will continue next week.  Had dinner for family and Sheila.  John and family came early since he had to go to 

work early.  JoAnn stayed after Frank left and visited a while.  Skippy came late with kids while Mike is in SF.  

Bp. picked up Mark and took to fireside. 

1/12/1998 Mon. 4am, read OT Numbers.  Walked 3.5 miles 1 hour.  To work.  Took Sheila to airport.  We 

sure enjoyed her being here.  Car to garage 6:30 for brake drums etc.  Real bad. Worked all day. 

1/13/1998 Tues. 3:30am read lesson, paid tithing for full year income.  Paid bills.  To temple for 5:30am 

session, to work and worked all day on Franks taxes.  Picked up Paul’s bike.  Visited Sis. Mackie and she is not 

doing well.  Bought used VCR and watch fly home story on VCR.  Read church news. 

1/14/1998 Wed. 3:30am, read lesson, then read ensign.  Walked 3 miles in 1 hour.  To work and finished 

96 taxes and had business dinner til bout 11.  Going to temple tomorrow. 

1/15/1998 Thur. 3am, read church news and finished it at Dentist.  To temple then home for breakfast.  To 

dentist and finished root canal. To work, working on 97 1099’s.  Mike and kids eat with us tonight. 

1/16/1998 Fri. 2am, read church news then lesson.  Back to sleep 3:30-4:30.  Worked in home office on 

broker business.  To work on 1997 payroll.  Had meeting with Mark Scarbower.  Worked til 3 then to Sis. 

Mackie then home and Mom and I went to temple. After to the Chinese restaurant.  Frank and Paul to friends 

for the night. 

1/17/1998 Sat. 4:30am, read lesson and OT.  Worked on bank statements.  To Mt. Charleston and kids had 

a good time with the snow.  Mike and kids went.  Skippy back in NC for 2 weeks.  Frankie at friends. 

1/18/1998 Sun. 4am, read lesson, read OT.  Finished Numbers. To church and ask to give testimony on Sac.  

Taught HP and finished 1st lesson.  Will see Sis. Mackie and stop by to see her family today.  Mike and kids 

coming to eat.  Bro. Warren has possible brain tumor must pray for him tonight.  Visited Sis. Mackie family.  

She died at 8am this morn.  Bishop Olive went with me.  Had family night and talked about Sis. Mackie death. 

1/19/1998 Mon. 5am, read OT. Finished Moses books.  Worked on 97 payroll all day. 

1/20/1998 Tues. 3:30am, got Mom up for temple.  Read and finished Joshua then to dentist.  Did a filling.  

To work and finished payroll and also income for 97.  Next equipment.  

1/21/1998 Wed. 4am, read and walked 3.5 miles.  To office and worked til Mom came to funeral of sis. 

Mackie.  I gave closing prayer and dedicated grave.  Bro. Warren went with us.  Mailed package and pickup 

taxes from accountant.  Did invoices and payroll checks.  Gave Paul a blessing for his trip alone to James.  

Read. 

1/22/1998 Thur. 2am, read then to temple.  Bro. Hair was there.  To work and did 97 equipment list.  Still 

work to do.  Mom brought Paul and we had a hard time getting to A/P to put him on his flight.  He arrived 

safely in AZ and James is entertaining him.  We went to temple in Eve. And eat out. 

1/23/1998 Fri.  5:30am, read ensign and walked 3.5 miles in one hour.  Eat then on to the office.  Worked 

on equipment all day.  Took Mom to Burlington coat factory to get coat and I got shoes and a sports shirt.  Had 

Elders for supper. 

1/24/1998 Sat. Read and finished ensign and church news.  Met John at NY-NY and visited different show 

places.  Had breakfast at King Arthur place.  Spent rest of day relaxing. 



1/25/1998 Sun. 4am, read OT, Finished first Samuel, read HT lesson. To church.  Will be teaching 

investigator class next week.  Also interviewed for WML. 

 

1/26/1998 Mon. 4am, read 2 lessons.  OT, walked 3.5 miles then to office and finished equipment for 97.  

Mike and kids over for supper.  Mike out of town 2-4 days and we have the kids.  They are good. Read OT 1st 

Kings. 

1/27/1998 Tues. 4am read lesson and took Frankie to seminary.  To work still on 97 taxes.  Mom to dentist.  

Close to 5,000 of work. 

1/29/1998 Thur. 3:30am, read lesson ensign, to temple for 5:30am session.  To work and talked to Frank 

for a long time. Home to work on taxes.   

1/30/1998 Fri. 3:30am, read lessons, to work did finances then to bank and post office.  John took Paul 

home.  Frankie stayed at friends.  Mom and I to dinner and show at Harrah’s. 

1/31/1998 Sat. 4am, read OT and 2 lessons.  Worked on WML stuff.  

February 

2/1/1998 Sun. 5:30am, read lesson, also OT.  Worked on WML files then to church and taught essentials 

class.  Had correlation and PEC.  Will visit tonight 2 stake missionaries.  Also HT Bro. Hair. 

2/2/1998 Mon. 5:30am, Mom up since 2 and worked in garage.  Read OT and worked on WML files.  To 

office then returned and rested and walked in morning.  Worked on WML files and Franks Taxes. 

2/3/1998 Tues. 4:30am, read OT.  WML stuff and did finances and broker business.  To dentist then to 

Franks attorney then worked all afternoon on payroll and invoices.  HT Randall Pike and Lorie Gallias.  Watch 

movie with Paul and read OT.  To sleep.  Mom had meeting on dinner for RS. 

2/4/1998 Wed. 3:30am, read OT.  Walked 3.6 miles in 1 hours. To office and worked on consultants 

income.  Was figured wrong.  Met with Stake mission WML and Presidency.  BP. Got tied up and could not 

make our 9pm meeting. 

2/5/1998 Thur. 3:30am, read Bockleton trials by Pres. Kimball.  To temple and Bro. hair was there.  To 

work, still working on payroll 97.  Took Frankie for haircut.  Have meeting with HPGL and EQ Pres. Tonight. 

2/6/1998 Fri. 3am, read church news.  To AFB Emerg. For treatment of infection.  Back and rested til 

8:30am then to work and finished payroll.  Took Paul and Mom to movies.  Saw for richer or poorer.  Read OT.  

2/7/1998 Sat. 3:30am, read OT and did bills.  Did Franks taxes.  Paul, Frankie and I to Eagle project for 

Maxwell boy.  Painting fire hydrants curves.  Worked on WML stuff rest of day.  Read OT. 

2/9/1998 Mon. 3:30am, read OT.  Worked on organization charts for WML then to work on new company 

in computer all day. 

2/10/1998 Tues. 3:30am, read OT.  Worked on broker stuff then to office and put in new Co. all day will be 

for next 3 days. 

2/11/1998 Wed. 3:30am, read OT and did bank statement.  To work putting in new co. all day to WML 

training til 10:15pm.  Paul and Frankie had a fight. 



2/12/1998 Thur. 3:30am, read OT then to temple 5:30am session.  To work and finished a good part of 

new co.  Home and finished church news. Had meeting with Don Warren on committees.  Called Ex. Sec. for 

meeting with Bishop Sun. 

2/13/1998 Fri. 4am, read OT, to Nellis AFB sick bay to check on rash.  60.00 for medicine.  To office on new 

co. and 1099s.  Took Paul for new suit and Mom and I exchanged Valentine’s candy. 

2/14/1998 Sat. worked all day on taxes for Mortgage Co. read OT. Finished Isaiah.  

2/15/1998 Sun. worked on names for SM.  Church meetings and met HC advisor, Bishop and SM’s.  

Worked on organization all day.  

2/16/1998 Mon. 4:30am, read OT and walked.  Worked on my taxes then to office and got everything 

ready to go on Franks taxes.  Helped Mark’s two girlfriends and Mark on his taxes.  Had family night.  Paul did 

it and did a great job.  Marks friends stayed for that.  Worked on my taxes and read OT. 

2/17/1998 Tues. 3:50am, read.  Mom took Frankie to Seminary and to Dean’s office.  I took Paul.  Sheila 

called to wish me happy birthday.  Worked all day at office. Mom to stake meeting.  I read to Paul. 

2/18/1998 Wed. 4:30am, read and walked.  Took Frankie to Seminary and worked at office all day and did 

invoices and consultants checks.  Have WML training at stake tonight. 

2/19/1998 Thur. 3:35am, read and finished Jeremiah and laminations then to temple. Had a good session, 

it sure helps start day off right.  Worked on Eagle taxes all day, also did 1099’s for FTY Inc.  Mom not feeling 

well. Bought pizza for dinner. Read OT and church news.  

2/20/1998 Fri. 3:30am, read then took Frankie to Seminary.  Worked at office all day.  Paul went winter 

camping in the snow.  Mom took all day to get him ready. 

2/21/1998 Sat. 4:30am, read OT, Took Frankie to Eagle project. No one there.  Worked on taxes most of 

the day. 

2/22/1998 Sun. 4:30am, read OT and ensign and finished tonight.  Had 7:30pm meeting with Stake Mission 

President.  Then stake mission conference at night.  Mike brought Ben and Sky over. 

2/23/1998 Mon. 4am, read Ensign Lesson, and OT and walked 3.7 

mile.  To work and cleared off misc. stuff all 

day.  Had family night and Mom and I went to 

visit Sis. Lambardie but she had died that 

afternoon at 3pm.  Her Daughter a 9 yr. old 

and Sis Brown was there.  So sad for daughter. 

2/24/1998 Tues. 4:30am, read lesson OT.  

Took Paul to school.  Mom went to temple and 

shopping.  Worked in office all day then to 

Microsoft meeting 6-9pm at Monti Carlo. 

2/25/1998 Wed. 4am, read lesson and OT.  

Walked 4 miles then to work.  Took Franks 

taxes to attorney and he called IRS.  Kids to 

YM and Mom to dinner planning meeting with 

RS. 



2/26/1998 Thur. 3:35am, read lesson, read church news, to temple and then worked desk top pub. Type 

stuff getting a book ready to hand out about Co. (ITS) 

2/27/1998 Fri. 3:40am, read lesson and took Frankie to seminary.  To work.  Took Mom to Luxor for show 

and dinner.   

2/28/1998 Sat. 4:30am, walked and went to lunch BX member, took family to go carts. 

3/1/1998 Sun. 5:30am, read and study lesson for HT on first Art. Of Faith.  Mom studied lesson she has to 

give in RS today.  Held all meeting, had meeting with BP. On names.  If all approved will have close to 30 stake 

missionaries and WM.  Should be enough to do the job.  HT by Wes. Tonight and met with FTM for some work.  

March 

3/1/1998 Sun. 5:30am, read and study lesson for HT on first Art. Of Faith.  Mom studied lesson she has to 

give in RS today.  Held all meeting, had meeting with BP. On names.  If all approved will have close to 30 stake 

missionaries and WM.  Should be enough to do the job.  HT by Wes. Tonight and met with FTM for some work.  

3/2/1998 Mon. 4:30am, read lesson, NT. Mom gave me a haircut, to work and worked on school to work 

program all day.  For family night I took the whole family to china town to eat.  Had a good time. 

3/3/1998 Tues. Read Mark and some HT lesson.  Mom to temple and genealogy lib. She has caught a cold.  

I worked all day after 2.5 hour a dentist.  2 filling and 2 cads.  Met with Joe Cossack and Mark Scareboron on 

Star Data program and then did payroll. 

3/4/1998 Wed. 3:30am, read and then walked and took Frankie to Seminary.  Got Paul ready for school. 

(Mom very sick.)  Made breakfast and had it ready for the Elders, they forgot.  To quicken training and had to 

do some office work and then to I-link meeting with Wes Ingraham.  Told them a waste of my time since they 

only covered network marketing and not product or plan.  Did shopping for Mom’s birthday gift.  

3/5/1998 Thur. 3:30am, had trouble sleeping, fell asleep after midnight.  Moms cough is bad.  Have HT. 

and WML training tonight.  Sat. Sis. Lambarty funeral.  Training all day on quicken.  Will take Frankie to 

Seminary and get Paul off to school first.  I am skipping my temple trip this morning to help Mom.  Tomorrow I 

have meeting with Temple president.  Had WML training at stake.  Read Luke and HT hairs.  

3/6/1998 3:30am, read Luke, walked 4 miles and took Frankie to Seminary.  Then on to temple.  Was 

called and set apart as a temple worker.  I feel humbled for that.  To work and did invoices and bills.  Worked 

on bank statement rest of day.  Took Frankie to youth conf. Mom is feeling better. 

3/7/1998 Sat. 3:20am, read Luke and finished and worked on AIS bank statement.  Went to funeral but 

got their after done.  Got my times mixed up.  Watched star wars, rested worked on WML work and took boys 

to enterprise.  

3/8/1998 Sun. 4am, read John, worked on meeting for PEC. to 7am SMP correlation.  Reg. Meetings, 

correlation and Pec. Gave overview of work.  Then met with Bob of Stake Mission Pres. and HC rep. and 

overviewed meeting then visited with Mom 3 families.  Invited to open house.  Gave Mom a Jade bracelet 

350.95.  She had fell in love with it about 3 weeks ago.  Read BOM with family.  

3/9/1998 5:05am, read NT and worked on church records.  To work and did Mikes taxes and sent to 

accountant.  Got word back from Frank Att. About 106,000 back taxes. 2.5 hours worked on my crown (Tooth).  



2 weeks another one.  This one bothered me most, made deposit.  Paid bills and did a number of other things 

at work.  Had small family night.  

3/10/1998 Tues. 4:30am, Mom had been awake since 2 many thing worrying her.  Read Acts, can’t exercise 

til leg heals.  Another couple of days. 

3/11/1998 Wed. 3:30am, read acts. Took Frankie to seminary and Mom made breakfast for Elders and we 

held correlation.  Greg Brooksby called and I gave him a lot of info of things we needed to do.  He to get 

detailed map of area.  Meet with Pat from Salt Lake on 2 companies interested in buying out our company.  HT 

Randall Pike. Very spiritual meeting.  Took Frankie to YM and visited the Bishop on different things. 

3/12/1998 Thur. 3:30am, read Acts and finished.  Left for temple first day as temple worker.  Did initiatory, 

Vail and was quite tired.  To office set up bank account and had meeting with boys.  Picked up Paul from 

Dentist and dropped at church to baby sit.  Read church news. I have a cold. 

3/13/1998 Fri. 4am, read Rom. Then walked.  To work.  Have red spots all over my body, and itched so bad 

had to go to sick bay after finished helping Bro. Hanson move.  Wes, Frankie and elders helped. 

3/14/1998 Sat. 5:30am, got to bed after midnight still itching.  Read Rom. 8:15 took Frankie and Elders to 

Hanson’s to move. Got meal for Hanson’s which Mom did.  Frankie to school play and Paul to friend’s birthday 

party.  Mom and I went to open house.  150 attended with 50 nonmembers.  

3/15/1998 Sumi called.  Read and finished Rom.  To Church and worked on maps.  Talked in PEC. Had 

interview with Mark encouraged him to stay and go on mission instead of going back to N.C. It would be too 

much temptation and he might not go on a mission. Read 1 Cor. 1-10. 

3/16/1998 Mon. 5:10am, read first Cor. And finished.  Walked 2 miles.  Worried about the itching so did 

not walk anymore.  Paid bills then to office and worked all day.  Family went to Joel Hanson to help them get 

settled.  Spent over 2 hours there.  Read and finished 2 Cor. And Gal.  

3/17/1998 Tues. 4:30am, read and then walked 2 miles.  Took Frankie to Seminary and Paul to bus stop.  

Mom to temple and I did consultant checks and invoices.  Worked til 5:45pm. 

3/18/1998 Wed. 4:30am, read and walked 2 miles.  Took Frankie to Seminary and then Mom fed the Elders 

and I had correlation.  To work.  We had meeting on phone with 2 companies that want to buy us.  Had BTA 

dinner and talked about connectors.  Mom is still feeling sick. 

3/19/1998 Thur. 3:30am, read New Testament (NT) then to temple and worked til 11am, Eat there and 

then to work.  Worked on bank stuff rest of day.  We need 10,000 to cover checks outstanding.  Giving Frank 

and Mike end of year check hit us hard.  Mom is still sick but I am getting what she has. 

3/20/1998 Fri. read .  Up at 3:30am.  Thinking of financials for AIS.  They will be looking at us soon.  

Worked on invoices.  Finally got that straight.  About 132,000. Outstanding. Committed to new additional 

office space.  Another 1,500/month or so.  Picked up Frankie.  Mom tied up with RS preparation for Sat.  

Frankie to go on YM outing at Mt. Charleston.  I will try to take Mom out tonight to star track.  She feels better 

and so do I. 

3/21/1998 Sat. Read, worked on 1997 financial for all offices.  Took family to eat, not too good.  

3/22/1998 Sun. 4:30am, read BOM, got ready for 7 meetings.  Met with mission President and all WML.  

Got 3 new missionaries and met with Craig Brooksby then YM-YW fireside. 



3/23/1998 Mon. 5:30am Read Ensign, then to work.  Very sick with flu.  Paid bills and had all morning 

meeting on PMI and if we would be bought out by them.  At 2 went home to bed.  Sleep til 5pm. 

3/24/1998 Tues. up at 1-3am read and finished Ensign and started on BOM.  Cold still bad.  Up at 5:30am, 

read BOM and then worked ½ day.  Sick most of the rest of day.  Finished Mosiah in the BOM.  Sheila has email 

now.  

3/25/1998 Wed. 4:30am, read and paid bills.  To work.  Paul called sick.  Took him home.  Still have cold.  

Rested then back to work.  John stopped by prior to leaving.  Rested most of the eve.  Read BOM.  

3/26/1998 Thur. still sick.  Did not go to work at temple.  Read and finished Mosiah and church news.  

Worked all day and we gave price for office furniture 2,150. And they accepted it.  That’s a good price.  The 

new office will be nice.  

3/27/1998 Fri. 3:30am read and then to work.  Read at night BOM.  Kathy and Bob O’Conner to dinner.  

Ben and sky staying overnight. 

3/28/1998 Sat. 3:30am, read Alma, took Paul to Hockey game.  We enjoyed that. Elder Haus and two 

friends are here for the night.  In morning worked on church stuff and at night watched movie with family. 

3/29/1998 Sun. 5am, Read BOM, prepared for meetings.  Elder Haus and his two return missionary friends 

went to church and eat with us after.  James came in and all family from NV came for lunch and told Mark 

goodbye.  I met with Bp. And got some more names approved.  Had first meeting with Asst. WM and that was 

great.  A lot of great spiritual men.  Craig Brookby met with us too. 

3/30/1998 Mon. 5:30pm, read BOM and Ensign.  To work.  Mike took Mark to Excalibur. 

3/31/1998 Tues. 6am, read Ensign and Bom.  To work and did payroll and invoicing.  To Dentist.  Then met 

for supper with Tony and Brad  Hilliard on Web page.  Then tried to get to Paul’s concert but missed it.  Then 

home and interviewed with Sarah Mitchell then Read BOM 3Neiphi 6 plus. 

April 

4/1/1998 Wed. 1:30am, read til 3am then up at 6 read to work.  Moved to new office.  Did bills and read 

more in Evening. 

4/2/1998 Thur. 3:30am, read and finished BOM.  To temple.  Really wears me out.  I guess because I am 

out of shape.  Read 6 chapters of D&C.  At temple. Worked in office.  Had 3 cars worked on.  Went to open 

house with Mom at bishops. 

4/3/1998 Fri. 3:30am, read Ensign lesson and church news.  To work and studied MI most of the day and 

did finances.  Took Bob and Kathy O’Connor to Rio to eat and see show. 

4/4/1998 Sat. sleep late.  Read HT lesson.  Walked with Paul on skate board.  Took Paul to get his tire 

fixed on his bike.  Conference at 11-1.  Priesthood at 5pm.  Time change tonight 1 hour ahead.  

4/5/1998 Sun. 5:30am, read Ensign, conf. 9-1.  Had meeting with new Stake Missionary.  HT the Hairs.  

Meet with AWML, Simpson, Crenshaw, chainpaine, Mark Cordon and FTM much was accomplished but much 

to be done.  



4/6/1998 Mon. 4:30am, read D&C.  

41 years married today.  Worked on 

church work.  To office.  Deam’s was 

painting.  Home for lunch to pick up my 

car and pay bills.  Rested and back to 

work.  Caught up on reading then HT 

Bro. Pike.  Paul over to Bens. 

4/7/1998 Tues. 5:30am, Read D&C 

then walked one mile.  To work after 

doing church stuff.  Did taxes in 

evening. 

4/8/1998 Wed. 4:30am read D&C 

20 sections.  Rested a little bit then to 

work.  Met with Earney Meyers and his 

partner.  A very good meeting.  Did lic. For state.    Family and friends 

Made contact for Toni Hilliard and dropped weed eater off at sears.  Ordered Sign.  For our door. 

4/9/1998 2:30am, fly out to SF 6am.  Read D&C long day and had headache due to lack of sleep.  Lots of 

good meeting, much accomplished.  

4/10/1998 Fri. 4:30am, still not enough sleep.  Only 4.5 hours.  Read D&C then work and had meetings.  

Did statement.  I am still having trouble with Quicken.  Mom, Paul and I got to Greement street tonight.  

4/11/1998 Sat. 5:30am, read D&C, did not do much.  Went to church. Pancake and Easter egg outing.  Ben 

was over all day.  Lora and James climbed.  Mom shopped and worked on her bench, Sanded it. 

4/12/1998 Sun. 5:30am, read and worked on missionary.  7am met with AWM group.  1.5 hour church 

meeting.  Correlation, PEC then home and rested til 5pm. Ben and Sky over and enjoyed them.  Read and 

finished D&C.  Started on Pearl of Great Price.  Some 20 pages. 

4/13/1998 Mon. 2:30am, read and finished all scriptures.  That’s 3 mo. And 12 days.  Good.  Paul told how 

he lost a bullet to his gun when Sky and Ben were here.  They all searched for it in the back yard and could not 

find it.  He went out after they left and looked for it then sat down on the ground and prayed for help and he 

open his eyes and found it immediately.  Our heaven Father does care for his little sons.  Worked on Financial 

and other thing today.  Had meeting at lunch with Triage, covered districts and how to map them out. Read 

scriptures with family tonight.  Also read 60 pages of Pres. Hinckley book.  

4/14/1998 5am, read Prophet book, feeling quite sick this cold is getting me down.  Did finances for us 

then to work and did checks and invoices.  Met with Mark Cordon on training.  Took off home 3 to go to bed. 

4/15/1998 2:30am, read then to Dentist.  Finally finished with exception of cleaning.  To work and did 

payroll. To auto repair and had work done then to home and read and rested all day. 

4/16/1998 Thur. Finished forward with faith 3 days.  Still very sick.  Laid around most of the day. Towards 

evening the medicine overcame the bad germs and I felt better. 

4/17/1998 Fri. worked in office at home.  Felt bad.  Went to work and got to feeling better as the day went 

on.  Went home about 3 and rested.  Feel much better today.  Watch fang 2 with Mom and Paul. 



4/18/1998 Sat. 6:30am, Sleep long.  Looked over WML stuff 

then went to store and bought pair of pants and shirt.  Mom and 

Paul to Red rock with Mikes family, Frankie and friends.  I walked 1 

miles but am very weak all day.  Be glad when this cold or whatever 

it is will be gone for good.  

4/19/1998 Sun. 6am, still coughing with this cold.  To Stake 

WML training 7am at the Stake center.  3 AWML in attendance.  

Had meetings and then 3 meeting then correlation.  Then PEC.  

Tonight we have training for quorums. 

4/20/1998 Mon. 5:30am, walked 1 mile.  To work and quit 

4:30pm.  Still weak and still coughing. But slowly getting better.  

4/21/1998 Tues. 5:30am, read then to work.  Took Frankie to 

Seminary.  Still part sick.  James brought office Chinese.  He learned 

from Mom.  

4/24/1998 Fri. still have cough, but slowly getting better.  

Spending a good amount of time thinking about WML program.  

Also a couple of nights ago got a call from Linda Moss who we 

baptized in Alaska and she is still active and doing well.     Sky, Paul, Ben 

That’s nice after 30 years to hear.       Skippy & Michael 

4/25/1998 Sat. to Sarah Mitchell’s temple ord. That was great.   

Went to Passover at church, long but interesting.  

4/26/1998 Sun. 7am, meeting went well with Chm. For HP and 

RS and AWML.  Had meeting with Chm. EQ. Craig 8-10:30am.  

4/27/1998 Mon. read BOM and walked 2 miles.  To work and 

had meeting with Acct.’s.  They will come over tomorrow for info.  

Wes to meet at 8am tomorrow sign up for PH. Business. PMI 

Check came in will be able to pay Frank 40,000 of 60,000 we owe 

him. 

4/28/1998 Tues. Read BOM, walked 2 miles then met Wes and 

signed up for phone business.  Had Mike of auto repair drop by our car to office.  Met with LDS Acc. On our 

business.  Then did bills and invoices for 2 weeks period.  Read Cordiant contract and made comments.  Did 

W2 for Eagle Market.  Home and eat then to training for new SM at stake.  Watched TV til 11 and had hard 

time sleeping, was after midnight til I feel asleep.  

4/29/1998 Wed. Plan to review new phone material.  Meet with mission president and also met with 

purchase Pro. Jeff Lane (not able) hope to sign docs on taxes that need to be in and review quicken Pro. Tape 

first 2 chapters (not done) to court of Honor Paul got his star rank. 

4/30/1998 Thur. 4am, read BOM then to temple.  After writing David Freelander checks.  Mom came for 

10am session which I was in.  Worked in afternoon.  Eval phone business.  Read bottom line and part of church 

news in evening.  David called and they ordered ring and should get next wed. when he will propose.  The plan 



to be married in SLC temple on the 18th Aug.  Will tour Wed. for Honeymoon and stop a day in Las Vegas Prior 

to going back to Hawaii.  

May 

5/1/1998 4:30am, read church news and walked.  To work and Mom and Paul came at noon and we went 

to Costco then to post office and took car to get fixed.  

5/2/1998 Sat. 4:30am, read, worked on finances and paid bills.  Family to Red Rock, John and family, 

Mike, Mom, Dad and Paul.  Frankie over friend’s house all day and night before.  To leadership training 4-6 and 

also with mom 7-9pm. 

5/3/1998 Sun. 5am, read BOM.  Got material ready for WML meeting at 7am at RS in church.  To conf. 

10am-12noon.  Had Elders over to eat.  Met with Bp. 3:30-4:45pm.  Good meeting covered in depth 

missionary program.  Also talked to Craig Brooksky and covered his area.  HT the hairs with Frankie.  Paul 

spending the night at Ben’s. Read BOM.  

5/4/1998 4am, read BOM.  Walked 2 miles. Conf. 7:30-8:30 for Frank on phone.  To work and met with 

Acct.’s.  Then to A/P to get Frank and Nancy and Bill Lions for supper.  Did drop flowers off to Sis. Hair for her 

birthday and Mon got one too. 

5/5/1998 Tues. 4am, read and then picked up car with Mom.  Worked at office all day.  Bought pair of 

pants from sears.  Had WM training at Stake. 

5/6/1998 Wed. 4am, read BOM and then did work in home office.  Then to town office.  Took Frankie to 

dentist and then to school.  Bought chicken dinner.  Did a lot of church work then reviewed terms and our 

Webb page.  Then Quicken first chapter. Have reviewed 3 day.  Also film to match that.  Stayed home and 

rested in evening.  Mom took kids to YM and also went shopping. 

5/7/1998 Thur. 4am, only 4 hours sleep.  Worried about Michael and family.  Mom up most of the night 

for same reason.  To temple then to work.  Met with Bank of American (Nancy) also girl from payroll service.  

Mom and Paul went to ice box canyon.  She really liked that. 

5/8/1998 Fri. 4am, read church news and some of new ensign.  Worked in home office, then down own.  

Me with accountant and also put application for unemployment insurance. Then home to work on garage.  

That took Paul and me til he went to Ben’s then Mom and me til 9pm.  Frankie did not come home! 

5/9/1998 Sat. 5:30am, read ensign and got ready and went to Mike and Skippy and went to the Valley of 

Fire. Stayed there til 1:30pm and had a good time with family.  Mom to temple 4-6pm and we went with John 

and Mike and family to MGM rain forest café.  Frankie did not show up by 11pm Sat.  Don’t know what to do 

with him. 

5/10/1998 Sun., 5am, read ensign. Worked on copies for meeting.  Only Sis Mary Farr, Jerry Wiese and 

Pres. Kent to 7am meeting.  Everyone visited for Moms Day. 

5/11/1998  Mon. 5am, read Ensign, did bank statement then to work and did statement on theirs.  Left car 

to get new tires.  Mom gave great scriptural home evening lesson. 

5/12/1998 Tues. 4am, read ensign.  To office and did bills and acc.  Received and pay Checks.  To meeting 

at stake WML.  Mom RS Pres. meeting.  



5/13/1998 Wed. 3:30am, read ensign, worked on girls coming out and David’s wedding. Spent time at 

work on taxes and processed PMI check.  Car air cond. 500. To repair and told not to do it on Honda.  Frankie 

first night to play and he was good.  

5/14/1998 Thur. 5am, read ensign, to temple and I forgot and got there late.  Worked on W2 material then 

home and went to Frankie’s Play “Hello Dolly” very good.  We took Frank and JoAnn and Paul and went to 

their place to eat. 

5/15/1998 Fri. Read Ensign and then walked with Mom. To work and worked on payroll and bills.  Also did 

ward district for two sub division.  Took Mom and Paul to movies and saw Impact.  Frankie went to his Dad’s. 

5/16/1998 Sat. read ensign.  Mom made treats for Hybarker’s, Frankie stage group, Frank and JoAnn and 

Mike and Skippy.  To temple for Tammy’s first time thru (John Wife) met a lot of her family.  Visited 

Hybarken’s then picked up Paul at Skippy’s. 

5/17/1998 Sun. Read and finished ensign.  Stake WML meeting 7am, had Jerry Wiese do Asst. WML 

meeting in ward.  Held all reg. meetings.  Good correlation and PEC.  Home 2:30pm eat and rested 20 minutes.  

Mike and Skippy and kids eat with us.  Met Sis. Mary Farr 1.5 hours then HT Lori Gallis (Good meeting.) Then 

to meet with Jerry Wiest and HP leadership.  Gave program.  Then home 8:30pm to be taught by Wes. (HT).  

Then Craig Brooksby came and we went to 12:15am.  I could not get to sleep til about 2:30am.  Not enough 

sleep.  

5/18/1998 Mon. 5:30am, read church news.  To work. To hospital 2:30pm, had Dr. Set up eye, physical, 

treadmill and lab test for me.  Home rested.  Frankie gave family night. 

5/19/1998 Tues. 4am, read church news.  Walked 3 miles.  Knee’s acting up.  To AFB and got lab work 

done.  To work, worked on Quicken Books Pro 1-2 lessons.  Did some church work.  Will meet with RS tonight 

on missionary committee. Had 9 sisters there. Great Spirit and they organized and are ready to go. 

5/20/1998 Wed. awake at 3am up at 3:50am and read church news.  Walked with Mom then to work.  

Worked on study Quickbooks and other items.  To meet with Stake Pres.  He likes what we are doing.  

Concerned with Quorums.  Thinking they don’t have to worry about numbers with us doing what we are 

doing. 

5/21/1998 Thur. 5am, to temple til 12 noon.  Ben and Sky over to spend the night. 

5/22/1998 Fri. 5am, Read BOM then to work. Read Church news.    Look took Mom to dinner at Santa Fe.  

5/23/1998 Sat. 4am, read ensign.  Paid bills.  To Eagle Scout project, painting curbs.  Then met David 

Freelander in afternoon.  Car broke down and spent a good part of the afternoon at garage.  Took David back 

to MGM. 

5/24/1998 Sun. 4:30am, read Ensign, to church 7am for WML meeting.  All reg. meeting after church 

correlation and ward counsel. Then home to eat at 2 and then meet BP. and after with Tryge to visit Scott til 

9:30pm, had good meetings. 

5/25/1998 Mon. 4am, read ensign.  Worked in home office then took Paul, Frankie, Mom, Sky and Ben to 

hidden forest.  Took 2 hours and Mikes Van broke down.  Had to call boys to come and get us.  Then home and 

met David Freelander in MGM and Mission Pres. Starley after that.  Skippy and Mike brought a birthday cake 

and gifts and that is the 3nd party he had.  But they really sensed he needed that.   



5/26/1998 Tues. 4am, read ensign.  Reviewed church work.  Walked 3 miles.  To work and payroll and bills.  

Worked on districts for missionary work and also called all AWML for tonight’s meeting.  HT Bro. Pike 5-

5:45pm. & meet with ward mission leadership. 

5/27/1998 Wed. 4am, read BOM.  Worked on church work.  Walked 3 miles.  Rested then to work.  Did a 

lot of church work.  Called 3 HP to committee.  

5/28/1998 3:40am, read HT lesson in Ensign.  Printed committees, then to temple.  Then 12:30 office. 

Frankie had guitar lessons and took him home at 3:45. 

5/29/1998 Fri. 5am, walked, read HT lesson.  Worked on church stuff for Sun.  Worked and took Mom to 

Front Street, (Real Good.) Also helped new member move in.   

5/30/1998 Sat. 4am, read lesson and church news which I finished.  To church for Eagle project.  No one 

there.  They canceled due to his paper work not right.  Worked in home office doing catch up work.  Mom to 

temple in morning.  We went to eat at Chang’s with John and Tammy and James. Franks at friend’s house.  Bp. 

Called and said SP wants to meet us during SS tomorrow.  

5/31/1998 Sun. 5am, read lesson, reviewed MPH.  To WML mission leadership meeting.  Had meeting with 

BP. And SP.  Had meeting with RS and Priesthood and had correlation meeting.  Called David’s and Sally’s 

parents and worked out details on wedding. 

June 

6/1/1998 Mon. 4:30am, read lesson, walked to Hairs subdivision.  To work and visited Purchase Pro. 

Today.  I think we might be able to pick up some work.  Gave cookies out to 3 families and Paul had family 

night.  

6/2/1998 Tues. 3am, worrying about missionary program.  Up at 5:30am, read lesson, to work.  Did a lot 

and had WML meeting with AWML’s. 

6/3/1998 Wed. 4:30am, read lesson. Walked 3 miles.  Took Paul to school.  Mom up most of night.  She 

goes shopping today.  8am to dentist.  To office for a little work.  Then home to rest prior to going for stress 

test at Nellis.  Copied 1994-95 taxes for accountant.  Worked on Pool stuff.  Cleared off rocks.  All helped but 

Paul.  Worked an extra hour by himself when everyone else quit.  He finished it off.  (Good worker and self-

motivated)  Mom to RS Pres. Meeting.  Wes Ingram HT. 

6/4/1998 Thur. 3am, read lesson.  Mom up and could not sleep worrying about her calling.  To temple. 

Done 12:30pm.  To work.  Visited Purchase pro. And dropped off material.  Brought Frankie home.  Helped 

Paul with homework.  He is not happy with my help.  He feels I push him too far.  Mom got her temple ready 

disk done tonight at Genealogy Lib.  Frankie is out of school.  

6/6/1998 Sat. 4am, read and paid bills.  Family to the Hidden Forest, or at least tried but had to quit prior 

to getting there too long a trip.  Wes on HT and his family went along, 

6/7/1998 Sun. 4:30am, read lesson. To church and had all meetings.  Met with Bp. 3:30pm then HT Hairs. 

Played hearts with family.  Sleep in Hammock for 1 hour. 

6/8/1998 Mon. 4:30am read BOM walked. Got two nice blankets from the trash.  Worked on home office 

business. To work and met with accountant.  Did work on Payroll and deposits.  Home and took food and 

flowers to Kent Cannon who just moved in from VA.  Had to replace window in Passenger side of Toyota #10. 



6/9/1998 Tues. 4am, read BOM.  To 2nephi 15.  Walked, it was cool and windy.  Worked with Paul and did 

work on finances.  To work and paid contractors and took Frank to A/P then to Dr. for eyes. Ordered new 

glass’s then billed clients and had missionary meeting.  

6/10/1998 Wed. Read BOM.  Worked on broker stuff at home and did bank statement.  To Dr. and tested 

and got pill (Viagra).  Worked at office then home to help John put sand down for pool. 

6/11/1998 Thur. Mom took Frankie to A/P at 4:30.  Then got back to take Paul to school.  She got very little 

sleep.  I served in temple this morning.  Mom had homemaking tonight.  John bought sand and we moved it 

from drive way to back yard.  John also bought a wheel barrow. I got a meeting set up for Purchase pro.  I 

think it will result in our doing work for them.  

6/13/1998 Sat. 5am, not good sleep, read and worked in home office.  Left for Stake Rodeo, horseback 

riding, chickens, pigs and cows chased by kids. Swimming and food, everyone had a good time.  Skippy and 

Mike and kids came also.  Rested in afternoon and then did church work for quite a while.  Also got Frankie 

from A/P. Tryge came with some paper work, 

6/14/1998 4:30am, read and finished BOM 2nd Nephi.  Got church files ready.  To 7am stake meetings.  

Then regular Sunday meetings.  Spent afternoon trying to visit families.  Then evening doing Mom’s genealogy 

and got two families ready for temple file program.  Mom very excited.  Paul spent afternoon and eve. at Mike 

and Skippy’s house. 

6/15/1998 Mon. Cat woke us up at 2:30am and I could not get back to sleep.  Had a hard time getting 

enough air in breathing.  Never had that before.  Sleep on the coach the rest of the night so not to wake Mom 

up.  To Nellis and had interview with person on diet info. That was already planned. Mom gave family night.  

6/16/1998 Tues. 4:30am, read BOM, walked 5-5:45am, and helped Paul with math.  To work and Mike and 

I picked up pool and put it up.  Had meeting with AWML’s.  Helped Paul with homework. 

6/18/1998 Thur. To temple til 12 noon then to Purchase Pro.  Then took Frankie home after Guitar 

practice.  Then to SM training with General Auth.  Read Scriptures as family. 

6/21/1998 Been working with Paul on math.  He has finally caught it.  I think he feels good about that.  

Worked with Scott Dyer and he is coming along fine.  Read 4 pages of Ensign.  Mom and Paul went with Mike 

and Skippy to Mt. Charleston.  All kids called and wished me happy father’s day.  Mike gave me a picture of 

mountain.  Frank certs. For food, Kathy picture of Emil Michael and John a spoked hubcap for cad, Mom a tie 

with stone (cowboy type).  Paul his first vase he made at art class and Sheila a handy knife, Sumi her talk for 

RS. 

 



  

6/22/1998 Mon. 5am, walked and worked with Paul on math.  Busy at office then taught Bro. Pike 

afterward HT.  Worked with Paul again at night.  Worked a little on pool.  Sky and Ben and Paul swam.  David 

came home.  Completed Ensign. 

6/23/1998 5am, read BOM and then worked.  Worked with Paul on Math.  Worked all day then had 

meeting with AWL covering the committee functions that will be presented to PEC Sunday.  

6/24/1998 Wed. 4am, walked with Mom.  Paid bills.  Took Paul to school.  In the afternoon doing 

homework with him. To Dr. for Pro. State check.  OK, to work then met small business rep, at chamber for 

counsel.  Home and worked with Paul on Math.  Boys to church and Mom worked on quilt for church.  Read 

Scriptures. 

6/27/1998 Sat. Worked on home stuff.  David and Paul went to Mt. Charleston to climb.  Mom and Paul 

and I to temple and did 11 sisters and 12 men.  Baptism and confirmation.  Eat at Oliver Garden after temple. 

628/1998 Sun. Wrote letters to kids.  Told of temple work and Paul and David Hike.  To church and got 

ward counsel to approve committee assignments.  Arranged to HT Sis. Gallia  6pm Monday night.  Went with 

Bro. Wes. Ingram to call Bro. Boggess to Chm for Quorum committee for missionaries.  Frank and Kids and 

Mike and Ben to dinner and visit. 

6/29/1998 Mon. 4am, read BOM Mosiah to Ch. 18.  Walked with mom and worked with Paul. 



6/30/1998 Tues. 5am, up during night with Mom and Paul.  Math with Paul and Mom walked.  To work and 

received check from Frank B. 3,500. And David Freelander 3,700.  Will help with David wedding and treating 

the family when they come out.  Math again tonight and WML meeting.  

July 

7/1/1998 4:30am, read lesson, Walked and did math with Paul and took him to school.  Heard on radio a 

wife of a first war solder state, (she was much younger then him), it’s better to be a darling of an old man then 

to be a slave of a young one. Another saying is many times she wanted to shot him but I never considered 

divorce. 

7/3/1998 Fri. 4am, read lesson and finished Mosiah.  Walked and worked. Did quicken and deposits and 

mail etc.  Lights came on, on car when use turning signals.  Ran battery down and had to get Mike to go home 

and get jumpers for me.  Took Paul to get fireworks.  Mike came by for his phone and jumper cables.  John and 

family came and brought Mom a book.  Sally called and they will be coming over tomorrow. 

7/4/1998 Sat. 4am, read church news and lesson.  Took Paul out to put flags out.  Sally’s family came and 

we spent rest of day with them.  Nice fire crackers from Warren’s road. 

        David & Sally 

7/5/1998 sun. 4am, read 

and finished church news. Read 

lesson, laid on hammock for 1 

hour watched day dawn and 

clouds roll by.  It stormed and 

got rain.  Held AL (the cat) for a 

while.  Prepared to PEC.  Will 

cover immed. Work on 

investigators less active and 

BOM and friendshiping etc.  

Also preparing material from 

blue Mech.  Priesthood manual 

to train PE and AWML’s.  John 

called to see how things went 

yesterday.  Church.  Had 

correlation after.  They canceled PEC due so many leaders gone. Had all family over to meet Sally’s family.  Big 

dinner and lots of games.  They are a good family. 

7/6/1998 4:30am, read BOM and lesson.  Walked and rested in hammock. To work and did invoices from 

Vendors.  Home to Rain Forest with all families and Stagers.  Home for ice cream and pie after. 

7/7/1998 Tues. Stagers headed home, 4am read lesson and BOM.  Walked with Mom.  To work and did 

invoices all day.  Had WML meeting 8pm. 

7/9/1998 Thur.  Temple, worked on bank statements.  

7/10/1998 Fri. 4am, Read and walked.  To work (Did breakfast for everyone and Sky and Ben over for 

night.) Mom worked on her bench all night.  



7/12/1998 4am, read and did church work.  Sally came in to see David last night.  Will be here til Tues.  

Mark Cordner called to Stake Presidency.  I will miss him.  Mike Doyle called to stake mission.  I had 

indoctrination meeting with him.  

7/13/1998 Mon. 4am, Read RS lesson.  Walked 1:15 hour then to work David and sally had family night on 

temple marriage. 

7/14/1998   Tues. 3:30am, read and walked then rested on hammock.  Worked office all day and did get 

our piano at 1:35pm.  Paul excited.  Had AWML meetings.  Helped mom put bench together. She did a great 

job. Mom pack and ready to go to NC for 1 week. 

7/15/1998 Wed. 3:50am.  Mom left for NC, had trouble finding TWA departure.  Worked on varies things.  

Got kids off to school then picked Frankie up at 10:30 from swimming.  Chopped day up.  Fixed chicken which I 

got from Albertsons.  Took boys to Young men.  Called Mom.  She’s ok.  

         Kirstin, Kathy & Emil Michael     Kirstin, Mom & Emil Michael 

Brenda Needham (Mom’s old walking buddy) & Mom 

    Emil Michael & Kirstin 

7/16/1998 Thur. 4am, read BOM and then walked.  Took 

Frankie to school and Paul too.  Worked at home on 

finances and broker business.  To office then picked up 

Frankie 11:45.  Lunch at home and Frankie doing all jobs to go to friends house tonight.  David to cook dinner. 



7/17/1998 Fri. 4:30am, read BOM.  Walked 40 min. did wash.  Took kids to school, worked at office.  

Picked up Frank 11:50pm, rested and eat and back to office.  Bank Deposits.  Transferred Money from 

checking 10,000. To savings.  Now about 42,000 on our way to a home. E-mailed Mom and Sheila and took 

boys out to Arby’s. Got a game for Frankie and 2 movies for us.  Paul’s going to stay up til David gets home.  

That will be after midnight. 

7/18/1998 Sat. 5:30am, read BOM.  Cleaned up.  Worked in home office on church work most of the 

morning.  Went shopping for 2 gal. of milk.  Ended up with rack of pork BQ ribs and potato salad and beans.  

For lunch for us.  Also breakfast bear claws for tomorrow and choc. Mouse cake for 16.00 for lunch.  Sun 

desert.  Quite the impulsive shopper.  Told the boys they never had that kind of Sat. lunch.  Mom called twice 

today checking on us.  We sure miss her and love her.  Read and completed church news that came in and 

over ½ ensign, read ensign til 11:30pm.  

7/19/1998 Sun. 4:30am, read and finished Ensign.  Only got it yesterday afternoon.  Working on church 

work.  Had family night.  Ben stayed and played with Paul.  Bro. Ingram HT, and I dropped tape off to Sis. Gallia 

on BOM.  Played hearts with Mike, David and Frank.  

7/20/1998 Mon. Cat woke me up at 2:40am trying to get into my room. Up at 5am.  Walked. Found bottle 

to hold water for Mom.  James came in last night.  Have meeting with boys at 8am.  Frank leaves at 9am on a 

flight.  Did money and bills and invoices.  David took Paul and me to the movie, Zero. Frankie cooked pizza for 

us and James cleaned up. 

7/21/1998 Tues. 4am, read Alma and then walked.  James found the sprinkler system not working.  Took 

boys to school.  Picked up Toyota had weak cylinder, burned out spark plug.  Picked up Frankie and had him 

wash car.  Brought Chinese home for supper.  Has AWML meeting.  Only Mike Doyle and Mary Farr came.  

Picked up Mom and Ashley from airport 10pm. Ya, Mom is home.  Paul stayed up. 

7/22/1998 Wed. 5am, walked and lifted weights.  Took Frankie to school.  Worked all day then looked at 

house with Mom.  Read BOM. 

7/24/1998 Fri. 5am, to work early.  Finished Quicken Books Manuel.  Got copier in but not working right 

yet.  Had roast beef dinner with James.  Then took Ashley to see White Tigers, Volcano explode, treasury 

Island, ship flight and Fremont street show.  Paul at friends for night and picked up Frankie at 11:30 when we 

got home. 

7/25/1998 Sat. 5am, took David to airport.  He is visiting Sally. Frankie, James going out to Frank’s boat.  

Mom and Ashley going with Skippy to Henderson water park.  I to work on meeting stuff for church.  

7/26/1998 Sun. 6:30am, read church news.  Worked on EQ presentation.  I taught them for priesthood.  All 

meeting then home around 3.  Eat and rested. The Hybarkers brought some treats over and thank you letter 

for our helping with food at his graduation.  Read scriptures.  Played hearts on the net til late. 

7/27/1998 Mon. 5am, walked with Mom.  Cleaned up kitchen, read paper someone left.  Rested then 

work.  Finished Quicken Video and started ACT. And Video 95. 

7/28/1998 Tues. 4am, read Alma, walked and lifted weights.  Rested.  David at A/P pickup.  Work and went 

to Paul’s concert.  Canceled our AWML meeting. 

7/29/1998 Wed. 5:30am, read and walked and watch clouds and rested.  Finances at home and at office 

studied 95 windows.  Babysit for Mom.  



7/30/1998 Thur. 4:45am to temple.  Took family downtown and saw white tigers and fish tank at Mirage.  

Missed Treasure Island show due to high winds.  Had Chinese by office.  Laid in hammock with Mom, Nice. 

7/31/1998 Fri. 4:30am, read BOM 49-50 Alma then walked to Painted Desert and sat on bench’s at driving 

range.  Woke Paul up for homework.  Took Mom to Star Tract and Mike and Skippy watched the kids.  

August 

8/1/1998 Sat. 5am, read church news. Walked and did bills and financial.  Finished church news.  Spoke at 

Garrett Hair baptism.  The Deaver boy also got baptized.  Watched star’s with Mom on hammock.  

8/2/1998 Sun. 5am, read Alma 51-52.  Worked on WML stuff then to church.  Mike and Skippy and kids 

over.  Out to visit and a long talk with Mark Cordene on missionary work.  Played hearts with Frankie, David 

and Mike.  James in for a week. 

8/3/1998 Mon. 5am, read BOM, took Frankie and Ashley to airport.  Got back and Paul had not got up.  

Took him to school.  Worked at office.  Loafed tonight. 

8/4/1998 Tues. 4:30am, read and then walked with Mom.  Got bills out and paid invoices for contractors.  

Had AWML meeting. 

8/5/1998 Wed. 4am, Read BOM, walked then worked on mail etc.  Made deposits.  Cat. Had prob.  Straps 

on exhaust system broke.  Got fixed and took Mom to pool place and ordered filter.  Worked in office and had 

new fax line put in.  James helped move coach and bureau around.  Mom worked on porch and garage and 

pool all day.  Ben and sky came over.  

8/6/1998 Read, then to temple.  Mom work me at 3am so tired during day.  Mom and Paul shopped for 

school stuff. 

8/7/1998 Fri. 5am, read church news and then walked.  James packed a salad for my lunch.  Took Mom’s 

car to fix turning switch and oil change.  Paul and Skippy and we took James out to eat at Crab shack then on 

to airport for his flight home.  Took Mom to see Private Ryan.  All alone for a day.  Mark comes in Sat night and 

Sheila and family are on the road coming here now.  Enjoyed time by ourselves.  

8/8/1998 Sat. 4:30am, used bathroom then laid on living room coach.  Did not want to wake Mom since 

we got to bed after midnight.  She went shopping and I fixed light for Paul.  Outside water line and chair and 

rang.  Did bills and called landlord in Hawaii.  

Also made breakfast and cleaned kitchen and 

put clothes out to dry and rest in washer. 

Sheila got in at 7pm.  Mark at 9pm. 

8/9/1998 Sun. Read BOM Alma 60, up at 

5:44am, worked on missionary stuff.  Had 

Meetings.  After John and family came over 

and we planned next two weeks meetings for 

our family.  Had meeting with Elders and Lynn 

Pulpherifer. 

8/10/1998 Mon. 3:50am, read and 

finished Alma.  Walked then to work.  Frank 



got 325,000 deal on fleet-great!  Talked to ULVB stadium on bidding on payroll. DOS to windows. Mike 

brought kids over to see Sheila and Kids.  They stayed the night.  Watched movie Matilda.  Helped Paul with 

math review.  

8/11/1998 Tues. 4:30am, read and walked.  Worked all day at office.  Had A WML meeting tonight.  David 

Flew in tonight. 

8/12/1998 Wed. 3am to 3:50am laid awake up 

and read and then walked.  To work and did 

personal statement prior to leaving.  Close and 

spent day on learning estimation in Quick Books 

Pro.  Got t-shirts in for reunion.  Bought Chinese 

for family dinner. 

8/13/1998 4:30am, read then to temple then 

to office.  To David’s bachelor party at Excalibur.  

Good show.  To airport to get Sumi and Kathy. 

8/14/1998 Fri. 4:30am, to work and did 

financing then home and took family to strip and 

Rio.  The girls and kids were in the show in the sky.  

Then home to rest then back to Freemont Street and home to John’s ice cream.  Very tired.  

8/15/1998 Sat. 4:30am, read and then to temple with Kathy, Sumi, Sheila, David and Sally.  Thru one 

session.  Then to work to get billing and payroll done prior to trip.  Finally got to Frank’s house 2:30pm with all 

family there.  Then in eve. Took Sally, David, Mark, Amy, Sumi, Kathy to different casinos.  Then Sumi and I 

went to Star Track which she loved.  

8/16/1998 Sun. 4:30am, read then worked on office stuff and church.  To church.  Frank Jr. and Mike came 

along with John and his family and everyone else.  Was nice to see them there.  Missed James. 

8/17/1998 Mon. 4:30am, sick most of the night.  Eat something bad. Runs and upset stomach til 2:30am.  

Not much sleep.  Today we travel to SLC and tomorrow David’s wedding.  Mark, David, Mom, Dad, Sheila, 

Kathy, Sumi, John and Tammy.   David & Sally on their wedding day 

 



8/18/1998 Tues. 4:30am. Took girls to airport in SLC and drove home with Sheila, Mark and Mom.  Got 

Mom and girls ear rings and Sumi what she wanted.  Helped with pool and got Chinese for all.  

8/20/1998 Thur. 3am, read then to temple.  Then to warm springs to be with family.  Very nice.  Really 

amazing. 

8/22/1998 Sat. 4:30am, read and walked.  Browns left at 7am.  We sure enjoyed them.  I went back to bed 

for a couple of hours of sleep.  Worked on Church stuff.  Frankie went to friends and then did not get in when 

we told him to be here. Stayed up to 2:10am and he did not come home. 

8/23/1998 Sun. 6am got packed for church meeting and decided Frankie has to go since we have no 

control over him. 

8/24/1998 Mon from midnight to 2:30am watched TV in hopes to get my mind of Frankie and Mom’s 

feeling.  Finally to bed at 3am. Up at 6am.  Frankie came home Sun night at 9:30am with no real excuse.  Slept 

to 6am 3 hours then read insurance.  Off to vote and then to work.  Cleared a lot of misc. Away.  Get 3 meeting 

up for Tues.  Checked with Univ. on our bid.  They received but his boss is out for week.  All bids close. 

8/25/1998 5am, read and walked then to work.  Had 4 meetings.  Cleared a lot of paper work away.  

Temple interviews with stake. AWML 8pm meeting.  

8/26/1998 Tues. 5am, had hard time sleeping and went to coach til 2:30am. Read ensign and worked and 

exercised. Then to worked on Freelander money.  Att. Did not make deposit and checks bounced.  

8/27/1998 Wed. 5am, read and walked.  Worked at home all morning then to office and to Attorneys on 

Franks’ taxes.  

8/28/1998 Thur. 4:30am, to temple then to work.  Then brought Frankie home after guitar prac. Went 

swimming with Paul and Mom at night in our pool. 

8/29/1998 Sat. Frankie went to his dads to go boating. Paul had Friend Arron over and stayed up all night.  

Took Paul and friend out to eat at Olive Garden.  Rested and read and finished church news. Then worked on 

bills.  Checked status of bank account.  Ben stayed the night and I did not get to sleep til after 1am working on 

talk. 

8/30/1998 Sun. 5:30am, read ensign.  Worked on talk.  Spoke with Simmons family at Sac. Meeting on 

missionary work.  Had correlation and interview with Bishop.  HT hairs and Mom and I spoke to Frankie and 

told him of possible military school, due to problems we are having.  Rested.  Baptism at stake center.  Lots of 

lighting. 

8/31/1998 Mon. 3:45am, Read Ensign, walked and clean kitchen.  Did WML work then to work.  Finished 

Ensign at night and we had lots of rain and wind  

September 

9/1/1998 Tues. 4am, read HT lesson.  Walked and then took Frankie to school.  Worked on Co. invoices 

and pay all day.  AWML meeting tonight.  Frankie is upset due to taking his tee shirts and not letting him go to 

a concert 

9/2/1998 Wed. 4:45am, read and helped Mom on computer.  Walked and exercised then to work.  Took 

Paul to friends after school and homework.  Mom took him to scouts. 



9/3/1998 Thur. 4am, read lesson HT then to temple.  Mom 

came to my session I officiated.  We talked about Frankie in the 

Celestial room.  Also put his name on prayer roll.  PMI money 

came in and did not have to loan company money.  Went on 

team teaching with Elders tonight.  Had successful night.  Mom 

working hard on 6 quilts for RS.  

9/4/1998 Fri. 3:40am, read and walked.  Worked in office 

on TLH update and had trouble. 

9/5/1998 Sat. 4:30am, read and finished church news.  

Walked with Mom.  Then to Costco to shop with family.  Took 

Mom out to crab Shack to eat.  Rested then bills needed to be 

paid but watch TV instead. 

9/6/1998 Sun. 5am, Read HT lesson.  WML work and read 

health AARP info.  To church.  Pec. and Correlation then home 

to eat and rest. Mike came over and Ben Stayed.  Had meeting 

with Frankie and decided to get church counseling and have him 

move to Luke’s home.  He packed and left tonight for 2 months 

trial period. Paul went to Bens and we swing in the hammock til 

10:45pm.            Dad, Paul & Mom in Valley of Fire   

9/7/1998 Mon. 4am, read and walked.  Mom and I then went around Lone Mountain.  Spent lazy 

morning.  Took Mike, Skippy, Ben and Paul to pizza hut to eat.  Relaxed most of the day.  

9/10/1998 4am, read and then to temple.  Then to office. Then in the Eve. Exchange with FTM.  Mom’s 

quilts went over good at RS. 

9/11/1998 Fri. 3:30am, walked with Mom 1.5 hours. Received 127,000 check on QKO project. 

9/12/1998 could not sleep last night, to bed around 12:30am and up at 5:30am.  Read and took Mom to 

Costco and Paul.  She felt sick but had to shop for RS dinner.  Then she made lasagna and we had Mike take 

care of Paul and we went to the dinner.  Nice affair. 

9/13/1998 Sun. 5am, read BOM and about log homes.  To 7am meeting at Stake.  Reg. Sun meeting.  Got 

home 2:30 and rested.  Worked on WML stuff til Stake priesthood meeting.  Paul and I went and they talked 

about mission.  Paul leaned over and said I want to go to North Carolina for my mission. I said you can baptize 

all your friends.  

9/14/1998 Mon. 3:30am, Read BOM and Log 

homes.  Walked 1:40 hour.  Did invoices and paid 

contractors.  Had FTM over for dinner then I went 

out to see different families. 

9/15/1998 Tues. 4am, started walking 4:50am 

and got back 6:55am. 2:05 minutes.  Walked to 

end of Ann road.  Did a lot of work on 

relationships with some of our clients.  Had 

AWML meeting tonight, Wes Ingraham HT.  



9/16/1998 Wed. 3:30am, read and walked 1.35 hours.  To 

work and neg. with Coordinate for Doug Grove.  Also talked with 

Joe Pereze and arranged to lend him money for car, 4,000. To 

have him work full time and travel.  Unable to get with Frank to 

confirm actions.    

9/17/1998 Thur. 4:30am, read and walked 1.35 hours. To 

work and got Chordiant comitted for Joe 125.  And Doug 150. 

Also chase 125.  We went to warm springs with Mike and Skippy 

and Ann Imhot.  

9/18/1998 Fri. 4am, read and walked with mom, 1:40 hours.  

Worked on broker business til 10:30.  To work and worked on 

Chordiant and Chase projects, still much to do to get both nailed 

down.  Paul on Scout camp out and Mom and I alone, watched 

movie and had ice cream, 

9/19/1998 Sat. 5am, read church news.  Walked 45 minutes 

then to work and worked on 2.5 million loan for Frank Balladares.  

To church for open house.  Spent night with Ben, Ski, Paul and 

Mom.  Mom worked on quilt for RS.      Warm Springs, NV Beautiful! 

9/20/1998 Sun. 4am, read and finished church news.  Worked on church stuff.  Visited with Crowers with 

SMP after church.  Had youth and parent fireside.  

9/21/1998 Left Las Vegas 10am and arrived St. George around noon.  Eat along the way.  Met RE agent and 

visited 3-4 homes that afternoon.  Out to dinner at Tony Rome (ribs) and then to hotel. 

9/22/1998 to RE Co. visited 3-4 houses.  Liked two, he to get info on.  Rested in afternoon. To show how 

the west was won, 2.5 hours long.  Read good.  We really are enjoying ourselves. 

 9/23/1998 Planed out day and with meet with RE agent and reviewed info on homes we liked.  To shop 

and then to Zions.  Saw IMAX Theater, 2 films, very scary but good, then went into Zion Park. 10.00 fee, really 

enjoyed the park.  On way back from St. George followed dirt road to back into the mountains and a large 

valley.  Talked to old farmer about property. 

9/24/1998 Thur. 2am, up and studied contract 

for Chase and both houses we are looking at.  Went 

to Smith Gro. Store to do this so I would not wake 

Mom.  Then went to both houses and revisited our 

impression.  Will make offers on them. 

9/25/1998 4am, walked and read then to work.  

Still most of day on Chordiant and chase.  Also 

caught up all bills and mail.  Ben spent the night. 

                

        Sky, Ben and friend. Paul inside 

 



. 

9/26/1998 5am, read.  John came over.  Hiked Red Rock then picnic sanderling with Mike and Skippy and 

kids.           Ben, Sky & Paul 

9/27/1998 Sun. 4:30am, read. 

9/28/1998 5am, walked.  Did bills and ordered Mom’s card for 

Tricare.  Called on pool.  Told us to drain it.  To work and visited Luke’s 

parents and gave them 130. For next month. 

9/29/1998 Tues. 2am, got up and went to work.  Lots to do. 

   

 Came back at 6am and showered etc.  Back to work at 9am and 

finished billing and paying contractors. Left at 2:30pm. 

October 

10/1/1998 Thur. read then to temple all morning.  Worked office 

afternoon.  Rest evening.  Very tired since not enough sleep last night.  

I was endowment director for the first time today. 

10/2/1998 Fri. 5:15am, read and to work early.  Neg, contracts 

with Chase and Chordiant.  Left 12:30 to go to Utah.  Saw a number of 

houses with Mom.  Liked on in Apple Valley.  Paul home by himself. 

10/3/1998 Sat. 5:30am, went to work to catch up.  Spent til 3pm and started at 6am.  Watched some 

conference and went to priesthood at Stake.  Pres. Hinckley talked about staying out of debt.  I feel impressed 

we need to take the 130,000 log cabin in Apple Valley.  That’s what we can afford. It’s small but workable. 

10/4/1998 Sun. 3:30am, read and finished new ensign.  Watched conf.  Talked to Mom on Utah house.  

Had John and family to lunch and then watched conf.  Met with Mike Yoder on plans, Read Boardroom and 

finished it. 

10/5/1998 5am, read and walked 1 hour.  To work and Met with Mom, Frank and Mike on move to Utah.  

Franks feels I am needed at office to take care of whatever.  I feel we need to get home in UT and set up for 

Mom in case I go on to a better life, Worked on expenses all day.  Deg. With Cordiant on Robert Waltman. 

10/6/1998 5:30am, read and towed car to garage. Talked to Mom and Mike on move to Utah.  Tried to 

catch up in office.  Had AWML tonight and we put stickers in BOM (300).  

10/7/1998 Up most of night.  Mom upset about boys not wanting me to leave.  We both had little sleep.  I 

feel I must set Mom up in house paid off and in a situation where she will be happy.  The Apple Valley log 

cabin is one I can afford and she will like the community and view.  I feel it is best for her.  We took Paul and 

John up to see the place and put offer on it, 120,000 and 4 wheeler. They will do 120,000 but not the 4 

wheeler since it is not theirs.  Also he wants 1,000. Down and quicker closing. 



10/11/1998 Much has transpired.  We have been neg. price of house in Apple Valley and got it down to 

114,000, decided to stay another year and 

commute to Ut. On weekends.  Have 52,000. 

From next year pay and 40,000.  Need 17,000. 

More plus utilities and moving expenses etc.  

We had conf. last week and that was great.  

Mike in Del. For week and Frank in Pa. for week. 

10/12/1998 Mon. 4:30am, red HT lesson 

walked 30minutes 1 mile.  Going slow due to 

ankle.  Helped Mom do part of pool and lot of 

scrubbing.  To meet with Rep. for Dr. Claim’s.  

To work and then spent even at home with 

Mom at Skippy’s.  They had a scrapbook party.   

  This is the Apple Valley cabin 

 

John and tammy came and got white Toyota to use for a week.                                  This is the backyard 

10/13/1998 Tues. 3:15am, to work early 

with so much to do.  Worked all day and 

also got Mom’s car worked on.  Had 

AWML chm. meeting tonight. Hilts 

approved our loan.  

10/14/1998 Wed. 4am, read and 

walked.  Worked in home office then to 

work and got Doug Grove set up.  Did 

some accounting and had presentation on 

investment.  Quite tired tonight.  HT to 

come, Mom has Pres. Meeting. 

10/15/1998 Thur. 3:15am, worked on 

insurance.  To temple and then to work 12:30pm.  Got my fair Lady and we watched that.  We decided to get 

Paul Piano lessons. 



This is where we slept until we finished remodeling and moved up.             This is the kitchen 

Dad and Paul in the living room     The kitchen and dining room are combined 

10/17/1998 Sat. Money in hand for purchase of home.  Paul on campout and Mom and I spent morning 

together.  Mike and Skippy and kids came in afternoon.  We did pool and washed and dried it. 

10/18/1998 Sun. 5:30am, talked to Mom on new log home material.  Sent offer back.  To church and I 

taught gospel essentials class. Had correlation and told my SM’s I would be in Utah on weekends. Trig would 

conduct the Sunday meetings.  BP., announced our planes in PEC. Called and talked with Mark.  He to meet 

with Stake pres. to go to BYU.  Mom told him of our house in Utah.  Mike and Skippy dropped kids off and Sea 

world videos they took.  Then went rollerblading, with Paul in heaven having Ben and sky here.  Paul went to 

Stake Youth fireside and I to Zone conf. with Stake Missionaries. 

10/19/1998 Read and walked 2 miles in 48 minutes.  Mom made breakfast then to work.  Worked on Franks 

invoices.  Arranged closing in St. George for 10:30am tomorrow, and got funds for closing. 

10/20/1998 8 hours sleep, 8pm to 4:30am.  Read and walked and packed up for trip to UT Closed on house 

and cleaned up.  Meet with Chm. Mom to RS meeting. 

10/21/1998 4:30am, read and walked.  Only ½ hour due to rubbing legs.  To U-Haul and checked price.  To 

work and bank transferred 180. For title Ins.  Home teaching Randy Pike and Hairs.  Paul came to hairs.  Bro. 

Ballard copied some missionary stuff.  



10/22/1998 Thur. read and then to temple.  Then to work.  Got car worked on.  Hope it does well.  Bought 

double blow up material for cabin.  Paul made marbles of clay.  

10/25/1998 Sun. spent weekend at new home in UT with Mike, Skippy, Ben and Sky.  Really enjoy the 

beautiful view.  Got home about 5:30pm.  Did church in Hurricane.  Nice ward and good neighbors.   

10/26/1998 Mon. 4am, read and walked. Worked on my finances at home and caught up office stuff, Billed 

expenses.  Mom had family night. 

10/27/1998 Tues. read and walked.  To work early and did invoices and pay for contractors, did some 

shopping at home Depot for Ut. Cabin.  Took FTM and Nathan Vineyard to Brocksbees to help clean windows. 

10/28/1998 Wed. 4am, read and walked then to work.  Did expenses accounting all day.  Took Mom to 

home Depot for cabin stuff.  Eat at Maries……and home and read my mail.  To bed by 8:30pm. 

10/29/1998 Thur. 3:15am, Read and then to temple.  Then got keys made and worked at office which was 

hard and really tired.  Also showed Mike from perfect Auto program for his business that took a couple of 

hours. 

November 

11/1/1998 Sun.  I spent weekend at cabin and Mom and Paul stayed in Las Vegas due to Paul having a 

party.  I did some repairs and fix up work.  But took it easy and enjoyed the view.  Tonight we go with Jr to see 

roses on Frankie Situation.  Met and Frankie seems to be doing better.  However I don’t think he is doing well 

in school. 

11/2/1998 Mon. 3:15am, read BOM and walked 4 plus miles 1.5 hours.  To work and got Joe job for week 

then school a week  Then worked til Feb. 99,  Paul had 1st music lesson and very excited.  He also had family 

night and did well.  

11/3/1998 Tues. 3am, read BOM and walked 4 plus miles. 1.5 hours.  Went to Purchase Pro. and then to 

office. Had AWML meeting 8pm and Mom to baby shower. 

11/4/1998 Wed. 4:30am, read and walked 5 miles in 100 minutes.  Broker business then to work.  Worked 

on Frank’s taxes all day and got them done.  1997 sent out.  

11/5/1998 Thur. 4:30. Read and then to temple.  Watched movie which Mark got the Odd Couple 2. 

11/8/1998 Been up to UT. Cabin all weekend as have been last 3 weeks.  Mark came with us and likes the 

cabin.  We helped John Peay burn tumbleweeds in the field next to us.  Got some towel racks etc. up.  The Bp. 

In UT. called me to teach 16-17 teenagers.  It took most of the day to get the house warm.  But did well after 

that.  Paul chopped kindling and stacked wood.  A real good job and none told him to do it.  I collected tools I 

had found in back of Albertson’s and will turn them over to police.  I just don’t feel good about keeping them 

even though I found them in bag by the dumpster. 

11/9/1998 Mon. 3am.  Read and walked 1 hour then to work.  Got a lot of misc. done.  Had Paul’s music 

lesson then family night.  I told of my feeling guilty about finding a lot of tools by trash behind our buildings 

and deciding to turn over to police. 

11/10/1998 Tues. up during the night with Mom.  Read and walked for 1 hour 2.5 miles.  To work and did 

billing and payed our contractors.  Took most of the day.  Went to  



Costco with Mom to do some shopping. Had AWML meeting tonight.  Mark worked his 1st day at Bro. Hairs 

swimming pool co., about 9 hours and was very tired. 

11/11/1998 Wed. 4am, read and exercised but did not walk. Need to let my legs get recouped.  Had 2 

meetings, one with Purchase pro and other on investments.  Shopped with Mom for blinds.  Mark on date 

with Mormon Gal. 

11/12/1998 Thur. 4am, read e-mail and then off to temple.  Met with Mike and reviewed his results on trip 

to SF.  Had meeting with accountant on taxes and investments. Picked up and took home Frankie to practice 

guitar.  Mark going to institute with little girl he went out with last night.  Mom writing letter to girls.  

11/16/1998 Mon. 4am, read SS lesson, I have been called to teach the 16-17 kids in UT.  Spent the weekend 

in UT. By myself since Mom had RS meeting sat.  Enjoyed the cabin. 

11/17/1998 Tues. 3:15am, read lesson and walked 1.5 miles.  More study of lesson on Jer.  To work at office 

and worked on a lot of Misc. Stuff. AWML meeting that night. 

11/18/1998 Wed. 4am.  Read and exercised and studied SS lesson.  To work.  Mom and I looked at cabinets.  

Bought 79 Chevy. Truck today for 1,500.00. 

11/19/1998 Thur. to temple and then to work.  Took truck to get new transmission.  Hope to pick it up 

tomorrow.  Paul got good marks on school.  Also doing well with his piano playing. 

11/22/1998 Sun. spent weekend at cabin in UT.  Had 4 20-22 year old boys in my 16-17 year old class.  Mark 

and Paul and Mom with me.  We saw Joan and John Peay’s home they are building.  Joan brought us some 

cookies.  

11/23/1998 Mon. up from 2-5.  Feeling bad, must have got food poisoning.  Had runs most of night.  

Finished ensign and other reading.  Got truck back and had alternator replaced along with transmission.  The 

Cad. is not doing well, I think it needs a transmission.  I called on a lease tonight. 

11/24/1998 Tues. 4:30am, read Jer. Only 2 chapters to finish and must study next lesson for Sun.  Looked at 

cars with Mom.  Will have to buy new one to replace Cad.  Did bills and invoices today and got them all done.  

HT Randy Pike. 

11/29/1998 Sun. spent thanksgiving up in UT. Wed. to wards Sun night.  Spent time with James, he and 

friend are camping out in Snow’s canyon.  Taught 3nd class of youth in UT.  

11/30/1998 Mon. 3am, read OT. Then took truck to get speed odometer cable and gear indicator and light 

on MPH fixed.  Tried to get lic. but need final approval on loan.  Skippy had family night.  Aubrey (Girl friend of 

marks), was here.  She to give lesson next week.  Read Ezek. Trying to finish so I can do my lesson rest of the 

week. 

December 

12/1/1998 Tues. checked truck.  Neg. for better deal with Nissan.  Got 950.00 more for Cad.  Had birthday 

party at pizza hut for Sky. (11 yr. old).  Had AWML meeting.  Should be my last.  Mom put her Xmas houses up 

top.  

12/2/1998 Wed. 3:30am, studied lesson.  Walked 10 min. trying to slowly build up to an hour.  I pushed it 

to hard and hurt my legs.  So starting over.  Truck getting fixed and should pick it up tomorrow, 700.00.  Skippy 



and Mike put up their tree and it looks beautiful.  Mom went to Dr. and had sample cut out of her to check if 

she has cancer of virginal.  Worried about that.  No one else knows yet.  It will be 10 days til she finds out. 

12/7/1998 Mon.  Been to the cabin in weekend.  Went with HT family to Pres. fireside.  Sunday.  Audrey 

had family night for us.   

12/8/1998 Tues. 4am, read Ester, exercised, took truck to check wipers.  Found leak in radiator.  They 

working on it all day and tomorrow.  Had tithes settlement, then I held my meeting with Craig Brooksby, Kent 

Hardy and Nathan Vineyard. 

12/9/1998 Wed., 4am, read lesson.  Exercised then to work.  Ht. Randy Pike.  Picked up truck. Took Mom 

to temple in evening. 

12/10/1998 Thur. temple til 8am then to work.  Got money taken care of then got car lic. And TV from 

dealership, Mom’s back is hurting her.  Rubbed ben gay on her.  

12/11/1998 Fri. 3:24am, study lesson then to work.  Got all checks and billing done.  Got wiper pump on but 

not working right.  Go back next week.  Frank got home.  Mike go home and we babysit for Mike and Skippy to 

go out.  

12/13/1998 Sun. Had Corp. dinner last night,  Also Paul played at ward party first time on piano and did real 

good, went to church in Valley Vista today and finished my HT tonight with Mom,.  Read Ezra and Nem. 

12/14/1998 Mon, 4:30am, read lesson material ahead.  Finished overall reading for year.  Took truck to get 

camper shell on.  Looks good.  Got light hanger stuff for cabin. 

12/16/1998 Wed. walked, read and to work.  Mom to Dr. has lots of pills to take.  Getting better.  Took her 

to AFB exchange to get rocker for Christmas.  Had to order and will take 4 weeks. 

12/17/1998 Thur., up and on way to temple and engine blew out.  Had to walk to office from 95 and got 

Mom to come.  Had truck towed to garage.  Will cost 3,000. To put rebuild engine in.   

12/23/1998 Wed. much going on, kids excited about Christmas, Mom and I saw new star tract and we are 

going to cabin tomorrow. 

12/27/1998 Great Xmas at cabin with Skippy, Mike, Ben, Sky, John, Tammy, Mark, Paul, Mom and Dad.  

12/28/1998 Mon. Met David Freelander at MGM and discussed VA. Office.  New corp. in Jan.  Business 

should pick up.  Worked on Frank’s expenses and submitted them.  Had family night and talked about our 

genealogy thru Joseph and the 10 lost tribes. 

12/29/1998 Tues. 3:45am, read lesson and walked.  Did work on Quicken for MTG co. then to work.  

Checked on truck. To temple tonight with Mom.  

12/30/1998 Wed. read lesson and walked to office.  Getting ready for financial meeting with boys and 

redoing sheets for next year.  Truck engine not doing well.  Might not get it this weekend. 



1999 

January 

1/4/1999 Mon. worked at cabin, Mom sick with flu.  I took Paul to piano lessons.  Hard day, up at 

1:35fm.  Studied lesson, got some sleep later then took truck to get transmission fixed and motor checked.  

Lot of caught up work and end of year stuff.  Have headache believe lack of sleep.  Very busy tomorrow.  

1/5/1999 Another bad night sleeping.  Mom was feeling bad with the flu.  Studied, exercised and 

worked all day.  Got a lot done. 

1/6/1999 Another sleepless night.  Studied lesson, read ensign, worked and john helped me build 

shelves to take to cabin.  153.00/8’x2’ will take up Fri.  Very tired.  Also taking weight loss pills so I drink 

breakfast drink in morning, apple in afternoon and eat at night.  Mom is on the mend.  

1/7/1999 Thur. Up at 4am, read and exercised then to work.   Read in evening.  Mom feeling better.  

Paul got in shoving match at school.  He said not bad.  Got great e-mail from Sumi, she has got on to the e-mail 

now. 

1/11/1999 Much going on.  Enjoyed weekend at cabin.  Got 1st shelves up and Mom hung pictures.  

Truck runs rough and dropped by garage today. We fly to Calif. to PMI tomorrow.  Got 10 sheets of plywood 

and cut up with John. 

1/12/1999 Tues. Up 2:30am, read.  To SF with Mike, good trip but return flight delayed 3.5 hours.  

Took ice cream cake and 50.00 to Frankie for his birthday.  

1/13/1999 Wed. Picked up truck.  Worked at office.  To John’s to do 3 units of shelves.  Finished at 6, 

about 4 hours.  Very tired.  Mom put me in hot bath after she fed me.  Read and to bed at 9:40pm. 

1/13/1999 Another weekend at the cabin.  John and I build shelfs (3) 2x8x10 to go to Utah and Mom 

and I put them up.  Paul was sick and stayed in cabin.  Got all of our food storage on the shelves.  Skippy and 

Mike and family moved into their new home.  It is beautiful.  John is having trouble and talking to Mom.  I also 

have a cold. 

1/18/1999 3am, read lesson.  Sleep and then exercised.  To work and worked on bills etc.  Family 

night to night due to Ben wanted it.  We hope it will affect them.  Truck worked on again.  Still leaks 

transmission fluid.  Also he worked on the gas problem. (Using too much.) 

1/19/1999 Tues. Not sleeping well.  Read lesson and part of exercise.  Finances at work.  Talked to 

Ann Smith a long time.  Listen to Pres. lawyer’s and also state of union msg. tonight. 

1/23/1999 Time is flying.  Every weekend working on Utah cabin has us rushing.  Got to get 2 lessons, 

16-22yr old SS class and priesthood for HP.  Got to get 1099’s out also and do our taxes. 

February 

2/3/1999 Long time, very busy.  Going to cabin each weekend.  Doing a lot of work.  Also very busy 

at work.  The gospel is true and we are reading the BOM with family.  Ben loves FHE.  I have been released 

from WML last week.  Still working at temple Thur.   



2/8/1999 3:20am, studied lesson til 6:30am.  Walked then to work.  Lot of work.  Neg. with Cindy at 

Chordiant and talked to Frank about Mike Imhof.  Received info on PMI bid.  Also check for 33,000 from 

Chordiant and bank statement.  

2/9/1999 2:50am, studied lesson, exercised then to work.  Talked on PMI project with Clair and 

Mike.  Talked Mike Ihhof with Frank and Mike. Did bank statement and also read OT scriptures and BOM with 

Paul. 

2/23/1999 Very busy with cabin.  Not a lot of time after studying lesson. Everything ok. Pres Clinton 

was let go.  I don’t think that was right. 

March 

3/4/1999 Up early, read OT and have studied lesson all week and one more time will do it.  Really 

been busy at cabin this week and should finish it up.  We have to decide about the extension.  Money is the 

big worry.  My hard drive got full and Mike came and got excess off and its working ok now. I think the boys 

are going to buy me a new one.  Mike Cosgrove doing well with loans and Mom is taking pills and it has 

awaken her get up and go.  I am having a hard time keep up with her.  Takue.  

3/7/1999 Mom was called and sustained as primary teacher in Hurricane today.  My lesson went ok.  

We have finished garage except sand and paint where we cut wall for switches.  I have to go through stuff on 

shelves’.  Next week and also put tools away.  I have to go thru my file cabinets and decide how many I need 

to keep.  John Peay is getting info on 40a on Rockville back road about 35,000. But no elect. Or water. James 

and John and mark are interested.  

3/8/1999Mon. Wrote EC checks.  Dropped truck off to get A/C, new tires and door insulation and cruise 

control .  Met with Temp Hunter Co.  They impressed Frank and Mike.  Mike and Skippy and kids over for 

family night.  Mike to give next week.  Paul showed church films for his tonight was a good one.  This was the 

second time I was a temple worker. The first being at the Washington temple in D.C. 
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Some Father’s Day Cards from my kids. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



This year we attended the Welcome House Reunion 

 Chuck Strouse & Myself          Lillian & Myself 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Myself, Lillian (my sister) and Charlotte Strouse 

 

 



Ray, Lillian, Frank              Char, Dale, Ray, Lillian, Frank 

 

Char, Dale, Sumi, Frank, Lillian, Ray       Chuck, Charlotte, Nicky, Dale, Lillian, Charles, Betty, Ray 

    Kathy, Paul, Frank 

 

 

 

Then we traveled on to Ray’s and NC 

 

 



Ray’s home 

                   Mom, Dad, Paul 



July 

Amber, Sumi, Autumn, Ashley, Michael, Mike    Kathy, Kirstin, Emil M., Emil 



Back to Utah, Apple Valley home and added extensions on with help of sons to finish it off . 

Yoder boys and Dad have to play games 

John, Dad, Mark, Michael 

 



Mom and Ben      Sheila and family on North Trip 

December 

In December I traveled to NC to baptize my granddaughter, Amber Cosgrove. 



2000 

 (APPLE VALLEY UTAH) 

January 

This is the business I got ½ interest in to run in St. George. I hired and trained a few men to run it. We had a 

large office and rented out rooms in St. George. It just did not do well since it was not established. We did 

close some loans but when it was all said and done we just broke even. 

 

1/2/2000 Good day.  Sunday.  Paul and I finished our HT, read scriptures and watch video of Joseph F. 

Smith 6th prophet of church.  Yesterday had chance to talk to my Bro. Bob.  Encouraged them to get e-mail.  

Still sick but feeling better.  

1/3/2000 Read, worked broker most of day.  Read lesson and started intro to BOM.  Will go til I finish all 

scriptures for the year.  

1/6/2000 Thur. study, read 2nd Nephi and finished. To temple.  Mom had flat tire.  I was following since 

she was going shopping. Did some running, worked at home.  Read Scriptures with family. 

1/9/2000 Had Bishopric meeting and ward counsel. Sac. was spiritual with Bro. and Sis. Crowl talking.  

Bro. Dell Stout gave a great Sunday school lesson on 1st Nephi, 1-7 and Bro. Kimball good priesthood lesson on 

a testimony of Jesus Christ.  It is good to gain strength in your testimony by attending your meetings.  Worked 

with computer to learn how to do my history.  Need more learning. 

1/10/2000 Exercised first time in 2 months due to being sick. Read and study lesson.  Broker work and paid 

bills.  Open up 1st national financial group bank account.  Had family night. Stopped by Dale Kingsley to check 

on him and family. 

1/12/2000 Spent yesterday setting up mortgage co, 1st national and kicked out reports.  Spent today 

closing up 99 records of course in morning.  Read lesson and  

BOM both days.  

1/15/2000 Sleep 8.5 hours.  Read lesson and walked. Baymont Broker loan most of day.  Took Chris and 

Paul to city council meeting for MB.  Watch eclipse of moon.   

1/21/2000 7 hours, read and finished BOM. Walked and then broker business all day.  Read scriptures at 

night and also lesson.  



1/22/2000 Sat. read lesson and copies for Sun. Walked 1.5 

miles in one half hour. Mom worked in berry patch and I helped 

most of the morning Bro Harris came to show us how to trim tree’s 

and we watch for 3.5 hours.  Very tired from standing.  Going to 

Tanaka Neil’s award tonight at 7pm.  Paul is sick. 

1/25/2000 Tues. Read 1-20 D&C, walked and read lesson.  

Worked on Broker business.  To town with office people and 

reviewed their progress.  George, Charlie, Matt.  Mom to YW and 

Paul still sick but doing homework.  Should go to school tomorrow.  

Read D&C tonight.       

1/26/2000 Wed. Read to D&C 60.  Study lesson and then walked.  Put fires out on Baymont loan.  Mom to 

RS tonight, Paul working (playing) with scanner camera etc. computer. 

1/27/2000 Read and Study and then walked 2.24 miles in 45 minutes.  Broker work.  To town to meet 

George, Matt and Charles and Travis Black.  Then to eye exam, no change Paul to M.B. with Chris.  Passed ciz. 

in Comm., Yaaaaaaa Read D&C.  

1/29/2000 Sat. Finished D&C yesterday Monday to Friday.  Started Pearl of Great Price this morning. Mom 

and Paul to EFI conference.  Finished Pearl of Great Price. 

1/30/2000 Sun. Read Gen. to 17 chapter Exodus.  Church, Mom and Paul to Stake fireside. 

1/31/2000 Mon. Read Exodus and finished.  Walked then broker business.  Took Mom to eat at Colorado 

City (Nice) Family night.  Started next book of Old Testament.  Trying to read a book a day. 

February 

2/1/2000 Tues. read Lev. And finished.  Read Ensign, Read Lesson and went for a CAT scan to Las Vegas.  

Shopped and got home late. 

2/4/2000 Fri.  Read and studied.  Did not walk.  Dr. stated CAT scan shows lump node on lungs and need 

one in 3 months.  Paul is pulling his grades up slowly. 

2/6/2000 Sun. Bro. Lavar Hinton released as membership clerk.  Good spiritual day.  Paul and I went HT.  

(Peay’s, that was a good spiritual lesson.)  Paul gave about ½ of it.  He is doing well.  Read scriptures with 

family.  I am on 1st kings and doing better than a book a day. 

2/8/2000 Tues. Study and read and walked for 50 minutes.  On 2nd Chon. 3 books ahead of reading sked. 

Of a book per day.  

 

2/10/2000 Thur. Read and to temple.  Office and have decided to move equipment to St. George office to 

further train Matt.  Will do Monday.  Took Paul to communication MB.  He is doing well.  Had headache for a 

number of days.  Think it might be too much reading. 

2/13/2000 Sun. Had good day at church.  Visited Doug Mooneyham and encouraged him.  Mom had 

teacher training.  Paul did all he had to do. (Practice trumpet, read school book and read scriptures). 



2/14/2000 Mon. Read and finished Palms outlined lesson and then walked 33 minutes.  Moved all 

equipment to St. George office then had family night and Paul gave talk and taught skill for comm. MB.  Also 

spent time on his school work.  Read OT tonight.  Feeling sad due to having to go to St. George office. Not 

much sleep last night 5.5 hours. 

2/16/2000 Wed. Read Isa. And finished it.  Working in St. George every day.  It’s going a little easier.  

Walked and read scriptures with family, Gen. 

2/17/2000 Thur. I am 65 year old, walked and read ½ Jerm. Then to Las Vegas.  To King Arthur show.  With 

James, Frank, JoAnn, Amy and friend.  Home at 12 midnight. 

 

 

 



25/20/2000 Sun. taught priesthood on mothers.  Good spiritual lesson.  Visited with Mom the Mooneyhams 

and encouraged them. 

2/21/2000 Mon. Presidents day.  Read and finished Era, walked then to work.  Family night and gave 

lesson 4 on mothers from priesthood.  Listen to Dem. Debate between Al Gore and Bill Bradley.  

2/24/2000 To temple.  Had snow and ice.  Mom did not want to take chance on roads.  Worked all day til 

6:30pm.  A number of loans to work on.  Read tonight.  Paul and Chris passed Comm. MB, yaaaa. He also 

passed his board of review for life scout. 

2/25/2000 Read and walked.  Finished OT.  26 days to finish.  Worked at office on loans til 6:30pm. Mike 

and kids came up to go snowboarding tomorrow.  It’s good to see them. 

2/27/2000 Sun. Mike was here with kids for weekend.  Went snowboarding.  Left about 10am. John told us 

the bishop is sending in request for him to be baptized.  Read lesson with family.  

2/28/2000 Mon. Read and walked then to work.  Did not quit til 6:30pm.  For family night we worked on 

Paul’s scouts.  Read Gen. with family. 

2/29/2000 Tues. read and walked then to work.  At night when Mom and Paul at YMYW, I read most of 

night and have about 100 pages to finish the scriptures. 

March 

3/1/2000 Scriptures and then walked.  To work.  Read scriptures in evening.  Timerie Kingsley had her 

baby at 1:48am this morning. 

3/2/2000 Paul got life scout and 6 MB’s tonight, he is proud.  Have book of Rev. to finish scriptures. 

3/3/2000 finished scriptures this morning.  33 days to finish bible and two months to finish all scriptures. 



3/4/2000  Could not sleep, got up at 1:30 am and went into work.  Quit at 4:30pm and Mom and Paul 

came in and we went to eat. 

3/5/2000 To Stake meeting 7am.  Canceled Bishops meeting due to death of Lavar Hinton.  Reg. church 

meeting.  Home taught with Paul and he gave part of lesson and calls family’s to ask if we can come.  They 

enjoy him.  He also called Roy Harris to report HT done for March.  I could not sleep Sat. morning so went to 

work at 1:30 in morning.  Stayed til 5pm that night.  Will be glad when I don’t have to push so hard.  Need to 

get the office running and making money ASAP but expect it to take 6 months.  Matt Rees is doing well but 

need more training.  

3/6/2000 Read, walked 2 miles then taught Mom e-mail.  Worked all day til 5pm.  Family night Paul and I 

taught our HT lesson.  O’Connor’s did not make it today.  Should come in tomorrow. 

3/7/2000 Read 2:45am the Lesson 2x and back to sleep on coach for .5 hour. Then walked on treadmill 

for 2 miles or 40 minutes.  To Paul to bus then on to work.  Home at 6pm.  Took Paul to YM.  Mom was with 

YW horseback riding and then got the boys. 

3/8/2000 Read but did not walk.  To work and took wheel barrow in to repair flat tire.  Bob O’Conner 

arrived, Mom and Paul to Paul’s concert.  

3/9/2000 Read and Exercised.  Took Bob and Cathy O’Conner to Zion and also saw the movie and eat at 

JB restaurant.  Played hearts and Paul went to Metal MB class. 

3/11/2000 Went into work til 11:0am, then back to spend time with the O’Conner’s.  Took them to Stake 

leadership; and BJ to eat after. 

3/18/2000 Thur. closed 1st loan since I started in St. George.  25,000 2nd.  2,000. Commission.  Also got fee 

for Gary Dowdry comm. 5,250. So we could pay a bill or two.  Fri. worked 12 hours and Sat. today 7.  Mom 

worked in garden and yard all day.  We are going to eat at the Murset tonight, thanks to Mellissa’s invite. 

3/25/2000 Sat. Worked all day on broker, closed 2 loans Sat., and 1 the week before.  Total over 8,000 

commission. I do feel real tired at night usually up 3:30 to 4:30am  the broker business is taking a great toll but 

it takes that to get the St. George office up and running,  Mom build a rabbit fence around the garden and Paul 

helped shovel horse mature for the garden. 

3/26/2000 Went in with Dale Kinsley to work on Membership records, had Bishopric and PEC.  Had 1-4 

meetings then after supper tried to visit Mooneyhams.  No one home.  Had PPI with High Priest Leadership. 

Paul went and answered most questions on our families. Then family night on working with Paul on Eagle 

project.  I was very tired and had to quit.  We had testimony meeting and Woodrow Brown gave a strong 

testimony (86 yr. old). Most important thing is heavenly Father, Christ and family.  

3/27/2000 Read and walked 3.15 miles.  Worked and finished Sudesberry Loan, they to come tomorrow to 

review it also got approval for another loan.  Went to meeting to elect member for republican meeting.  Mom 

was nominated. 

3/28/2000 Tues read, walked 2 miles then to work on lenders most of day. Sent out Sudsberry loan.  Met 

with Mrs. Julian and she decided not to do loan.  Mom and Paul to YM&YW. 

3/30/2000 Read, Helped Paul with Algebra.  To temple with Mom.  Worked and deposited money from last 

week’s closing.  All caught up with bills.  Home early and soaked in tub long time. Paul retook Test and went 

from F to C+. Yaaa 



April 

4/3/2000 Mon. Walked with Mom and 

then read HT lesson.  To work.  Mom worked in 

yard all day went to a pass over dinner at 

Gubler’s very nice.  3 hours long.  

4/6/2000 Read, went to Stake center for 

N.Y. Temple dedication.  Then to office.  Home 

and took Paul to Handles Messiah for his 

trumpet MB.  Mom finished her dress quilt List 

for shopping for tomorrow. 

       I financed this new house then sold it to Kathy & Emil 

4/8/2000 Worked all day getting water to corral.  Mom and Paul helped.  Paul did a good part since had 

to dig a lot of yard up.  Mom ready to leave tomorrow after church to visit girls. 

4/10/2000 took Mom to Las Vegas Sun. after church and we stayed at Mikes.  Saw ski and Ben.  Next 

morning dropped Mom at airport at 5:10am Paul to school ½ hour late.   

Tonight Paul and I worked in yard filling holes we dig Sat.  Still have some work to do but got windy and cold so 

we quit.  Mom called a couple of times. 

4/11/2000 Day 2 Mom gone.  Read Priesthood lesson. Walked and showered.  Got Paul up and took him to 

bus stop. To work.  Picked up Paul at 3:20pm after test he took.  Eat at Taco Bell then home.  Worked outside 

on filling and leveling off yard.  Then typed Paul’s eagle proj. paper.  Took Shantel and friend, Deric and Paul to 

YM.  Read days of living Christ V2.  Did about 50 pages.  Home and read scriptures with Paul.  Had prayers and 

read a little more prior to going to sleep. 

 

4/13/2000 Thur. last night finished the 2nd book Sumi had given me. Volume 2.  Days of the living Christ by 

Cleon skousen.  Quite interesting.  Paul and I home taught Peays last night.  Paul said you should not take all 

the credit when I had him call Bro., Harris to report.  We finished for the month, he said I taught most of the 

lessons!!!!.  We stopped by a new move in, Stratton’s and told them about the Eagle project and he said he 

would donate ½ of the rock.  That was great.  Paul stayed after school to do more work on key boarding, he is 

doing good all around.  Paul pract. Trumpet.  We went to MB for WX tonight.  Mom called also and she is safe 

at Kathy’s.            Noah, Emil Michael, Kirstin 

4/14/2000 Read, walked and then took Paul to Bus stop then to work 

and worked on Sudsberry loan.  Then 10am left to take Paul to dentist.  

Visited john Bramble. Picked Paul and took home then back to St. George 

office for 2 hours.  Back to take Paul to birthday party.  Home and then 

picked him up at 8:30pm.  

4/17/2000 Took Paul to bus stop.  To work and dropped his bike flat 

tire off and wheel barrow flat tire to get fixed.  Worked with Paul on WX 

MB.  He did a good job.  Played Trumpet too. Tried to call Mom, Phone 

busy.  Miss her.                                                                                      



4/18/2000 5 hours’ sleep.  Worked on Paul s Eagle Proj.  But in afternoon got call stating we could not do 

it.  How Sad.  Read, then to work and took French bread that was getting old and cheese and that was my 

lunch.  Finally got Mom on phone at Sumi’s place.  Good to talk to her again.  We eat TV dinner and Paul 

finished his acid rain paper and presented to scouts at YM.  I read over his WX MB.  Read scriptures and to bed 

at 9:50pm. 

4/19/2000 Wed. got Paul off.  Missed the bus and had to catch it at the 

next stop.  Truck to garage to fix a seal on transmission.  But A/C will not 

work.  Paul stayed after til 4pm to catch up on key boarding in school.  We 

got a pizza hut pizza to take home to eat.  He cleaned up his room.  Packed, 

took trash out and worked on his WX MB.  To church for teacher training 

meeting.  Beth Moore gave and it was good.  Paul finished his rough draft 

of WX MB while he waited for me.  Met Mike at Mesquite and Paul went 

home with him til Sat. when I pick up Mom.  Sure miss her. 

4/20/2000 Read lesson, walked 30 minutes 1.6 miles then to garage.  

He found truck A/C plug shorted.  Did not charge me.  Worked all day 

trying to place one loan.  Very hard, too high a debt ratio 63%.  Home did 

wash and finished spaghetti for dinner.  To bed 10:10pm.  Tried to call Mom and could not get thru to Emil’s.  

He is on internet all night. 

4/21/2000 Fri. Read, walked then to office and worked on same loan and finally got someone who would 

do it.  Sent it off.  Came home early.  Sleep for a couple of hours, watched TV and eat.  Called Mom and she is 

ready to come home.  Took Jetted bath then to bed a little after 10pm. 

4/23/2000 Well Mom came home Sat.  I was up at 4:30am.  Read lesson.  Got ready and went into office 

for a couple of hours.  Then left for Las Vegas about 9am.  Drove truck 55 mph and loaded with HT gas.  That’s 

the best we to get truck 1979 to make the full trip.  Went shopping at Nellis.  First time since 40 yr. for me to 

do all the shopping.  Then picked up Paul at Michael’s then on to the airport.  We had to wait 1 hour as flight 

had been delayed.  Headed home and unloaded food.  To bed by 9pm.  Both very tired.  

 We sure missed Mom.  She is quite the woman, so much fun to be with.  Still has a young girl 

wonderment about her.  She is so humble yet in her area’s very expert.  A great Mom as all the kids testify to 

and the only wife that could put up with me.  I love her dearly and look forward to the eternities with her. 

Received an Easter card from Mellissa Murset which had scriptures to look up.  We did it tonight and was very 

spiritual.  Paul ask a lot of questions.  I called her Mom and told her we really enjoyed it. 

4/24/2000 Stayed home and helped Mom in the yard.  Looked at eagle proj. with Paul at rest home.  We 

got rocks off the area we hope to put grass into. 

4/25/2000  Tues. got Paul up at 5:30am to pract. Trumpet.  He was suppose to stay after but teacher was 

not avail.  Mom worked in house getting things back to normal after her 13 day away.  At work and our 

phones and A/C out. 

4/27/2000 Thur. Last night Mom went to RS and Paul did homework. Keyboarding.  Tonight Paul 

completed his WX MB.  I got him some soft Easter bunny candy for his reward.  He and I worked hard for a few 

nights on it. 

4/29/2000 Sat. Worked on Yard and in garden til 1pm.  Then rested and to Stake farm.  But no one was 

there.  We were all tired so back home. 



4/30/2000 Sun. helped Bro. Kingsley on records.  Back home 9am and got Paul started on Music MB.  Clean 

kitchen and rested.  

4/31/2000 Went in with Dale Kingsley 6:14am to work on records and finished at 9am and went home and 

rested and had breakfast.  Back for meetings.  After had eagle project meeting with scouter and Paul.  Not sure 

how it went and will redo project with some added items, Prac. Piano a little bit.  

May 

5/3/2000  Went to Las Vegas for CAT scan.  Will get results next week.  4 months ago I had growth on 

lungs.  Did shopping and that was 2nd time did all shopping since we have been married.  Last Sunday had 

meeting with Scouters on Paul’s eagle proj. quite a time. Very frustrating the hoop we have to go thru to get 

project approved.  Looked at Bill Raps 15 ac lots above St. George.  Good location might be able to make it 

work. That is sell and finance them and make money some way. 

5/5/2000 James Lora came Wed.  David and Sally and Noah Fri.  It’s good to have kids here.  Worked on 

loans and should be closing a few. 

5/7/2000 James and Lora left.  Also David and Sally and Noah.  Paul and I got ready to home teach but 

families all gone.  Did look at horses for sale. Read and finished exodus as family.  Had good classes in church 

and also had HP quorum meeting 7am.  Thankful for the church. 

5/10/2000 Wed. Helped Dale Kingsley lst night when Mom and Paul at YMYW.  Went to Paul’s concert 

which is last one for this school year.  Really windy.           Mom, Sumi, Sheila, Kathy 

5/13/2000 Spent last night at Father and son 

campout.  I slipped away at 4am due air mattress 

deflated and quite cold.  But cold did not brother 

you unless you got out of tent.  Also had to use 

bathroom bad.  That’s a problem I can’t control.  

Went back at 6:45am, had breakfast and then 

brought Paul home around 8:45am.  Rested.  Mom 

wanted to go back to see place so we took her and 

got plants and drift wood for yard.  Had a good time.  

5/14/2000 Mother’s day.  Paul got Mom a part 

of a petrified tree which she loves.  I got some bath 

oil and fragments.  I had to speak at the rest home.  

That was very spiritual as I watched them come in in 

wheel chairs and slowly walking.  Some of the old 

men in white shirts and tie’s I felt overwhelmed.  I told them they represented 2000 years of sacrifice and 

service. To the family, to their fellow man and to their God, Quoted Pres. Faust and told about Bro, Butler 

Williams and Mom. Also spoke in ward Sac.                                                         Most of kids called to wish Mom 

happy Mother’s day.  

5/18/2000 Thur. we went to temple and did sealing’s.  I brought home about a yard of rocks and we put 

them by the road.  Mom has the back paper down for us already.  We have done 2 yards so far.  Mom took 

Paul to get his MB signed off.  He has 5 done for next court of honor.   



5/21/2000 Worked on yard and got a load of rock and finished that part.  Had ward party, good time at 

Gubler’s.  Mom made freezer strawberry jam. 

5/22/2000 Mon. Read and walked then to work.  Had family night and watched movie.  Read Scriptures.  

Mom worked outside all day.  Planted full garden. 

5/23/2000 Tues. Read and walked then to office.  Got Rapp’s loan closed.  Helped Dale Kingsley on his 

drawers for kitchen cabinets. Mom and Paul to YMYW. 

5/25/2000 Thur. read and then to temple. Paul last day of school and birthday, 15 yr. old.  Mom and I to 

eat out tonight. 

5/28/2000 Sun. BP meeting, worked with Dale on records.  Had family night and worked on Paul’s scouts, 

Wrote Letter to Mark and e-mail to family.  Helped Mom with telescope.  Read scriptures with family.  Talked 

to John, James, and David tonight. 

5/29/2000 Worked on window in garage.  Mom worked in yard, Paul helped me in afternoon.  We all took 

exploring ride out to Mesa for a couple of hours.  Paul went to Chris for night and Mom and I went to Colorado 

City to eat. 

5/31/2000 Wed. worked on window and Mom and Paul finished it.  At work did lots of admin. Stuff til 

1pm.  Then worked on Rogers’s loan mostly.  Watch hardball with Gov. Bush.  I think he will be a good pres.  

June 

6/1/2000 Thur. Went to stake court of honor.  Paul received 4 MB. 

6/4/2000 Mon. Read and walked and Prac, piano.  Worked on chair repairing and fixed one yesterday ½ 

today.  Paul and Chris lambert are camping out by themselves.  Mom and I had dinner at Colorado City.  We 

close Rapp loan tomorrow and two other are submitted. 

6/10/2000 Lots going on.  Still fixing chairs for 20 yrs. or more.  Put new door on house and old to shed.  

Put up electric fence for horses.  They should be coming mon. Eve. Cleared out Corral and sanded front door 

frame for better fit.  Going to get in hot tub and relax. 



6/14/2000 Wed. Mom left for girl camp with the YW this morning.  Going to miss her.  Be gone til Sat. 

around noon.  Paul’s with Michael til Fri. night.  Tonight the horses came and I have been riding last two days 

so I think I can handle them.  One is in heat, that’s going to be rough with blackie.  Raymond came to work 

with us this week and hope he does well. Since I am 65 I might be too old to take up riding horses.  We will 

see. 

6/19/2000  Mom got back from girls camp Sat. Very 

tired but had a good time.  Paul back from Sea world 

with Ben, sky and Mike.  Had good time.  I have been 

riding each day and feeling better with the horses. Gave 

lesson 11 to HP Sun.  Also visited Doug Mooneyham and 

encouraged him.  The BP got very sick and is in the hosp.  

Praying for him. 

6/20/2000 Finished chairs.  Worked raspberry’s a 

little.  Rode Goldie. To work then came in and went to 

the Cracked Crab to eat.  To Kingsley to help with his 

cabinets.  Bro. Murset had done his door.  Mom and I took care of horses then watched TV.  

6/21/2000 Thur. Read and rode Goldie then Paul rode. To work.  Took Paul and mom to pet show for Paul’s 

MB on pets.  Also looked at some petrified wood about 10-15 tons of it. 

6/24/2000 Got three loads of rock (1 red) to do yard.  Picked up 2nd horse but hard to handle so will take 

him back.  Paul and I rode for a little while. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

6/26/2000 Mon. had David Hinton and family over for family night.  Had a good time.  Also looked at 

another horse in St. George with Beccie.  Also got load of rock and Paul did a good job of assignments at home 

of work.  

6/29/2000 Thur. Busy time, 4am read lessons.  HT and SS that I have to give.  Rode Goldie.  To work and 

left early to get load of red rock for yard.  Back to Hurricane to get ton of hay.  Back to Hurricane another load 

of rock also had 12 yards of drive way rock for paths delivered. Very tired.  

6/30/2000 Got rock done out front.  Only off side poach do we still need some.  Also got new horse 

“spider”.  Everyone tired due to shoveling rock and Mom putting paper down.  It does look good. 

July 

7/2/2000 Mon. Brought rock in for drive way to carol, also started the hay cover.  To work til 2:30pm then 
watch operation Petty Coat.  



We had horses for about a year, I enjoyed riding and when family came up they got to ride. Mom did not ever 
get on them and that took away the fun of riding.  Also I was going to St. George everyday to the office and 
that was a long day and I did not get enough time to ride the horses and so I sold them for what we had in 
them. Some day……. 

  

 

7/7/2000 Fri. Bought Goldie 7/9/2000 for saddle hay and horse 1,200.  Still evaluating Spider.  Both 

horses spoked at hitching post and broke it. Will build a new one tomorrow.  Also have to repair water line 

and figure out Paul’s door.  Paul has learned to ride well. 

7/8/2000 Sat. Read and Rode Spider, she seem ok now.  Will ride for 2 weeks to make sure then buy her.  

Mom worked on yard and garden, Paul and I on building new hitching post.  It looks solid enough now.  We 

went to St. George to buy roofing and fly traps (they work) and go to the movies.  The Kid and it was a good 

movie.  Came home and put 4 sheets of roofing on the hay building.  Need 3 more sheets. Watched TV til 10 

and then computer til 11pm. 

7/9/2000  Sun. up 4am got ready for church and wrote in journal.  Have to see if I can get help moving 

Kingsley’s stuff from downstairs to upstairs for the inspection.  I checked yesterday to know where he was for 

dead line of the 14 July to be ready for inspection.  I think he will be close, 

7/10/2000 5:12am read lesson and worked on church work. Road with Paul then left for work.  Reviewed 4 

loans and submitted one.  Picked up rest of Roofing for hay building and quilt tread for Mom.  Very tired after 

resting 3 hours felt good enough to finish Hay building with Paul.  Read Scriptures.  

7/13/2000 Sheila and Mike got job in WA. State and are trying to sell house now. John should be coming 

up this weekend.  Also Elder Hawes. Paul is ready to take his test for genealogy MB. The new horse is doing 

well.  

7/15/2000 John and Tammy came up Fri. night all day Sat. we put Paul’s door in, worked out nice. 

7/26/2000 Live movies on last Sun. night had 15 to see film on Eternity.  Hurt my hand and still can’t use 

without aching.  Next week Brown boys coming.  13 Aug. Sheila and rest of family coming.  Enjoying horses, 



7/29/2000 Sat. Rode with Paul in morning. killed fly’s for hour.  Worked on 2 loans then went to office to 

work.  Dropped Paul and Ben at movies.  Mom went shopping in Vegas.  Over 100 Deg. In Apple Valley. 

August 

8/6/2000 Sun. time is passing by so quickly.  Paul and Mike and Danial are down visiting our son Mike and 

Ben and sky.  Mom and I worked on a leaking water system.  Have more repairs to make.  John Peay and friend 

took me riding yesterday all the way to the edge of the Gooseberry.  The 13th, the rest of Sheila’s family comes 

in.  Around the 19th a whole lot of family is coming in.  I feel stiff and sore from all the riding and exercising.  

When I can hardly move I feel I am ready to move on to the next existence.  The only problem with that is I 

have a few things still to overcome here first. 

8/11/2000 Fri. Studied and rode Sage.  To work with a long day.  Beccie brought bit over. 

8/17/2000 Thur. Lots going on.  Sheila and rest of family arrived.  Mom took them to the Virgin River and 

Amy got hurt and Danial almost drown, But they had a good time.  Dad, Mike have taken the kids on hikes and 

they enjoyed that.  All but big Mike and Amy have rode our horses, Daniel and Sheila love it the most.  I took 

my daughter Sheila on an hour ride and she enjoyed that.  I have to work, got Basso loan approved and 

working hard on Raymond’s Sale. On Basso loan he wants to buy non owner condo that is not warrantable, I 

covered whole county for 90% loan and finally got approval thru Zion bank.  We close Fri. at 10am.  Raymond 

got loan in my hands wed. I found out had to close by Fri.  His house is being foreclosed on Monday.  Got Zion 

to approve pending letter from client. 401K program.  A loan for 35,000. From Raymond’s friend and 

everything else falling into place. this way Raymond does not show foreclosure on his record and he will get 

some cash.  Still a lot to get done. 

8/22/2000 Family has come and gone.  Good to see everyone.  We had a good time.  Saw a lot.  Only Sumi 

and Kathy could not make it.  Sheila is moving to Wash. State. 

8/23/2000 James and Lora came before 7am and spent a couple of hours with us.  I had to stay til 5:30pm 

due to load of work.  Getting to bed early tonight hope I can get 7 hours. 

8/26/2000 Sun. good day at church.  Mom and Paul to BP. Fireside.  I studied home teaching lesson.  Read 

7 times.  Underlined and copied for Paul to have his part.  Wrote letter to Mark and rest of family. Talked to 

Bishop to change Bro. Kingsley to asst. financial clerk and work with Bro. Mooneyham as records.  He 

approved. 

8/28/2000 Tues. Went to Paul’s open house at school.  Visited each of his class’s. They have some good 

teachers.  Worked on a number of loans. 



Melissa & Kevin Mursett, they came to ride our horses. 

 

8/29/2000 Wed. to work early.  Covered most of the loans.  Set up for Neil kids to eat with us 2pm Thur.  

Swim and ride if they want to.  We have had our first long rain for the summer.  That’s good.  Paul gave his HT 

lesson to me.  Will review each day til we give it I have been studying my HT lesson and priesthood lesson each 

day. 

8/31/2000 Thur. finally closed loan. (Basso’s) not much of comm. But it will help. 

September 

9/3/2000  Sun. took Bro. Mooneyham and Bro. Kinston with me at 6am. We worked on records and will 

be moving Dale to Finance and Doug continue with records.  Had Stake meeting the Bishopric meeting.  Paul is 

collecting fast offerings with the Hunt boy. Mom has temple interview with BP, at 12:30pm.  Had meeting, Bro. 

Del Stout gave good lesson.  Paul and I taught Kingsley’s and had a HT report meeting at Church.  I read 1 

Chapter of Pres. Hinckley book.  “Stand for something”.  Mom wrote to Mark.  I called to check on Sis. Neil. 

9/5/2000 Tues., Mom to Vegas for Dr. and shopping, she also visited Sis. Neil who is doing better.  Paul, 

Dereck and Chris worked at Kingsley’s but did it wrong.  They went to scouts and helped older sister clean 

yard. 

9/6/2000 up at 5am, worked on computer. Trying to get rid of love bug virus.  Could not do it Mom was 

able to stay home til hair appointment. To work.  Had fellow for 60.00 come in and look at my work computer.  

Had to buy anti-virus software but had to leave prior to seeing him fix it.  Went home to get Mom and go to 

temple, got to temple and found I had wrong recommend.  Went to Star nursey then home.  Watch star tract 

then to bed. 

9/7/2000 Thur. Walked 30.5 min. hard 1.4miles.  Read Lesson and then to work.  Worked on Virus most 

of day.  Will be moving tomorrow my office home, did some rearrangement in garage for my office.  

9/8/2000 Fri. sorted files in garage.  To work.  Packed office on to truck.  Have had trouble putting desk 

back together. Took family to eat at Sweet Williams then to office in St. George to see what we were doing 

wrong then to Staples to get phone for garage office then home to Star Track.  To bed early. Read some in 

“stand for something”.  

9/9/2000 Sat. spent all day getting office set up.  Not done yet.  Prob. be most of next week prior to 

feeling good about it.  Mom is still sick but I think a little better.  John and James called today.  

9/10/2000 Sun. Bro. Mooneyham did not show.  Dale went in with me at 6am and we had Bishopric and 

PEC.  I taught HP class.  A good lesson on priesthood.  We finished HT the Peay’s tonight. 

9/13/2000 Wed. got copier moved to garage yesterday.  Paid 125.00. Tom Beecher came and helped get 2 

lines set up in bedroom and kitchen.  Got both computers up today 856.00 so tomorrow I will put rest of 

finances into QuickBooks and hopefully be ready to go to work.  Paul is coming down with a cold.  Mom is 

getting better.  Sis Neil is home.  

9/15/2000 Fri. 4:30am.  Read lesson then out to office.  Worked on Freelander stuff most of morning.  Also 

reworked my office and build elevated stand for monitor.  That gives me much more room.  Picked up Amy 

from college and Mom and I killed a lot of fly’s, then watched Star tract and played our game of hearts, 



9/16/2000 Sat. at 3am got call from Amy’s roommate she was worried about Amy had called the police 

and finally got hold of her parents, then us.  After she hung up got a call from Mike Brown and reassured him.  

Worked some in office and took Amy and Paul to Tom Hunts to pour cement floor for his garage. Amy then 

went riding.  I to PEC meeting for Stake Conf. 4-6pm and Mom and I to 7-9pm, good meetings.  

9/17/2000 Took Amy back to college, left 6am.  To conf, then worked on Paul’s eagle proj. and visited Tom 

Hunt for advice.  Played a couple of games.  

9/18/2000 Mon. Up at 2 worked on David Freelander finance. Some on loans.  To Kingsley and Mom and I 

help collect wood for winter burning.  

9/21/2000 Wed. Phones went out in southern Utah.  Mom can pears yesterday and did peach cobbler on 

the coals. 

9/23/2000 Sat. Mike, Ben and sky came in Fri. left Sat night and took them to Zion movie and he fixed our 

computers. 

9/25/2000 Mon. Worked on David Freelander stuff.  It is sure a mess.  I have decided I will have to redo the 

whole 1999 and 2000 to date financials, Setup co. with bank statement reenter everything. I will take most of 

the full week to do.  Also we need to work on Paul’s Eagle proj. my heart is having a hard time with the extra 

physical energy that Paul’ project is putting on me.  I hope we can complete it successfully.  Must get to 

exercise soon.  Can’t live without doing so.  Sure thankful for my dear wife.  She is a pure joy. 

9/30/2000  Sat. completed pouring cement for Paul’s Eagle proj. , now have to write it up.  Glad to have 

gotten as far as we have.  

October 

10/3/2000 Wed. Finished Paul Eagle Proj.  Put Cement Slab in for Mail Boxes.  Glad it is over.  Now have to 

write it up.  Working hard on David Freelander’ finances. Hope to finish this week.  Got to get taxes out.  Have 

been walking and working in garage his week.  Trying to get my strength back and work done.  Glad to have 

Mom as help Mate.  

10/7/2000 Sat. Lot done lately.  Went to Vegas with Mom shopping.  Got a scroll saw for Mom and blinds 

for 2 windows, a large hammer and other things.  Build wheeled bottom for stand on John’s work bench. Put 

shelves up in my office.  Did a lot of filing and build step up for Mom to use my work bench.  Worked on David 

Freelander’s finances and got them done so we can use our new account to pay bills now.  Still have week to 

go before can turn over to accountant to do taxes for 1999.  That has taken great, great effort. Amy our 

granddaughter is visiting from Cedar City College for conf. and the weekend.  Watched Conf. today and will go 

to Priesthood tonight.  

10/9/2000 Great General Conf. Pres., Hinckley is indeed a prophet of God. Worked on Paul’s Eagle write 

up.  Got up 3:30am, read and outlined lesson for next Sun. worked on 2 chairs that needed repair.  Planned 

tomorrow work. Drilled holes for scroll saw bolts and have to get when go to town. Worked on broker and 

David F. stuff.  Today prepare to do 99 taxes for AAA MTG, Co.  

10/10/2000 Tues. Up prior to 3am, worked on proj. in garage.  Fixed intermitting lamp, installed florescent 

work bench light, bolded down scroll saw and worked on chair and will add wood filler tomorrow. Walked 1.6 

miles and read lesson all prior to 7:30am.  Worked on David’s stuff (Taxes0. 



10/12/2000 Thur. Up 10:30pm only ½ hour sleep.  Went to garage and worked for ½ hour then sleep in 

garage til 6am.  Sleep off and on to temple at 8am.  Shopped and got home at 1pm. Mom working on bunk 

bed, sanding down.  

10/13/2000 Fri. Actually sleep 8 hours! Worked in shop then worked on our bedroom heater.  Hope I fixed 

it.  To dentist and got one filling done.  Paid bills and worked on finances. Sarah Neilson called from HS for a 

ride.  Her friends were not coming home til 3am.  Also she had a problem with Christian’s and was a little 

afraid to go home.  We picked her up and took her home. 

10/14/2000 Up at 4am, worked 3.5 hours on projects then walked 45 minutes.  Eat big breakfast then build 

extension to work bench and fixed light and also bench wiring.  

10/15/2000 Sun. 5am, worked on records and also laid out meeting for Bishopric.  6am picked up Dale 

Kingsley then to church and worked on records.  Then bishopric meeting and Welfare.  Home and on Paul’s 

Eagle Scout Proj. write up.  To meetings 1-4.  Good Sac. Good SS. And I taught HP Priesthood meeting.  I 

believe it went well.  On morality.  Mom to YW standard night at Stake.  I rested and did a little on my history.  

Organized birth to Children Home. 

10/17/2000 Sold horses and tack for 2,600. John bought all the hay.  Sanded for Mom in early morn, 

Worked on David. F. stuff. 

10/18/2000 Wed. Not a good night sleep.  Up at 4am, worked in garage on business came in 6:30am and 

showered and left for temple with Mom.  Dropped Paul off at Texaco for bus.  Did initiatory work then 

shopped and then home.  Rested then Mom worked on Bunk bed 1st coat of paint and I in office.  Mom got 

Paul after school and went shopping for clothes.  They eat on way home.  Then she went over to Sis. Neil 

White.  White Eagle went to prison to work.  Paul and I read scriptures since Mom did not get home early. 

10/21/2000 Sat. up at 4am, read lesson. Walked. 2.6miles 48 minutes.  Did some work on Paul’s door trim.  

Did some broker work.  Took Ben and Paul to Bro. Hunts to help raise his metal building.  Only got a section 

done.  To town to get material from office to shop. Got table saw.  Back to help Bro. Hunt only finished 1 

section and storm closed us down, took Ben home. 

10/23/2000 Mon. up prior to 4am.  Read.  Bought table saw and started to put together, took 9 hours!  

Went to help Bro. Hunt but so wet could not help him on garage.  Moved bed from Paul’s room to downstairs 

and reversed.  Had family night and covered in depth Paul’s Patriarchal blessing. 

10/24/2000 Up 4am and studied.  Eval new table saw.  Did varies cuts.  Broker work and sent lender sheets 

to all offices.  Mom and Paul to YMYW.  I finished trip on Paul’s door.  Took to 8:40pm then to bed late 11am.  

10/25/2000  Wed., up prior to 5am, read and walked 48 minutes 2.5 miles.  Moved piano, sorted 

boxes brought from closing St, George office.  Then to St. George to get rest of stuff.  Returned and unloaded.  

Rearranged my files to go where Piano was, reworked the garage.  Spend rest of day sorting thru files and 

setting up office and 3nd computer. At 6 went to help Bro. Hunt.  Finished tighten one section and got 2 more 

up.  No one from church came, very sad.  His neighbor’s did come and help.  Mom went to RS and I took Paul 

to school for extra credit at 8:40pm.  Mom will pick him up. 

10/26/2000  Thur. 3am up and read lesson then worked on records in office.  Still much to do. Left 

for Las Vegas at 10am.  Shopped and met John and Tammy and viewed dead sea scrolls exhibit.  Then they 

took Mom and me to dinner.  We then went home unloaded and hit the hay. 



10/27/2000  Fri. up prior to 4am, read and walked 3 miles in 1 hour.  Worked in office all day til after 

5pm.  Lot on David F. stuff and on loan for Frank Balladares. 

10/28/2000  Reg. schedule.  David and friend came down Fri. thru Sun.  Helped Bro. Hunt and got 3 

sections up. The boys went to St. George to do laser tag. 

10/30/2000  Mon. up prior to 3am and worked in office.  Rested and worked rest of day.  Mom cut 

out some craft stuff with new Scroll saw.  Paul ordered paint ball gun thru Chris lambert at about ½ the price.  

Had family night and covered Paul’s camping MB and showed film strip, worthy music worthy thoughts. 

November 

11/5/2000  Up 3:30am, to 6am meeting.  Then to Stake meeting after home rested, then to church.  

Great Testimony meeting. Sis. And Bro. Nil gave theirs and set the course for the rest of meeting. After church 

Mom and I then left for mesquite to meet Mike and pick up Paul.  Eat and Paul and I went home teaching.  

Taught Eternal progression then home and read scriptures.   

11/7/2000  Was Election Day.  I watched, it went into the night and finally went to bed at 3am.  Still 

no President.  It was the closest in history, and today is 8th and will not know til 5pm tomorrow.  

11/9/2000  Thur. Last night we went to see Sis. Mursett’s play.  It was good.  Still no answer on who 

won presidency.  It is started to get nasty.  I hope George Bush wins.  Mike, Ben and sky were coming down 

but got canceled.  Was looking forward to them.  Worked mostly on my files today.  Need to get them into my 

computer so I can market to them.  

11/10/2000  4am, worked on Hotel loan.  Then files and got Res. And comm. in alpha order.  Started 

to enter Res. into computer.  Mom and I went to town and returned scroll saw to sears.  It was not strong 

enough. Mom did some shopping.  Election still in limbo.  Still counting ballets. 

11/11/2000  Worked all day on files.  Big east snow last night that we had for a long time actually 2 

nights ago.  4-6 inch’s deep.  We had planned to go to a show in St. George but returned due to snow coming 

down tonight. 

11/12/2000  Sun. 4:30am.  Prac. Lesson, prepared meeting and list for clerk work.  Also year’s % for 

organization from their reports.  Then to meetings.  Had court after ward counsel.  Home and rested and back 

for block meeting then rushed home to eat and Mom and Paul off to hear Pres. Hinckley speak to the youth.  I 

did dish’s wrote Mark a letter and prepared for next week’s meeting and played two games of hearts on the 

computer. 

11/16/2000  Walked 3.5 miles in 1 hour 2minutes. Worked on David Freelander problems. Found out 

more of missing 10 July.  Helped Mom clean dust off logs. I held latter really close.  3.2 million Hotel loan in 

Tenn.   Went VT with Mom to see Sis. Hunt.  

11/19/2000  Sun. Had all meetings.  I taught the HP on eternal marriage.  How it was the most 

important lesson they would receive in this life.  Lesson 20 in priesthood Manuel 2000, “Joseph F, smith”.  

Home teacher’s came, Bro. Even Brown and Bob Perry.  Read scriptures. 

11/21/2000  Fla. Supreme court ruled in favor of VP Gore.  A setback for Gov. Bush.  I wish it were 

different.  Worked on door for hay shed.  Did not finish it last night.  For family night gave lesson on eternal 

marriage.  



11/22/2000  Wed. worked all morning on door for hay shed, got it hung but needs more work.  Frank 

and Frankie, John and Tammy and daughter came.  The boys are building a skate board ramp for Paul.  The 

race for Pres. is still up in the air. 

11/23/2000  Thur. Thanksgiving.  Frank and John and Frankie and Paul worked 3-11pm Wed. and all 

morning til about 2pm on building Paul a skate board ramp.  Cost 765.00 for material.  Melisa and Keven 

Murset visited in evening and all boys came with families.  Mom did excellent meal and good time by all. 

11/24/20000 4:30am, walked and then Mom and I painted ramp.  Paul and David went snowboarding and 

Mike and family to Zions and Sally shopping. James stopped by with Lora. 

11/28/2000  Up read lesson, walked and did broker work.  First watch news, Al gore is still contesting 

Fla results.  So Sad.  The Supreme Court should hear case Fri.  I hope they can certify George W. bush as 

winner.  He won the 2 machine Court’s and the hand courts and has been certified by the state of Fla.  John 

has been working on family reunion.  Figures about 47 people if everyone comes.  Mom and Paul at YMYW.  

Mom stayed with Sis. Nield today 10-2:30pm. 

11/29/2000  4:10am, walked and then worked on Broker.  Fixed door between garage.  Went with 

Mom to check out camp sites for reunion. 

December 

12/2/2000  Watched most of day the trial in Fla. On the Presidency.  I think this next week will tell 

the tale.  Mom is ½ done on the book for family on her Mom’s side.  Paul was at Chris’s they did paint gun and 

then came here to skate board. 

12/4/2000  Read and walked 3.15 miles. Cal.-520, Fat cal. 325, 1 hour. Worked on church stuff.  

Watch the court cases on election today, the US Supreme court plus the local court in Fla. Gave bush victories.  

Think Gore will withdraw tomorrow.  I hope so for the good of the country.  Had family night at Gublers and 

told the story of the gift.  

12/8/2000  Fri. Worked on Freelander’s bills all day.  Sent AAA MTG. zip file to Jerry to do taxes.  

Went to Ward Christmas dinner with Paul and Mom.  Very well attended.  Mom and I cleaned up in kitchen.  I 

am very tired.  Fla. Supreme court ruled in favor of Gore, what a mess. 

12/9/2000 Sat. did bank statement for AAA.  Put up Ant. For Mom. Helped with Christmas lights outside 

and on tree.  Mom did most of it.  The Supreme Court stopped the vote counting catching everyone by 

surprise.  Mon. they will hear case and rule.  Quite an historical election.  

12/13/2000  Wed. Well today we have a new Pres. Elect. George W. bush.  VP Al Gore gave a good 

speech conceding.  Bro. Crowl and I mudded at Kingsley for 3.5 hours this morning. Mon. we helped Julian 

Camble do wall boarding.  Tomorrow we will work at Kingsley again. 

12/14/20000 Thur., Worked on David Freelander’s bills. Spent 20,000 and had to take over night to town.  

Went to Kingsley’s with bill Crowl.  Bro.’s Kimball, McGowan, Harris and Mundy did mudding.  Still much to do.  

Tonight took Paul and Amy to sand and paint both upstairs closets at Kingsley’s. 

12/15/2000  Fri. Amy and I worked at Kingsley’s.  We painted 2 closets then came back in afternoon.  

Amy cleaned up while I and Dale Kingsley build shelfs and clothes racks in newly painted closets.  



12/16/2000  Sat. Bro. Roy Harris and I worked.  Roy mudded and I sanded and Paul and Amy carried 

stuff to truck and car for Sis. Kingsley.  She is throwing out a lot of it and it needs to be done.  Only worked in 

morning.  

12/17/2000  Sun. To church at 6am.  Did membership records with Bro. Kingsley.  Had Bishopric and 

Welfare meetings.  Gave spiritual talk and prayer in Welfare.  Taught HP lesson on charity as defined by 

Mormon, the pure love of Christ.  I emphasized that it along with eternal marriage were required to enter the 

celestial kingdom.  The 2nd greatest commandment to love your neighbor as yourself was one of the hardest 

commandments.  I thanked Bro. Dale letting us work on his house.  HT Kingsley tonight.  Got home taught by 

Bro. Even Brown and Bro. Allred. 

12/18/2000  Mon. helped Dale in morning and again in afternoon.  Sanded and Mudded wall 

boarded.  Mom is behind on completing her book for the kids and we did not have family night so she could 

keep going.  Bro. John Peay called and we (Paul and I) HT them.  They gave us a loaf of bread.  Paul and I read 

scriptures.  

12/19/2000  Tues. Bro. McGowan, Perry, Gubler, Law, Crowl, Camble, Kimble, Dale and myself 

worked on sanding and mudding Dales place.  Put in 3 hours.  Bro. Camble fell, he is 74 years old.  I went to 

town to get truck greased and oiled. Dropped stuff off at “DI”, and to Costco and got Frankie and Mom Xmas 

gift.  Mom’s YMYW program went very well.  She was in charge of sending kids to different homes to help 

families. 

12/20/2000  To town to have truck looked at, will have to take back tomorrow.  Cable to cruise 

control bad.  Got haircut and dropped mail off at post office.  Back to help Kingsley’s for a couple of hours.  

Tonight took bread and candy to Crowls, Peary, Chouch, and Rich Murset stopped by and gave him also.  Read 

Scriptures and Ensign. Did my lesson in the morning 

12/22/2000  To town to get truck fixed and had cable for speedometer replaced,  to Bill and Nancy 

Crowl sealing in temple in St. George,  did some shopping then to Crowl’s open house for a short time.  Glad 

we went, only one other person there plus her family.  Worked on David Freelander’s stuff most of the rest of 

the day. Mom baked bread and made choc. Candy and sugar pecan’s to give to neighbors tomorrow. 

12/23/2000  Sat. Read priesthood lesson and HT lesson.  As I try to do each day.  Plan’s for today, fix 

heater in bedroom, I think it’s the thermostat, work on broker stuff and go to town and get 3 chicken cooked 

from Costco for the ward family (1) and the Bishop (2).  They are good and don’t cost much.  Also I hope to 

work with Paul on his camping MB.  Have him do hike with compass.  Mom has goodies to take to neighbors 

also.  

12/24/2000  Sun. Worked on retyping Pearl Bucks story on the Gift.  Tried to use scanner and could 

not get it working right.  To church, choir sang most of Sac.  Did good job.  I gave the Gift presentation in HP 

and took it to David Hinton family since they did not see it. 

12/25/2000  Mon. Christmas, studied Priesthood lesson and HT lesson.  Open gifts.  Spent lazy day at 

home.  Called most of Kids.  John called us and James called yesterday. Frank somewhere on east coast. 

12/26/2000 Tues. finally walked for ½ hour after study both lessons, then did some work and showered, to 

town to get some Xmas stuff at ½ price.  Got all granddaughters Jewry chest and older boys’ box.  Also got 75% 

off at Jo Ann’s.  Christmas housed for all the families.  Mike and kids came up about 6pm and will be here til 

next wed, it is always good to see them. 



12/27/2000  Wed. Studied, walked and finished reading Boyd K. Parkers book.  Mike and Paul went 

paint ball shooting and Mom and sky and Ben rock hunting.  I was a coach potato.  Mike and kids left tonight. 

12/28/2000  Thur. Studied 3:30am and walked.  Worked on e-mails on Paul’s computer.  Worked on 

Freelander finances, and on TN Hotel loan.  Paid bills and took Paul for compass hike.  Mom to gather rocks.  

Paul and I to Kingsley’s to vac, sand, paint and texture ceiling.  Will try to get 2nd coat of paint on tomorrow 

morning.  Mom took tree and Christmas stuff down and we put in shack and garage.  She will sort tomorrow. 

12/29/2000  1:40am, studied. Went back to sleep til 6am.  Did Broker program work, walked and 

helped Kingsley’s trim out master bedroom with Sheet rock.  Took Paul and his buddies out on the mesa for 

paint gunning. 

12/30/2000  Sat. 5am. Studied and worked on misc. office work.  Most of day helped Mom put Xmas 

stuff in top of garage.  Paul helped too. Mom took Most of day with storing Christmas stuff and cleanup of 

garage after that.  Took Paul to Bro. Dunbar for camping MB. still has things to do.  Family read scriptures. 

12/31/2000  Sun. up read lessons then started to redo D&C, got to 82 section.  This is start to all 

scriptures for New Year.  Mom and I presented the Christmas Gift to RS.  Paul passed his camping MB.   

Dad in front of Pearl Bucks home, as kids we use to watch TV here.  



Dad with Chuck Strouse                            Mom with Charlotte Strouse 

 

 

 



 News article on my Welcome House Brother, Dale 

 

 



  News article on my Welcome House sister, Charlotte 

 



 

  

 



2002 

Apple Valley 

January 
 

1-1-02 New Year’s Day, studied and worked on taxes.  Fixed trash can lid and visited Buck, a very lonely man.  

Went to Chad Gubler viewing.  Watched Jurassic Park 111.  Read family night. 

1/2/02 Wed. Studied then to town and met with Accountant.  Dropped movie off and mailed letters.  Got cash 

from bank.  Dropped overnight at Mursett’s then on to St. George.  Picked up my medicine and picked up 

Paul’s discount toys.  Package at State Farm and brought 2 pair of gym shoes, one at ½ price then went to Chad 

Gubler’s funeral.  Got gas and some small things at Costco.  Bought multi-meter from Home Depot, then home.  

Home taught all our families invited 3 families to home evening next Mon.  7PM at our house.  Read scriptures 

with family. 

1/3/2002 Thur. Read HP lesson, read OT, walked ½ hour 1.5 miles and cut up Mom boxes and empty trash 

cans in garage and took to curb for pickup.  Did finances and read OT most of morning.  Met with Matt Reese 

and Dr. Friend for ½ million loan on marketing business.  Read over their business plan twice and read more 

OT.   To Mursett’s to pick up 2000 and 1999 taxes for his loan.  Tried to visit Perry Allred but gate closed.  Tried 

to visit Morritts but no one home.  Read scriptures with family and also more OT. 

1/4/2002 Fri. study lesson.  Read and finished OT.  Finances worked on Mursett loan.  Perry Allred brought 

French bread to us.  Mom shopped most of the day.  Paul visited friends in town. 

1/5/2002 Sat. Study lesson (HP) and read and finished Matt., Mark and part of Luke.  Email.  Took Paul’s 

friend’s home (Chris and Ben) Shopped and stopped at church where Mom had meeting and gave her a bag 

with a fresh doughnut in it. Continued reading N.T. during the day.  Read with family and had family prayer. 

Steve Stout, Steve Baugh, Wayne Dunbar, Frank Yoder, BP Bramall 

1/6/2002 Sun. Read N.T. and finished Luke.  To 

leadership priesthood at Stake, then BP. meeting 

and worked on tithing and tax receipts.  Had 3 

meetings.  Home, eat and rested.  Continued to 

read John and finished at night.  Mark and Melisa 

visited and got stuff for him.  Mom got new 

calling, 1st counselor in Primary.  I will be clerk 

under new Bishop.  We also had family night and 

Paul and I gave HT lesson. 

1/7/2002 Mon. Study, read and worked on 

Rich Mursett loan.  Most of the day.  Walked 45 

minutes and had family night with neighbors, 13 

of us. 



1/8/2002 Walked 45 minutes. 2.99 miles.  Studied.  Rich’s loan on net and got approval.  To town for 

haircut.  Had Rich sign papers then to Home Depot and got supplies and Costco to shop.  Also took Nissan to 

garage for oil and grease job. 

1/09/2002 Studied and worked and worked on finances. Picked up Paul and 

Nissan and they had to replace a 5.00 seal and cost 195.00.  Watch the Mack 

movie.  Read scriptures. 

1/10/2002 Study HP lesson.  Read NT, first Cor. Mom and I went to Las Vegas 

for Dr. and shopping.  It took all day and got back around 10pm.  Read scriptures 

with family and family prayers like every night. 

1/11/2002 Fri. Study, read NT.  Walked, David Finances.  The Bishopric had a 

dinner and we went to Leed’s, nice place. 

1/12/2002 Sat. Study and read NT.  Walked then took application for Lonnie 

Friend.  Read More NT.  Finished Heb.  Paul helped repair water system and 

cleanup yard.  Read Scriptures with family. 

1/13/2002 Sun. Study and read NT ½ through Rev.  Church and visited Buck 

Croft, Mark Simkins and Mooneyham’s.  Tried to see Gubler’s and Perry Allred 

but could not.  Bishop Steward and family of 8 kids came to visit and was good.  

Took them on a tour of house.  Read NT with family and had family prayer.  We 

do that every night.  This was the 3nd time I had visited Buck Crofts.  Last time I 

told him I was going to discuss scriptures with him.  I covered church principles 

and he agreed then and then I ask if he wanted to get back into the church.  He 

said he did and I told him I would seek counsel from the Bishop and get back to 

him.  I then gave a prayer.  It was a good experience. 

                     Very beautiful for being in the desert. 

1/14/2002 1:30am, study HP lesson.  Read BOM and walked 2.16 miles in 48 minutes.  Finance’s then to 

eye Dr.  My left eye has shooting pains at times. (When in shower and water hits my head.)  He could not find 

anything wrong.  Told me I had to see a Dr. Read more in afternoon.  Sleep from 3-5am and napped in 

afternoon.  Last night BP. And family 8 kids of 14 came to visit.  It was great.  We had family night and covered 

part of the strength of youth.  Paul gave a prayer with all thanksgiving and not asking for anything.   

1/15/2002 Tues. 1:40am, study lesson and read BOM.  First 3 books finished.  Did bank statement for AAA 

corp.  Finances.  We went to get Paul and took his snake back. (Got 30.00) we eat Chinese at mall, bought and 

watched a movie. Walked 48 minutes. 2.31 miles. 

1/16/2002 Wed. Study, 3am, read BOM and then back to sleep 5-6am.  Read more ½ through Mosiah, hope 

to finish today.  BP and I to visit Buck Croft’s (Buck was not at home.) BP. And I visited Sister Workman, and 

Mark Simkins and I took a pot of flowers to Sis. Workman due to her feeling sad about her husb. Dying a year 

ago.  I then took soup and bananas to Perry Allred.  He liked the soup but was allergic to the bananas.  Mom 

went to Tri State RS meeting.  Paul and I took top of truck.  Mom washed the car so sisters she was taking 

would not get dresses dirty.  Finished Mosiah and started Alma.  Paul and I read NT. 

1/17/2002 Thur. Read BOM and study HP lesson.  Walked 2.2. Miles then helped Mom on finances on 

computer.  Did files most of day then shopped in St. George.  Dropped furnisher off at Mark’s. (Mike to us, to 



David then to Mark.  Living room coach and love seat) Read scriptures and dropped cookies and 2 children off 

at BP.s and picked up Rich Mursett’s appraisal. 

1/18/2002 Fri. Read and study.  Put Rich Mursett loan package together and took to town.  Visited 

accountant.  Washed car and got gas and money.  To Mesquite to drop off Paul, Mike, sky and Ben and picked 

him up next Monday. 

1/19/2002 Sat. Read, studied.  Mom fixed big breakfast at 10am went to pick up Mark Simpkin and tried to 

catch Buck.  (He is in OK, will be back Monday)  Visited Sis. Workman and Ashley.  I have been fighting off a 

cold for about a week but it hit full blast tonight. 

1/20/2002 Sun.  Had a good night’s rest.  Still coughing but I think I can go to church.  Studied my HP 

lesson.  Read scriptures and then to church.  Read in afternoon and eve. In Mormon now. Sore throat still here.  

Taught HP lesson (Who am I.) went well. 

1/22/2002 Mon.  Study HP lesson.  First 4 principles of the gospel. Read scriptures.  Mom gone to Las Vegas 

to shop and pickup Paul from Michael’s.  Completed BOM and started D&C. Read over 100 pages.  Paul wore 

out.  Just needed some lubrication.  Read NT with family. 

1/23/2002 Tues. Study HP lesson (4 principles of gospel.) Read D&C got to 133 section. Hope to finish it 

tomorrow.  Throat still causing me to cough a lot.  Mom VT 2 families tonight and Paul to YM.  He spent part of 

day getting fish tank ready. 

1/24/2002 Wed. Study lesson, finished D&C and by night finished P of GP.  Completed all scriptures.  Took 

me 2 months and 9 days to complete.  Went to temple in the morning.  Visited Mark Simpkin and took him 

with me to visit Buck Croft.  Buck will try to stop smoking and pay tithes and go to church and repent.  Smoking 

will be hard.  He can’t make it to church this Sun.  Has to recover from his trip.  Read scriptures with family and 

finished 2nd Tim. Of NT.  My throat is still giving me trouble.  I took nite quill. 

1/25/2002 Thur. Read lesson.  Started to read Fire Of The Covent.  Got to about 365 page.  Read NT with 

family.  Watch the cowboys with family. 

1/26/2002 Fri. Read lesson and finished Fire Of The Covent, 761 pages.  Worked in office.  Took family to 

movies, Mormon film, Other Side of Heaven and bought fish supplies and fish for Paul. He paid 20.00 and I 

chipped in 6.00. 

1/27/2002 Sun. Read and study both lesson (HP and HT). Did my meeting on computer.  Did dish’s from last 

night.  Off to church and had meetings.  New Bishopric, Bro. John Bramall with first counselor Bro. Steve Baugh 

and 2nd counselor Wayne Dunbar.  I will write a letter to Bishop Steward and Rich about a week from now.  

Mark came to spend Sun. with us.  Mellissa is working.  Paul went to Stake dance committee meeting. No one 

showed up. 

1/28/2002 Mon. Study both lessons, and walked 53 minutes, 2.5miles.  Copied Rich Package and took to 

bank.  Paid bills, actually Mom paid and I watch and then worked in office after.  I picked up Paul.  Had family 

night and covered the Strength Of Youth church booklet. 

1/29/2002 Tues. Read HT lesson and walked 1 hour and 5 minutes. 3 plus miles.  Finances then to 

accountant.  Worked on taxes and Paul on exchange with full time Elders. 

1/30/2002 Wed. read both lessons and went to temple then eat at IHOP.  Really good, then home.  Back to 

Dr. to take stress test. 9 minutes normal for age etc.  Then to Buck Croft and Barbara hall.  Taught faith and 

repentance.  Mom to Pri. Pres. Meeting, 6pm and back 10pm. 



1/31/2002 Thur. Study both lessons and walked 3.24 miles 65 minutes.  Worked on clearing office in 

preparation of history work.  Read scriptures with family Heb. 7-8-9. 

2/1/2002 Fri. Study both lesson.  Walked 3.25miles 1hr plus 5min. legs feel like logs.  Had treadmill at Dr. 

Office other day. EKG is good went 9 min’s which was right where I should had been. Appears everything is all 

right.  Copy man came, I need new roller, and TV Pegaus came and put 3 new RX in and put us on 101 

transponder.  I need to cancel dish tomorrow.  Amy came to spend a day with us and Ben Wilsterman, Paul’s 

friend is spending the night.  Chris was over for a little while. 

2/2/2002 Sat. Study both lesson, walked 3.3 miles in 65 minutes.  Did finances.  Checked taxes.  Paul had a 

number of guys up for paint ball.  Took Amy to visit Perry Allred gave lesson.  Bob Wrote but did not catch him 

at home.  Buck who was sick did not sleep the night before and to Mark Simpkin and gave him WOW article 

then home.  Frank and Jo Ann came up and we, (Amy, Frank and I) had 2 games of hearts.  Watched movie to 

Russia With Love, James Bonds. 

2/3/2002 Sun.  Read both lessons.  To meetings.  Set up separate roosters for Hilldale, Hurricane, Apple 

Valley and rest home.  Home taught our families with Paul.  Had PPI with HPGL, then visited Sis. Workman then 

Buck Croft.  Waited about 1 hour and he came home and had been to hosp.  Had shakes bad.  Did not take of 

his pills. He takes 40 a day.  They gave him an injection that had him talking to people that were not there.  His 

buddy ask me to stay with him til he came back.  After 1.5 hours Buck wanted me to go so he could go to bed.  

I advised him not to smoke, he could cause a fire.  He said he would not.  Home at 9pm then to bed. 

2/4/2002 Mon. Study lesson (HP) walked 

3.3 miles.  Worked on history and took family to 

Olympic torch thru hurricane.  That was nice. (2 

hours late though). Then went to Beth Moore 

for family night.  Her brother Smith was thee, 

he did tricks and we saw a video about his war 

experience that caused him to be blind. 

2/5/2002 Tues. Walked 3.3 miles 65 

minutes.  Worked on history all day.  Also spent 

time with David F. on accountants and taxes. 

2/6/2002 Wed. worked on David’s F. stuff.  Taxes then to temple.  Truck did not start, had wanted to pick 

up drop down stairs for garage.  Seems Batt. Bad.  We did big shopping at costo then took papers from Zion 

down to Rich.  We decided to wait for his taxes Fri. to see if better to go through countrywide.  Visited and 

talked to Buck.  Also Bob and Pat Wright.  Set meeting up with Wrights to visit Sun. 6-6:30pm with Buck.  Also 

plan to bring Buck to Church Sun.  Pickup 10:45am.  Read Scriptures with family. 

2/7/2002 Thur. Study HP lesson, worked on taxes.  Was able to cut down 10,000 income. Did finances and 

canceled dish network.  Paul went over to Marks skate boarding.  David and Noah came in from Roy.  Truck will 

not start, I think it is the starter mounting.  Will tow it to town tomorrow.  Watch Shriek with Noah and Mom. 

2/8/2002 Fri. Study lesson, did finances.  David pulled my truck with little jeep to town.  Starter was bad.  

It was under warranty so they replaced it and ball.  Also put water in radiator and oil in engine.  Cap had got 

off.  Went to St. George, got gas and pulled down stairs and cap.  Then back to garage.  They left spark plug 

disconnected and it was running rough.  Then home.  Boys were helping John Peay move stuff into Van.  Rested 

for a few minutes and helped John and Joan Peay move stuff out.  David, Chris and Paul helped.  We watched 

the opening ceremony’s of Olympic in SLC.  Very impressive, 55,000 there and billions worldwide. 



2/9/2002 Sat. Study lesson.  John came up and he, David, Paul and myself put in pull down stairs in 

garage.  John helped me rearrange my office.  We went to town to get cartages for color printers and got Mine 

working for my history.  John also got my CD burner working.  Greats Son’s. 

2/10/2002 Sun. John sleeping in new addition.  Noah and David in spare bedroom.  I went to garage and 

copied some tapes and check e-mail then off to church.  Worked on records and late afternoon visited Perry 

Allred. Then he went with me the rest of the night. We visited Mark Simkins, he was not their but spent time 

with his parents.  Visit Buck Craft and taught eternal progression lesson.  Let Perry teach a lot of it.  Challenged 

them to go to temple.  Very spiritual night and Perry enjoyed it also. 

2/11/2002 Mon. Study lesson.  Did church meeting for next Sun. got hot tub and jetted for a long time.  My 

left leg must have pulled a muscle and hurts.  Keeps me awake off and on last night.  Finances with David’s F. 

Stuff.  Long talk with Ron and also talked with David F. at night.  Covered most of points and will continue in 

morn.  The boys Mark, David, Paul, Chris, Joe and Ben did paint ball this afternoon. 

2/12/2002 Bad night, my left legs hurts all the way up to the body.  Mom put icy hot and that helped a 

little.  I spent rest of night on coach.  Not much sleep.  In morning Mom put hot pad and that helped most.  I 

was able to lay without it hurting for a while.  Got showered and shaved 1st time in two days.  Worked in office 

paying bills and sending out change of address for David’s F. bills.  Spent time on Phone with David F.and Ron.  

Mom to Pri. Pres. Meeting 4-6:30pm.  Paul to YM and Noah and David back home.  My leg felt better with heat 

on it but bad tonight. 

2/13/2002 Wed. Most of night bad, but about 3:30am my leg stopped with the pain.  It still aches and is 

uncomfortable but the shooting pains is gone.  Read my lesson.  Go Rich’s file ready for Signature and sent to 

Country Wide.  Delivered cookies and Mike to new Stubs family in Apple Valley and dropped a dozen off at 

Harlan Ashly.  The pain in my leg has gone but it still 

aches but it on the way to getting better.  I ask Rich 

to teach Buck the J.S. story. 

2/14/2002 Study lesson, Sleep out in new 

addition cause was uncomfortable in bed.  Worked 

on a variety of projects during the day and put new 

sander table together.  Read scriptures with family 

and finished James.  I am still quite sore.  But I think 

I will try to walk on Mach. 15 minutes tomorrow at 

slow pace. 

2/15/2002 Fri. Read lesson, worked on Rich 

Mursett loan.  Worked on David F. finances.  Paul 

and friend went to movies and saw Lord of the 

Rings. 

2/16/2002 Sat. Study.  Left leg still aching and 

having trouble sleeping.  Fixed board on poarch.  

Cut up boxes for trash.  Paid bills.  Mom took Paul 

and Mark and then went to temple. Did not get 

back til 8:30pm.  I watch TV most of afternoon and 

missed my good wife. 



2/17/2002 Sun. today I am 67 yr. old.  Study, still aching in leg and can’t sleep 

long.  To church. Dale Kingsley did not go, his wife Chris had her gull Blatter taken 

out and he has to pick her up today.  Had meetings, taught HP lesson on 4 basic 

principles and living commandments til the end of life.  BP. Merrell went with me 

to teach Buck and Barbra, Bro and Sister Wright,  Stopped to check on Ron 

Simpkins and Mark.  Had a good spiritual night.  A few of the kids called to wish 

me happy birthday, Kathy and David.  David and Sally had Noah sing me happy 

birthday.  Then Mike called.  He stated I was a kind man.  When people tell him he 

is kind he states you should know my Dad.  Talked about Dr. Shu and Butler 

Williams.  He made me feel good.  Sheila sent a gift. 

 

 



 

2/18/2002 Mon. Holiday, read lesson and reviewed flannel stripes for missionary teaching.  Paul, Mark and 

gang went to wash to shoot paint ball.  Worked some in office but hard to get stated.  Leg still aches but not as 

bad.  We watched the princess Diary on Pay V.  Paul was rude to the guys stating he wanted them to go.  I 

restricted his activities for the rest of the month and told him he was going to the east coast at the end of 

March, even though he does not want to go.  Our family night was cut short due to this discussion. 

2/19/2002 Read lesson.  Reviewed 1s missionary discussion then went to town. St. George.  I got glass for 

my office table, Mom shopped and me also pickup taxes and worked on David F. stuff and Mursett.  Paul went 

to YM. 

2/20/2002 Wed. Had bad night, leg ached.  Mom up most of night.  Read lesson review 1st discussion.  

Worked on taxes most of day.  Taught Buck and Barbara and Perry Allred. Bob Wight was supposed to go with 

but legs hurt him. 

2/22/2002 Fri. Still having trouble sleeping.  The chiropractor did a little good but did not fix leg.  Read 

lesson, walked 11 minutes or ¼ mile.  Still aching.  Finances, Arranged training sked. With all offices.  Sky, Ben, 

Paul and Mom swimming in St. George. Ordered my car for trip.  Redid my E-mail svc with Color Country.  

Watched Rush Hour 2 with family. (Glad we have TV guardian, it takes out most of bad language). 

2/23/2002  Sat. Study lesson, worked in office.  To costo to get new computer system.  About 1300.00 

worked most of day getting hooked up and playing with it.  Sky, Paul and Ben hiked the gully then Mom took 

them shopping at Hurricane dollar store.  Mark came up and spent some time with us.  Leg still bothering me. 

Mom coming down with cold.  A hot tub going and I got in after her. 

 

2/24/2002 Sun. Study lesson.  To church and went thru meetings.  Mike came and helped me with new 

compute.  Still have stuff to do Mon. Taught Wrights, good spiritual meeting.  Visited Buck but he was too sick 

to meet.  Stopped by Sister Wasden and reviewed her family finances.  Must see what I can do to help. 

2/25/2002 Mon. Another Bad night.  We think it might be the Lipitor pills for my blood so I stopped taking 

them.  2 days ago. My leg where it connects to my body, the muscle pulls my leg up is where the trouble is also 

my left shoulder is starting to hurt a few days ago.  Read lesson and 

worked on my new compute most of the day.  Got Quick book’s Pro. In 

and I think genealogy but could not get word or spreadsheet in.  

Learning to copy.  Did order a program that should transfer for me and 

should be in a couple of days.  Had family night and I gave J.S. story 

lesson.  Paul knew a lot of the scriptures.    Ben 

2/26/2002 Tues. Bad night due to leg.  Read lesson and worked on 

getting programs from old computer on new one.  John talked me thru a 

lot on the phone.  At 6:30 to 7am.  Spent most of day coping Johns 

music he brought up.  Now Mom and I both have a copy.  Got haircut 

with Mom shopped a little.  Did bills. 

2/27/2002 Wed. sleep 4.5 hours then my leg bothered me.  Read 

lesson and spent most of day on switching computers and setting both 

up again.  Towards end of day got internet set up.  Visited Buck, he had 

just got back from Dr. at Las Vegas and was too tired to have lesson.  



Visited Rich Murset.  Then picked up DeLoy to teach Wrights.  Good meeting.  Mom to R.S.  Paul sick and 

stayed home from school. 

2/28/2002 Thur. Still trouble sleeping.  Read lesson and worked in office all day. Got BB&T working and 

sending internet msg. out.  Mom preparing for Pri. Leadership.  Tammy called and ask me to be there by 5 their 

time, eating at 5:30pm. 

March 

3/1/2002 Fri. Still had trouble sleeping, went from bed to couch in new addition to bed in guest room to 

rocker in living room.  All prior to 4am.  Read lesson, Mom got all the clothes and I packed.  She went to town 

to get grandkids some things.  I got jetted tub which felt a little better.  I will be leaving 2pm to go to John’s in 

Las Vegas.  Then in morning at airport 4:30am to fly to east coast.  I will stay at Sumi’s since Kathy has cold.  

Will visit Daughters and spend time at each office.  I wish to review all 2000 files so I will not be writing til I get 

back. 

3/7/2002 Thur. Took trip to east coast.   

 Stayed at Sumi’s 2 nights and Kathy the rest of the time.  Spent time visiting church members and enjoyed 

seeing members.  Visited and inspected the three offices.  David’s records in one big mess.  Ray and Betty here 

and spent time with them. 

3/8/2002 Read lesson and HT lesson.  Worked on finances all morning til 8:30 then went with Betty and 

Ray to look at land.  In afternoon eve. Went to restaurants cosmopolitan.  Cost 100.00 but very good. 



 

3/9/2002 Sat. Study HT and HP lesson.  Walked ¼ mile.  Leg hurts much and had hard time getting up and 

down.  The walking loosen it a little.  Worked in office afternoon and then went to town with Mom.  Got 

medicine to dry me out.  Mom did a lot of shopping. Paul stayed Fri. night at Chris Lamberts.  His 16th birthday.  

Lillian my sister, called to see how we were as did John and James.  Good Family.  My legs bothering me 

enough that Mon. I will have to talk to the Dr. 

3/10/2002 Sun. Up quite a lot with leg hurting, must go to Dr. Mon.  Study lessons and spent day in bed.  

Mom to Stake Conf. with Paul.  Home taught Kingsley and Cowl’s.  Mark came to visit and had him bless me 

with Bob Perry. Gave Mom and Mark teaching lesson and told about my experience in Alaska.  “Frank We Are 

Waiting” and the resulting genealogy work. 

3/11/2002 Mon. Still bad night, read HP lesson.  Stopped payment on check for 11,840.00 I put with mail, 

its somewhere in postal system.  Called Dr. but he at hospital and will call back.  I wrote summary of problem 

with Lipitor.  Went to Emerg. Took test but did not solve problem.  Bob Perry and Harold Merrett came to 

check on me. 

3/12/2002 Tues. Study HP lesson.  Worked all day in office. Got quotes for Rich on 690,000. Property.  

Worked on the loan handler and CB on new computer.  Ray and Betty finally after 5 tries found Indian writing 

behind our place.  Bro. Gubler came to explain land lease from Gov. 

Indian writings about ½ mile from our house. 

 

3/13/2002 Wed. sleep 5 hours, took Ibuprofen and that took away my leg hurting for about 4 hours.  Read 

lesson and took Mom, Ray and Betty back to writing from Indians on Smithsonian also looked at Gooseberry 

property and another house up for sale in bankruptcy.  Came home around 1pm to eat and rest.  Canceled my 

teaching apt. for tonight to Colorado City to eat. 

3/14/2002 Thur. Mom had bad night sleeping so I took care of Paul.  Read lesson, Ray, Betty and I went to 

the gooseberry to get petrified wood and rocks for them.  Quite a rough trip for truck but it did well.  Spent 

afternoon on property location for Ray.  Went to court house and located owner.  Had Bro. Gubler come with 

his offer 150,000 then had family night.  Ray gave closing prayer.  He was overcome.  The spirit was strong. 

3/16/2002 Sat. Fri. went to gooseberry with Ray, Betty, Mom and Paul.  They all enjoyed it.  Sat. took Ray 

and Betty to Costo and did shopping.  They left in the afternoon.  It was good to have them stay 2 weeks. 



3/17/2002 Sun. Read lesson and rested better last 

night.  Mom had to sleep in spare bedroom with Leo the 

cat.  Ray and Betty took him in every night for 2 weeks 

and he got use to sleeping with someone in that room.  I 

taught HP my lesson on revelation then took Rich 

Murset with me and taught Wright same lesson.  Also 

stopped by Tara Lynn Hinton and gave her 100.00 for 

her mission.  Paul had fireside at Stake and Mom went 

to priesthood preview and supplied deserts.  We read 

scriptures and in a few days will finish the Bible. 

3/18/2002 Mon. felt good, read lesson and worked 

all day on taxes for AAA.  1-4 qtr. of 2001.  Paid bills and 

had family night with Paul conducting.  Covered his patriarchal Blessing. He truly has a nice one. 

3/18/2002 Tues. Rest a lot today.  Read lesson and worked all day on Ron and Colleen Simpkin loan.  Took it 

down to have them sign tonight.  Also picked up George Hammon’s loan and will try to help them. 

3/29/2002 Tues. Read lesson and worked on missionary files.  Gil Kimball and I visited ward missionaries all 

morning and afternoon and eve. Til 10:30pm 

3/19/2002 Wed. sleep in bed and 2 couch’s.  Study lesson and walked .25 miles.  Not too bad.  My leg is 

still bothering me but my back is too and my shoulders ache.  I think from laying on my side.  Copied Ron 

Simkins loan and also started on George Hammon’s.  Got the CB program to work and pulled 2 credit checks.  

Went and taught Buck on prayer.  He felt good.  Barb. Took him to Las Vegas and he saw his daughter.  He asked 

me to give him a blessing which I did.  Mom and I watched the movie, the old man and the sea with spencer 

Tracy.  Paul did baptism for the dead and Mark and Melissa came and got camping gear for a school campout. 

3/20/2002  Thur. A bad night with whole body ached.  Felt better in the morning but decided not to go to 

temple due to needing to catchup on office and also need for soaking in jetted tub.  IRS man called and spent 

most of day getting that stuff for him.  Also finished putting in Hammons loan and took papers for him to sign.  

Talked to Mike and Frank Yoder tonight to let them know we love them.  I also felt impressed to call and listen 

to my daughter Sheila.  She is struggling with Mom and Pop Brown coming to live with them.  I feel so sorry 

she has to go thru this. 

3/22/2002 Fri. Sleep 8 plus hours, ya, read lesson and worked in office all day.  Watched True Grit with 

Mom and Paul. 

3/23/2002 Sat. Used heating pad on back all night and bout 1 hours on my shoulder.  It’s strange, my left 

leg hurts then my back started to hurt and now my right shoulder.  The rest still ache but the major pain area 

seems to be on the move.  Mom got up about 5:30am to care for Leo the cat.  She thinks he is sick.  Paul is 

getting over a cold.  Today Mom has primary activity day but has prepared well.  Last noon I worked on Frank 

Jr. loan.  It does not look well. He has dropped to 1/3 of income (100,000.) now in the last year and has about a 

5,000 payment on his house.  He sold his Va. House and was able to catch up on some bills but unless the 

business picks up soon he will have a hard time making payment even at APR 6% Var. 2-28 his income ratio is 

over 60%, score 528.  I fear for him.  Read lesson and petted Leo.  Paul and I will go to Church to help Mom set 

up.  Paul used the new town skate park.  Moms program was a success.  We went to smith station in afternoon 

3/24/2002 Sun. Bad night for all.  My coughing keep Mom awake and she finally ended up on the couch.  To 

meetings.  Sleep after lunch then Mom and I visited Bridget Hinton who is confined to bed and Bp. and wife 



Stewarts and had good visits.  Had family night.  Paul conducting.  Covered his duty to God requirements.  Got 

into jetted tub, my left shoulder now is main hurt.  Everything else aches.  I to get well soon, I will start to 

exercise tomorrow.  Researched out the 144,000 in Rev. especially 14: 3-4 or so. 

3/25/2002 Mon. Fair night.  Read and finished Ensign, Read HT lesson and HP lesson.  Got Paul up and he 

did not have school.  They have a week for Easter.  Leo is feeling better, but I want Mom to take him to Vet. For 

peace of mind.  Leo had ticks in his ears and that was his problem.  101.00 to fix that.  Went to Rep. Dist. 51 

Election.  I am treasurer and county rep.  Surprised at that.  Read D&C and finished last night the bible.  Paul 

will be able to say, he read all scriptures when we finish D&C and P. of great price. 

3/26/2002 Tues. Fair night, read lesson HP & HT.  Worked in office all day.  Ron Closed two loans, processed 

them, working on Frank’s file.  Mom and Paul worked in garden.  Got manure from neighbor.  Dig up and 

rowed.  It is now ready to plant.  Read D&C with family. 

3/27/2002 Wed. Read both lessons and worked on water system most of day.  Mom had primary pres. 

meeting.  I and Harold Merritt visited Sandy and Marcia Ford, Groves and Baum’s.  Had good visits.  Family 

read D&C.  I also saw PA. Rosily.  Got a lot of pills.  I am to see him in 10 days. 

3/28/2002 Thur. Read both lessons.  Did office stuff.  Sheila and family came and we took trip to 

Smithstonion and they found a box up there and were excited about that.  Cowl’s ask me to come and blessed 

2nd daughter.  Did the other one a couple of nights ago. 

3/29/2002 Sat. Sheila family did the wiggles in Zion.  We took Mike, sky, Jennifer, Mark and Mom to 

Smithstonion.  They had a good time.  We then played some hears and watched 2 movies. Guarding Tess and 

the African Queen. 

3/30/2002 Sun. Read both lessons.  To church.  Mike Yoder and family went along with Sheila, Frank, and 

Frankie who came up.  Big Easter dinner.  Had family home evening.  Told story of my genealogy and voice 

(Frank We Are Waiting). Dedicated our home since it has been paid off. 

April 

4/1/2002 Mon.  Read PH lesson and could not find HT.  Did finances and worked on Simpkin, Hammond 

and Frank Jr. Loan.  Had to take trip to town for Papers.  Sheila family spend most of day climbing.  Paul back to 

school.  Mom wash Petrified wood most of day.  Lots of food left over.  Amy went back to college tonight.  I still 

hurt. 

4/2/2002 Last night I was sleeping and dreaming.  I had gone to sleep at &:30pm.  Mom came at 10pm.  I 

felt someone get up from the bed, laying beside me.  They did it quickly and it woke me up with a start.  I ask 

Mom if she had got out of bed but she said she had not get in yet.  I don't know what it was but it left a deep 

impression on me.   Up studied both lessons.  Sheila and family left.  Mom worked all day in yard. We got two 

loads of rock.  Have to get more tomorrow.  She is a hard working woman.  I shoveled some as did Paul but 

Mom stated the longest.  I got jetted tub to cover aches. 

4/3/2002 Wed. Read lessons.  Worked on Loans, walked .5 miles.  Mom worked on yard.  Lot's of hard 

wok.  To temple, lunch, then 12 Noon session.  Got more ground paper and then 1.5 ton of rock.  Mom and 

Paul shoveled it off.  I rested then to office to get stuff on my loans.  To Buck and Perry Allred.  Played tape 

Profile of a Prophet.  Read scriptures with family. 

4/4/2002 Thur. Read both lessons. Have had a week of 7 hours of sleep. Great.  Might be due to allegory 

pills. I am on swelling med.  Also not coughing while using my spay 2 times a day.  Mom is walking.  We will 



work in the yard.  I will have to finish some of broker work.  Amy emailed, Richard ask her to dinner at ward.  

She accepted.  That should be interesting.  Paul is learning to drive.  James Jeep stick shift.  He would to have it 

but Mark wants it too.  Mom very sore from bending over placing rocks and putting paper down. I went to St. 

George to get the tape, Profile of a Prophet.  Played it at Wrights, taught at Hammond Bp. Merritt and I did 

that as well as tried to identify those that needed work.  Put on spread sheet.  Read scriptures with family and 

had family prayer as we do every morn and night. 

4/5/2002 Fri.  Read lessons, did two trips for rocks, 4 ton's total.  Mom and I unloaded and finished 

back yard as far as we planned.  Had meeting with Republican delegates.  Discussed candidates Mom and I 

went out to eat at the airport restruant in St. George.  Expensive but got to go to the museum to see Bro. 

Linstrong pictures. This was our 45 years of marriage which is really tomorrow but we have conference. 

4/6/2002   Our 45 anniversary, ya. Paul and Mark to Hurricane skate Board Park. We have Gen. Conf. At 10 

and 2 which we look forward to especially since we can get it at home.  Good night sleep. 6.5 hours Priesthood 

6pm and Pres. Hinkley conducted and final speaker.  Spoke about wife, child and elderly abuse.  The Ricks Choir 

was great.  Read scriptures with family and Mom worked on Quilt. 

4/7/2002 Read lesson, watched conf. 10-2.  HT in evening. Mark coming up to visit.  Pres. Hinkley spoke 2 

times but did not crack any jokes.  I think he is feeling his age.  Mark read scriptures with us. 

4/8/2002 Mon. Read lesson. Walked ¾ mile which I will do this week.  Worked on bills and broker 

business all day.  Closed Ron and Colleen Simpkins loans 4,175.  Family night covered Paul award booklet.  Told 

Paul about jeep.  He will have to pay 750.00 plus gas.  Also studied missionary lesson 1, 1 hour. 

4/9/2002 Tues. Rough night, our toilet was running twice during the night.  Mom sleep in living room and 

was coughing.  Studied missionary lesson 1 and walked ¾ miles.  Worked on finances and then spent night 

watching TV with Mom.  She stripped the chest of Mark's today. Paul went to YM, got home 10:15 and had 

everyone upset since they watched movie at one of the leaders home. 

4/10/2002  Wed. read lesson, walked .75 mile and watched the deteriorating situation in the Far 

East.  Israel etc.  Looks like the last days are upon us.  Went to Rep. Meeting to meet candidates. Listen to tape 

fantastic victory 6 day war. 

4/11/2002 Thur. Up a lot.  Stuff in throat and couching.  Left 6:30am for Las Vegas for Paul and Mom to see 

Dr's. And shopping.  Went to meet the Candidates in Hurricane.  Mom to meeting with Activity committee. 

4/12/2002 Fri. Watched news of Middle East, a real fire spot.  Afternoon worked in office on Hammond  

loan and Davids F. stuff.  Paul overnight to friend.  Mom and I watch the three musketeers. 

4/13/2002 Sat. Read HP lesson and 1st discussion.  Have been doing that for a week. Finished office work 

and walked ¾ mile.  Cut boxes up for trash, sweep garage workshop.  Fixed Mom's rake, did other repairs.  Got 

Paul and he and I fixed a number of things.  He is a good son. 

4/14/2002 Sun. To meeting and after church met with Ward Missionaries.  I was called to be a ward 

missionary since I was doing the work.  Had 3 of 4 that I was working with in church.  Perry Allred, he would be 

here anyway, Barbra Hall, Buck Crofts and Bro. And Sister Wright.  In evening visited HAMMONS AND Bro. And 

Sis. Wright, Buck Crofts and gave him a blessing, Mark Simkins and BP. Steward and his wife.  All good meeting. 

4/15/2002 Mon. Read both and walked 1 mile.  Broker, and read Fantastic Victory in 1967.  We are living 

the same history now. Family night and I taught about Jew’s and situation. 



4/16/2002 Tues. finished Fantastic Victory.  Walked 1 mile and the worked on bills.  Lots of time on David’s 

F. stuff. Be glad when David is done.  Mom got a lot done, bank and emails, genealogy, quilt and planting. 

4/17/2002 Wed. walked 1 miles in 25 minutes. Worked on history. Reprinted all but welcome House area..  

lost that in computer and will re input tomorrow. 

4/18/2002 Thur. Read both lessons.  Walked, worked on history all day.  Paul went with Mark and Melissa 

to David’s.  They will be snowboarding.  We had Betty and Chuck Lenear (Betty Swortheart) from E.C. To eat 

with us tonight.  They live in Ivens now. 

4/19/2002 Fri. read lessons, to temple and Mom did 10 and I did 17 Initiatory.  Worked on computer both 

old monitor not working.  Did some history once I got equip. working.  Still have trouble with scanners.  Watch 

Pearl Harbor. 

4/20/2002 To vote as delegate from 9-12noon in St. George. Spent afternoon working on history and 

scanner, Move and visited new family with Sis. Gubler and attended baptism. 

4/21/2002 Sun. Worked on history then off to church.  For my lesson in HP I played the tape profile of a 

prophet.  Bro. Merriltt and I visited Buck and Barbra, then to Sis. Workman then Mom and I took Paul to a 

meeting on YM summer trek.  Then home to read scriptures D&C 47-48-49. 

4/22/2002 Mon. Read HP and Missionary lesson.  Worked all day on history.  Finished section on Welcome 

House. In reviewing what I had, decided to redo since could not read some letters and newspaper articles. 

4/23/2002 Tues. Read HP lesson then to temple.  Shopped.  Worked on transferring funds to Frank 

Baladaris for 2 loan closing and reviewed Ron's one closing.  Fixed Mom's windows. 

4/24/2002 Wed. Read HP lesson and Missionary Discussion.  Helped Mom put up flag pole.  Put it in 

cement.  Took all morning, and did not do much in the afternoon.  Took a piece of wood from Mark's cedar 

chest to George Hammond to see if white paint could come out some way.  Went with Harold Merritt to visit a 

new family (Scott) and got to know them a bit.  Read D&C 47-48-49 with family 

4/25/2002 Thur. Read HP lesson. And Family night lesson.  Worked on bills and finishing broker stuff.  Had 

trouble with printer that took a couple of hours to fix.  We watched the last hour of Ann Frank.  Read D&C 50-

51-52 and Paul sleeping in tent outside. 

4/26/2002 Fri. read both lessons and changed my equip. around.  Paid some bills and walked 1.25 miles.  

Worked on History afternoon.  Went to Tuacon to see show, when America Sings, With Betty Sworthart Leer 

and Husband and 2 friends for their ward.  Shopped after for Smith Sales. 

4/27/2002 Sat. HT and VT came.  Worked on history, scanner broke again.  John called and might come to 

visit next weekend. 

4/28/2002 Sun. Read HP lesson.  Eat then to meetings, visited Stewart's, Murset, Ron Simpkin after 

missionary meeting. At Sister Stouts, and then home to eat and rest four ½ hours.  Mom went to a youth abuse 

meeting 5:30-7pm.  Bro Deloy Gubler came and talked to me about the Stewards project.  We read D&C as 

family. 

4/29/2002 Mon. Read lesson, walked 1.5 miles.  Fixed light in workshop.  Worked on History all day.  Paul 

had family night and we watched Lord of the Rings.   



4/30/2002 Tues. Read lesson and then went to the temple.  Shopped for food and in afternoon worked on 

history and got Lloyd Yoder packets done.  For Charlotte, Dale and Sumi.  Went to play Bill Crowl was in “Out of 

the Dust” for 3 hours long. 

May 

5/1/2002 Wed. Read both and went for a haircut with Mom. Worked on history all day.  Some Broker 

work at night.  Did Chuck and Charlotte, Dale and Sumi Gerhart and today did Toy family pictures.  Tomorrow 

pay bills and start on next phase of history. 

5/2/2002 Thur. Read both, walked 1.5 miles. Cleaned office and put away history to this point.  Picked up 

FTM and Harold Merritt and went on exchange. Elder Wilson and I visited Harlan Asby and Kingsleys.  We 

committed them to do Spec. missionary work.  I also took both elders prior to exchange to see Scotts.  Saw 

older son and to Wrights.  Gave Pat Wright a blessing.  Read D&C with family. 

5/3/2002 Fri. read both lessons, walked 1.5 miles and worked on Rich's loan most of day.  John, Tammy 

and Ben came at 10:30pm for a day’s visit. 

5/4/2002 Read lessons and outlined.  Also started typing scriptures for 1st discussion.  Worked on scanner 

all day with John, took all day to down loan driver for scanner from E-site. Went to St. George and john paid for 

our meal at restaurant.  Got home and finally completed scanner and it works.  Call John and told him.  Mom 

to ward dinner. 

5/5/2002 Sun. 4am, read lesson and missionary lesson.  To HP meeting 7am in stake.  Then to church.  

Harold Merritt and I visited Scotts, Groves, Camples and Wards house family, Hammond, Beccie Walback.  

Then 7:20 picked up Paul and HT Crowls and Kinsley.  Read D&C 62, 63and 64 with family. 

5/6/2002 Read both lessons, walked 1.75 miles, worked on Rich commercial loan all day.  Paid bills.  Had 

family night Paul gave report on 1st day at work after school at T-shirt business.  Also reviewed his duty to God 

award.  Read D&C 67-68-70 with family. 

5/7/2002 Read HT lesson and walked 1.75 miles then to temple. To Dr. on my toe nail.  To bank on Rich 

Loan and then worked in office. 

5/8/2002 Read both in garage.  Did finances and worked on office stuff.  Walked 1.75miles.  Mom and I 

visited a number of homes. 

5/9/2002 To garage and copied scriptures for 1st lesson.  It took from 4am to 12pm.  I got very little else 

done.  Mom took me to pick up Nissan and have truck inspected. 

5/10/2002 Fri. Read both lessons, walked 1.75 miles and worked on Hammond and Rich loans all day.  Paul 

spending the night at Marks.  Mom made Chicken and dumplings, very good. 

5/11/2002 Sat. Read Ensign, worked in Yard, “Trimmed Berry bushes.  Raked and then mowed.  Mom and I 

went to Springdale and got some films for trip home then to St. George and linns shopping.  Got Chinese for 

dinner.  Paul spent night at Marks.  I also visited the Father and Son Campsite for a little while in the morning.  

Read 75-76 D&C with family 

5/12/2002 Sun. read ensign and 64 pages.  Got to go to 100. They canceled our Bishopric and PEC for 

Mother’s day.  Mom had calls from most and got gifts from them.  A nice expensive bracelet.  I went with 

Harold Merritt to visit Perry Allred, Scotts and a few others not at home.  Then he went with wife to visit some 

families and I went down to Bucks and sis. Workman.  Told Granddaughter she did a great job at church and 



gave her a flower and told it was the Great mother within her.  Sis. Workman has a broken window motor on 

car and I said I would get price for her.  Mark and Melissa came to visit and then we Read 77-78-79 and 80 of 

the D&C.  I then read more Ensign. 

5/13/2002 Mon. read and finished Ensign.  Walked 1.75.  Listen to Fantastic Victory 1:30 minutes. Took Rich 

to town. Dropped Sister Workman’s car at Valley Auto. Stopped by Paul's work and checked out prices of T-

shirts and checked out prices and design of them.  Shopped. Had family night with neighbors at Janet and 

Chuck Bauers.  Had dinner.  Read D&D 82-83-84-and 85 with family. 

5/14/2002 Tues. Read lesson and walked 2 miles.  Sent Rich Proj. Income to Zion Bank by Mom.  Worked on 

History all day. 

5/15/2002  Wed. Read both lessons.  Walked 2 miles Did a little Broker and rest of day did history.  Mom 

went with me to visit about 5 people. 

5/16/2002 Thur. Went to Temple.  Shopped.  Found leak on front water.  Will have to fix tomorrow.  Read 

D&C with family. 

5/17/2002 Fri. read both lessons, fixed broken pipe from front water. Tighten screws on back one and fixed 

drain pipe for rain gutters. Had to go to town for pipe parts and Layton and Chris came over to spend the night. 

5/18/2002 Sat. Read both lessons and worked on pictures all day. Took Mom out to eat at B.J.'s 

5/19/2002 Sun. Read HP lesson, went to church and Steve Stout was gone so I was 

Ex. Sec. Also.  Very busy, took new Bro. George Harris out.  Visited a lot of people. 

5/20/2002 Mon. Studied next lesson on marriage and walk two miles. Worked on church stuff to 1pm then 

worked on scanner, can't get it to work. Gave home teaching lesson on priesthood, Paul getting sick.  He has 

test and works 4 nights a week.  

5/21/2002 Tues. Read two forward lesson in priesthood manual.  To temple with Mom.  Got tax IRS notice.  

AAA mortgage one over 7,000. Dollars.  Mom went to Mother and Dau. Outing for RS. 

5/22/2002 Wed. Study 1 disc. Walked and studied 1 again.  Bill Crowl and I visited a number of families. 

Hammond forgot and set for next week. 

5/23/2002 Thur. Went out with Mom and got some rocks and saw petrified stump by water tower. Worked 

on scanner and got that working.  Did some history.  Took Mom out to teach the Mooneyhams.  Had a good 

visit. 

5/24/2002 Fri. Read missionary lesson.  Walked and worked in office.  Watch star wars with family.  To 

temple for Mom family.  Mark Baptized and Paul and Mom got baptism too.  I witness. Chinese dinner after. 

5/25/2002 Sat. Read lesson, worked on church stuff.  Off to Michael, spent the weekend in Vegas.  Will try 

to visit Buck Croft in hosp. In Nellis and Nathan Hampton. 

5/26/2002 Mon. Spent weekend at Michaels and went to church with him. Had dinner this day and John 

and Tammy came and we all spent afternoon together.  Frank Jr. did not make it. 

5/28/2002 Tues. Read lesson HT.  Walked 2 miles and paid bills. Work on David F. stuff.  Also Church, set BP 

meeting with Graves for Thru.  Reminded Hammond on Wed Meet.  Arranged to have missionaries to go with 

me. Had family night and we did Paul’s money, Tithing, Mission fund and read D&C. 



5/29/2002 Wed. Read HT and 2nd disc.  Walked and cut boxes for trash.  Fixed Moms glue gun.  Put new 

tools away, copied Johns CD's on musicals. About 6 of them.  Sent FB money for closing loan.  Sent SS for Paul 

info letter.  Mowed grass.  Mom on Hike to log jam, petrified with Bob and John and Dau and son in law. 

5/30/2002 Read HT and with Elder Walters visited Sis. Workman, Kingsley, Wrights, Marie Mcgowen, 

Scotts, (Hans wants to go on a mission), George Harris, Wilsteaman and visit Sun Night George and Clo 

Hammond.  Total of 8 families. 

5/31/2002 Thur. Read HT lesson, went to temple and dropped Nissan car off to get A/C fixed.  Did shopping 

after temple. Mom was able to get 6 of her family initiatory work done.  Mom took boys swimming and went 

to Pri. Pres. Meeting.  I went out at 6 with Bro Roy Harris and visited Nick Neiler and taught Doug. 

Mooney;ham.  A good meeting.  Family Read Scriptures. 

6/1/2002 Fri. Read lesson and read 2nd discussion.  Fixed Paul flat and had his car greased and oiled.  

Worked in office most of afternoon.  Read scriptures as we do most nights D&C. 

6/2/2002 Sat. Read HT lesson.  Mom and Paul took trash to dumpster.  Paul and I took some cement.  

Worked on scanner all day, no joy.  Read Scriptures with family. 

6/3/2002 Sun. Read about navoou temple.  To priesthood meeting with Paul and Dale Kinsley (left 

6:30am).  Had rest of meetings and went HT with Paul at 4-4:30 and completed and then to visit Wilstreman.  

Took Joe with me to visit Buck and Sis. Workman.  Also set up with Joe to visit weekly and then visited Bro. 

Grove and back to pick up Kathy to visit two new families and Deloy Gublers.  Read Scriptures. 

6/4/2002 Mon. Read 2nd discussion and reviewed lesson 10 on priesthood.  Worked on history and finally 

got scanner working.  David Yoder came in, had bad headache.  Had family night and also read scriptures.  Each 

covered our life. 

6/5/2002 Tues. 3:33am, studied Hammond lesson for Wed and 2nd discussion.  Let cat out and in.  Worked 

all day on scanner.  Took Hans to interview with BP. For mission.  Stopped at Bucks, he was doing better.  Hans 

helped me with my computer til 10:30pm. 

6/6/2002 Wed read both lessons, worked all day on scanner.  Down loading drivers.  Finished 8:30pm.  Did 

not go teaching, Hammon called and canceled. 

6/6/2002 Thur. Read both lessons, got both computers to work with the scanner.  Could not put 2000 

program in old computer and Pegasus would not work.  Taught Doug. Mooneyham which lasted 1.5 hours. 

Reviewed lessons and played tape, Profile of a Prophet. 

6/7/2002 Fri. read both lessons, worked on history til my scanner stopped. Can't get it up. Went to Heidi 

Baugh reception. 

6/8/2002 Sat. read lesson 14 of HP and reviewed lesson 10.  Also reviewed lesson 1 and 2 of missionary 

discussions.  Visited David’s with Mom.  Joan Perry and David took his flat tire to town to get fixed with Paul.    

6/9 – 21/2002 we fly out to visit Doris.  The drove to Al and then down to Charlotte and Chuck and their family 

and then to Ray and Bev. and Sumi and family came .  We had a lot of laughs about old times.  Then on to 

Kathy and Sumi.  A good trip.  We enjoyed all visits.  One of the funny stories I told was Mom and I were going 

int Dessert Bookstore and I held the door open for her and two ladies.  The lady said you’re a gentleman and a 

scholar.  I replied and handsome too.  She answered back, well two out of three isn't bad.  When in EC we 

visited Hilts, Waldorf (rod), Pritchards, Sis. Mcpherson and Sis Jimmy Armstrong,(My long time HT assignment). 



6/22/2002 Sat. Cleared e-mail and reading from 2 weeks and paid bills.  Worked on taxes etc.  Filled out NC 

lic. And did some scanning.  Seems to be working.  George and Karla Harris came to visit.  Boys still here except 

Mark. 

6/23/2002 Worked on history til had to go to church. Had all meeting then missionary meeting after 

church. Spent rest of day doing minutes for next week.  Writing to Elder Hampton and Sis. Hinton and history.  

Still having trouble with scanner. 

6/24/2002 Mon. Study Hp lesson and reviewed Disc. 1 and priesthood 121 D&C lesson.  Also read 

Discussion 2 of missionary lessons.  Walked 1 mile and want to start slow after 1.5 month not walking.  My leg 

has not gone out on me since we took trip east.  Thank the Lord.  Paid bills and did some paper work.  Got 

Ensign and read over ½ of that.  Had family night and viewed the Navoo temple film . 

6/25/2002 Tues. finished the Ensign and did finances.  FB closed another loan and earned me 500.00.  Did 

a little history. 

6/26/2002 Wed. Read Ensign and Hp lesson.  Walked 1 mile and leg is not bothering me.  Great.  Worked 

on history all day.  Visited Buck, Mooneyham, Hammond, Wilsterman, Scott, Allred and George Harris.  Just 

showing love and concern.  Read D&C 109 with family.  Mom is feeling sick. 

6/27/2002 Thur. Read both lessons and reviewed D&C 121:34 on.  Walked 1 miles.  Cleaned off saw.  

Worked on history all day.  Scanner quit about 4pm. 

6/28/2002 Fri. Worked on history, walked and did lessons in afternoon.  Went to town for medicine for 

Mom.  She is feeling better. 

6/29/2002 Sat. Spent all day down loading drivers for scanner. 

6/30/2002 Sun. Read lesson then to church and met with BP. And presented missionary program.  He 

concurs and I to visit mission Pres. Next Sat.  Attended Navoou Temple dedication at stake.  Had Bro. George 

Harris to dinner and he took us to dedication, his wife is away.  Went to bed early, very tired. 

7/2/2002 Tues. read lessons and weeded garden with Mom for about 1 hour. Worked with Tech people all 

day til decided scanner not good.  Ordered new one 430.00. 

7/3/2002 Wed. walked, payed bills and cleared misc. up.  Read D&C 121 with family.  Mom went 

shopping. 

7/4/2002 Thur.  Well, today is the fourth of July and we plan a cookout for us.  I finished reading my two 

lessons.  I plan to walk and the check e-mail and finances.  I think I will try to take a trip to the desert.  I also 

will have to get car in morning.  Hopefully it will be fixed.  (Air conditioner).  For our trip Sat. to David’s for the 

new baby's blessing.  Tonight I go on exchange with the missionary’s to teach Sis. James Granddaughter.  I am 

thankful for all those that have given to help make our country what it is and our life so much more.  I also 

thank my Heavenly Father for his blessing on our country and his Son for his love for us.  I am striving to 

become like him.   Part for car was wrong, not sure about trip to Roy! On exchange with missionary’s and 

visited Joe Wilstreman, set meeting up Wed 6pm at our house. Scotts set 6pm Thur.  Buck Croft and challenged 

to read Bom and gave a blessing.  Doug Mooneyham and set Sun @ 7pm. Very good night. 

7/5/2002 Fri. finances, paid 10,000. on my insurance to make it last til 85 years old.  To Valley Auto and 

stayed til 1:30pm getting truck fixed.  Worked on mail. 



7/6/2002 Sat. Read Lesson and worked on scanner.  Bad new disk.  Frank jr. came up and let us use his car 

to go to Davids for Alex blessing.  We stopped for gas at parawan and locked our keys in car.  Waited 45 

minutes and paid 43.00 to get it open.  Stopped at Cove Fort and enjoyed that tour.  Then went to cracker 

barrel to eat.  We arrived at David about 9pm and we locked keys in car again.  45 minutes later and 35.00 we 

went to walmark and got 2 extra keys.  Got home after 11am. 

7/7/2002 Sun. read all lessons.  Went to Davids Sac. And helped in blessing Alex.  Home to eat.  I ask to 

say a few words and told them whenever our kids felt bad or had problems they usually call.  David does not 

call much and I appreciate their family extending their umbrella of love to cover my son David.  I shed a few 

tears.  We left and got home Brana told us truck tire was bad and he left it in Hurricane.  Paul and I went down, 

one stud gone and 2 still had nuts and 2 missed.  We tighten and took to garage.  How blessed we were in not 

taking truck to David's. 

7/8/2002 Mon. Mail, bills and got Mom to pick truck up and I called to get it fixed.  Finished paper work 

and then rest of day on history.  Scanner works yaaaa. Had family night. 

7/9/2002 Tues. Read lessons, walked 2 miles and worked on history.  Got car back and inspected Paul’s 

car. Then history til evening. 

7/10/2002 Wed. Read Priesthood lesson and walked 2 miles.  Checked e-mail and then history all morning 

and afternoon.  Took FTM to James, Wilstreman and had them to eat supper.  James canceled, visited Perry 

Allred, Pat and Bob Wright, Buck Croff and George Hammond was not there.  Gave clo 121:34 

7/11/2002 Thur. Walked 2 miles and worked on history, Biloxi period all day.  Got CG and PIO done still have 

building fund, SM and missionary. 

7/12/2002 Fri. Spent morning getting internet working.  Ran around town on errands.  Got Lic. Application 

notarized and mailed.  Drop fill off and got gas.  Afternoon moved yard, dirty job since dust everywhere.  Ward 

pot luck dinner tonight.  Paul to run his 6 miles in 1 hour. 

7/13/2002 Sat. Worked all day til 7pm on history, Biloxi, Yoderette, Building fund, Scout, Very tired and 

family read D&C 132 

7/14/2002 Sun. Read both lessons.  Worked on Missionary stuff.  To church.  Sustained WL and set apart by 

BP. Bramall.  Visited Buck, Gublers and Wilsterman.  Joe came to church with 2 of his little children and then I 

reviewed with Paul 1st Nephi 1-16 Chapters and family read D&C 133. 

7/15/2002 Mon. Took Paul to church for week in mountains with Church. Worked all day on history, Alaska. 

7/16/2002 Tues. Study lesson, walked 2 miles, sorted thru Alaska trip to Hong Kong.  Went with missionary 

to Wilsterman, James, Perry Allred, and Sis. Moore for dinner.  She hurt her arm.  Then Kingsley, Curtus Gubler, 

Deloy Gubler the Bill Crowl and took them to Hurricane and I visited Hammond.   

7/18/2002 Walked 2 miles then to temple. Shopped and gave Sis. Moore a blessing. 

7/19/2002 Walked, lesson, history, all day and all night. Took 2 hours out for a movie.  Some trouble 

printing.  Paul had a good time at YM camp. 

7/21/2002 Sun. Study HP lesson, did some missionary material.  To meeting.  They called about 6 

missionaries.  Rest til night, I visited Mooneyhams, Buck, Hammond, Wilsterman and then read scriptures with 

family. 



7/22/2002 Mon. Read lesson 1, tried to walk but angle hurt (left), worked on history all day and part of 

night.  Had family night and read scriptures. 

7/23/2002 Tues. Read lesson.  Walked 2 miles and the history all day. 

7/24/2002 Wed. worked history all morning and FTM in afternoon to different families and in the evening 

Wilsterman, James, Allred, Even Brown, fed them then Scotts, Gublers , Buck and Gave Barbra Hall a blessing.  

Randalls visited Hammond and John McGowan and took FTM home. 

7/25/2002 Thur. History in morning and walked too.  Then plan for WML meeting in afternoon.  Gil Kim ball 

came and we worked on all programs we wished to do.  Took 1.5 hours and got a lot done. 

7/26/2002 Fri. worked on missionary, to temple.  Missionary work the rest of day.  Bro. Baugh came over 

and I covered program. 

7/27/2002 Sat. walked, study scriptures for 1st disc. Missionary work all day long. 

7/28/2002 Sun. Study 1st Disc. Worked on Welfare meeting material.  Had meetings and met with Gil 

WML's meeting.  Held 1st WM meeting after church.  Successful visit Mooneyhams, Buck, Wilkinsons, Keven 

Murset.  Tried to locate Melissa Smith and Standly Parkin, found house but no one home.  Read and finished 

D&C with family, only Pearl of Great Price to go to finish all scriptures.  Paul will feel good about that. 

7/29/2002 Mon. Study 1st. Disc. Walked and study.  To temple and shopped.  Dr. apt for me.   

7/30/2002 Tues. Study.  Missionary Files, morning, afternoon and evening til 10:30pm.  Visted Ward 

missionaries. 

7/31/2002 Thur. Missionary work.  Then out with Floyd interviewed WM in town.  10:45pm got back home. 

8/1/2002 Fri. Walked, then missionary records all day.  Took family to eat at JB restaurant. 

8/2/2002 Sat. Walked.  All day copying Annette history for Jim and jacky Gilmur and Penny Wellington.  

Mike and Ben came up. 

8/3/2002 Reviewed mission work, read Ensign.  Mom called to be 2nd Counselor in R.S. Enrichment 

Counselor.  WM training going well.  Mark and Melissa visited.  I visited Buck and Barbra hall and Mooneyhom.  

They are doing better. 

8/5/2002 Mon. Read then to temple. Afternoon worked on broker.  Family night.  1st. Disc. Ben's with us. 

8/6/2002 Tues. Read and finished Ensign. To town for haircut.  Worked on WML stuff rest of day.  Set 

WM's apart in R.S. Room about 17 of them. Missed Peterson, Carroll, Hans. 

8/7/2002 Wed. Walked and studied 1st discussion.  Reviewed old missionary material.  Took missionaries 

out to see Scotts, Wrights, Sis. Workman and Sis. Parker.  Visited Beth and Hammond. 

8/8/2002 Thur. Walked and studied at the same time.  Copied Carroll missionary stuff.  Sky, Ben and Mike 

came up.  Actually Ben was here the whole week.  He and I took ride to end of mesa. 

8/9/2002 Fri. Mike and family came back from camping in Zion.  David and family came.  John and Tammy 

came and Mark and we played hearts and spades.  Had a good visit.  I worked on missionary stuff most of day.  

The boy's and I tried to get a petrified log.  Could not get it.  Did not get truck to do it and it was big. 

8/10/2002 Sat. study home teaching lesson. Worked on missionary all day.  Boys went caving in Blooming 

NV. In morning and hiking in zion in afternoon.  They are tired.  It is good to see them get along so well. 



8/11/2002 Sun. 4:30am.  Worked on Mission work, many meetings.  Visited Perry Allred, Bill and Nancy 

Crowl, Cale and Chris Kingsley, Barbara hall, Mooneyhoms and Zoe Kingsleys. Lots of late visiting. 

8/12/2002 Mon. Worked on missionary all day.  Beth came over and we did welcome package.  She went to 

town to buy folders.  Finished WM handbook.  Starting Sun. meeting stuff. 

8/13/2002 Tues. walked and studied then all day on missionary and had to go to St. George for paper.  

Business card program and order package holders.  Beth putting together. 

8/14/2002 Wed. Straighten things out in garage. Cut boxes and put in trash.  Walked and worked on 

missionary.  To missionary meeting with Beth (11am10, Perry (3) town Rich drop Cheo. off).  Visited Buck and 

Barbra and gave Sis. Wilkerson material.  Met Curtus Gubler, Shaw Gubler, George Hammond and Scotts. Long 

talk with Edith Scott.  She has lost her testimony.  Called HP to help Curtus Gubler insulate. 

8/15/2002 Thur. Walked and study lesson.  To temple and did Mom Family files.  Worked on referral file.  

Visited a needy family and talked to Curtus on his proj. Also called men to help Sat.  helped Beth on welcome 

package. 

8/16/2002 Fri. Walked and study.  2 miles. Worked on my meeting also on David Freelander stuff.  Set up 

men for Curtus Gubler project in morning. 

8/17/2002 Sat. got men to help Curtis Gubler insulating.  2.5 hours.  Home to rest and eat then got men to 

relieve or add to crew of EQ.  Working on Monday’s roof.  

I got very tired after working for a little while. Amy came 

down from Provo and helped on roof.  Then after resting 

took her to visit Wilkinson, BP., Buck and Sister Workman 

also Bro. Mooneyham, Gublers Deloy and Kingsleys.  

Enjoyed a game.   8/18/2002 Sun. 

spent 4 hours getting 3 meeting ready and the weeks 

exchange with FTM.  Thats a lot of time but much to do.  

Had all meetings.  Took most of PEC.  Han's got set apart 

as a Elder.  His family except his sisters were there.  

Grandfather came down from Northern Utah.  All 

programs approved.  With Gil gone I am booked up heavily Sun, Wed, Thur. and have to get WM handbook run 

off and finiish move in packages.  Elder not their. Had to give a date program to Kingsleys and teach Joe. 

8/19/2002 Mon. Walked and did lesson.  Had birthday lunch with Mark and Melissa for Mark and Mom.  

Mom 64 years and took trip to school to pick up Joshua Scott who missed bus at night. Then worked on 

missionary stuff.              Mom Exploring 

8/20/2002 Tues. Finished all missionary stuff.  Could not get hold of Beth at home.  Met with Sis. “Scott and 

Mom with Larry Steward and taught eternal progression then met with HC in charge of missionary work and 

Mom and I had temple interview.  Mom also sub. For young women and taught lesson.  Paul dropped his Palm 

and ½ of screen not working. My leg hurt all of sudden. 

8/21/2002 Wed. No walking til I feel leg is OK.  Missionary work.  Taught Scott, Perry Allred and met with 

Kingsley, Kimball and FTM's at Beth’s with Mom.  Stopped by Groves, (not home), and Mooneyhams.  Did bank 

statements and read Moses.     

8/22/2002 Thur. Walked 1 minutes leg hurt after.  Read lesson and taught with FTM all afternoon.  Very 

tired when I got Back. 



8/23/2002 Fri. Study lesson and missionary work.  Boys came back from Zion and we played hearts.  To 

Black Hawk Show.  All enjoyed cost 80.00 for 8 people.  Mike and kids and Frankie left in afternoon. 

8/24/2002 Sat. Missionary paper work all morning.  Played kids hearts in afternoon.  Went to Black Hawk 

show in evening. 

8/25/2002 Sun . All meetings.  Worked on missionary stuff most of day til 10pm.  Had correlation with full 

time Elders. 

8/26/2002 Mon. church work and arrange baptism. 

8/27/2002 Tues. Set up teaching schedule.  Had missionary lessons, Sis. Scott and Mom, Larry Stewart 

taught with me and Mom visited Mooneyhams.  He is feeling better and hopes to get to church.  Visit 

Hammond, still no baby, visited Von Slesioner.  Took bill for car to Bishop and brought back check.  Visit and 

helped a number of others. 

8/28/2002 Wed. Read and finished Ensign for Sept. Went with Mom to find pottery and arrow heads.  She 

found lots of pottery and some painted and ½ arrow head.  Have exchange with FTM today. (To locate new 

movie.); Lenora Hinton (got 2 to work on).  Sis Hinton had to go to Phoenix AZ. For eye surgery.  I offered to 

take her if she could not find a way.  16 hours round trip.  They decided to fly her and a son to accompany her.  

Sis. Workman and Ashley will make a list, we showed the film then caught up with Gil Kimball and other 

missionary.  Took to Bob Perry for supper then Joe Wilsterman came to my house for lesson then took FTM to 

Jennifer Edler for film. (All but Lois was there) (Labor of love).  Then to Richard Wilsons.  HC and discussed 

missionary work for Stake.  Home at 9:45pm.  Mom RS went well. 

8/29/2002  Thur. Study lesson (HT), Worked some business and bills also missionary meetings and report 

the rest of day.  Family almost finished Abraham. 

8/30/2002 Fri. Missionary work in Morn, to town and shopped in afternoon. 

8/31/2002 Sat. Read lesson and mowed lawn.  Picked last of corn, interviewed most of the WM.  Mom, 

Mark and Paul went arrow head hunting. 

9/1/2002 Sun. all meeting, gave presentation to Bishop and RS Pres's.  Exchanged Sun.  Pick up case of 

BOM and delivered to Petersons.    

9/2/2002 Mon. Walked 1.2 miles, study HT and Missionary and worked on member missionary file.  

Planned Wed Exchange for missionary work.  Also up front work on all meetings. 

9/3/2002 Tues.  Study HT lesson and walked and study missionary lesson.  Dale Kingsley and I taught 

Edith and Demonic Scott (showed labor of love and ask them for names.  PPI with Dale.  Helped 5:30-8pm, put 

part of roof on Wilsterman’s house, very tired.  

9/4/2002 Wed. Read lesson, got ready for missionary work.  Redid every member a missionary program.  

On exchange with Elders.  Taught all afternoon.  Interviewed Simkins, Connie and Bill Bonshelser and then took 

Elders home after teaching, very long night.  Mom to temple for Kevin Murset. 

9/5/2002 Thur.  Missionary work.  Revised every member mission from Bro. Carrell, was completed today.  

Also updated, set a date program by putting names members gave to us after their names in the referral file 

and filled out sheets on exchange.  Had dinner at Rich Murset, he invited the whole ward, and put record from 

internet retirement check in bank.  We seem to be getting by with Sumi and Mike closing one loan and Frank 

Balladares closing one to give us 1,000. Extra a month.  I would like a 4 wheeler, but that is a want and not a 



need.  I would like to pay my insurance (Life) off so we could have no more payments.  Mom does not want to 

do that but I think it is a good idea.  We need to put money back for repair house and new veh. Also if we build 

saving up to 20,000 I will do something.  It is over 10,800. Now. Our missionary program is moving along well 

and should take another 2-3 months prior to having a lot of meetings for the missionaries. Then should follow 

reactivation and baptisms 

9/6/2002 Fri. Walked, study missionary lesson.  Worked on missionary stuff all day. 

9/7/2002 Sat. Missionary work, 11:30am Edith Scott called and said no one came by to pick her up and a 

cake she had baked.  Someone called yesterday and said would pick her up.  I went over and took her to the 

Women’s conf.  Had Sis. Bagnall watch out for her and bring her home.  Mom was at the temple with Sister 

Whipple.  I then went back down for 2 and 3 pm baptism.  One was Jennifer Edler who we have been teaching.  

Tried to set meeting up.  Still a lot to go.  

9/8/2002 Sun. Meetings, HT and finished with Paul.  4-5:15pm missionary meeting rest of the night.  

Curtis Gubler went with me and full time missionary and Bob Carrell took other Elder.  Good meetings.  

9/9/2002 Mon. Missionary work all day.  (Paper work.) Only 2 meetings not confirmed and for Wed. and 

Sun.  Meeting which I will wait til Thur. to do.  

9/10/2002 Tues. Missionary.  Met Gil Kimball and taught with and Demonic.  Talked with Bro. Merritt.  Had 

dinner a Deloy Gubler and took missionaries and Bill Crowl to peel potatoes and slice and set up table and 

chairs.  Lots of inactive and non-members came.           

9/11/2002 Wed. Missionary work.  On exchange in afternoon.  Took Joe Wilsterman and Harold Merritt.  Sis 

Barlow called for help with mud and flooding.  Went to 8:30pm then took Elders back home.  In between 

watched 1 yr. after plane crash in NY and Pa.  

9/12/2002 Thur.  Did bills, Mom and I went to temple.  Did initiatory she did 10 and I did 15.  Spent the rest of 

day loafing, felt I needed a day off. 

9/13/2002 Fri. Mostly bills and business stuff.  Had meeting with Herald Merrett.  Also walked and then did 

some missionary work but too tired to finish it.  

914/2002 Sat. Walked, finished meeting calendar and Mom went shopping.  I had meeting 4-6pm for 

stake conf.  Then 7-9 at night.  

9/15/2002 Sun. copied missionary stuff for people.  Had 8:40am meeting with Ga and stake missionary 

force.  Ushered with 9th ward HP.  Enjoyed rest of conf. eat and rested, tried to interview Harris, Wilkinson, 

could not catch George.  Floyd took Elders out and visited families.  Bob Carrell took other Elder out and visited 

in Apple Valley.  I met with Bishop and then we went to Cummings.  Got him committed to lessons.  Also in 

afternoon visited Groves and committed 2 weeks.  And showed films.  David Mortensen meet 8pm Monday to 



visit Harris and 

Scotts to meet 

Tues. at 10 to 

teach and Matt 

to go with me 

next sun.  Hans 

next Wed 

afternoon.  Lots 

done today.  

 

Torquerville Falls, UT 

9/16/2002 Mon. Missionary work.  All day    Mark & Paul at Torqueville Falls 

(paper work), Had David and Alice Mortenson sit in 

part of Paul’s family night then took them to Harris’s.  

9/17/2002 Tues. Bills and Broker business and 

insurance.  Taught Scotts and interviewed George 

Harris.  Mark and Mellissa gave us two tickets for 

Utah at Tucana.  We enjoyed that. 

9/18/2002 Wed. Missionary work.  (Computer in 

morning) Exchange in afternoon and took them 

home at night.   

9/19/2002 Thur. Missionary paper work in 

morning.  Interview Sis. James and helped Mom on cleaning a little.  Called about 10 people for Republican 

Party on survey. 

9/20/2002 Fri. To temple and then shopped.  Helped Mom with shelves in TV and Kitchen area. 

9/21/2002 Sat. Did all my missionary meeting for Sun.  Then took Mom, Paul and Mark to see Tocqueville 

falls.  I got stuck in the sand and it took a couple of hours to get out.  Good thing we had the boys with us.  I 

used the big jack to move us out of rut we were in.  

9/22/2002 Sun. Up at 5am.  Loaded truck and at 7:45am left for church.  Meetings all day up to 7:45pm.  

Had 1st stake meeting with rest of wards.  I covered our program and gave copies to everyone. 

9/23/2002 Mon. Walked and studied missionary lesson.  Did paper work from Sun work.  Talked to Rosa 

Williams and Jeff on their taxes, Mom to baby sit Carroll Wann kid at her Mom’s (Kingley).   Read 50 pages of 

new ensign and had family night and starting Jesus the Christ. 

9/24/2002 Tues. Walked 1 mile, Study missionary lesson.  Took Elders to teach Scotts, very spiritual lesson.  

Read Jesus the Christ with Family. 

9/25/2002 Wed. Walked, study, missionary exchange with full time missionaries all afternoon.  Mom RS 

meeting at night. 

9/26/2002 Thur. Missionary Paper work.  Went with Mom to Sheep’s bridge area.  Called to confirm Sun 

Meeting. Went with Bro. Baugh to visit Cindy Barlow.  Read with family Jesus the Christ. 3 chapters. 



9/27/2002 Fri. Read lesson HT, Missionary work progressing.  I ask Harold and Floyd to do schedules for 

exchanges for town and Apple Valley.  We met with BP. Next sun alone.  Work is going along well but so much 

to do.  Paid bills Sumi sent 1,400. From closing then worked on missionary work.  Went to temple.  

9/28/2002 Sat. Plan meeting with Bishopric.  After studied HT lesson and Missionary lesson.  Visited a 

number of families and planned rest of meetings. 

9/29/2002 Sun. copy material for meetings.  HC in charge of missionary work and Bishopric met with us.  

We covered nuts and bolts of missionary work.  Names of all people we are working with.  HT two families and 

then took FTM to visit 3 families and had good meetings.  

9/30/2002 Mon. Walked and studied missionary disc. 1 & 2 on first.  Met with Beth Moore and instructed 

in, set a date program.  Met with Shirley Barlow and Laura and discussed Cindy Barlow and what they should 

do at tomorrow meeting. Invited Connie and Will V. and Joe and Alice, George and Karla and Merritt’s to 

dinner on Fri.   Talked to Gil and he is sick now.  Had family night and discussed money with Paul.  

10/1/2002 Tues. Walked, study HT and Missionary lesson.  Did bills.  Eval. Costco phone service. Reviewed 

insurance and burial insurance. Mom and I went to Kanab to buy BOM box for missionary work. Also sight see.  

We went to animal sanctuary and took their tour.  Very impressive then went with FTM and WML from 4th 

ward and Bob Peterson to teach Jeramiah Cummings. Read with Family Jesus the Christ. 

10/2/2002 Walked 1.5 miles then study HT and missionary lesson.  Went to get Mom and Joan walking 

with it raining hard, they choose to keep walking.  Paid bills then to Harold’s to help with his computer.  On 

exchange with Missionaries 12:30pm.  Good missionary day.  Mom to temple for Brandon Dunbar.  

10/3/2002 Thur. Walked and read. Study missionary lessons.  Took car’s and truck to be serviced. Replaced 

value gasket on truck.  Due to oil leak.  Paid bills and did missionary paper work. 

10/4/2002 Prac. Missionary lesson and watched news. Picked up truck and had gasket and value cover 

fixed.  Leaking oil.  Worked on missionary sked.  Helped Mom with house for missionary dinner.  Repaired Back 

door, flag holder and adj. door for computer area.  Had dinner for Mortensons, Harrisons, Merritt’s and 

Perry’s.  

10/5/2002 Missionary Sked. Met with Harold Merritt on Apple Valley Conf. Mon and afternoon.  To 

Hammons with meal Mom did then to firehouse dedication.  Then to priesthood general conference with Paul.  

10/6/2002 Sun. worked on meeting with pres. Smith.  The Mission president.  Watch Conf. 10-12. Then HT 

to 2 and watch conference 2-4.  Visiting Mortenson, Hunts with Bro., Merritt.  Good meetings with Mortenson. 

10/7/2002 Mon. Worked on Pres. Smith meeting.  Arrange to meet BP. And Stake  

Pres. Tues night 8:30pm to 9PM at stake house.  Helped Mom clean windows by holding ladder outside.  Fixed 

broker shutter and switched fans for winter.  Had family night with over the hill gang.  Bishop spoke on long 

term care.  David Mortensen and Alice came.  Read 40 pages on Temple Book.  

10/8/2002 Tues. Finished 40 more pages on temple book.  (Completed it.)  Mom to meeting, and I worked 

on scanner for a while.  Met with BP. And Stake Pres. on missionary work in evening.  My assistants were there.  

Harold Merritt, Floyd Wilkerson and Gil Kimball along with Pres. Bird 2C to Sake pres.  Gil had been sick and in 

bed for 5 days but he came with a walker.  A great spiritual man.  The brethren liked the program and want to 

see how it goes in 6 months. The Stake Pres. said we might have to report in Stake Conf. on it.  I felt good about 

the meeting.  The only bad thing is they know about me now. 



10/9/2002 Wed. worked on missionary and redid exchange for Sun.  Due to SP wants us home with families 

Sun night.  Updated Hildale roster.  Corrected WM roster.  Plan Sun. meetings.  Visited Mission Pres. Smith at 

noon in St. George. Took Gil and Harold with me.  Presented our updated plans and had a good meeting.  Mom 

and I visited Tony Centono, Edith Scott, and Norma Dittman and then we went down to see Floyd Wilkinson.  

Our family read Jesus he Christ. 

10/10/2002 Thur. Missionary and did RS roster in computer so I could sort.   Out with Elders and also visited 

rest home.  Found Mom’s check book in car.  

10/11/2002 Fri. finished missionary meetings and took off to Las Vegas to pick up Doris (Mom’s Sister.) Went 

out to eat with boys, Frank and Frankie, Mike and kids, John and Tammy and Paul and Mom.  Went to Rain 

forest restaurant.  Enjoyed that.  Then saw water show and went to top of tower Paris.  Sleep at John and 

Tammy.  John cooked a big breakfast and Doris, Mom and I went to boulder Dam. (Hoover Dam.) Then home.  

Eat at Denny’s and Mark came by as did James and Laura for a few days.  

10/13/2002 Sun. Prepared for meetings.  Had WML and 

PEC then after WM meeting.  Things are going along 

fine.   

10/14/2002 Mon. Did missionary work.  Paid bills.  Went 

to see some land with James.  We had morning family 

night due to Paul going with friend.  All day ticket in St. 

George to play games. 

10/15/2002 Tues. Missionary, History, to Indian writing 

then to falls with James and Laura, Doris, Mom and 

myself.  To dinner in Cedar City and Shakespeare show. 

Mom & Aunt Doris 

10/16/2002 Wed. History. 

10/17/2002 Thur. History in morning.  Missionary visit afternoon.   2 hours spent in Zion rest home.  

These people need visiting bad. Some are out of there head.  One sister was dying.  Her whole family was 

there.  They ask us to bless her.  I anointed and the son gave a beautiful blessing.  She was not a member but 

whole family was.  We gave three blessing and one prayer with Buck. 

10/18/2002 Fri. Missionary til 4:30pm then loan from Frank for restaurant in Nags head. 

10/19/2002 Sat. Took James on the gooseberry.  It is now almost impossible to get to the end.  The sand 

place has ruin road. All afternoon worked on history 70,71,72 and 73. 

Mon will start 74.  James and Laura left this evening.  

10/20/2002 Sun. Meetings, 8:30-9:30am WML, 9:30-10:30am PEC.  11-12noon Sac. 12-1pm Sunday school 

and 1-2 Priesthood.  This week we did not have WM meeting after church.  Late afternoon Frank came up to 

see Doris.  Very nice of him.  He took Mom to look for Chards. 

10/21/2002 Mon. History, Doris read ticket wrong and missed her flight.  We took her to Las Vegas for 6pm 

flight.  Shopped and eat at Jack in the Box and got home late. 

10/22/2002 Tues. church then 1974 history day.  Read with family Jesus the Christ. 



10/23/2002 Wed. History 1975.  Haircut, truck to garage.  Picked up loaner. History til 10:30pm.  Got thru 

with 1976. 

10/24/2002 Thur. printing off history. Printer broke.  Did loan for Restaurant for FB.  Out with missionaries 

and spent time in nursing Home. All printes broke and had to buy new printer at staples. 

10/25/2002 Fri. to Dr. checking on pain in head.  Go lead for printer but poor quality of picture.  To Ward 

dinner at firehouse.  

10/26/2002 Sat. Did missionary meeting for Sun.  Called tech support for 1 hour with no results on printer.  

Called staples and no results. Called purchase HP and got young 19yr who knew what was wrong.  Only use 

black cartage for writing and it does well on pictures.  Thur. my trip to Dr., he had blood work and sked me cat 

scan on head to find out why pain.  Also sked. eye check in Dec. for cataracts.   

10/27/2002 Sun. Final copies for meeting.  Met with Floyd and Harold, then to welfare.  Then three block 

meetings.  WM after meeting. Sake 4:30pm.  I committed to train on, set a date program.  Spent night with 

family.  Did get BOM in different langues for museum.  Have to order Phamplets for new rack Ron build for 

church.  

10/28/2002 Mon. worked on bills.  To church then to CAT scan in St. George.  Worked on Loan for FB most of 

afternoon.  Then rest of night on history.  Finished 1978 and started 1979. 

10/29/2002 Tues. worked on lesson for Mortenson.  For a couple of hours.  Worked on commercial loan 

then history and finished 1979.  7pm taught Mortensen with Harold Merritt.  Covered our relationship to 

Heavenly Father.  Church Organization and Charity.  

10/30/2002 Wed. History all day now at 1984.  Mike called to see if could come up for Thanksgiving.  Frank 

called to tell me he loss sale on his home and John called to tell Mom to come. 

10/31/2002 Thur. History 1983-84.  Took FTM visiting Spendloves.  I taught foundation scriptures the spent 2 

hours at rest home.  Worked on history at night and walked 1.3 miles in morning.  

 



 

 



 

 

 

 



2003 
 

APPLE VALLEY 
 
We are in Apple Valley Utah, Kathy, Frank and Son Paul with the cat Leo. I started to read all the scriptures 11 
Dec. 2002 and finished in 44 days. Each year that I do this I gain more from the scriptures.  The First Presidency 
Christmas Message sent via TV to the whole world had President Monson, First Counselor to President Hinkley 
give a story of the Gift. Mom decided to write a letter to him. I have enclosed the letter and his reply.  
 
 
 

 



 

January 
1/3/2003 Fri. Read, then to eye Dr. and shopped at home depot for elect. Supplies.  Worked on loan and 
put shop vac. Together. Mom went to Las Vegas to pick up Paul. 
 
1/4/2003 Sat.  Read and worked all day on fixing up projects. 
 
1/6/2003 Mon. Power out from 5pm Sun. til 2pm Mon. Paul and I HT Sun. everyone but Mortenson.  I had 



Missionary meeting with Bishopric.  Today 
David Mortensen helped me start a floor in 
top of Garage.  Had Home evening at Beth 
Moore. 
1/7/2003 Tues. Read, worked all day on 
Garage Attic floor.  David Commonsense and 
Hans helped me.  A tough job.  Mom and I 
visited Harris.  We watch Shane Mom got 
from Library. 
1/8/2003 Read, worked all day on floor 
in top of garage.  Really wore me out. 
 

1/9/2003 Read and worked all day on 
garage top floor.  Have one more day to go.  
David and Hans still working for me.  Had to   Aunt Doris & Mom at Toquerville Falls 
go to St. George to get 9 more boards and heater.  Mom came along.  She drove so I could rest.  Sweet Wife. 
 

1/10/2003 Fri. Read and finished floor in top of garage.  It rained all evening.  Paid Hans and David 402.00 
for job.  Probably cost around 70000 to floor it.    Glad it’s done.  Tomorrow I will rerun wires and put two more 
lights up.  Also got Hot water heater for bathroom.  I have to get parts and install. 
 

1/11/2003 Read, Did wiring all day with Paul.  Mark came for a while.  Paul did very well. 
 

1/12/2003 Read.  Did some wiring with Paul.  To town to get supplies to connect hot water heater to 
bathroom in garage.  Family night, Covered Paul’s duty to God award.  Read Jesus the Christ. 
 

1/14/2003 Tues. Read and finished BOM and started D&C.  13 days to finish BOM.  Worked on repairing 
Mom and my lights.  Lead had come apart.  Still no power to bathroom light and fan.  Did bills and cleared 
stack of stuff that had piled up.  Went teaching with Perry French in town, also got haircut. 
 
1/15/2003 Read D&C. Worked on Missionary work in the morning and in the afternoon worked on wiring, 
still have not found trouble.  Taught Mortenson, good meeting.  Mom went Visiting Teaching with Edith Scott. 
 
1/16/2003 Thur. Read D&C, walked and called on church meetings. Fixed water outlets in lawn.  Redid some 
supplies.  Fixed lamp in living room.  Took Bro's Kimball and Anderson to visit a nr. Of families in Hildale District.  
Went with Mom to visit 3 Sisters, Paul brought heather home to meet us. 
 
1/17/2003 Fri. read D&C, walked and worked on church work. Will take Mom and me to Indian ruins.  The 
Lord of the ring and two towers at Zion and Paul on camp out. 
 
1/18/2003 Sat. Read and tried to find electrical short in garage.  Can't fine it. 
 
1/19/2003 Sun. Read, then to meetings and met with full time missionaries.  The Prills (Father and son 
came.) Also David and Alice and 2 daughters came and that was exciting.  The BP ask me to go with him to visit 
Tex Thompson at 8PM.  BP and I taught and showed video Labor of Love. 
 
1/20/2003 Mon. Read and walked 1.5 miles.  Electrician came and found my problem.  They had used one 3 
lead and grown wire for bathroom to handle 2 circuits.  I did not know that and had cut 3nd wire off.  Fixed 
speakers in TV room.  Looked at Mom's computer speaker.  Can't fix it.  Had family night and Paul is getting 



close to finishing Duty to God award.  We also discussed Holy Ghost and other things.  We read in Jesus the 
Christ. 
 
1/21/2003 Tues. Read D&C and walked 1.5 miles. Got wiring done and have power to bathroom now.  Still 
might have it redone.  Reviewed missionary lessons.  Missionary work with Perry French.  Spendloves do not 
want us to come anymore.  Visited rest home then picked up FTM to teach Mortenson.  Very spiritual meeting.  
David cried. 
 
1/22/2003 Wed. read, walked 1.5 miles.  Fixed light in garage work area.  Removed wrong heater in 
bathroom in garage and ran phone to work area in garage.  Bob and Joan came and we played 2 hands of 
hearts and one of spades. 
1/23/2003 Read and finished D&C.  Started P of GP. Walked 1.5 mile and then oiled fans.  Cleared old files 
away and went out with Gil Kimball and visited Barbra Hall, Slater’s, Birch’s and Doug Mooneyham., Got lost 
out in back fields.  Finally got home. 
 
1/24/2003 Read and finished scriptures, 44 days to finish them all. To eye Dr. will need laser in 90 days.  To 
temple with mom.  Met man on siding.  Then took missionary’s to teach Mortenson.  Alice had a lot of 
questions. 
 
1/25/2003 Sat. Took Paul’s friend home prior to 7 and went out to see Indian ruins with Bob and Joan and 
Kathy.  Mom canned wheat and I helped a little. 
 
1/26/2003 Sun. Read Missionary lesson and will be studying that for quite a while.  Worked on missionary 
work and meeting then to church.  Held Welfare, WML then 3 meetings. Then stake training then visited three 
families.  Finally home to eat and read with family. 
 
1/27/2003 Mon. Read lesson, walked 1.5 mile then wired receptacle in down stairs bathroom for Mom's 
light house.  Did missionary work (paper work.) Picked up Josh due to his Mom's car broke down in St. George.  
In family night covered Paul's requirements for Duty to God.  Read Jesus the Christ.  Very hard reading. 
 
1/28/2003 Tues. read lesson and did bills and transferred money to broker account to help Frank Jr.  Shifted 
HPLJ4 to main machine (Printer). It is cheaper to run the color printer.  To town with tax material for 
accountant.  Perry French forgot our missionary meeting.  Stopped by new family to see if needed help.  
Started to make the Toy booklet for our trip to La. To visit my Dads side of family. 
 
1/29/2003 Wed. read 50 pages of Ensign. To temple and shopped afterward. Got pizza and drinks for new 
move in family.  Related to Slater and Scott.  James called. 
 
1/30/2003 Thur. Read lesson and finished Ensign.  Did one box in top of garage and also cut boxes up and 
did some house cleaning.  Studied lesson for teaching Slater.  Went with Gil and Virgil and visited a number of 
families.  I taught 1st missionary disc. To Slater boys who are preparing for the priesthood.  Read Jesus the 
Christ with family. 
CNN Fri. Read lesson, HT lesson and Ensign then walked.  Worked in garage then to town to pick up heater 
for bathroom in garage water.  Installed it.  We now have hot water there.  Arranged for WML's to meet with 
Bishop Sun. at 9am.  David and Mark came up.  They are going caving in the morning. This is a letter I received 
from my daughter Kathryn talking about my history disk that I had sent to her. This is the first to say anything 
about it from my family. She is so kind.  

 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



My Sister Lillian and her Husband were called on a mission, they served in TX. This is a picture of them with 
their district.  

 

 

 

 
Lillian and Charley stopped by on their way to their field of labor in Texas. 

 

February 
2/1/2003 Sat. Read Ensign, lesson and watched shuttle come over Utah, Mark, Mom and I. 5-7 It was dark 
and Mark videoed it.  Then we went into the house and heard an explosion.  The challenger blew up All 7 
crewmen and included 2 woman died.  We spent a good part of day following it.  I put 1 box in garage and 
Mom and I went to movies and the boys went caving. 
 
2/2/2003 Read HT lesson, did church work then to Bishopric meeting.  Took Bro's Anderson, Kimball and 
Merritt.  Also Perry French came and they all gave reports.  Then back home to rest til church.  Paul and I HT 
Kingsley, Perry Allred. Paul took my place on exchange with the Elders.  Got a call from Larry Elam.  What a 



surprise, a voice from 40 plus years ago.  We talked a long time.  We served in service together in OR. (Astoria) 
and he got interested in the church because of my tithes I paid to the church.  He joined the church and is very 
active. 
 
2/3/2003 Mon. Watched news, they found some body parts from the Shuttle.  Walked 1.75 miles and 
worked all day in top of garage putting in elect. Boxes.  Still have 2 to go.  I have to get from town.  Very tired 
and aching from the work. 
 
2/4/2003 Tues. read 2 missionary lessons.  Worked on in house computer and walked 1.75miles.  Paid bills 
then to town on missionary work 2pm with Bro. French. 
 
2/5/2003 Wed. Studied 2 lessons again then went to temple with Mom.  Finished top of garage wiring. 
 
2/6/2003 Thur. Read both lessons and walked 2 miles.  Paid bill and did deposits.  Missionary work in 
Hildale and visited a number of families.  Bro. Anderson taught the Slater’s. 
 
2/7/2003 Fri. Did bills and finances. Business. Picked up Paul from school and had a talk with him on his 
school work and the importance of picking a good wife.  Mom and he went to visit the boys in Las Vegas.  I 
worked on history for the Las Angles trip to my Fathers family. 
 
2/8/2003 Sat. Read FTM lessons, walked 2 miles and copied some Frank Sinatra Cd’s and printed off some 
of my history.  Build shelf throughout for my files and did church work for tomorrow meetings. 
 
2/9/2003 Sun. Read all missionary lessons and read the priesthood lesson then watch BYU women conf. 
Spoken word etc.  To Barlow’s then to meetings. To Carrol’s, Harris, and exchange with Elders to Mortenson.  
HT to Crowls with Paul.  Mark visited. 
 
2/10/2003 Mon. Read lessons and walked.  Worked on LA book all day.  Gave Paul overview of broker 
business for his duty to God award.  Mom and Paul sick, Mom more so. 
 
2/11/2003 Tues. Study lesson and walked.  Did extra book for LA trip.  Took Mom in to buy diamond.  Will 
pick up Fri. eve. Or sat. 
 
2/12/2003 Wed. Study 2 lessons and walked 2 miles. Did missionary sked. And paid bills and did bank 
statement for business.  Did some genealogy and emailed story on the gift to family.  Also put it into my 
history, the letter from Pres. Monson. 
 
2/13/2003 Thur. Read lessons.  Walked and reviewed teaching sked.  Will teach with FTM at 10am plus 6pm 
on.   Bro. French took the other Elder out and did well.  Had good meetings. 
 
2/14/2003 Fri. Read lessons and watched report on Iraq, Very important, might led to war.  Worked on 
copying scriptures for lesson 2.  Got 33 and sections done.  On exchange with FTM and taught Mortensen.  
They are doing well. 
 
2/15/2003 Sat. Study, email, to town with Mom shopping and spent close to 500.00. 
 
2/16/2003 Sun. Did meetings for Sun. then to church for PEC, WML, WM meeting and training.  Then the 3 
church meetings. At 7pm Nao and Harvey, Mom Sister, came for a week’s visit. 
 



2/17/2003 Mon. Took Nao and Harvey to Zion Park, eat at Springdale and played cards all night. My 
birthday brought a number of cards. I am 68 American and 69 Chinese. 





 
My oldest daughter Sumi sent this and also a pen set which I needed at the time. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



This is from my daughter, Kathryn and East Coast Noah. 

 
 

My Daughter Sheila sent me a coat and sweater but it was too small so we took it back for exchange. The ward 
missionaries gave me to below card 



  
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 



 

 
 

2/18/2003 Tues. worked on bills and 
email.  Took Harvey and Nao to see Indian 
things.  Mom stayed home to rest and we 
played cards again. 
 
2/19/2003 Wed. Finances, missionary 
sked. Then took Nao and Harvey to 5 fingers of 
Kolob then to Tabernacle tour and met Mark 
and Melissa and eat at Red Lobster.  At night a 
game of cards and Mom and I won. 
 

2/20/2003 Thur.  Office work then to haircut and out with missionaries.  Had good meetings, especially 
with Dan Porter. 
 
2/21/2003 Fri. email, bills, statement and then took Nao and Hal to Kanab to friends of animals and then 
back thru Zion's back entrance, a good day. 
 
2/22/2003 Sun. did missionary meetings on computer and then had meetings.  Conducted the meeting for 
both stakes WML's.  Harold and I to Prills to check on no smoking. 
 
2/24/2003 Read, walked 1 mile and the worked on missionary work.  Worked on Simkins loan. They to let 
me know if they want to do it.  Had family night. 
 
2/25/2003 Tues. Read both art. In ensign then to town and had Nissan fixed and oil and grease to truck.  
Visited Stake Pres. Had a number of items to cover.  He said the 9th ward was doing more missionary work then 
rest of stake combined.  He will pay for a case of BOM and holders for move in packets.  I took Dale K. to see 
where Beagleys lived and then to Hans to tell them phone ringer is off. 
 
2/26/2003 Wed. Read both articles in Ensign, 2 lessons for new members and 2 lessons on missionary 
lessons.  Paid bills and got table organized in garage.  Walked 2 miles and talked to missionaries.  Delivered 
sticky buns to Andersons and Perry Allred.  Had Joan and Bob over for cards. 
 
2/27/2003 Thur. Up at 3am and studied new member lesson and ensign 2 articles. Worked on material for 
LA.  Did missionary work and took Hans with me to visit Lois Eddler and Dan Porter, both very intense 
meetings. 
 
2/28/2003 Fri. As I lay awake from 3am on going in and out to my mind reflected on my teaching last night.  
How much love and concern is needed in the world.  Then I thought of a call I received about a month ago.  
The caller ask if I knew who he was and I guessed it was Larry Elam as I remember it was close to 40 years ago 
since I had seen or heard of him.  I was stationed with him in Astoria OR.  One day I was in the electronic shop 
and had my income taxes spread out on one of the shop tables, working on them.  He came up and looked at 
them and could not believe how much money I gave to the church.  Back then you had building fund and 
budget etc.  I believe we gave close to 30%.  He knew we had 5-6 kids and only made around 500. He was 
transferred to Wash. State and there he went to the library and ask to see any books on Mormons.  The 
Librarian said her daughter was a Mormon, even though she was not, and got his address.  The missionary’s 
came and taught him and baptize him.  He had been serving in a little branch in Tenn. For 19 years.  He also 



taught school.  He had been the Branch Pres. For a long time.  Now he was Ex. Sec. He would like to come visit 
this summer.  It is amazing to me the effect your life has on people to have them look you up 40 years after you 
had known them.  God is good.  You get a good feeling from this.  It is the same feeling of good I had when 
Linda Moss called and when the man found me in the temple in Washington DC.  That had been searching so 
many years for the man whose name was in his BOM, or when Penny Wellington (Hatch) cried from reading 
the part of my history I sent to her.  God is good.  Mom got her ring and we eat at mall in St. George.  I worked 
on Simkins loan and gave Lois Idler my history to read.  The one I am taking to LA. 

March 
3/1/2003 Sat. this will be a busy day.  The LA trip is fast approaching and I need to review trip maps, pack. 
I also have a PEC meeting with BP. I have to prepare for, and HT lesson for Sun Eve.  Will have to get Simkins 
material and sign papers.  We need to get Paul’s SS papers signed by him and school sent in.  Will have to get 
car washed for trip also. 
 
3/2/2003 Sun. to meetings and gave Bishopric coverage of missionary work.  Trained missionaries and 
interviewed Prills then visited Slatters and Anderson.  Called Nora Lew in LA, CA. To confirm trip. 
 
3/3/2003 Mon. Left for Las Vegas.  Stayed overnight with Frank Jr. Mike, Frank, Mom and I plus a girl friend 
of Frank went to a Japanese restaurant to eat. 
 
3-4-2003 Tues. Mom and I traveled to LA. CA. And stayed at Ramada Inn.  Met Dad's family and went out 
to eat.  Had a good time developing friendships. 
 
Kathy and I took a trip to meet the Toy side of the family in La. Calif. We left Ut. And stayed with Frank in Las 
Vegas that first night of 3 March 2003.  We then took 5 hours to get to our hotel in Torrence Calif. Once there 
we called Uncle Leo and told them we had arrived and would rest for a few hours.  Our cousin Nora Lew who is 
my Dads Second Son’s daughter came with her husband and my Dads 3nd brother’s son Billy Wong and his 
wife Juno. We were soon joined in the hotel lobby with Uncle Leo and Aunt Anna and their friend Lillie.  
 
 We then proceeded to Uncle Leo’s son Eddy’s home and spent a few hours getting to know each other.  
I had made up three books for the three families and gave that to them.  This was my birth, parents and life up 
to leaving the village.  Also it told of my trip to S.F. and Hong Kong to meet the Toy and Wong family.  They 
enjoyed that and had brought pictures for me to see. Some of these are enclosed. 
 
 We then went to a Chinese restaurant to eat. Eddy and his wife and two daughters were with us in the 
home but the older daughter had a babysitting job so she did not go to eat with us.  
 
 We were leaving the next day at noon for Salvand so Uncle Leo, Aunt Anna and Lilly took us out to eat 
breakfast at another Chinese restaurant.  That was an interesting experience. Not the kind of breakfast that we 
were use too.  Our family is so kind and concerned to make us feel welcome.  My cousin Billy sat next to Kathy 
and made sure she tried everything the night before.  Eddy sat next to me and was able to help me understand 
what was being said in Chinese.  
 
 Nora will have one of her children married in June and invited us to come to the wedding.  The family 
from San Francisco will be there and I will be able to meet a lot of the family that I have not met. I checked 
with Kathy Moster when she would be coming since all the kids would be coming up about that time and it 
looks like we can make the trip to the wedding. I think it is the 7th of June. 
 
 Uncle Leo had made a chart for me that I will show below, and I left a lot of papers with Nora to fill out 



on her family. This has given me the push to do genealogy work again.  I am only sorry that I did not follow-up 
30 years ago when most of my Aunts and Uncles were alive.  We have my Aunt Kwan Lok (87) who is my 
father’s youngest sister and is still alive in Hong Kong.  Uncle Leo and Aunt Anna has just completed a trip to 
visit her and had a picture of her with them that I will include.   I also need to get a genealogy chart for Eddie’s 
youngest daughter since she was interested in that.   

 
Front row, left to right: Aunt Anna and Leo Choy 

Eddie and Wife, Cousin Nora Lew, Eddies two daughters, Juno and Billy Wong. 
 Frank & Kathy Yoder,Noras Husb, Lillie. (Anna’s friend.)  



 
This is with the spouses; myself and Kathy in the center, to the left is Billy and wife Juno and to the right is Nora 

and husband Gay 

This is Kathy and myself and Aunt Anna and Uncle Leo, he is the son of my grandfathers (Shun Tun Man Hung 
Toy’s) brother. They have really keep the family together all these years. 

 
 
 
 
 



 
Mom in City Center 
 
3/5/2003 Tues. Leo, Anna and Lilly took us to breakfast.  
We then went on to Sylvain and did a little looking around 
after settling in the Chimney Sweep Hotel.  
 
3/6/2003 Thur. Shopped all day. 
 
3/7/2003 Fri. Left 6:30am and stopped at Nellis to shop on 
the way home.  A good trip. 
 
3/8/2003 Sat. Did finances, towed truck to garage 
and got Paul a haircut.  Mom and I to Robbie Prill Jr and Sr. 
Baptism.  Visited Kinsley’s and stacked wood.  Bob Perry split 
wood for them then to Stake conf. Sat. night meeting. 
 
3/9/2003 Sun. Departed 6:30am for Stake 
Priesthood.  Gave Stake Pres. My memo to church 
missionary Dept on my concern of no manuals for training 
for WML &WM’S. Also the fact we need another set of 
missionaries.  The SP gave it to the counselor for the Mission 
President.  Had Andersons over to eat after Conf.  Met with Harold on work. (Missionary.) Mike Yoder called to 
check on us and I called David.  Paul finished his English assignment and offered to help his friend Tyler.  Went 
to town to meet with him.  He did not show.  Then met him at Texaco and gave him the outline for the work. 
 
3/10/2003 Mon. printed out picture of family in LA.  Walked 2 mile and worked on missionary sked for the 
week.  Spent rest of day on Simkins loan.  Had family night.  Mom gave a good lesson. 
 
3/11/2003 Tues. Did pictures, paid bills and walked 1 mile. To town to get appraisal on Simkins.  Sent file 
off.  Wrote email to Eddie Choy, Billy Wong and Ray & Betty.  Worked some on my trip to LA.  Tomorrow 
operation on eye. 
3/12/2003 Wed. Misc. To town 8:30am for eye Dr. Have to go back in 2 weeks.  Reviewed David Freelander 
bad (2) loans.  Mom had her big meeting. 

 
Uncle Leo and Aunt Anna, which is our Grandfathers brothers’ son (Leo). Has through the years keep 

tract of our family.  Here are some of his letters and pictures. This picture was received in Dec. 2002. with a 
Christmas card. This is (left to right) Betty Ng , our fathers 2nd brother’s daughter.  She is also the sister of Nora 
Lew. Next are Aunt Anna, then Nora and Betty’s mother (W. Wong Choy) and then Uncle Leo. Betty and her 
Mom live in S.F.  
 



. 
 

3/13/2003 Thur. Walked 
and worked all day on 2003 
history.  Went out with V. 
Anderson and visited 
Slatters, Mooneyhams and 
Joe Parker. 
 
3/14/2003 Fri. finished 
my 2003 history to date.  
Found leak in utility room.  
On exchange with 
missionaries.  Saw Wes 
Covington, Dan and 
Mortenson.  Good night. 
 
3/15/2003 Sat. Did Zion 
and BB&T statements.  Paid bills and tithing.  Mom and I to St. George to shop.  In afternoon we picked up 
truck and hope it holds up.  Watched Red River with John Wayne. 
 
3/16/2003 Sun. did meeting agendas and then had meeting. The Slatters were in church as was Joraiova 
Cummings.  The Prills, Cody Roark also.  We are touching a lot of lives.  Went out with Bob Peterson to visit 
Cummings. 
 
3/18/2003 Tues. Mom and I left Paul home and we went to David and Sally’s Wed.   Took them out to eat.  
They held a family night which was great.  We left Tues. Morn at 5:30am and it took 11.5 hours to get to 
Sheila's.  Long trip and tired of driving. 
 
3/19/2003 Wed. Up at 4am, worked on missionary work on their computer.  Have a lot of work to do 
personally.  We have gone to war in Iraq. 
 
3/20/2003 Thur. Watch the war progress.  We took Brown family to Red lobster to eat.  They all enjoyed 
that. 
 
3/21/2003 Fri. Left 6:30 and arrived home 12:40am.  18Hours and 10minutes. 
 
3/22/2003 Sat. 20 email messages.  Loan for Simkins closed.  I just rested most of day catching up on sleep. 
 
3/23/2003 Sun. Worked on Missionary.  Had meetings.  Visited Bobby Carrell, Sis. James, Russell lee and full 
time missionaries.  Got home late. 
 
3/24/2003 Mon. Walked and worked on missionary work all day.  Had family night and read Jesus the 
Christ. 
 
3/25/2003 Wed. Walked, did missionary work and trimmed trees for neighbor.  There were 9 brethren to 
help. 
 
3/26/2003 Wed. Walked and watched war with Iraq.  Paid bills.  Trip to town to give Simkins records.  



Shopped and picked up taxes.  Also paid bills and did finances. 
 
3/27/2003 Thur. Watched war and paid bills. Did taxes then to temple and did initiatory.  Took Doug 
Mooneyham out and visited new family, Rest home, Sis. Hinton, Workman and Bob & Bev Peterson.  Doug 
enjoyed it. 
 
3/28/2003 Fri. To eye Dr. had laser done.  Shopped til afternoon.  Took FTM to visit Dan Porter.  Went to 
Hildale fireside.  Good Turnout. 
 
3/29/2003 Sat. Walked and watched the war.  Worked on next week teaching sked.  To town for haircut.  
Cut all raspberry bush's to left of arbor.  Paul did to right. 
 
3/30/2003 Sun. Refined sked. To church for Missionary meetings.  Visited Lois Edler and showed Johnny 
Lingo.  Also visited Slaters and discussed their problems.  Mom went with me to Slaters. 
 
3/31/2003 Mon. Watched war, walked and did bills.  Helped Mom in yard and had to change battery on 
mower and take tire down to get air.  Still don’t work, Sears coming wed. 12-5pm to fix. Family night we watch 
DVD on Christ. 

April 
 
4/1/2003 Tues. Watched War. Read 22 pages Ensign.  Walked then did paperwork.  Went teaching with 
Bro. French. Committed Thayer’s to take lessons with son. 
 
4/2/2003 Wed. watched war and read Ensign.  Got load of horse manure.  Two loads of cut raspberry’s 
bush’s to dump.  To temple with Norma Dittman and Hans and Edith Scott.  Also dropped Mom’s ring to get 
fixed right. 
 
4/3/2003 Thur. Watch war, read Ensign. Only one article to go.  Worked on business, walked and then 
visited Dan Porter.  Mom finished top part of Kathy’s quilt. Started last June I think. She is happy. 
 
4/4/2003 Fri. Watched war, read Ensign and finished it. Eat at Harris then on exchange with missionaries.  
Visited Mortensen’s and Joe Parker.  U.S tanks in downtown Iraq. 
 
4/5/2003 Sat. Read HT lesson, Watched war.  Had conf. 10am, 2pm, then Priesthood night 6pm., Had flat 
tire and Paul fixed it. 
 
4/6/2003 Sun. Read Lesson, watch war, watched conf. 10am and 2pm then to Moccasin to discuss area.  
Bro. Gil and Bp. Went also. 
 
4/7/2003 Mon. Watched war, did finances.  Paid bills and took Mom to Marks graduation at Dixie. 
 
4/8/2003 Tues. Read HT lesson, watched war.  Spent most of morning getting 3 tires replaced and buying a 
jack.  On exchange with full time missionaries and visited Jimenez and Mortensen. 
 
4/9/2003 Wed. Read HT lesson and watched war.  Worked on Missionary sked for next week.  To R.S. 
meeting. 
 
4/10/2003 Thur. Read lesson watched war.  Walked 1.5 miles and mowed lawn after fixing tractor.  Took 



Dan Porter out to visit Jerama Cummings and rest home.  Tonight TV had pictures of thousands of Arab solders 
walking back home after living their positions.  Quite amazing. 
 
4/11/2003 Fri. Watch war, went to eye Dr. for 8am appointment then to temple.  Then to pick up Mom’s 
rings.  They look nice but been waiting since Christmas.  Watched Christmas gift. Then shopping at Costco but 
first to Chilies to eat and then to nursey to get some poison for cut warms in garden.  Finally home and very 
tired. Watched the new Harry Potter movie we bought on DVD.  Mark came up to spend the night and help me 
in the morning to do some work. 
 
4/12/2003 Sat. office work then watched war.  Mark and Paul helped me in yard, trimmed and weed killer 
put on.  Fixed shed door and leak in water system.  Mowed lawn and picked up trash.  Mom, Mark, Paul, Mike, 
Sky and Ben took trip to log jam.  We watch Mark’s movie Shine. 
 
4/13/2003 Sun. Church, PEC and then meeting schedule. Paul and I HT Kingsley and Perry Allred.  Enjoyed 
Mike and kids. 
 
4/14/2003 Mon. Checked e-mail, did missionary schedule.  To Las Vegas to pickup Truck 1996 Chev with 
Bob Peterson.  Took most of the day.  He will be replacing windshield and tires and servicing it. 
 
4/15/2003 Tues. E-mail, War and then walked 1.5 miles.  Worked in office and on missionary work.  Talked 
to Sis. Pritchard.  Out with missionaries. 
 
4/16/2003 Wed. E-mail, news and walked 1.5 mile.  Sears man came and I watch him service Lawn mower.  
Paid bills and work on missionary stuff. 
 
4/17/2003 Thur. Finances then to Las Vegas with Mom to get Dr. Shop and picked up truck from Bob 
Peterson. Cost less than 10,000.00. 
 
4/18/2003 Fri. Walked 1.5 miles and then worked on business.  Studied truck manual.  Out with full time 
missionaries and visited: Covington’s, Spentlove and Jackie Rice.  Mom working on Sis. Steward’s quilt and also 
Sis Jean Bryant’s. 
 
4/19/2003 Sat. Walked 1.5 miles.  Took trip to town to buy cart for lawn mower, weed eater, springer and 
paper shredder. Spent most of day putting together cart. 
 
4/20/2003 Sun. Awake quite early, laid here reflecting over some of my life.  The Bakery, the Moyock 
Market. How I struggled hard to make them work but both did not make me any money and had to be shut 
down.  I have many nights of sim’s sleep I usually get 4-6 hours of sleep per night.  Today I will get showered 
and then do my meetings for church on missionary.  Will plan the next week teaching schedule for missionary 
work.  That will take 2-3 hours.  I am also a little worried about David Freelander he has falsified 3 loans and I 
have been notified that would involve 27,000 and in fees he took.  Since he used my lic. And closed in my 
name, they would look to me for the money.  I have a hard time with accepting David actions.  How anyone 
could be so willing to break all the laws he did for a little money, the actions he has done justify him being in 
Jail.  I hope it just goes away.  Tonight I take full time missionaries to teach Jackie Rice.  Hope that worked out 
ok.  Went well, also taught Tex Thompson, (BP could not make it).  That went well.   
 
4/21/2003 Mon. walked 2 miles and read a little in Fantastic Victory.  Worked in yard most of day and tried 
to put top on new truck. 
 



4/22/2003 Tues. Walked 2 miles and then did finances.  Fixed tractor tire and took Dick Camble, neighbor, 
to see Pres. Byrd (Mike) business. (Green houses). In evening Mom and I visited Jean Bryant, Lois Roberson, 
Bob Peterson, (Dropped off (BOM). Also Hutchings family that moved in and Doug Mooneyham. 
 
4/23/2003 Wed. 2 miles walked, took Edith and Hans to temple. Worked on truck cover and had to go to 
Home depot to get supplies. 
 
4/24/2003 Thur. Walked and then worked on truck all day.  Can’t get back door to close right.  Mom worked 
on Kathy quilt and Paul helped me two hours on truck.  Still can’t get it right. 
 
4/25/2003 Fri. To Dr. for eye at 8am.  Still not doing well.  Had operation for cataract on right eye in Dec. 
and it has not got good yet.  We shopped at Costo. Then I worked on the truck.  Cut down both sides of 
window in back and finally got it to work.  Sealed top from leaks then cleaned up garage then went out with 
missionaries.  Taught Alice and David Mortensen and had good lesson. Taught Dick Glebe, not enough time.  
He had 20 questions and we only had time for 4.  Then to town and then home to rest. Also taught Jackie Rice 
and committed to baptism 17 May, will have to work close with him.  Paul had 5 friends over and Amy came in 
for 2 days and will leave Monday. 
 
4/26/2003 Sat. worked on missionary reports til 9:30am.  Got 5 loads of stone for side of garage.  Everyone 
else cut and put paper down for the rock.  Mom did our flower bed by garage bathroom and Mark and Paul 
and Amy got stones for borders up at water tower. All in all a lot of work.  My wrist and back are hurting for 
shoveling. Glad project done, have wanted to do it for a year.  Cost 280.00 for rock. 
 
4/27/2003 Sun. worked on missionary work, held meeting then to Stake WML meeting 4:30pm.  Home, eat 
and rested then back to teach at rest home.  Met with Bishop on Harold Merrill being released. 
 
4/28/2003 Mon. Walked 2 miles, Amy left for school.  Worked on missionary work and paid bills all 
morning.  To Bob Peterson to install tire holder and fix light for family. For family night Mom and Paul out with 
the new truck to get used to it. 
 
4/28/2003 Tues. Walked 2 miles and did mail.  Trip to town for paint supplies to do garage.  Bought paint 
sprayer.  Went out at 6pm with Lamont Black and Laura Randall to visit the families out in Colorado City.  Very 
good meetings. 
 
4/29/2003 Wed. Walked and studied sprayer book and video.  Taught with Elders 10:30am Jacky Rice then 
worked in yard all afternoon.  Out teaching Thayer’s at 6:15pm.  Read Jesus the Christ with family. 
 
4/30/2003 Thur. Finances, We painted 1/3 of garage.  I got too tired to do more.  On exchange with 
Missionaries.  Had good meeting with Joe Parker, Dan Porter,  
Wrights, Dick Gliebe.  Dick is doing great. 

 
I have in my files for this year a number of files on letters that I wrote to some that were in 

prison.  I have decided not to put copies of them in this history but they can be found in my files.  I have 
always felt that when someone goes to jail it is a hard time and not many will support them during this 
time.  For this reason I try to write and encourage them to do the best they can in their situation.  One 
was the Sr. High Counselor for our stake and another a former Bishop.  These men made a mistake and 
they should pay for that but we need to let them know that we love them, not for what they have done 
but for the fact that they are a son of our Heavenly Father, and we need to show them love.   

 



 Other files that I have are financial counseling to a couple of Widows.  I have with the Bishop tried to 
get these sisters on a firm financial footing by guiding them along. Once again this is not going to be put into 
this file.  
 
 

May 
 

5/2/2003 Fri. Read 6 day war.  To Dr. had shot for sore shoulder 
and shot and shot for sprained knee. (I fell at Sheila’s).  Home and 
scraped til too tired to finish.  To Mark’s graduation from Dixie. 
(Associated) Mike and kids came down to help paint. 
 
5/3/2003 Sat. we painted 80% of garage and house.  Mike and kids 
in the morning and Mark and Paul in afternoon.  Got a lot done. 
 
5/4/2003 Sun. Had 5 meeting prior to church.,  HP Quorum 7am, 
(9:30am) Bishopric, Rest home 10am, Spendlove and missionary, WM 
12 noon then church.  Have to visit Torries.  Invited Dick Gliebe to 
family home evening for over the hill gang and have to teach Jean 
Decina and Jackie Scott tonight.  Long day. 
 
5/5/2003 Mon. Bad night, trouble getting air. Took truck and 
rented tiller.  Mom and I tilled garden.  Mom planted tomatoes and 
beans.  Took Dick to family night as well as Joe Parker and wife went 
also. 
 
5/6/2003 Tues. Still no sleep, figured out at 3am it 
was the pills I am taking for my sore shoulder.  Decided 
to stop taking the rest of them.  Mark came and we 
finished painting.  Still have trim to do.  Sleep in 
afternoon.  Pill must be wearing off. Took FTM to teach 
Jacky Rice and Jean Decina. 
 
5/7/2003 Wed. Feeling better. Can sleep since I 
stopped the pills.  Read 20 pages yesterday and this 
morning in Ensign.  Both Mom and I have haircuts 
today.  Bro. Barlow called and asked me to assist him in 
blessing his wife.  She has been sick with infections 
since 3 weeks of her operation.  This after 9pm.  Mom 
shampooed the rugs and I helped her move furniture.  David, Mom, Dad   Alex, Mom, Dad, Noah 
 Paul work til 11 pm on extra credit project and will have test today in Chem. 
 



5/8/2003 Thur. Last night Sis. Steward ask me to 
teach the lesson in R.S. on missionary work.  So I read 
lesson last night and will have to read a number of 
times to know what John Taylor is trying to say.  I 
usually like 30 days to prepare for these lessons.  I read 
it every day and by the end of 30 days I know what he is 
saying and can teach like he would teach.  We also 
leave for David and Sally’s in Roy for his graduation Fri. 
Will return late Fri. Night.  Sally had a nice dinner for us.  
The two boys are sweet hearts.  Studied lesson. 
 

5/9/2003 Fri. Study lesson, went to David’s 
graduation Bachelor Deg. Did real well.  I am proud of 
him and Sally and how they live their life.  Got caught in snow storms on the way home. 
 
 

5/10/2003 Sat. Read lesson.  From 8-1pm did missionary schedule.  Then outlined RS lesson I have to give 
Sunday on missionary work.  Visited Dick Gliebe David Mortenson, Slatters, and Bob Carrell. 
 
5/11/2003 Sun. Met with Deloy Gubler and wife.  Also went in to church and talked with Dale Kingsley, then 
had missionary meeting and regular church meetings.  Taught RS on missionary work.  Did HT 6-6:30pm then 
taught Jean Decina and Jacky.  Also gave flowers to all women in the nursing home. 
 
5/12/2003 Mon. Not feeling good.  Might be fighting off a cold.  Took Jacky Rice to see sister in Ewack, 
could not find her.  Met a number of his friends and told his uncle. Left messages all around.  She called and 
told us he had tumors and part of the brain was taking away.  She would speak a baptism.  Fell asleep twice on 
my way home. 
 
5/13/2003 Tues. worked to clean up garage and rerun wires for all my equipment. At 2 met with Dick and 
taught 1st and 2nd lesson and showed film.  Felt tired. 
 
5/14/2003 Wed. walked 2 miles, James and Laura came and he and Paul did swamp coolers.  I went and 
taught David and Alice Mortensen.  Kathy had RS. 
 
5/15/2003 Thur. Walked 2 miles.  Trimmed with Weed eater. Took all morning. Helped James in afternoon 
with swamp cooler.  Could not fix it. 
 
5/16/2003 Fri. worked in office.  Paid bills and had repair man fix swamp cooler.  On exchange to Larry 
Jimenez and Dick Gliebe. 
 
5/17/2003 Sat. Finished Ensign.  Put roundup on weeds where I have to trim.  Mark finished painting, Paul 
put rocks and pulled weeds around fruit trees.  He also took trash to dumpster.  Mom worked in her garden 
and flower beds.  I went to Colby Thayer Bapt.  Got sked. For missionary work to Harold and dropped off 
cupcakes to Prilles and Dick. 
 
5/18/2003 Sun. Went to Alice Lutheran church.  Then to meeting then to Buck and taught.  Got tickets for 
trip home to help Sumi. 
 
5/19/2003 Mon. Paid bills, helped Bro. Camble put swamp cooler on top of his house.  Had family night 



with family. 
 
5/20/2003 Tues. Worked on water for the grass, took a long time. Did repairs and picked up grass and tree 
limbs I had cut. At night visited George Harris, Dale Kingsley and Han’s.  Moved trip to Sumi up to Thur. 
 
5/21/2003 Wed. Bans statements, missionary sked for next week.  Mowed and had belt come off and Mom 
and I fixed it.  Took family to JB’s to eat.  Melisa and Mark brought truck back. 
 
5/22/2003 Thur. got ready for trip back east. Had meeting with Harold Merritt and turned over the 
missionary work to him.  Left 11:30am, got to airport and Mom dropped me off.  Had to wait 2 hours than 4.5 
hours flight then tried to find Kathy place in the rain, finally found it around midnight. 
 
5/23/2003 Fri. up early and off to Sumi’s.  Gave kids gift from Mom.  Helped get kids on bus.  Sleep during 
morning about 1 hours.  Then Mike and I visited Sister Armstrong and Hughes.  Saw Sumi after her operation 
but she was sleeping and we did not wake her up.  Mike cooked hamburger for us and Kathy sent rolls and 
cherry pie over.   Watched movies rest of evening.  Michael dean and Amber have bad colds. 
 
5/24/2003 Sat. Up early and read in Mike’s office.  Jesus the Christ and Fantastic Victory.  Then had kids 
help me clean.  Vac. All rooms and sweep and mopped floors also the utility room.  Straighten out blanket 
closet, wash clothes and cleaned bathroom out.  Rested.  Tried to help Mike fly his kite from Grandma.  Then 
took all kids to K. Fried chicken for lunch. Sumi came home in the evening.  We watch how rare a possession 
about the BOM and spider man.  I read Jesus the Christ and Fantastic Victory again prior to sleeping. 
 
5/25/2003 Sun. worked on lessons, 1 on lesson and 2 plus BOM questions.  Finished then in Eve. To church 
and saw a lot of the old members.  Was good to talk to them.  Spent time with Sumi’s family rest of the day.  
She is doing well. 
 
5/26/2003 Mon. Worked on spread sheet for Mike and taught him how to use it.  Finished 6 day war.  Read 
Jesus the Christ (Some), and took kids for ice cream.  To CG, to Hunnicutt house and to Charles Street Park.  
Visited Sister Pritchard and stopped by Hilts and left msg. on door. 
 
5/27/2003 Tues. Finished copying my scriptures for missionary lessons.  Picked up Sumi from town. Pulled 
nails out of boards on porch area.  Had kids help take 3 boards up and pull nails.  Visited Elwood and Neva Hilts 
and also Skipper Burnett. Enjoyed seeing old friends.  The Hilts will try to visit us in the end of June.  As I visited 
Skipper, she hugged me and we talked for a while.  Then she said she wasn’t sure who I was.  I said Frank Yoder 
and she jumped up and said Bishop Yoder and gave me a big hug.  Seems she is losing he eye sight and can’t 
see clearly. 
 
5/28/2003 Wed. worked with Mike.  Dug 7 holes and put post in and cement.  Also took down string 12 
inch long on top of area near roof.  Mowed and went to autumn and Amber church achievement days then to 
Michaels T-ball game.  When got home mowed til dark. Called and talked to Mom. John called to check on 
Sumi.  As did Michael. 
 
5/29/2003 Thur. Mowed all morning.  Read Jesus the Christ chapter.  Went to Autumn’s awards at school.  
Gave autumn my camera.  Thought it was broken but got it fixed.  Went to visit Jimmy and Joe.  Jimmy wife’s 
sister died three weeks ago from cancer.  She is in depression. 
 
5/30/2003 Fri. Read Jesus the Christ.  Took Ashley to pick up folks for seminary.  Went to Amber award 
ceremony and eat out at Southern Pig restaurant.  Worked rest of day on new deck with Mike and family.  Got 



a lot done.  Mike knows how to build.  Sumi Fried slices of potatoes and unions. Drank 3 glasses of juice.  Very 
tired.  Also my knee is swelled up.  I used them a couple of days ago to remove nails and caused them to bleed 
inside.  Will let it go til I get home. 
 
5/31/2003 Sat. Read Jesus the Christ.  Started on deck around 6:30am.  Elwood came to help us a little after 
8am and Emil came about 1pm.  Got whole deck in front done. Very tired.  Went to movie “Finding Nimo” with 
family.  Talked to Mom who is in Las Vegas at Michaels. 

June 
 
6/1/2003 Sun. Read Jesus the Christ.  Took walk with kids and then rested.  Visited Kathy and went to Emil 
M. recital then spent time with Kathy family and the return to Sumi’s. 
 
6/2/2003 Mon. Took Ashely and friend to Pecks house at 6:15am for seminary.  Then went to town and 
bought inter tube for Autumn Bike.  Also a big beach ball and some doughnuts.  Stopped by McDonalds and 
got hotcakes and sausage which I had not had for years,  then back to Sumi’s and fixed Autumn’s tire then took 
Amber to Orthodontic to get her braces adjusted then back to go with Sumi to deliver pie to her Dr. and a 
Chinese friend who was not there at the Chinese’s restaurant,.  We eat and came home, I was very tired and 
sleep. Then Frank Balladeres came and we discussed two loans he had.  Had a large supper and then Adrian 
Hughes came and I presented the (Nr. 1) Missionary lesson to all. Showed Woodrow Woodruff conversion 
story.  A full day.  Talked to Mom prior to FB coming.  Miss her. 
 
6/3/2003 Tues. Read Jesus the Christ.  Took Ashley to pecks.  Started mowing and took 4.5 hours to do all 
lawn.  Went to Kathy’s with Cosgrove’s for dinner.  Had a good dinner. 

 



6/4/2003 Wed. Took Ashly to the Peaks house for seminary her last class for summer. Worked on Mike 
scanner program.  Picked up Ashley and packed for trip home.  Went to visit Jimmy, he was not home then to 
Elwood Hilts and had a good talk with him,  Drove to airport and stopped for gas and a Pizza Hut lunch.  Caught 
flight back to Las Vegas 4.5 hours.  Mom was waiting for me.  Stopped a Taco Bell to eat in Hurricane and 
picked up our old truck that had to be repaired with new battery.  Looked over yard and laid in hammock with 
mom.  Good to be home. 
 
6/5/2003 Fri. Worked on missionary sked all morning til 9:30am to Dr.  They pulled 20cc of blood from my 
knee and put steroids in to help it heal.  I have to put ice on and take Aleve twice a day.  They set up 
appointment for pain in head 7 July.  We shopped and got FB daughter a 200.00 picture of Christ looking over 
Jerusalem.  Then came home and rested. Going to take FTM to Dick Glebe to teach. 
 
6/7/2003 Sat. Worked on missionary work most of the day.  Worked on Welcome Neighbor Package.  
Visited Prills and had a long talk with them, Read Jesus the Christ in morn. And Ensign in evening. 
 
6/8/2003 Sun. Read and finished Ensign read Jesus the Christ and then worked on missionary meetings. To 
church to copy off move in Packages.  Had meetings.  Read Jesus the Christ with family also read by myself. 
 
6/9/2003 Mon. Read to last chapter in Jesus the Christ.  To Dr. for knee, then worked on new move in 
package.  Attended Perry French birthday party. 
 
6/10/2003 Tues. Finished reading Jesus the Christ good book.  Did bills and Lic. Application.  Run off 2 
sheets 12.5 each for move in package that Beth got wrong.  Watched Paton tonight. 
 
6/11/2003 Wed. Walked 1 mile.  Checked e-mail and worked on 2nd missionary lesson all day. 
 
6/12/2003 Thur. up at 1am. 3 Hours of sleep.  Worked on missionary then back to sleep at 3:30am. Up at 
6:30 and worked on Apple Valley address’s til 9 Am., Worked on 1997 tax return.  Seems they don’t have 2 
quarter returns (IRS) and are holding 1,700.  Called Account in N.C. and IRS requested a transcript for all 79 
quarters. Worked on move in packages.  Got about 20 ready to go.  Beth Moore had got 50 or so ready to have 
me work on.  On exchange tonight. 
 
6/13/2003 Fri. Walked 1 mile.  Knee Ached. Worked on misc. 
and read Spanish course instructions.  Figured out how to work it.  
To town and signed bank wire transfer paper.  To Po., Lib, and got 
gas, will be going on exchange tonight.  Taught Barbra Hall 1st 
discussion and met with Gubler’s and discussed missionary work.  
Met with Dan Porter and helped him write letter to first President. 
 



6/14/2003 Sat. Picked cherry’s and did jam and pie.  Two of our trees gave a lot of cherries. Also to town to 
Red Lobster to use Sheila father day gift cert. 

 
6/15/2003 Sun. Did my weekly sked.  Helped Mom with RS handouts.  To meetings.  All kids except Frank 
called for Father’s day.  Gave 2nd disc. To the WM and had gave the 1st last week. 
 
6/16/2003 Mon. checked e-mail.  Off to help Stewards to move to Enterprise at 8am. Finished around 
noon.  Visited Meadow Mountain and Pine Valley. 
 
6/18/2003 Wed. to eye Dr. then to St, George to order glass’s which took all day.  They were good. Tues. we 
helped Stewards move to Enterprise very tired. 
 
6/19/2003 Thur. Worked on making up missionary discussion and had to redo 1&2 and complete 6.  Elder 
did not show up.  So went with Deloy to teach.  Visited Larry, David & Allice and Dick Gliebe, 
 
6/20/2003 Fri. Worked most of day on missionary lessons.  Had interview with Rich Moser, could not get 
Bro. Hughes, 
 
6/21/2003 Sat. Did work on scripture cards. Left 8:30am and returned 5:30pm.  Went to Stewarts in 
Enterprise then to Mountain Meadow and then to Pine Valley and then to Costco shopping. Had a good day.  
Mom lost her bracelet along the way.  Paul went to Stake dance. 
 
6/22/2003 Sun. Worked on lesson for Ward Missionaries., Held meetings and gave 3nd missionary lesson to 
ward missionaries.  In Eve. Visited Bp. Hughes in hosp. Then to Bp. Bramall.  Then to rest , visited 6 people then  
to Jeramiah and then home.  Read with Family. 
 
6/23/2003 Mon. Walked, worked in yard and mowed and trimmed trees, took car to get oil and grease. Saw 
Buck for a few minutes. 
 



6/24/2003 Tues. did e-mail to Sheila and Lillian.  Paid bills. Fixed water, put 4 wye to handle and 4 hoses by 
garage. Cut up two hoses and made one good one.  Talked to Mom and she went out with RS Presidency to 
take in a play.  Talked to John for a long time, he wanted to know about my health history. Listen to 4th disk of 
church history one a day.  Worked on missionary. 
 
6/25/2003 Wed. e-mail walked 1 mile. Listen to 5th disc on church history.  
Started to go thru my files only ½ drawer.  To dentist and had a good report.  Mom 
hates making the water bed up.  Very hard but she is only one that makes it to her 
satisfaction.  Mike and Sumi closed 2 loans, ya. 
 
6/26/2003 Thur. e-mail, read Ensign.  Walked and listen to church history #5. 
Went to help Perry Allred with tree limb cut down.  Still on 1st Drawer, going thru 
my files.  Took Dale Kingsley and visited Larry Jimenez and new family who moved 
into Ted Gubler’s new house, they teach bad stuff. 
 
6/27/2003 Fri. Paid bills.  E-mail, then Mom and I went to the Grand Canyon, Had a good time.  Left 8:30am 
and returned 7:30pm.  Mike, Sky and Ben came and got Paul.  He will say til Sun. evening. 
 
6/28/2003 Sat. Finished Ensign.  Read some stuff from Ex. Comm. Member which is false.  Paid bills and 
worked in berry bushes.  Got weeds out.  Walked 1 mile and listen to # 10 disc of church history.  Listen to 2nd 
one but sleep thru ½ of it.  Helped Mom look for scar bracelet.  Mom and I laid in hammock a little while. 
 
6/29/2003 Sun. church work.  Working on scripture cards.  Had all meetings.  Finished 4th lesson today. Bp. 
and I visited Ray Hopson, Matt Scott and Dick Glebe.  Mom picked up Paul at Mesquite. 
 
6/30/2003 Mon. Worked all day on scripture card. Still not done. Got letter from Delmar Hilbert. 
 

6/31/2003 Tues. Finished scripture cards and dropped by Dale Kingsley.  He corrected and I have more to 
do.  Mom had a Pres. RS Meeting and I met her at church and we went to temple, then shopped and eat at 
Chuck Aroma. Did bank statements with Mom. Took 2 hours.  Paul did not want to go to camp but I thought he 
should.  So I said he did not want to disappoint me so he would go. 
 
 
 
 
Mom loves to quilt and this takes over our living room. This one is for our Daughter, Kathy. 



 

 
July 

 
7/2/2003 Wed. Read HT lesson. Checked my e-mail then to town to get gas for new truck.  To church farm 
and picked fruit for 1.5 hours.  Very tired then to McDonald’s for breakfast then worked on Nissan.  Found bad 
battery.  To town and picked up new one 42.00 also got cart wheel from Valley Auto.  And installed both. Put 
tool away and rested.  Dale Kingsley came over to help with scripture cards.  Home taught Kingsley’s and 
Allred. 
 
7/3/2003 Thur.  Worked on scripture cards. Went to Las Vegas with Paul.  Mike to take him to Calif. With 
kids.  John and Anita feed us and we shopped at wal Mark in St. George. 
 
7/4/2003 Fri. Worked on yard, mowed and fixed boards in green shed. Worked on scriptures all day. 
 
7/5/2003 Sat. Walked 1 mile.  Fixed one of the hose lines and watered grass.  Worked all morning and til 
3:30pm on scriptures cards.  Got one set complete.  19 to go.  Mom and I went to St. George shopping, took 
the 96 Chevy. Truck and dropped her off at Jo Ann and I went to staples, When came out truck would not start.  
Batt.  I charged for 24r hour. Called sears and got start but quit again. Got ride to garage and paid 150. To buy 
new battery.  I had man go with me to change it.  Then picked up Mom and went shopping a Costo.  James 
called to check on us and Frank’s situation. 
        East Coast and West Coast Noah 
7/6/2003 Sun. Did scriptures.  To church for 
meetings and taught 5th lesson to my ward 
missionaries.  Mom and I to Las Vegas to pick up Paul.  
Sheila talked to us on Mike’s job to Las Vegas. 
 
7/7/2003 Mon. Worked on scriptures.  Go them 
all laminated but have to trim yet.  To Dr. Sanchez, 
checked pain.  He knows what he is doing.  Paul 
packed for 4 day trip. 
 
7/8/2003 Tues. watered grass and garden.  Mom 
has not done garden for 2 weeks since she is 



discouraged due to grass hopper bringing blight. 5.5 hours cutting up cards but got them done. 
 
7/9/2003 Wed. E-mail, walked 1 mile. Worked on misc. and paid bills.  Took Mom to set up hall at church 
for RS and picked up care.  Also got the truck done. 
 
7/10/2003 Thur. Bills then to hosp. for lab work.  Took 8 containers of blood.  Then to MRI.  To garage and 
got truck and Samri greased and oiled. Eat and to Brandon for haircut.  Worked on missionary work in late 
afternoon. 
 
7/11/2003 Fri. E-mail. Lesson 5-6 laminated 1-2-3 (2 each.) Replaced meeting time sheets in 5 more move 
in packages.  Called Bp. Hughes son in law to check on Bp. Hughes.  Called full time missionaries to check 
meeting last night.  Mom and I went to Kolob reservoir and stopped at LaVerkin to get large slushes.  Had a 
good time and enjoyed the beauty of the county. When all is said and done, God is the creator. 

 
7/12/2003 Sat. worked on files all day. Late afternoon went to eat after found could not get tickets for 
pirates show. 
7/13/2003 Sun. Worked on Sister James finances.  To PEC and WM training and gave most of them material 
to teach. Bp. Approved Sister James finance program and I met with her and Perry to get approval.  We to 
start. 
 
7/14/2003 Mon. Did outside work.  Mom and I went shopping.  Sheila and kids came in at 5:30pm. 
 
7/15/2003 Tues. worked on file tabs and finished the files in office.  Worked on Sis. James finances. Paul 
pulled weeds.  Mom and Sheila and kids went to Las Vegas to get Ashley and Ben.  Visited Bp. On Sister James 
material.  Also Bp. Hughes was called to be ward missionary. 



  

 
7/16/2003 Wed. Took Sheila and family and Ashley to mountain meadow.  Then to Chuck Aroma to eat.  
Kathy and family came in and Sheila went to Las Vegas to see neighborhoods. 
 
7/17/2003 Thur. Spent most of day at Virgin River.  Everyone enjoyed that.  It rained good in evening and 
we watched Sound of Music. 
 
7/18/2003 Fri. Met with Sister James on her money.  Took family to Zions for campout.  Mom and I came 
back with Kai. 
 
7/19/2003 Sat. Day spent getting lunch and dinner for all the kids. 
 
7/20/2003 Sun. to meetings. Bp. Hughes called and set apart as AWML.  Mark, Kathy and David still here 
but David and family leaving in morn. Sheila called and made it home.  15.5 hours.  Thankful she was safe.  
John called about his hot water heaters, I gave him some ideas.   Noah, Paul, Noah, Emil Michael 
 
7/21/2003 Mon. Did missionary work.  Walked.  
Cut up box’s for trash.  Continued on my redoing 
files etc., all day.  Emil and Kathy took us out to eat 
at Outback Restaurant. Very tired and to bed by 
9pm. 
 
7/22/2003 Tues. Still going thru office and fixing 
and cleaning.  Read all but one article in Ensign.  
Fixed table, TV and VCR.  Much done but can’t 
remember what. 
 
7/24/2003 Thur. Worked on Norma Dettman 
finances.  To Dr. and will try to get with pain Dr. 
 
7/25/2003 Worked most of day on loan for Gary 
Grimm’s.  Also did some looking for Sheila house.  Did a little garden and watch the movie Count of Monti 
Christo. 
 



7/26/2003 Sun. Showed WM’ Ancient America Speaks. Then to Reg. meetings.  Visited Prills, then to 
nursing home and saw Jacky, Shirley, Buck, Antone Hinton, Arron and one other.  Taught Tex Thompson and 
showed film and talked a long time. 
 
7/28/2003 Mon. Worked on church and sorting table’s material and history. 
 
7/29/2003 Tues. Walked 1.5 miles then sprayed weeds and worked on 2003 history.  Went visiting with Bro. 
Hughes. 
 
7/30/2003 Wed. Walked 1.5 miles.  Finished catching my history up to date.  Worked rest of day on 1.3 
million loan for N.C. Read and only have 8 chapters to go to finish. 
 
7/31/2003 Thur. Walked 1.5 miles, repaired shelve that fell down.  Worked on loan all day and sent off to 
Co. 

August 
8/1/2003 Fri. Did not walk due sweats wet from being washed.  Worked on loan.  The files through 3 
drawers of files out.  Saved paper to reuse.  Getting ready to start Genealogy.  Daughter Sheila called on house 
search. Daughter Sumi called on building on her home up-date. 
 
8/2/2003 Sat. Read lesson. (HT) then to temple with Kathy to work in the kitchen 8-12pm.  Son, Paul went 
to Stake dance.  Son, John got his heater in attic of his home and Daughter, Sheila and Mike put offer in on 
home in Las Vegas. 
 
8/3/2003 Sun. Read lesson for WM training.  Worked on new move in figures.  Made pictures for rest of 
home.  Reg. Meetings at church.  Son, Paul and I went home teaching.  Son, Mark and Mellissa came to visit.  
Called and talk to my brother Bob and his wife Jean Toy. 
 
8/4/2003 Mon. copied a lot of pictures into computer.  Shredded records.  Sorted church records. 
 
8/5/2003 Tues. We go to temple today.  I feel good about keeping my personal history up to date.  I think 
40-50 years from now it will be more appreciated.  For the historical value. I also feel good about redoing all 
my files.  I am working on the church ones now.  The last ones will be genealogy.  I want to finish my next 
project before I start genealogy.  The ward mission work is progressing, however my finances are very low.  I 
only have a couple of thousand in our accounts and that is the lowest we have had for a long time.  Part of 
reason, I bought the 1996 truck for our mission (10,000).  We helped son Frank with about 4, 000.00 and gave 
son David 1,000. to help his move to Provo. Paid 2,600. for David Freelander wrong doing in Va. Office, put 
extention on house for about 25,000, Painted house for 1,000.00 included buying sprayer, Put Frank Balladares 
on 500/loan instead of ½ profit and daughter Sumi and Mike slow business.  We have also paid Mom's 
insurance off and put 10,000 against mine.  Still need to put 22,000. to pay mine up, Reviewed all that we have 
done well, but don't like being so low on money.  We have a mission for our son Paul and our self to worry 
about.  Met with Bishop and requested Mortensen as WM. Met with Pres. Byrd and got 13 BOM and ordered 
20 more English and 10 each in: Spanish, German, and Japanese.  Visited Covington’s, Jeramiah Cummings, 
Frances, and Spendlove.  Read notes to chip.  On Page 34 in Jesus the Christ with family.  Paul helped 
Wilsteman's do some moving.  Mom almost finished a quilt for the burn center.  It’s beautiful.   
 
8/6/2003 Wed. Walked 1.5 miles then mowed and weeded some.  Worked on old files, (Personal.) Also 
church files.  David and Sally and Sister and friend and Noah and Alex are coming tonight.  David and boys 
staying and girls going to Phoenix Az.  Worked on 1.35 million Loan.  Visited Diamond Ranch and set up 



meeting to meet people. 
 
8/7/2003 Thur. Girls left at 8am.  Sons, David and Mark repaired around house.  I worked on files. 
 
8/8/2003 Fri. worked from 5am to 12:30pm on files Shredder stopped on me.  Have to go to Diamond 
Ranch to meet staff.  Spent all day sorting and sheading old records and still did not finish.  Tomorrow should 
finish it. 
 
8/9/2003 Sat. Walked 1.5 mile.  E-mail from cousin from Hong Kong for my aunt. Only one of Dad's Bro. 
And Sisters left.  Finished files and shredding.  Will work on church work and babysit son, David son.  He, and 
sons, Mark and Paul went mountain biking at Brian Head.  Visited Diamond Ranch again and met two more of 
the Staff.  David hurt himself bad on the mountain bike. 
 
8/10/2003 Sun. Wrote report on Diamond.  Trained my Ward Missionaries and showed film 3 witness's.  
Helped set Norma Dittman apart as WM.  Visited Dick Giebe, Prills and called Slatters to attend my WM 
training class.  Son, Mark, Kevin and Mellissa came up for a little while.  With family read Jesus the Christ with 
not much to go to finish. 
 
8/11/2003 Mon. Did E-mails, walked 1.75 miles. Clock put downstairs.  Son, David trimmed for me and I 
worked on Church work.  Decided which drawers held what.  Finished my sorting and making up tags for 
drawers.  Paid bills.  Called IRS and accountant on 2000 W2.  Called copy repair man and will come tomorrow.  
Had family night and read and listen to Paul H. Dunn. 
 
8/12/2003 Tues. Walked 2 miles and answered e-mails.  Started on genealogy.  Got it into my computer.  
Finished putting cards on filing drawers.  Had sales presentation on time share type thing.  Also Bp. and I met 
Stake Pres., on Diamond Ranch. Covered move in packet also. 
 
8/13/2003 Wed. Spent couple of hours trying to E-mail pictures.  Walked 2 miles, very trying.  Talked to son 
John, 2 day left of school. Fri. he hopes to get hired at school.  Mom helping Norma Dittman clean out house.  
Tonight is her enrichment meeting at church (RS) Worked on genealogy.  Called Diamond and told we would 
have fireside Sun. at 3-4.  Ask Tom Hughes and Kirstin Wadson to speak at ranch Sun. 
 
8/14/2003 Thur. Walked 2.5 miles.  Worked on church all day.  Got most of WM training material done.  
Ranch material done.  Met with Norma Dittman and helped her pay bills. 
 
8/15/2003 Fri. To temple today.  Visited Buck, Jacky, Laura, Jeramiah, Clerk, John, Joan and Dick. Talked to 
Bishop.  Son, Paul and gang spending night. 
 
8/16/2003 Worked missionary, quite a bit to be done.  WM training Sun and 30th. PEC, Move in packages, 
Diamond Ranch, update WM instructions.  Took all day til 5:30pm.  Read with the family Jesus the Christ on 
last 5 chapters. 
 
8/17/2003 Sun. Worked on missionary work.  On Quorum training material for EQ president Law.  To church 
to make many copies of lots of material.  PEC, WM training, Sac. And part of SS. Ranch 1st meeting 3-4.  Eval. 
meetings and met with Sister Hinton, Sister Laura Tatum in hosp,  Sis. Workman and help give her a blessing 
with Rich and son.  Harold Merritt with me all night.  Met with Bp. On missionary work and Melch. Priesthood 
training. 
 
8/18/2003 Mon. Walked 3 miles.  Worked on missionary work all day.  Lot of time on fellow sheets for 



Diamond Ranch.  Watch Mar's with mom.  This is a close as it will get in our life time. 
 
8/19/2003 Tues. Some missionary work.  On to Las Vegas to get truck stickers for base and Mom new ID  
card.  We had lunch with son’s Frank and Michael.  Then shopped for food then home.  Most of kids called 
Mom for her 65 birthday. 
 
8/20/2003 Wed. Met and trained Dale Kingsley, Sister James, Bro. French, Tom Hughes in my office.  I 
picked up Buck and took to Bp. Court.  They approved for baptism and being made an Elder. 
 
8/21/2003 Walked mile, leg hurt.  Missionary.  Picked up truck and dropped Nissan off.  Went with Harold 
to HT Rever and visited Prills and Laura was there.  Amy came for the night. 
 
8/22/2003 Fri. worked on missionary work.  Set up to help son, Frank move but he did not get house.  
Picked up Nissan from garage. 
 
8/23/2003 Sat. worked on broker business.  Helped Randall's move.  Had Buck baptized and was very nice 
and spiritual. 
 
8/24/2003 Sun. 9:45am to rest home.  Confirmed Buck and took him to church.  To church to copy material.  
To Welfare then ward mission training at 12-1pm.  Left 2:30pm for Ranch.  Had 12 kids and 2 counselors.  Then 
home to eat.  Unpacked material for Sac. At Ranch.  Then visited Ruth Hinton, Bev. and Bob Peterson, Russell 
Lee, Perry French and tried twice Jeremiah Cummings and Bp. 3 times.  Also missed Sharron.  Son’s, Paul and 
Mark back form Helping son, Frank move. 
 
8/25/2003 Mon. Worked on Diamond Ranch.  Walked 3 miles.  Went with Mom to take son, Mark pillow 
and wallet.  We also took a lot of Groc. For them and Mark had no money in his wallet so Mom put 20.00 in it.  
Bro. Merrill and I visited Laura Tatum after family night and counseled her.  She is long term project. 
 
8/26/2003 Tues.  worked on Lara health records.  Made copies for Bp. And myself, took some time to get 
them in order.  Walked 3 miles.  Worked on church rest of day.  Visited Sharron Parker, Bev. Peterson and Stake.  
Read Ch. 40 in Jesus the Christ. Talked to Sheila.  Young grandson Mike got call to N.J. Son, John also called, 
 
8/27/2003 Wed. Worked all day on training on 6th Sept. Met with a number of my missionaries to cover 
their part.  Walked 3 miles.  Merrill's, Dale Kingsley and Mom and son, Paul helped me dig out Sharron Parker's 
ditch for her. 
 
8/28/2003 Thur. Worked on training all day and downloaded Microsoft stuff (updates).  Walked 3 miles. 
 
8/29/2003 Fri. To temple and shopping.  Worked on WM training. 
 
8/30/2003 Sat. All downloads finished from Microsoft.  Finished as far as I could go on training session. 
 
8/31/2003 Sun. church work.  Meetings all day.  11 kids and 2 adults at Ranch.  Bp. Spoke on Sac.  
Interviewed 1 girl and 3 boys.  Got home 7pm, very tied. Son, Mark and Mellissa came for visit. 

September 
9/1/2003 Mon. Walked 3.2 miles in afternoon and worked all day on missionary work in office.  Had over 
the hill gang fireside at Crowl’s down town.  We finished Jesus the Christ tonight. Ya. Now Paul has read with us 
all the scriptures and that book.  So he will feel he has the back grown when he is on his mission. 



 
9/2/2003 Tues. Walked 3.1 miles and worked mainly on missionary work.  Took Buck to BP. and we were to 
go to stake priesthood but his info (Bapt.-Confirmed-Advance to Priest) had not been entered in Salt Lake, so 
they had me do it and we have to wait for record to come back.  Covered HT lesson with Son Paul and Mom. 
 
9/3/2003 Wed. Took Sean Young out to DI and White Eagle.  He got lots of ideas.  Laminated 13 articles of 
Faith as bookmarks.  Delivered Sac. Supplies to ranch.  Visited Sis. Beagley. Set up teaching for Fri. night. Also 
set up baptism for Spanish Elders.  Arranged to meet Spanish Elders Fri. 3pm at Bro. French. 
 
9/4/2003 Thur. worked on Spanish mission stuff.  Confirmed Bapt. Sun 6pm.  Conf. meeting Fri. 3pm redid 
training program to include Spanish.  Mom took dinner to Lorie Beagley.  
 
9/5/2003 Fri. Tried to set up bill paying with Zion Bank. Not able to do it.  Mom and I gave some training to 
Lara Burnham on typing and computers.  Met with Virgil Anderson for a short time and Barbra Hall.  Met with 
Buck and Spanish missionaries on Spanish work.  
 
9/6/2003 Sat. Prepared all day for ward missionary training tonight.  Also  
E-mailed Welcome House Sis. Charlotte and Chuck week end sked.  Had WM training.  Long meeting and good 
meal. I think it educated people.  
 
9/7/2003 Sun. Prepared all meetings.  Met with Bishopric then Jeremiah Cumming.  He was really down. 
Took about 1 hour.  Talked to Buck and dropped baptism cert. off.  Went to Sac. And then out to Ranch for that 
meeting then to Ward for first Spanish Sac. Meeting.  Eat lunch, Mom packed, on side of road then to baptism, 
first Spanish baptism for our ward.  Then home and listen to Paul Dunn tape with family. Very long day.  
 
9/8/2003 Mon. Worked on missionary work.  Took Lara Burnham to hospital in Cedar City.  Got home at 
1pm. 
 
9/9/2003 Tues. Worked on Genealogy. 
 
9/10/2003 Wed. Worked on Genealogy.  Met with Spanish Elders, Brother Mortensen and Bro. French.  
Mom had her RS meeting tonight.  
 
9/11/2003 Thur. Most of the day spent on Laura. Took her to the abused “Dove” Center in St. George.  
Hope that helps her.  Mom and I went hiking and it took about 4 hours. She enjoyed that.  Layton came to 
spend the night with Paul.  
 
9/12/2003 Fri. took ride to Ben Bustline and met Bob Currant from Child Bride organization.  Had a long talk 
with Ben on Colorado City situation, paid 25.00 for his book. Then visited swap meet and then home.  Lara 
Burnham called from the abused center and needed food.  I called Robbie and he packed 4 boxes of food and 
then I called center and they have food but I took food over and talked to the admin.  She did not turn in her 
patches so they got them.  Lara is a user of people and will do whatever it takes to get her pain stuff.  I think 
they can help her.  She said I was like a father to her and she has no one else (She is 44 yr. old) I never go alone 
with her, always have Mom or Bobbi Jr. with Me.  
 
9/13/2003 Sat. Read book on Polygamy.  Went to swap meet. Paul bought 2 cycles. 
 
9/14/2003 Sun. Read Book, to stake center for Stake Conf. Then home to eat and on to the Ranch and then 
to Spanish meeting.  Helped set Bro. Randall apart as Spanish leader.  I was spokesman for wife Laura’s blessing 



to assist her Husband.  Called John and talked to him and Mark visited Paul. 
 
9/15/2003 Mon. Finished Ben Bestline’s book.  Much to consider.  Took Lara’s food from Dove Center to 
Laura at Dixie Share and Care then the rest to Robbie.  Got call from Buck and took wife to visit Barbra Hall.  
Gave her a blessing.  They sold her house out from under her.  Had family night and taught Paul how to write 
checks and then listen to Paul Dunn Tape.  
 
9/16/2003 Tues.  Spanish and worked. 
 
9/17/2003 Wed. down loaded program to get rid of junk on my computer.  Cut boards for Mom for DI kits.   
Talked to Harold.  He copied DI tape for me.  Went out with Spanish Elders to meet people they were teaching.  
 
9/18/2003 Thur. Worked on rooster for the Spanish branch.  Met with Doug. Randall.  Talked to Bp.  Went 
shopping with mom for Chuck and Char. Coming next week. Spend close to 500.00. 
 
9/19/2003 Fri. Charlotte and Chuck Strouse, my sister from Welcome House came in to spend a week with 
us.  Ray my brother and his wife Betty brought them.  The E-mail summarized their visit. 
 



 
 



 
 

 
 



9/26/2003 We just returned from taking Char. And Chuck to Provo to catch the AM track train. We left Fri. 
and visited Freemont Indian area.  Took Sally and David and kids out to dinner. The train was 1 hour late.  Some 
folks had been waiting for a different train since 9pm the night before.   
 
9/27/2003 Sat. Drove back from Provo.  Chuck and Charlotte left 6am.  Worked a little in my office. Helped 
Mom on RS.  
 
9/28/2003 Sun. 5-10:15am Prepare meetings to church to make copies.  To Pec, Welfare and WM training 
then to Sac.   After to Ranch for Sac. Meeting then to Spanish Branch meetings and back at church.  Then 
Correlation with Bro. French and Randall then home to eat and rest.  The Merritt’s got their call to Poland.  
 
9/29/2003 Mon. Walked with Mom ½ her route.  Paid bills and worked on missionary work, Ranch, Pec, rest 
of day.  Also talked with Ben Bistline and Bp. Bulter and Tom. 
 
9/30/2003 Tues. Walked and finished the Ensign.  Had tires rotated and balanced on Nissan.  Took Jacky 
Rice to see family in Cedar City. Home teaching with Harold to Rivers and gave a blessing to Mayland Barlow 
and met Rolene Fisher, got her and River committed to take lessons. 

October 
10/1/2003 Wed. Walked with Mom.  Did Finances and tried to setup Microsoft money.  Did spyware nuke 
on my computer.  Missionary paperwork.  
 
10/2/2003 Thur. Walked with Mom.  Met with Bp. Bulter on our program and then to Ranch on Seminary 
for LDS youth.  Mom had Carol Wann 2 children for the day.  Visited the Prills about Robbie Jr. Reading.  Took 
trip to Hurricane and talked to one of Dixie instructors. 
 
10/3/2003 Fri. Too wet to walk.  Set up finances and took Sis. Mursett and Magen and Wife Kathy to see 
unsinkable Molly Brown. 
 
10/4/2003 Sat. Walked. Conference. Went to Seth Cook place to meet people from Colorado City. Paul had 
a good time with Home coming dance.  
 
10/5/2003 Read, conference 10-12noon.  2pm to Ranch.  Mom spoke and Paul helped bless Sac.  Cassy 
Woodbury and Tara Lynn also came out.  Home taught Bro. Perry and Kingsley.  Listen to Mathew Cowley tape 
with family. 
 
10/6/2003 Mon. Walked with Mom in mountains. Missionary work. Took Robbie Jr to Dixie but lady said 
have to come back tomorrow.  Took family to see BOM film. 
 
10/7/2003 Tues. Missionary work in office.  Dixie women still sick and could not take Robbie Jr. to see her.  
Arranged for Sears to fix ref. Thur.  Mom and I went out missionary work.  Saw Jeramia and he’s preparing for 
baptism.  Visited rest home and stopped at Stake and Ward for admin. Stuff.  Visited Dan Porter.  We walked in 
morning up to the mountain in front of us. 
 
10/8/2003 Wed. Missionary work in office.  Did repair around house on Mom’s honey-do list.  
 
10/9/2003 Thur. Walked with Mom.  Did some repairs around house.  Mom went out with me to visit 
Rebers and that went well. 
 



10/10/2003 Fri. Walked with Mom and she found 2 broken arrow head.  I went to St. George to get sticker 
for car and shop.  Sheila and Amy came in about 11am.  David and family came in about 7:30pm.  Had a good 
night visiting. 
 
10/11/2003 Sat. Missionary work.  Took Sheila and Noah to picture graphs.  Mom and Sheila and Nancy 
Merrill and I went to Bauer’s house to touch up cleaning after they move out.  Went to Gubler’s block party.  
Sally and kids, Mom and one women who came and ask about house went also. 
 
10/12/2003 Sun. Prepared for meetings.  Went in and met with Dale on membership.  Copied material then 
to Ward counsel, WM training and Sac. At church. Sac. At Ranch, Sac. At Spanish Branch.  The college group 
Acclaimed sang at our Sat and I ask them to sing at Ranch and they did.  We had Correlation after last Sac. And 
got home around 6pm. 
 
10/13/2003 Mon. Missionary work.  Hiked with Mom and missionary work the rest of the day.  Had family 
night and told about young man at ranch, Nate Bates.  I think his grandfather baptized Mom and I.  
 
10/14/2003 Tues. Missionary work. Bills and wrote and copied letter to all the full time missionaries out 
from our ward.  Then parts for the stove came in and I fixed it.  Walked on Mach. 1.5 mile this morning. Cut up 
boxes. 
 
10/15/2003 Wed. Visited Ranch and worked on seminary.  Also got Nates phone. Worked on bar stool and 
misc. repairs. 
 
10/16/2003 Thur. Walked 1.5miles then to Dr. Sanchez. He to set me up for foot Dr.  To home depot to get 
supplies for redoing chair.  Rebers canceled our meeting tonight. 
 
10/17/2003 Fri. We have been working with the troubled youth at Diamond Ranch for some time.  One of 
the 15 year old boys was named Nate Bates.  We requested his records in and I saw his father was David Orval 
Bates since Kathy and I were taught, baptized and confirmed by Luther Jenkins and Orval D. Bates in 1957, I 
thought it might be his grandfather.  Sure enough it was.  Nate gave me his parent’s phone and we called them.  
Talked to Nates Mom and she confirmed it was the right family.  She thanked us for helping at the Ranch and 
cried a bit then she gave us Orval wife nr. since Orval had died 7 years ago, (1996) 63 years of a heart attack.  
We called Janice Bates in Salt lake 801-975-1525 and she was happy to hear from us.  She stated her oldest 
daughter Cory Lundgreen is in Hurricane and works in St. George.  Janice is 72 years old.  Her son David Phone 
702-656-0098 and cell 702-325-4365.  He is in the Airforce 21 yrs.  Getting ready to retire. (Nates Dad).  Janice 
is going to try to fine Edna Jenkins nr. for us. An added story.  
 
About 1983 our neighbor and fellow church member in Elizabeth city, the Needhams took a trip to Calif. And 
attended a stake conf.  The Stake Pres stood up and talked about a fellow he taught and helped bapt. And how 
he had located a lot of Chinese geology.  Then he gave my name.  The Needham’s could not believe it.  They 
told us on their return that the SP was Orval D. Bates.  He was SP from 1977-1983. What a blessing to have had 
this experience and to be able to have a little input into Orval Bates Grandsons life! Walked and to Dr. for foot 
and got pills to reduce swelling.  Took Paul to Las Vegas with Mom.  Then returned. Took all day.  



 
 
10/20/2003 Mon.  A good Sun.  All meeting had and a 17 year old at ranch ask to join church.  Picked up Paul 
from Mesquite.  Worked on missionary work today.  Met with Mark and Mellissa on their finances.  Had family 
night.  
 
10/21/2003 Walked, worked on bar stool and sanded and put two coats of stain. 



10/22/2003 Thur. Did no walk.  My heel muscle hurts.  Went to the temple with Mom.  Shopped and got 
sander set up to use tomorrow.  Took Bro. Virgil Anderson to visit Dan Porter and Rebers with 2 FTM, then took 
FTM to see Jacky at Rest home.  Bp. called and asked me to speak on family unity and forgiveness. 
 
10/24/2003 Fri. Stripped legs on 2 chairs.  Need 2nd stripping.  Took Mom to Dr. and shopped.  Worked on 
talk for Sun.  Went to community meeting about becoming a town.  
 
10/25/2003 Sat. Worked on talk all day.  Mom went to Tri Stake women conf. and dropped info to Bp. for me.  
Cold is progressing.  I hope I can go to church tomorrow since I have to talk.  
 
10/26/2003 Sun. got ready for my meetings.  Reviewed Sac. Talk. Still feel a little sick.  Hope it works out.  
Did my meeting and gave talk and finally got home at 6:30pm.  Long day but it worked out. 
 
10/27/2003 Mon. church work from all meetings. Took all morning and into afternoon.  Took seminary 
teacher application for Hughes to Bro. Butler who is in charge of program.  This for the Ranch.  Feeling worse 
today with cold.  
 
10/28/2003  Tues. Paul study with friend til 10pm.  Mom to Sheila to do quilts for 3 days.  I paid bills and 
sanded one chair leg all day.  Really time consuming.  To Stake Pres. to ask to buy scriptures for Ranch. To 
political meeting at Roden Bagnall’s 8pm. 
 
10/29/2003 Wed. Paid bills.  Worked on chairs. Took Robbie Jr. to learn to read in Hurricane.  Called all 
missionaries to meet with BP. next sun. 12 noon. 
 
10/30/2003 Thur. Worked on book markers for BOM”s. That took most of the day.  Also did some chairs.  
Went out with Elder Jackson and the Anderson to teach Mortensen’s and Reber’s. 
 
10/31/2003 Fri. Worked on chairs.  Took Nissan to get fixed.  Belt had come off.  Got sick and felt slight mild 
heart attack. Rested the rest of the night.  
 
11/1/2003 Sat. Paid bills and worked on chair all day. 
 
11/2/2003 Sun. 5-11am prepared for my meeting.  Had 4 of them all went well.  Ranch coming well as well 
as Spanish group.  Has lot of work to do.  Took Paul HT 7pm to Kingsely’s.  
 
11/3/2003 Mon. worked on missionary stuff from 5-1pm. Got most done, now will work on chairs. At the 
steel wool stage for 2 and coat of stripper for 1. Will have over the hill family night tonight. 
 
11/4/2003 Tues. Worked on staining two chairs and did little genealogy. Voted then when Paul got home 
Mom took him down to vote. 
 
11/5/2003 Wed. worked on chairs.  Rest of day on genealogy.  Had Corp. meeting for community.  Will have 
another Fri. and Mon.  
 
11/6/2003 Thur. worked on chairs, sanded one I had glued and stained it and another.  Mom and I to 
temple and shopping then to dinner with over the hill gang tonight. 
 
11/7/2003 Fri. Stained, worked on Paul’s at 3:30am. Sat. and got him up at 5:30am to fill out. Still did not 
finish it. Took Mike Cosgrove to Zion Park, and to Tocqueville falls. Then 7pm Mom and I and Mike went to 



community meeting to vote on name and incorp. Town name Apple Valley.  
 
11/8/2003 Sat. Took Mike Cosgrove to Grand Canyon then Mom and I went to Spanish dinner.  Mike left in 
afternoon for Sheila’s. 
 
11/9/2003 Sun 5:30-9am.  Worked on meetings.  Then to meetings.  Took Stake Pres. to Ranch meeting and 
Spanish meeting.  Had Correlation with 4 missionaries and Spanish leadership.  Mark came to visit.  
 
11/10/2003 Mon. Did missionary work. Finally finished at noon.  Worked on chairs some.  Meeting on 
Incorp. Tonight at fire station. 7pm. We will plan getting the rest of signature in community.  Watched movie 
(LDS) Charly. 
 
11/11/2003 Tues. Worked on chairs, put first coat of putty on three.  Paid Bills. Got list to visit on Incorp. For 
community.  Yesterday Paul requested a blessing due to his cold and he said it helped him go to school today.  
Also spent a good part of day on Mom RS list for proj. they are doing.  
 
11/12/2003 Wed. Worked on Incorp. Material.  Got number of people to sign.  Mom’s enrichment meeting 
was good.  Took Robbie Jr. to learn reading. 
 
11/13/2003 Thur. worked on spread sheet transfer from tax records. Went to temple.  Had meeting with Dick 
and Phil on Incorp.  Also visited Gil Kimball who is not in favor of it.  Read Ensign. 
 
11/14/2003 Fri. Did final coat on 3 chairs.  Glued another one that was broken.  Put board on bottom.  Will 
have to put screw on back when glue dries.  Helped Mom move desk to bedroom.  Entertainment center to 
garage and sawing to utility room.  Visited a couple of families on Incorp. of Apple Valley. 
 
11/15/2003 Sat. Cleaned up shop. Fixed bench.  Helped Mom make lamp from old stump.  We went to 
stores in Zion Park area.  She worked on Quilt for Sumi daughter. 
 
11/16/2003 Sun. Church meetings preparing 5-9:30am.  Then to meetings 11-12-1-2:30-4:15 and 5:30pm. 
Mark came to visit. 
 
11/17/2003 Mon. Worked on church stuff. Interviewed Bobby Carrel and visited two families with Job list. 
Had family night. 
 
11/18/2003 Tues. Worked on missionary and paid bills. Paul’s car broke down and Mom and I had to take it 
to Bob Peterson.  Paul got ticket for speeding. 
 
11/19/2003 Wed. Did checking account.  Helped Neighbors Jan and Phil Young move into Bower’s home.  To 
Dr. and eyes tested at DMV.  Also dropped missionary stuff off at Bev. Peterson.  E-mailed to son John 
genealogy material for his classes at school. Also started to read Old Testament this day.  
 
11/20/2003 Thur. Read and finished Gen. started yesterday.  Worked on David Freelander fraud.  Then read 
25 chapters of Exod. Also family read BOM start page 1. 
 
11/21/2003 Fri. read most of day.  Finished Ex, Lev and up to Numbers 15.  Took Mom out to eat at J.B.’s.  
Paul got his game to work.  
 
11/22/2003 Sat. Read and finished all 5 books of Moses.  Put insulation around door.  Took Paul to see 



Sward’s over Towards Zion.  Mom visited teach and shopped.  It has turned very cold.  Read 1st Nephi chapter 
1-2 with family. 
 
11/23/2003 Sun. Up at 3:30am and worked on church meeting til I left for church.  Had good meeting, the 
Ranch is coming along fine.  I have program for 14 Dec.  Had a long meeting for collation for Spanish group but 
much accomplished.  Read BOM 3-5 chapter 1st Nephi with Paul and Mom. 
 
11/24/2003 Mon. up at 5:15am.  Worked in missionary work all day.  Had family night and watch video 
George Smith.  Read from Joshua to Judges 20 chapters or so. 
 
11/25/2003 Tues. Read most of day.  Paid bills and had a meeting with Stake Pres. on Spanish Branch. Helped 
Mom deliver food for Thanksgiving for church.  
 
11/26/2003 Wed. Read. Vac. For Mom since she baked all day.  On exchange with Bro. Anderson to see 
Jemeze.  Finished 2nd Cor. After Kings in Old Testament.  
 
11/27/2003 Thur. Mom cooked a lot and we went down to Sheila’s for thanksgiving.  John and Tammy came 
as did Mike, Sky, Ben for a little while.  Frank and Lisa and 2 children towards evening.  Had good hearts game.  
Still reading.  
 
11/28/2003 Fri. We came home and shopped at Costo and Jo Ann’s.  Read Psalm’s now. 
 
11/29/2003 Sat. Read all morning.  Mike, Sky and Ben came.  Took them to Tocqueville falls.  Eve watch DVD 
finding Nimo. 
 
11/30/2003 Sun. Prepared for meetings.  I will be doing Ranch without Tom since he is sick.  Mike left this 
morning.  He fixed my computer in the house.  It now prints.  He could not get the one in the garage to work.  
 
12/1/2003 Mon. Read 3-8am, scriptures.  Did missionary work to 2pm.  Went to community meeting.  
 
12/2/2003 Tues. Read and finished Ensign.  Read a little of Jeramiah.  Did bills and had a meeting with the 
Missionaries.  Took Bro. Anderson to locate some families.  Wes Covington, Shain Hating and Robbie Prill.  Read 
BOM with family and read more of the Old Testament.  
 
12/3/2003 Wed. Read. Helped Jan Young with gas fireplace and TV.  Actually Kathy and I went down and I 
called Phil Baum and John Olsen and they came along. 
 
12/4/2003 Thur. Read and then departed for Provo 7:40am.  Took tramline to David and Sally.  Stopped by 
Fillmore and saw museum.  Stopped at Beaver and bought from the cheese factory.  Had a good trip and read 
scriptures with family when arrived home.  
 
12/5/2003 Fri. Read then helped put Christmas houses up.  Chris and Sarah came to see pirates. I went to 
bed early, 8:30pm.  Got a call from Bill Farling and Kathy woke me up.  We talked for a long time.  He is in 
Alaska for about 10 years, going to school.  2 Kids in Anchorage and 2 in Elizabeth City. He and his wife have a 
lot of family in the church.  He reads scriptures a lot.  I finished Old Testament in 15 days. 
 
12/6/2003 Sat. Read, did Church meetings.  Helped Bro. Anderson move Ref.  Also got a few signatures to 
Karen for town incorporation.  
 



12/7/2003 Sun. Paul and I to priesthood meeting 7am then to rest of meetings.  3 new ward missionaries  
called, Carolina and the Nelsons.  
 
12/8/2003 Mon. Read then to Dr. Then shopped.  Had Jan Young over for dinner and game of hearts. 
 
12/9/2003 Tues. Read NT. Worked on church work.  Visited a nr. of folks for church.  Read scriptures with 
family. 
 
12/10/2003 Wed. Read from 4:30-10am.  Worked in church work.  Mom had her enrichment dinner.  Fairly 
good.   
 
12/11/2003 Thur. Read and finished the NT in 6 days.  Started BOM.  Missionary work at night.  Took Bro. 
Virgil’s route since he had to go out of town.  Taught Jimenez, Reber and Wilsterman. 
 
12/12/2003 Fri. Read and got to Mosiah 8.  Had ward Christmas party.  Lots of food left over. Not as big a 
crowd as last year. 
 
12/13/2003 Sat. Read, raked up leaves for Larry Jemez and went to party for family we helped move in.  
 
12/14/2003 Sun. Prepared lesson for my missionaries. Had all meetings.  Had Stake youth choir sing at 
Ranch. They did a great job. 
 
12/15/2003 Mon. walked 1 mile. Worked on Spanish branch most of the day.  Read from 4:30-9:30am. Had 
Incorp. Meeting for town. 
 
12/16/2003 Tues. Read and now in 3nd Nephi.  Some church work. 
 
12/17/2003 Wed. finished BOM in 6 days.  Went on exchange with Bro. French. 
 
12/18/2003 Thur. Read a little, Took Mom to Dr. and found out she has Bell’s palsy.  Got pills for that.  
 
12/21/2003 We left last Fri. for Sheila in Henderson NV. And saw return of the King.  Had party at Mikes and 
played 3 games of hearts.  Got home and attended all meetings then to Ruby Gaspar baptism.  
 
12/22/2003 Mon. Read and walked.  Shopped for Christmas gift for Mom.  Had family night. Gave lesson on 
higher priesthood and read more in D&C.  
 
12/23/2003 Tues. finished D&C in five days. That complete all scriptures.  Worked on Spanish Branch 
material and read with family BOM.  
 
12/24/2003 Wed. Finished reading all scriptures and also finished Ensign. Visit a number of people.  
Shopped.  Viewed the 1st Pres. Christmas program. 
 
12/25/2003 Thur. Christmas.  Mark and Melissa came as did Norma Dettman.  We visited the rest home and 
Sis. Spentlove in the Morning. 
 
12/26/2003 Fri. Walked and worked on my book. A chapter on Melchedek priesthood and went to bed 
8:30pm, tired. 
 



12/27/2003 Sat. Walked and paid bills.  Prepared for diamond Ranch.  Almost finished my history for the 
year.  Mom was not feeling good today due to Bell’s palsy.  She has had it for about 1 week. 
 
12/28/2003 Sun. Prepared for meetings.  Had to make more Jesus pictures.  Had all my meetings and then 
gave the Gift Story at the Ranch. 
 
12/29/2003 Mon.  Walked and worked on Chapter on organization in my missionary book.  
 
12/30/2003 Tues. Walked and worked on Bible and BOM.  
 
12/31/2003 Wed. Walked and worked on book.  Shopped for Mom and went to Anderson’s party.  Saw ball 
drop with Mom at home welcoming in 2004. 



 

(11-20-03 Started to read scriptures and finished all of them 12-22-03 that is the quickest I have read them 
over the years. Some days I spent over 5 hours reading; Sundays I did not read much since I have meetings all 
day.)  

 

This concludes the year 2003. When I reviewed the year we did a lot that I had forgotten already. Hope this 
disk will let you share with us our life in 2003. Dad 
 



 
Ashley Toy Cosgrove 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Noah, David, Alex, Sally 
 

 
 



Kai, Kathy, Noah, Kirstin, Emil, Emil Michael 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



2004  

APPLE VALLEY 

January 

This was to be a very exciting year. I think a summary would be “what you sow, you shall reap.” 

 

1/1/2004 Thur. Paid bills and finished history.  Copied off 10 disc for kids.  Read scriptures with family. 

1/2/2004 Fri. Walked paid bills and worked on book.  Paul and Mark took trip to David’s to snow board. 

1/3/2004 Sat. Walked and paid bills.  Worked on Sun. meetings all day. 

1/4/2004 Sun. Priesthood meeting 7am.  First time all 3 meetings for Spanish Branch.  Correlation 12-1 for 

all areas of coverage.  Home to eat then to Ranch meeting.  BP. Visited and talked to Kathy. 

1/5/2004 Mon. Walked 30 minutes.  Worked on missionary all day. To over the Hill Gang for family night 

without Mom. 

 



 

 

1/6/2004 Tues. Walked 1.5 miles last two days.  Worked on dinner appointments and weekly schedule.  

Then Rich Murset helped tow old truck to garage then worked on book. 



1/7/2004 Wed. Walked 1.5 miles.  Fixed copier and prepared to train at 2:30pm.  Slaters, Norma Dettman, 

Bev Peterson and Dale Kingsley came.   

1/8/2004 Thur. Shopped: Wal-Mark, Home Depot and Costco.  Watch films on Jesus.  David and Sally sent 

Package. 

1/10/2004 Sat. worked on church and then went to worldwide leadership meeting.  Paul and Chris had a 

successful snowboarding trip to Brian Head. I got Chinese for dinner from the restaurant in town. 

1/11/2004 Sun. To church for meetings. Held Correlation after, then home to eat and rest for 15 minutes.  

Then off to Ranch meeting.  Bro. Virgil Anderson gave a great talk.  Had 23 students which was one of the 

largest turnouts.  Home taught and read scriptures with family, very tired.  Mom had some movement on her 

face. Ya. 

1/12/2004 Mon. up at 3am.  Did church work after walking 1.5 miles.  Gave training to 7 of my WM.  Paul 

and I picked up his car.  Our truck will cost about 1,100. to fix. 

1/13/2004 Tues. Walked and did finances.  Worked on church work.  Visited 4 families tonight.  Have 4 for 

wed.  Read scriptures with family. 

1/14/2004 Wed. Walked.  Spanish missionary work and yearend report.  Visited Spanish people in town. 

1/15/2004 Thru. Walked and did some church work.  Spend rest of day repairing bedroom heater.  Repaired 

front door and garage door.  Visited Robert Burdock and committed him to live gospel and prepare to teach 

and baptize his family. 

1/16/2004 Walked 1.5 miles. Got meeting with Bishop ready.  Took Dale to church to order records.  Met 

BP. And covered missionary work.  Paul went to Las Vegas and Mom and I visited 3 families. 

1/17/2004 Sat. church meetings planned.  Finances and bank Statements. 

1/18/2004 Sun. Meetings.  Got a lot of BP. Interviews done for Spanish Branch. 

1/19/2004 Mon. Walked 1.5 miles.  Church work and fixed 2 fence poles with Mom.  Had training session 

for ward missionaries. 

1/20/2004 Tues. Walked and then worked on mission training lessons. 

1/21/2004 Wed. Walked then trained Norma, Bev, Larry Jimenez, Dan Porter and Carolina. 

Nao and Harvey, Kathy sister came for a couple of days.  Sold 1979 truck for 200.00. Sad to see it go. 

1/22/2004 Thur. Walked.  Watched Dem. Debate and was impressed with Edwards and Lieberman. 

1/23/2004 Fri. church work.  Spent time with family.  Took Carol Wann down to get dining room table and 

six chairs.  Took Sheila and we got Carol two tanks of gas since she had no heat.  Nao, Harvey, Mom, Sheila and 

I to see Buddhist Monk at Cedar City. 

1/24/2004 Sat. Helped Buck, Barbra and Price move things in morning.  Missionary work in evening.  Sheila, 

Mike and Nao left today. 

1/25/2004 Sun. all meetings.  BP. Called Sat. and ask me to speak.  Talked on Missionary work. 

1/26/2004 Mon. Prepared for training also did missionary records.  Went to Ranch to oversee Monk 

speaking.  Then trained at home. 



1/27/2004 Tues. Walked and worked on 2nd lesson.  Restoration-BOM.  Visited Jamie Flora's wife on him 

being in jail.  Taralyne and Laura went with me. 

1/28/2004 Wed. walked 1.5 mile and then worked on water lead and heater in bathroom all day with 

Mom.  Had to order heater.  Worked with Lara Randall on letter to Hildale. 

1/29/2004 Thur. Worked on second missionary lesson.  Had haircut in morning.  To town meeting in Eve. 
Back in 1990 we were in business of selling NSA equipment that is filters etc. One of the men that sold for us 
was Larry Billet. He ordered $5,000.00 worth of product then he had some problems and left the area with the 
product and without paying for it. We had to pay for the order and so we lost that money. This month (14 
years later) I received the following letter from him.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

I sent him back the following letter. He set up a schedule and every month we received a check for $500. 

Which was a great help on our mission. What a treasured experience in God’s love and taking care of us. Larry 

was not of our faith, which demonstrates how others are blessed with his love, after all, we are all his children.  



 

1/30/2004 Fri. To Dr. on rash and gas.  Met Karen on committee meeting last night.  To Melissa's ballerina 

presentation at Cedar City. 

1/31/2004 Sat. Did finances, very low.  Did prepare for Sun meetings.  Dropped two pumpkin pies off at 

Slatters. 

February 

2/1/2004 Sun. All meetings.  I gave my testimony in Spanish fast meeting.  Had lot of kids at Ranch. Went 

HT to Kingsley's.  Mark and Melissa visited. 

2/2/2004 Mon. Walked then did missionary work from Sun. meetings.  Prepared for training.  Trained 

WM’s 3:30-5pm. 

2/3/2004 Tues. Walked then missionary work.  Had to get ready for meeting tonight with Spanish 

leadership. 

2/4/2004 Wed. To temple.  Shopped and eat at Denny’s.  Taught Bro, Smith and Burdick tonight.  Good 

meetings. 

2/5/2004 Walked.  Worked on Apostasy and restoration lesson.  Fixed heater noise in bedroom.  Went 

teaching with Bro. Anderson to Carol Wann, Kathy Reber, Joe Wilsterman and Alice and David Mortensen,  

Have Sun 6:30pm for friends of Joe from Centennial Park (2) and Rebers 7:30pm. 



2/6/2004 Fri. Walked.  Worked on review 2nd lesson and also worked on SS lesson I have to give. Tested 

Slatters and they did well. 

2/7/2004 Sat. Worked on SS lesson most of the day.  Also on taxes and meetings for Sun.  

2/8/2004 Sun.  Reviewed lessons.  Taught SS lesson on creation.  Taught Diamond Ranch on Authority and 

organization.  Taught Rebers the same with Mom. 

2/9/2004 Mon. Walked.  Did missionary for weekend.  Prepared to train and gave it to 13 people 3:30pm. 

2/10/2004 Tues. Walked and then did finances. 

2/11/2004 Wed. Walked, worked on lesson #2.  Gave to Bro’s Smith and Burdick’s.  Worked on # 3 lesson.  

2/12/2004 Thur. Had meeting with Slatters, then a haircut and shopping.  Worked on 3nd lesson.  

2/13/2004 Fri. Walked 1.5 mils and worked on 3nd lesson all day.  Have outline done.  

2/14/2004 Sat. Worked on missionary meeting for Sun.  Had a number of interviews.  Connie Vanslighter 

called and stated a women from Colorado City wanted to talk to a Bishop.  I took Laura Randall and went down 

to interview her. Then I called Bp. for meeting with her tomorrow.  Laura will pick her up for church. 

2/15/2004 Sun, Went to church and had all meetings.  Had Escher Christensen at church.  She is the one 

from Colorado City.  BP. interviewed her.  Had good meeting at Ranch.  Another young girl wanted to join 

church.  Also Brinley has family coming up next week and wants to come to the ward.  I have Bp. Hughes taking 

care of since I will be gone.  Also Sheila Ossian has finished her young women program and I gave that to Tom 

to take care of.  Virgil and I taught Rebers, good meeting.  Stopped to visit Jack Spey, his wife died 1pm today.  

Amy and 3 boys from BYU are here. 

2/16/2004 Mon. Worked on lessons.  Had training 3:30pm.  Escher Christensen took part. 

2/17/2004 Tue. Celebrated my birthday with lots of birthday wishes from my family. 

From my son, 

Michael.  



 

 

From my brother, Bob and his family. Picture of his grandkids. Ben, Skye and Jacob Toy Thomas. 

 

 



 

 

From my son, David and his family. Sally, David, Alex and Noah. 

 

 



2/24/2004 Tues. Left last Tues. for North Carolina and arr. Back today.  Visited our girls in N.C. Went to 

Ocracoke for a couple of nights.  Also gave fireside at Sumi’s Sun. night. 

2/25/2004 Wed. Walked .75 mile.  Short of breath.  Worked on finances and eternal progression lesson 

most of day, also called on all people I was following. 

2/26/2004 Thur. Finances and mail for 1 week.  Worked on 2nd lesson. Virgil Anderson and I taught Reber’s 

and visited Phil and Lori and the Young’s.  

2/27/2004 Fri. Took Mom to eye Dr.  He told her to use more drops. Got 3 movies after shopping, Radio, 

Holes and 2nd hand lion. 

2/28/2004 Sat. Repaired history disc all morning.  Studied lesson for Ranch afternoon and prepared for 

meeting for Sun. 

2/29/2004 Sun. Studied lesson on apostasy.  To meeting and had 48 attend Spanish Branch.  Biggest 

turnout yet.  Gave lesson on Ranch which was received well.  Taught Mom and Paul 1st disc.  Got a call from 

Keven Reber.  We have been teaching him.  He will be made Elder in Stake conf. and his wife Kathy will be able 

to come back into the church and Keven can Bapt. and confirm her.  They are so excited.  He said it makes chills 

run up his spine.  I called Bro. Anderson and told him and he was so thrilled since he had worked with them for 

over a year.  

March 

 Received a letter from Mishima who is my Welcome House sister, Sumi daughter, it gave all the 

address of their family and phone numbers. Sumi has always been beautiful and sweet when I was at welcome 

house with her.  Her daughter will graduate in May with a Masters 

3/1/2004 Mon. Worked on Ranch material all morn.  Took Mom to Dr.  She sounds bad.  Held training for 

WM 3:30-5:10pm. Had family night and covered scriptures with Paul. Got call from Jean Oliver.  He was 

checking on me.  I suggested he talk to the Mormon Elders and he said he would.  He said I always directed 

him right and would do whatever I said.  He said if I needed anything let him know.  

3/2/2004 Tues. Worked on Spanish all morn. And part of afternoon.  Had to redo rooster and a lot of 

evaluation.  Spent time with Norma on studying scriptures.  Visited Buck Croft.  Then assisted with setting 

apart Spanish leaders. (2 RS Presidency, 1 YW award and 1 duty to God award leader.  Also 1 SS class 

president.)  Very Good spirit.  I felt impressed to tell Bro. Rob Burdick he would be one of the church’s great 

teachers.  Got call from Stake and they have priesthood leadership 14th, Stake conf. all 7 Bps. Will be speaking 

and I am to be concluding speaker.  It’s on activation and missionary work.  I feel humbled for the call.  Mom is 

feeling better today.  

3/3/2004 Wed. Worked on 2-3 lessons.  Did some filing work.  Want to teach Burdick’s but he had to work 

late. 

3/4/2004  Thur. studied both lessons.  Taught 2 families and visited 3 others. 

3/5/2004 Fri. Every morning I read the home teaching lesson in the Ensign and I read a chapter from a 

book Sumi gave me for my birthday.  The mystery of God Law.  Then I walk a little bit.  I am having trouble 

breathing so slow and short are my walks.  Worked on my talk for conf.  Mom and I went shopping at Costo.  

Eat at Applebee’s and picked up BOM Josephus I had ordered a month ago. 



3/6/2004 Sat. Study lessons, the on to 2 baptisms 10-11.  Larry Jimenez was Bapt. And I ordained him a 

Priest.  Been working with him a couple of years.  Prepared my meeting for tomorrow.  Mark came to visit.  He 

passed his loan officer test.  

3/7/2004 Sun.  Reg. church meeting. Taught at Ranch.  Went HT after that.  Mark brought cupcakes from 

Mellissa.  Gave 100.00 to Mark, David and Sheila for school and mission.  Very tired.  

3/8/2004 Mon. Walked 1 mile.  Worked on Ranch and Spanish records.  Study talk for Stake Conf.  Held 

training for ward missionaries.  Held family night. 

3/9/2004 Tues. Worked on talk for Conf. Went to steamrollers to make transparences.  Went to Spanish 

Bapt. 

3/10/2004 Wed. Still on talk.  Practiced lesson on Eternal progression.  Taught Burdick’s and Smith.  Been 

walking 1 miles in morning. 

3/11/2004 Thur. worked on Broker Exam all day.  Did not walk.  Felt tired.  Went out with Bro. Anderson to 

visit Jimenez, Reber and Mortensen’s.  

3/12/2004 Fri. Study talk for conf.  Had Dale Kingsley come and help me with transparences.  To Dr. to 

check on elbow (left) had x-ray and found nothing.  Got cream for rash and stuff for cold.  Eat at Red Lobster.  

Mark and Mellissa came and I helped him with loan application on Sister Workman. 

3/13/2004 Sat. worked on conf. talk.  ON meetings for Sunday.  Made a ton of calls.  Mom and Paul burn 

weeds in yard.  Have meeting tonight for Conf. 

3/14/2004 Sun. conf. Priesthood leadership.  I spoke after the 7 Bishops of the Stake.  Then to conf. and 

Paul was made an Elder along with Larry Jemez and Keven Reber.  I gave him the Melchizedek priesthood.  To 

Ranch for Sac. And SS. 

3/15/2004 Mon. Worked on reports and took Nissan to Hildale garage.  Gave Ward missionary training on 

eternal progression lesson.  Gave same lesson to family for family night and read Josephus.  Have been doing a 

little for past week. 

3/16/2004 Tues. Worked all morning on mortgage test material.  To heart Dr. in afternoon and interview 

with Bp. for mission.  Tonight Paul left to visit Mike at Vegas.  Will be back Sat. night. 

3/17/2004 Wed. Did broker course.  Did Misc. Redid bad history disc.  Worked on bank statement. 

3/18/2004 Thur.  Did some broker test.  Worked on history disc and met with Phil (neighbor) on buying our 

home. Met Sarah Bittner’s parents.  They are going to spend Fri. and ½ day Sat. with us.  Bro. Anderson and I 

taught Barbra Hall and Rebers.  Good lessons. 

3/19/2004 Fri. Haircut for Mom and I.  Sarah Bittner from the Diamond Ranch stayed with us with her 1 

year old Brother.  While parents went to lectures. 7-5pm.  David and Sally came up at 8:30pm for a visit.  We 

helped Edith Scott get some lumber with our truck from down town.  Mom and I went out to eat at JB’s and 

then Shopping.  

3/20/2004 Sat. Did Disc. And made 1 extra set of history.  Gil Kimball might do loan I have.  Mark and David 

came and had a good visit. 

3/21/2004 Sun. Meetings.  Ranch good meeting.  Mom and I visited Slatter’s.  She broke her leg.  Read and 

discussed 2nd Nephi 25.  Mom working on her history, Birth to marry me. 



3/22/2004 Mon. Did loan papers. To town for Lab work.  Shopping and banking.  Took Kimball’s to see 

property.  Took along Jim, he wanted Rich to view property.  Redid papers.  Sheila came and we had family 

night.  Also gave WM training at 3:30-5:15pm.  Sumi called. 

3/23/2004 Tues. Going to Hosp. for heart evaluation.  Sheila and Mom coming.  Did not do the operation 

due did not receive records from Va. and had it re-sked. For next Tues.  They gave me drugs and shaved and 

deaden the area the stopped. 

3/24/2004 Wed. Read lesson for SS twice in morning.  Did missionary reports rest of day.  Read lesson for 

ward missionary for Monday and SS lesson again at night. 

3/25/2004 Thur. Worked on SS lesson.  Got outline done.  Picked up full time missionaries and went to 

Larry Jemez and Reber.  Dan was not there. 

3/26/2004 Fri. To closing of loan.  To temple then shopping. 

3/27/2004 Sat. Studied lessons.  Helped Paul with swamp cooler.  He did most of it.  New WML from 4th 

ward called and wanted to know what we are doing.  I invited him to be with us tomorrow. 

3/28/2004 Sun. all meetings.  Bro. Smith and Romano called as Ward Missionary.  Had WML from 4 ward 

who just called, his Bishop told him to contact Bro. Yoder to learn his job.  I ask him to spend the day with me 

and after all meeting I gave him what he needed to get stated.  Also met 7pm with Spanish AWML. who was 

just called to discuss his calling. Taught SS class.  Long day and I am tired.  

3/29/2004 Mon. Worked on Spanish files most of the morning.  Also on taxes with accountant.  Had to go 

into Dr. on discolor of skin where they worked on me.  Seem ok, I go in for operation tomorrow.  Will use left 

side this time.  Ward Missionary training.  Mom baked bread for them.  Sheila came in about 7:45pm to be 

with Mom during my operation.  Paul ask a lot of spiritual questions. 

3/30/2004 Tues. Up early, study both lessons and rested.  Then got ready to go to hosp. for heart 

operation.  Feel calm, all things are in the hand of the Lord.  Had operation during it had cardiac arrest.  

Meaning my heart stopped. They had to shock me into life.  While this was going on Mom had heart attack and 

had to go thru the same operation I did and they put a stunt in one of her veins. Let all the kids know.  Sheila 

brought me home and then returned to stay with Mom all night.  Mike and kids are coming up to stay with me 

and Paul.  Thankful for the Lords protection and the fact Mom had her trouble in the hosp. 

3/31/2004 Wed. Mike, Ben, Sky came in around midnight.  Sheila came home also.  Mike will be staying til 

Thur. Mark is coming in 3pm today and James and Lora Fri. night.  Mom was doing fine last night and Sheila is 

going to stay with her today.  Jean Toy called to check on me and Mike explained the situation. Jan our 

neighbor brought roast over and it was great.  Mike cooked spuds and veg.  Mom’s doing well.  A lot of calls.  

We watch Ben Hur.  Mark had brought for us.  

April 

 This was a very trying month for us. I had to go into the hospital for a heart operation, while there 

Mom had a heart attack. The children took care of us as you will see in James and Sheila’s letters. It is so good 

to feel the love of family and the guiding love our our Heavenly Father.  

 

4/1/2004 Thur. Read WM lesson and HT lesson and SS lesson all of which I have to give.  Got shower, 

bleeding has stopped.  Put diff. meds on, Paul came to check on me.  We had a prayer.  Mike took care of me all 



day and made a great lunch and dinner.  Sheila stayed with Mom all day.  Mike and kids left for home around 

6pm. They stopping at hosp. to see Mom.  Paul and Sheila cleaned house and did wash.  I got more reading in.  

John called as did Gil Kimball.  

 

 

 



 



 



 



 

From my missionary folks and community people. 

This one is from Elwood & Neva Hilts and Doug and Laura Randall. I was ward mission leader with 32 

missionaries they were 2 of them. (Doug and Lara) 



 

 

4/2/2004 Read from 4am on.  Got showered.  Talked to Frank Balladeres and Sumi and Chantel.  Sheila 

going into get Mom and should be home around 1pm.  Sheila cooked diner then headed home.  Mark came to 

keep eye on us with Paul.  We are both feeling good.  A number of people called. 

4/3/2004 Sat. Read, up early.  Then took it easy all day.  Mark and Paul keep us down and took care of us.  

Watch Conf. 10-12pm then 2-4pm.  A lot of calls.  However I feel tired.  Mom ok but sleep good between conf. 

4/4/2004 Sun. Read Josephus about 50 pages.  Watch conf. Mark went home and John and Tami came up.  

Studied all lessons. 

4/5/2004 Mon. Worked on missionary work.  John fixed insulation around doors.  Mark had done the 

front door.  John and Tammy fixed lunch and Beth brought Pizza.  Slaters brought fruit salad.  We had 

missionary training.  James and Laura came to let John go back home.  We watched 2nd hand lion and it was 

good.  

4/6/2004 Tues. Finances.  Paid Mark, David and Mike Brown 150.00.  Paid til June.  To Dr. for toe. Then to 

Dr. for Missionary physical. 



4/7/2004 Wed. James set up my lap top computer and then took me to get blood test.  Changed tires on 

tractor and cart.  I also have Dennis Stout teaching my Doc. Principles class.  Yesterday Sis. Hinckley died. 

 

 



 



 

 



 

 



4/8/2004 Thur. Read then went for another blood test. Worked on my lap top computer, actually James 

worked on it. They left and Frank Jr. came.  Spent most of nigh on lap top.  Watched 2nd hand lion 2nd night in 

row. 

 

4/9/2004 Fri. Frank worked on DVD for lap top most of day.  Replaced light.  Fixed door. Put tires on lawn 

tractor and helped Mom finish puzzle.  Shelia and family came tonight.  

4/10/2004 Sat. Worked on broker test all day. 



4/11/2004 Sun. Did new sheet for Spanish attendance to church.  Helped set up Sac. For Spanish Branch.  

Got tired and dizzy.  Mom and Sheila and I went home after Sac. Services.  Sheila and family left 2:30pm and I 

went to Ranch.  Told kids I had to slow down and would not be coming out regularly.  Will miss them.  Read 

Josephus and BOM with family and Mark came to visit. 

4/12/2004 Mon. Worked on scriptures for training.  Read. Had training and 8 showed up.  Watched movie 

from Sheila with Mom.  

4/13/2004 Tues. Took broker pract. Test then to Las Vegas and stayed with Sheila.  Read a lot. 

4/14/2004 Wed. Read, Took Broker test and passed. Eat at Fridays and had ribs, very good, then on to 

home.  Stopped by warm springs to see Gubler’s. 

4/15/2004 Thur. Read and got haircut.  Took truck in to get inspection.  Had check up by dentist.  Read 

more tonight. 

4/16/2004 Fri. worked on files.  Read a lot.  Mike and Kids came to help.  Mark stopped by for a tent. 

4/17/2004 Sat. Mike and Kids worked outside and Mike checked all of my computers.  We also fixed Paul’s 

TV, blown fuse.  Watched the movie Rudy.  

4/18/2004 Sun. Read then to church 8am ½ Pec then to Sac.  With the Shubert singers.  They were good.  

Tom, Patty, Beth Moore and Sharron Parker did food for group and that went well.  I had correlation for 

Spanish.  Then had to drive one of the missionaries to St. George.  Paul and I HT carol.  Then read BOM with 

family and read Josephus til 10:15pm. 

4/19/2004 Mon. Read 100 pages.  Prepared for training.  Had that at 3:30pm.  Had family night and saw 

cheaper by the doz. Steve Martin. 

4/20/2004 Tues. Read and to Dr. and tested for allergy’s.  Don’t have. Shopped and home and watch movie. 

4/21/2004 Wed. To heart Dr. Read, and got permission to cut my pills down.  Stated was tired all the time. 

4/22/2004 Thur. Read most of the day.  Mom shopped and Paul stayed at friend.  I walked ½ mile. 

4/23/2004 Fri. Had a deposition taken on David Freelander.  It took a couple of hours.  Finished reading 

Josephus.  Well worth time to read.  Walked about ½ mile.  

4/24/2004 Sat. Started 2000 year.  Paul went to Prom and took Sarah Lambert.  They looked good. 

4/25/2004 Sun. Read and sleep.  Only had 3 hours last night and 1 during the day. Cleared Stuff of my desk.  

Went home teaching with Paul to Mortensens. Read and discussed scriptures with Paul and Mom.  Frank, John, 

James and Sheila called to check on us.  We have a good family.  

4/26/2004 Mon. Read, Walked ½ mile in 15 minutes.  Worked on class cover Enoch.  Walked again ½ mile 

15 minutes.  Had class.  Worked outside with Paul and Mom.  Read Scriptures with same. 

4/27/2004 Tues. Read and finished 1st 2000 years.  Started 3nd thousand years.  Worked on lessons most of 

day.  Sheila came to help.  Great daughter.  Paul got hair cut for mission.  

4/28/2004 Wed. Walked and worked on book.  A manual for teaching the less active.  Read scripture with 

family.  Lights went out, we have had bad winds. Been out for a couple of hours.  Gone to bed early due to 

darkness, 8:30pm. 



4/29/2004 Thur. Read and worked on book.  Went to town meeting at fire dept.  Paul and I went HT then 3 

full time missionaries came to visit. 

4/30/2004 Fri. Read then to hosp. 8am CAT scan.  Shopped and bought a new vac. from Sears.  Paul have 

some friend over tonight.  

4/31/2004 Sat. Walked 2 miles. Ya.  Read and worked on 2nd lesson all day.  Read scriptures with family. 

May 

5/2/2004 Sun. Read then to HP meeting at 7am.  Did all three meetings.  Rested off and on then read with 

family scriptures and I read 3nd thousand years. 

5/3/2004 Mon. Read and finished 3000 years book tonight, started 4000.  Had family night and told story 

of Moses.  Had training forum, the Ward Missionary and wife came from the 4th Ward. 

5/4/2004 Tues. read and mowed.  Sheila and Husb. Mike came up.  They did trash run from correl.  Read 

rest of day 200 pages.  Read scriptures with family.  

5/5/2004 Wed. Read.  To temple. Looked at houses.  Read with Family (BOM). Continued with 4000 yr.’s 

book and over ½ through.  

5/6/2004 Thur. Read 135 pages.  Walked 2 miles.  Read scriptures with family (BOM). Our neighbor Phil 

Baum leveled our garden area for us.  They are good neighbors.  Mom got her physical for mission today.  Paul 

weed wacked. 

5/7/2004 Fri. Read and finished 4th thousand years. Walked 1.5 miles.  Worked on lessons.  Mark and 

Melissa came in even and will be helping us tomorrow. 

5/8/2004 Sat. Walked.  Worked on lesson.  BOM and Bible.  Mark and Melissa came.  Paul and Mark did 

yard work and I mowed. 

5/9/2004 Sun. To church. All meetings.  Went HT to Carol and Kingsley’s.  Mortensen next Sun. 7pm.  Read 

scriptures, have read 75 pages of conf. Ensign.  

5/10/2004 Mon. Read and walked 2 miles. Trip to church to pick up my book with lesson.  I left Sunday, 

training WMS.  Prepared for that most of morning. 

5/11/2004 Tues. finished Ensign.  Walked 2 times a mile each time.  Worked on Misc.  Missionary files. 

5/12/2004 Wed. walked 3 miles, (1 mile at a time). Worked on missionary lessons.  Also started to reads 

South Beach diet book.  Read BOM with family. 

5/13/2004 Thur. Worked on atonement lesson.  Went to hosp. For test.  Saw movie the best 2 years.  Mark 

was home when we came about 8pm. Paul stayed overnight with friends.  

5/14/2004 Fri. Read Diet Book.  Haircut at 9am.  Spent day on atonement lesson.  Finally got basic lesson 

done.  Mike, Sky and Ben came up to help us.  John will be coming tomorrow. 

5/15/2004 Sat. Went over lesson on atonement.  Walked 3 miles! John, Mike, Sky, Ben and Paul helped do 

weeds and redo shelves in garage.  Pick up yard of trash and stacked wood. John fixed our phones and they all 

went home in late afternoon.  I watch sat night warriors.  

5/16/2004 Sun. to meeting.  Had correlation after.  Worked on Atonement lesson.  Went to Aaronic 

priesthood commemoration.  Paul was interviewed by President Stratton for mission.  Then we went to his 



seminary graduation.  This was a sad time for Paul.  He is going to miss a lot of his friends.  He shed a tear or 

two.  I visited Bro. Burdock to translate for me as I teach the Spanish Priesthood. 

5/17/2004  Mon. Study lesson.  Walked 3 miles.  Gave lesson on atonement and it went well. 

5/18/2004 Tues. Walked 3 miles.  Worked on eternal progression lesson all day.  Also redid HT lesson and 

got 2nd one on its way. 

5/20/2004 Thur. Worked on progression lesson.  Gave to Alice and David Mortensen then went to Hosp. for 

test.  

5/21/2004 Fri. Walked 3miles.  Worked on 3nd HT lesson for Spanish Group.  Reviewed HT #1 lesson and 

Monday’s Eternal Progression.  Went to Paul’s graduation from high school.  That was good.  He is a good son.  

5/22/2004 Sat. Walked 3 miles.  Copied talk material in file.  Reviewed HT lesson (1) and Eternal 

Progression.  Reorganized shelves for paint and glue etc.  Got all sheets for coping at church.  Went to Carrol 

Wann Wedding.  Worked in office to 10:30pm. 

5/23/2004 Sun. Reviewed lesson.  To PEC 7:30am then to block meetings. Taught 1st HT lesson to Spanish 

Bothers.  Bro. Burdeck translated for me.  It went well. Emil Moster our son in law came to church and eat with 

us after.  He is on a business trip to Vegas from N.C. Paul will be 19 on Tues.  He stated he needed to spend 

more time at important things instead on computer games.  He is maturing.  Practiced lesson Eternal Progress 

and reviews # HT lesson 6 times.  Read to put it together tomorrow morning.  Watched film legacy with family. 

5/24/2004 Mon. Walked 3 miles. Reviewed both lessons. Changed eternal progression some.  Worked on 

apostasy.  Paul worked morning and afternoon on a lot of Proj.  Mom and he did thinning of apples.  Mission 

training.  

5/25/2004 Mon. Walked 3 miles.  Reviewed two lessons.  Called and arranged with Sheila, Kathy Moster’s 

trip in July.  Called and ordered Dish network to replace Pegasus.  

5/26/2004 Wed. Worked all day with Paul.  Painted and scraped porch.  Put together new light for outside.  

Will check tonight to see how much light it puts out.  Going to tabernacle to hear great, great, granddaughter 

of Joseph Smith. 

5/27/2004 Thur. Walked 3 miles.  Read all new member lessons. Reviewed lessons.  New Sun light fine.  The 

Ensign came in this afternoon. Read 80 pages and finished is 9pm tonight. 

5/29/2004 Sat. Been to Vegas with family.  Returned tonight. Stopped by Anya Hinton wedding reception. 

5/30/2004 Sun. to meetings. Taught HT lesson to Spanish Brothers.  Had long correlation after.  Did all 

records. 

 

5/31/2004 Mon. Memorial day, worked on all 3 lessons.  Mom and I went to Zion Park. Hiked to the 3 

emerald pools.  Both very tired from that. 2.5 miles  

June 

6/1/2004 Tues. Walked 3 miles.  Dis misc. things and had WM training.  Also long meeting with BP on 

phone. Teaching wears me out. 



6/2/2004 Wed. walked 3 miles.  Had tooth filled and then worked on hot water heater all day.  Still not 

right.  Cherries have been coming off past 3 days.  We have 2 cherry trees. (Red). Mom gave to most of 

neighbors.  

6/3/2004 Thur. worked on water heater, finally got hot water.  To town for haircut, bank, gas and a couple 

of stores.  Also Hosp. Lab. Costo.  Watch the return of the King.  Heater seems to be working.  Will have to 

check tomorrow.  Mom and I visited Reber’s. 

6/4/2004 Fri. Walked 3.5 miles.  Worked lessons.  Paul cut excess brushes yesterday and today cleaned 

them up.  Picked some cherries and installed filter on lawn tracker.  Mom not sleeping well.  Paul’s water bed 

leaked.  We got that outside and decided to replace ours since it leaks too.  Went to D.I. to get queen and 

spend rest of night to 10:30pm adjusting to our set. 

6/5/2004 Sat. Worked on lessons.  Loaded stuff for dump and went to get another bed from D.I. they did 

not have.  Sheila and Mike came and got cherries. 

6/8/2004 Tues. Went to see David Dig and spent time with his family and his in-law’s.  Just got back today. 

6/9/2004 Wed. to Dr. Heart.  Mom can reduce 1 pill and I have to get blood test.  We bought 2nd bed and 

put in spare room and moved that bed to Paul.  Could not get new bed upstairs. 

6/10/2004 Thur. Walked 2 miles. Worked on lessons.  Trying to get them in order and conforming.  CPR 

training in Hurricane.  Missionary work with full time missionaries to Rebers and Barbra Hall. 

6/11/2004 Fri. Mom and I went to mountains behind us and walked for close to one hour.  Followed big 

ditch.  Lost Paul’s spare tire cover.  Went back but could not find it. 

6/12/2004 Sat. Walked 2 miles.  Worked on 1st NM discussion all day.  Bob and J oan Perry came for a visit. 

6/13/2004 Sun. Worked on lessons.  Had church meetings. Visited Carol Wann who is now married to Scott 

Dean.  Good meeting.  She told of being influenced by the spirit with her son.  We gave her Heb. 5:5-6.  

Worked on lesson most of night. Mark and Melissa came. 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 

6/14/2004 Mon. Worked on new member lesson all day.  Gave 1st one to WM training and 4th tonight. Paul 

returned home and we had family night.  

6/15/2004 Tues. worked all day on NM lessons.  Finished them. Now have to go through the rest of lessons 

and put in order. 

6/16/2004 Wed. worked all day on lessons.  Alice Mortensen worked with me for 4 hours.  Paul worked on 

projects. 



6/17/2004 Thur. Worked on lessons all day.  Took missionaries and visited Reber, Barlow, Tex Thompson, 

and Wilstrmans. 

6/18/2004 Fri. worked on lessons.  To Dr. Cope, have growth on left testicular.  Might be cancer.  Will get 

another sonogram in 2 months.  Mom and I ate at Chilies and talked to Bp.  Will turn papers in Sun. for 

Mission. 

6/19/2004 Sat. Worked on lesson all day.  Have 8 more to do.  Paul swam all day.  Mom Quilted.  We watch 

God and general, about the civil war. 

6/20/2004 Sun. Meetings, lots of work with Spanish group needs to be done.  Lesson rest of day. Mike and 

David called for father day.  Sheila and Kathy sent cards.  Sheila sent 200. For camera.  Fred Smith and family 

came to visit from the Spanish Group. 

6/21/2004 Mon. worked on lessons all day.  Had training for WM and had them check lessons for English 

and spelling. Had family night and walked 2 miles.  Mom jumped rope 20x5 =100 times.  Mike and Sumi called 

for Father’s day. 

6/22/2004 Tues. Worked on lessons.  Got haircut and shopped and voted. 

6/23/2004 Wed. Walked 2.7 miles.  Wrote Delmar Hilbert a letter.  Did office work.  Prepared for talk at 

Ranch Sun.  Paul got his mission call today. 

6/24/2004 Thur. Walked 2.8 miles.  Alice, Paul and David helped on lesson.  Went to teach Tex Thompson 

and Dan Reber with full time missionaries and also Dale Kingsley. 

6/25/2004 Fri. Worked on lessons.  David came last night.  Mike came today.  Had first heart game for a 

long time.  Sally played her first game and did well.  Alex and Noah are cute as can be.  

6/26/2004 Sat. Spent most of day with Noah and Alex and Sally.  Took to river.  They had a good time.  

Frank, Mark, Paul, David and Mike did slot canyon in Zion.  Read lessons. 

6/27/2004 Sun. 7:30am. Welfare.  Teachers did not show up for SS.  I taught and also the E.Q Priesthood. 

Then I talked at Ranch.  Took Elders with me and then taught Dale Kingsley and Elders did Tex Thompson.  All 

good meetings.  

6/28/2004 Mon. Walked 2.5 miles.  Worked on Sunday work and also trained WM’s.  6 were there.   

6/29/2004 Tues. Walked 2.5 miles.  Worked on missionary stuff most of day.  Reviewed lesson 2.  Had 

meeting on Spanish Branch with SP, BP and Larry LaBaren on them going to LaVerkin in Aug.  

6/30/2004 Wed. Walked 2.5 miles.  Worked on finances, Spanish Correlation.  Then held it at 6-7:30pm.  

Visited Bro. Burdick and ask him to translate for me in training Spanish ward missionaries.  Visited Edith and 

ask her to be ward missionary at direction of Bishop.  Met with Slaters and planed out training for both groups. 

My Real Estate License ran out this month and my High School had it’s 50th class reunion. 

 



 

 

I am number 25. Great team. 

July 

7/1/2004 Thur. Walked 2.7 miles.  Worked on talk on abortion, worked on lessons and went out to teach 

but Dan Reber on trip north and Tex Thompson did not get back in time.  Did see YM at Wilsterman and had 

good discussion.  Also set Norma up to teach Tues. 10am.  Had a rough experience with Larry Jimenez, wife 

cussed me out for some reason.  Joan and John Prey stopped by for visit.  They camped out on their property. 

7/2/2004 Fri. Lora Randall came and helped me get copies of lessons ready to run off.  Took Mom to 

Chinese restaurant.  Then to Perry French and Julie James Wedding.  Melissa and Mark to spend night with us.  

7/3/2004 Sat. Walked 4 miles. Worked on Matthew Cowley oracle talk.  Paid bills and prac. my lesson for 

Spanish.  Watch movie.  Somethings got to give. 

7/4/2004 Sun. Stake Priesthood 7am.  PEC 8-9and Spanish group. 9-10am. Gospel Principles 10-11 with 

EQ.  11-12 with David Mortensen.  Home teaching with Paul to Joan and John Peay and they eat lunch with us.  

He is drilling on land in front of us.  Worked on missionary paper work til 10:30pm 

7/5/2004 Mon. walked 4 miles.  Worked on lessons.  Gave training to ward missionaries. 3:30-5pm.   



7/6/2004 Tues. walked 4 miles.  Worked on lessons and gave first one to Barbra Hall.  Taught Spanish 

Branch first new member discussion and also taught Alice Mortensen. 

7/7/2004 Wed. Walked 4 miles.  Did talk on living and had correlation with Spanish.  

7/10/2004 Sat. Been to visit James and Laura.  Had a good time and returned today late afternoon. 

7/11/2004 Sun. All meetings. Pec, Correlation with Spanish and taught new missionaries 7-9pm.  14 in 

attendance.  Barbra Hall I had given 1st lesson.  She did a good job and is not a member. 

7/12/2004 Mon. Walked 4 miles. Worked on talk “Education and Salvation’. Worked on Delmar Situation.  

Worked on talk rest of the day.  

7/13/2004 Tues. Walked 4 .2 miles. Did lessons. Taught Spanish ward missionaries.  Got speeding ticket 

bottom of hill. 

7/14/2004 Wed. did not walk.  Not enough sleep.  Worked copying material for lesson 2.  Went Shopping.  

Amber, Kathy, Sheila and Heather came. I had correlation for Spanish.  

7/15/2004 Thur. Got 4.5 miles in.  Finished copying 2 lesson material and laminated it.  Mom and girls took 

off to see Pipe springs, dog place and return thru Zion.  Went to Dr. to get shot (TB). Also on exchange with 

FTM.  

7/16/2004 Fri. David, Sally and kids came in prior to that.  We all went to Zion Theater and other things 

included a hike on Canyon overlook.  Had family night and Mom and I gave counsel about important things in 

life.  

7/17/2004 Sat. worked on camera.  Got program in both computers.  Printed out pictures for Amber.  Took 

whole family to dinner.  Frank and Mark came in. 

7/18/2004 Sun. All meetings. David and family home after Sac. Spanish correlation and English training 7-

9pm.   

7/19/2004 Mon. Drove Mom to L/V to go shopping with Amber and girls.  They had a good time.  I studied 

2 lessons and finished Ensign.  

7/20/2004 Tues. Walked 4.5 miles. Worked on bills, lessons and set up bill pay with Zions bank. Taught 

Spanish ward missionaries lesson #3 and English # 2. Paul got his temple recommend. 

7/21/2004 Wed. Walked 4.5 miles.  Reviewed talk.  Did lesson 4, copied and laminated.  Spanish 

Correlation 6-7:30pm.  

7/22/2004 Thur. worked on a number of talk material copied into computer files.  Mom shopped part of 

day and Paul with friend and family on house boat.  

7/23/2004 Fri. Walked 5 miles. Another lesson came to mind on Bapt. For the Dead.  Worked on setting up 

bill pay with Zion on line.  Frank Jr. bought the Samri and picked it up tonight.  His friend Clara came with him.  

They are heading up NW for a 3 hour ride to camp with some friends. 

7/24/2004 Sat. Walked 4.5 miles.  Finished lesson on Basic Req. paid bills.  Mom went on hike with Mark. 4 

hours.  She really enjoyed it. But very tied. 

7/25/2004 Sun. Felt my cold but went to meeting anyway.  Would not shake any hands.  Had Spanish 

correlation after English training in evening 7-9pm 



7/26/2004 Mon. Walked 5 miles at 4 and had 10 minute break. Corrected lesson 5.  Called church HQ. The 

missionary dept.  We are approved medically for stay at home mission.  Will come under SP.  Should hear next 

week.  Mom has caught my cold. 

7/27/2004 Tues. Did not walk.  Did misc. office stuff then to foot Dr. for toes.  Trained Spanish ward 

missionaries and Mom and I got temple recommends.  Paul returned home from week long boat trip. 

7/28/2004 Wed. Walked 5 miles.  Worked on setting billing on e-mail. 

7/29/2004 Fri. Walked 5 miles set E bill Pay. A lot of reading office stuff.  David, Mark and Melissa came for 

night.  

7/30/2004 Sat. Paul went to temple for his own endowments.  Sheila, Mark, Melissa, David, Mom and I 

went with him.  Mike came up after and we all eat at Red Lobster.  Then spent the afternoon and eve. at home. 

August 

8/1/2004  Sun. Prepared for meeting. Had correlation with Spanish after 3 block meetings.  Went 

HT to Kingsley and trained English in Spanish meeting. 

8/3/2004  Tues. did not get good sleep so I did not walk.  Worked on lessons. Taught 5 new 

members lesson to Spanish. 

8/4/2004  Wed. Walked 5 miles.  Haircut then shopped and took Kathy to see Ruth cook.  Met for 

correlation with Spanish. 

8/5/2004  Thur. to St. George temple with Paul, Mom, David, Mark and Sheila.  Shopping then met 

with Sharron to cover lessons she missed.  Went to Ranch for abuse class and they did not have it.  Mom and I 

got call to Utah Provo Mission and live out of house. 

 

Left to right. Mark, David, Paul, Sheila, Mom & Dad. Sheila, Mom  Mark, Paul, David 

  



 



 

8/6/2004  Fri. Walked 5.5 miles in 2 hours.  Picked up Ruth Cooke and took home for lunch, 

Washing clothes and shower.  Spent most of afternoon with her.  She took us out in mountains but could not 

find road to Apple Valley so came back. 

8/7/2004  Sat. Walked with Mom 4 miles on road.  Setup E pay for Paul mission.  To Sarah Bramall 

lunch.  Mark came up to help Paul. Robbi Prill bought tractor for his lawn.  Called and talked to Mission Pres. 

8/8/2004  Sun. Had meetings.  Paul spoke and John, Tammy, Mark, Melisa, and Sheila and family 

and 4 of his guy friends plus the Jorden family and a gal he worked with at Tee shirt Place came.  A number 

gave him money.  Had training for English missionaries.  



8/9/2004  Mon. Mom and I went hiking for 1.5 miles up Smithstonion.  Mark came and cut some 

limbs on Pine Trees, and spent time with Paul.  I took Paul to dentist and to Lic. Place to get his driving record.  

We had his last family night. 

8/10/2004  Tues. Walked 3.77 miles.  Mom had me talking. Worked on misc. office stuff.  Worked on 

lesson.  6:10 pm Stake Pres. set Paul apart as full time missionary.  Bp. Bramall and Chris Woodbury was there. 

Taught Spanish last lesson.  Gave Paul fathers blessing.  

8/11/2004  Wed. took Paul to MTC.  Sort of sad.  Mark went along with Sally, Becky, Noah and Alex.  

That’s the last one at home for 2 years.   

 

 



 

We were called to the Provo Utah mission and assigned to the 4 corners area, headquarters at Bluff Utah.  We 

had 3-4 other sr. couples in our district. This would be a year of excitement and hard work servicing the Lord 

8/12/2004  Thur. Walked 4 miles.  Took truck to garage and worked on setting up Concorde Co. for 

Frank Balladares as lender.  Got material together for Mission President. 

8/14/2004  Sat. Left 7:20am Fri. Met with Mission Pres. in Provo.  Went to, Some Where in Time, 

Bed and Breakfast.  Sat. To Amy’s temple first time then eat lunch with Sheila, Amy and Mike. Then home. 



8/15/2004  Sun. Sorted thru stuff.  Practiced scriptures and lessons.  (Word of Wisdom and Tithing). 

Then to meetings. Spanish Correlations.  Studied afternoon.  Ward Missionary Training at night.  Joe Wasten 

and Trever Hintin called as WM.  

8/16/2004  Mon. Finances.  Other office stuff. Walked 5 miles.  Mom had Dr. Heart appointment and 

is ok. 

8/17/2004  Tues. Walked 5 miles.  Studied Spanish.  Copied lessons for 2nd master.  Beth Moore 

came to help me with move in packages.  Hosp. for test at 6pm.  Apparently the growth has not grown.  That’s 

good news.  I will see Dr. Fri. 10:45am.  Went shopping and fixed Mom’s printer. 

8/18/2004  Wed. Walked 5 miles.  Copied lessons.  Did bank statements.  Called Mission Pres. to 

arrange 1pm interview Sat.  Mom’s birthday is Thru.  Order Mission Tags. Had Spanish Correlation. 

8/19/2004  Thur. Mom Birthday.  Got her a street lamp.  Worked outside in yard.  Copied Spanish 

disc. Practiced missionary stuff.  Wrote talk for Sac. Meeting.  Brandon and Lori came to visit.  

8/20/2004  Fri. Worked most of day yesterday and good part of today doing street lamp.  Visited Dr. 

no growth in cancer thing.  Had neighborhood dinner at Janet and Norms for his birthday. 

8/21/2004  Sat. Zone conf. Shopped and got 2nd drive way light and did work to prepare to install.  

Still no direction from Mission Pres. on what we will be doing. 

8/22/2004  Sun. to meetings.  Mom and I spoke, her talk was excellent.  Had correlation with 

Spanish.  Studied lesson for WM in evening. 6pm had Stake Pres. set us apart as full time missionaries.  7:30pm 

met with WM’s. after Mom and I set sked for us as full time missionaries.  

8/23/2004  Mon. Walked 5 miles.  Worked on missionary stuff.  Scriptures.  Did move in packages.  

Had call From Bp.  Wants to set meeting up with heart Dr. and us. Thur. 3:45pm.  Pres called wants us to train 

WML in south Utah.  Also work with Spanish Branch and prepare to go to Mexican Hat.  We read BOM in 

evening after we finished light out front. 

 

Jean and Bob sent this picture they took when visiting Lillian’s family.  

Charles is up front with  

Bob& Jean Toy, Lillian, Dan and Chris on the back row.  



 

 

8/24/2004  Tues. Walked 5 miles.  Worked on WML handbook.  Took Mom to town for her license.  

Then shopping and I got 2 white shirts and 2 dress pants. Also Men Shoes.  Sheila called and got back from trip 

to east coast.  James called to check on us. 

8/25/2004  Wed. Walked 5 miles.  Worked on WML book.  Sheila came and spent the day.  Got 

haircut and had Spanish correlation with Sis. Yoder and Larry LaBaron. 

8/26/2008  Thur. Did not walk.  Worked on missionary stuff. To heart Dr. for Kathy.  He would rather 

we did not go to Mexican Hat. So we will let it up to Mission Pres.  Visited Alice and David and home taught. 

8/27/2004  Fri. Walked 2.2 miles.  Not much sleep.  Worked on a lot of projects all day long.  Very 

tired at night.  Trying to get ready to go to Bluff UT. For mission. 

8/29/2004  Sun. all meetings. Mom went with me to Ranch. Bro. Landon Betty called as my 

replacement.  Had him walk in my footsteps most of the day.  Had all WM English tonight for final report with 

Bishop and light treats.  Will miss working with many of them.  John and Mike called concerned about my 

operation Wed. 

8/30/2004  Mon. Worked on files, copying.  To Dr. at 2:45pm.  Ready for operation.  Checked on Dan 

in Hosp.  

8/31/2004  Tues. Worked on getting programs shifted to lap top computer.  Packing things and 

getting setup to work in bed for next week. Had a blessing from home teacher White Eagle.  One thing he said 

is I might teach on the other side.  Actually I am ready to do so.  Only worry about my dear wife.  Love her so 

deeply, but I know my children will watch over her. 

September 

9/1/2004  Wed. had operation.  Spent most of my day in bed.  Where they cut really hurts when I 

get up or any position but laying down.  Some improvement at night.  Watched Rep. Convention.  Also got a 

call from Larry Elam and his daughter is coming to St. George and needs help. 

9/2/2004  Thur. healing, did some work in bed and in recliner and in office. Might have done too 

much.  Alice Mortensen called to check on me. 

 



This was a magazine article about my son, Michael.  

 

9/3/2004  Fri. Hurt a little in that area.  Plan to sent WML handbook to Pres. today.  Got to finish it. 

Also plan to listen to tapes for talk material and that should take days.  Am swelling. Got Pres. package out.  

Will be in bed a couple of days. 

Received the following E-Mail from a friend of long ago.  

Frank, 

 

Thank you for keeping me on the mailing list.  I'm excited for you and  

your mission.  That's great.  I hope I have the opportunity. 



 

Here's some little news.  I turn 50 next Friday, September 10th.  I was  

21 when you and I were together.  I was 30 on that fateful night in  

1985 when I called you before leaving Pennsylvania for Rhode Island and  

the church.  Since then I've served as Stake Missionary, Ward Mission  

Leader, 1st Counselor in the Bishopric, Stake High Council and 1st  

Councilor in the Stake Mission Presidency, Ward Young Men's President,  

Assistant High Priest Group Leader, 1st Counselor in the Stake Sunday  

School for 3 months before being called into this Bishopric as 1st  

Councilor almost 5 years ago. 

 

After speaking to you that night I spent 6 rough weeks of repentance  

and suffering and was ordained a Priest at the hands of our Bishop,  

Robert S. Wood.  Now an Elder in the Second Quorum of the Seventy.   

Within 3 years, at 33 years old, I became a High Priest and began  

service in a Bishopric.  At 32 I was sealed in the Washington DC   

Temple and Charlie Hurdle was one of my Witnesses. 

 

I wanted to lay that out for you.  I'm still challenged with many  

weaknesses.  You had a great deal to do with all of that, my friend.   

I'm no dummy.  I'm not just saying that.  You gave me a blessing that  

was prophetic and highly important in my life.  It took me 9 years to  

figure it out.  I'd like to tell you about it sometime. 

 

If you give me a daytime phone number some time I'll call you and tell  

you about the blessing. 

 

Anyway, that's the story there.  The rest is about the mission you'll  

now serve.  I know you'll have more impact on more people. 

 

I love you. 

 

Have fun. 

 

 

All the best wishes, 

 

John Stevens 

 

John J. Stevens 

98 Seymour Street 

Warren, Rhode Island 02885-3507 

johnstevens@mac.com 

 

Why Don't Blind People Like To Sky Dive? 

Because It Scares The Dog. 

 
 

9/5/2004  Sat. Worked in office.  Rested thru out the day.  Helped Larry and Wanda’s daughter get 

apt.  Been sitting too much which is causing swelling of place they cut.  

mailto:johnstevens@mac.com


9/6/2004  Sun. Put move in package together.  Will go to Sac. But then come home.  Showed the 

film Video “The Gift” to Wanda Elam and Family. Got more work done on church stuff.  Took them to Zion and 

showed film afterwards.  The enjoyed the beauty of Zion. Sent out the following email.  

Well, we have received a call to serve a mission for the church. It  

will be in Bluff Ut. in the four corners area, which is SE Utah. We  

will be working with the Native Americans quite a bit. Our plans are  

as follows: 

Sept 8, drive the 340 miles and check the area out, also look at  

the apartment to see how much room we have and what we need to take. 

Sept 9, return and start packing 

Sept 11, my sister and husband come to help 

  Sept 16, Dr. appointment to ck on my healing from surgery done  

this past week 

Sept 17, A few of my children come up to help pack the truck and  

car. 

Sept 18, Leave for Bluff and duration about 1 plus year. 

  We are excited to be going and serving, we will let everyone know of  

new address phone no. etc. as we know them. 

 

Trust this finds all of you in good health, and those in Fl., we are  

think of you. Drop us a line when you have time. 

   

 

Sister  & Elder Yoder 

 

9/7/2004  Mon. Sorting thru missionary material to decide what to take to Bluff.  Gave Marisa 

blessing.  They will be moving in the morning.  Had a good family night with everyone. Yasue, Chantel’s friend 

left today. This card was given to me by the Spanish Group I was helping. 

Working with the Navajo people, had a number of cards come in to us during this time. Lillian sent us one with 

$100.00 in it to help us.  Also the Spanish group that we had helped grow when I was WML sent a card that I 

will enclose. We assigned missionaries to them of our 32.  They had most of the baptism in their group. 



 

 

 



 

9/8/2004  Tues. Worked morning on packing.  Afternoon and eve. Rested with ice pack due to 

swelling.  Had meeting with Landon Beatty on WML job. 

9/9/2004  Wed. Took full car to Bluff.  Apartment. one big mess.  We worked til late at night and I 

could not sleep and got up 12:30am to 3am and worked.  Branch Pres. Johnson and wife came to visit.   

9/10/2004  Fri. worked on list of things we must do and get.  Mom Shopped.  I worked til 5:15pm 

and had to rest and did not feel good. 



9/11/2004  Sat. Redid talk material and added John Stevens story.  Lil and Charles came up.  They 

helped cut wood for Bluff.  Went to Rich Murset dinner and got pictures from Mark on Paul’s temple trip. 

9/12/2004  Sun. Church. Lil and Charley came after for lunch.  Spent afternoon helping with Bluff 

Paper work. 

9/13/2004  Mon. Worked on packing and putting files in order.  Went to Dr. healing ok.  Growth not 

cancer.  

 

These are about ½ of our ward missionaries in 9th ward at our home in Apple Valley.  

 



 



 



 

 

 

9/18/2004  Sat. have been packing and getting ready for trip to mission field.  Did that today.  

Getting settled. 4 brethren came to help and the FTM.  It did not take much to clear all 3 Veh. We are very 

tired.  I forget my keyboard and key for this place in Bluff.  Will be glad to get back to schedule.  John, Tami and 



Sheila came to help pack.  Lil and Charles wanted to help til (Tues.-Thur.) everyone helped.  Sheila drove down 

with us, she sure helped greatly. We sure love our family. 

9/19/2004  Sun. Worked on our talks.  Also putting away church files.  To church and talked at all 

meetings.  1-4 had meeting with leadership of Bluff.  Went thru all members of branch.  Visited our neighbor in 

apartment and talked to landlady.  Lillian called and gave us 100.00. We found after she called. John called as 

did Sheila and David. 

9/22/2004  Been working hard building shelves and fixing and trimming doors.  Mom on house 

items and both of us very tired.  Tues. had Zone training which was good.  Met couple at Mexican Hat.  Had 

meeting with Tsosie family.  They came to visit and welcome us tonight. 

9/26/2004  Sun. Went to Mexican Hat for fast meeting.  Some people remember David when he 

served a FTM there.  That made us feel good.  Elder and Sister Haughton had us for lunch.  We got calls from 

Sheila and James. Made calls to Kathy and David.  Mom is having trouble with back. Put board under mattress. 

Also she is too worried about Leo the cat.  

9/28/2004  Tues. Worked on maps.  Wrote Paul a letter.  Went to DTM with other 2 couples and 2 

FTM Elders.  Had pot luck.  Went to Blanding to get building material.  Spent night building and putting down 

rug on my office floor.  Also build shelve for Mom in bathroom closet and repaired holes in floor so rug would 

be put down.  

9/30/2004  Thur. worked on records and maps all day.  Still have work tomorrow to get them ready 

to be checked on to see what updates need to be made, as we visit.  

October 

 We received a number of card this month, Perry Allred(who we home taught in Apple Valley, Elwood 

Hilts, Jean Toy with a picture of her granddaughter, 

 

 Skye Thomas age 11.5 yr old 9=2004  Melissa Yoder sent this to us. St. G. Temple 

 

 

10/1/2004  Fri. Maps all morning.  Visit people in afternoon.  Video list in Eve. 

10/2/2004  Sat. Mom hurt when awake in morning. We decide to go home and get her bed.  Left 

and arrived afternoon.  Packed with Marks help.  That night went shopping Costco and Walmart.  

10/3/2004  Left 6am.  Got flat tire after Colorado City.  Had to catch ride to Apple Valley Service 

station and called Dale Kingsley.  He helped us and we drove to Lake Jacobs.  Got tire to replace bad one then 



finally arrived at Bluff 9 hours later.  Mom had pains that night and took her to hosp. at Monticello.  Got back 

home at 6am Mon.  Sleep til noon.  They gave her a lot of test but could not find anything wrong, might be 

stress. 

10/4/2004  Back to Dr. for checkup at 2pm, shopped and rested. 

10/6/2004  Wed. Walked with Kathy.  Did files.  Worked on Map.  Visited Ray Tsosie and wife.  He 

came and we visited Georgina.  A long visit.  Will return Fri. to teach.  Went to pick up wives at RS enrichment 

night. 

10/7/2004  Thur. Worked on correction for maps from Marilyn Tsosie all morning up to 4pm.  We did 

go walking.  We visited Sis. Red Horse. Sister and Bro. Tsosie (gave him updates to check over and set up 

meeting with all) also visited Jacky and Gene Gruette for their help on town.  Watched video, The Lamb of God. 

10/8/2004  Fri. Worked on map.  Walked.  Worked on legal problems for broker business.  Tsosie’s 

came to visit.  Sis. Marlin brought correct maps.  Taught Georgina Etsitty.  Actually had to see her 3 times 

today.  Got her med’s taken care off.  She is coming to church Sun.  Mom to bring and to take home. 

10/9/2004  Sat. Did service project with Mexican Hat for Elder Porter. 

10/10/2004  Went out to Ray Tsosie and Casey Little Box to invite to PEC.  Had meeting.  Georgina 

came and Kathy found out about it towards end of meeting.  We will teach her tomorrow .  Went out to 

Melvin Red Horse and set Wed 7pm to teach his family.  Watched part of Conf. on tape that Sis. White brought 

for us. 

10/11/2004  Mon. Walked.  Sent e-mail to Mission Pres. on district report.  He mailed back and added 

and approved.  Visited Regina Stoney, Taught Georgina Etsitty.  Worked on District meeting and Stake Pres. 

Presentation.  Also worked on maps for member’s location.  Lots of E-mails came in. 

10/12/2004  Tues. Worked on maps.  Taught Tsosie’s, very good meeting. Had DTM, ZL came with 

new missionary material from church.  After we went to the swinging bridge and a long hike to see ruins.  Then 

to visit Regina Stoney who ask us to come back tomorrow morning at 10:30am.  Watched part of conf. very 

tired and sore from hike.  

10/16/2004  Sun. Have been busy.  Building Fence for Leo the cat.  Thought we lost him.  Going to 

keep him in from now on.  Got new missionary lessons.  Preach my Gospel.  Had training from SLC.  Busy 

learning new system.  Tomorrow will try painting office and tomorrow will start on new lessons. 

10/19/2004  Tues. Monday worked hard.  We finished painting three walls in office. That took a lot 

since we had to mover everything. No easy task.  Also repaired doors and trim.  From 7-5:30pm. A long day.  

Steve Cannon came over last week and had a good 2 hour talk with him.  He did most of the talking and I 

listened.  Will try to get another meeting in two weeks.  We are gone this week and he is gone next week.  

Today Taught Tsosie, actually Sis. Tsosie taught the 1st to us.  She did great.  They are coming along well.  We 

followed up on a media referral and studied Preach My Gospel on revelation.  Also copied a lot of lessons a 

ream of papers worth.  

10/20/2004  Wed. Worked on maps.  Took Ray Tsosie and Kathy and taught the Red Horse family. 

10/24/2004  Took a trip to Helper for Zone conf., then back to Apple Valley to pick-up more things and 

then back to Bluff. Long trip.  Mom’s not doing too well as she ha pain in ribs...  To Dr. tomorrow to check on 

that.  Work proceeding well, much to do.  



10/25/2004  Mon. Paid bills.  To Monticello for Flu shots and Mom’s Dr. apt.  She had test run and will 

have Dr. call her tomorrow.  Met with Stake Pres. Bonring and discussed plan to train Navajo members.  

Watched videos to use in Wed. work. 

10/27/2004  Wed. Worked on bills.  2 meeting in morning then to Monticello for Zone Training.  Back 

for 2 meeting at night.  I am very tied. Last two days Mom gave lesson to Red Horse family on scriptures.  Very 

good lesson. 

10/28/2004  Thur. Worked on maps.  Taught 1st less active lesson to 6 Sisters.  Went well and showed 

film Ancient America speaks to Lula Atcilly.  Then worked on maps rest of night. 

10/29/2004  Fri. Map.  To Alice and Paul Begay.  Showed Ancient America speaks.  Visited Jeremy and 

Brothers also Begay at Rabbit Ears.  Went to 5 corners and saw a number of people.  Rest of day on map and 

finances.  Mom still feeling hurt around waist. 

10/30/2004  Sat. Laundry.  Worked on Forms and lesson for priesthood and RS tomorrow.  I teach. 

10/31/2004  Sun. Maps.  Talk for RS and Priesthood.  Church, maps and visited Sis. Sumner and Sis. 

Myers. 

 

Kathy & Frank Yoder Sr.    Sr. Missionaries 

November 

Received care with enclosed letter from Dixie & Pepper Slater:  

 



 

 

 

November 

11/1/2004  Mon. worked on maps and member list.  Getting closer to having it done.  Took trip to 

Hosp. for Kathy blood test. Visited Ivey and Doroma.  

11/2/2004  Tues. Map.  Paid bills, wrote Delmar and Taught Ray Tsosie’s.  Visited white-rock area 

and some town families.  

11/3/2004  Wed. Had 3 meetings canceled but met Albert and Mabel Lamen and will pick her up for 

Church 

11/4/2004  Taught Jackie’s group and Mary at night.  Also haircut and shopping at Blanding.   

11/5/2004 Fri. Visit Tsosie, Father Ein, John Law, Perry Mary Boy but he was not there.  Worked on map all 

afternoon.  Interviewed by Mission president. Eat with other couples at Stake house in Blanding and shopped 

and got gas.  

MISSION COVERAGE SEE THAT RECORD.  

 

 

 



 



 

 

 

 



 

Kathy and I worked with these folks and with the help of the missionaries we saw them be-

come active.  

  

This was a weekly teaching schedule. 

 



 

This was the teaching of the Navajo lessons we made up. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



We received 24 Christmas cards. Received from: Mark & Melissa Yoder, Larry Elam, Jean and Bob Toy, Frank 

Balladares, Lillian and Charles Walton, Tsosies,, Sharron Parker, Amy Brown on her mission, Ethel Armstrong, 

Dale and Niki Yoder 

Elwood & Neva Hilts, Mortensons, Mike Cosgrove,, Gay & Nora Lew, Craig & Sumi Garhart, Henderson, Elder 

Brown, Larry Elam, Flavel family Bluff, Arthur Smith, Pres. Merrell mission pres. The Waltons, Harley Loone, 

High Counsel from our stake and Karen. 

I will show a few comments and pictures:  

 

 My brother Bob Toy and grandkids. 

 Ray Tsosie and wife Marilyn, he was branch Mission leader. 

 

 

 



 

My granddaughter Amy Brown 



 



My daughter Sumi sent us this Christmas card, Lillian sent these pictures. 

 

President and Sister Merrell   

Thoughts 3:30am News Years Eve...as I lay in bed awake.  

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

Our great district.........Kathy and Frank left back row...... 

I found this card and note in a box. How sweet… 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



A few special notes I received from my beautiful wife.  

 

 

 

 



 



 

 

2005 

MISSION 

 

This will be a detailed account of our mission and what we tried to accomplish. A story of a lovable people that 

needs so much in their life. Also a lesson of what government programs can do to a people when everything is 

given to them.  

MY SISTER CHARLOTT AND HUSB. CHUCK 

THESE ARE A FEW LEADERS 

WE WORKED WITH 



 

 

January 

Letter I sent to the 32 ward missionaries in Apple Valley ward: 

 

 



 

 

 

 

This was the first week’s schedule 

 



 

 

 Our granddaughter Amber  

 

 

  

2ND LETTER FROM HER 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

This letter was from our grandsons, Noah and Alex Yoder 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Received a 6 page report on the Spanish branch, this was my response:  

 

 

 



 

 

Received from my Daughter Sheila;  

 

Received from my Daughter Kathy.  

 

 

 



 

 

Received from my Daughter Kathy. 

 

 



 

 

This letter of 6 pages was from my granddaughter Emma, I only show first page which shows her sweet spirit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

FEB. 

This letter from Linda Neubauer brought memories of our time in Alaska, she is one of the sisters that I 

baptized in the back of a truck.  She was also one of the party girls and Pres. Jim stated he never would have 

thought she would join the church.  The Lord is good to us to have these little gifts.  

 

A birthday card from Jean and Bob Toy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

A father’s day card from my Daughter Sheila 

 

From my Brother Bob and his family.  

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

This card included pictures of Jean and Bob’s Grandchildren and daughter Karen children. 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

This is Bob, his son Marty and grandchildren Jacob and Ben 

 

Received a number of birthday cards, this one from Amber Cosgrove.  

 



 

 

 

 

From our Mission President 

From my daughter, Kathryn.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

MARCH 

 

 

A serious of pictures follows from bluff.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

APRIL 

Son Mark graduation 

 

Phil & Barbara Houghton card 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

  

MOM AT NEWPAPER ROCK 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Granddaughter Ashley Cosgrove and date 



 

 

Many problems exist for the Navajo people and we tried to address them as follows; 

We sent this out those we felt could help solve the problems.  

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

After the meeting this is the Executive Summary 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 As I reflect back on this from 2014, I see that a few areas we should have did better. I 

had made a trip to SLC and talked to Scott Anderson President of Zions Bank about putting 

branch’s on the reservation.  At that time the banking that was used was the pawn shops. 

 He had agreed and was considering one in Monasuma Creek . They would require the 

Navajo Nation to put so much deposit in the branch to get it started, the Nation would not 

consider this.  We also had John Bramall, who had been our Bishop and now is Stake President 

and Mayor of Hurricane City to consider putting a rest home on Reservation. (He had seven 

through out Utah he owned or managed, along with another 10 business he owned.) 

 He met with us and indicated it might work. But once again the Nation was not willing to 

follow up on this. (The nation has no rest home on it.) 

 

 The other area is that the Stake President was not ready to follow through for whatever 

reason and without the presiding Priesthood in the area giving it their all, it did not get done. 

 

 I do not wish to mean these people did not want what was best for the Navajo people, I 

did not know what their situations was and why they did what they did.  But we had such a 

good start and I could see the vision of what could have happen.  The lesson is to get those 

that you are trying to help in the lead and then back them up with all you spiritual might.  



 

 

 

 

MAY 

 We received from Elwood and Neva Hilts, a pkg cost 17.00 postage, with clickers and lots of trail mix 

for the people we teach. They have been a big support while we have been on our mission.  



 

 

 

GrandDaughter Emma Yoder High School Graduation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

This young lady spend the summer with our branch and was a great help to strengthen our members.  We will 

miss her and her fun spirit……..Kathy and Frank 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

JUNE 

John and Tammy sent a father’s day card, it had four sections: (1) You are the nicest dad on the block, (2)on 

second thought, make that the most wonderful dad in town, (3) actually, you’re the best dad in the whole 

world! (4)No, wait, you are the greatest dad in the entire universe! 

You might not want to hang this up just anywhere.  It will make all the other fathers look puny and 

insignificant. (It opened up to 18 inches high and 24.5 inchs wide.  

 



 

 

 

Card from Mark, Melissa and Madelyn for father’s day.  

 

Delmar Hilbert use to be our Bishop, he had a little trouble and ended up in Oklahoma Prison, we have keep in 

touch with him and tried to strengthen him the whole time he was in prison.  He is a good man.  



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

This card was from Sheila 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

From Paul my youngest Son 

 



 

 

 

 

Our children took care of our home in Apple Valley while we were on the mission.  

 



 

 

My sister Lillian her husband Charles and my Brother Bob’s grandchildren, Skye and Ben.  

 

 

From my oldest son Frank Jr.  



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

This letter from Elder Paul Yoder, we also have from Sister Ammy Brown, David and Sally and family, Emma 

Yoder(She graduated High School and stated that “I’m all grown up now!!”, Lillian and Charles with 20.00(she 

has been doing this every month), 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

This is my brother Bob and Sister Lillian on one of her trips to see him.  

 

 

This is Pattie Stoddard and her children, she was a missionary way back in Elizabeth city.  Her Husband had 

died and she is struggling with raising her children. Great Missionary and mother.  She stated she knew us 

longer then she knew her husband.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

Bob and Jean sent:  

 

 

 



 

 

My Real Estate License expired this month. 

 

 

 

JULY 

The cards we received from Sister Lillian as she traveled about 1 a week. 

 

 

We had two letters from Sister Amy Brown on her mission and two from Elder Mike Brown on his mission. 

They supported us wonderfully  



 

 

Then we received a letter from Dixie and Pepper Slater below 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Older pictures with my Mom Yoder on left side.  



 

 

 

2012 VISIT WITH WELCOME HOUSE FAMILY AT CHARLOTT AND CHUCKS 

 

L-R front Paul, Charlotte, Sumi, Bobby, Back: Ray, Scott, David, Dale 



 

 

 

 

 

 

L-R Chuck, Charlotte, Betty, Ray 



 

 

 

Mary, sumi daughter, Sumi,Kathy, Charlotte, Chuck, Betty, Jenny, siting Frank & Ray 

 

 

L-R: Chuck, Kathy, Charlotte, Frank  



 

 

 

 

Kathy & Frank Yoder 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

AFTER 57 YEARS THAT IS THE MOST BEAUTIFUL FACE IN ALL THE WORLD, AND I DON’T MEAN ME……. 

 

AUGUST 

 We received a number of post cards from Lillian and Charles, this is one they send pictures.  



 

 

 

Lillian Walton, Elder and Sister Yoder  

 

Elder and Sister Yoder at home in Bluff 

March 10, interview sked with mission president: 5:30 Yoders, 5:55 Porters, 6:15 Houghtons,  

Blanding Stake Center 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

SEPTEMBER 

 

 



 

 

 

Noah         Alex 

 



 

 

 

Elder Mike Brown      Elder and Sister Houghton 

 

 

 

 



 

 

  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Our finally meeting on in Bluff just prior to returning home. We have grown to love the Navajo people and 

those that work with them.  It has been a very satisfying mission and we really hated to go since so much still 

had to be done.  But other horizons await us and of course our beloved home in Apple Valley and a few family 

members that we are looking forward to seeing. The lesson is the most important things in this live are the 

relationship we have with the Savior and Heavenly Father, second our family, then how much we can serve to 

help our brothers and sisters return to our Heavenly Father.  

 

 



 

 

 

It is so nice to have our grandchildren serve mission as we do.  They show their love by always writing to us 

and supporting us. God is Kind.  

 

 



 

 

OCTOBER 

 

Received this concerning Dale, so proud of him. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

NOVEMBER 

NO RECORDS 

DECEMBER 

 

Received from My sister wishing us happy year.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

   

 

 

 



 

2005  

APPLE VALLEY 

September 

Continued after Mission. 

9/17/2005 Sat. Released by Pres. Bramall.  Got back Thur. and been working hard ever since, getting 

moved in. Sheila and Husb. Mike was here Thur., Fri. and Sat. Mark and Melissa came and had much help from 

them.  

9/18/2005 Sun. Talked at the 9th ward on mission. 

9/19/2005 Worked all day. Very tired, did most of shop. 

9/20/2005 Eval. Broken weed eater and fan.  Both not fixable.  To dentist.  Got e-mail working and found 

out can’t use intercom. 

9/21/2005 Hurricane Rita has dropped from 5 to High 3, got a lot done yesterday.  Did 50 sections on D&C, 

to day 58 Sections.  Hope to finish tomorrow. 

9/24/2005 Sat. Did equipment repair.  VCR and learned new shaver.  Office work and finished D&C in 3 

days plus ½ hour.  Started N.T.  

9/25/2005 Sun. Mission reported to HC.  Visited Spanish Branch and talked in Sac. Of Apple Valley ward. 

Read Matthew, Mark and 12 chapters of Luke.  

9/27/2005 Tues. Read and finished Romans.  Took trip to town to get car worked on, Haircut and shopped 

at Costo, Home Depot, Linn’s and radio shack.  

9/28/2005 Read to Heb. Did office work.  Mom worked hard all day and we are both tired.  We both 

walked and exercised.  

9/29/2005 Thur. finished N.T. Started O.T. 5 days for BOM. 3days and ½ for D&C. 1 Day for Pearl of Great 

price.  N.T. 4 days and 3 hours. Went to temple with Chris Lambert for his endowment.  He is called to be FTM 

in Korea.  Finished Gen, EX. Lev. and on Chapter 11 of Numbers.  

9/30/2005 Mike Yoder came and worked hard all day.  He trimmed all bushes.  I read 65 pages of O.T. 

Mom and I worked hard along with Mike. 

October 

10/2/2005 Sun. Watch conference and read all day, now at 11 chapter of 2nd Samuel. 

10/3/2005 Mon. Read to 2nd Kings-19.  Went to temple with Kathy and Keven Reber to be sealed.  Had 

over the Hill gang meet in eve. At Bob and Joan Perry’s place in St. George.  Went with Merritt’s. 

10/4/2005 Finished Psalms. 

10/05/2005 Wed. did a lot of calling.  Have rest home meeting set up for Fri. 10am.  Read to Isa-40. 



10/6/2005 Thur. Read and got to Jeramiah 35.  Worked outside and took trip to dump.  Joan and Bob Perry 

came for dinner. 

10/7/2005 Fri. made presentation for Corral desert rest home.  Met with Pres. Bramall and his CEO for two 

hours.  Finished my 100 pages.  Have 80 to finish OT.  Did a lot of calling on Tues. Meeting at Bluff. 

10/8/2005 Sat. Finished O.T. and all scriptures for 05.  Mom called as primary worker by Harold Merritt.  

Finished all scriptures in 25 days. 

10/9/2005 Prepared for PEC ward mission plan and presented it.  The BP. was not there so they will 

evaluate it.  Went to all meetings.  I am amazed at the nr. of new people in Apple Valley.  I do not know ½ of 

them.  Finished the Oct. Ensign and talked to Randall for a while on the phone.  They wanted to give me a 

report on Colo. City and the Spanish Group.  Even though I am not over that now.  We also called Marie in 

Bluff to check on her.  Then called Elder Fisher and coordinated meeting for Tues. 

10/10/2005 Mon. Finished meeting prep. For 11th.  Did bills.  Leave at 5am and Pres. Bramall arrived 

5:07am.  Trip took 5 hours.  All were in attendance except Mark Maryboy who chaired meeting in Window 

rock.  Meeting went well.  After toured mission UT Navajo Health Clinic and Navasen. Pres. Bramall bought 

lunch for group then looked at Red Mesa Clinic and Red Mesa School.  Visited Jeremy Begay and family.  

Arrived home 8:20pm.  Had a message from Trey Basha that they would spend money for further study but 

needed letter from Tony Perry, that nation would build store etc.  That was great news. 

10/12/2005 Wed. Did misc. stuff and rested from yesterday’s activity.  Got call from Pres. Johnson of Bluff 

Branch.  Jeremy car ready at D.I. He will bring to Page Sat. at 9am and I to take to St. George.  That is great.  

Mom did visiting teaching. 

10/13/2005 Thur. Worked on clearing my E-mails and copied them for files and history.  Took most of day then 

went to temple with Keven and Kathy Reber. 

10/14/2005 Fri. Took all E-mails for the year and sorted.  Also redid calendars.  Took all day.  Mark and 

family came up.  He did Swamp coolers for winter.  John and Joan Peay eat with us. 

10/15/2005 Sat. Left 6am to pick up Jeremy and another Sister in Page.  Pres. and Sis. Johnson brought 

them.  I took them to D.I. to get Cars.  Mark and family worked on stuff to help us.  Long day about 7 hours 

driving.  

10/16/2005 Sun. Had meeting and held fireside in evening.  Everyone enjoyed it.  That at our home.  Turned 

in names for WM. 

10/17/2005 Mon. got ready for trip since tomorrow we have haircut at 9 then to Las Vegas to pick up car for 

trip.  

10/18/2005 Got haircut and shopped in St. George then to Vegas.  Mike Yoder went with us to A/P and got 

car.  They gave us a van.  Eat in St. George and shopped at Linn’s.  Packed car, very tired. Got call from John 

checking on us.  Got call from Pepper Slatter to wish safe trip and he and Dixie are our H.T.’s. Got call from 

Thompson Tsosie.  He wanted advice.  His son was hit by a sleeping driver the other car people were killed.  

His son and girl and baby had broken bones etc. and the baby was killed. The girl’s parents want to sue the 

dead people family.  I counseled the best I could.  

November 



11/06/2005 Sun. got back from East Coast 9am last night.  Set apart with the Anderson as WML’s.  Visited 

Alice and David.  They were glad to see me and visited the young’s.  Will have to help him get a job. 

11/07/2005 Mon. Up at 2:30am and read Luke and John.  Took Rental van back to Las Vegas.  Had meeting 

with Viral Griffith and blessed his sister.  Mom VT and walked with Doris. 

11/08/2005 Tues. Read all but 2 chapters of Acts. Truck to be checked, need converter about 750.00.  

Ordered it.  Meeting with pres. Bramall on rest home.  Voted and watched the princess Diary. 

11/09/2005 Wed. paid bills and read Rom. & 1st. Corth. Spent most of time on 14th meeting. 

11/11/2005 Fri. fixed car last few days.  Had a leak under house and took Mark, Mom and I, 5 hours.  Also 

cleaned truck and build rack for it.  

11/13/2005 Sun. Sheila and Family came 10:30pm Sat. night to see Aunt Doris.  Mom and I went to Sat. 

Session of Stake Conf.  Mom and Doris went to Zions Park in afternoon.  Today we have Stake conf. at 2pm 

and Sheila left at 12 noon.  Mom VT Kathy Reber. Our HT’s (Slatters came). Packed for leaving tomorrow. 

11/18/2005 Fri. Just got home from Doris.  Very tired. Been on the road most of the week. 

11/19/2005 Sat. Read Ensign, not conf. issue.  Also finished Heb.  Mom shopped a good part of the day.  

James and Mark called. 

11/20/2005 Sun. Finished the N.T.  Went to church and met with Virgil Anderson.  Helped set apart 

Wellman. Sumi called and is coming out. 

11/21/2005 Mon. Started the BOM. Finished 1-2 Nephi.  Started Jacob.  Got about 125 pages done today.  

Paid bills and did a few calls. Exercised. 

11/22/2005 Tues. Finished Mosiah, over 100 pages.  Got haircut.  Had meeting with Virgil on Ward mission.  

Visited Sis. Spencer and invited her to Thanksgiving dinner. 

11/23/2005 Wed. 1/2 through Alma.  Did office work.  Worked on smell of utility room. 

11/24/2005 Thur. Thanksgiving. Finished Helaman which were 100 pages.  

11/25/2005 Fri. Frank Jr. and family, Mark and David and families came for Thanksgiving.  Mark and David 

also was her Fri.  Finished 3nd Nephi and 4th Nephi.  Finished Ensign that came in today. 

11/26/2005 Sat. Finished BOM.  We started to go to Sheila’s but ran into snow storm ½ way there and 

turned around and came back. 

11/27/2005 Sun. Reading the D&C 42: had church and WM meeting 7pm. 

11/28/2005 Mon. finished D&C to 114 section. 

11/29/2005 Tues. Finished D&C.  That finished all scriptures for next year.  Now I can put my mind on WML 

job in Apple Valley Ward and Navajo 4 corners projects.  Shopping center and Rest home in Montezuma Creek. 

Also prepare for the people coming out of Hildale and Colorado City.  Helped Mom get Xmas stuff out.  

11/30/2005 Wed. Completed Ward mission plan.  Got Virgil Anderson approval.  Will meet Fri. with the Bp.  

Mom shopped most of the day and had Dr. Appointment. 

 



December 

12/1/2005 Thur. Paid bills. Prepared for Ward mission plan with BP. tomorrow.  Took Rebers to temple. 

12/2/2005 Fri. I met with Bp. and Virgil and covered missionary plan.  Met with Elders. Then met with 

Dustin Christian and Alice and David Mortensen.  All went well. 

12/3/2005 Sat. Worked on missionary work all day.  Interviewed Slatter’s and Mortensen, had good 

interviews. 

12/4/2005 Sun. Prepared for meeting.  Up at 3:10am.  Met with Kim Christiansen, gave missionary 

program to Bishopric.  Met with Jeff Hunt and committed him to be AWML for FTM.  He said he would. 

12/05/2005 Mon. Worked on missionary all day.  Had meeting with Mortensen’s about a job in Santa Clair.  

We talked on phone 4 times.  Rod Beagley wife on program with Virgil Anderson.  Talked to Bishop 2 times 

and Harold Merritt once.  Read a lot of my Ref. material and putting in order. 

12/6/2005 Tues. Missionary. Going thru all ref. material for talk.  Beth Moore helped 12:30-3:30pm.  Met 

with Norm Knight and presented program.  Rod canceled.  Sick and reset for Thur.  

12/7/2005 Wed. Prepared for quorum leadership meeting.  Met EQ and HP group leaders.  Gave program. 

12/8/2005 Thur. Met Wellman’s and Sister Spencer and worked on talk.  Then went out with Virgil to 

Beagley and Young’s.  All good meeting. 

12/9/2005 Fri. Beth worked in office 4 hours.  I met with RS leaders and gave program. 

12/10/2005 Sat. met with Pres. Bramall and gave plan. 

12/11/2005 Sun. Met YM Pres., Ward, Pres. Bramble and Pres. Merrell (Mission Pres.).  Had fireside at 

home.  Showed gift to FTM.  

12/12/2005 Mon. Had a number of interviews.  Beth did move in packages.  I studied lesson for Tues.  

12/13/2005 Tues. Study.  Mom shopped all day.  Had meeting with Kimball’s.  Put on lesson 1 on HT and 7 in 

attendance.  Took 1.5 hours. Good response.  Visited Carol Lewis, Price Neilson and new family building in 

area.  

12/14/2005 Wed. Study.  Reviewed Pleg. Material from V. Brown.  Gave lesson 1 HT to McGowan’s and Dale 

Kingsley.  Had interview with Brandon Black. 

12/15/2005 Thur. Did paper work on HT lessons.  Talked to Pres. Bramall on Brandon.  Gave HT lesson 1, to 

10 at 7pm and set rest up for them giving me lessons.  Did some arrangement of office.  I finished Pres. 

Hinckley book. Standing For Something.  Started “learning to teach by the spirit” by Harrison. 

12/16/2005 Fri. Exercised and studied.  Had a number of meeting where VT and HT gave lessons to me.  

12/17/2005 Sat. Worked on class material.  Interviewed and heard lesson from John McGowan and Dale 

Kingsley.  Had Ward party for Christmas.  Lester accepted WM calling and Michelle ask to have me help her 

learn the BOM and Joseph Smith. 

12/18/2005 Sun. Had tithing settlement.  10am PEC, 11:30 am meetings.  James and Lora came to visit for 3 

days.  Had meeting on HT training 7pm.  



12/19/2005 Mon. worked on church stuff. Played James a game.  Left 10:45am for John’s graduation with 

Masters in Educations. They had 1800 graduate.  Took 2.5 hours.  We took him to eat prior to that.  Got home 

10:30pm.  Read mail til 11:30pm. 

12/20/2005 Tues. Had meeting all day.  Played James Mah Jong.  

12/21/2005 Wed. had lots of meeting.  In Eve. Went to Mattie’s (My Son Marks Daughter.)1st birthday party.  

12/22/2005 Thur. Lots of teaching meetings.   

12/23/2005 Fri. Haircut and worked in office. Talked to Bob Peterson and said would pay Sharon Parker 2 

bills.  Also sent David and Sally 2,060.00 To pay off car.  

12/24/2005 Sat. Christmas Eve. Watched it’s a wonderful life. 

12/25/2005 Sun. Christmas.  Worked on Sked. for lessons.  Copied HT lesson.  Called Paul.  He is doing well.  

Took two napes.  Talked to all the kids except Mike and Frank.  Mark and Melissa and Mattie came up and we 

enjoyed them.  Aunt Anna Choy and Lillian called also. 

12/26-27-28/2005 Had number of training HT meetings.  Still have lots to go thru. Sun. Eve. Have cold, I 

think not enough sleep.  Mike, Ben and Sky visited a today.  

12/29/2005 Thur. had two review lessons in morn and large group at night for final HT lesson.  Afternoon 

shopped and got apples and oranges for Navajo trip next Monday. Cold getting worse. 

12/30/2005 Fri. Lots of meetings.  Still quite sick. 

12/31/2005 Sat. Worked on Church.  Had two lessons.  Watched “you got mail”.  New Year’s Eve.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

2006 

 We returned to our ward Apple Valley and they had split it. This is what was going on.  We received 

some pictures of one of our granddaughters Sky, Michael’ daughter that follows: Of course the beauty is in my 

Chinese genes.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

I was called to be WML and our son Paul was on his mission. 

 



 

 

 

 

My son in law, Kathryn’s husband was Bishop of The ward I use to be Bishop of.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

This was a missionary couple we worked with.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

PEOPLE WE WORKED WITH IN BLUFF 

 

 

 

This is email from our son Paul on his mission 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
My sister Lillian Walton 

 



 

 

 

My son David and family 

 

My daughter Sheila Brown 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

This is my Daughter Kathryn and her children. 

 

 



 

 

My brother Bob, Karen and family 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

MY FRIEND ELWOOD HILTS 

 

 



 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 My daughter Sumi  

 



 

 

 

  

 

 

My granddaughters, L/R Sheila, Amy, & Heather Brown.  



 

 

 

My two grandchildren, L/R Mike, father Mike and Daniel Brown 

 



 

 

 

 

 

We have been writing to Delmar in Oklahoma Dept. of Correction for some time. He is a good friend.  



 

 

 

A missionary couple, we baptized Linda in Alaska. (Walter Neubauer) 

 

My Welcome Sister Sumi send this in a Christmas card.  L\R 



 

 

Dale, Sumi, David, Bobbie, Leon, front Charlotte and Paul 

 

The reason I have shown so many card, I wanted to show the importance in a family’s life of keeping updated 

and concern with each other.  Of course most of this is done by the wives and without them it would not get 

done.  These cards are very dear and important to me to know that I am loved and concerned with.  My 

grandchildren and great, great should learn a lesson from this. Forget the cell phones, write a little to let 

someone know you love them and care for them.   

Here is a list of those that I did not included: 

Jean Toy, Elwood & Neva Hilts, Lillian & Charles Walton, Thompson and Alice Tsosi (folks we worked with on 

the mission), Mike & Chris Hull (Lillian Daughter), Frank Balladares, who took over my beach office, Nora Lew, 

my Chinese Cousin, Perry Allred, I worked with him in Apple Valley, Ethel Armstrong (I home Taught her in Eliz. 

City many yrs ago.), Jammy Calvert ( I worked with him in Eliz, city many years ago.),  

Finally we worked with a brother without papers and sent this to the 1st Presidency. 



 

 

 

 

 

Now for a few entries from my Journal to give you an idea of our daily schedule.  

January 

1-1-2006   Sun. Stayed home from Church sick, still H.T. raining meeting went good.  



 

 

1-2-2006   Mon. Kathy, Brandon and Lory and some other fellows went to 4 corners                                                    

Navajo people with food and clothing. Spent about $160.00 for food and gas, I worked on H.T. Stuff. 

1-3-2006   Tues. Finished reading “Drawing on The Power Of Heaven” by Von Harrison. Organized last year 

bills, paid some bills, Mom took cat in to get checked.  

1-4-2006   Wed. Paid bills, did not do much of anything, trying to get over cold. Mom helped Mark and Melissa 

Clean all day their new apt.  Maylan Barlow died this morning. 

1-5-2006   Thur. Goals for today, Exercise, call Frank B., do filing town, Signature, mail, and fix water front, 

checked on leak roof. Review organization, meet with Virgil, had a meeting with Virgil and Bishop.  

1-6-2006   Fri. contacted each WM and give assignments. Files, trip to Wal-Mark, copy “set a date program”, 

prepared for PEC, Beth helped but I really got very, very tired.  

1-7-2006   Sat. Funeral for Maylon Barlow, lost power to home, met with rich, missionaries, and investigator 

liberty & son (6 year old) Noah.  

1-8-2006   Sun. PEC, church, met Sheila and pick-up Sumi at Cove Fort, Had WM’s in for organization meeting 

and Virgil gave presentation on “Set a Date Program”. 

1-9-2006   Mon. Worked on cataloging tapes, making org. chart for WM’s, Mark and Mellissa and mattie came 

to visit with Sumi, Beth Moore helped make lesson up for Basic class.  

1-10-2006 Tues. Worked on tape filing, took Sumi & Mom to the visitor center.  Saw new Joseph Smith film, 

also went to tabernacle and then ate at Chuck-A-Roma.  

1-13-2006   Fri. Took Sumi to Vegas, she stayed with John and Frank and we stayed with Mike.  Had family 

dinner Thur. night. Paid bills and answered phone calls from three days. 

1-14-2006   Sat. up at 2am, did work all day, much done, had ward conf. leadership in evening.  

1-15-2006   Sun. UP AT 3AM, STUDIED LESSON FOR PRIEST AND TEACHERS AND SCRIPTURES CLASS. 7:30 am 

PEC, 9=12 at church, visited 4-5 families, met with Geoff 6pm, worked on exchanges with FTM. 

1-16-2006   Mon. Went with Doug. Mooneyham to Las Vegas for his Dr. Appointment, He needed someone 

and I told him I would go. It took all day and got back at 7pm. 

1-17-2006   Tues. walked 45 minutes, worked on files, planned out task, Beth Moore helped by coping all 

lessons. Took 5 hours, visited some people.  

1-18-2006    Wed. walked 2 miles, worked on files (tapes etc.), music disc, Mom enjoyed herself shopping. 

Then we visited Fowlers, Lilly McLane. I visited Lara Wright and Dustin Christensen in morning and went to 

town to get signature notarized and a little shopping.  

1-19-2006   Thur. Had 1 and 7pm classes on less active lessons. 11 took them, Sat & Mon for make-up classes.  

1-20-2006   Fri.  Walked 2 miles 50 minutes visited church employment and social services , shop and also 

visited Liberty while she was in the hospital, She is in need of help, took Mom to the movies.    

1-21-2006   Sat. Walked 2 miles 50 minutes, did some broker business to four tonight.  



 

 

1-22-2006   Sun. PEC at 7:30am, 8:30 WM meeting, 3 hour block to church, 4:30 pickup FTM & feed. And 6pm 

Mike Nilson, 7 pm Fowlers, Joe Parker.  

1-23-2006   Mon. Walked 2 miles in 50 minutes, taught Geoff Hunt, JoAnn Hardy & Mary, met with 

Mortensens and taught Lilly McClane and Doug. Mooneyham.  Very Tired.  

1-24-2006   Tues. Prepared material for less active class, Mark and family came to visited, Walked 2 miles, 

went on exchange with FTM down town til 7pm.  

1-25-2006   Wed. walked, study lesson 2, haircut, 11am put files away, went to library with Mom. 

1-26-2006   Thur. email to Sumi ltr for paper, walked, prac. Lessons 1-7, gave 2nd lesson, removed storage, and 

moved around.  

1-27-2006   Fri. Prepared 4 lesson handouts, to temple and shopping.   

1-28-2006   Sat. Walked, prepared for Sun Meetings, Visited my H.T. families, read from the ensign.  

1-29-2006   Sun. Read lesson 4, read ensign, and finished.  7:30AM MISSION LEADERS MET WITH Bishop Rich, 

8:30am met WM’s, afternoon visited Bishop, Kingsley, Needom, and another inactive e. 7Pm taught scripture 

lesson (8), too Bandon to BP for interview.  

1-30-2006   Mon. Studied HT lesson, walked, took couple of hours to read scripture test paper and ran 20 off.  

Taught 2nd lesson to Lilly McLane 7pm, had a long talk with Mom, she is a little discourage with R.S. Dinner and 

world affairs.  

1-31-2006   Tues. study all three lessons. I have to give in this week, walked 1 hr 2.5 miles, mom went 

shopping, sent in Lic. For Utah Broker, closed down co. and put my license on hold.  

February 

2-1-2006   Wed. walked 2.5 miles 1 hour, reviewed church video’s, repaired one, reviewed three lessons, want 

to temple with stake, took Bro. Sister Anderson.  

2-2-2006   Thur. Study 3 lessons, talked to Kathy, discussed so many that are in need of help, walked, 

organized work party for Sis Spencer, taught 4th lesson 1 & 7 pm only Beth Showed up for 7Pm class. Sunday 

will hold full class.  

2-3-2006   Fri. Walked 65 minutes, 2.5 miles, to town and shopped, looking for rugs and kitchen flooring, La  

Grande Hammon came to check on water conditioner, pruned fruit trees, fixed flat tire on tractor, replace 

front door lock etc.     

2-4-2006   Sat. Walked, study 3 lessons, worked on video’s listing them etc.  

2-5-2006   Sun. Had 7pm class, good class, Carolina a little sad due to Mom’s problem’s (possible cancer in 

stomach) Talked to her a little bit.  

2-6-2006   Mon. Had meeting with Shirley Barlow, gave 4th lesson, she has a hard time now with husb. Died. 

2-7-2006   Tues. worked on filing tapes, video’s etc. Beth helped quite a lot,  She is acting as Sec. for me.  



 

 

2-8-2006   Wed. studied lesson’s, HT and 5th for tomorrow.  HT Mortensen, Rossie, Zoe Ann Kingsley and 

visited the Youngs.  

2-9-2006 Thur. Walked, study lesson’s, 1-7pm class’s. Give Edith Scott a call. 

She has stomach cancer, very sad. Read in book “who wrote the bible”, gave lesson 5 to 8 members at 1pm. 

Had Mac come to measure for new flooring, visited scotts.  

2-10-2006   Fri. Read who wrote the bible, I sense many errors, so thankful for all the scriptures we have.  

Going to Hospital with the Scotts, Virgil and mom taking group to temple (Slatters, Anderson and Eileen 

Spencer with Beth). Taught Kingsleys and Geoff Hunt make up lesson.  

2-11-2006   Sat. Walked, worked outside, burning weeds, cut TV ant. Wire, to Bro. Ashmoore and helped with 

wall’s, very tired and stayed home at night.  

2-12-2006   Sun. PEC, WM meeting, 2pm YM HT training, 7pm class.  

2-13-2006   Mon. Walked, worked in office on WML Stuff, to town shoped and ordered counter top for 

kitchen.  

2-14-2006   Tues. Walked, worked on church stuff, visited Pellus family to answer questins, very tired.  

2-15-2006   Wed. Walked, reviewed lessons, got cheaper PKG for TV, DROPPED BY 10AM , DID A LOT OF MISC 

AND EMAILS.  

2-16-2006   Thur. up at 1:30am, to redo 3nd lesson, burned weeds, taught 3nd 1pm taught Brandon 7pm 4th 

lesson.  

2-17-2006   Fri. burned weeds, 7a year today, Chinese 72 years, shopping all day. 

2-18-2006   Sat. Worked on HT & CHURCH MEETINGS, HELPED ON Ashmoor’s house, visited Reed Scott.  

2-19-2006   Sun. 7:30am PEC, CHRCH 2pm YM HT. training, 7Pm noral training, checked on Matt Scott.  

2-20-2006   Mon. burn weeds, helped mom with Scott children, walked 65 minutes 

2-21-2006   Tues. Only walked 30 minutes, very tired, got tax’s read, shopped, ordered flooring and 

countertop, called for project for Eileen Spencer. Should have 15 attend, watched film on Martin Luther.  

2-24-2006   Fri. Much activity today we are getting counter tops.   

March 

3-1-2006   Wed. Took trip to James and Laura, they gave us a mac computer and microwave.  Left 2:30am and 

after getting home spend all day trying to get computer working, did visit Edith Scott and Mom gave her a 

Quilt.  

3-2-2006   Thur. up working on computer, then redid cabinets for new micro wave James gave to us. John to 

come down on Fri. nite to install.  Taught 2 class’s 1-7pm, very tired.  



 

 

3-3-2006   Fri. Put outlet for phone line and power in, worked on microwave, John and Tammy came up and I 

helped him put it in.  Very tired all day, Body not doing well, also burned weeds in the morning until wind got 

to high.  

3-9-2006   Thur. Had lesson (catch up ) for 3 people , worked on economic for Navajo Nation, Matt Scott called 

and is quite distraught, I need to help him tomorrow.  

3-10-2006   Fri. Set up 2 computers, took most of the day, worked on Navajo project, visited and helped 

Scotts. 

3-11-2006   Sat. 2nd day of snow, worked in office most of day, James called to check on u as he does each 

week. 

3-12-2006   Sun. Went down to 7am priesthood meeting, snow and bad road conditions, we did not go back 

for stake conf. shoveled roof, afraid of weight had ½ on. Caused me to be very tired the rest of the day, I can’t 

do physical work anymore.  

3-13-2006   Mon. Worked on Church, walked ½ hour, went shopping to St. George with Mom.  Visited Wilson 

Electronics and ask them to reconsider a job for Matt Scott, they said they would.  

3-14-2006 Tues. study scriptures cards, Beth helped in office, Visited Brandon Black and Edith Scott.  Both 

expect to die, I gave Matt Scott a report of my visit to Wilson Electronics in his behalf. They are looking into 

the possibility of hiring him as a private contractor. 

3-15-2006   Wed. Talk to our son Mike about Matt.  He talked to Matt and will look for work for him.  Also took 

up flooring in down stairs bathroom.   

3-16-2006   Thur. Study scripture cards, presented Navajo work to Barbra Hall, Beth Moore and Slatter’s.  

Sheila and Little Sheila along with Mark and family came to help work in the kitchen and downstairs bath.  Lot 

of work.  

3-17-2006   Fri. Mark and Sheila & daughter Sheila helped to late Thur. and til about 2:30 Fri. got done what 

we could do and they cleaned logs of dust etc. They all left and Mom cleaned closets and dish’s and got a lot 

done.  We were both beat, studied scripture cards prior to going to sleep.  

3-18-2006   Sat. Study scripture Cards, 47 minutes, trying to put them in order to teach, prepared for sun’s 

meetings did some filing, worked on video films filing all day.  

3-19-2006   Sun. Study lesson on Priesthood for WM, study Canaanite gods, welfare meeting, gave lesson to 

WM’s, tied to visit two families, one not home other we to visit this week, study scripture cards.  
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3-20-2006   Mon. study card’s , email, new, walked 30 minutes, put screws in floor and fixed outlet in kitchen, 

flooring put in by stout, they did not finish, got utility room and bedroom done.  Very tired.  

 



 

 

3-21-2006   Tues. Study cards and preach my gospel. Walked 30 minutes, emailed, study Preach My gospel 

during day since men put in flooring took all day, we went to republican carcass.  

3-22-2006   Study cards and some Preach My Gospel, worked all day on house, Mark and family came so did 

Harold Merritt and David Mortensen, Mom worked the hardest.  

3-23-2006   Thur. did a lot of fixing up and putting things away, Beth came and did work in the office, tried to 

HT but missed both families.  

3-24-2006   Fri. Study cards and PMG for over 2 hours, started 4am.  Spent most of day preparing for Sat Night 

meeting, should have about 25 here.  

3-25-2006   Sat. Study Preach My Gospel and cards, prepared for 7pm meeting, went to Jean Petas Baptism in 

the 2nd ward of other stake.  Sister Sharron Parker had ask me to come and answer some of his questions a 

few months ago.  Paid bills and then had meeting for graduation for the less active lessons, most of leaders 

showed up along with Bishop Murset for our two sisters from the 9th ward.  It went well, very tired. 

3-26-2006   Sun. Drove to Sheila’s to see Amy who just got home from her mission Fri. went to church with 

them, watched old disc of kids when they were young. Placed 1 game of hearts, Daniel won.   

3-27-2006   Mon. Left Sheila’s 7:30am, stopped at cheese factory and got 25.00 of cheese and candy, then 

stopped at place after cedar city and looked at little sheds, then went to St. George to Costco and checked 

sheds, had Chinese lunch, then home. Put rugs up in top of garage and cleaned shop up.  Watched the return 

of the Sith (Star War’s>) to bed 10:30pm. 

3-28-2006   Tues. Study, walked ½ hour, 1 mile, burned Johns Fence line, 2 fellows came and got stuck in 

Gooseberry, I took truck to get them within ½ mile of car so they could get personal stuff.  Road bad with mud, 

did bank statements, found I forgot to enter stuff, will let Mom do checking and I check it. So she can learn. l 

Worked too hard today, when returned had to take a good ½ to clean truck of mud.  Mom watch and worried 

with glass’s then helped wipe truck down and ran hot bath for me since I was wet due to raining most of the 

time and working outside.  

3-29-2006 Wed. Read Ensign, worked on office stuff, went and got gas to burn weeds, got Paul and my Pin Nr. 

From Government for his financial for college, called Frank Baladaris on banking commission Letter, relayed 

Paul’s letters to friends and family, help Mom cut rug runners, I tire to quick, health not good.  The way I feel 

now, I am not far from leaving.  Also ordered shed.  

3-30-2006   Thur. finished Ensign, study Preach My Gospel, walked, got haircut, dropped runners off to be 

bound, asst. Pepper Slater to bless his grandson, spent time with the tax preparer, build shelf by walking 

machine, check heater operating in garage.  

3-31-2006   Fri. Did a lot of misc., Sent Sally info for Paul qualifying for financial aid, transferred fund’s to 

church for Paul 1600.00 to pay for rest of his mission.  1,000. To cover bill and pay taxes, mailed Corp. and 

personal taxes, felt tired most of the day. Study PMG a little at night.  

 

 



 

 

April 

4-1-2006   Sat. Study cards, PMGA, HT lesson, outlined HT lesson and PMG(working with PCF) WATCHED 

CONF. 10-2PM THEN TOOK DOUG Randall and Pepper Slater to Priesthood at the Stake, studied in evening, 

studied cards, HT lesson, PMG, watched conf. Called Sheila, they attended last session in Conf. center.  

4-2-2006   Sun. Study 1 ½ hour, watch conf. I think Pres. Hinkley is ready to pass on, he feels that way and he is 

in his 96 year.  I also feel Pres. Monson will soon be Pres.  

4-3-2006   Mon. Study, cleaned vac., and then vac., Office, wear me out. Worked on Melchesdic priesthood 

lessons all day.  Mom worked in yard, it looks nice.   

4-4-2006   Tues. Studied, not much sleep, walked ½ hour, Sumi called she might come in June with Kathy. 

Mom and the two girls are going to quilt show for a couple of days, Sumi wants to spend that time with me.  

Did some repair, rained most of day, Mom helped Edith Scott for 4 hrs. and then came home and fixed a 

dinner for the Scott family.  

4-5-2006   Wed. Study, walked, study at night, gave grad, class to Shirley Barlow and Chris Kingsley.   

4-6-2006   Thur. Study, to town to shop, 49 years married, Very good years, so thankful for all blessing but 

especially for my wife.  

4-7-2006   Fri. Study cards, walked, clean out gutters, mowing mach. and fixed low tire on mower, build 

shelves in hot water heater closet and put hooks up in my bathroom cabinet.  We went to IMAX Zion’s theater 

and saw 16 Blocks.  

4-8-2006   Sat. John came down and we worked from 10-6:30pm doing the gutters, he does such a great job, 

Mom dug garden and pulled weeds most of the day.  Also got us a great dinner, I was very tired but watch TV 

and got a little rested.  

4-9-2006   Sun. church, taught SS class, talked to Jan Young, Kathy to start to walk with.  Had family nite., 

studied cards, PMG and HT lesson.  

4-10-2006   Mon. Studied, walked, gave final test to Alice and Sister Mary and Jo Ann hardy, visited Scotts, 

setup teaching Tues and Thur., also Virgil Anderson back in town.  

4-11-2006   Tues. Study, did office work, paid bills, had Beth help for 3 hours, taught Scotts at their home, and 

studied in the Evening.  

4-12-2006   Wed. Studied, paid bills, worked in garden with Mom, studied tonight. 

4-14-2006   Fri. Walked, studied, to town to shop, got 14 2x4x10 for shelves and loft in shed, coming Mon, eat 

at famous Daves BQ, very good. Studied at night.  

4-15-2006   Sat.  Office work, study, both morn. And night, John called and talked to him a long time.  Also 

talked to James, 2 wire DSL does not work, have to call south central Mon.  

4-16-2006   Sun. Study, church, had Beth, Eileen, and David Walkins to diner.  Had family night, gave Mom my 

Study 11/2 Morn and night material, Jamamine hurt her foot a few days ago and is still hurting.  

4-17-2006   Mon. Study, walked, watch tuff shed being build and they finished it in about 4 hour.  



 

 

4-18-2006   Tues. Paid bills, worked on getting all equip and supplies out of shed.  Mark and family came and 

Mark helped complete the loft and one shelve.  Tomorrow Mom and I will try to do 2 more walls of shelves, 

taught Matt and Edith 4th lesson.  

4-19-2006   Wed. Studied, reviewed overview of 7 lesson to teach tonight. Mom and I build 2 shelves in new 

shed and also cleared stuff out of old shed.  Beth bought Pizza, taught Virgil and Bobby Care, study at night. 

4-20-2006   Thur. Studied, (this is 11/2 hour morn and night), worked on red shed all day, sorted lumber and 

cut to make good, took all shelves and supports out, Mom did a lot of it.  We both worked til we could hardly 

move, then went and taught Scotts HT lesson, and Mortensen’s had to cancel due family visiting.  

4-21-2006   Fri. Study, worked on shed’s , cleared wood out of green shed, did some hanging for extension’s, 

trip to dump, shopped, worked on green door.  

4-22-2006   Sat. Worked all day with Sheila and Mike, tore down Red Shed and repaired green shed, Very 

tired.  

4-23-2006   Sun. Study, Preach My Gospel, gave training from it to Ward Counsel and Ward Missionaries, tried 

to get hold of Rossie, he would not answer, Bp said put him on his list.  

4-24-2006   Mon. Studied cards, worked on yard, mowed, put tools away, cut box’s up and went with BP to 

visit family, went to Tom Hunts welcome home party.  

4-25-2006   Tues. Studied, worked on Sanding house to prep for painting, visited Lucas Scott to get them 

prepared for Bapt., Wed pickup at 4:30 to pick up rocks and Thur prepare lessons.  Met with Virgil on planning 

missionary work.  

4-27-2006    Thur. studied, walked, worked outside, trimed, took wood pile to Kingsley, haircut and shopping, 

visited Scotts and Mortensens, studied at night.    

4-28-2006   Fri. Study, worked outside, met with Bp. and Virgil 

4-29-2006   Sat. Studied, pickup rocks, mowed and sanded on 20’ of house and painted.  Very tiring, Anya’s set 

up next Friday for teaching.  

4-30-2006   Sun. Last week had meeting with Bp. And Virgil. Covered not able to do missionary work with 14% 

home teaching in the Elders Quorum.  We are not taking care of our people! Suggest Virgil work with HP and I 

with EQ as mentors.  The BP. Concurred and called EQ Pres. And talked to him.  I talked to EQ Pres. at church 

and he wants to meet sometime, me also to attend his Presidency and Quorum meeting to be a resource to 

him.  Talked to David Mortensen and he is ready to go HT with me.  Studied Morn and eve. Had home evening 

with Mom.  Helped Mom print a number of picture out for her Hogan plack of our Navajo friends, my health is 

not doing well, I huff and Puff just walking from garage to house, but my spirit is strong.  I feel I should use 49 

years of Priesthood leadership to help build up the Kingdom here.  My body can’t keep up with my spirit.  I 

have been studying scripture for a while but yesterday they got all mixed up in my mind that is sad!!! 

May 

5-1-2006   Study, walked, paid bills, Mark came to help scraped and 1st. coat on scraped areas, on back door 

area.  He trimmed all windows, get here at 11am and left about 5”30pm, thankful for my children.  



 

 

5-2-2006   Tues. Study, walked, paid 3000.0 bill for shed, organized my piles in office, made a number of call’s, 

mowed lawn, had to change one blade, since that was all I had, worked on Lucas’s bapt. Service for sat.  

5-3-2006   Wed. Study, walked, helped Mom put in clothe Lines, took quite a while.  

5-4-2006   Thur. Study, walked, burned weeds, moved pallets to green shed, trip to  town to shop, Mom 

helped me then did her compose and gate to garden and watered plants.  

5-5-2006   Fri. Study, worked all morning in yard, burned leaves side of garage by Phil’s place, empty all water 

storage barrel’s and set up in green shed, re-did green shed, weeded all trees in orchard and fertilized, rest, 

went to grand opening of village of many nations, the Crows, took Beth.  

5-6-2006   Sat. Study, replaced mowers 2 blades, burned when return from town shopping, did that after 

attending Lucas Scott Bapt. , Edith came late but we were glad she came.  

5-7-2006   Sun. To HP Quorum meeting at 7am, held WM meeting after at church, covered Rev. 3:13, (Luke 

Warm.), Visited Jan Young, she is not interested at this time, very tired all day.  

5-8-2006   Mon. Study, walked, worked outside,(to town to get gas to burn), Fixed sprayer and had Mom spray 

barn, moved large boxes and air purifier to garage, mowed Kathy Stemmer’s lawn, other misc. stuff, Mom 

trimmed her barn til late.  

5-9-2006   Tues. Study, burned all day, had to go down town to refill gas container and also brought an extra 

one from Lin’s, Mom went VT in morning and painted her born, trim all afternoon. She is proud of her little 

barn. Sumi called to talk a long time.  

5-11-2006   Thur. Study, HT lesson, Priesthood lesson (I will be teaching the EQ 3nd Sun. and scripture cards, 

burned all morning, went to town to get landscape poles for driveway, also got equipment to do Mom’s bed, 

spend most of nigh on that and tearing old bed down.  

5-12-2006   Fri. Study, worked in yard all day, boys (Mark, Mike, and David and family) came up to help us and 

had a good game of hearts.  

5-13-2006   Sat. Worked all day, put landscape timber on driveway to corral, scraped and painted house and 

garage, worked hard by everyone, thankful for my Children and wife.  

5-14-2006   Sun. Church 3 Hour only, Mother’s day, called and talked to elder Paul Yoder, he is doing well, 

John, Sheila, Kathy called to talk to Mom, Mark and family came up to talk to Paul. Studied.  

5-15-2006   Mon. Studied, worked all day in office, worked on phone bills and co’s, on talk material of which I 

only did 12 of 33 pages.  

5-16-2006   Tues. Studied, spent all day on talk file and putting items in files on computer.  Still have much 

more to do.  Should take at least one more day or maybe two.  

5-17-2006   Wed. Study, burned, racked some, worked on talk file rest of day.  

5-18-2006   Thur. Study, worked outside in berry bush area, had meeting with EQ President, trying to give him 

some help in his quorum, worked in evening on berry bush’s again, Frank Jr. called and will came up. Sat. 

around noon to help.  



 

 

5-19-2006   Fri. Study, worked on yard, finished up story-talk material, still have to do.   

5-20-2006   Sat. Study, worked on berry bush’s beds, Frank, Lisa and her children came, we finished pulling 

weeds out of berry bed, also re-did stringer in green shed, I called Alice and arranged for HT 6pm tomorrow 

night.  

5-21-2006   Sun.   Study, Church, WM Training after, Home teaching Mortensen and set David up to HT Thur., 

Visited Micky Slater and gave counsel, gospel true and she needs to lead as parent for son.  She wants him to 

have priesthood, but she need to be example.  

5-22-2006   Mon. Study, finished berry work, mowed lawn, took car to be inspected. We have to get new 

break shoes tomorrow at 2PM. Mom Finished her hex sign for the barn, it looks good. 

5-23-2006   Tues. Studied, worked on driveway timbers and berry timbers.  

5-24-2006   Wed. Studied, worked on driveway timbers and berry timbers and placed dirt I got yesterday, 

outside of all finished timber. Still have a way to go, bought 1 cu yard for $23.00, I had car inspected. 

5-25-2006   Thur. Studied, Started logs in road to corral at 6 and quit at 9am, home taught Cram’s and 

Beechers, used Pepper Slatter for Cram and Ben hardy for Beechers.  

5-26-2006   Fri. Study, read 82 pages of nsign upat 3am. Mom helped finish driveway and dirt, took 4 FTM to 

Kanab, Mowed Cram Lawn, called Beth and Sister Black to go HT Sun. eve.  

5-27-2006   Sat. Studied, John our son came up at 7:30am and we started clearing under all hedges, he did a 

great job, I visited Matt Scott and talked to him a long time. I have been very weak today.  

5-28-2006   Sun. Studied, to PEC, Taught the EQ, had ward mission meeting, then visited Beth, Charleen, 

Wellmans, Wiser, called BP, FTM, a good day over all.  David Mortensen and Matt Scott both came to church.  

5-29-2006   Mon. Studied, office work, set up HT for Thur., thinned apples, went to Rich Mursett Birthday 

party, very tired. 

5-30-2006   Mon. Studied, thin apples, a lot to go, to town to shop, BP called and wanted me to conduct and 

preside at Sat. Baptism for Kade Roach.  Elders will be teaching Anya at same time.  

5-31-2006   Wed. Study, worked on copying stories into the computer all day, still have a few to scan in 

tomorrow.  Visited the Roach family and had a good talk to them, got to know them a little, they only had one 

HT visit since they have been here.  Sad, He said when he was sick and had operation, he could have used help 

but would not ask for it.  We have to do better!!!! 

June 

6-1-2006   Thur. Study, worked on putting stories on computer, Beth came and gave copies to her to evaluate, 

took Ben Hardy, David Mortensen to HT. Crams and Matt Scott.  

6-2-2006   Fri. Study, finished scanning, met with EQ Pres. Talked HT ,had Costco BQ ribs. 

6-3-2006   Sat. Study, more scanning, found another talk file, long day. 

6-4-2006   Sun. Study, Church, Priesthood meeting, Picked up by Bo. Anderson.  



 

 

6-5-2006   Mon. Study, put my talks into computer 

6-6-2006   Tues. Study,, cleaned garage, work shop area, visited Sister Spencer, Help with computer, visited 

Slatter’s, fixed bathroom exhaust, fixed garage hose, rebuild connection to water source, Laid in Hemic with 

Mom in the evening.  

6-7-2006   Wed. Study, staked tree falling down in front, made stakes for Mom’s tomato plants, cleared office 

and finished work shop clean up.  Went shopping at Costco and lin’s, set up home teaching for Thur. Sheila 

and Kathy called  to check with Mom on being ready for Girls night out.  

6-8-2006   Thur. Study, worked on files and talks, HT with Ben Hardy, Beecher, Hunts, called Edith and Matt, 

stopped to see Sister Flora Workman.  

6-9-2006   Fri. Study, took Kathy to meet girls at Panquich for the Quilt Walk, it took 2 hours, and Sheila had 

made a lunch then brought Sumi back since she wanted to spend time with me.  Mom and 2 girls did quilt 

activities, Sumi and I went to Chinese restaurant and had walnut shrimp, then came home to put charger on 

car and pump tire up on tractor, then watch movie.  Sumi brought with her in Chinese. It was a little raceier 

then I liked.  It was good to have one on one time with my oldest daughter.  

6-10-2006   Sat. All but Frank Jr, James and Paul of our children came, had some finish painting done and rocks 

picked up.  Then we eat, watched videos of kids young and also DVD “Sex has a price”.  

6-11-2006   Sun. Girls spoke in church, did great job, all but James and Paul came home to spend time 

together.  

6-12-2006   Mon. Girls left at 10am, we picked some cherries, the birds got quite a few.  

6-13-2006   Tues. Study, read 1st Nephi, worked on talk for lEQ lesson and walked.  

6-14-2006   Wed. Study, finished 2nd Nephi, took care of Home Depo, and Zions bank, helped Mom reach 

cherries, visit Ted Gubler and talked to Matt Scott.  

6-15-2006 Thur. Read Jacob, worked on Book all day, took Ben Hardy HT to Roach, Anderson and Rebers.  

6-16-2006   Fri. Worked on book, Beth came, can’t use her at this time, checked on Virgil, had food poison , 

Matt called and I will meet with him tomorrow, Bro Beecher called and his wife is going to have a baby today, 

Phil our neighbor is having an operation on his back, lots get going.  

6-17-2006   Sat. Study, read BOM to Mormon, worked on book, HT, went to bank for money for trip, helped 

Mom cut out lambs on wood, prepared for Sun. meetings.  

6-18-2006   Sun. Gave scripture in PEC Rev 3: 15-16, Taught SS since Brother Anderson was sick , taught EQ, 

Taught WM’s , all taught out, all kids called for Father’s day, wonderful family.  

6-23-2006   Fri. I have decided to shift to computer and give more details in my journals. Being inspired by 

lesson 13 of priesthood manual Pres. L 

Woodruff, we took 4 days to go and return to IL. To bring Doris to visit, lots of driving.  

I shifted to the calendars in my computer that recorded my daily activies, but have loss them.  So this ends my 

history for 2006 on to 2007. 



 

 

 

 

 
 

SAT. 6-24-06 

 On this date I will start a journal on the computer.  A number of reasons for this: 

1. My spelling is not good so this will give me a chance to have the computer correct it.  



 

 

2. If I do a list prior to the day then the next day check the goals from the previous day and use that as 

my outline for the input into the journal, that will stop me from forgetting that which I did the day 

before. 

3. Reading the lesson on Journals by President Woodruff, priesthood manual page 125, chapter 13.  

This has inspired me to write in more detail.  

4. I have a lot that I do with other people and rarely put that into my journal up to this point.  I would 

be a benefit for those that come after me to have these experiences. Only sorry that I did not do this 

sooner, since I have had a whole lot of spiritual experiences etc.  

Fri. 6-23-06 

Complete today: =X 

X___1. Call Ben hardy-1100 and get him ready for thur, call david mortensen 467-0604 

     for   the same.-Dlvr. Lesson for July  

X______1a. Teach Mortensens on wed. 6pm-David can’t go Thur.  

X______1b. Teach Andrus-877-1004 OK  6pm-thur nite 

X______1c. BP.—6:30-7pm –thur nite.  

X _____ 1d.  Wiser-467-2790-680-5952 Thur. Nite.  

X__ ____1e. Teach Randalls 6:30 with avid Mortensen. Wed.   

X___ 2. get new ht lesson off the internet- 

X 3. Call Tom and Leree Beecher on new baby-877-1028 –VT to supply Dinner today. 

X 4. Call FTM and get update on teaching families.635-0513 

a. Anya- Taught Thur. Will meet and teach next thur. Father was there. 

b. Decoda Olsen, had wed meeting, no parents so we could not teach he was there.  

c. They do not have Shane Beagley yet. 

d. Can not catch up with Christensen to teach Trevor.  

X 5. Get Doris to Dr. Last   

X 6..take care of mail 

X 7. write kids on trip 

X 8. Call Home Depot and work on bill-Sent ck for supplies bought, but they have not  

                 credit 91.00 from commercial acc. Yet, keep calling to make sure they get done.    

X 9. Call David  Watkins order Family Home Evening Resource Book. Return 

                 teachers books.  

X 10.   Mow Yard 

X 11.Make up Sunday meeting tng.    

X__ _12, Call Wilson Electronics and ck on matt job.  

VISIT:  

X 13. Visit Edith, and talk to Matt. 877-1144—Dixie-1161 

X 14. Visit Brandon Black, get haircut-635-3377—467-3377 –11:30am Thur. 

X 15. Visit with bro. Travis & Jean Wellman 467-3399-airflite to l/v, bleeding in head.    

X 16. Meet with Pres. Wiser on home teaching. –Mon 10am   

X 17. go to viewing at 6pm down town for Doug Mooneyham 

X 18. Drop off new July HT lesson-  

X___ 19. Eileen Spencer, wed 7pm HT.  

HT completed June: 

1. Crams 

2. Jo Ann Hardy & Mary Collins 

3. Rebers 

4. Hunt 

5. Beecher 

6. Brandon Black 

7. Baum 



 

 

8. Roach 

9. Scott 

10. Anderson 

11. Beth Moore 

12. Michelle Noorda 

13. Kingsleys 

 
 A spiritual experience was when Ben Hardy (17yr old) and I were teaching The Reber family.  He felt 

impressed to use the temple as an example of the Lord blessing us when we go there.  They and I knew they had 

not been to the temple for a long time and that hit home, as the spirit directing him to say that.  

 The Crams, Rebers, Beechers,Roachs, Kingsleys have not been visited for a long time.  I am training 

David Mortensen and Ben Hardy in home teaching so I have been going out weekly with one or the other. With 

Ben, I started with giving him 1/3 of the lesson and now he gives the whole lesson and conducts the visit. He is 

doing very well. 

 David has had a lot of meetings come up that we have not gone out as much as we should.  I took him 

only once so far this month, but have him planned for this wed. He has taught the first 2 pages of the lesson.  He 

does good also.  

 When we visited the Crams, he mentioned he needed to mow his back lawn.  A few days later I took 

our riding lawn mower over and did it when they were gone.  

 The Beechers were in the process of having a baby and we followed that close and then arranged for 

their visiting teachers to get them a meal when she went in to have the baby.  

 Andersons were both sick, first him and then her.  We called every other day to check on them even 

when we were traveling across country to pick up Doris. 

 Brandon Black is dieing, we have been calling and checking on him a number of times 

 Edith Scott is also dieing, as I visited her yesterday, she was in much pain and I asked if she would like 

a blessing.  She said yes and I blessed her that she could go on to the next life.  About a week ago when I visited 

her she said she wanted us to pray for her to die. I have been spending a lot of time with her husband Matt.  He 

has been very discouraged and lost.  I helped get him a job since he has not had a job for about a year.   

 Doris Compton, we Picked Kathy’s sister up from Ill. It took us two days to drive their and we left the 

next day after arriving so on the road for 4 days straight covering 3282miles driving over 12 hours each day. 

Long trip. Doris has an eye infection and Kathy took her to the doctor yesterday.  She also has been coughing a 

lot due to the infection. It is good to be able to have her visit.  She was getting lonely since she stopped helping 

at school due to it being the summer.  

 Jean Wellman had a stroke and was air lifted to Las Vegas, she is doing ok now and they will be in the 

hospital for a while.  Called to check on him and see if he needed anything.  

There are so many people that need attention.  If the Home Teaching is not done, the Lords program for taking 

care of his people is not in place and people go without the help they need.  I am the Ward Mission leader but I 

feel that we must build up the HT before we can get serious with the missionary work.  If we bring them in and 

then can’t take care of them we will lose them. That is the reason we are putting so much time into training 

HT’s etc. 

 

6-24-06 Sat.  

 Up at 3:20am and started my journal. Completed yesterdays work.  

  Mom and Doris just returned from walking they walked about 1 hour. 

 My son John called 7:30am and I asked about the portable hard drives.  He is going to pick one up for 

me from Costco 200 GB and 2 ,1GB Sticks.  That will make it safer for recording my personal stuff.  I will pay 

him when we see him today at Mikes.  

 James called to check on us. He does every sat. It is good to know the kids are concern  with us.  We 

are so thankful for there love.  

 



 

 

  

Some of the events that are going on at present in the country and the world are: 

1. President Bush is President, he has a lot of trouble with the Democrats. They are always 

trying to find things wrong.  I concur with Pres. Bush in most of the things he is trying to do.  

I think he is on his knee’s a lot. Some of the items that are under discussion:  

a. Immigration law, at present we have about 12 million illegal people in the country and they 

are trying to decide if they should be given a path to citizenship etc. The business state we 

need them but the other side feels they have broken the law to get here and should be sent 

home.  

b. The Iraq war is the big thing.  I think in the future it will be said that Pres. Bush did the right 

thing in trying to bring democracy to the middle east.  Elected governments are the way to 

preserve our freedom. It has cost us about 2600 young men and much upheaval in the area.  

If we can stay the course it will be for the best.  

c. North Korea has stated it will fire a long range missiles and we have indicated we would 

shoot it down.  This is another flashpoint in world affairs. 

d. Iran is another item of interest.  They are trying to develop Nuclear weapons and we feel that 

would be disastrous for the world.  The allies have offered a lot of advantages to them if they 

will stop but they are intent on going ahead.  

e. A lot of our thinking is controlled by the 9/11 attack on the U.S. and downing of the world 

trade center buildings. We are at war with terrorist.  

 We left for Las Vegas Nv. And our son Michael’s home for our Grand daughter Sky’s graduation party.  

It took us about 3 hours.  We gave Sky a little gift of a graduation horse.  Aunt Doris gave her a check for her 

college. She and Ben are visiting for the summer from GA. Where they live with their Mother Skippy.  

 Frank Jr. called and could not come since he was sick.  Mark and family came very late as did John and 

family.  It was good to get together and the kids and dads played in the pool and we eat and had a good time.  

We got home late and Mom has lost her keys again. Mike called and said he found them after we left.  The ones 

that were there were John & Tammie and their grandkids, David & Sally and their kids, Mark and Melissa and 

Mattie, Mike and Diane and Sky and Ben and Doris, Mom and I. (19 total).  

 John bought hard disc drive 300 GB for me to back up my material. Also a 1GB stick for temporary 

backup of stuff. Total cost was 238.00  

 

Sat: 6-24-06  

Daily:  

______A. Exercise 

X__ _  B. Study Scripture cards 

NA   _ C. Study HT Lesson for June 

X    _ _D. Study HT lesson for July-   

X   _  _E. Study EQ Lesson for July- on Journals 

   _     _F. Read Scriptures (BOM) 

X____4. Do receipt from trip and record and put away. 

X____5. Read the ensign-finish 38 pages on way to Las Vegas.  

 

6-25-06 Sunday 

Daily:  

____   A. Exercise 

X__ _ B. Study Scripture cards 

X   _ _D. Study HT lesson for July-   

X   _ _E. Study EQ Lesson for July- on Journals 

X   _ _F. Read Scriptures (BOM)-Mosiah 5-8 

X__   G. completed Ensign-took 2 days.  



 

 

 

X 1. Call David Watkins-1127, Charleen Black 635-3068 or 467-5460 for HT Sunday 

     night with Pepper- 1161. 

X___2. Visit Matt Scott and go over things that have to be done with Edith 

        dieing, 6pm Sun Evening. Price went with us, he has had 2 wives dies 

 in three years.  

 Meetings as usual, 7:30am Welfare Meeting; 9am Sac.; 10:15am Sunday School; 11am priesthood.; 

12pm ward mission training and reporting.  

Tom Hunt was set apart as Teacher for the EQ.  He did a good job on his first lesson. The lesson was on 

spending time with your wife and family.  He indicated that we should not do so much church work that it took 

away from our family.  I should have stated that was not a problem with our group, but keep quite.  Pepper 

Slater is conducting the missionary training meeting and was afraid at first but now feels good and has added 

scripture to the opening exercise and comments at the end.  He is opening up.   

 Doris is still sick and she stayed home from church due to her cough etc.  Her eyes seem a little better 

but still have a cough all the time. We will get more medicine Monday.  

 Had meeting with Matt Scott on what he needs to do when his wife dies.  Price Nelson said he felt 

impressed to go with me to Matt.  It was good since he has lost 2 wives in the past three years and had 

knowledge I did not have. Like you could get a permit to transport your wife’s body for 25.00 in stead of a 

funeral home car at 1,500.00.  We encouraged him to meet with his daughters and discuss what had to be done.  

His main decision had to be where she was going to be laid to rest and then he should negotiate with funeral 

home now for best price.  He is concerned with the cost and did not know where he was going to get the money 

to pay for it. He said she and he do not have life insurance. After I talked to Dixie Slater and she stated the Wal-

Mark might have insurance since Edith worked there.  I ask her to check on it and it turns out they do, 10,000.  

and She call matt to have him check on that. The Slater’s are dedicated members and help a lot. Monday I need 

to call Matt. To see if he followed up on those things we covered and I need to call his parents and update them 

and have them help also.  

 There is a big fire over Zion park area.  The sky is full of large clouds of smoke and you can feel it in the 

are and smell the smoke.  Mom and Doris went over to see it, I stayed and finished reading the Ensign, and 

studying my scripture cards. I am so thankful for the church and the direction that it give to my life.  

 

Mon. 6-26-06   

Daily:  

X __A. Exercise 

X_ _ B. Study Scripture cards 

X X_D. Study HT lesson for July-   

Hold. Study EQ Lesson for July- on Journals 

X  _ _F. Read Scriptures (BOM)-Mosiah 5-8 

  

Complete today: 

X___1. call to have the car serviced: grease & oil, tune up, aligned, all fluids cked, tires, etc.  

___ _2. Pay Bill with Mom.  

X___3. Visit Phil Baum. 

___ _4 CALL MATTS PARENTS AND TALK TO THEM 

X___5. CALL MATT AND MAKE SURE HE HAS MEETING SET UP WITH 

DAUGHTERS, AND HE CALLED ON WAL MARK INSURANCE ETC.  

X___6 Take Kathy to see Edith. –afternoon Monday 

X_ _ 7. 10am-Meet with EQ. President Wiser and discuss HT.  

a. Encourage 15th reporting date. 

b. Identify who has not been visited  

c. Identify who needs training. 



 

 

 

Visited with Phil Baum and he is doing better.  Sunday he had problems since he pushed to 

 hard after his operation.  Also took Mom and Doris to visit Edith.  She seems to be doing a little better.  While 

we were there Sister Lambert and three of her children came to see Edith. I held Edith hand and talked to her for 

a little while. She might hang on for a while even though I know she wants to go on.  I called Matt. And give 

him the information on the outfit that did funerals cheaper.  He had stopped to see Edith and did not get a 

chance to do any of the follow-up from Bro. Price and my visit Sunday.  He will try to do it Tues. instead of 

visiting Edith.  He had talked to Carolina and she got upset when he said they might have the funeral up north.  

I guess I should talk to her since that is the wise thing to do.  

 Doris is feeling a little better and not coughing as much.  The new medicine seems to be helping. The 

weather is around 100 and it is hard for the swamp cooler in the house to keep it cool.  The one in the garage 

does well. Mark called and arranged a time for Mom and Doris to visit.  I think it will be Friday.  

 My meeting with the EQ President Wiser went well.  We cover the home teaching and He is to get my 

list updated.  I gave him a report on Baum’s, Scott’s and Mortensens.  Also found out that Ben Hardy is 

assigned to Marv. Peay so this thur. Will be the last time we will be going out together. Hope he keeps 

progressing well as he has this past month. 

 In the news, two of the worlds richest men, Warren Buffet and Bill Gates are giving Billions to charity.  

That is a great thing.  I hope that encourages others with wealth to consider doing that.  

 

Tues. 6-27-06 

Daily: 

X ___A. Exercise 

X___ B. Study Scripture cards 

X__ _C. Study HT lesson for July-   

Hold_E. Study EQ Lesson for July- on Journals 

X   _ _F. Read Scriptures (BOM)-Mosiah 5-8 

  

Complete today: 

X ___1. Pay Bill with Mom. 

X___2. Tues. 12-1pm -Pepper –confirmed 

1. Watkins-1127-confirmed 

X___3. Tues. 12-1pm -Pepper –confirmed 

2. Watkins-1127-confirmed 

3. Charleen Black 635-3068-Tues 12noon to 1pm confirmed 

Charleen Black has had three operations and is still hurting. She  

had a hysterectomy  and then that had to be repaired and a third to 

continue to fix it. She will be out for at least another 2 weeks.  Will  

not be to church for that long. She had a bad experience with the 

Ward in that area and I counseled her to put it out of her mind and  

move on.   

 

X___4. Meet with Bishop on HT:877-2473—680-2473 

d. Encourage 15th reporting date. 

e. Identify who has not been visited  

f. Identify who needs training. 

X___5. Stop by and ck red gravel they have for yard. 

X__ _6.   Answer letters 

X__ _7. Evaluate phone, and other pending things on desk. 

X  __8. Measure and replace blind in garage.  47.25w 46.75L 

 



 

 

X__9. Called  Sister Mooneyham and check on her-467-9084 

  Sister Mooneyham is doing as well as could be expected.  Her oldest 

son and family is living with her for a few months.   

 

X__10. Donald & Barbara Waagen 635-6940-cancer of the liver, 9 mo. Past that now.  

  1366 S sycamore Hurricane. Ut. 84737 

  Talked a long time to Don Waagen.  He appreciates my concern and 

 has a very positive attitude.  His Dr. said he had only 9 months and he 

 has outlived that already.  He has a new drug that slows the cancer  

down in his liver and he and his wife are working now at the temple. I 

 need to keep checking on him about once a month. He is worth about 

 1.4 million and has set his wife up so she will not have to worry.   

 

X__11.  Meet with Virgil Anderson and Pepper Slater on Home teaching.  We worked out a  

proposal for the home teaching for the ward and then I met with the Bishop to  

get his approval.  He will evaluate it and let me know.  

 

   

Wed. 6-28-06  

_  ___A. Exercise 

X___ B. Study Scripture cards 

X__ _C. Study HT lesson for July-   

X___ F. Read Scriptures (BOM)-Mosiah 5-8 

Hold_E. Study EQ Lesson for July- on Journals 

 

X___1. Home Teaching today 

1.  David Mortensen-david-5:30pm- 

2. Doug Randall-6pm 

3. Eileen Spencer-David-5:30pm-Needs some work on yard.  

X__ _2. 11 am car repair , La Vera kin 

X___3.  Go to bank and set up internet account for MM. And increased interest. 

X __ 4.  Set up trip to Ill. With Doris. -James  

X___5.  Call on SS change of account. Since closed down mm account for 800-772-1213 

X___6. Called Phil Baum and checked on his progress from operation 

X___7. Called on Bro. Wellman, his wife is to be moved to St. George he is waiting on a call.  

X___8. Called Sister Shirley Barlow, she was feeling down.  Had tried to work in her year 

 and felt sick.  She does not know where she can move once she sells her house. 

 No one will want a dog in rentals.  Her place in Ivan’s has not sold and the man 

 that has contract has til Jan before he has to move.  Andrus want her house but 

 she is in bankrupsy and Can’t do anything til she sells the Ivan’s house.  She 

 make 1000.00 per month and house payment is 600.00.  medical insurance & 

 pills 200.00 per month. She has about 400 total to pay bills.  Got rid of old ref. 

 And freezer and that saved her 40/mo on elect. Bills.  I told her to sit down and 

 watch TV and eat choc. And she said she could not afford choc.  So when we went 

 down to pick up our car we stopped by and gave her some choc. Also told her 

 when we got back from Il. I would sit down with her and go over her finances 

 and see what could be done.  

X___9. Visit Perry Allred – 467-7679 He is very lonely, Taught him the HT lesson for June. 

 He gave a wood holder with flowers for Kathy that he had made. Beautiful. 

 Must keep tract of him. He is taking new med’s.  



 

 

 

Thur. 6-29-06 

A. Exercise 

X  __ B. Study Scripture cards 

X  _ _C. Study HT lesson for July-   

X  __ F. Read Scriptures (BOM)-  

Hold  _E. Study EQ Lesson for July- on Journals 

 

Completed HT for the Month.  We visited 25 families all together.  Ben Hardy we trained most of the 

month and he did great. A fine young man.  He will be going out with John Peay from now on. He is capable of 

conducting and giving the whole lesson. Most of the home teaching is for the purpose of training and catching 

families that have not been visited for a while.  

Mom and Doris went to the Cedar City Shakespeare program.  Had a good time .  

 

 Bishop called and ask me to be employment spec. for the ward. So I must get caught up on that.  I still 

am helping the Elders Quorum and also am Ward Mission leader. I have to organize my time to get everything 

done.  

Got out the material from our mission on the courses on employment and reviewed them. Requested 

Ron Ruesch to assist on the program. 

 

Bought router bits to better cut Moms sheep out.  Have to get it installed tomorrow.   

 

In  my scripture study of Mosiah 26: 13-28; really made me think.    

 

Fri. 6-30 -06  

  __    A. Exercise 

X    _ B. Study Scripture cards 

X  _ _C. Study HT lesson for July-   

X   _  F. Read Scriptures (BOM)-  

Hold_E. Study EQ Lesson for July- on Journals 

 

X____1.CALL MATT-877-1144 AND MAKE SURE HE HAS MEETING SET UP WITH DAUGHTERS, 

  AND HE CALLED ON WAL MARK INSURANCE ETC.  talked to domonic 

X ____2.  call rich on Lori and Sharon.  

X ____3. View Video Perry Allred- gave me. (Sat. Warriors) phone disconnected.   

X ____4.  MOM- Buy Blind/ Measure and replace blind in garage.  47.25w 46.75L 

X ____5.  Put other blade in router. 

X____6. Mom helped me put camper top on truck. We decide to take that since the small car is running hot 

   in the 100 Plus temp. and up hills.  

X  ___9. Check on Beechers-877-1028 progress. They doing well. RS supplying food.  

X ___10. Call Sharon Parker-635-4384  and ck on her. Trouble with itching, and bloating Really feel down.  

    Call when I get back. 

 

Sat. 7-1 -06  

  __    A. Exercise 

X    _ B. Study Scripture cards 

X  _ _C. Study HT lesson for July-   

X  __ F. Read Scriptures (BOM)- Finished Mosiah today.  

Hold_E. Study EQ Lesson for July- on Journals 

 



 

 

X ___1.  Install blinds 

X ___2.  Fixed a rack for the ice chest, so things would not get wet.  

X___ 3.  Sent David 1,000.00, felt impressed to do so.  

X ___4.  Locate Chinese Genealogy for Sumi.   And packaged it to send.  

 

Went to HP ward outing at Bp. Baugh’s.  Coming down with a cold and tried to rest during the day.  Spent a lot 

of time going through Genealogy records to find the Chinese material for Sumi.  Also wrote a E-mail to Elder 

Paul Yoder since we would be on the road Tues.  

 

Sun. 7-2-06 

Went to early priesthood meeting 7am at stake, gave my report to Bobby Carrell for home teaching and  

then came home to rest before trip to James and then on to Il. With Aunt Doris.  Must be up to the traveling that 

we will be doing, and Have to get as much rest as possible from this cold.  We will be taking the truck since the 

car is running hot when in 100 deg. temp. and going up hills.  We have a lot of hills to climb.  I tried to get it 

serviced yesterday but no one had any openings.   It should be ok.   

 I will pick this up when I return, sometime in the close of the week.  

 

Wed. 7-12-06 

 Trip was good.  We arrived the first night at James in Chandler AZ. and the truck was having alignment 

problems, so the next day we took it to be serviced.  Did Tune up alignment grease and oil, changed all filters 

and cost just under 900.00.  Mom and Aunt Doris did a number of pots on James wheel and had a good time 

doing that.  The next morning we left early and drove most of the day.  Stayed overnight and drove the 

following day to Doris’s home.  In route we stopped at the walnut bowl factory and Kathy got a few things she 

had wanted to get since the last time we took this trip.  

My coughing had become bad and that night I sleep in the back seat of the truck so I would not wake up 

Kathy and Doris.  We left the next morning at 5am and it took us 2 days to get home.  The total trip was 5 days 

with driving 12-14 hours each day except the day we spent at James.  Needless to say we were tired of sitting 

that long. The Lord’s hand was over us since we could have had an accident due to our age and slow reflexes.  

One experience, we were going 75mph on the interstate and a large truck was coming onto the interstate from a 

feeder road.  It stopped since traffic was heavy and as it stopped a large rock came off and bounced towards us.  

I could see it coming but could not do anything about it and it hit us in the middle of our grill in front.  We 

stopped and it was stuck in the grill and we pulled it out and put it in the back of the truck, we completed the 

trip without any problems.  I measured it when we got home, 8 X 5 inches and weight 8 lbs.  If that had hit our 

windshield we would have hand an accident without a doubt 

 

Upon arriving in Hurricane Ut. We went to the Dr. to have them look at my cold prior to going home.  

The Dr. said I had the worse ear infection she has seen, pink eye and a bad chest cold.  She gave me 

prescriptions for Sod  Sulfacet, for the eyes, Amoxicillin for the chest cold and ears, and Histinex syp for the 

cough. I was to take that for 10 days.  The pills have made me very sleepy and the next few days was spend just 

going in and out.  

Finally on Monday I was able to work part of the day on my home teaching lesson and got it outlined, 

then Tues. I was able to work on the Elders Quorum Lesson that I have to give this coming Sunday and got it 

outlined. Bro. Anderson called and checked on me as did Sheila , James, and Mark. I was also able to finish the 

book of Alma.   

Today I have to review lessons and get back on my study material.  I also have to set up home teaching 

for the next few days and next week. Also have to check on all the people that have been sick.  While we were 

gone, Edith Scott died and they buried her Sat. Bro. Wellman’s wife Jean is in the hospital and not doing too 

well.  I also have to get a meeting set up with sister Barlow and go over her situation financially. 

 

 



 

 

Wed. 12, 2006 

 

 Letter received from Paul: 

Hey Mom & Dad 

    So I'm here at the library today.  Man, I'm a lone Zone leader.  My  

companion is temporary.  He's not a ZL and so he's here for the ride.  Boy I  

tell ya. Having a ZL comp.  is sooooo helpful. Couldn't imagine doing this  

alone.  I get my new Comp tomorrow at  transfers and that will be great.  

Then we have Zone conference Monday and actually this week we have a ZLDLC  

Friday (Big Week) and then stake correlation with the Stake Presidency and  

President Connors that next week.  I'm giving it my all.  I've got to tell  

you something.  It's something I've been struggling with my whole mission.  

I think its affected my leadership skills.  Whenever were in group setting  

with a bunch of missionaries and they begin to talk bad about leaders or  

their situation or wrong jokes, I am really offended.  It weights me down  

and I just get silent.  I pray inwardly to be able to help the situation and  

I usually rebuke them when it gets to bad but I know what I should do if I  

could just guide the conversation a positive direction and get them back on  

track.  That's what I want to do, but like I said, I shut down and just feel  

wrong.  That happed today when my temp. comp. started talking bad about the  

mission president.  I stopped it but didn't help our relationship any.  Well  

got to go.  Let me know what you think.....Love your son. 

 

My Answer: 

Dear Son, 

    In reply to your question as to what to do when other missionaries talk  

about leaders or tell bad jokes. 

 

    You will always have those that will do that.  They think they look  

bigger in the eyes of the others that are with them.  And they have not  

caught the real meaning of discipleship.  And it is a sign of immaturity. 

 

    We  have to realize that we are all human and will make mistakes, but  

most of us are trying to do the best we can. 

 

    One of the approaches I would use is that, sure the president makes  

mistakes, so do I and so do you.  But think of the responsibility that he  

has.  Would you be able to do as well with 200 missionaries to worry about  

morn, noon, and night.  With the parents that call on there son's and  

daughters, with the local leaders he has to meet with and coordinate the  

work with, the Bishops that call and complain about this missionary or that  

one. With the meetings he has to attend, the talks and training he has to  

give, the decisions of companionships that he has to decide. With the  

reports he has to make to the Brethren in Salt Lake. He deserved to make a  

little mistake every once in a while, my job is to support him and give him  

my all, so his job is made just a little easier.  And every night as I say  

my prayers, I pray for him and thank my Heavenly Father that I have not been  

called to be Mission President.  etc. 

 

    I hope this helps, also bear in mind that a good number of the other  



 

 

missionaries are feeling as you do and don't have the strength to say  

anything, so don't hesitate to say something and that will give them  

strength to stand up for the right.  These same one that talk about the  

president will be the ones that talk about the DL and Zl also. 

 

    Love you keep up the good work....Dad 

 

Frank Jr. reply to Paul and myself: 

 

I agree with dad.  

 

In addition, if I may add: 

 

Through out life we will always be around those who would talk poorly of 

someone when not in their presence. We ourselves will always be tempted 

to do the same when around this behavior and even instigate it when we 

are upset enough that we wish to voice our displeasure to someone in 

confidence and out of ear shot of the person causing us displeasure. 

 

It's a temptation that will probably never cease us until the day we 

leave this earth.  

 

Make a commitment to yourself today to fight the urge always. Sometimes 

you will succeed and some days you may not but the effectiveness of 

temptation will decrease with every victory of you over it. Denounce 

"speaking poorly of someone behind their back" and you will win over 

more people's confidence in you than you will loose. People will realize 

if you feel that strongly about the principle than you will not speak 

unkindly of them either and they will be thankful and welcome and seek 

your friendship. 

 

Always remember this most valuable lesson: 

Popularity and acceptance by others, should never influence your 

decision on how to act or react to a given situation. It is a sign of 

immaturity. We are always be somewhat immature in our behavior until the 

day we die because we will most likely not reach the perfect Christ like 

way. However, we strive until we take our last breath to better 

ourselves and wake up today a better person than we were yesterday by 

way of the actions and decisions we make each day both large and small. 

Sometimes the small one change you much more than the large ones.  

 

By the way, those that retort your righteous stand on this issue are 

those that you do not need to worry about at this time. They may realize 

their error later on in life and learn that their type of behavior 

serves no purpose but to breed negativity. Until they learn that lesson, 

their opinion is not to be worried about. In other words; Live your life 

your way and don't let the naysayers get you down. The sooner you can 

free yourself of those bonds the more peaceful your life will be.  

 

Good luck little brother. 



 

 

 

Frank Yoder, Jr. 

President 

Advanced Information Systems, Inc. (AIS) 

4270 Cameron Street, Suite #1 

Las Vegas, NV 89103 

phone: (702) 497-6896 

 

Wed. 7-12-06  

X _    A. Exercise 

X   _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X       C. Study HT lesson for July-   

 

X   _  F. Read Scriptures (BOM)- Stoped Helaman 6:  

X___ E. Study EQ Lesson for July- on Journals 

 

Complete today: 

X __ 1. Write family on Pauls letter.  

X __ 2.  Mom to Dr.  

X _ _5.  Shirley Barlow-Health-house sale-investment-Maylan kids cds-877-1022 

a. set up meeting when I get back and go over her finances. 1000. to live on  

b. with house payment 600.  medical 200.  has about 400 a month to live on.  

c.  Does not know where she will go when she sells her home.  

X__  _7.    Charleen Black –635-3068—467-5460 and check on her hurting.2158 W 70S #2 

X____9.    Check on Beechers-877-1028 progress. 

X___10.    Call Sharron Parker-635-4384  and ck on her. Trouble with iching,and blouting 

      Really feel down.  Call when I get back. 

X___11.  CALL MATTS PARENTS AND TALK TO THEM- 

 

Thur. 7-13-06  

X_    A. Exercise 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study HT lesson for July-   

X  _  D. Read Scriptures (BOM)- Stoped Helaman 6:  

X __ E. Study EQ Lesson for July- on Journals 

X  _ 1.  Set up HT for tonight.  

 

HT This Week  

 

Thur. 7-13-06 6-pm   1. Perry Allred      -(Dale Kingsley) 

X   6:30-pm 2. Beechers          -(Ben Hardy) 

X______ _______ 7-pm  3. Anderson ___ _-(Ben Hardy) 

X   7:30pm 4.  Randall            -(Ben Hardy) 

X______ _______ 8:30pm      5.  Slaters          -(Ben Hardy) 

X______________8:30pm__        __6._M. Noorda____-(Ben Hardy) 

X______________8:30pm___        _7._Lester Howlett -(Ben Hardy) 

X______________8:30pm___        _8._Jim Slater ____-(Ben Hardy) 

X_______ ______ 9:30pm___        _9.  Annie Weekly_-(Ben Hardy) 

X______________9:30pm___        10._Matt Scott____-(Ben Hardy) 

 



 

 

1. Kathy has picked up my sickness.  I am getter better but she is getting worse. Mark came up and 

      put in a new Radio-CD player in the truck for me.  Total cost for unit 100.00.   

2.  As we visited Perry Allred, it was a very neg. feeling.  He needs friends so bad and yet he repels 

     them.   

2. Met Jimmy Slater and he is really trying to change his life.  Will work with him and see if we can 

help him as much as we can.  Lester and Micky were there also and it went well.  We taught the 

home teaching lesson. Also had a chance to talk to Matt Scott a little, must try to catch up with him 

and talk in more depth.   Very busy day  

 

Fri. 7-14-06  

   _    A. Exercise 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study HT lesson for July-   

X  _  D. Read Scriptures (BOM)- Stoped 3neph: 5  

X   _ E. Study EQ Lesson for July- on Journals 

 

Complete today: 

X  __ 1.  Meet with Virgil Anderson and Bishop Baugh on HT and work.  We discussed the missionary  

   work, broke it down into Hilldale mission, Less active mission and employment mission.  Decided to 

   present to the quorums a request for those that can be activated, also a time to cover home teaching  

   with the priesthood. The Slaters came and home taught us today.  

X___2.   Sheila and family came down, little Sheila and Heather brought boyfriends with them and they had 

  an 18 yr girl from England with them.  She got heat stroke and was not able to eat.   Had a good  

game of hearts.  

 

Sat. 7-15-06 

 

Study some but spent most of the time with family. 

 

Sun. 7-16-06 

1. Sheila and family left,  

2. Attended all my meeting at church 

3. Home Taught with the following that evening: 

X_______6pm____1. David Walkins____(Jim Slater) 

X_______6:30pm_ 2. Ben Roach_______(Jim Slater) 

X_______7pm____3. Eileen Spencer____(Jim Slater) 

X_______7:30pm_ 4. Gary Stokes ______(Jim Slater) 

X_______8pm____5. Dale Kingsle______(Jim Slater) 

Jim did very well and stated he felt the spirit and that is what he wanted to do. Will take him out next Sunday to 

teach. Also in the PEC meeting Curtis Gubler stated that he appreciated Bro. Yoder being inspired to come to 

the EQ. Meetings since they have got the spirit of their calling now and are doing much better. I feel good about 

the training we are giving to Ben Hardy and Jim Slater.  Basically I give them the lesson to study over, then I 

take them out each week for a month.  The first lesson I do most of the teaching with them giving the prayer, 

then I have them give part of the lesson, usually reading parts, then more of the lesson and by the end of the 

night I have them take charge and assign me as they feel the need.  It works out good, but you need at least 5 

families to teach that night. Perry Allred came and gave me a big hug in church, must have felt guilty of his 

actions when we visited him.  

 



 

 

Mon. 7-17 -06  

X_    A. Exercise 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study HT lesson for July-   

X  _  D. Read Scriptures (BOM)- Stoped 4 nephi finished  

X ___F.The life and teachinghs of Jesus and his apostles. (page 1-13)-hold til I finish  BOM and then do 

  this course.  

 X  __ 1.  call and set Thur home teaching with Tues group.     

Weather very hot, not much energy.  We went to see Dead Mans Chest tonight. Following the news 

closely due to the war going on in the middle east.  I think that has the possible chance to grow larger. Received 

the booster antenna for my cell phone that son James ordered for us. Mom and I also paid bills.  I am trying to 

get her to take over finances in case I leave she can handle it.  

 

Tues. 7-18 -06  

X_    A. Exercise 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study HT lesson for July  

X___D. Study August HT lesson    

X  _  E. Read Scriptures (BOM)- Mormon finished Hold F.  The life and teachinghs of Jesus and his  

 apostles. (page 1-13)-hold til I finish  BOM and then do this course.  

X   __ 1.   Review booster ant. And get it set up, set up new numbers on phone bought parts for it at radio 

     shack, cost over 40.00 more then the ant.  

X_  __ 2.  Call Brandon on dinner tomorrow, what he can’t eat.   

X_ ___3.  Read material on finances bottom line.  

X__  _ 4.  Spent the afternoon at Eileens Spencers, mowing her weed field.  She was afride that it might 

       catch on fire and her gas tank was located there.  

 

Wed.  7-19 -06  

Complete today: 

X   __ 1.   figure how to connect ant. To cell phone. Use book 

X_   _ 2.   Took my tractor to Eileen Spencers and mowed around her gas tank, 14 acre. 

      That sort of tired me out.  Took all afternoon. Also did not get good nite sleep so no energy 

Thur.  7-20 -06  

_       A. Exercise 

  _     B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study HT lesson for July  

X___D. Study August HT lesson    

X  _  E. Read Scriptures (BOM)- to Ether 6  

X  _ 1.  Went with Phil Baum to level Eileen Spencer land off. That took all morning. Phil 

 used Dick tractor and trailer.  

 

VISIT: OR Call:  

X   ___ 1.     Phil Baum-877-1197 Talked to him as we drove to Eileens. Good time.  

X__  __2.     Call Wellmans and check on them.-467-3399 be home this evening. Visit  

X    ___5.     Met with Shirley Barlow-Health-house sale-investment-Maylan kids cds- 

         877-1022 set up meeting when I get back and go over her finances. 1000. to live on  

d. with house payment 600.  medical 200.  has about 400 a month to live on.  

e.  Does not know where she will go when she sells her home.  

f. Loan approved for Vail home & lawyer change bkrp 13 to 7 for her. Insurance 15,000 and 

she has not touched that, has one dog. Her house needs repairs.  



 

 

g. Thinks she can get 240,000 for it and owes 94,000.  1.18 AC.  

X_____8.     Brandon Black, 467-2378—635-3377   

X___ _11.    CALL MATT-877-1144 Arranged for bro. Roach to look at his house. 

 

Fri.  7-21 –06 

 

X     _  1. Read Scriptures (BOM)- finished BOM 

X_     _2. Received new Ensign yesterday, Finished it today 

X_  __ 3.   Check with Ben Roach on Matt’s house status    

X_ ___4.   Stop by and see Bro. Wellman, He is feeling bad and not looking well.  His wife is  

not doing too well.  He will be back to L/V 8am Sunday. His neice is staying with  

Jean for a few days. Got the number of the hospital and might try to visit her.  

X_  __5.      Donald & Barbra Waagen 635-6940-cancer of the liver, 9 mo. Past that now.  

  1366 S sycamore Hurricane. Ut. 84737-call 10 aug. see how test went in slc. Also 

 ck on his daughter who has cancer also.  

X____6.       Requested Joe Wilsterman for HT. Tng. 877-1159-ck on his operation and 

 needs. Has plate from knoxles to 1/3 up his arm, will take a month to get back  

on his feet. His truck is out due to starter and suburban crashed.  Using their 

 parents kids car, which is not to good. Told wife Britinie that if she needed  

anything or was getting low on cash to call me. I gave her my number.  

He has a crew that he had set up to do some work in springdale and that  

should carry them for a while. They took material from hip and put it in his 

wrist.  He should be able to use a neil gun but can’t use a hammer. Go visit in  

a week.  7-28-06 

 I am still sick, having a rerun of the chest cold.  Called and made appointment for next 

Tues with dr. Last.  

 

Sat. 7-22-06 

Spent most of the day just resting and trying to get over my sickness so I could go to church and hometeach on 

Sunday. 

Mark came and put a radio and disk player in the car. . In the afternoon I had chest pains, so I called Bro. 

Anderson and ask him to take my meeting at church.  I still plan to go out hometeaching in the evening.  

 

Sun. 7-23-06 

 

1.  Rested all morning and afternoon.  Read 65 pages or to 39 section of the D& C.  

2.  Went home teaching in evening to 5 families with Pepper Slater.  Missed Mortensens and Rebers.  Had to  

make two trips to town to see Sis. Charleen Black since she was not there at 5 as we had agreed.  She is 

doing better and has her place for sale for 155,000.  Then she will move to St. George where she is 

closer to her work.  

3.  Was tired when we finished and went to bed as soon as I could.  

 

Mon.  7-24 -06  

X_    A. Exercise 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study HT lesson for July  

X___D. Study August HT lesson    

X     E. Read Scriptures (BOM)- finished D&C 56-page 102.  

X ____ 1.    Call and check on Brother Anderson 

X  ____2.    Call Sharron on Ron Suggestion 



 

 

X___  _3.    Call Andrus on Charleen Black House. –(want to stay in apple valley) 

X_  ___4.    Clear Moms book case for her.  

X_____5.    Set up HT for Reber and Mortensen for thur 6-7 

 

Got a good nites rest and feel better then I have for weeks. Jumped into the work that I had to do but by noon 

was tired again and slowed for the rest of the day.  Did get moms bookshelf cleared for her and helped her take 

that into the house. I think I will build a book shelf to replace it so I will try to do that in the morning.  

Tomorrow will be going to the dr. for mom and myself. We will do some shopping also. 

 

Tues.  7-25 -06  

X_    A. Exercise-Build shelf, took all morning 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study HT lesson for July  

X___D. Study August HT lesson    

X      E. Read Scriptures (BOM)- finished D&C 65-   

 

 1. Build 10 ft book shelf for material when I gave Mom my bookcase.  It took al morning and I was beat 

after that.  Went to the Dr. and I have inflamed shoulder with calcium build up and that is why it has hurt for the 

past year or so.  My cold is still here and he gave me med.s to get it all taken care of. That took all afternoon 

since they had to give me x-rays.   Mom also went to dr. and she is doing better. Growing old ain’t for sissy’s. 

By nite time I was wiped out but we watch a movie is slow down.  I also set up home teaching for thur. And 

will take out Jim Slater.   

 

Wed. 7-26-06 

 

Spent the whole day finishing building bookshelf and going through files and deciding what to put files 

where. That will take a number of days since I have to go through all my files and decide what to keep and what 

to throw out.  I have wanted to do that for a number of years and now is the time to do it. All other projects 

including my studing will be on hold til I finish this.  

 Mom and I paid bills also and that paid for the trip to Doris this past month.  

 

Thur. 7-27-06 

 Spent all day on shredding files of mortgage loans.  Home taught at eve. Took Jim Slater with me. He is 

doing well. Still have a lot of work on doing my files.  Will spend tomorrow on them and then most get back to 

my reg. Sked. Miss the spiritual input….. Jim committed to go home teaching with me each thur and meet 

Sunday even for scripture class. He wants to become an elder.  

 I also ask David to come for a ppi with me.  

 

Fri.  7-28 -06  

X_    A. Exercise-  

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study August HT lesson      

X___D. Read Scriptures (BOM)- finished D&C 82-    

 

X___ 1.   Go through all file cabinets and rearrange. 

X__   2.   Call Wellmans and check on them.-467-3399 she is doing better in in Dixie med. 

 Center 

X___3.    Worked all day on files.  Still have a lot to do but coming along.  

 



 

 

Sat.  7-29 -06  

X_    A. Exercise-  

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study August HT lesson      

X___D. Read Scriptures (BOM)- finished D&C 100-    

X_  __1.      Call Carolina and domic & matt 

X_  __2.      Sister Mooneyham and check on her-467-9084 

X____3.      Brandon Black, 467-2378—635-3377  The dr. stoped some of the bleeding and  

                    will  work on his liver next week.  

X____4.      Still worked on files and got a well along the way. Set up HT for nxt thur.  

 

Sun.  7-30 -06  

_    A. Exercise-  

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study August HT lesson      

X___D. Read Scriptures (BOM)- finished D&C 111-    

 

Had meeting after church with Ward Missionarys, covered all the programs that we had to take care of. Also 

gave a report for the Home Teaching for July.  That is included below.  Spend the rest of the night on church 

work.  

 
 

Mon.  7-31 -06  

X_    A. Exercise-  

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study August HT lesson      

X___D. Read Scriptures (BOM)- finished D&C 131-    

 

X____1. Curtus Gubler came and spend a couple of hours talking of different things.  

X____2. Kathy and I went to visit a couple of ranches for the reunion next year. Had a good  

   time and think we will go with one of them. Got back late, called John, our son and 

   gave him info to check them out.  Also called Sheila, our daughter and talked to her 

   on what we found out.  

 

 

Tues.  8-01-06  

X_    A. Exercise-  

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study August HT lesson      

X___D. Read Scriptures (BOM)- finished D&C   

X___1.  Worked all day on Home Teaching Lesson for Aug. Also worked on a sheet by Pres.  

   Benson 

 

Wed.  8-02-06  

X_    A. Exercise-  

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study August HT lesson      

X___D. Read Scriptures (BOM)- finished D&C   

  



 

 

X_ _   1.   10:15am Meet with Pres. Wiser on elder quorum stuff. Also gave HT report for July.     

X____2.   Call Ron Ruasch-talked about Sharron Parker 

X        3.    8:30pm meet with  bro. Anderson and set up HT meeting for tng.    

X__  _4.    Call Wellmans and check on them.-467-3399-walking and eating doing well 

      The Sair family came over to do service for us.  They picked rocks up in the yard.  Kathy had 

      gone over to help her with her wall paper.  The Sairs have the children do service all the time and 

      they are home schooled.  

 

Thur.  8-03-06  

X_    A. Exercise-  

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study August HT lesson      

X___D. Read Scriptures (BOM)- finished D&C   

X ___ 1.   Called and reserve Clear Creek Ranch  

X   __ 2.   VISIT WILSTERMANS.  Britney and Joe-1159  

X____3.   Go to sister Lanora Hinton funeral 1pm 

X_ _   4.    Home Teach tonight  

 

Thur. 8-03-06        

1223___________ 6-pm  1.  Eileen Spencer              -(Ron Ruesch) 

1028         6:30-pm 2.  Beechers                     -( Ron Ruesch ) 

          7-pm 3.  Wilsterman  __             -( Ron Ruesch ) 

1161         7:30pm 4.  Slaters                           -( Ron Ruesch ) 

1161_____  _____ 7:30pm  5.  Lester Howlett             -( Ron Ruesch ) 

467-2300______ _ 7:30pm  6.  Jim Slater(467-2300)   -( Ron Ruesch ) 

1161 __________  7:30pm  7.  M. Noorda                    -( Ron Ruesch ) 

1144___________ 8:pm  8.  Matt Scott                    -( Ron Ruesch ) 

  

Hunts were not there and we went to see Joe Wilsterman instead. Also Jim and David Cancled 

On me so I took Ron Ruesch, he was a good partner.  

X____11.       Visited  MATT-877-1144   

 

Fri.  8-04-06  

_    A. Exercise-  

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study August HT lesson      

X___D. Read Scriptures (BOM)- finished D&C   

X____E. Study lesson for Sunday training 

 

X____ 1.     Call Sharron Parker-635-4384  she is trying to sleep in morn’s, had Bev.  

Peterson go over and check on her since I have not been able to get hold of her for three days. 

She also has her grandson that she is watching but still iching.   

X_____2.     Worked on reunion, worked on getting set up for class Sunday night.  

 

 

Sat.  8-05-06  

_    A. Exercise-  

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 



 

 

X      C. Study August HT lesson      

X___D. Read Scriptures New Testement- Matt: 5   

X___E. Study lesson for Sunday training 

 

X____1. Filled out application for the Ranch for the reunion and sent copies of e-mails received from the 

               ranch to the family. Talked to Alice Mortensen, David will be tied up next week and not able to go  

               Home Teaching due to daughter school court activities.  

X____2.  Redid some of the lesson I will be teaching Sunday night and studied for it.  

X____3. The water pump on my swamp cooler in the office went out and I had to make two trips to ACE  

               downtown to get parts to fix it. In the process it wear me out, I have no strength and this week I  

               have come closer to having an heart attack then any time in my life. I really do not have strength to 

               do hardly anything.  

X____6.     Prepare for sun nite class 

1. Jim Slater 

2. Eileen Spencer 

3. Elishia Ruesch 

4. John Fechser 

5. Joe Wilsterman 

 

Sun. 08-06-2006 

X___A. Scriptures: Matthew 10 

X.      1. Went to church.  Attended all meetings, had a missionary meeting after church.  

X__   2. Gave Class in the eve. With the following in attendence. (This is the Less active lessons that I 

              developed.) Those that attended:  

1.  Eileen Spencer 

2. Elishia Ruesch 

3. Joe Wilsterman- Had a long meeting after with him.   

a. Reviewed his spiritual life.  He want to become an Elder and do what is right.  He has 

a smoking problem that is hard to overcome. He also does not pay tithing. 

b. His business is not doing well, since he does not have a lic. and has to work under 

another contractor.  He needs about 3,000.00 for lic. and insurance to get into 

business.  He would then be paying another contractor 5% to get him to certify or 

qualify him as a contractor. He has a crew at present of 10 all Spanish, and they work 

for a contractor he has set up.  They are loyal to him and he thinks he can do well if 

he has his lic. He feels there is much work in the area.  

c. Education: He is short a few semesters to get his Associate deg. but he loves building 

and has build a number of houses.  

d. Finances: He will be late on his house payment this next Monday.  He had to take 

3000.00 he had planned for payments to fix his car up.  His truck is down with 

alignment for the starter.  That would cost about 150.00 to fix and then buy a new 

starter.  He owes about 100.00 on truck and 14,000 on car. He owes USDA  144,000. 

on mortgage.  He thinks his property would go for over 300,000.00. He has a lot on 

top of the mountain behind his house that is worth about 215,000. 1 ac. And grand 

view.  He would like to sell that and clear off dept on his house etc. 

e. Bills: 1. House payment  600.00 includes insurance and taxes 

1. Car payment     420.00 

2. Propane gas          50.00 

3. Power                   75.00 

4. Insurance car’s     125.00 

           1,270.00 



 

 

f. I suggested for him to check on USDA and see if he could put a 2nd mortgage on 

property and then get enough for lic. etc. and a little extra to take care of bills for a 

few months.  

g. I think you could use private lenders to get the money. His credit is not good and has 

been late a number of times on his mortgage.  

h. Told him, if I helped him he would have to commit to paying tithing and stop 

smoking.  Told him our story on tithing.  

 

X  _   2.    Sked HT for next week.  

X__ _6.    Call sister Mooneyham on house.1744 SQ Ft. 5 Bedrooms 2 baths. She to stop by  

     tomorrow at 6pm-We to look at her options.  

X__ _7.    Charleen Black –635-3068—467-5460 and check on her hurting.2158 W 70S #2 

      Want to sell her house and get double wide trailer and keep job at hospital.3pm tues. 

 

Mon.  8-07-06  

X_    A. Exercise-  

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study August HT lesson      

X___D. Read Scriptures New Testement- Matt: 20   

X___E. Study lesson Less Active,for Sunday training 

X   ___ 1.   Phil Baum-877-1197 

X_  ___2.   Sister Mooneyham and check on her-467-9084-She came over and we went over her 

        finances. 

1. She owes 118.000 on home, she has 10 acres with tax value of 102,571.  

2. She received 30,000 insurance from Doug. Wants to keep as backup. 

3. Oldest son is living with her and has some problems.  

a. Divorced with 250.00 support 2 children, remarried.  

b. 2nd wife left and she is preg. With 2nd child not divorced 

c. dating girl that works with Sis. Mooneyham, and told her and mom he was divorced. 

d. He starts new job with heating and cooling company this week. 

e. Mom has given him 1,000.00 so far to help him out.  

4. would like a home in laVerkin, 245,000.00 need place for 4 cat’s and 1 dog.  

5. Income: 2,100/mo Bookkeeping CPA firm. 

6. 200/mo Post Office 

7. Bills: 

a. 875.00/mo house payment includes taxes and insurance 

b. 150.00/mo car insurance 

c. 200/mo power 

d. 60/mo tv 

e. 85/mo cell phone 

f. 300.00/mo Tithing 

g. 70.00/mo gas 

h. 1,740./mo. Just making it.  

i. plus food etc.  

8. Suggested that she consider selling a lot, or the house and ½ ac. But she needs to get enough 

to buy downtown.  I have asked her to get me a copy of the appraisal done 3-4 years ago and 

let me evaluate that.   

9. Need to find out if she can split up the land on the road with out being a subdivision.   

X____3. Went to a doggy birthday party for the Merritt’s. Took Kathy Stemmer with us.  

X____4. Watched Black Hawks film.   Not that good.   



 

 

 

Tues.  8-08-06  

X_    A. Exercise- -30min 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study August HT lesson      

X___D. Read Scriptures New Testement- finished Matt:    

X____E. Study lesson Less Active,for Sunday training 

X   __ 1.    Call WILSTERMANS.  Britney and Joe-1159 He can not do loan. 

X_      2.    Sked HT for this week.       

X_  __3.    Tues. 8-08-06 Completed HT today. Charleen Black-Daughter to snow college 21 Aug.- Kathy 

X__    4.    Met with Bishop and covered all work, also told him about my health. He suggested 

      I slow down and take less on myself.  

 

Wed.  8-09-06  

_    A. Exercise- -30min 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study August HT lesson      

X___D. Read Scriptures New Testement- finished Mark:     

X____E. Study lesson Less Active,for Sunday training 

Feeling tired most of the Day. Did not get a good nites sleep.  

 

Thur.  8-10-06  

X_    A. Exercise- -30min 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study August HT lesson      

X___D. Read Scriptures New Testement- finished Mark: 10    

X____E. Study lesson Less Active,for Sunday training 

X   __  1.      Call WILSTERMANS.  Britney and Joe-1159  

X_  __ 2.      Call by and see Bro. Wellman 

X____ 3.      Call Sharron Parker-635-4384  she is trying to sleep in morn’s,  called rich and 

 he to check on her lawn.  

X__ __4       HT came today, Slaters gave a good lesson. 

X_   __5.      Call Wellmans and check on them.-467-3399-Jean coming home Sat. Neighbor bill 

 Wynn got bucked of horse and was in the ;hospital for 5 days, collusted lung and 2 

 Bkn  ribs.  At home now. 

X _ __6.         Donald & Barbra Waagen 635-6940-cancer of the liver, 9 mo. Past that now.  

    1366 S sycamore Hurricane. Ut. 84737-call 10 aug. see how test went in slc. Also 

 ck on his daughter who has cancer also. She was cked for in in her lungs, and it  

 appears hat it did no go there. He was taking experimental drug and had  held off his 

 cancer but now it has started to grow again and he has started to take a new drug. At  

 temple does the vail, and assist people but is afride of the inititory since he thinks he  

 might not remember well.  

X_____7.         Home teaching in the evening.  

Home Teaching 

Thur. 08-10-06     5 seen 

1193     ______ _6-pm         1. Anderson                _  -( Keven Reber)  ( ) 

1123          6:30-pm 2. Reber __           _-( Keven Reber   ( ) 

1043         7:30pm 4. Hunt              

1444          8pm 3. Garner______             -( Keven Reber ( ) 

Also Stoped by and saw Barbara Hall. Good Visit      -(Keven Reber) 



 

 

 

Fri.  8-11-06  

X_    A. Exercise- -30min 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study August HT lesson      

X___D. Read Scriptures New Testement- finished Mark: 10    

X____E. Study lesson Less Active,for Sunday training 

X____1.  Hair cut for Kathy at 1pm and then shopping and eating in St. George.  

 

Sat.  8-12-06  

_    A. Exercise- -30min 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study August HT lesson      

X___D. Read Scriptures New Testement- finished Mark: 10    

X____E. Study lesson Less Active,for Sunday training 

X   _ 1.   Call WILSTERMANS.  Britney and Joe-1159  meet with them. 

 

Sun. 8-13-06  

X___A. Read Scriptures New Testement-Finished John 

Attended all meetings.  

Complete today: 

   

X____2.   Visited David Vance and arranged for meeting tues. 8pm.  

 

Home Teaching 

Sun.    8-13-06_    4 seen 

1127_________  _3pm___  _ 1.  David Walkins_         -( David Walkins ) 

1041________  _  4pm      _ _3.  Kingsley        -( David Walkins  ) 

 

Training class     6pm 5.  Joe Wilsterman, , Eileen Spencer; Bp came by and gave Eileen blessing.  

 

1004       7-pm  3. Andrus-Looking for house _     -( Joe Wilsterman )    

1177       7:30-pm 4. Gary Stokes __           _-( Joe Wilsterman )   

  

Mon.  8-14-06  

X_    A. Exercise- -30min 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study August HT lesson      

X___D. Read Scriptures New Testement- finished Act 12.  

X____1. HP asked me to locate 6 people, I talked to 3 of them, took Pepper with me.  

      The Slaters have a number of problems right now.  

X____2. Also worked on Matt Scott problems, set up meeting with Bro. Roach to see his  

     house. 

Tues. 8-15-06 

_    A. Exercise- -30min 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study August HT lesson      

X___D. Read Scriptures New Testement- finished Acts  

X____ 1.     Meet with David Vance Tues 8pm 

Tried to remember from thur and can’t.I was busy? 



 

 

 

Wed.  8-16-06  

X_    A. Exercise- -30min 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study August HT lesson      

X___D. Read Scriptures New Testement- finished Rom; and 1 Cor: 8   

 

X    __ 1.    Call WILSTERMANS.  Britney and Joe-1159  he is working moving a trailer to get  

         extra money. 

X____ 2.    Meet with Keven Reber wed day Covered all people working with and Joe  

         Wilstermans situation, he to see if he can do it. Will know next week. Will be new 

         EQ President next month.  

X_   __3.      Check with Ben Roach on Matt’s house status   He trying to get mothering law to 

           buy it. He thinks it is a good deal. 

X___ 4.     Home Teaching to: Mortensen, Crams, Roach, took David Mortensen with me.  

  

Thur.  8-17-06  

_    A. Exercise- -30min 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study August HT lesson      

X___D. Read Scriptures New Testement- finished 2 Cor:    

 

X___1.   Pick up Elder Paul Yoder at airport and have diner with Mark and family. 

      Marie Mursett and a friend Jorden came to see mark also.   

X __ 2.   Phil Baum-877-1197-He called to see if we needed help to get blackie out of fence. 

      Neighbors horse got caught in the fence with his hoofs, both front feet. Mom and I got 

     him out.  

X_  _3.   Spent most of day working out hometeaching for Sept.  

 

Fri.  8-18-06  

_    A. Exercise- -20min 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

      C. Study August HT lesson   -Home Teaching finished for Aug.    

X___D. Read Scriptures New Testement- finished Ephesians:     

 

X_  __1.    Visited  Eileen Spencer today in hosp. With Kathy. 

X____2.    Talked to Bishop on Matt Scott, and he went to visit him. I will visit next week.  

 

Sat.  8-19-06  

X_    A. Exercise- -20min 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study August HT lesson   -Home Teaching finished for Sept.    

X___D. Read Scriptures New Testement- finished Philemon   

 

X    __ 1.    Make lesson for WM’s meeting    

X_  __ 2.     Do PEC material coverage 

X_ ___3.     Redo Home Teaching for next month, take off those that will be taught by others.  

X____ 4.     Call Earl Smith 877-1310 set up meeting per bishop instruction. X_  _   5.    Clean up garage, and 

repair air filters. Did not do air filters   



 

 

 

Sun. 8-20-06 

_    A. Exercise- -  

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study August HT lesson   -Home Teaching finished for Sept.    

X___D. Read Scriptures New Testement- finished Hebrews  

X___1. went to church all meeting including training for the WM after church 

X___2. Had a fathers interview with Paul, a man to man talk. 

X___3. Taught 2nd lesson on prophets to David Vance, then went to visit two families of new 

   people. Kathy Patterson and John Durham. 

X___4. Very tired but could not get to sleep, trouble with drainage, woke up at 2:30pm and 

   studied from 3 to 5. Then back to sleep for a few hours.  

 

Mon.  8-21-06  

X_    A. Exercise- -30min 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study August HT lesson   -Home Teaching for Sept. Aug. HT finished on the 17th.      

X___D. Read Scriptures New Testement- finished Jude   

X    __ 1.  Work on report for pec nexts week with info I got last night    

X_  __ 2   Call  on John Putham  and interview 

 

Tues.  8-22-06  

X_    A. Exercise- -30min 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study Sept.  HT lesson          

X___D. Read Scriptures New Testament- finished Sept. Ensign 

X    __ 1.  Write Delmare  

X_  __ 2   Call  BP on John Putham-Children DI-Home Teaching  -he to let me know 

X_ ___3.  Anya family. Set up visit and teach a little. 877-1081 William & Chelsa Anya 1081 to teach 

        missionarys coming fri. afternoon. Told her to call me if she needed me.    

X__  _ 4.    Call Sharron Parker-635-4384  She to see spec. from SL today will call me back. 

X__ __5.   Keven Reber on Home Teaching, Training and Joe Wilsterman.  Thur. 11am  

X__ __6.   Call Wellmans and check on them.-467-3399- 

X   ___7.   Visit Perry Allred – 

X____8.    Charleen Black –635-3068—467-5460 Daughter in collage, signing papers for place  

       in st. george. Had not sold her place yet.  

X____9.   Brandon Black, 467-2378—635-3377  He doing ok, still going end of mo. To SLC 

X_ _ 10.  Call Kathy Patterson and arrange meeting with wife and us.  

                Kathy Patterson 2679 Purple Sage 877-1156 Call sun nite and go visit if there.   

 

Wed.  8-23-06  

X_    A. Exercise- -30min 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study Sept.  HT lesson          

X___D. Read Scriptures  - finished  New Testament 

X-----1. Cleaned another air filter and dismantled the last one. 

X        2.  Fogged nest of yellowjackets.  

X        3.  Assisted Pepper Slater in blessing Sister Melrose. And her Granddaughter.  

 Thur.  8-24-06  



 

 

X_    A. Exercise- -30min 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study Sept.  HT lesson          

X___D. Read Scriptures  - finished  Joseph Smith Translation 

X__ _1.  Keven Reber on Home Teaching, Training and Joe Wilsterman.  Thur. 11am   

X _      11.     Visit Shirley Barlow and evaluate her properity. She said her RE. Friend said it would be  

           worth  259,000.  The log on the corner is listed for 239,000.  

 

Fri.  8-25-06  

X_    A. Exercise- -30min 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study Sept.  HT lesson          

X___D. Read Scriptures  Gen: 25 

X_  __ 1.   Call  BP on John Putham-Children DI-Home Teaching  -he to let me know 

       tomorrow –Meet with him Friday at his house.   

Planned the follow for the children when they come to visit.  

X____2. Paul and David painted green shed, and trimed some bushes.  

X____3. John shaped back door bushes 

X____4. Mike Brown fixed light in living room & Fixed railing loose.  

X____5. Browns painted railing 

  

 

Sat. 8-26-06 

Family up for Pauls talk, had the following completed, David and Paul painted the green shed.  

John did the bush’s towards zion, Mike Brown set up the quilt rack and fixed the rails in front of house that 

were loose. I had Fathers interview with John,  

 

Sun. 8-27-06  

To all meetings, had dinner for family after, John and Mark had to go home after Sac. Meeting 

Had family night with Paul giving a report and Frank Jr. telling the effect his mission had on him.  

Had a good round of hearts after that.  

 

Mon.   8-28 -06  

X_    A. Exercise- -30min 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study Sept.  HT lesson          

X___D. Read Scriptures  Finished Gen.  

X____1. Went shopping.  

X____2. Paul got the job at The Tee Shirt place down in hurricane. 

X____3. Did a lot of office work… 

X____4. Had family night and gave presentation I made up for 1 Cor. 15:29 

  

Tues.   8-29 -06  

X_    A. Exercise- -30min 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study Sept.  HT lesson          

X___D. Read Scriptures  Lev. 20 

X___1. Worked on Home Teaching rewrite all day.  

 

 



 

 

Wed.   8-30 -06  

X_    A. Exercise- -30min 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study Sept.  HT lesson          

X___D. Read Scriptures  Num. 15 

X___1. Helped Mom on the Quilt rack, took 2 tires of tractor to town and had new ones put 

   on. Also had teeth worked on and one cavitity.  

 

Thur.   8-31 -06  

X_    A. Exercise- -30min 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study Sept.  HT lesson          

X___D. Read Scriptures  Finished Num.   

X___1. Spend the who day fixing phones, got 4 to work. Also organized transformers.  

 

Fri.   9-02-06  

_    A. Exercise- -30min 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study Sept.  HT lesson          

X___D. Read Scriptures  Finished deu; and Joshua 12.  

X___1. Copied off E-mails on David Freelander case, worked on office stuff most of the day. 

X___2. Decided to get a new sew machine for Mom. Going sat. to look at them. Expect 

  1000.00 cost or so.  Bought one Sat.  for close to 1,500.00, will be coming in next week.  

 

SAt.   9-02-06  

_    A. Exercise- -30min 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study Sept.  HT lesson          

X___D. Read Scriptures  Finished Joshua  

X___1.  Bought one Sat.  for close to 1,500.00, will be coming in next week.   

 

Sun.   9-03-06  

_    A. Exercise- -30min 

  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study Sept.  HT lesson          

X___D. Read Scriptures  Finished Judges and Ruth    

X___1. Paul had family night, very good one. 

X___2. Visited Melrose Briggs, and gave her Lesson on baptism 

X___3. Had two hour interview with Clay Smith. He needs guidance. 

 

Mon.   9-04-06  

_    A. Exercise- -30min 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study Sept.  HT lesson          

X___D. Read Scriptures  Finished  1 Samuel    

X_  __ 1.    fixed phone for bathroom 

 



 

 

Tues.   9-05-06  

X_    A. Exercise- -30min 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study Sept.  HT lesson          

X___D. Read Scriptures  Finished  2 Samuel  & 1 Kings.  

X___1, Worked on Mom Computer, put two together to get one working 

X___2. worked on last years taxes.  

X___3. Visited Kathy Stemmer and returned printer we could not use and gave some cherry 

   tomatoes. Mom went with me 

X___4. Visited Phil and Jan Young and gave some cherry tomatoes, also talked about jobs since 

    he is out now and she is thinking of doing teaching on the side on collections. With Mom. 

 

Wed.   9-06 -06  

X_    A. Exercise- -30min 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study Sept.  HT lesson          

X___D. Read Scriptures  Finished   2ND Kings, & 1 Chronicles, and 2nd Chronicles 26.   

X____1. Kathy Patterson called and ask not be be home taught for a while gone too much.  Husb. Coming in  

   for a visit but will have to close house up north so will not be staying.  She had to go to LV for  

   school etc.   

X___2. Worked on Home Teaching, sugg. To EQ. Use of some of men I have been tng.  

X___3. Peeled apples for apple pie.  Our apples are coming off now. We have three trees.  

 

Thur.   9-07 -06  

_    A. Exercise- -30min 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study Sept.  HT lesson          

X___D. Read Scriptures  Finished  Ezra, Nehemia,Ester 

X____1. home taught with david Mortensen 5 families.  

 

Fri.   9-08 -06  

_    A. Exercise- -30min 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study Sept.  HT lesson          

X___D. Read Scriptures  Finished  Job 33   

X___1. Helped Mom make apple sauce in morning and then looking for car in St. George rest of  

   day.  

 

Sat.   9-09 -06  

_    A. Exercise- -30min 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study Sept.  HT lesson          

X_  _D. Read Scriptures  Finished  Job                             

X    __ 1.   To St. George to look at Toyota car. Also other shoping, mom sewing machine 

     lesson.  She is getting a new one.    

 

Sun.   9-10-06  

_    A. Exercise- -30min 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study Sept.  HT lesson          



 

 

X___D. Read Scriptures  Finished  Job 30  

Went to all meetings, Paul and I spoke at the 9th ward. Talk enclosed.  

 

 

 

 

 

The Father Who Cares.  

Pres. James E. Faust 

 

  Some time ago a Father of six children who had the sole responsibility for raising the family, beginning 

when the youngest was in diapers, told of the struggles of doing so alone.  One night he came home from work 

faced with the problems of being both Father and Mother and felt unusually burdened with his responsibilities.  

One of his appreciative daughters, age 12, approached him eagerly after having laid on his dresser a rock that 

she had painted at school.  On the flat portion of the rock, she had written, “Happiness is having a dad who 

cares.”  This painted rock and its sublime message instantly and permanently lightened the burden of this father. 

 

 Speaking in General Conference some years ago, Pres. Stephen L. Richards quoted from an article, 

written by a veteran court judge, titled “Nine Words That Can Stop Juvenile Delinquency.”  The nine words 

suggested by the judge were  

“Put Father back at the head of the family.” 

  

More recently I read in the paper: “Social scientists tell us that 

 the strongest predictor of criminal behavior is not family income, education, or race. it is the absence of a 

Father in the home.” 

 

 In urging that Fathers be put back at the head of their homes, we wish to take nothing away from 

Mothers.  In all the world there is no higher or greater honor or responsibility than motherhood.  

 

 In order to strengthen the Father in the home, I make two simple suggestions: First sustain and respect 

the Father in his position; second, give him love, understanding, and  appreciation for his efforts. 

 

Let every mother understand that if she does anything to diminish her children’s Father or the Father’s 

image in the eyes of the children, it may injure and do irreparable damage to the self-worth and personal 

security of the children  

 

How infinitely more productive and satisfying it is for a woman to build up her husband rather than tear 

him down.  You women are so superior to men in so many ways that you demean yourselves by belittling 

masculinity and manhood.  

 

In terms of giving fathers love and understanding, it should be remembered that Fathers also have times 

of insecurity and doubt.  Everyone knows fathers make mistakes-especially they themselves.  Fathers need all 

the help they can get; mostly they need love, support, and understanding from their own. 

 

As Fathers we need to set priorities to guide us in allocating our time.  Some men forget that their “first 

priority’s should be: 

Maintain their own spiritual and physical strength. 

Then comes their family, 

Then comes Church, 

And then their professions—All need time 



 

 

 

In giving time to his children, a Father should be able to demonstrate that he has enough love for them to 

command as well as discipline them.  Children want and need discipline.  As they approach some dangers, they 

are silently pleading, “Don ‘t let me do it.”  Pres. David O. McKay said that if we do not adequately discipline 

our children, society will discipline them in a way we may not like. Wise discipline reinforces the dimensions of 

eternal love.  This reinforcement will bring great security and stability into their lives.  

 

 In a priesthood meeting in 2000, Pres. Gordon B. Hinckley focused his remarks on the role of Fathers.  

He said this:  

“This is a subject which I take very seriously.  It is a matter with which I am deeply concerned.  I hope 

you will not take it lightly.  It concerns the most precious asset you have.  In terms of your happiness, in terms 

of the matters that make you proud or sad, nothing—I repeat nothing—will have so profound an effect on you 

as the way your children turn out.” He went on to give counsel to Fathers; that they are to help their children 

resist temptation, to listen to them, to be patient and prayerful, and to teach them the ways of the Lord.  

 

 It is important to remember that in this Church the husbands and Fathers, and members of the family 

through them, enjoy a power and influence in their lives far beyond the natural gifts of intellect and character of 

the Father.  I refer to the Priesthood of God, which every worthy man and boy over 12 years of age can enjoy.  

  

A prominent Church and business leader, now healthy, was born without life.  His Father, exercising his 

priesthood, made a promise that if his firstborn could live, that he, the Father, would do all in his power to 

provide the proper example and teachings for his son.  After a few minutes his infant son began to breathe and 

is well and vigorous to this day. 

  

 It is through the power of the priesthood that marriage and the family unit extend into and continue 

throughout all eternity.  The conscientious women of this Church wish to have such a righteous influence in 

abundance in their homes.  

 

 One gracious mother joyously recounted in stake conference the marvelous experience of being in one 

of the temples with her husband and all but one of her children, and being sealed together as husband and wife 

and family for time and all eternity.  Her husband, newly involved in the priesthood, sat in the conference 

audience a few rows back.  For a moment she seemed to forget all the rest of us and spoke only to him.  Over 

the pulpit and through the loudspeaker, with more than a thousand people in tears watching and listening, she 

said: 

 “John, the children and I don’t know how to tell you what you mean to us.  Until you honored the 

priesthood, the greatest blessings of eternity would not open up to us.  Now they have.  We all love you very 

much, and we thank you with all of our hearts for what you have made possible for us.  

 

 It is always appropriate in all family relationships to ask, “What would Jesus do?”  Having turned to the 

scriptures for the answer to this question, Pres. Romney testified: “Jesus would always do the will of this 

Father…” Jesus Said in John: For I do always those things that please him(John 8:29) 

 

God bless you Children to have listening ears and understanding hearts.  

 

 God bless you Mothers for the endless dimension of your love and for all the help you give to the 

fathers of your children. 

 

And finally, God bless you Fathers to be equal to your overwhelming responsibilities and to have a 

father’s special caring for each one under your protective arms.   

 



 

 

X____1, Went home teaching with David Vance and Clay Smith. Visited a number of homes and then went 

with Clay Smith to visit a number of families that needed visits.  

X____2. Had Family night and I gave the above lesson.  

X____2. Mom and I spent time on the hammock enjoying each others company .  

 

Mon.   9-11-06  

_    A. Exercise- -30min 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study Sept.  HT lesson          

X___D. Read Scriptures  Finished  psalms   

X     _ 1.  Took Mom to Cove Fort where Sheila picked her up. 

X____2.  Called and talked to Sharon for a long time. She still has a lot of health problems.  

 

Tues.   9-12-06  

_    A. Exercise- -30min 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study Sept.  HT lesson          

X___D. Read Scriptures  trying to finish O.T. before the weekend.    

 

Wed.   9-13-06  

_    A. Exercise- -30min 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study Sept.  HT lesson          

X___D. Read Scriptures  trying to finish O.T. before the weekend.    

Also wired phone to my recliner in the living room.  Paul went under the house to run wires.   

 

Thur.   9-14-06  

_    A. Exercise- -30min 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study Sept.  HT lesson          

X___D. Read Scriptures  trying to finish O.T. before the weekend.  

Got haircut in the morning. Brandon was crying most of the time.  He had an operation for his kidneys and it 

was not good.  He  still has to dec. before he leaves this world.  I tried to comfort him.        

Also Home taught with David Mortensen, he said he wants to come to church this week and start to attend like 

he should.  We taught Beechers and David.  Great lesson from the first presidency. 

 

Fri.   9-15-06  

_    A. Exercise- -30min 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study Sept.  HT lesson          

X___D. Read Scriptures  Finished O.T. that means I finished all scriptures.  Started 6-24-06 and finished 9-15-

06 for a total of 93 days to finish.  

Mom has been gone for a week and we go to get her this morning, Ya ya ya ya….miss her.    

 

Sat.   9-16-06  

_    A. Exercise- -30min 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

      C. Study Sept.  HT lesson  



 

 

Spent most of the day doing apples with mom.  Also went to Stake Conference at night. Elder Moon was the 

general authority that attended, we had visited him at his home when we were on our mission to get approval 

for a program for the Navajo. 

Sun.   9-17-06  

_    A. Exercise- -30min 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study Sept.  HT lesson  

Got Oct. Lesson from the Internet. Studied it 

Also started to study Preach My Gospel 

Took Paul HT. With me and visited Ben Roach and Beth Moore. 

Mom had family night, in Moronie visit to Joseph Smith and the scriptures he quoted. 

 

Mon.   9-18-06  

X_    A. Exercise- -30min 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study Oct.  HT lesson  

X___D. Study Preach My Gospel 

1. Met with EQ President Reber and gave report on our HT completed for Sept. 

a. Suggested he consider doing a project with Ben Roach since he needs the help right now. He was 

going to visit him tomorrow and see what he could do.   

2. Picked the rest of the apples from the trees since we think it might freeze soon. 

3. Alice Mortensen called 

a. And they will be coming to church this Sunday. He came to confernce sun. 

b. David has gone out with me twice this month to hometeach. 

c. She also said they will meet with subdivision people on an offer to their properity, and wanted to 

know if Virgil would look over the papers. I called him and he would. 

4. Fixed mom computer with James. It was the Mouse.  

5. Talked to James on the stock, might shift it to my MM account for 5% return.  

 

Tues.   9-19-06  

X_    A. Exercise- -30min 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study Oct.  HT lesson  

X___D. Study Preach My Gospel 

1. Mom went to get haircut this morning. 

2. I did indepth study of preach my Gospel.  

3. Counseled Sis. Mooneyham on sale of her property 

4. Counseled Sis. Spencer on finances and gave sugg. To cut her expenses down.  

a. Sell 6 horses 

b. Rent her house to her daughter at 500.00/mo with 125.00 going to option to buy.  

That way she will take better care of it.  This should give her 1.000/00 ,pre /,mo. 

Wed.   9-20-06  

X_    A. Exercise- -30min 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study Oct.  HT lesson  

X D. Preach My Gospel         

Indepth study of Preach My Gospel  

 



 

 

Thur.   9-21-06  

_        A. Exercise- -30min 

X  _   B. Study Scripture cards 

X       C. Study Oct.  HT lesson  

X D. Preach My Gospel         

X E. Indepth study of Preach My Gospel  

1.  Trip to Las Vegas to get Paul his ID card renewed.         

2.  Did apples two pies, and   

 

Fri. 9-22-06 

_        A. Exercise- -30min 

X  _   B. Study Scripture cards 

X       C. Study Oct.  HT lesson  

X D. Preach My Gospel         

X E. Indepth study of Preach My Gospel  

 

Sat. 9-23-06 

Went to the temple with Paul and mom.  

Eat at Famious Davis BQ. 

X  _   B. Study Scripture cards 

X       C. Study Oct.  HT lesson  

 

Sun. 9-24-06 

X  _   B. Study Scripture cards 

X       C. Study Oct.  HT lesson  

X D. Preach My Gospel         

1.  Taught ward missionarys after church. On preach my gospel. 

2.  Had meeting with Bro. Eves and Ben Roach and set up his project. 

3.  Gave Curtus Gubler info on inployment and number and name for St. George.  

 

Mon. 9-25-06 

X_    A. Exercise- -35min 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study Oct.  HT lesson  

X      D. Preach My Gospel         

X___E. Indepth study of Preach My Gospel 

 

Tues. 9-26-06 

X_    A. Exercise- -35min 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study Oct.  HT lesson  

X      D. Preach My Gospel         

X___E. Indepth study of Preach My Gospel 

1.  Reviewed Basic Keyboard course 

 

Wed. 9-27-06 



 

 

X_    A. Exercise- -35min 

X  _  B. Study Scripture cards 

X      C. Study Oct.  HT lesson  

X      D. Preach My Gospel         

X___E. Indepth study of Preach My Gospel 

1. Reviewed Basic Keyboard course 

2. 2. Mom is not feeling too well, Paul and I gave her a blessing.  

Thur.   9-28-06  

X_       A. Exercise- -35min 

X  _     B. Study Scripture cards 

X         C. Study Oct.  HT lesson  

X D. Preach My Gospel         

  E. Indepth study of Preach My Gospel  

1. Studied the keyboard course 

2. X. Beth came and we got ready for our WM training and also worked on the book. 

3. X. work on the book files 

 

Fri:   9-29-06  

X_     A. Exercise- -35min 

X  _   B. Study Scripture cards 

X       C. Study Oct.  HT lesson  

X D. Preach My Gospel         

X E. Indepth study of Preach My Gospel  

4. X. Studied the keyboard course 

5. X. work on the book files 

 

Sat.-Thur. 9-30-06 to 10-05-06 

X_     A. Exercise- -35min 

X  _   B. Study Scripture cards 

X       C. Study Oct.  HT lesson  

X D. Preach My Gospel         

X E. Indepth study of Preach My Gospel  

6. X. Studied the keyboard course 

7. X. work on the book files 

 

HT to be done:This Mo. Sept. 06  

Thur   9-07-06       seen 

1223___________ 6-pm  1.  Eileen Spencer      -HP-    -( David Mortensen  

1277         8pm          2.  Cram-              -EQ-     -( David Mortensen 

1144__________   7:pm  3.  Matt Scott             -EQ-     -( David Mortensen 

1444         8:pm 5.  Garner______       -EQ-     -( David Mortensen 

1193     ______ _8:30-pm   6.  Anderson                -HP-     -( David Mortensen 

 

Sun.    9--10_       seen 

1004       3-pm            1. Andrus-                -EQ      -(David Vance & Clay Smith) 

313-4459-1046    3:30pm         2. David Vance       -EQ-     -(David Vance & Clay Smith) 

 

1041____  _         4:30pm        4. Kingsley                -HP-     (Clay Smith) 

1123        5pm   5. Reber              -EQ-  _ (Clay Smith) 

877-1245      5:30pm   6. John Durham)        -EQ      (Clay Smith)- Jonelle(12), Kaylee(11) 



 

 

467-3399___     _6pn__ __      7. Wellman             -HP   (Clay Smith) 

  

Thur. 9-14-06  

 467-0604        6pm         1.   David Mortensen         -HP-    -( David Mortensen 

1028         6:30pm    2.  Beechers              -EQ-    -( David Mortensen 

  

 

Sun. 9-17-06 

1220                       3pm     1.  Ben Roach__ _    _-EQ        (Paul Yoder 

635-3068   2. Charleen Black      -HP        (Paul Yoder 

635-0335          4pm 3. Beth Moore -HP    (Paul Yoder 

 

Bro. Yoder  

467-2378   1. Brandyn Black -EQ   -(Frank Yoder 

877-1197   2. Phil Baum  -EQ   -(Frank Yoder 

 

Fri. 10-06-06 

X_     A. Exercise- -35min 

X  _   B. Study Scripture cards 

X       C. Study Oct.  HT lesson  

X D. Preach My Gospel         

X E. Indepth study of Preach My Gospel  

1. X. Studied the keyboard course 

2. X. work on the book files 

3. Mom is feeling better, has had the shingles. 

4. Yesterday Sister Beth Moore came and we went over many things. She took with her copies of some of 

the files for my book to check for spelling etc.  

5. Franks Lisa called and cried a lot, I tried to comfort her, telling her she needed to do what is best for her 

and her children.  

6. We caught an Emu and have him penned in John Prey pen. Should know what to do with him by sat.  

 

Sat:   10-07-06  

X_     A. Exercise- -35min 

X  _   B. Study Scripture cards 

X       C. Study Oct.  HT lesson  

X D. Preach My Gospel         

X E. Indepth study of Preach My Gospel  

8. X. Studied the keyboard course 

9. X. work on the book files 

10. X.  Neighbor came and got the Emu. It was fun watching him catch him.  

11. Alice and Thompson Tsosie came for a visit, stayed sat and sun. We went out to eat, they came on a 

Hardly Davis motorcycle. Quite a surprise. We all went to church on sun. and they left after we ate.  



 

 

Sun:   10-08-06  
_     A. Exercise- -35min 

X  _   B. Study Scripture cards 

X       C. Study Oct.  HT lesson  

 D. Preach My Gospel         

 E. Indepth study of Preach My Gospel  

1. X. Studied the keyboard course 

2.  work on the book filesMon:   10-09-06  

Mon. 10-9-06 

X_     A. Exercise- -40min 

X  _   B. Study Scripture cards 

X       C. Study Oct.  HT lesson  

X D. Preach My Gospel         

X E. Indepth study of Preach My Gospel  

1. X. Studied the keyboard course 

2. work on the book files 

3. Worked on checking out house and car insurance quotes. Took all day.  

4,   Mom is still feeling not good..           

 

 

Tues. 10-10-06 

X_       A. Exercise- -40min 

X  _     B. Study Scripture cards 

X        C. Study Oct.  HT lesson  

X D. Preach My Gospel         

X E. Indepth study of Preach My Gospel  

1. X. Studied the keyboard course 

2.  work on the book files 

3.   X. Mom is still feeling not good.   

3. X. Work on Fireside, 450 priest of baal .   

4. X. Went and visited Joseph and Barbara Barrett, counseled on jobs etc.  

      

Wed:   10-11-06  

X_     A. Exercise- -20min 

X  _   B. Study Scripture cards 

X       C. Study Oct.  HT lesson  

X D. Preach My Gospel         

X E. Indepth study of Preach My Gospel  

12. X. Studied the keyboard course 

13.  work on the book files 

14. Worked on checking out house and car insurance quotes. Took all day.  

15. Mom is still feeling not good..           

 



 

 

Thur:   10-12-06  

X_     A. Exercise- -40min 

X  _   B. Study Scripture cards 

X       C. Study Oct.  HT lesson  

X D. Preach My Gospel         

X E. Indepth study of Preach My Gospel  

1.  Studied the keyboard course 

2. X. work on the book files 

3. X. Worked on checking out house and car insurance quotes. Took all day.  

4. X. Mom to the dr. it is shingles.  

5. X. Met with Beth and Virgil, talked firesides and training 

6. X. Asigned David Watkins to take charge of training.  

7. X. Beth and I worked on my book.  

8. X. Joseph Barrett called, he got BP. Food order from Bp. Black.  

 

Fri:   10-13-06  

_     A. Exercise- -40min 

X  _   B. Study Scripture cards 

X       C. Study Oct.  HT lesson  

X D. Preach My Gospel         

X E. Indepth study of Preach My Gospel  

16. X Studied the keyboard course 

17. X. work on the book files 

18. X. Worked on checking out house and car insurance quotes. Took all day.  

19. X. Mom to sewing store for training  

20. Read rest of Preach My Gospel to determine what chapters to trainin in.   

21. X. Talked to Bishop Baugh and gave report 

22. X. Talked to Mission President and he said if they are interested they would teach them. 

23. X. Talked to Bishop Black and he helped Joseph and family with order and I will send a summery of our 

work with them.  

 

Sat:   10-14-06  

_     A. Exercise- -40min 

  _   B. Study Scripture cards 

       C. Study Oct.  HT lesson  

 D. Preach My Gospel         

 E. Indepth study of Preach My Gospel  

24. X.  Studied the keyboard course 

25. . work on the book files 

26. . Worked on checking out house and car insurance quotes. Took all day.  

27. Read rest of Preach My Gospel to determine what chapters to trainin in.   

28. X.  Mark came over to help Paul with ramp. 

29. X. Helped mom due to feeling bad most of the day.  

 



 

 

Sun:   10-15-06  

_     A. Exercise- -40min 

  _   B. Study Scripture cards 

       C. Study Oct.  HT lesson  

 D. Preach My Gospel         

 E. Indepth study of Preach My Gospel  

30.  Studied the keyboard course 

31. . work on the book files 

32. . Worked on checking out house and car insurance quotes. Took all day.  

33. Read rest of Preach My Gospel to determine what chapters to trainin in.   

34. Met Joseph Barrett at church and toured building, then to Sac. And SS. 

35. Met with President Bramall and Bp. Baugh on FLDS Situation. Approved to proceed.  

36. Met with Jesus Ramireez and Elishia Ruesch, got Jesus set up for missionaries next Sunday. 

37. Took David Mortensen hometeaching.  He is progressing.  

38. Mom. Is feeling bad today, hurting a lot with the shingles.  

 

Mon:   10-16-06  

X_     A. Exercise- -40min 

X       E. Indepth study of Preach My Gospel 

X.     Read rest of Preach My Gospel to determine what chapters to trainin in.   

X.     Donald & Barbara Waagen 635-6940  

X___Talked to Harvey Garner, on Navajo situation, will call a meeting and wants me to attend. 

X___Talked to Bp. Black on coordination, he to set meeting up in his house will have his WML their.  

Tues:   10-17-06  

X_     A. Exercise- -40min 

X  _   B. Study Scripture cards 

          C. Study    HT lesson –finished for the month 

X       D. Preach My Gospel         

X       E. Indepth study of Preach My Gospel  

X.          1. Anouncement for fireside to Jo Ann Hardy 

X____ _2. Have planning meeting with Bro. Anderson.     

X_____ 3. Call LDS employment today Jobs -LDS (Doug Mainord 435-656-1388) 
X_____ 4. Kerry Certono cell 668-2480---Melrose Briggs  Hosp. 251-1227 

 

Wed:   10-18-06  

_     A. Exercise- -40min 

X  _   B. Study Scripture cards 

       C. Study    HT lesson –Finished for the month 

X       D. Preach My Gospel         

X       E. Indepth study of Preach My Gospel –Chapter 4-Finished summary and gave to Virgil.  

X.           1.  Kerry Certono cell 668-2480---Melrose Briggs  Hosp. 251-1227 

X.           2.   Worked on Fireside presentation.            

X_       3.  LDS employment center; Doug Mainord 656-1388-Employment spec. tng. 



 

 

X.           4.   Worked on checking out house and car insurance quotes. Committed to new co. saved 1700.00 

X______5.    Mom not feeling well today.  Still hurting from shingles.   

X______6.    I guess I should tell about my health, had heart pains and felt bad afteroon on. Not a good day.  

           Still had to go to the training for employment spec. in St. George at night. Left meeting early. 

    

Thur:   10-19-06  

X_     A. Exercise- -40min 

X___ B. Took Joseph Barrett to the next two lines.  This took all afternoon.  

X_____1.    Voc. Tng: 1057 E. Tabinacle #10, Past Roberts to dead end. 673-5091 
X__ _ 2.   LDS employment center; Doug Mainord 656-1388 
X_____ 3.   Met with Beth Moore and gave assignment on FLDS material, also covered book corrections.  

 

Fri:   10-20-06  

X_     A. Exercise- -40min 

X  _   B. Study Scripture cards 

X       D. Preach My Gospel         

X       E. Indepth study of Preach My Gospel –Chapter 5 

1.  Studied the keyboard course 

2.  X. work on the book files-Did final corrections to chapter 1 & 6 that beth had checked.  

3.  X. Worked on checking out house and car insurance quotes. Requested Quote for Paul.    

4.  X. Met with Dixie and Pepper on their son, James Slater. 

5.  X. James Slater called and talked to me for a long time. Have him call me on my Cell next time.  

6.  X. Kerry Certono cell 668-2480---Melrose Briggs  Hosp. 251-1227 

7.  X. Call Tony Dayish 678-3995.800-378-2050-Tony will go with me to Page next Sat.  

 

Sat:   10-21-06  

X       E. Indepth study of Preach My Gospel –Chapter 5 

X_ __F.  Went over 450 Priest of Baal fireside.  

X. Updated files on Joseph Barrett and James Slater. 

X. Call Joseph and see if filled out applications, and discuss GED, and church tomorrow.    

 

Sun:   10-22-06  

Went to church: 

X. Joseph and Barbara Barrett came to Welfare Meeting was interduced to all the people and then went 

 home since she had morning sickness and wa pg. 

X. Met with the full time missionaries and Jesus Ramirez and Elashia Ruesch for first discussion they will 

 met next Sunday at 6pm here.  

X. Met with Perry Allred and tried to do some  good.  He is not possible to work with. But I tried. 

X. James and Lora are here, got in late last night.  They went climbing today, and then we watched one of the 

DVD, that he did from the films we had 8mm for when kids were young. He has got them all on DVD’s for us.  

He also set up his telescope in the back yard.  

 

Mon: 10-23-06  

X A. Exercised 40 minutes.  

1. James and Lora are here and we worked on computers all day. 

2. Visited Joseph Barrett and family. Helped fill out applications and gave kids clickers. 

 

Tues: 10-24-06 

1. worked on Navajo meeting material all day. 



 

 

 

Wed: 10-25-06 

1. worked on Navajo meeting material all day. 

2. Talked to Lt. Standley on Jimmy Slater, he will try to get him down here.  

Thur: 10-26-06 

1. Worked on Navajo meeting all morning 

2. Met with Beth Moore and Virgil Anderson and worked on meeting with Bp. Black of the Moccasin 

ward and the FLDS situation. Made up agenda for meeting.  

3. Met with Bp. Black 7pm in Hilldale, he has part of his PEC there.  It was a good meeting. We will put 

together some material and invite the two Stake Presidents to meet within the month.  

 

Fri.: 10-27-06 

1. Did all the misc. catching up on all the projects we are working on. 
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This showed the leadership of Ward at the time.  

 



CARDS RECEIVED FOR MY BIRTHDAY 

 

 

Dau  ghter Sheila 12 Feb. 2007 for my birthday 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

 

This was from my son Mark while he was in PA school. 

 

 

My Brother Bob’s daughter Karen. 



 

 

 



 

From my son David and family. 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

This was one of my high school friends and fellow basketball team player.  



 



 

5/12/2007 SAT. did KEEP IN COMPUTER BUT THEN STOPPED SO HAVE DECIDED TO START HER AGAIN.  

MUCH HAS HAPPEN. MOM HAS BEEN SICK FOR A LONG TIME.  NOT SURE WHAT IT IS BUT WORKING ON IT.  I 

FEEL VERY WEAK, NOT ABLE TO DO ANY PHYSICAL LABOR.  HAVE DONE 2 BOOKS AND THIRD ONE BEING 

CHECKED BY Beth Moore.  I PLAN TO REDO MY HISTORY IN NOVEL FORM FOR MY CHILDREN.  JOSEPH AND 

Barbara Barrett HAVE WORKED OUT FINE AFTER LEAVING THE  FLDS CHURCH.  DUE TO MY HEALTH THEY HAVE 

RELIEVED ME OF WML  I FEEL FUNNY WITH NO CALL EXCEPT HT. 

5/13/2007 Sun. church and Mothers day.  Paul came up and gave Mom a shirt.  Most of the kids called her.  

I reviewed my history and decided to publish it in installments to my children.  Had problem with 

uncontrollable bowels twice today. 

5/14/2007 Mon. Walked, copied a number of movies.  Put my history on flash drive to Biloxi period.  

Decided to do it in installments.  Mom and I worked in garden then in hammock for a while. 

 

Received a letter from my Daughter Sumi with just the following in it. 

 



 

5/15/2007 Tues. got first 300 pages of my history ready.  Went for a test with Mom. Then did not feel well 

so came home instead of shopping.  Watched the Rep. Pres. Debate in D.C. David is home with us for a month 

or so. 

5/16/2007 Wed. copies movies.  Reviewed 1-8 of history.  Shopped with Mom.  That made me very tired. 

Did a lot of shopping for reunion.  Talked with Bishop Baugh on Jimmy Slatter and FLDS and safe passage.  

James Slatter called for a couple of reasons.  Watch 8 below movie.  Talk to Charlotte Strouse and Lillian my 

sister.  Bob my brother, Doris, Mom Sister.  All on the cell phone while Mom shopped or I drove. 

5/20/2007 Sat. Working hard on history 8 of 32 sections.  Close to being done.  Had chest pains and went 

to hosp. With Mom Sat 11pm.  Got home at 4pm.  Acid reflex. 



5/21/2007 Sun. to church.  We were asked to talk in Sac. Next week.  Sleep for 2 hours in afternoon.  Only 

less then 4 hours the night before. Worked on reviewing and numbering 1-8 sections of my history.  It is ready 

to go.  Started to make corrections Beth Moore did on my missionary book.  Quit at 10:45pm very tired.  Mom 

and I had prayed, which we do every night, and then to bed. 

5/22/2007 Mon. Finished Vol. 1 histroy.  Mom took to UPS to do one book for my review.  I to pickup 

tomorrow.  I did correction all day that Beth Moore found in Missionary book.  Still have 85 pages to do which 

will take a good 3 hours.  I have 2 sisters that are getting a divorce from there husbands that I have to work on-

and also the reunion.  Feel very snowed under right now.  By the way, went to hospital 12-4am.  Mom had 

chest pains. Think it was Acid Reflex.  Seem to be less with the pills.  Walked 15 minutes yesterday. 

5/23/2007 Worked on reunion and sent to family. Took Brandon Black to the Mooneyham house.  She has 

offer for 225,000.  but people have not done anything yet, have to mid June to complete.   

5/24/2006 Thur. Had to redo my book in smaller segments for UPS to copy.  They to finish printing 1st one 

tomorrow.  Visited Bro. Andrias in the hospital with Mom. Mom not feeling good today. 

5/25/2007 Fri. Worked on missionary book all morning and part of afternoon.  Copied movies also then 

went to meeting with Jannie Torry and Maureen Crump of safe passage.  That tired me out .  Picked up history 

book Vol. 1, Cost will be over $30./book.  Can't afford 50 of them. 

5/26/2007 Finished reviewing missionary book an its ready to print.  Finished my talk and now have to 

practice it.  Mom went with john and Tami to check out hiking in Zion for reunion.   

5/27/2007 Sun. Talked in church with Mom.  Paul came up for lunch and we followed him back to see his 

apartment.  Then visited Janie Torry in Orderville and talked to her Bishop.  Got home late 10pm. 

5/28/2007 Mon. Office work.  Took Mom to see Pirates of the Caribbean.  Janie called, got a job in Kanab 

and will try to locate home their.  David her husb. has children and girlfriend will stay with her.  Stopped and 

told his parents.  Mom was dizzy again in mid morning 1am. 

5/29/2007 Tues. Took missionary book to printer and ordered 25 and 25 of Vol. 1 history.  Took Mom to Dr. 

and decided sugar diabetes.  Ordered a lot of test.  Copy some movies  and watched whats up Doc.  Study HT 

lesson. 

5/30/2007 Wed. Worked on fireside talk.  Will cover priesthood.  Did a number of movies.  Mom worked 

most of the day doing much better. 

5/31/2007 Thur. Finished my talk for Sun. night.  Study and HT. 

June 

6/1/2007 Fri. Copied movies.  Got haircut and taught Brandon HT lesson.  Feeling very tired all day.  Did 

walk in morning. 

6/2/2007 Sat. Worked all day on movies and finally finished.  Now we can find them easier.  Pepper had 

me type a new article for him. Janie called to see if Maureen had surfaced.  Books will be done Mon.  Been 

weak today. 

6/3/2007 Sun. Church.  General priesthood 5pm.  Fireside 7:15pm.  I gave on Melchizedek priesthood.  

Called order of Enoch.  D&C 76:57 prior.  A fair crowd. 



6/4/2007 Mon. worked on reunion and Janie Tory problem. 

6/5/2007 Tues. Walked.  Study scripture cards.  Read each.  Took Mom to Dr. and shopped.  Got books 

ready to give out at reunion. 

6/6/2007 Wed. Sorted 4 books for family and check missionaries.  Kathy and Emil and family arrived 6pm.  

6/7/2007 Thur. Reviewed missionary book and did corrections that took 3 full days.  Kathy and Family left 

at 8pm for SLC.  

 

 

6/9/2007 Sat. Finished corrections in Saying book.  Fixed computer e-mail.  Finished Mom address book.  

Went shopping for reunion a little less than 500.00.  Since we got stuff before that should do it. 

6/10/2007 Sun. Study Scripture cards.  To church.  James and Laura came in.  Staying in motel.  Alice and 

Thompson Tsosi visited a few hours.  Took wrangler for horses to Ranch to show what he had to work with. 

6/11-14/2007 Had family reunion.  Close to 50 attended.  We rented to a ranch. “Clear Creek”.  Sheila was in 

charge.  We had James in charge of rock climbing.  Paul in charge of caving.  Hiked the narrows in Zion.  Little 

kids went with John and Mom to hike in Zion.  Had horses and 4 wheelers.  Sheila, Kathy and Mom gave out 

purses.  James gave out magnets and mugs with the Chinese Toy name on.  I gave out 4 books I had completed: 

1. Sayings; 2. Stories, 3. missionary lesson I developed and talks, 4. 1st installment of my history.  Everyone had 

a good time. There is a DVD video of the Reunion at Clear Creek Ranch in Ut. Look for it in the file. 



 

Son, Mark & Family 

 

Son, David & Family 

 

 

6/23/2007 Much has happen.  Helped Jannie Slater get 1,500.00 to relocate from Husb. Thru safe passage 

grant.  Counseled “Carol Kingsley on leaving her Husb. Working on FLDS book and hope to finish in a week.  

Mom has had a lot of Dr. Visits due to pain in back and under right arm.  It seem to be shingles.  Mark and 



family stayed for a number of days.  He is going to PA school.  I have been correcting my books and also started 

to study genealogy.  My health is not good.  To weak and not able to do any physical work. 

6/24/2007 Sun. to church.  Visited Norma Certonio. Mom and I got permission from BP. To teach.  Also saw 

Slatters on Janie and Jim. 

 



 

Brother Bob and family came to the reunion. 

6/25/2007 Mon. copied Star Track.  Worked on FLDS book.  

 



6/27/2007 Wed. Did filing.  Met in Colorado City with 3 women.  Planned mentor training.  Talked to Carol 

Lewis, she trying to make marriage work.  Janie Torry came and Kathy and I tried to comfort her. She is very 

down. 

6/28/2007 Thur. worked on down internet.  Could not get it working.  Redid my office and changed around.  

I really hurt from that. 

6/29/2007 Worked all day on internet.  Got it working.  Still can't get record now working?  Jimmy is now 

down here.  I will take David Mortensen to get battery and stop at prison to get signed up for visiting Jimmy.  

Need to drop food off at Movie Theater for Mom. 

6/30/2007 Sat. Took David Mortensen to get battery also delivered bake good to bake sale in town.  Went 

to jail and signed papers to visit Jimmy.  Took Mom in truck to Smith Mesa.  “What a trip!!!.  Ray called to 

update wife’s status. Renewed my NC Real Estate License. 

 

July 

7/1/2007 Sun. Study lessons.  To church.  Took Pepper HT to Mortensen.  Had lesson with Norma and 

Mom (Foundation). Laid in Hammock with Mom til 10pm. 

7/2/2007 Mon. Finished CEO and CARP maz.  Some good ideas.  Went to Social S and checking to see if I 

qualify for a little more money.  Mailed Beth copy of my history.  Eat at Steak house.  Shopped at Lin's.  Very 

tired when I got home. 

7/3/2007 Tues. Exercised and the got a haircut.  Talked and Taught Brandon.  HT lesson, talked to my 

brother Ray and going to visit next week. 

7/04/2007 Wed. 4th today, Mom visited Son David's dig in Hurricane.  I spent day loafing.  Talked to “Ray 

and his situation. 

7/5/2007 Thur.  Worked on addresses.  Went to temple with mom. Took truck down to get serviced. 

Visited Jimmy in Jail. 

7/6/2007 Fri. Went to safe passage meeting.  Gave a lot of recommendations.  Got load of stone which we 

will spread tomorrow. 

7/7/2007 Sat. Put rock down and worked in berry patch a little. Finished book on FLDS and now having to 

index it and correct it. 



7/8/2007 Sun. Church.  Worked on Ray’s situation and book for FLDS. 

7/10/2007 Tues. worked in yard.  Then on FLDS book. Visited Janie, Jimmy, and Sharron Parker and taught 

Sis. Black HT lesson. 

7/11/2007 Wed. took FLDS book to Pres.  Bramall, Mom took Sis. Spenser to get foot operation on.  We 

went to Orderville to teach Janie Torry. 

7/12/2007 Thur. worked in yard.  Set up meeting in SLC with Lloyd Pendleton and Paul Murphy and Bro. 

Gardner.  Called Pres. Bramble to see status of book. Worked on Misc. in office. 

7/13/2007 Fri. Worked on yard, stuff in office then to movies with Mom. 

7/14/2007 Sat. worked on yard.  Reviewed Navajo material all day.7/15/2007 Sun. worked on FLDS book to 

church.  Had Paul and Anderson for Lunch.  Taught  

Norma Dettman and reported to Stake President. Bramall.

 

 

7/16/2007 Mon. worked in yard. Finished FLDS book.  Took FTM to teach Melrose and then HT Alice and 

David.  Power went out so we went down town to eat. 

7/17/2007 Worked in yard.  Went shopping with Mom.  Tried to visit jimmy but prison in lock down. 



7/18/2007 Wed. Finished work for Fri. meeting in SLC.  Will meet with Lloyd Pentleton, Paul Murphy and 

Harvey Gardner on Navajo and Safety net material.  Taught Janie and took Sandy Kerr with me, she is victim 

Advocate. 

7/20/2007 Fri. Left Thur and stayed with Harvey Gardner then to meeting with Lloyd Pendleton.  Long day.  

Good meeting.  Lloyd is in charge of homeless for all Utah.  Prior to that he was for 20 years in charge of 

humanitarian for the church.  Paul in charge of Safety Net and spokesman for the Attorney General.  Mary 

Reep called for training Sat. 9-5 pm at Purgatory.   

7/21/2007 Sat. training all day, very tired. 

7/22/2007 Sun. Church.  Prior filed material from SLC and Purgatory.  Taught Norma 2nd lesson.  Decided to 

fly Mom to Doris and not drive.  Trip would have taken whole mo. Of Sept. 

7/23/2007 Mon. Worked long in yard.  Cloudy.  So did not get too hot, but very tired rest of day.  Flat tire 

on Cart and went to town to get new tire.  Wanted to get rocks but they were closed.  Talked to Janie Torry. 

7/24/2007 Tues. read Bridges out of poverty all day.  Visited Jimmy in jail.  Janie was there also. 

7/26/2007 Thur. Mom and I went to the Zion lodge for a night away.  Janie called a few time to update her 

situation.  She has moved to her parents’ house with the kids.  Will try to work it out with husb, David. 

7/27/2007 Fri. Had meeting in Colorado City. Got load of rock 1.5 years which was quite a bit. David and 

Sally and kids came as did Mike. 

7/28/2007 Sat. Boys worked on yard and swamp cooler.  Trey worked hard most of morning and most of 

afternoon. Thankful for them. 

7/29/2007 Sun. to church.  Joseph Barrett called. He was so excited.  He had a chance to go HT and give a 

prayer in SS class.  He said he has wanted to HT since he was 18 year old.  He told the BP. Whatever the Lord 

wanted he would do. 

7/30/2007 Mon. worked on office stuff. To Heart Dr. for checkup.  Shopping.  Worked on date book and 

phone NR also made a lot of calls. 

7/31/2007 Tues. Read Bridges out of poverty.  HT lesson and prepared for meeting with Linda at 9am on 

mentoring.  Took Janie Torry to see Jimmy Slater in Purgatory. 

August 

8/1/2007 Wed. Read Bridges and HT lesson.  Exercised and had meeting with Mary Reep.  Chief Deputy of 

Purgatory.  Also Linda Sappington in charge of Volunteers for Washington County. 

8/2/2007 Thur. Study Linda Sappington Book and copied it.  It shows she had what I am trying to do so 

just need to get it going again. 

8/3/2007 Fri. Study Linda's book.  9-12 meeting in St. George with Safety net Committee.  Went with 

Missionaries to Teach Melrose Briggs 18th sked to be baptized. 

8/4/2007 Sat. Study book.  John came down to help with yard work.  Paul packed to leave for Fla. 

8/5/2007 Sun. church. Redid Linda's book and copied on both sides. 



8/6/2007 Took Paul to A/P.  Visited John in L/V and shopped. 

8/7/2007 Walked.  Sorted thru Linda book.  Went to book signing.  Visited jimmy Slater at purgatory.  Did 

reports to Stake President and family. 

8/8/2007 Walked.  Did Navajo spares on 2003 report.  Met with Patty La Barron 1.5 hours.  Met with 

Catherine Richardson.  Evaluated her finances.  Took her to St. George to meet with Linda Sappington to 

volunteer and she starts Monday.  Very Tired. Steph. Colgrove called and I counseled her. 

8/9/2007 Walked then had a number of meetings.  Stake Pres. for Purgatory, Linda Sappington, Sherri 

Singer and Doug Mansford for LDS social serviced. Brother Cepc member in Co. City.  Presenting program to 

help people. 

8/10/2007 Fri. HT Slater & Black.  Worked on book from Linda.  Robert came and will work with me on 

project. 

8/11/2007 Sat. Worked on Linda book all day.  Talked to Tom Hughes and Harlan Ashbe.  Both said would 

help. 

8/13/2007 Mon. Finished book on mentoring.  Visit Linda.  Talked to Sheriff Smith. 

8/14/2007 Tues. Walked and worked on re-entry all day.  Visited Jimmy in Purgatory and Roberta Bryant on 

committee work. 

8/15/2007 Wed. Prepared for the meeting at Purgatory. Got Paul’s car back and A/C is fixed. 

8/16/2007 Thur. Meeting went well.  Lots to do. 

8/17/2007 Fri. Met with CEPC in Hildale.  Good meeting. 

818/2007 Sat. Worked to redo polygamy book. 

8/19/2007 Sun. worked on book. To church and showed house.  Met with David Watkin and Chantel.  

“Chantel need job.  Helped her. 

8/20/2007 Mon. Worked on Proj.  Talked and e-mail to lots of people. 

8/21/2007 Tues. Showed Virgil home and showed them my project.  Showed Bobby Carroll and then visited 

jimmy Slater in prison. 

8/22/2007 Wed. Bad night and did not get much done.  “Repaired Mom's light in spare bedroom and put 

polygamy material in book. 

8/23/2007 Thur. Meeting with re-entry committee.  Also met with 3 Colorado boys in Virgil home.  Took 

Mom out to eat.  Got new phone. 

8/24/2007 Fri. spent most of day putting in phone nrs. For new phone (Cell) Read some on mentoring 

organization.  Also drag yard. That took all morning. 

8/25/2007 Sat. worked on polygamy book material.  Met with Kathy S. and planed out org. Talked to Virgil 

on his rental and called YM to set meeting with him next Sat. 

8/26/2007 Sun. Church.  Sister Melrose Briggs baptized then went home and fell and broke her hip.  She is 

80 years old. I helped teacher her and confirmed her. 



8/27/2007  Mon. met Mary Reep and viewed Roberta office building.  Blessed Sis. Charlene Black 

and dedicated her home.  Visited Sister Briggs at hosp.  Interviewed David from Colorado City and must try to 

help. 

8/28/2007 Tues. Very Busy.  Fixed Phones and did a ton of e-mils.  To Re-entry committee.  Fixed files and 

leaving 1pm for SLC. Grant training. 

 

September 

9/1/2007 Returned from SLC and had stayed with Sheila.  Grant training was good.  Lot to think about.  

What I am trying to do is a big project with Ex. Cons. 

9/2/2007 Sun. Worked on Re-entry.  Showed to Bro. Cram.  Read TOC and Logic organizations. 

9/3/2007 Mon. Worked on organization had input from Kathy S.  Went to social in Peays home in evening. 

9/4/2007 Tues. Met with Linda Sappington, Sherri Sing and Kathy S. worked out TOC (Theory of Change.) 

for presentation on Fri. at SLC Safe Passage meeting.  Also got call from Jill on Dave Steed.  His Situation is 

worse.  He was to call back at noon but did not.  Very tired at night.  Visited Jimmy Slatter in prison.  He is 

coming along well. 



9/5/2007 Wed. Worked on Fri. SLC meeting material.  Got call from Dave Steeds Mom.  She to collect 

material for me.  David can't come back to UT. For a month. 

9/6/2007 Thur. Up at 3am.  Worked on talk for Sun.  Draged yard.  Haircut and car serviced for next week’s 

trip. 

9-7/2007 Fri. Meeting with city manager Clark Fossell, Roberta Bryant, (owner of building outside of 

Hurricane).  He will donate it to city.  Met with Ron Bremer and Stephanie and 2 other women. 

9/9/2007 Sun. church.  We gave talks in Sac. Meeting.  Clay Smith came to visit.  We will be leaving early 

for Marks for most of the week. 

9/13/2007 Thur. We left Mon early and spent Tues, wed. and returned Thur.  Stayed with Mark and visited 

Ray and Betty in Hosp. 

9/14/2007 Fri. got org. software and made chart.  Organized some of office. 

9/15/2007 Sat. Met At  Roger hole and John Black.  Explained program and had lunch.  Worked on project. 

9/16/2007 Sun. Church, worked on Org. Charts.  Met with Carolina B and Andrea Wells.  They want to help 

with program. 

9/17/2007 Mon. Worked on org. Wed meetings.  Called people.  Took care of Virgil Rental cash.  Showed 

White Eagle program. 

9/18/2007 Tues. Worked on meeting for tomorrow.  Visited Jimmy in prison. 

9/19/2007 Wed. Had meeting at purgatory, went well. 

9/20/2007 Thur. Met Todd, Clark, Sherri and Linda and caught them up on meeting yesterday and status of 

org. 

9/21/2007 Sat. Typed Jimmy Book into computer. Jay Godshall must have found this and sent it to me from 

HS days. 

 



 

9/22/2007 Sat. worked on mentoring book.  Got 1 section done and 2nd section imputed into computer. 

9/23/2007 Sun. church.  Mentoring Book.  Taking a long time scanning. 



9/24/2007 Mon. Worked on mentoring book.  Many meeting all afternoon.  Beth Moore went with me.  

Programed RX well. 

9/26/2007 Wed. have been in meetings in SLC on Resource center.  Stayed at Sheila's and Mom and her 

had a good time. 

9/27/2007 Thur. Visited 2 men in Hildale and Co. city.  Also Stephiney tentative committed 4 apt. and 

possible trailer. 

9/28/2007 Fri. Office work in morning and Beth and I worked on mentoring book in afternoon. 

9/29/2007 Sat. worked on mentoring book.  Met stake president Bamall.  Shopped. 

9/30/2007 Sun. Worked on records.  Church, came home early due to not feeling good.  Mentoring book in 

afternoon.  Carolina came and gave her resource book to work on. 

October 

10/1/2007 Mon. worked on mentoring book.  Picked up Beth Moore and took training at Children Learning 

Center til noon.  Met United Way.  Habitat and AOG directors and St. George Housing Authority.  Then Clark 

Fawsett Hurricane city mgr.  Very tired when I got home. 

10/3/2007 Two meetings on program.  Hal and Nao Kathy sister visited. 

10/4/2007 Thur. Took Larry Jamense for Bishop Food order and meds.  Back and then returned to St. 

George for meeting with Jan Thomson of DWS for program. 

10/5/2007 Fri. Meeting Safety Net Co. City.  Visited day care building and then home and spent time with 

Nao and Harvey. 

10/6/2007 Sat. Worked on e-mail and buying material to run phone lines.  Mon. conf. 10-2-6 Pres. Hinkley 

looked so frail but still at 97 a great speaker. 

10/7/2007 Sun. conf. Did a lot of e-mails.  James and Lora came and setup a new remote for TV etc.  Also 

worked on Moms computer all afternoon and eve.  Had interview with Harlan. 

My Welcome house Brother Dale and family on their 50 anniversary. 

 



 





 



10/8/2007 Mon. Sec. Work.  Met with Kathy Stammer.  James and Lora took Mom on hike.  When James 

come back he put ditch in to run lines for phone and internet to house from Garage.  He also worked on 

Mom's computer and fixed leaking kitchen water.  How grateful for a good son. 

10/9/2007 Tues. Office work.  Saw James Slater. 

10/10/2007 Wed. had meeting with David Steel.  Mom and her cousin had Beth, Kathy S., Harlan Ashby and 

myself cover our strength and weakness.  Going to help him. 

10/12/2007 Fri. Filed.  Worked on mentoring and David Steel stuff. 

10/13/2007 Sat. Files.  Worked on mentoring and David Steel stuff. 

10/14/2007 Sun. Mentoring book, church.  Met David Watkins and Harlan Ashby. 

10/15/2007 Mon. mentoring book.  Kathy Stammer helped 3.5 hours on Friday meeting and needs 

assessment etc. 

10/16/2007 Tues. took Mom to L/V airport to fly to Ill. To see her sister. 7 Hours. 

10/17/2007 Wed. Mentoring book. Kathy S. helped 4 hours on meetings and needs assessment form.  Mom 

doing well. Called morning and Evening.  Paul home tomorrow.   

10/18/2007 Walked.  Worked on mentoring book.  Interviewed Joseph Steel. Picked up Paul at A/P. 

10/19/2007 Had meeting at purgatory.  Went well. 

10/20/2007 Sat. updated people list all morning.  Changed water turn on switch for office swamp cooler.  

Had to go to own for part. 

10/21/2007 Sun. Worked on office stuff.  Church. Did read my 2 lesson. (SS and priesthood) the night before.  

Talked to Mom, do miss her. Worked on Mentoring book. 

10/22/2007 Mon. Mentoring book.  Beth helped in the afternoon.  Took Bobby Carrell and Joseph Steed to 

interview with Ty Tibbets.  Mom called. 

10/23/2007 Tues. mentoring book.  Picked up Mom.  Glad to have her back.  Very lonely without her. Visited 

Jimmy Slater in prison.  He is doing well. I started to read Old Testament yesterday. 

10/24/2007 Wed. mentoring book.  Walked this past 4 days.  John has problems and I am counseling 

him.(Our son). 

10/25/2007 mentoring book. 

10/26/2007 Fri. mentoring book. Went to temple. 

10/27/2007 Sat. Finished first brush of mentoring book.  Also finished Exodus. 

10/28/2007 Sun. Drove up to David and Sally for Will's blessing.  Had lunch after at Davids and then home.  

Almost all of our kids called to check on us tonight. Nice that they care. 

10/29/2007 Mon. Prepared for inter Circle meeting.  Beth, Kathy S and Sal. Very intense.  I got quite tired but 

got a lot done. 



10/30/2007 Tues. had a meeting with John Black and Shirley Black and Kathy S. Visited jimmy in purgatory.  

Visited Roberta and her neighbor. 

10/31/2007 Wed. visited a number of people on project with Beth and Kathy S. 

November 

11/1/2007 Thur. Visited different organizations on program. 

11/2/2007 Fri. to Safety net. 

11/3/2007 Worked in office all day.  Stake conf. At night.   

11/4/2007 Sun. Stake conference from SLC for Southern Utah, 77 Stakes. Pres. Hinkley spoke on family and 

treating your wife right.  Elder Holland spoke on the hole in the rock. 

11/5/2007 Mon. Prepared and had meeting with inter circle.  Good meetings. 

11/6/2007 Tues. Office.  Visited Jimmy with his 2 sisters.  He taught them the 1st lesson.  Did a good job.  

Visited Sister Spencer house in town.  See if avail for a transitional house. 

11/7/2007 Wed. Met DWS. R Wilson, then to Purgatory.  Got land approved. 

11/8/2007 Thur. Took Sister Spencer to Co. City and met Stefanie then to her house in Hurricane.  Set up for 

Mon.  Picked Beth up and visited Nelda Kissinger. 

11/102007 Sat. Not much sleep, very tired most of day. 

11/11/2007 Sun. church.  read about ½ of conf. Ensign.  Also to 395 in old Testament. 

11/12/2007 Mon. Worked on Eileen's house.  Wiped all out. Mom, David Watkins, Kathy S. and Eileen. 

11/13/2007 Tues. Prepared for meeting.  Met Kathy S. 12 Noon and rest of inter-circle at 1pm.  6Pm to 

Purgatory for parole meeting 

11/14/2007 Met with Eileen Spencer on her house.  Spent 3-8am on getting ready for afternoon meeting.  

David Watkins and I and Eileen Burned weeds in her yard.  1Pm met with Resource Committee at Purgatory 

prison.  Visited Bob Peterson then got haircut. 

11/15/2007 Thur. Left 8am for Gunnison Prison.  Interviews 3 prisoners and met personnel including Asst. 

Warden.  Went to Mani Temple. Very impressive. 

11/17/2007 Sat. Mom and I took a couple of days at Zion Lodge.  It was good, we needed time away. 

11/20/2007 Tues. Met with inter-circle.  Then visited Jimmy and then Bishop Baugh. 

11/22/2007 Thur. Thanksgiving.  Frank & Trey plus Paul.  We had a good game of hearts and spades.  Mom 

made a good meal. 

11/23/2007 Fri. Got GPS at Walmart at 5am.  Mom and I got car fixed.  Kathy S. helped get meeting set up. 

11/24/2007 Sat. Son Mike and Diann came visiting.  Also did some work on trailer. Wrote letters to 3 in 

Gunnison Prison. 

11/25/2007 Sun. Ray came in to go with me to LA.  Joseph Steed called. 



11/29/2007 Thur. Had took trip to Los Angles for White House conference on Re-entry and Ray went with 

me. 

11/30/2007 Fri. Cleared some of the material from the conference.  Kathy S. and I worked most of afternoon 

on meetings and assessment forms.  Eileen daughters travel trailer.  I set up for Andrew Kwako to try to come 

here. 

December 

12/1/2007 Sat. Spent most of day sorting thru material I got at Conference. 

12/2/2007 Sun. Met Pres. Bramall on program.  Church, Met Norm Dittman on finances.  Stake Priesthood.  

First Pres. Christmas program. 

12/3/2007 Mon. Did a lot of calling and following up.  Visited Linda S. and got car washed.  Worked with Jo 

Ann Hardy in office most of afternoon. 

12/4/2007 Tues. Larry LeBaron gave program too.  Had Inter-circle meeting.  Visited Jimmy Slater. 

12/5/2007 Wed. Reviewed Conf. Material and input in computer.  Kathy S. worked on Mentoring 3 hours. 

12/6/2007 Thur. Worked on Fri. presentation all day (SLC). 

12/7/2007 Fri. Pres. Bramall and I went to SLC.  Met with DI and Humanitarian Dept of church along with 

Lloyd Pendleton on project. 

12/8/2007 Sat. Worked on overall needs for program. Then to trailer.  Got power to trailer and replace 

water pump. 

12/9/2007 Sun. Worked on project. Blessed a sister. 

12/10/2007 Mon. Calling and gave presentation to Ruesh & Reber. 

12/11/2007 Tues. Worked on mentoring book for mentee's.  Had inter-circle meeting.  Had Beth Moore and 

Kathy Stemner for lunch.  Took Beth to visit Jimmy Slater. 

12/19/2007 Wed. Mark and family came to visit in afternoon.  I had meeting in Morning with Jim Lemon. 

12/21/2007 Fri. David and family, Paul, Mark came home.  Mark went back to Mursetts for Matt. Birthday 

party.  Talked to John for a long time. 

12/22/2007 Sat. Mark, David, Mike and families came up.  Paul was here and we had a good time. 

12/23/2007 Sun. Church. 

12/24/2007 Mon. Christmas Eve. 

12/25/2007 Tues. Christmas.  Frank Jr. and son Trey plus Paul, Mark and family came up.  Had good time. 

12/26/2007 Wed. Worked on finances for project.  Kathy S helped. 

12/30/2007 Sun. Thur and Fri. went to help son John on his house.  Sheila came also.  Very busy with 

project. 

12/31/2007 Mon. Took old travel trailer in and found out too much to repair.  Had inter-circle meeting 



 

2008 
Apple Valley 

January 

 
1/1/2008 Tues. worked on presentation all day.  Visited Jimmy and another  in Purgatory.  Mark 
and family had supper with us.  They leave tomorrow to go back to school. 
 
1/02/2008 Wed. Walked.  Jo Ann and Kathy S. worked 1-3:30pm Paid Rent.  John called and Tami 
signed papers.  Mark Called and they got home safely. 
 
1/3/2008 Thur. Met Pres. Bramall, Linda Sappington and Beth to go to Hurricane City Counsel.  
Gave program.  Beth went with me to counsel. 
 
1/04/2008 Fri. 9-12noon Safety Net meeting. 1-3:30pm Inter circle. 
 
1/5/2008 Sat. Meet with Stringer from newspaper and LDS Public relations Chm for Southern 
Utah.  Beth set up Stringer.  Read OT. Most of day. 
 
1/6/2008 Sun. church. Paul brought Nicki to dinner, nice girl. 
 
1/7/2008 Mon. Met with Wash. Co. Commissioners, Sheriff and Pres. Bramall plus my team. David 
Broadbent was also in attendance. 
 
1/8/2008 Picked up Andrew Kwako from up north.  Put him in Spare bedroom. 
 
1/9/2008 Andrew worked with me.  Did a lot of calling. 
 
1/10/2008 Worked all day with Drew Kwako. Got land for houses. 
 
1/11/2008 Took Andrew to all places he needed to go, used ½ tank of gas. 
 
1/12/2008 worked on trailer, planned meeting and Met BP. 
 
 1/17/2008  Thur. Lots of meetings and preparing.  Lots to do.  Working on land tomorrow.  Finished 
OT. And reading NT.  
 
1/18/2008 Fri. Took Bob Coulter (Wash. Co. ) To view office and land.  Mom took things to John, 
and Drew and Harlan and I worked on trailer. 
 
1/19/2008 Sat. Worked on wiring in back of trailer and tanks. 
 
1/20/2008 Church 
 



1/21/2008 Worked on fiberglass for trailer tanks.  Visited Gordon Hamm. 
 

 



 
1/22/2008 Tues. Very busy day.  Took Drew to DI to work. Visited Sherry, Hundra and met Kathy S.  
Inter circle,.  Picked up Drew and Visit Att. For court.  Visited Jimmy in Purgatory. 
 
1/24/2008 Thur. Had a number of meetings.  TV of St. George doing story Sun. 
 
1/27/2008 Sun. We were interviewed for program on St. George TV. Good Coverage.  Pres. Hinkley 
passed away about 7pm tonight.  Sad but glad for him and his wife. 
 
1/28/2008 Mon. U.S. Pres. Speech. 
 
2/7/2008 Completed all scriptures today.  In meeting from 9am to after 9pm. 
 



Brother Bob, Jean and family sent me a birthday card. 

 

 
 

 



 

 

 

 
 



Welcome Sister Char. Strouse and husband Chuck 

 
 

 

 
My son Mark, Melissa and Madelyn. 

 

 



 

 



 

 
Son David, Sally and family. 

 



 



 
4/17/2008 Thur. I have included a calendar (Could not find it.)to show part of the work.  Things are 
going along fine.  Just a lot of work and never able to get it all done.  The lord is leading us along.   
 
4/18/2008 Worked on R&RC 4-8:30am.  Rest of day with Mom.  Jeneen Wong reported her 



interviews with 3 inmates. 
 
4/19/2008 We visited different homes for sale to price town houses for R&RC. 
 
4/29/2016     Received The Silver Bowl award for my work with R&RC.   

  



 





 
 

  
5/1/2008 Thur. Ordained Joseph Barnett to Elder tonight. He came out of FLDS and we helped 
him get on his feet. 



 
From my son, Mark, Melissa and family.  



 

From my daughter, Sheila.

 



 

 
David, Sally and children. 



 
Son, David, Sally & Children 

 



 

 

 

 

 
7/31/2008 Thur. Much is going on.  I keep a daily 
calendar so I have not been putting in here but that 
does not tell how I feel.  Right now very tired.  Have 
been helping a lot of people.  Took 81 year old Vet in 
to our home and then got him to Va. Hosp and 
operation on is knee.  Marine, Cash and to school also 
got Dr. Stuff. Kathy to get him around on housing and 
school Randy to Work.  Talked to a number on the 
phone that took all today. 





 
 Virgil & Lea Anderson, Friend, fellow ward Missionary and great Latter-Day Saint. He was a retired 

Attorney, one of the smartest men I ever knew. But the most impressive thing about him was his deep 
testimony of the Gospel. I was blessed to know him. 

 
STOPPED WRITING IN JOURNAL DUE TO KEEPING RECORD ON COMPUTER CALINDARS. 
 
 
One of our R&RC Newsletters. 



 



 





 



 



 



 



2009 

Apple Valley, then end of year moved to Hurricane  

I was a member of Post 100 which was across the street from our house in Hurricane.  

 

 

 

Received this card on 12 Jan. 2009, Don was a fellow Ward Mission Leader and we would often talk and help 

each other out. When he passed away I keep tract of his wife, and tried to support her.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Until I did this history I had forgot of these two deaths, they have made me meditate on life and to a certain 

extent I am glad we can forget sometimes.  

 



 

 

 

My Brother Bob and Jean and family 

 



 

 

 

We worked with their adopted son Danny. She was R.S. President 

 



 

 

Sister Charlotte Strouse 

  



 

 

Kathy sister Doris and cat Shadow from IL. 

 

  

 



 

 

 

Son Mark and wife Melissa and daughter Madelyn 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

This was the layout of our organization at the time.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

Left to right, Will, Noah, Alex and Jake Yoder, David & Sally family 

 

 



 

 

 

Just wanted to prove that every once in a while Mom gets a word in edgewise. 

 



 

 

 

Daughter Kathy in N.C. 

 



Moved into our new house in Hurricane 828N 225W 

Sold our home in Apple Valley to Sheila and Mike Brown, our daughter.  

I will now quote from Mom Diary, since I had not put anything in mine, I had keep calendars with all my 

activity and thought I would not need it. Wish I had now since the calendars are gone.  

Nov. 12, 2009 

Frank came to the doctor because he was feeling pains in the lower stomach.  They called me and sent him to 

the hospital because he had diverticulitis.  I stayed in the hospital with him till late.  He had the operation on 

Friday the 13th at 9:30pm. It lasted 2.5 hours.  Paul and Nikki stayed with me.  Sheila drove down and when 

she got here Paul and Nikki left.  Heather and Clancey came up during the day and visited.  They are still on 

their honeymoon. 

After the operation the doctor talked to Sheila and I.  He said they removed part of the colon, which his 

intestines are in different place then ours.  His appendix is in the middle of the stomach.  He also said he could 

have cancer.  There is a 20% chance of cancer. He sent the mass to the lab and will let us know next week.  I 

almost wish he hadn’t told us.  We’ll wait and see.  

Sat. Nov 15, 2009 

It’s very hard for dad to get up and walk.  They say he needs to walk, Sheila and I help.  

Sun Nov 15, 2009 

Spent the day with dad, recovery is slow. Ron Ruesh came up, John and Anglea also. Dad can have broth and 

water. 

That completes what she wrote and her next was in Aug, Doris had come to stay with us at that time.  

 



 

 

My sister Lillian and Charles sent care with voice in it.  

 

 



 

My grandson Will, David’s son 

 

Grandson Jake, David’s son 

 



From Grandson Alex, David Son 

 

 



 

This is the game of hearts we play. My grandson Noah, David’s son.  

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

David and Sally have a great little family. They give Mom and Myself 

so much joy and happiness.   

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 



 

 

2010 

 

 

Our Neighbor.  

 



 

 

 

 

Brother Bob and wife Jean and family 
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Brother Ray and wife Betty 

 

 

 

My Brother Bob and wife Jean and family 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

  

 

One of my mentors, retired Dr. John soucy 

 



 

 

 

Three of our volunteers for Resource and Reentry Center.  

 



 

 

 

 

From my Brother Bob and wife Jean 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Larry Elam I helped learn about the church, he joined and now he and wife are serving a mission in Hawaii.  

God is good. 

 



 

 

These were some of the people we worked with that we asked for letters of referral. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

Son David, Sally and family 

 

Sister Ashcraft a member of our ward also one of mentors for R&RC 



 

 

 

Son Paul and wife Nikki 

 

 

 

Daughter Sheila 

 



 

 

 

Welcome house brother Bob’s children: 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I will include some from Mom’s journal. She did not keep every day but it gives you an idea of the great lady I 

was lucky enough to be married to. During this time I had keep my material on the calendar’s and have lost 

them so this will have to do.  

8 Aug, 2010 Sunday: Went to church, Doris couldn’t hear because her hearing aid won’t fit right now.  Dad 

went home teaching.  I worked on my R.S. lesson for next week. 



 

 

     Helped Doris get papers in order, very stressful. We talked to Nao and Hal a short time.  Naomi is always 

cheerful and fun. 

     Mark and Melissa and the children came by for about an hour or two. 

     I emailed to Naomi, late getting to bed. 

     I’ve discovered one thing today: Heavenly Father has helped me in some ways but has left other challenges 

for me to work out in order to keep me humble and realizing how I depend on Him for everything.  

9 Aug. 2010 Monday: Today went better for Doris, I walked for 50 minutes.  I had a terrible night sleep about 

3.5 hours.  

     Doris had two calls today from IL. And that was good.  She and I walked a little. At noon we went to have 

her hearing aid fitted.  After we got home I sew together quilt squares for a quilt for the burn center.  

     We watched a national geographic movie on Lewis and Clark. 

     Dad gave me a blessing this morning, yesterday was hard.  Today was much better.  

11 Aug 2010: We went to the hearing and balance Dr.  Spend 2 hours there. 

     John and Karame and her children drove up.  Sally and Boys came down and we hiked the river walk in Zion.  

The kids had a great time.  John is always such fun for kids.  It was beautiful and I loved and appreciated John 

thinking of me for my birthday next week.  

     John came here to spend the night and she went to a motel.  We had apple dumplings, he is such a 

wonderful son.  

12 Aug. 2010: John here, breakfast apple dumplings, Karame and children picked up john and they are off to 

her family reunion.  She and the children are really nice and John enjoys her.  3 loads of laundry.  We went to 

Cracker Barrel to eat. I decided to enter my grandmother’s flower garden quilt in peach days.  

13 Aug. 2010: Indeed-Fri the 13th! Very hard day.  We went to yet another doctor, an analysts of some kind.  

He gave Doris a number of test.  The whole process lasted an hour plus.  But each time she couldn’t answer or 

get confused she felt worse about herself. 

 

After we left there we went to the car dealer and they fixed a tire with a nail in it.  After that a quick milk 

shake. 

     Next to hearing and balance to be fitted for a hearing aid.  The computer gave him trouble and that took 

longer.  Doris was exhausted by now.  We got it fitted. 

     Back at home we took a short nap but when we got up she was feeling so very depressed.  Frank & Her 

talked while I got supper ready. She drew out some circles for yoyo’s to finish a quilt mother started.  At 

supper she began to feel a little better.  I worked on a R.S. lesson for Sunday on Covenants.  So tired I’ll finish 

tomorrow. , I pray for Heavenly Father to really help me with this one.  

15 Aug. 2010:Sunday: Church, Lunch, Naomi called. 



 

 

     We prepared a lasagna dinner and David and Sally and the boys.  Mark, Melissa and children along with 

Paul and Nikki came.  We ate, visited, and Dad and the boys played cards. We women visited.  We had cake 

and ice cream and sang Happy Birthday to Mark and I.  Sheila and Kathryn called too.  It was all fun.  

     Melissa and Mark looked at Doris China and really liked it and the crystal too and took it home.  I really feel 

good about.  It had seem so perfect for Melissa. 

     I taught in R.S. on covenants.  The spirit helped me.  I felt good about the lesson. Funny no one said good 

lesson (well one did) but I still feel I gave a good lesson.  Very unusual for me.  Thanks to help from above.  

16 Aug. 2010 Monday: took Doris for her MRI, it went okay.  Also went to the neurologist and had test on the 

hands and feet.  

19 Aug. 2010: Happy 72nd birthday Kathryn Yoder.  I’m still here and kicking! 

20 Aug. 2010: Sheila took me on a hike in Zion National Park.  It is called observation point.  All up-hill for 3 

miles.  It was very hard.  We rested after because of me. The view at the top was unbelievable but it was 

beautiful all the way.  Coming down was a little easier but by the time I got close to the bottom I thought my 

legs would give out. I bought a set of dishes from an antique store like Tanya’s. It is a set for 16 or actually two 

sets of 8.  My birthday gift from Sheila, Kathryn and Dad.  I picked them up on Sat. 21st.  

21 Aug. 2010: Doris went to Brandon’s for her hair, I picked up the set of dishes.  We had stake conference 

tonight.  Very good Conf. I hope we can get a good seat tomorrow.  We sat on the front row tonight, great 

seats! I’m a little sore from the 8 mile hike yesterday.  

22 Aug. 2010: We went to Stake Conference today.  The choir was wonderful and with the opening song set 

the tone for the meeting.  We sat on the front row so we were able to hear everything.  Two women our age 

sat next to Doris and befriended us.  One invited us to DUP and I want to go in Sept.  I think it will help Doris to 

get to know some other women.  

I wrote a note to Sister Key and worked on the border of Grandmother’s flower  

Garden quilt.  I have to have it finished by Sept 1. I didn’t want to do it today but am worried I will not make it.  

We started the New Testament together.  

1 Sept. 2010: Today I entered my quilt, “Grandmothers Flower Garden” in peach Days, Hurricane, Ut.  

3 Sept. 2010: Dad came home in the afternoon and told me I won first place best in the show in the home arts 

division.  He was happy, I was surprised!  He insisted I go down right then and see it.  Which I did.  It was a 

thing to behold. I could not believe all the people who attended peach Days.  

    The second day, we went and took Doris, Sheila and Amy’s in-laws.  We walked around and saw the Quilt 

Guild Quilts and everything else.  We spent the afternoon with Amy’s in-laws and later john and Carame came 

and brought up James/John’s entertainment center and set it up.  Later David and family came and we ate a 

little and went to the rodeo.  The boys enjoyed that.  I had to go back and pick up the quilt so Doris and I did 

that.  It’s been an exciting 2 days.  Plus I won $100.00!  Amber Cosgrove has been here 2 days. 

4 Sept. 2010: Church, temple recommend interview.  Home lunch with Dad, Doris, Amber. After lunch Sheila, 

Arm, Sheila 2 came and spent the afternoon.  Amber went home with them. (Apple Valley) We studied 

scriptures, wrote letters helped Doris do her exercises.  I read a little then to bed.  



 

 

16 Sept. 2010: Our brother Al Died.  Lolly called while I was about ready to cook supper.  We love him dearly 

but he was in such poor health and suffering so that we are glad he was ready to move on to the next part of 

his life.  He said he would give Mama and Daddy my love and a kiss.  

18 Sept. 22010: Dad and I worked on taking the small wall down.  This is the third day we’ve done that.  I 

haven’t walked for 3 days instead we done that.  The stones are heavy but we take it slow.  We want to make 

it as easy for the boys as possible and believe me it won’t be easy.  This is a prime example of “do the job right 

the first time” It takes so much more effort to take something apart and do it over.  

     We went to Luke’s # 1 birthday party in Cedar City at a really nice park.  He is such a sweet baby and they 

aee a great little family.  

12 Oct. 2010: James birthday! Happy Birthday James. 

     Yesterday (the 11th) James and Laura took Mike and I on a hike to the HooDoo’s.  They were in the middle 

of nowhere either in Utah or Arizona.  The road to get there was a mess since it had rained last week.  It was 

similar to the road in Tuck-up Canyon.  The HooDoo’s were amazing and I’m glad I got to see them.  We hiked 

about 10 miles and toward the end it was getting hard.  We stopped in Kanab for fudge. 

     Dad Stayed with Doris and they exercised 3 times.  She was very happy.  Mike went back to Las Vegas. 

James and Laura will be back on 

Friday.  

 

Uncle Leo and Aunt Anna, and 

family, I should have spent more 

time developing relationships.  

Sometimes we get busy with our 

lives, this history is good for me.  
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This from a volunteer couple that I worked with Ralph & LeAnn Richey 



  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From my Daughter Kathryn; Sent to me wireless keyboard and mouse. 



 

 

 

 

 

 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

  

  



 

 

  MY BROTHER BOB’S GRANDAUGHTER. 
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I SHOULD MENTION THAT ON MY BIRTHDAY I RECEIVED A CARD FROM DAVID’S FAMILY THAT WAS THE 

BIGEST CARD I EVERY RECEIVED 26X19 INCH’S. 

 

It stated the following: 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! SORRY WE MISSED IT. ALEX 

 

HAPPY B-DAY! REALLY WISH WE WERE THERE LOVE NOAH. 

 

I WONDER IF YOU HAD A VERY HAPPY BIRTHDAY-JAKE 

 

MAKE A WISH! 

 

WE’RE SO SORRY WE MISSED YOUR BIRTHDAY.  WE HOPE YOU HAD A GREAT DAY.   

 LOVE YOU SO MUCH!! 

 

Love David, Sally, Noah, Alex, Jake and Will.  

IT WAS TOO BIG TO COPY BUT IT IS IN MY FILES WITH MY HISTORY.  

 

   



     Kathy and I visited Jean and Bob, we looked at a store that had a beautiful Vase, which I admired but did 

not buy. They went back and bought it and shopped it to us after we got home. What a thoughtful surprise. It 

now sits by the front door in the corner.  

     We spent time with Ray, Lillian and Bob’s family: 

 

Left to right, don’t know first two, then Frank, Bob, Lillian, Frank, Bob, Lil, Jean, Ben, ? 

 

 

 

 

l/r; Ray, Frank, ?, Lillian, Karen, Bob in front, Ray, Frank, ?, Bob, Lil, Karen.  



 

L/R: Lil, Ray, Frank, Karen, Bob, Frank, Ray, Lil. Looking at Bobs train set up.  

 

L/R: Ray, Bob, Lil, Frank, Frank, Lil, Bob, Ray, this is orphanage we stayed at 5 yrs. The Methodist Children 

Village, after our parents passed away with Cancer. I was 10-15 yr old. 

 

 

l-R: Bob, Frank Jean, Ray, Bob, Lillian, Frank.  This was the restaurant that our father use to have as a Chinese 

restaurant. It is now a bar. We visited with the manager and looked in back where we use to play. Saw the 

porch where people use to call Lillian giggles. 



 

This is Frank with the manager of the bar now. 

 

 

We visited the grave sites of our parents, Dad 44, Mom 34 yr old when died.  

 



 

 

 

 

Lillian, Bob, Ray, Frank,’ Lillian Bob, Frank, Ray  

 

 

 

This is Bob and part of his family 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

This is Bob and jeans Daughter Madonna, I am getting a big hug.  

 

 



 

 

 

Pictures and card from Jean after the trip, L/R Frank, Ray, Lil, Bob, in front Madonna.  

 



 

 

My granddaughter Amber, my Daughter Sumi’s daughter while she worked in China for a period of time  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 



Davis oldest son, Noah, did a book report on me which follows:  

Frank Toy Yoder 

By Noah Toy Yoder 

Iron spring Elementary 

4th grade, Mrs. Harris 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



  

 

 

 

 One of my clients in R&RC.  

 

We visited Rays Ranch. L/R: Ben, Bob, Ray and his daughter Tracy.  

 



This was a letter my Son in Law sent to his son on a mission.  
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My long time coast Guard friend Elwood Hilts and wife Neva.  

 



 

From when we were in E.C. he was a full time Mission and has keep in touch all these years. 

Todd Haws 930 N. 700 E. Morgan , UT. 84050 

 

 



 

Karen, Ben, Skye, Mike 

Bob and Jean’s Daughter, Karen, and her two children, Ben and Skye at his Eagle Program. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Son Johns wife Tammy’s son.  

 

 



 

 

From Uncle Leo and Anna Choy 

 



 

One of our clients we worked with, Dawn NorthHorn bundy.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Franks Daughter, autumn 
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Some birthday cards from this year. This one was from Mark, Melissa and family. 

 
David, Sally and family 

  
Brother Bob, Jean and family. 



 

 

 
My daughter, Sheila 

 
My sister, Lillian 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
From granddaughter Sheila and her son Gage (Max) 

 
 



 

 

From Kathy’s sister-in-law, Lolly 

 

 
From my sister Lillian Walton 



 

 

 
 
My Sister Lillian. I must have been sick at this time. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

From one of our mentors, a retired Dr. John Soucy 

 
 
Brother Bob’s wife, Jean, great lady. 

 

 
 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

From my daughter, Kathryn 



 

 

 



 

 

 
From my son Mark, Melissa and family. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

From my daughter, Sheila 

  

 
L/R Lillian, Frank Dale, Dale, David, Paul, Ray and Bobby in front.  



 

 

 
L/R Kathy, Frank, Lillian, Dale, Ray.  

 

 

This is a picture of Gram Welsh (Pearl Buck) far left, her assistant, and Mom Yoder. 



 

 

 

l/R Lillian, Frank and Ray  

 

It was good to get together with the welcome house family.   Kathy came with us and was a big hit! 

 

 
8/11/2013 Well I stopped writing in journal since I keep calendars in computer.  But a lesson for home 
teaching encouraged me to start again.  I am now in my 79 year.  Have been doing a whole lot of things. 
Looking out for my family, developing Resource and Re-Entry Center (that is the hardest work I have ever 
done.) Trying to maintain 100% home teaching.  We have bought a new Honda. (Energy saving car.) We have 
everything paid off. Only monthly bills. Doris, Kathy sister came and lived with us the last few years of her life. 
She left money to all her siblings which we had to take care of.  About 200,000 to each. I taught last sun. HP 
lesson.  I usually get up 3am and study books of Old Testament, my home teaching lesson, and complete the 
Ensign.  Reviewed HP quorum names and HT families.  Try to walk ½ hour. Then start the work on the 
computer. That takes 2-3 hours. Then work on calendar and records for the day.  About 9-10 I start with 
projects or meetings.  I hope to keep my journal now.  9am Church, good talks and lessons.  Set up to do HT. 
Mary Lue Turpin took Kathy since Russel Bennet was tied up.  Also visited Zullima and ask her to go with me 



 

 

next week.  We have a tough week with Coach Taylor for GOGI. Got newsletter out to all my people. Yesterday 
finished scheduling all meeting for GOGI. Will include them. Talked to Sally C. about her new place and her 
daughter. 
 
 

 

 
One of my favorite pictures. 

 
 

 
8/12/13 Well we visited a few Sunday and then I worked on GOGI week.  Sent e-mails out to each person 
for Tues-Wed-meetings.  Took a couple of hours.  Also made up calendar to include all meetings.  I think I am 
ready.  Of course today Monday is very busy.  It is Spanish sales day at the store (We have a thrift store.) and 
also a number of meetings and interviews.  I will need all my prayers to get thru this week. This pen keeps 
running out of Ink.  Studied my HP lesson this morning.  Now need to do computer. 
 
8/16/2013 Lots of good meetings. Coach Taylor and Lee are great and have done a lot of good in our area.  Last 
night had meeting with homeless.  We will have 2 classes since a nr. Did not want to be there and getting in the 
way of those that want help by GOGI. 
 
8/17/2013 Had a pot luck dinner at Sheriff Facility for GOGI. 20 some people.  Very good and spiritual.  
Nora Wilson handled dinner assignments.  Kathy my wife helped (as she always does).  Coach Taylor and Leigh 
very touched and a number of our clients spoke.  When I got home very tired. 
 
8/19/2013 Heavy sked. Today.  I picked up Roberts.  7:30 Coach's from GOGI, 8 present.  GOGI to DI Job 



 

 

Coach's and leadership.  9Am meet 3 clients.  Start Mon. sales and operation in Thrift Store.  10Am, meet Voc. 
Rehab with client.  11 interview volunteer. At 7pm GOGI class. 
 
8/20/2013 Picked up Roberts.  Took Coach's to DI. Worked in Store.  Met Steven Hooker.  Long talk.  Mom 
picked up Roberts and dropped at Police station for him to take care of business.  Took Sally C. and Roberts to 
GOGI. Ted Crus came and added good stuff.  Mom birthday but will do it on 22st. 

 
My son, Paul published his first book this year. 
  
8/21/2013 Had meeting with Lamont Royer, missionary for 
church.  He putting together proposal for our program to church H.Q. 
Had meeting with John Yardley teaching his excel.  He will take over 
GOGI program.  Spent time with wife.  She does such a good job on 
quilts, and finished Paul's. 
 
8/22/2013 Took an application 8am at office in St. George.  
Went to meeting at AOG. Had interview with Andrea, then Gaston, 
Then Bob Bowman.   Took Kathy out to Cracker Barrel to eat.  Spent 
the rest of day with her. (Birthday.) Gave her a locket. 
 
8/22/2013 Walked, body feels weak.  Tomorrow I go to Dr. 
Studied HP lesson that I do every day.  Did computer emails and 
calendar.  Had meeting with mentoring crew. Ken, Bob, Ted on EN.  
Finances.  Jimmy Slater I took to visit girlfriend. Loan Sally 20.00 for 
gas. Spent time with Mom. She rearranged her bedroom.  Got little 
Sheila adopted son a gift.  Mom was dizzy a lot tonight, I worry about 
that. 
 

8/22/2013 Pray, Ensign Lesson, Journal and Paul's book Covenant.  Read some, mowed, Sheila weeds at 
cabin.  Dr. visit on my lungs. 
 
8/23/2013 Met Sally, she paid 20.00 back I had lent he for gas.  To Dr. gave me more medicine to try for 3 
weeks for throat and lungs.  Mowed cabin a little.  Visit Sheila and Mike.  Worked on e-mail and usually studied 
lessons etc.  Sarah got Approved for job corp. Ya. 
 
8/24/2013 Met with Coach Taylor, Leigh and Nora discussed GOGI and set up next meeting in Oct. 1 week 
training.  They are really committed. 
 
8/25/2013 Study lessons, did e-mails.  To church, good meetings. Taught HP.  I learn so much more when I 
teach.  Had Danna surprise us. Rested then interviewed Sally on her job.  Will report to VR in morning. 
 
8/26/2013 Not a good night, awake off and on all night. Up at 4:30am but then sleep in chair for hour.  
Read lesson.  Did e-mail on I pad.  Talked to Kathy.  Will pick up Roberta at 8:30am then to office at 9am. Had 
trouble at Thrift Shop.  Ken wanted to take over shop and had truck that was donated put in his name.  I know 
he feels insecure financially but that is not in the best interest of R&RC.  I will meet today.  GOGi gradation 
today. 
 



 

 

8/27/2013 Read 48 pages of new Ensign.  Had meeting at Store. Visited Lic place and discussed options. 
 
8/28/2013 Wed. Walked.  Read lessons, HT and HP.  Will spend day working in office.  Had meeting with 
SOS job manager, WFS and then Ron Nia and Jennifer, Ron is a good man.  Jennifer might be able to replace 
me!  Mom finished her Burned Center Quilt, sure do love her. 
 
8/29/2013 Thur. Study, walked, then took Ron to interview Kat lee. Had a number of meeting, there is so 
much to do. Jen, a new person, will really help. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8/30/2013 Did my morning study and walk.  Instructed Jenifer on program.  Meetings in thrift store with a 
number of folks.  Met Matt at WFS office with questions.  Ron Nia wants to set up class for people that need 
extra help.  I feel Jen was sent by Heavenly Father.  She is so knowledgeable in SS program and should be able 
to help us make the program profitable for our organization.  It seems when I need something in R&RC the 
Lords provides.  How wonderful.  Frank Jr and Autumn came in late last night and will stay til Sat. night. 
 
8/31/2013 Morning sked. But did not walk. Frank Jr. had come with Daughter Autumn and we went to 
Peach Days in Hurricane.  I was tired most of the day due to staying up late the night before waiting for him to 
arrive.  We are lucky to live in a nice town like Hurricane.  Saw a lot of people at Peach Day we knew. Mom and 
I watch the mutton (sheep) ride by little kids from our back poach.  Frank had left earlier. 
 



 

 

9/1/2013 Walked, studied lessons.  E-mail and computer work.  To church.  Good lessons.  Home taught by 
Sam, and his Father, Jones. Then went HT to 3 of our families.  Visit Sally and Comstock’s with Mom who baked 
cookies for tons of people.  She is so good.  Finished the night listening to revelations on my IPAD. Finished it. 
 
9/2/2013 Study, walked and had meetings.  Worked in Office.   

 
9/5/2013 Went to Brother Parker class on Old Testament.  He is so knowledgeable.  Very spiritual class.  
Mom was happy I went with her.  She is so great.  Also visited 2 class's to encourage her.  She committed to 
come and help me tomorrow in the office.  She needs to get out and doing. 
 
9/6/2013 Did normal studying and walked but took a lot out of me. 2 Did not show up and had a number 
of meetings. Lots of problems to handle.  Ken is leaving for Vista and have to find someone to run store.  Truck 
needs repair.  Barbra has to get legal with SS. John has to be comforted in GOGI and it goes on.  But that’s the 
nature of this life.  So thankful for the Gospel that give me the spiritual strength at 78 to handle the problems. 
 
9/7/2013 Worked at home on ORG, and EN program.  Have to replace Ken as store manager.  Sally visited. 
Went to Apple Valley cabin. 
 
9/8/2013 Walked and did lessons.  Memorized OT and NT books.  Covered HP names. Did journal and E-
mail on IPAD.  Office work.  Will finish HT today.  Reviewed HT lesson.  To church, good talks and lessons.  HT 
Scott and Julie, visited Bro. Nelson, not home. Talked to his son.  Had PPI with Laron Hall.  Visited Lin Godown 
and explained R&RC.  Set her up for work Tues.  Her husband said he might be able to fix ruck.  Studied EN 
stuff. 
 
9/12/2013 I have been snowed under.  Jennifer has cause me to quicken my pace.  We have so much to do.  
Also Gilbert was released from prison and moved to our area. He should be a great help for the work.  Went 
with Mom to Bro. Parker class and he taught about Old Testament.  Mom then went to clean the temple. Such 
a great giving spirit.  I went to bed, got over 7 hours which was great. 
 
9/13/2013 Walked, Studied Priesthood lesson and wrote in Journal and did e-mail. Caught up with R&RC 
stuff.  Have to give training on mentoring this afternoon to our new mentor coordinator, the Rickey's, so they 
can teach mentors.  Also working with Jennifer and Zulema to set up package for SSI and SSDI this morning. 
Tonight the missionaries came for dinner, had to take care of Randy and was late for dinner.  Saw Spendlove at 
DMV where I had taken Randy. Asked them to be with Mom until I got home.  They did and eat with us. 
 
9/14/2013 Will put talk on computer so I can insert my remarks.  Empty trash for recycling. 
 
9/15/2013 Sun.  Worked on HP lesson.  Went to church and saw Sally and Roberts.  Visiting teachers came.  
Son Paul, Nicky and Cove came for dinner and game of 3-13.  Very thankful for Gospel. (Walked also). 
 
9/16/2013 Mon. Walked, studied lesson and did e-mails.  Have lots of meetings. Sally VR and then picked 
up Roberta and took to store. Went to Sally meeting at VR.  Went with Gilbert to set up bank account for 
training center.  Then took Jennifer and Gilbert to meet Denim at VR.  Made good impression.  Took Jennifer to 
home office to work on EN program.  Took Harvey and Roberts to GOGI at St. George.  Bella had problem so I 
helped to teach the class then had interview in late afternoon with new client, might be. 



 

 

 
9/17/2013 Tues. Meeting with people at 9am in store at St. George. I can hardly believe how much help the 
Lord is sending me with the three people he is sending along with Nora.  Read lesson.  Up to 12:10pm. Too 
much on my mind. 
 
9/18/2013 Wed. E-mail, office and left early with Sally.  Took Richard, Gilbert and Sally to homeless 
meeting.  Met with Sherry Dial, Carol Howell then to office. Took Harvey to WFS. Set meeting up for Mon. 9am 



 

 

class.  Met with Harvey and gave him driving training and the life skill book. Met Myron, Katrina's Dad. Talked 
to him and planned what needs to be done.  Had counsel session with first Richard and then Gilbert, they both 
took it well.  Attended Jimmy Slater graduation from drug court.  Home for restful night. 
 
9/19/2013 Thur. 8 hours sleep.  Walked with Mom.  Worked on lesson and            e-mails.  Worked on office 
work and on SSI and SSDI VR stuff all day.  Got Sally and Harvey Stuff in order.  Taught PCF GOGI at 7-8:30pm, 
good meeting. 
 
9/20/2013 Fri. 8:30am helped Gilbert with sign. Picked up bikes and delivered to store.  Met Lamont Royer 
and Gilbert.  Dr. Appointment.  Took Richey’s to work force service and LDS Employment to register.  Met 
Jimmy Slater and counseled.  He needs home. Counseled Rickey's on procedures of SSDI program.  Also tuned 
a lot of stuff, including finances to Gilbert. 
 
9/21/2013 Sat. Study lesson (HP) and then walked.  Worked most of day on office stuff.  Daughter Sheila 
came down and I took her and Mom out to eat.  Had a good time. 
 
9/22/2013 Sun. Study, Sheila came and went to church with us.  In late afternoon took Mom to cabin in 
Apple Valley, just to get her away for a little while.  Stayed into night up at 12:30 and I came home and she 
stayed.  Got home.  Loved up the cat.  Studied lessons. 
 
9/23/2013 Worked in office.  Met Harvey and his mom at WFS.  To office and worked with Gilbert.  Took 
Harvey home. Worked on life skills for VR.  Jennifer came over and taught Harvey life skills.  We have to get 10 
hours in.  Also had him drive since it’s been 6 years since he had to drive.  Took him to GOGI at 7pm had Jimmy 
and his PG girlfriend attend.  Showed him car for 50.00 down and 100.00/month.  He needed that.  Also gave 
ref. For Bella for job.  Talked to Dan and Gilbert about a 3 bedroom apartment for 750.00.  Then got milkshakes 
and took Mom to cabin. 
 
9/24/2013 Tues. Came down home at 3am.  Studied and sleep 1 hour. E-mail and office work. Harvey over 
around 1pm for more classes.  Frank Jr. 5-7pm training for Alice.  Good response. 
 
9/25/2013 Wed. Study, did not walk. Power out during the night. Have meetings and interviews most of the 
day.  Taught life skills to Harvey Barlow.  Quite a challenge.  Mom home and enjoyed her break at the cabin. 
 
9/26/2013 Worked on inter-circle meeting.  Met with Lin for home Sec. business.  Went with Mom to Mike 
Parker Class. 
 
9/28/2013 Sat. Many meetings with Org. and counseling.  Gilbert is doing great. This morning finished 
lesson time HT and HP.  Will do e-mails and then maybe rest since got up at 2am.  Have a few meetings today.  
So thankful for the gospel and my great wife.  We had a good date night last night.  Went to Springdale to eat 
and watched a good movie. 
 

9/29/2013 Walked and decided to change the office around.  To church had fast and testimony meeting 
since next Sun. is General Conf. We got Home Taught and then I went with Ross to Teach 2 of our families. 
 



 

 

 



 

 

 
10/1/2013 Tues. had a number of meetings.  When I got up redid garage to get more room for car.  Took 
stuff to store and Trina, a new client, met Ratrina and took to VR for applying.  Had long meeting with Gilbert 
on power point.  Store did well on Monday 70.00 or so.  Paid bills at home after loaning R&RC 1,000 to do so 

 
10/2/2013 Study, read some of Roland's book, E-mails. 
 
10/4/2013 Had pain in right leg, hurts setting down and getting up. Went to Instant. Care, Dr. stated blood 



 

 

not getting to my leg. Set appointments for Mon.  Took Gilbert to get bikes then took him to see diamond 
Ranch. Spent the rest of day resting. 
 
10/5/2013 Sat. Study, e-mail.  Going to Son John for him to fix my lap top.  Mom driving me.  Leg still hurts 
getting up and down.  Son’s John, James and Mike worked on lap Top. 
 
10/6/2013 Spent day at home listening to conference. 183nd. Worked on meeting for Monday. 
 
10/7/2013 Mon. Study, leg a little better.  Mom only 1 hr. sleep.  I think she is worried about me and 
starting a new program and diet with curves.  Preparing for meetings with: Dixie care and share (the homeless 
shelter.) and Southwest Behavioral to cover mentoring.  But going to Dr. for test.  When I hurt so bad Fri. I went 
to instant Care and that Dr. thought blood was not getting to my legs and if not taken care of I would lose my 
leg.  He sent me to another Dr. who tested and my blood was getting to my leg and he sent me to a bone 
specialist.  And he identified it as arthritics which had been working on my knee for quite a while.  He gave me 
a shot to see if that would help. In-between Dr. visits I had meeting with Jae of Dixie Care and Share and Emmy 
at South West behavioral.  Also took 5 people to GOGI at the St. George office.  Very good meetings.  Bella was 
not able to teach so Gilbert Taught. 
 
10/8/2013 Tues. pain has gone to low ache.  Read scriptures (lesson), e-mail and office work.  Tried to move 
furnisher in hall and twisted my leg, big pain.  Spent morning in chair watching TV.  A little better.  Spent the 
rest of the day doing a little work and resting my leg. 
 
10/9/2013 Wed. leg still hurts so must take it easy today.  Really putting damper on my work.  Study 
lessons, e-mailed and office work. Mom is caning a rocker. 
 
10/10/2013 Thur. Lots going on.  My leg is a little better but Mom is getting a cold. Had Inter-Circle meeting 
with Richey’s and Gilbert.  Also worked with Trina and Harvey.  Took Harvey to 5 garages looking for a job for 
him.  He had one to go back to today. Reading BOM. 
 
10/11/2013 Fri. Leg much better but still can't exercise. Took Tina to store but first picked up bikes, about 13 
of them.  Then met with Gilbert over an hour on power point on EN program. Harvey did not get out of bed 
when we stopped by.  So we went without him. Trina got a job Sat & Sun. Which will give her some money to 
get into Horizon house.  Went shopping since grand Kids coming tonight. Read BOM, on 2nd Nephi.  Mom's cold 
worse.  Our two grandchildren, Emil and Amber came to visit for the weekend from BYU.  Took them out to 
Chinese restaurant and played 3-13 with them.  Had a spiritual thought and prayer. 
 
10/12/2013 Sun. Read up to Mosiah 7 then did lesson.  Got grand kids off.  Mom stayed home and I went to 
church.  She still has cold.  Good meetings and went home teaching after.  Spent afternoon reading BOM and 
playing games on my IPAD.  James tried to help me get internet but could not get it. 
 
10/14/2013 Mon. Spent most of day in office.  Evening to GOGI at St. George office.  Have time with my 
great wife during the day.  She is feeling better. 
 
10/15/2013 Tues. Been walking which is good. Study and prepared for VR presentation, then home.  Very 
tired due to not enough sleep.  Watched Movie, Got Sally to work for Mary Lu.  Study lesson and read 1 
chapter in Alma. 
 



 

 

10/16/2013 Wed. Walked, studied and read Alma.  Worked in office all day. 
 
10/20/2013 Sun. Lots of meetings this past week.  One spiritual thing, a man was referred to us by PCF.  He 
wanted to teach in PCF. I met him and he was a motivation speaker for Corps.  I went on his site and had him 
come and give our volunteer a presentation.  I felt the spirit encourage us to not have him in our program.  He 
sensed that after a meeting and left.  Then it came out how neg. he was and disliked females.  I felt the Lord 
had protected R&RC from a possible bad situation. 
 
10/21/2013 Mon. Study, Finished Helaman.  Knee hurting and did not walk.  Took Sally, Randy and Katrina for 
job interviews.  Greg Chef has a rough past and is willing to hire our people.  Today 22nd will take Harvey, I plan 
to work with them to help them learn jobs. 
 
10/22/2013 Study lesson.  To chapter 10 of 3nd Nephi, read from Pres. Monson book.  Played a few games 
and did e-mails. 
 
10/24/2013 Thur.  Yesterday Harvey worked at spa and today Sally worked at Cafe.  They both did well.  Had 
a NR. of interviews and inter-circle meetings.  We have some good people working with us.  Very busy day 
tomorrow. 
 
10/25/2013 Sat. Chef Greg is happy with Sally and Harvey.  I and Gracie will meet with him Mon. morning 
8am to discuss next step.  Gilbert is setting up to get bridge money for putting him to work (3,000.). Our 
neighbor Mary Lu had Trina help her so she could get to know her. So will use her after Sally is finished Sat.  
Mom and I spent afternoon on shopping and eating out. 
 Fri. morn spent getting bikes. We cleaned out storage area in back of thrift store, painted it and will be putting 
bikes in it.  Will get the 200 bikes from PCF as soon as possible. 
 
10/26/2013 Sat.  Mom took trip to rim of Grand Canyon.  I stayed home and worked all day on records.  
Finished BOM and started Old Testament. 
 
10/27/2013 Sun. got HP lesson ready and changed last minute.  Also lesson for home evening and had 
Roberts, Sally, Trina, Gracie, Gilbert and Bro. and Sister Yardley.  Good meeting and Mom had good treats. 
 
10/28/2013 Mon. Picked up Gracie and had meeting with Chef Greg.  He is happy with both of our clients, 
Harvey and Sally.  They start work this week. Met with Gilbert at Thrift Store. He is doing so well.  Spent rest of 
afternoon at home office.  Took Harvey to GOGI, class 7pm.  Had good meeting working on Coach Taylor 
visiting in 2 weeks.  Read Ex. in Old Testament.  Finished BOM and Gen. of Bible. 
 
10/29/2013 Tues. Scripture Ex. 33.  Decide to go in to work in alley.  Closed window in fire shed.  Cleared 
weeds (big job) then interviewed one and another women.  She took me to interview 56 yr. old man in wheel 
chair. He smokes and not motivated to do anything.  Ted had me call another 84 yr. old that might mentor, 
worked with Harry Larson.  Evaluated him.  Lot of hard work.  Also my IPad is acting up.  Glad to have Kathy as 
my wife. 
 
10/31/2013 Thur. Had inter-circle meeting.  Worked on a NR. of people.  Took Mary Lue to Ron Nia.  He had 
garage full of equip. he had from restaurant he closed.  She was like a kid in a candy store.  Bought 550.00 
worth 1,500.00.  Trina going into horizon house next week.  Our son James bought a safe for us and Son Mark 
came and installed it.  I sure love my wife.  Got to page100 on Conf. Issue. 



 

 

11/1/2013 Fri. Picked up bikes at recycling and then a trip to purgatory for a load.  Took Bobby with me.  He 
did well. Read Ensign and worked in office. Got a call from Chef Greg. He is going to let Harvey go since they 
have poor cash flow problems.  That will be hard on him and family.  Trina came by and told us she is going to 
Horizon house now and is scared.  We encouraged her. Got a call from Bella.  Car had water pump go out and 
will cost 130.00 but she was calling family.  They were able to help.  Had a talk with Lea and brought her home 
to see the whole story.  Gave her son material to study.  Took Mom out to visit two people in hosp. And drop 
stuff at store, then to eat.  Spent evening a home. (We also visited a widow).  Wrote check to help Nora with 
gas.  A check for Gracie to get better after she had visit to Dr. So many good thing happen today. 
 
11/2/2013 We have committed to give Chef Nia 5,000.00 mortgage on his home.  Study and finished 
Ensign.  Read NR. 1-5 chapter.  Worked on records.  Deposited money.  Looked at Gracie new unit.  Got patches 
for PCF.  Repaired bikes.  Visited with women on free taxes. Talked to Gilbert.  Home late afternoon.  Long day. 
 
11/3/2013  Sun. Read OT.  Study lesson, worked on R&RC.  Church.  Our HT came and then I went HT.  Got 
all but Mary Lue.  Finished Numbers of Old Testament. 
 
11/5/2013 Tues. Lots of things going on.  Lady from AZ came she may be helpful after interview. 
 
11/6/2013 Wed. Worked in office all morning then to VR, Chef Greg, then on to office for a number of 
interviews.  Coach Taylor came and we had Jae and Sue of Dixie Care and Share and Turning Leaf meet.  Got 
home late, very tired.  Read Ruth. 
 
11/7/2013 Thur. 
 
11/10/2013 Sun. So much has been going on.  Coach Taylor and team from GOGI has come and we have had 
full activity.  Our restaurant business partner has lost both places.  That hurt.  I have had a ton of meeting and 
interviews.  We received a check for 1,000. for Harvey assessment and job training.  Our grandson Jacob came 
to stay with us and he has helped us at home and in Thrift store.  I have felt very tired and weak.  My right 
knee has been hurting a lot, but thru it all I know the Lord is guiding me and sending great people to help us be 
successful.  I do love my Heavenly Father and his Son and the Holy Ghost. 
 
11/14/2013 Thur. Lots going on.  Our grandson Jacob has been with us for about a week. A check for 
2,325.00 has come in for R&RC EN CRD program.  A week ago another for 1,000. came in.  That takes pressure 
of finances off us for a little while.  We had our first over the hill gang meeting at Godown's home.  That went 
well.  We feel so blessed with all the blessings the Lord has given us. I just finish Psalms in Old Testament. Took 
me two days. I try to read a couple hours each day.  Completed BOM prior to that.  Went to Dr. on my knee, 
will get CAT scan next week.  Had Inter-circle meeting 
 
11/15/2013 Fri. Read lesson.  To 20 chapter proverbs in the morning.  Will do bike run this morning.  Took 10 
children bikes to Volunteer Center for grand opening.  This last couple of days have been rough.  Jacob did not 
come home for 1.5 days.  Frank came up and got him and took him up north to a motel.  Had a number of 
meetings.  Donated 10 bikes to Volunteer Center. Took 8 of our people to help set up and to assist Carol.  Son 
Frank, Rose and Autumn went back to Las Vegas today.   
 
11/16/2013 Son John is coming tomorrow to help me with computer screen and I pad.  We are so blessed to 
have good kids. 
 



 

 

11/17/2013 Got a good night sleep, got up and worked on my lessons for HP at the end of the month. (Next 
Sun.) Felt impressed on us not doing enough to help the Lord.  (Elder Dube of the 70's talk.) Each Quorum and 
Relief Society, Visiting and home teacher etc. could form a committee to assist each member of their 
organization to help reach their goals.  This would move the work ahead in a great fashion, by involving each 
member more fully.  That is the impression now what do I do with it?  Had PPI with Laron Hall.  Told him of my 
thoughts. He liked it and wants to get Bishop approval to do it. 
 

 



 

 

 
 11/24/2013 Much has happen.  I took Gilbert, Harry and Scott.  We left Fri. 4pm in my truck to go after 



 

 

Gracie things she had in storage in ID.  We spent the night at daughter Sheila in SLC.  Then 5-6 hours to storage 
unit in Harley ID.  Two fellows were there to help us. It took 4.5 hours to load.  Then back to Sheila to spend 
the night and on to St. George.  Had Ralph, Bobby, Ted Dodge, Kathy Yoder and 1 fellow doing community 
service along with us to unload.  The reason we went is because I felt impressed to help Gracie. A very sick 
women.  The total cost is around 1,800.00 that included a 20' U-Haul and we still left some things there.   
Church was spiritual and I taught the High Priest. 
 
11/30/2013  Sat. It has been hard to stop and write. So much going on.  Family came in for Thanksgiving.  
Frank, Paul, John, Mark, Tray and their families.  John and Frank and James helped set up new compute and 
screens (3) John bought for me.  That took 2 days. John did our side yard in pavers.  Looks good.  Mom worked 
hard to get everything done.  I have so much to do on the EN program for SS. But am moving forward.  I am 
also very tired and can't work too long before I have to rest.  My knee is hurting and I will have to get it 
replaced when I slow down.  We are so blessed with family and the HG directing R&RC work.  Thank you 
Heavenly Father. 
 
12/1/2013 Studied NT Matth. And HT lesson.  Bro Bennett and I taught 3 of our families.  He to get Mary 
Lue with his son.  Frank JR. and family visited for short time on way back from SLC.  Worked on R&RC.  So much 
to do. 
 
12/2/2013 Study HP lesson.  Cleared out files on book case in living room.  Read more of Matth. NT. 
 
12/7/2013 Sat. We have been real busy. Last night had to get together at shop for clients and volunteers.  
Had somewhere around 25.  Kathy and Nora took care of food and a few others brought.  Gilbert gave power 
point and I told story of Gift. We have some good people working with us. 
 
12/13/2013 Fri. Had a good but busy week.  Moving a lot of office records to office in St. George.  Had a 
number of interviews.  Daughter Kathy called and husband Emil had lost his sight at work.  They think he had a 
mini stroke. Daughter Sheila had a procedure that gave her much pain.  But we as a family, we show love for 
all. 
 
12/15/2013 Sun. Yesterday Son Michael and Diane came to visit.  We enjoyed them.  They leave today and I 
have planned the training of EN. Next Tues and have to make sure I have all papers I need in each file Monday.  
I have finished 1-2 Cor. Of the New Testament and worked on HP lesson for next week.  So thankful for the 
gospel that helps me live my life to return with him and for my family but especially my dear and beloved wife. 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

 
 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

  
 
He got some of the fact wrong, I was working for Pearl Bucks head farmer, had 40 cows. I got Ray, Dale and 
Johnny Welsh to go with me on Christmas morning to do the chores, then when Mr. Acres came in we wished 
him a merry Christmas, and he was able to spend time with his children on Christmas morning.  Pearl Buck 
heard of what we did and wrote the story in the different articles of the time.  The Church Of Jesus Christ of 
Latter Day Saints then made a movie of it, and just a few year ago President Monson told the story at his 
Christmas address. Also they redid a book in SLC that we have in our home.  It is amazing how a good deed so 
many years ago can have such a long term effect, even on my grandson.  
 I had forgot about it until Dale wrote a book on Welcome House and told the story.   

  
Mom was a relief society meeting and received this. 

 
 This is a lady that works on the program for Pearl Buck 

And below is a picture of my Mom and Pearl Buck and her assistant. 
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HURRICANE 

 

 

From my daughter Sheila, for my birthday. 

 
 

Brother Bob and his family 



 
   

 

From my son Mark and his family 
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article that ran 
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Sister Lillian and Brother Ray 



 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 
4/20/2014 Sorry, have not been recording.  So much has happened.  I just read my book I wrote 2006 etc. 
and realize how much I have forgot and the importance of recording my life. So we put together a power point 
and took it to the city of St George.  They liked the building we found and it took them 1.5 months to buy it for 
1.5 million. (A miracle). See article below.  It has been 10 years that we have been working on Resource and 
Re-entry.  I have done all scriptures once this year.  I am going through them again, finished BOM, New 
Testament and almost finished D&C.  I try to read, my once a month HP lesson each day as I do with my HT 
lesson until I give it.  I feel that I can't keep up with all that needs to be done.  Mom is helping me on some Sec. 
Work and that helps.  I still get up about 3am.  Read scriptures and study lesson and then walk and exercise.  
Then on the computer.  Usually have 2-300 emails mostly junk to clear. My health is not good. Tired when even 
I do any physical work in a few minutes.  Working on my knee.  But 79 and I say working on my 80 year.  Not 
bad. So thankful for membership in church, my dear Wife and Children.  Also for help of those volunteers that 
work in R&RC.  I am indeed blessed.   



Eve: Went to church, eat after and Kathryn Christensen came and we discussed R&RC temp. Service. Her mom 
came also.  Then Kathy and I went up to Apple Valley to look our old place over.  Then visited John and Joan 
Peay.  Jo Ann Perry had passed away yesterday.  Good visit then back home to meet with Laron Hall about 
working in R&RC.  Listen to D&C 105 to 113. 
 
4/21/12014 Mon. Arranged for Kathryn Christian housing.  Submitted AOG grant 8,400. which Gilbert did.  
Job Coach meeting held. 
 
4/22/2014 Up at 3:30am.  Read and finished D&C. (I usually try 10 chapters or sections per day). Have 
finished BOM and Bible and have Pearl of Great Price to finish all scriptures twice his year.  Study HP lesson, 
did Journal and study names in HP quorum.  This sked. I do every day.  Then walked for ½ hour. Caught up on e-
mails.  Worked on mentoring Org. Brought client in to my home, Rex, to teach working on computers. 9am to 
1pm.  About ½ thru and Jerome Hale came and took over his training.  Arranged for Kathryn Christensen to 
start at Ron Nia’s next week.  This week at our house.  She come in today.  Also will be training Laron Hall for 
management.  The Lord has been kind to send me good people. 
 
4/23/2014  Wed. Did my normal studying. Worked on computer all morn.  Kathryn Christensen came.  
Updated her on our programs. Then copied material she needed for presentation to businesses. Had meeting 
with the following at Thrift Store: Gilbert for R&RC, Randy Rogers for his business and Robert Bowman for his 
business then Andrea Chevis for his and they all want to use her payroll and temp. service.  We then had 
dinner that my wife did and had job coach training for 6 and then president Bramall had long meeting with us 
as he met and talked with Kathryn. This at our house.  A good day and thankful for the Lords help.  Kathryn 
stayed at our house that night. 
 
4/24/2014 Thur. Did normal studying, finished Moses in Pearl of Great Price.  Read some of my book I 
wrote on new member lessons.  Took Kathryn Christensen with me to hold 4 interviews at Purgatory Jail.  
Tammy, Kitty, Angela and a new one Wesley.  Had a good talk with Sgt. Anderson, then to Chief Greg, then to 
Carol at Volunteer Ctr.  I then spent time at home after talking to Gilbert on Grants. 
 
4/25/2014 Fri. Did normal study and finished all of Pearl of Great Price except Joseph Smith History.  
Walked 3 x around parking lot.  Did my work out on machine.  Worked on E-mails, helped Mom plant trees and 
got mower working.  She is a hard worker.  Went to Joan Perry Funeral and to dedication of gave.  Then spent 
rest of day watching John Wayne movies. (2) 
 
4/26/2014 Finished Joseph Smith history and all scriptures 2nd time this year.  Worked in Office and did 
Randy Rogers business finances and projections.  Went with Mom to Apple Valley to get paint sprayer which I 
will let Randy use.  Reading my book I wrote in Apple Valley.  I am amazed at what I did. 
 
4/27/2014 Sun. Studied, Finished all scriptures, lesson for today, and all my books I wrote (4). To church, 
had lesson. Player 3-13 with Mom when she finished working on genealogy. 
 

 

 

 

Received this from Welcome House David on his wife situation.  

 



 
4/28/2014 Mon. Kathryn Christensen sent e-mail, her Mom in Hosp. (2:30am) Studied and e-mailed. Then 
to class in AOG about new intake system all day long.  2 interviews during day and evening.  Watch Petty 
women with Mom. 
 
4/29/2014 Tues. E-mail, lots of returns to do. Canceled homeless committee.  Interview Randy.  Take Steven 
out of prison in 1 week.  Got him Job, Chef Greg and worked with Randy and had to pay his state lic. off.  
Signed papers for Gina (Easter Seals.)  In eve. Met with Dale on her clients, then had Job Coach training 5 
people.  Very tired. 
 
4/30/2014 Wed. Did normal stuff. Off to meetings.  Get job for Raquel and Harry.  Took Dale with me to 
learn how she should do it.  I get quite tired about 2pm.  Bro Terry came to fix water in ktn. sink.  Have to order 
whole new system. Son John is having a lot of trouble right now.  Prayed for him... So glad I have Mom, we are 
very much in love after 57 years. 
 
5/1/2014 Thur. Did E-mail and worked on my story.  Separated it into years.  Some envelops did not have 
date and when I open two of them.  I found 20.00 plus 50.00 both from Sheila for my birthday for a couple of 
years.  Went to Post office to mail my sister Lil. Return pills.  She sent to me for bad leg.  I ordered more after I 
found they worked, and sent her back a new bottle.  Then met with Linda Sappington and Gilbert on grants for 
1million plus 750,000.  Then took him over to city to get them on board then to AOG Bryan to get him on 
board, then home to Mom. 
 
5/2/2014 Fri. Normal stuff.  We did not go to Las Vegas to visit Mary Lue Turpin.  Her son called and stated 
she was out the day before.  Only raised her head once, all day he was with her.  Got a lot of paper work done.  
Sheila came and her and John and Mom going to go hiking tomorrow.  The Ensign came in and I am reading it. 
 
5/3/2014 Sat. Took care of E-mails then worked on office work most of the day.  Mom, John and Sheila 
took a hike in NV. To see Indian writing and got back around noon.  We covered the cherry tree.  Read conf. 
Talks.  
 
5/4/2014 Sun. Studied and read Ensign.  Walked ½ hour on mach. 15 minutes.  Worked on Mentoring. 
Went to church. Very spiritual.  Went home teaching and took Mom due to partner had family in.  More paper 
work.  Dale and Nicky called and want to gather 29-30 June in Pa.  Study new lessons and the Ensign at night. 

 
5/5/2014 Mon. Study lesson, Read Ensign.  Worked on R&RC paperwork.  Met with Gilbert and Linda 



Sappington on grant.  Interviewed new client.  Worked in office at home.  Bella has things working out for her 
(She once told me I saved her life.).  Got a call from Joseph Barrett and he has new job as CNA at rest-home, 
doing well and just wanted to check on me.  It has been over 7 years since we helped him, and he usually calls 
every 2 months to check on me. He stated I was like a father to him. Feels good.  
 
5/6/2014 Tues. Study lesson, read Ensign and then walked.  Did not use mach. Since I hurt during the 
night for a while as I was sleeping.  I had done too much exercise that day.  My knee needs 4 pill a day.  Did E-
Mail and worked on R&RC meeting in St. George office.  Kathryn Christensen down from Provo and had 
meeting with Bonnie Chun, plan to have her help on Temp. service.  Her friend wants to get involved also.  
Harry had come but could not get Bob Bowman so he just sat in with us.  Harry plan’s to go to work tomorrow 
with Bob.  Kathryn got phone for Bonnie, then we went out to Ron Nia’s home.  Had long talk with him.  He will 
let Kathryn stay at his house on her trips down.  She might be able to help him on his spice business.  Then 
7:30pm training for Job Coach’s and report from Dale on 5 VR clients.  Took Bonnie and her friend home with 
Mom. 

 

 

Mom and I went back and enjoyed seeing everyone.  

 

5/7/2014 Wed. Read Ensign, great coverage of Joseph Smith given by Elder Lawrence Corgridge of 70.  
Study Lesson, checked HP members names.  Walked in house since cold outside.  Rested.  Call from Bella, 
Police stopped her and she ask me to come to Walmart.  Got there and no Bella and I forgot my phone.  Went 
back home and called her.  They gave her a ticket and let her go.  She brought van and I let her use it.  Then I 
took her and bike to cleaning job she had. Then to store. Took Gilbert to meet with Steward McIver at A&P 



(Supt. for Southern UT.) Along with his top leaders and we discussed million dollar grant and our program, 
Cindy from PCF also there.  Then dropped bank statements to accountant and then met with Harry, Dale, and 
Bob for Harry’s new job.  Visited his shop.  Rushed home for meeting with SSI older women to take application 
and give council then rest of night watching Glenn Miller movie with wife.  Then study lesson and read Ensign.  
 
5/8/2014 Thur. Study, lesson, ensign and cleared all material from the day before.  To VR with Katrina and 
Myron Lee.  Then met Randy and did his Bank account with him.  Met Craig Nickels and took his info and gave 
him his marching orders then to Easter Seals meeting.  Back to Randy then with Gilbert on Mentoring then 
home.  Home Taught family I missed. Very Tired. 
 
5/9/2014 Fri. to bed 9:30pm and up 1:15am.  Worked 4 hours on material generated the day before.  Then 
back to sleep for a couple of hours.  Finished 144 pages of Ensign and did more office work.  Went to Att. 
Office and signed will both Mom and I.  Took Mom to Dr. for pain in left side.  When she fell the other day, 
must have strained muscle and he gave her pills and that helped her. 
 
5/10/2014 Sat. Frank and Rose came to visit, prior to them coming I worked on my proposal to city of St. 
George.  Also I went to Funeral of Mary Lue Turpin who I home taught.  Spent afternoon with son Frank and in 
evening Job Coach training: Bella, Sukkahs, Laron and 8:30 Kathryn.  Late that night Randy called with update. 
 
5/11/2014 Sun. Mother’s day.  To church.  Study lesson and read BOM.  To church.  Tried to find history 
from 1967 when in Alaska.  Could not find it.  Will have to plan, Over the Hill Gang tomorrow.  Got call from 
Dale and Nicki on next month reunion.  Ray lives down the road and is helping them a lot.   
 
5/12/2014 Mon. Walked, e-mail, read BOM then to Town and counseled Randy and another fellow and 
Raquel also.  Visited AOG, PCf, AP&P, Volunteer Ctr. Police Station, SW Center.  All with MOU for Million grant.  
Had Over the Hill Gang, 11 showed up.  Told Gift Story. 
 
5/13/2014 Tues. Scriptures, BOM lesson, Emails.  Interviews 6 inmates in PCF.  To accountant to pick up last 
Mo. Paperwork. To VR and dropped off Raquel assessment.  To AP&P for MOU.  To Jae on MOU.  Nao and 

Harvey came in, we eat and played games. 



 
 

5/17/2014 Sat. Lots has happen.  Nao and Harvey came to visit.  We have spent a lot of time with them 
playing games each evening.  A number of new clients have come into the program. We had a call from 
Elizabeth City N.C. someone was trying to locate me.  I was listed as executor of a David Magness will.  This is 
over 30 years ago.  I don’t remember.  Also we had folks come to visit, Larry and Wanda Elam from over 50 
years ago. He and I were stationed together in Astoria Or. And he looked over my shoulder when I was doing 
taxes.  He could not believe we paid 30% to the church. That surprised him since we had a lot of children.  He 
was transferred to Wash. State and went to the Lib. And ask for books on Mormons.  The Librarian daughter 
was a Mormon and she sent missionaries to them.  They were baptized and years later the Hinton’s from 9th 
ward whom we knew went on a mission to Tenn. And the branch were they were assigned had him as Branch 
President. So that is how they made contact with us again. He stated when he heard I was being transferred to 



Astoria they told him I was a party pooper because I was a Mormon.  He also said I gave him a book to read, 
called Meet the Mormons, Which I had forgot.  Heavenly Father is so good to have these experiences after all 
these years.  The gospel makes this world a small place.  Larry and Wanda Elam: 231 Burning Mtn. Dr. 
Lafollette Tn. 31766, 423-201-0140, 201-7766. 
Did scriptures and lesson, walked some with Mom.  Worked on R&RC files then to town and interviewed 
different clients.  Kathryn came in evening and paid her Temp Svc. For Gilbert.  Watched new star track movie.  
 
5/18/2014 Sun. Study, Scriptures, Phone system, worked on learning, church, got 8 hours sleep.  Took pill 
that allows that but makes you sleepy next day.  Church, visited Harry Larson in Physic ward in Hosp.  Pam 
Dewitt called and wants to let me know her house burned down.  Raquel called with questions.  Randy 
stopped by for gas money.  I am so tired and trying to get to bed early.  Studied the scriptures and did my 
journal. 
 
5/19/2014 Mon. Study, worked on files for counselors meeting.  Researched trip at the end of June to Pa.  
To office then to Purgatory for meeting with new volunteer and SGT Cindy Anderson.  Took new volunteer to 
my house so she could find it Thur. Then to office in St. George. 
 
5/20/2014 Tues. Study, E-mails, plan trip to east coast.  Meeting with counselor of all org. Very tired. 
 
5/21/2014 Wed. Study, new Ensign in and read 9 pages.  I teach Sun. So must study, do every day and 
sometimes 2x a day.  Had a lot of meetings.  Had to pick up Wesley Thomlinson from Purgatory.  Took him to 
office.  Had meeting with Randy and he has picked up a lot of business. Met with Jim Mckim Ex. Dir. Wash. Co. 
Adult Education.  He will be partner with us.  Handled Harry Larson rent situation.  Set up VR meeting with 2 
clients and worked on Mentee files.  
 
5/22/2014 Thur. Read Ensign, studied talk.  2nd Nephi, records and E-mails and Calendar.  Prepared for job 
coach class tonight. Took truck and picked up Gilbert then gave presentation to all in store.  About 10.  They 
were excited.  Then took 2 men over to D.I. to get clothing.  Then in evening taught Bella, Kim, Dale, Nancy job 
coach lessons.  Went to after 9pm.  Long day.  Mom took dinner to Melissa and blanket and gift for new baby.  
Also visited Paul and Nicki.  She is such a good woman and a great wife. 
 
5/23/2014 Fri. Ensign, lesson, 2nd Nephi, E-mails, Clients records.  A whole lot of new ones.  From 45 to 70 
in less than 2 weeks.  Mostly drug court.  I met with a fellow who wants to mentor.  Took Bella to town for 
some records at college.  Helped get a homeless 23 yr. old girl a place to stay and food. Met with Randy and 
Gene on his Business.  Dlvr. Stuff to D.I. Helped another client get set to go to Cedar City to be with future wife.  
I had picked him up a day ago from PFC.  Too much to do.  Talked to Carol Hollowell and she is new Ex. For 
building.  (We recommended.)  Got calls from Randy (3), Harry (2).  Also discussed community service people 
with Gilbert. 
 
5/24/2014 Sat. Set up with Mom 12:20am to see shooting stars, only saw 1.  She saw 2.  Back to bed then 
up at 4:30am.  Read Ensign, 2 Nephi 5, Study lesson and worked in office on records.  Franks daughter and 
boyfriend came on Cycle.  Had good hearts game.  Read lesson and scriptures. 
 
5/25/2014 Sun. Worked in office so not to wake anyone up.  Frank and Family here.  Played games after 
church.  I gave a spiritual thought.  Told them how we joined the church and the importance of it in our life.  
Autumn brought tent and set up in back yard.  Her and big sister sleep there. 
 
5/26/2014 Mon. Office, copy off next month priesthood lesson.  I will study each day to get deep meaning.  
To office and worked with Raquel and one of the fellows.  Spent time with Mom and Frank’s family when they 



came back from hiking in Zion.  Good game of hearts and 3-13. 
 
5/27/2014 Tues. Normal stuff.  Study lessons, read 2 Nephi, E-mails and clear some projects.  Took Bella 
into met Robert Bowman, Randy Rogers and Melissa.  She is homeless, took her to volunteer Center.  Bob to 
AOG on Melissa.  She is homeless, took her to Volunteer Ctr. Bob to AOG on 25,000. Loan for business.  Got 
home after 2:30.  Long day since I start at 3am.  Mom had a productive day.  
 
5/28/2014 Wed. 3am, lesson, scriptures, grant review, e-mail, walked 15 minutes. Put dish’s away and 
picked Bella and keep her with me in all meetings. 9-11 Homeless meeting 5 county Gov. eat at grace church 
for homeless. Saw a number of our client there.  Meeting with Gene and Randy on business. Satisfied Gene 
who was upset.  Took Bella to college to do work.  Met Carol at volunteer Ctr. To outline program.  She to take 
over new building for city.  Picked up Melissa who was homeless and taking her home to Bella. Call from Harry 
and his Mom said he should quite job.  His Mom called and I have meeting at 11:30am at the thrift shop.  They 
do not understand.  Very tired, to bed 9pm.  One of our clients had a bike accident, we took him to Emerg. 
Room.  He broke his arm in two places. . 
 
5/29/2014 Thur. Lessons, scriptures, E-mails and walked 20 minutes. To PCF for 4 interviews.  Then to shop.  
Interviewed Harry’s parents.  Gene Mon. Took Gilbert to PCF for 3 more women interviews.  Home to rest and 
then taught Job Coach Class to 3 people.  Bella got her car.  
 
5/30/2014 Fri. Study 2:30am lesson, read scriptures and worked on files of clients, E-mailed and finances 
for R&RC and Randy.  To office, got copies of grant done.  Interviewed a number of folks.  Paid checks for Randy 
business.  Motivated Randy to do 25 Tree’s (timed) and to take one of my people.  Very tired all day. Home and 
eat and then took Mom to temple.  Got back home just prior to 8pm. Had to go to bed early, just too tired.  
Counseling wears me out. 
 
5/31/2014 Sat. Study, E-mail, scriptures 3:30am.  Files then to shop for interviews.  Took guys to look at job 
on palm trees.  Mon. I will oversee operation.  Gene wants 51% of Randy’s business.  We will have to drop him.  
My guys will not work for him or Randy unless I oversee due to WOW.  I have to feel I can manage and will train 
them to ramrod.  I can’t afford this due to 98Deg. Temp and all I am doing but it is only way I can get all done 
and save Randy Business which will put people to work.  Very tired when got home.  Mom and I went to Arbys 
to eat, she had worked all day and was wiped out too.  She did a lot of yard work. 
 
6/1/2014 Sun. Scriptures, lesson, E-mail and worked on records.  Dropped 20 clients.  Church.  Had Talia, 
Joe Gifford and Laron Hall presented our program. Bella stopped by.  
 
6/2/2014 Mon. Scriptures, lesson, E-mail and work to prepare for meetings.  8:30am Easter Seals and Dale 
Dumm, work crews at 10am.  Kim 10:30am 11 Randy and Gene and his Mom (Tough meeting.) Running around 
then 12 noon Bob Bowman then bank and final home.  Hard day.  Too much counseling. 
 
6/5/2014 Thur. Been overwhelmed. Working with Randy problems (job) and his people.  Many meetings 
with people. Also decided to drop from 71 to 40, very hard but we are overwhelmed with 16 drug courts 
clients in 1 week.  Counseling Gilbert, Bella, Karina and Harry.  Working with Bob Bowman, SGT tracker, PCF 
and many others.,  I had very little sleep yesterday and was wiped out  Hopefully I can get back on tract today.  
Moms doing great on her quilting and taking care of me.  I could not do it without her support.  I listed all I had 
to cover and will include copy here for Thur.  Got as much as I could.  Had meeting VR with Dale and Raquel 
then with Dedem Lyman Ex. Dir of VR. Paid mech. for truck repair and Gene and Mom at my house. Met with 
Randy same time. (Gene said he wanted to talk to me about God, Invited him 6:30pm Sun. night.  Also had 
meeting with Rex and wife not on sked. 



6/6/2014 Fri. Study, E-mail, to office and took troops to get bikes at recycling then held interviews.  Set up 
Temp. Svc. For Mon. showed program to new lady.  Elder Todd Hauss and family met us at restaurant.  Lord is 
kind.  He was one of eight FTM in E.C. ward when we had 40 missionaries and Baptized 50 plus for 2.5 years.  I 
was ward mission leader.  I was feeling under pressure and the Lord brought this kindness to me.  Love my 
great wife. 
 

6/7/2014 Sat. Study lesson, scriptures, E-mails, calendar then to office.  Carol was working at the new 
building.  Sent troops over to help her.  Also sent 2 men to sell bikes at Lin’s only 27.00.  Helped Randy with 
used tire and sent Chris with him to give bids for job. 
 
6/8/2014 Sun. Worked on scriptures, lesson & R&RC dropped more people. To church.  In eve. Gene 
Hunter came to learn a little about the church and God.  Likes history.  Showed Ancient America Speaks.  Randy 
called 3 times.  
 



 
 
6/9/2014 Mon. Study and read e-mails then to office and interviews 7 people.  Counseled with Gilbert.  
Might have to let him go.  Too negative.  Over the Hill Gang tonight.   
 
6/12/2014 Thur. made trip to Provo for Soar conf.  Stayed at Sheila. Today did a lot of work with Randy 
business.  2 fellow’s and I took 3 loads of palm branches to dump.  Did counseling, really getting tired due to 
counseling.  Mom went to quilt program 3 days.  Miss her.  
 



6/13/2014 Reg. studying and scriptures and E-mails.  Then to shop and worked with troops.  Planned out 
door project.  Met with 3 new people.  Had hard meeting with Rebecca Bowman.  She upset due to Bounced 
check.  Mom got home safe, nice having her with me.  Love her so much. 
 
6/14/2014 Sat. Study, scriptures E-mail then to office to catch up on work.  Took Mom to Harmons. Looked 
at Shelly car and stuff.  Visited office. Eat at restaurant in St. George.  Watch movie at home.  Finished Paul 
Book (Source). 

 
This refers to our High School Members.  

 

 

6/15/2014 Sun. Study lesson. (Retyped it, having trouble with my eye and reading) Scriptures (Redoing King 
Benjamin address to catch more). E-mail. Got storage item from shed on my history.  To church, home for lunch 
and dinner then helped mom set Quilting frame in living room so when I watch TV she could quilt and be with 
me. (It took a lot of time.) She set up table for me to put boxes of history on and placed them there.  We were 
too tired to work anymore so we played game of 3-13.  She beat me. Tired, to bed about 9pm (I get up at 
around 3am each morning.) 
Son, Mark and family. They have a new baby girl Isabelle. 



  
My daughter, Sheila 

   
My Son, David & Family 



  
6/16/2014 Mon. up at 2:22am.  Read lesson and scriptures and did journal. Went to Walmart for printer 
etc. and Mom push pins. (Have had a pain in right chest all morning.) E-mail then to office and had 3 interviews 
with Temp Svc. Most want our number.  Dennis, Bob Bowman, but Bella did not show up.  Also arranged for 
Katrina to work at Volunteer Center. 
 
6/18/2014 Wed. Rough couple of days.  I did not read or study yesterday.  First time in a long time.  I had so 
much to do. Overseeing Randy job at hotel, 97 doors to do. First day he and I plus 4 men.  Yesterday same but 
Harry did not show up.  He told guy he had drunk last night and would not be working yesterday.  He called last 
night and said he only told them that to get rid of them.  I told him not to call me for two days so I could cool 
down. Since I worry about him more than he does.  Randy called last night and stated owner of a number of 
hotels liked the work and is willing to have him work on all his hotels.  From SLC to Kanab.  Taught job coach 
class to John at shop last night and got home late.  
 
6/19/2014 Thur. Did reading and scriptures during day.  Walked 15 minutes.  My legs were hurting.  Had 
meetings, Elders stopped by and had a good meeting. Also ask Gene Hunter to church Sun. and he accepted.  
 
6/21/2014 Sat. Both Fri. and Sat. lesson, scriptures, ensign. I do 10 pages a day then E-mails.  Fri. to motel 
and dropped off card and cost breakdown.  To cleaning store and showed presentation.  He wants to help and 
will give us discount on supplies.  Met with Jeff Mather of Dixie University business consultant and gave 
presentation and set meeting for one week with him and Lennar Erickson along with Bob bowman.  Worked 
with Randy and John at store.  Sat. Scriptures, lesson, ensign, email, sent in time sheet for hotel project for our 
people to get paid by Temp svc.  Then went with Mom to do temple work.  She was very happy to get 11 
people of her line done.  Spent rest of night a home.  Oh we did eat at Chef Greg’s place and conseled him.  
Gave Mom Sun. HP lesson. 
Charles & Lillian, at a wedding in his family. 
 



 
6/22/2014 Sun. Read Ensign and finished it.  Study lesson, scriptures, e-mails and journal.  Have invited 
Gene Hunter to go to church with us and eat after.  He has been out of jail for a month.  Wants to know more 
about our church.  Collected all boxes of history and started thru them.  To church and gave lesson to HP then 
worked on sorting history the rest of night.  Went with Mom to drop of quilt stuff for Sheila at cabin.  Copied 
next mo. Lesson and HT lesson for next mo. Read both.  
 
6/23/2014 Mon. Study new lessons, listen to scriptures and copy lesson again to make bigger so I can read 
better.  Worked on history that is all over living room.  E-mails and catch up on R&RC work. To office and 
worked with Randy, he had not prepared and we went all over looking for a snake for the job of cleaning 
drains.  The two men I had planned to work had other things and so I let them go.  I also set up Temp. Svc. To 
take care of payroll etc. when I am gone for a week. Then home with Mom. 



  
Bob’s grandson.  

 



 
 

 



 
7/1/2014 Tues. Have been to east coast for welcome house Yoder reunion for a better part of week.  Sked 
attached. Have so much to catch up on. Scriptures and lessons studied this morning.  Had 1275 e-mails.  16 
that I had to take care of.  Stayed home most of day to clear office up.  Study scriptures and lesson in evening.  
People we visited at Welcome House (owned it 30 year). Stopped by to visit for 1.5 hour. 
 
7/2/2014 Wed. Scriptures, lesson, rough day. 1 women and 3 kids homeless, 1 women and 1 kid homeless 
and Randy problems and Harry.  Gilbert quit since I would not do the things his way. Nora to take his place. 
 
7/3/2014 Thur. Lessons, scriptures and walked 15 minutes.  Visited PCF (Kitty) then to office.  Cleared 
office of Gilbert out.  Took whole day and still not finished.  Ted Dodge came in and I think he goes with me 



now. Nora did good job.  Mark and family was at our house when I got home after 9:30am. 
 
7/4/2014 Study scriptures, lesson, worked in office.  Spent time with Mom and had a relaxing day which I 
needed. 
 
7/5/2014 Lessons, scriptures, e-mails then to shop and set up CC machine.  Had to operate store most of 
morning.  Then had interview and Bobby came in.  The two girls getting hours. Stayed 9-6pm.  We did 67.00 
sales.  Then interviews with man that can’t walk with RS Pres. 
 
7/6/2014 Sun. John coming down to help me with computers.  Scriptures lessons.  John fixed all my 7 
problems.  Church, home teaching and visited Stevens.  Dropped off piece of pie.  Worked on R&RC office stuff. 
Gave sister College blessing. 
 
7/7/2014 Mon. Scriptures, 3am, lessons, walked 15 minutes. E-mails and prepared to go to office.  Did 
some Org. in home office.  Nora at office and Gaston gave her instruction.  Took her to Carol.  When new 
building opens we will send all people to her for intake etc.  We will work on EN-CRP-employment, Mentoring 
and GOGI.  Very tired all day. 
 
7/8/2014 Tues. 3:15am, scriptures, lesson, E-mail and bank stuff.  Office work and then open shop.  Met 
with Kitty and son.  Gave marching orders.  Met with Steven Canfield.  Completed application for housing.  Got 
report from Randy.  Worked with Nora, did update of check book for shop.  Paid 2 of Randy workers.  All 
accounts are very low now. 
 
7/9/2014 Wed. Scriptures 3:30am. Lesson, bible (66 books) Ensign, e-mail after walking 15 minutes 
outside. Did files then to store.  Took application to Vol. Ctr. for Polo homeless man.  Entered and got job for 1 
fellow with Randy.  Set him up with Temp. Svc. Deposit bank from shop.  Talked to John on his situation with 
Maria.  Also his headaches. 
 
7/10/2014 Thur. normal things, office, dropped a lot of inactive.  To town for interviews.  Kitty is taking a lot 
of time.  Nora has taken her on.  She needs gas. Both Nora and Kitty have not heard from Carol on my 
homeless Polo Steve. 

 



 
7/11/2014 Fri. up at 12:15am.  Worked for three hours then back to bed for 2 hours.  Cleared over 200 e-
mails and answered ones that needed response.  Cleared file cabinet that have to take to office.  Worked on 
records.  Did scriptures and lessons then to shop.  Worked with Steven Canfield all day. To volunteer center 
commit 500. for housing. To work force services stamp and medicate. To bank to set up new acc. So dau would 
not be able to take shop and then with Bishop at eve to have him interview Steven.  
 
7/12/2014 Sat. 3:15am.  Study lesson, scriptures then to office and counseled Randy.  Trained Raquel on 
excel   She got tired and had to go home 2pm.  I had not planned to stay whole day.  Bobby was there which 
was good.  I worked on records and getting rid of file I did not need.  Only finished thru “D”.  Saw Steve and he 
has not figured how to get RV down to park.  Very tired. 
 
7/13/2014 Sun. Scriptures, lesson 4am, today we go to Marks child blessing.  Also Mom packing to go down 



and flower sit for John who is going to Mexico to see his wife. Attended Sac. Here and at Marks.  Nicki came 
but Paul was sick as was Cove.  All of Mellissa family was there. 
 
7/14/2014 Mon. 3am. Scriptures, lesson, E-mail then took Mom car down to get gas.  She is going to Las 
Vegas to house sit for John until Thru.  Will miss her.  To office, bank and then home to work in office here.  Did 
relax a little.  Visited Steve Canfield.  His RV was taken in the night and he is quite upset.  Need to find him 
housing he can afford. 
 
7/15/2014 Tues. 3:30am. Did dishes, scriptures, lessons, walked, E-mail and office.  To accountant, temp 
service, shop and counseled Nora, Gaston and Bobby.  Did a lot of record stuff.  Called Mom in morning and 
evening.  
 
7/16/2014 Wed. Scriptures, lesson using my IPad, walked and planned day. E-mails then to work at shop.  A 
number of interviews.  Got a number of files put away at shop.  Have more to do.  Worked out relationship 
with Bob bowman, took them and Randy to Temp. Svc.  Got call from John he made it back from Boat ride in 
Mexico.  Mom went to L.V. temple and will come home tomorrow.  Miss her. 
 
7/17/2014 Thur. 3:15am, lesson, scriptures, E-mail, packed records to take to shop.  Walked 25 minutes.  
Stop by accountant with  records.  Shop and trained Heidi to assist on records.  Worked with Bob and Randy 
also Temp Svc. Counseled a number of people. Went home to see Mom returning from house sitting for John.  
Very tired.  
 
7/18/2014 Fri. 4:15am, spent time with Mom.  Scripture, lesson, E-mail and packed more records.  Met 
with Greg (manager of Lin’s) and gave presentation.  Worked all day with Heidi on records in shop. 
 
7/19/2014 Sat. Worked on records at home and rested part of day.  Help Mom put new quilt on wall.  
 
7/20/2014 Study lesson, scriptures, e-mail and worked on files. Church, Home taught.  Gave mom lessons. 
Worked on files rest of night. 
 
7/21/2014 Mon. Lesson, scriptures, walked, e-mail and shop.  Worked on records and interviews.  Home 
tired. 
 
7/22/2014 Tues. Scriptures, lessons, e-mails then to shop and worked on getting files in order.  Met with 
Chef Greg and took him to Temp Svc. Then home and took Mom out to eat and then did sealing in temple on 
her line.  Watched to kill a mockingbird. 
 
7/23/2014 Wed. 3am.  Scriptures, lessons, e-Mail and office files.  To shop and worked on clients active.  
Trained: Nora, Kitty, Heidi, Karen and took them to restaurant we partner with and volunteer center.  Had a 
long talk with Harvey Mom.  Finished and dropped files at home. Very tired. 
 
7/24/2014 Thur. 1:30am, office work, scriptures, lesson, ensign then to shop.  Had interviews, worked on 
each person’s hours.  Collected records to take home and file them in home office. Mom worked on quilt that 
looks beautiful.  She also took care of shower, grout etc. did a great job.  I did 10 pages of Ensign. 1 chapter in 
BOM and lesson again.  Uncle Leo died and Lillian went to Washington State to assist her sick daughter. 
 
7/25/2014 Fri. Scriptures, lessons Ensign, office, e-mails then to PCF.  Interviewed 4 clients 1 man and 3 
women. Then to shop.  Take 2 days sales to bank.  Talked to John on his situation with Maria at least 3 times. 
He is having a rough time deciding what to do.  Finished Ensign Lesson and scriptures. 



7/26/2014 Sat. Lesson, scriptures, e-mail then to shop.  Spent 4 hours getting office turned around. Back 
home. Frank and family came in.  Played hearts and 3-13 and talked Mellissa, Jordon girlfriend and him on 
spiritual experienced. Gave R&RC presentation. Scriptures and lesson prior to them leaving. 
 
7/27/2014 Sun. Scriptures, lesson, walked 23 minutes.  Church and they had a change in High priest group 
leadership.  Left me 15 minutes for lesson.  At home gave family lesson with IPAD.  Frank left and I started new 
lesson for HP and HT lesson. 
 
7/28/2014 Mon. Lessons, HT, HP, scriptures.  Walked and e-mail then to shop.  Worked on sorting leads that 
took 3 hours. Interviews.  
 
7/29/2014 Tues. lessons HP, HT, scriptures.  Did not walk. To shop Misc. and then taught class on job coach. 
 
7/31/2014 Thur. Study lesson, HT, scriptures.  Left early to go to temple.  Then Mom shopped a little and 
then to Dr. or me.  We were tired up 3 hours due Dr. had emerg. At hospital. Talked to John and Jean toy. 

 
 

8/1/2014 Fri. Up at 1:30am, 3 hours sleep. Scriptures, lessons HP and HT and e-mails.  Finances and then 
took Harvey to meet Lin’s manager. Drop Tax info off to Josh (RM), interviews at office. Files training for Heidi. 
Sent flowers to Uncle Leo funeral (286.00)  
 
8/2/2014 Sat. Lesson, HP-HT, scriptures, walked, e-mails then to office.  Asst. David on setting up TV’s and 
computers.  He did it and I ask what we wanted. Home the rest of the day.  Mom and I got milk shake at DQ.  
Watched funny face movie. 
 
8/3/2014 Sun. 2:30am. Scriptures, lessons HT-HP, E-mails then worked on sorting my history.  Church.  
Bella came and Randy came after our HT and we went Home Teaching.  

 

 

 



 
 

 



 
8/4/2014 Mon. 2:30am, scriptures, BOM, E-mail and then put history in shed to 2003. Very hard. To office, 



no one to open.  Directed 4 folks at store.  Visited new building.  What a mess.  Not going to open on 15th Aug. 
Saw Carol, glad she is running it and not me.  Home and interviewed 1 homeless.  Very tired. 
 
8/5/2014 Tues. Sleep for 7 hours.  BOM, office and walked.  E-mail then to accountant and after to office. 
Couple of interviews.  Help clear storage units in back. Forgot my phone.  Quite day! 

 
8/6/2014 Wed. up at 1:20am.  Only 4 hours sleep.  Scriptures, e-mail, History then to shop and took Heidi 
to VR.  Then home too tired to work. 
 
8/7/2014 Thur. got 2004 history done. Read scriptures. Took Heidi to VR. Interviewed James Slater. 
 
8/8/2014 Fri. Scriptures, worked on 2005 history and sorted into months.  Worked with Raquel on 
finances. 
 
8/9/2014 Sat. Scriptures, 4 hours fixing files after ITOK got rid of virus.  History rest of day.  Mom and I 
cleaned garage and Sheila in Apple Valley.  
 
8/10/2014 Scriptures, history. Finished 2004 Started 2005 Jan-June.  Church.  To Paul and Mark for Fathers 
interview. 
 
8/11/2014 Scriptures, 2005 July. Lost whole month due to computer. 
 
8/12/2014 Tues. Scriptures. Did rest of 2005 history.  Will now do section on Navajo mission.  To office 
11:30 to 5:30pm worked on history and interviews. 
 
8/13/2014 Wed. Stayed home all day. Reading scriptures then worked on history all day.  On Navajo section 
which I have tons of records.  
 
8/14/2014 Thur. worked on history after studying scriptures.  To PCF and interviews 3 inmates.  Then to VR 
but Heidi took care of Karen Hall.  To office meeting with Nora, Heidi, Dale, visited Jae at Dixie Care and Share. 
Then visited new building then home.  Son David sent E-mail stating did not believe any more. Too terrible sad. 
 
8/21/2014 Thur. Had children for small reunion and got too busy to write in journal.  Have been working on 
history.  Finished 2003-4-5 and now working on 2006.  Also did section on mission with Navajo nation.  I am 
amaze at what we tried to accomplish in 1 year time.  History will take a couple of weeks to do.  I am using 
material I had keep but need to also look at old calendars and this journal.  That will change what I have 
written as I add them to it. Mom is as beautiful and kind as ever I love her so much.  What a great partner to 
have on the earth and for eternity.  Thank you Father. 
R&RC is able to move along with me not hovering over them.  
 
8/22/2014 Fri. Yesterday worked on copying journal for 2006 history and finished it this morning, now have 
to go back and copy 2003-5 journal. Working from Thrift store.  Lots going on.  Went with Heidi to VR. Had 
troops clear out stuff from building and alley.  Need to work on Heidi gas money.  Clear with Nora use of my 
CC. 
 
8/23/2014 Sat. Study Preach My gospel.  Did finances, big difference in shop.  Don’t think rent check 
cashed.  To office in St. George, many interviews.  Did filing and lots of people in shop and not all customers. 
 
8/24/2014 Received Ensign and read to page 30.  Walked and worked on 2007 history.  Church. 



8/26/2014 Tues. been very busy at Thrift shop.  Many interviews.  Lots of abused women, one both eyes 
black from man beating her.  Have studied HT lesson and researched IPAD programs. 
 
8/27/2014 Wed. HT lesson, e-mails, banking, shop with lots of interviews.  Visit new building.  Jean is doing 
a great job in bike room. 
 
8/28/2014 Thur. 2:40am. HT, E-mails then to PCF.  They took too long and I did not see women.  Took care 
of Jean. Took most of day on records in shop.  Counseled one lady that had been abused.  Very tired. To bed by 
8pm. 
 
8/29/2014 Fri. HT lesson, e-mail then shop all day counseling.  
 
8/30/2014 Sat. HT, e-mail, did work on PP for our projects to shop in morning.  Nora only one there.  John 
Larson did some pickup and dlvr. Frank and Family down late Fri. night for peach days.  We played 3-13 but I 
was very tired.  
 
8/31/2014 Sun. HT lesson.  Worked on history. Church.  Then got 1st sections of 2011-2012 history done. 
Next use other sources to complete.  Went with Dan Spendlove to give blessing to Sis. College.  Have a busy 
day Mon. 
 
9/1/2014 Mon. HT lesson.  Started BOM for 3nd time this year. Email and R&R work.  Shop had all troop in 
for PP on our projects.  Bob Bowman came and we worked on his business he wants to turn over to us.  Then 
meeting with clients and store people.  Afternoon met with Josh at STEPS with Bob. A 48,000 job to put our 
people to work. Very tired when I got home. 
 
9/2/2014  Tues. Worked on shop finances for Aug.  Showed 61.00 loss.  Had tons of meetings.  Got keys 
for office in new building.  Did not get back until 6pm.  Long day. 
 
9/3/2014 Wed. Home teaching lesson, scriptures, e-mails, R&RC and 2013 part done on history. To office 
meetings, David (IT Tech.) and Leighton on Beep.  Bob on Steps.  Only 1 showed up for class, I cancelled it. 
 
9/4/2014 Thur. HT, Scriptures, e-mails, Finished 2014 history including my calendars to last mo.  To office a 
number of people needed help Got there in afternoon with 3 interviews 

 
9/5/2014 Fri. HT finished 1st Nephi.  Answered letter and paid taxes.  E-mail then to Office VR with Randy.  
Then a number of presentations.  Counseling.  Drop tax form a RM. 
 
9/6/2014 Sat. To office and moved furnisher to new office.  Lots of interviews and counseling. 
 
9/7/2014 Sun. HT, Scriptures History then to Church.  HT 3 families. Then spent more time with history. 
 
9/8/2014 Mon. 2nd Nephi, e-mail, R&RC, Picked up Yetive and took to store. Signed up all clients for Beep.  
Took all morning and up to 2:30pm.  I was very tired. Leg feels like logs. 
 
9/9/2014 Tues. Study, then R&RC til I left at 8:20am.  All day at shop.  Mostly with beep program. Had 
temple interview, Mom and I. BP and SP. 
 
9/10/2014 Wed. Study, R&RC, then to shop for beep training all day.  To theater with Mom to see Peter Pan, 
 



9/11/2014 Study, finished 2 Nephi, e-mails-Beep then to shop lots of meeting.  Very tried.  Lots of people in 
trouble.  
 
9/12/2014 Fri. Scriptures, e-mail, R&RC.  To PCF interviewed 3 women.  To shop and a lot of interviews.  
Met with Beep Leighton.  Took him with me to VA recycling and Chief Jack at PCF.  then to another business 
then I went home to rest.  Mom and I went for ride to Zion, Kanab and home late but we had ice cream and 
fudge that we bought on the way 

 
9/13/2014 Sat. Scriptures, Did money from shop for 4 days and 1 GOGI book.  E-mail and some Beep then 
to bank 

 
9/14/2014 Sun. Scriptures, Mom left for up north with family.  Worked on history then met with Bro. 
Chamberlin on projects.  John called to check on me and the cat. 
 
9/15/2014 Mon. Study scriptures, worked on history then to shop and had many meetings.  Miss Mom. 
 
9/17/2014 Wed. Study, walked and cleared e-mail.  Beep training then to shop with a number of meetings.  
Called Mom. 
 
9/18/2014 Thur. Scriptures, worked on history, to shop and met with Bp. Bramall and others.  Need to do 
power point for funds.  Took Mom to see new building and eat out.  Great to have her safely back home. 
 
9/19/2014 Fri. Scriptures, org. work.  Getting behind R&RC.  Met a number of people at shop.  Got eye 
exam, need new glasses.  Spending time with Mom.  Got her flowers and help change wall hanging quilt. 
 
9/20/2014 Sat. Scriptures, worked on PP most of day. Had 1 meeting in shop then back to PP (Power Point). 
Went to Mursett dinner in eve. 
 

9/21/2014 Sun. scripture, Ensign, History til went to temple dedication. 
 
9/22/2014 Mon. Scriptures, ensign then shopping.  Gave PP to county leaders. 
 
9/23/2014 Tues. Scriptures, Ensign, e-mails then to shop.  Interview Alma, then to Beep training.  More 
interviews.  Counseled shop leadership then home with Kathy. 
 
9/24/2014 Wed. Scriptures, Ensign, office then gave presentation to homeless committee. 
 
9/25/2014 Scriptures, Ensign.  Walked.  To PCF and interviewed 3 women.  Arranged for Ruthie coming 
down from SLC Mon.  Interviews.  Legs hurt for 2 months.  
 
9/26/214 Fri. Scriptures, Ensign, HT lesson.  Walked and got mail. Did power point for businesses.  Office 
met with STEPs people and Richard Green.  
 
9/27/2014 Sat. Read Scriptures and HT lesson.  We took care of Mellissa children while she went with her 
sister to temple for going on her mission.  Then to shop and taught first lesson on Job Coach. 
 
9/28/2014 Sun. Lesson PP and visited 2 families after church.  
 
 



 



 
9/29/2014 Lesson and PP, many interviews.  So many people hurting. 
 
9/30/2014  12:30am, scriptures and finished BOM and HT lesson.  Shop and had busy day with people 
needing help.  1 women we could not get rid of.  Had some Beep training.  
 
10/1/2014 Wed. Scriptures, HT lesson, meetings 
 
10/2/2014 Thur. Scriptures, HT lesson, interviewed Teasha at PCF.  Met Nora, Ruthie, Dale, Yetive.  To Dr. for 
skin problems, hurt a lot to get rid of growths.   
 
10/3/2014 Fri. Old Testament, Gen 40, HT lesson, Read 300 e-mails then to office and counseled.  To Jae 
with program.  Then to shop and gave 2nd lesson for Job Coach’s.  Lots of counseling. 
 
10/4/2014  Sat. Scriptures, PP on leaders overall program.  Conf. have a cold. 
 
10/7/2014 Tues. been very sick with flu.  Have read scriptures each day.  Also went into shop for Beep 
training. But came home early. Getting a little better today.  Got 8 hours sleep with Nyquil ZZZ. 
 
10/8/2014 Wed. Scriptures, worked on PP then to shop for interview of a number of people.  Sill sick but 
better. 
 
10/9/2014 Thur. Scriptures, speaking off IPAD.  To shop with a lot of meetings. I visited Gina from Ester 
Seal’s.  Cold got a little worse today. 
 
10/10/2014 Fri. Still sick, worse than 2 days ago.  This is 7 days since it started, Scriptures, meetings.  Met 
with Jimmy Hughes St. George City councilman.  He set up meeting city council 2 Nov. 4pm. 
 
For some reason I did not do any more writing in Journal for the rest of year.  
and interviews.  



 



 

 

 

 

  
 

  
 

 



 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



  



2015 

January 

1/13/2015 Well it has been a long time since I have written.  I have been a little discouraged.  Closed the 

thrift Store and many volunteers left.  Scriptures have been good, finished Jesus the Christ, the Missionary 
handbook and only have 3 books in BOM to finish it.  John was able to get his new wife and 2 daughters to the 

U.S. Mom treats me like a king, I do love her so. So now I will continue to write in my journal. 

1/14/2015   Wed. Finished the BOM, and will start New Testament.  Went to Post 100 dinner.  Burt passed 

away.  Good man.  Worked on R&RC EN program most of day. 

1/15/2015 Thur. Finished Matt. And Mark to Ch. 11.  Had training of Job coaches.  Read for 2-4 hours each 

day unless I’m too tired.  Been exercising which I can feel.  So thankful for my wife.  She takes so good care of 
me. 

1/16/2015 Fri. Finished Luke, Ch. 24.  Had meeting with VR. David Yancy and Raquel.  Also got haircut with 

Brandon.  Spent night with Mom. 

1/17/2015 Sat.  Attended Burt's Funeral.  Worked on reunion.  Sent to all family.  Finished John and to 18 
chapter Of Acts. Mom worked hard today. 

1/19/2015 Autumn and John her Husb. Came in Sun.  Went to church with us and left this morning.  I am 
now on Thessalonians 1st chapter.  Was up 11:30pm yesterday.  Not much sleep but lots of reading of 

scriptures.  Also worked on R& RC lesson 1 for Job Coach's and the reunion. Have 3 of our clients for job 

interviews this afternoon. 

1/20/2015 Wed. Started old Testament.  Read to Gen. 25 early morning 1.5 hours.  Will be staying at home 

today. 

1/21/2015 Thur.  Finished Gen. 40 chapter.  Talked to John on his family situation. 

1/23/2015 Fri. finished 2nd book. 

1/25/2015 Mon. Took trip to Bluff and visited members we had worked with when we went on our 

mission.  Finished 4th book of OT.  Debating if I should keep R&RC going.  I am feeling my 80 years and a little 

discouraged.  I don't see a replacement for me. 

1/27/2015 Tues. Yesterday all day at R&RC.  Meeting VR with Harry.  Training In afternoon after meeting 

with Ron Nia and Kitty and Nora.  I trained Job Coach's. Coming along fine and have 7 chapters to finish 5th 
book of OT.  I will do that today. Exercised good this morning and got 9 hours sleep which I needed to do. 

1/29/2015 Thur. 3 chapters to finish 1st kings.  Exercised and read lesson.  Then I gave training today on Job 

coach. 

1/30/2015 Fri. finished 2 Kings, 1chron. Started 2 Chron. Did bank statement for Mom and sent e-mails.  

Changed HT to next sun since child blessing this sun.  Paul's Daughter. 

1/31/2015 Sat. Finished up o Ester, lots of reading. 

February 



2/1/2015 Read over 8 hours scriptures.  Stopped at Proverbs 16.  Went to Lilly baby blessing and had 

lunch at Paul's after.  Nick's parents were there as we and Mark and his family. 

2/2/2015 Mon. Read a lot on Isaiah now.  It will take more than a day to do. 

2/3/2015 Tues. completed Isaiah.  Started Jeremiah.  Have meeting VR with my Job coach's at 4pm. 

2/4/2015 Wed. On Ezekiel, hope to finish by tonight.  Had a NR. Of meetings. Juan (Resume and IWP), 
David VR covered our clients with them.  Met Dixie College Score. (Randy did not show up.) 

2/5/2015 Thur. Finished Ezekiel, 40 pages in ensign and HT lesson.  Will do Daniel today.  Have one 

interview with Irene Hunter at 1pm.  Mom going to Genealogy Lib this morning after she walks.  I will have to 

do exercise.  35 min. walk. 250 strides on bike and 20 minutes on body machine. (All wears me out.)  I am 
getting a better feeling for the scriptures, many good lessons in the OT. Finished Daniel and Ensign. 

2/6/2015 Finished Habakkuk? Read HT lesson and going to temple with Mom this morning.  Have disc. To 
do in afternoon and a meeting 3pm on. Meetings canceled, finished OT, Ya.  Finished NT in 6 days and OT in 17 

days. A record for me.  Some days I read or listen over 8 hours.  I am able to do that because I get up 1-2-3 am 

and read.  I think I am going to get into the hot tub. 

2/7/2015 Started the D&C. 

2/8/2015 Sun. Still D&C over 100.  Church had good lessons.  Ward conference and met with Don and 

Lynn Fry.  Will visit tonight sister college who is close to passing on. (We think.) 

2/9/2015 Mon. completed D&C and will start Pearl of Great Price.  Worked on R&RC.  Went to Empty 

Nester meeting and took a new couple, the Fry's with us.  Quite a large group attended.  I had an interview of a 
Steel from CO. City.  That took a long time.  He is in need of counseling badly.  I told him I would walk beside 

him. 

2/10/2015 completed all scriptures.  Got copies for meeting tonight. 

2/11/2015 Started BOM in morn. 11 chapters.  Had meeting last night only 6 showed up.  Holt's feel they 
can't put all to work of 5 resumes I gave them. 

2/13/2015 Fri. finished 1 Nephi, had good job interviews with Holt's and had clients to talk to.  They want 

to run R&RC, great. 

2/14/2015 Sat. Finished 2 Nephi chapter 21.  We will be going to visit John and family in Las Vegas.  I felt 

impressed to ask them to go to church with us Sun. so they could develop friends at their ward. Mom and 

family are planning a birthday party for my 80th and she let it slip. Yesterday had good meeting with WFS (Faye 
LDS employment (John) and Deseret Christian and took Sandra to meet these folks.  Very tired when I got 

home. 

2/17/2015 Tues. 80 years old today.  Good life.  Taught Sandra yesterday.  Sat and Sun. to John, Mike and 

Frank and their families it was a good time by all.  They had birthday party for me.  Also valentines. Only things 
that are important in life. Relations to God and family.  How blessed my great wife and I have been.  So 

Thankful for all the many blessing he has rained down on us. 

From my daughter, Sheila 



 
From daughter, Kathryn 

 

  

 

From Mark, Melissa and family 



  

 

Brother Bob & Family 

 

  

 

 

 

From my sister, Lillian  



 

  

From my frisky wife 



 

 

 

2/18/2015 Wed. Finished Alma.  Helped 26 year girl, took her to Kelly's for job interview.  Also counseled 

Warren Steed.  He helped with transporting her. 

2/19/2015 Thur. Had training meeting which went well, also Carol offer us office in old Volunteer building.  
Finished Heleman.  With meet with VR. Today. 



 



2/20/2015 Fri. finished 3nd Nephi.  Had meeting with VR.  Not happy with what they are doing.  Must shift 

all people SI and SSDI to EN program.  Looked at building avail. For office for us.  Would do fine.  Must see Carol 
and Di, Christian to get things down pat.  Finished 4th Nephi. 

 

 

2/27/2015 Fri. Lots have happen, got check for 1,000.00 from Zion for R&RC.  Will be moving office 

tomorrow and have 5 men set up to help. Are expanding program to take on youth and other things.  Have 

meeting with OT on OJT for our program. 



3/1/2015 Sun. We moved Sat. 5 men and 1 women.  HT today and got 2 of 3.  Jim to write to one missed. 

Have a tight Sked. For Monday. 

3/2/2015 Mon. 5 showed up to work on office.  Have a lot of work to do.   

3/3/2015 Tues. 5 in office.  Started to sand chairs, lots of paper work.  Still Isaiah.  Got very little sleep up 

at 1:10am with 10 minute nap at 5am. 

3/4/015 Wed. Leadership meetings.  Everyone excited about what we are doing.  Met with Youth 

Program.  Got a lot done in repairing office, very tired. 

3/5/2015 Thur. Got 8 hours sleep.  Have been getting up in the 1am area.  Had meeting. Still working on 

building.  Went with Kathy to see Dr. for her operation on the 16th.  

3/6/2015 Fri. had meeting with DI, not sure of outcome.  Interviewed Karen and Russell.  Loaded file 

cabinets to take down.  Had computer worked on two times. 

3/7/2015 Sat. Cam, Randy and I stained chairs.  Then in afternoon 3 others came and we got a lot done.  

Got 2 desk, 4 chairs and 1 couch from DI. 

3/8/2015 Sun. Church.  Visited office with Mom.  Gave Cam letter recommendation and DI order.  I have 
not been reporting it but been reading Isaiah and should finish 2 days and then I will do OT again. 

3/9/2015 Mon. Worked in office, Yetive, Sandra, Greg, Juan and Cam.  Picked up Bro. Fry for Empty 
Nesters.  Mom got everything done well. Bough car on internet and phone and will pick up Thur. from SLC.  

Very tired, up at 2am, long day. 

3/10/2015 Tues. got internet at office.  Shopped DI for furnisher.  Got certified check for car.  Will be going 

Thur.  Up and back to SLC.  Very tired. 

3/11/2015 Wed. Took Greg and Yetive to visit 3 schools of Franks with Ron.  Very impressive.  Very tired. 

3/12/2015 Thur. Trip to SLC and bought car 2008 Prius and returned. 

3/13/2015 Fri. To office with Yetive and Cam, finished painting.  Worked on files.  Home and rested then 

Mom and I took new car to Walmart to get batt. For my watch and food for next week. 

3/14/2015 Sat. Spent day in office on computer.  Trying to get set up.  David Calder helped.  Had visit from 
Joe Griffith and he is doing fine.  So glad to see him doing so well. 

3/16/2015 Mon. Mom had operation on Eye lids.  Went well, I told everyone that I would be out for 3 days 
to take care of her.  John prayed for her and that touched both of us. 

3/17/2015 Tues. Mom not hurting, swelled up and I have tried to help her.  Mark, Sumi, John (Sent 

flowers.) Sheila all called.  

3/18/2015 Wed. Helped Mom.  Office work, eat at BQ in town.  Very expensive, 27.00 Mom is doing better.  

3/19/2015 Thur. To work, longer than expected.  Very tired at end of day. Mom to Dr. for check on different 

things. Paul called and talked to her a long time.  

3/20/2015 Fri. to work.  Had 3 interviews.  2 ladies from Carol came and changed keys and told me I had to 
move out since I had not signed a lease.  We left. 

3/21/2015 Sat. Wrote letter to my children.  At least a rough draft.  Will try to finish it tomorrow.  Paul and 
Cove came and borrowed the truck.  Spent most of day at home with Mom.  Gave her a blessing. 



3/22/2015 Sun. to church then had meeting with Holts.  Mom feels she might be infected. 

3/23/2015 Mon. Met Carol.  Mom to Dr. to check Progress. 

3/24/2015 Tues. Got keys to building and back to Reg. routine tomorrow. 

3/26/2015 Thur. Busy day at office. Lots of interviews. 

3/28/2015 Sat. Went to Kitty Jones baptism in Cedar City.  She is one of our clients R&RC.  

3/29/2015 Sun. Started and completed Ensign.  Started at 3am, my normal time to be awake. 

I have had impression I might go to jail for wrong submission of bill to VR.  I did it by mistake but still it was 
done.  I have not worried about it til this morning.  Of course I could see it as a way to teach gospel to those in 

prison and that I will do.  To church and after John and Frank came to eat.  Played hearts after. 

3/30/2015 Mon. Worked at office.  John and family came for dinner and hearts.  

4/1/2015 Wed. Interviews Jordan with his Mom. Took a long time.  I think we can get him a job.  Rose 
came to have Mom help with family quilt.  

4/2/2015 Thur. Had Jordan come in and work.  Also fill out IWP.  He did well.  Paid for insurance on 3 cars 
and home.  Visited business (Trucking firm) and explained our program.  Did office work and visited Jimmy in 

Cedar Jail.  About 90 miles round trip.  Canceled Hartford insurance. 

4/3/2015 Fri. Met with Randy, took him around to get his car. He worked in office for 1.5 hours. Counseled 

him on finances. 

4/6/2015 Mon. We watched Conf. with Frank Jr. and Rose then after up to Sheila Cabin went Mom and 

me.  Stayed til Mon. afternoon. For our 58 wedding anniversary. I sleep about 8 hours and finished 2 books in 
Old Testament. 

4/7/2015 Tues. Took furnisher to office.  Set up tool room.  Mom went to L/V to help Maria on her quilt.  
Done a lot of reading in Psalms.  

4/8/2015 Thur. To office and had interviews.  Took truck to garage (R&RC truck.) They could not find 
anything wrong with it. 

4/9/2015 Fri. Worked with Randy at office.  Got reply from SLC VR.  I will not be working with them 

anymore. Mom at DUP all afternoon.  I mowed grass.  Too much, I can’t do that anymore.  

4/10/2015 Fri. worked at office and Randy did well.  Met Ron and Teasha at home on Youth schools.  Also 

showed truck to Rod Smith for his friend in Calif. 

4/11/2015 Sat. Worked in garage.  Mom took me to buy pants since all are too large for me.  Have lost 

about 40 lb. and not trying to do that but not eating as much as I use to do.  It was nice being with Kathy most 

of the day. 

4/12/2015 Sun. Lots of O.T. reading.  Church and then HT.  Visited Mark and Paul families.   

4/14/2015 Tues. To office and dropped Package at animal place for Jordan, Sally called and needs help. 

(Anderson) 

4/15/2015 Wed. Spent most of day helping set up Sally situation. 

4/16/2015 Thur. Took care of Sally most of the day. 



4/17/2015 Fri. Picked up Sally at Hosp.  1st night she walked to Walmart, sad. 

4/18/2015 Sat. Movies, worked on 150 or so.  Afternoon Sally situation. 

4/19/2015 Sun. finished Luke, Church after helping Sheila and Mike whose car broke down. Mom gave 
them her car to go back North.  Yetive quit today.  Mainly due to Sally.  

4/25/2015 Got back from SLC.  Emil Michael graduation from BYU.  Saw most of family and Kathy’s 
Daughter and family were there.  Visited David and Family. John and Maria came up to help me with sound on 

my computer.  Great family and greater wife.  

4/26/2015 Sun. Worked on office, church and Sally Anderson.  Home to eat. Talked to John and then 

worked in office til 9pm.  

4/27/2015 Mon. Mom and I moved lots of stuff to storage in Apple Valley.  Very tired. A good week ahead 

to organize.  

5/8/2015 Fri. I have been very busy closing down R&RC.  Moving everything home or in storage along 

with feeling very tired and wiped out.  I seem to losing about a lb. a day.  Down from 220 to 169.2 this 

morning.  I will be going to Dr. Mon.  I am also losing my voice and not getting the sleep I need.  

 



 

 

 



5/9/2015 Sat. Frank Jr. came with wife Rose.  She worked on her quilt with mom and Frank helped go thru 

my computer equip. to determine status.  We had 5 computers and 7 screens. Got rid of 4 speaker pairs that 
did not work and finally got Mom’s car in the garage.  I finished Pearl of Great price and started D&C.  

 

From Brother Dale in response to turning 80 

 



 



Brother Bob’s wife, Jean. 

 

Father’s Day Cards 2015 



 

From Mark, Melissa & Family 

 

 

 



Granddaughter, Madelyn wrote an Ancestor Report on me and won 1st place 

 

 

 



 

7/5/2015 Sun. Been a while seem like too much to do.  I am still closing down R&RC.  Have had all kinds of 
test and have low blood pressure.  But no indication of loss of weight.  I think it was having 50 people at a time 

needing help: housing, employment, food, clothing and drugs etc.  That caused all the health problems.  Since I 

would worry about each one. 

We had our family reunion in N.C. at Avon.  All 70 had a great time.  Eric Steinhauer stated to Mom he has a 

family of 70 people when he felt alone before.  The week after we left people were attacked by sharks where 
we were swimming.  The news states 7 attacks in NC beaches.  How blessed we were.  The cost was over 

15,000 but well worth it.  We paid for 5 cottages but 3 other families got their own ones.  By the way I have 

completed all scriptures 4 x and working on 5th now for the year. 



7/8/2015 Wed. As I reviewed material from our mission.  I felt impressed to return much of it to the Bluff 

Branch where it could do the most good.  I called the Branch Pres. and ask to meet with him and Tony Dayish.  
He had another fellow that taught courses to Navajo’s that could use my extra computer equipment.  Our car 

was loaded almost to the ceiling and Mom and I went down to Blanding.  We enjoyed the trip and had the 

meeting.  I think the material will help.  I am so happy to have a good wife like Kathy going on her 78 year that 
we have been married.  Also thankful for my family.  (Kids). 

7/9/2015 Thur. continued to read my HT lesson and scriptures.  I am now in my 5th time on all scriptures 

this year.  Sure do love those that wrote them. Worked in shed out back to make it into a work shop.  Also 

spent a good part of my day looking for a cabin in mountains.  We will see some this Friday. 

7/11/2015 I have been moving shop and tools to one of the sheds.  John and family came up yesterday.  

They went hiking the narrows except Carolina.  She helped me move and we finally was able to get both cars in 
garage.  That is massive.  However everything else is in the shed, Office or garage.  Will take lots of time to 

organize.  Mom fixed meal and when John and family left, we took load to storage.  Got back after 8:30pm.  

That day was the most I worked for years.  Usually I work for a while then have to rest longer. 

7/12/2015 Sun. Worked on clearing office. Also eval. Property with Mom for our trip last week.  Went HT to 
Scott, then to church.  Very spiritual.  Talked to Laron Hall on land in Mid Utah.  Visited from new neighbors. 

Tony Garrett and they brought cookies.  He knew me from AP&P.  Called and talked to man who owns lands in 

Lydia Canyon.  He sent me info. 

7/13/2015 Mon. Worked in garage to fit 2 car’s in. Worked on backlog in office and also land in Canyon.  

Had empty Nesters.  Also on BOM. 

7/14/2015 Tues. worked on 154 Ac. Lydia Canyon and other property.  Also checked on solar power and log 

homes.  Read Kane county 33 pages of green zone etc.  Took Mom to temple and finished her names.  

7/15/2015 Wed. Mom to L/V to help Johns wife Maria on reunion quilt. I worked on Duck Creek property 

and got summary of it. Then on taxes. Then read Kane county Docs.  Mom got back at 9pm. 

7/19/2015 Sun. Worked a little in shed. Church, very spiritual all meetings.  Mom took us to see Pine 
mountain Valley.  Saw an open house.  I read scriptures morning and night, just usually don’t record it.  

7/20/2015 Mon. Worked on shop all morning.  Office in afternoon.  Decided against Pine Valley property. 

7/22/2015 Wed. Worked in shop.  Setting up wiring.  Still much to do. 5-10am. Then in to office with James 

setting up my computer on the phone and Mom to the temple.  

7/23/2015 Fri. To Temple to complete some of Mom family. And one of my Chinese line.  Then left at 3pm 

to go and help Sheila move in.  Arrived at 3am in Casper WY. Got hotel and then onto Sheila around 10am.  For 
Fri. we helped unpack. Then Sat. we left about 8am.  I gave counsel to them.  I observed their working together 

and it showed a great team and much love.  Counseled them to always put the church first in all activities.  Got 
home 8pm, long trip but enjoyed being with Mom.  Thanked the Lord for looking out for us.  

A couple from Brother Bob & Jean 
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ALASKA HONG KONG TRIP 
 

 After returning to Annette I found out that the Coast Guard was sending a plane to 

Japan for overhaul.  They never did it before and to my knowledge never did it again.  I 

talked it over with Kathy and decided that I should go on this plane and then go to Hong 

Kong from Japan.  It would be a savings of about one half the price.   

 

 The first night after we left Annette we were diverted to an Air Force field due to 

the weather at the Coast Guard Base.  I was able to get an Air Force jet that put me in 

Japan two days sooner then I had planned.  The following day I landed in Hong Kong. 

 

 Our father’s next brother and his family, and our father’s youngest sister met me 

at the airport.  It was a joyful event and all were very happy.  I stayed in a hotel owned by 

our aunt the first night and then they had me move to my aunt’s home where she had an 

apartment, which I could use.  It was a pent house on top of her home. 

 

 Most of the older people do not speak English, but the younger ones knew some 

since they have it in school.  Chung Chack, our cousin, the son of Ye Sok, and our uncle 

stayed with me the whole trip and he acted as my interpreter.  Each night prior to going to 

bed we had a game of chess and I told him a little about our family and our life.  He is 

about 18 years old.  We spent a lot of time at his home and I really got to know his family 

best.   

 

 Following are some of the pictures of his mother’s birthday.  Her name is Ye 

Sum.  (Ye means second, and our father was first so he was Di Bach.)  Our uncle was the 

second son so he was Ye Sok and his wife would be calls Ye Sum.  I had quite a time 

trying to remember everyone’s name.  They have eight children and their two daughters 

are Betty and Nora who are in this country.  
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To my right are my dad’s brother, Ye Sok and his wife Ye Sum.  The girl in blue 

is our cousin Vilot from Macao.  To my far left is Ye Sum’s mother and next to her is one 

of our relatives distant.   

 

  

 

 

 

Here are the children with the fellow bending over being the oldest son.  He 

works at the bus company with his father.  He is not married.   The two pictures on the 

wall are our grandparents.  The flowers and oranges are placed there to honor them.  

There is much love in the family and all the children study quite hard.  
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We stayed a few days with the Wong side of the family.  This is my 

Grandmothers brother’s children.  There were two sons and they took us out and showed 

us a wonderful time. The following pictures are taken where we went to eat for an 

afternoon.   

 

 

 Left to right; our cousin, Chang Chack, Irvin’s wife, Erik’s wife, Ye Sum, Irvin’s 

son and two daughters with their other daughter sitting on the table.  Irvin in the gray suit 

sitting and Eric in the white shirt standing next to Ye Sok.  The young lady setting is the 

student of Erik’s wife, she is a schoolteacher.  Erik is, or I should say was the planner for 

Hong Kong.  The Queen knighted him for his services. He is now retired. Far right is my 

dad’s brother Ye Sok.  

 

 The picture below is the same one except Erik and I exchanged positions.  
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     This is Irvin’s family picture 

 

 

 

 To the right is Ye Sum and her Husband and our uncle Ye Sok and then my dad’s 

youngest sister Chung Goo.  The lady sitting is the oldest family member.  We went up 

into the hills to get her for this gathering.  She gave me candy. Since that is what you do 

with the young children.  
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 This is the family gathering that we had at Chung Goo. She is in the Green Dress 

and next to her right is Ye Sum.  My uncle is in the back and to the left is Chang Chack. 

 

 

 

My aunt Chung Goo took us out to eat and sightsee. She is in the center and Vilot from 

Macao. To her left and I am to her right.  
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 We went to the floating restaurant and had a great meal.  This is called the Kings 

chair and they insisted that I set in that chair. The girl is one of our cousin’s. This was 

located near the new territories. 

 

 The most touching part of my trip was the one afternoon that we spent visiting the 

graves of our grandparents.  I feel that the whole trip was worth it for this one afternoon 

alone.  I was able to be alone for a little while at both of the graves and gave a prayer at 

each one.  We brought along items to honor both graves and I was very thankful for my 

Aunt’s and the help they were at this time. 
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 This is my grandfather’s grave.  They are located in the new territories and it took 

us about one hour to drive out to them.  

 

 

 This is myself and the grave of grandfather again.  The flowers we brought along 

with firecrackers and incense.  Also some paper money that we burned there.  It was to 

give the dead some money to buy things with. (This was special money for the dead) 

 

 

 

 This is our grandmother’s grave.  The oranges were placed before the graves and 

then you would eat them and it would be like sharing with them.  The cross-meant that 

she was a Christian.  Grandfather was not.  
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 When I found out that I could not go to Burma I learned of a cousin that was in 

Macao.  Her parents were our aunt and uncle in Burma so I decided to visit with her.  

 

We took a boat and rode all night to reach Macao.  We then spent the rest of the 

day with cousin Vilot.  She was a very nice person and a wonderful host.  We visited all 

of the beautiful places that there is to see in Macao.  Most important thing was to get to 

know her, and learn a little about her family.  My aunt, Ye Sum and her son, Chung 

Chack came along with me for the trip. This is in front of one of the many temples.  

 

 

Vilot and myself 
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 This church was bombed in the war and it was destroyed except for the front part 

of the building, quite remarkable.  Left to right is Chung Chack, Ye Sum and Vilot. 

 

 

 

 

                             The same picture except Chung Chack and I traded places. 
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 The following pictures is my dad’s brother Ye Sok and his wife Ye Sum with 

Chung Chack and the rest of his family. 

 

 

 

 

     Same picture with me in it.  
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 Erik told us of a relative that had a record of the Wong side of the family.  I made 

arrangements to visit with this man.  He showed me a book and I ask if I could have it to 

copy.  I had it copied and sent it back to him.  The book contained 23 generations of the 

Wong family.  Just think of that.  I was able to receive a letter from one of the relatives 

still in Canton China.  He sent Ten generations of the Toy family.  This was just the 

information that I was able to obtain from this trip.  The picture below is the man with the 

23 generations, he is showing it.  

 

 

 

 Now you tell me, does the Lord bless you when you try to do what is right.  The 

finding of so many family members and the records of so many that have passed on is a 

miracle within itself. Then take the flight that I was able to get with the Air Force and the 

finding of the information from my Uncle Sam’s box of letters etc. all was more then I 

could have hoped for.  
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 I wish I could have stayed longer but I missed my little family and had to get back 

to work. Following is the families that came to see me off at the airport.  

 

 

 

 My Fathers Youngest Sister Chung Goo, Ye Sum, my father’s brother Ye Sok and 

Myself.  
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 I flew into Hawaii and visited with my wifes sister and family.  I also attended the 

Temple there.  It was good to be back in Hawaii after being gone from it for so long.  

However I could not get use to the hot weather.  After a few days I flew on to San 

Francisco and visited with the relatives there also.  I was able to attend the Oakland 

temple while there.  I think that temple is about the most beautiful that we have seen.  A 

day later I was on my way to Annette.  I arrived home and was reunited with my 

wonderful family.  Shortly after that we had to get ready to move to Ore. That concluded 

my trip to the Far East.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      Some of the money for the dead 
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 I will include a few things that might be of interest that I have in my files. First 

the sales slip for the carved chest that I had sent back home.  Look at that freight charge.  
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            One of the temples in Macao 

 

          Tiger Balm Gardens in Hong Kong 

 

The floating casino in Macao 
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These address are from back in the 1966 and might not be any good any more.  
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SAN FRANCISCO TRIP TO MEET THE TOY FAMILY. 

 
 When we found a letter in the box of our Uncle Sam’s material stating that my 

father had family in Chicago, I stopped enroute from Elizabeth City N.C. school to 

Annette, where my family was and I was stationed with the Coast Guard. I had an hour 

layover and went to the phone booth and copied as many of the Toy family addresses that 

I could.  After arriving back home, I sent out letters to about ½ of the names that I had 

copied.  Nothing happen for about 6 months then I received a letter from Leo Chow 

stating he was my uncle and would be coming to the U.S.A. soon.   

 

 When he arrived I made a trip to San Francisco to meet him and the following 

material is the result of that trip.  

 

 As I wrote to him, he explained that Chow and Toy are the same name in Chinese. 

When they come into this country they ask them to pronounce it and that is what it 

sounds like.  Also the way my letter got from Chicago to San Francisco, A man attended 

a Toy conference of the Toy organization in Chicago from San Francisco.  He stated he 

knew the family and Leo Chow was coming over to this country and he would give it to 

him.   

 

 It turned out that Leo Chow was related and he knew and had cared for our 

grandparents in the last years of their lives.  Our grandfather having died in 1959 and 

grandmother in 1962.  He also knew the rest of the family and gave me the address of a 

lot in San Francisco.   

 

 I started to write to them and from them learned of many others in other countries. 

I found that our father was the oldest son and he had two sisters and two brothers.  All of 

which were still living.  Two in Burma and two in Hong Kong.   

 

 As I wrote to them, they all wrote back telling how wonderful it was that I had 

found them.  Then one of the uncles and aunts in Burma searched and located a letter that 

our mother had written to them way back in the year 1939.  It gave our names and our old 

address and left no doubt that indeed this was our family.  It was hard to express the joy 

that we felt in finding our fathers family. 

 

 I took leave and made a trip to San Francisco to visit my new found family.  I was 

received with open arms and shown the love and concern that years of being apart had 

build.  We went out to different Chinese restaurants and they wanted me to try 

everything.  Then we had a meeting of all of the family at one of the homes and I was 

able to really get to know them and fill out records on all of them.  Following are some of 

the families.  
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This is Leo Chow and his Wife Anna (Sum sum), and their children Kathy and 

Ed.  This is where I stayed when I visited S.F. They took good care of me.  The Buda you 

see on the table in most homes and will bring you good luck.  On my leaving after my 

first visit Anna gave this to me for our home.  It was very touching.  We have come to 

love these folks very much. 

 

 

 

This is Betty and Greg Ng.  Betty is our cousin.  Her father is our father’s next 

brother.  He has another daughter in the U.S. She lives in Los Angles and her name is 

Nora.  Betty is the one that helped me most with the research and getting in contact with 

the families.  
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 This is Jean and Joe Ng.  They are distant cousins.  Joe is the son of our 

Great Grandfathers brother.  They were very nice.  They took me to see the Zoo.  I got to 

know them quite well.  

 

 

 

This is Dorothy and Harry Ng.  Dorothy is our distant Aunt.  Harry works at the 

navy yard.  They have a fine family and we held the family get together at their home.  

Dorothy’s name in Chinese is Shee Goo.  It is her father that gave us quite a bit of 

information on the family history.  He is still in Canton China.  Very nice people.   
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 This is Connie and Albert Lee.  Connie is our cousin and the sister of Joe 

Ng. They had me to dinner and I really liked that.  She is a very good cook.  Albert likes 

to take pictures and took a few that day.  They are very nice people.  

 

 

 Here is a picture of the women of the family gathered.  Left to right; Shee 

Goo, Betty, Chung Goo (One of our aunts distant), Anna, Jean, and Connie.  
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This is all the family that we met.  It was great to go from no family to a large 

extended family.  I am so thankful that we were able to locate them. 
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